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IV. Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to 

submit written data, views and 
arguments concerning the foregoing. 
Persons making written submissions 
should hie six copies thereof with the 
Secretary, Securities and Exchange 
Commission, 450 Fifth Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of the 
submission, all subsequent 
amendments, all written statements 
with respect to the proposed rule 
change that are hied with the 
Commission, and all written 
communications relating to the 
proposed rule change between the 
Commission and any person, other than 
those that may be withheld from the 
public in accordance with the 
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be 
available for inspection and copying in 
the Commission’s Public Reference 
Section, 450 Fifth Street, NW., 
Washington, DC. Copies of such filing 
will also be available for inspection and 
copying at the principal office of the 
Phlx. All submissions should refer to 
the hie number in the caption above and 
should be submitted by September 17, 
1993.*

For the Commission, by the Division of 
Market Regulation, pursuant to delegated 
authority.»
Margaret H. McFarland,
D ep u  ty S ecreta ry .

(FR Doc. 93—21202 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 amj 
BILUNG CODE «010-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

[Public Notice 1856]

State Department Performance Review 
Board Members; At Large Board and 
01G Board

In accordance with section 4314 (c)(4) 
of the Civil Service Reform Ac* of 1978 
(Pub. L. 95—454), the Executive 
Resources Board of the Department of 
State has appointed the following 
individuals to the State Department 
Performance Review Board (At large 
Board) register.
Eileen K. Binns, Director of the Office of 

Administration, Bureau of 
Management, United States 
Information Agency 

Kathleen J. Charles, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Resource Management, 
Bureau of Diplomatic Security, 
Department of State

Robert B. Dickson, Director of the Office 
of Acquisitions, Bureau of 
Administration, Department of State

* 17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12) (1993).

Thomas C. Fingar, Director, Office of 
Analysis for East Asia and the Pacific, 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State 

James G. Hergen, Assistant Legal 
Adviser, Office of the Legal Adviser, 
Department of State.
The Inspector General of the 

Department of State has appointed the 
following individuals to the State 
Department Office of the Inspector 
General Performance Review Board 
register.
Richard Greene, Acting Chief Financial 

Officer, Bureau of Finance and 
Management Policy, Department of 
State

Katherine A. Brittin, Assistant Inspector 
General for Inspections, Department 
of Defense

Charles M. Hall, Assistant Inspector 
General for Inspections and Resources 
Management, Department of 
Commerce.
Dated: August 19 ,1993.

Genta Hawkins Holmes,
D irecto r G en era l o f  th e  F o re ig n  S e rv ic e  a n d  
D irecto r o f  P erso n n el.

{FR Doc. 93-21182 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 4710-15-M

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Highway Administration

Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Society of 
America; Public Meeting
AGENCY; Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), DOT.
ACTION; Notice of public meeting.

SUMMARY: The Intelligent Vehicle- 
Highway Society of America (FVHS 
AMERICA) will hold a meeting of its 
Coordinating Council on October 6 and
7,1993. IVHS AMERICA provides a 
forum for national discussion and 
recommendations on IVHS activities 
including programs, research needs, 
strategic planning, standards, 
international liaison, and priorities. The 
charter for the utilization of IVHS 
AMERICA establishes this organization 
as an advisory committee under the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 
(FACA), 5 U.S.C. app. 2, when it 
provides advice or recommendations to 
DOT officials on IVHS policies and 
programs. (56 FR 9400, March 6,1991). 
DATES: The Coordinating Council of 
IVHS AMERICA will meet on October 6 
from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. p.s.t., and on 
October 7 from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. p.s.t. 
The session is expected to focus on: (1) 
IVHS architecture and consensus 
building; (2) IVHS program planning; (3)

advanced traveler information systems 
marketing; (4) technical committee and 
task force actions to the Council; (5) 
pub lie/ private partnership issues; (6) 
electronic toll and traffic management;
(7) IVHS workshop proposals; (8) 
initiatives of the U.S. CAR consortium; 
and (9) draft IVHS AMERICA 
Management Plan status.
ADDRESSES: San Francisco ANA Hotel 
(Westin), 50 Third Street, San Francisco, 
CA 94103, (415) 974-6400.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Ms. Susan Lauffer, FHW A, HTV-1, 
Washington, D.C. 20590, (202) 366- 
4558, office hours are from 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m., e.t., Monday through Friday, 
except for legal holidays; or Mr. Daniel 
Toohey, IVHS AMERICA, 1776 
Massachusetts Avenue, NW., 
Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 857- 
1202.
(23 U.S.C. 315; 49 CFR 1.48)

Issued on: August 24 ,1993.
Rodney E. Slater,
F e d e ra l H igh w ay A dm inistra tor.
[FR Doc. 93-21210  Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 4910-22-P

Federal Railroad Administration 
[FRA Docket No. R S T -93 -2 ]

Union Pacific Railroad Co.; Petition for 
Waiver of Compliance

In accordance with 49 CFR part 211, 
notice is hereby given that Union Pacific 
Railroad Company (UP) has submitted a 
petition dated May 15 for a waiver of 
compliance with specific requirements 
of certain parts of title 49 Code of 
Federal Regulations for the purpose of 
improving the cycle frequency of their 
rail detector cars.

For the purposes of this waiver, the 
Union Pacific Railroad Company 
requests relief from certain requirements 
of the existing Track Safety Standards 
(49 CFR part 213). Specifically, the 
Union Pacific Railroad Company 
requests relief from paragraph (a) of 
§ 213.113 “Defective Rails”, which 
requires a track owner to initiate 
specified remedial action immediately 
following the discovery of certain rail 
defects in track.

The petitioner contends that their 
fleet of seven computer controlled rail 
detector cars contain the latest 
technology available, and, for example, 
consistently find transverse defects less 
than 5 percent and bolt hole cracks less 
than one-quarter inch. The petitioner 
states that the increase in the number of 
smaller rail defects found by this 
technology, some of which may require 
some form of remedial action under
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<§ 213.113, has resulted in a steady 
decline in their daily test mileage and 
therefore a decline in the cycle 
frequency of their rail detector cars. The 
petitioner further contends that the 
decrease in miles tested has resulted in 
an increase in service failures.

The petitioner proposes to classify the 
rail defects found by their rail detector 
cars into two categories, critical and 
npn-critical. The larger rail defects 
would be classified as critical and will 
receive immediate attention as required 
by § 213.113(a) of the Track Safety 
Standards. The smaller defects would be 
classified as non-critical and will 
receive attention, if required by the 
Track Safety Standards, within a period 
of time not to exceed three days 
following their detection.

The petitioner states that the granting 
of this waiver will increase their annual 
test mileage by approximately 25 
percent and therefore have a positive 
impact on safety by improving the cycle 
frequency of the rail detector cars. The 
petitioner further contends that this 
procedure will result in a decreasing 
number of critical defects found and 
also a decrease in the number of service 
failures.-The petitioner anticipates there 
will be no direct cost to either the 
private sector, consumer, Federal, State 
and Local governments.

Interested parties are invited to 
participate in this proceeding by 
submitting written views, data, or 
comments. FRA does not anticipate 
scheduling a public hearing in 
connection with these proceedings since 
the facts do not appear to warrant a 
healing. If any interested party desires 
an opportunity for oral hearing, they 
should notify FRA, in writing, before 
the end of the comment period and 
specify the basis of their request.

All communications concerning these 
proceedings should identify the 
appropriate docket number and must be 
submitted in triplicate to the Docket 
Clerk, Office of Chief Counsel, Federal 
Railroad Administration, Nassif 
Building, 400 Seventh Street, SW., 
Washington, DC 20590.
Communications received before 
October 15,1993, will be considered by 
FRA before final action is taken. 
Comments received after that date will 
be considered as far as practicable. All 
written communications concerning 
these proceedings are available for 
examination during regular business 
hours (9 a.m.-5 p.m.) in room 8201, 
Nassif Building, 400 Seventh Street,
SW., Washington, DC 20590.

Issued in Washington, DC, on August 26, 
1993.
Phil Olekszyk,
D ep u ty  A sso cia te  A dm inistra tor fo r  Safety. 
{FR Doc. 93-21160 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am] 
BILUNG CODE 4010-06-P

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review

August 25 ,1993.
The Department of Treasury has made 

revisions and resubmitted the following 
public information collection 
requirement(s) to OMB for review and 
clearance under the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law 96- 
511. Copies of the submission(s) may be 
obtained by calling the Treasury Bureau 
Clearance Officer listed. Comments 
regarding this information collection 
should be addressed to the OMB 
reviewer listed and to the Treasury 
Department Clearance Officer, 
Department of the Treasury, room 3171 
Treasury Annex, 1500 Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20220.
Internal Revenue Service
O M B  N u m b er: 1545-0227.
F orm  N u m b er: 1RS Form 6251.
Type o f  Review : Resubmission.
T itle : Alternative Minimum Tax— 

Individuals.
D escrip tion: Form 6251 is used by 

individuals with adjustments, tax 
preference items, taxable income 
above certain exemption amounts, or 
certain credits. Form 6251 computes 
the alternative minimum tax which is 
added to regular tax. The information 
is needed to ensure the taxpayer is 
complying with the law.

Respondents: Individuals or 
households.

E stim ated  N u m b e r o f  R espondents/ 
Recordkeepers: 243,538.

E stim ated  B urden  H o u rs  P er  
R espondent/R ecordkeeper: 
Recordkeeping—2 hours, 17 minutes 
Learning about the law or the form—

1 hour, 16 minutes 
Preparing the form—2 hours, 2 

minutes
Copying, assembling, and sending the 

form to the 1RS—20 minutes 
F requency o f  Response: Annually. 
E stim ated  T o ta l R e p o rtin g / 

R ecordkeep ing  B urden: 1,444,180 
hours.

C learance O fficer: Garrick Shear (202) 
.535-4297, Internal Revenue Service, 
room 5571,1111 Constitution Avenue 
NW., Washington, DC 20224.

O M B  Review er: Milo Sunderhauf (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and

Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503.

Lois K. Holland,
D ep a rtm en ta l R eports M a n a g em en t O fficer. 
(FR Doc. 93-21259  Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 4830-01-P

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review

August 25 ,1993.
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requirement(s) to 
OMB for review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission(s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed 
and to the Treasury Department 
Clearance Officer, Department of the 
Treasury, Room 3171, Treasury Annex, 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20220.

S p ec ia l Request: The Department of 
the Treasury is requesting that the 
Office of Management and Budget 
review and approve the information 
collections listed below by October 8, 
1993. All public comments must be 
received by close of business October 1, 
1993.
Departmental Offices/Office of Data 
Management
O M B  N u m b er: 1505-0010.
F orm  N u m b er: FG-2.
Type o f  R eview : Revision.
T itle : Monthly Consolidated Foreign 

Currency Report of Major Market 
Participants.

D escrip tion: Required by title II of 
Public Law 93-110 (31 U.S.C. 5315). 
This is used by the Federal Reserve 
System in connection with foreign 
exchange operations conducted for 
Treasury. Also published as aggregate 
data in the Treasury Bulletin 
Quarterly. Affects large firms. 

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit.

E stim ated  N u m b e r o f  Respondents: 10. 
E stim ated  B urden  H o u rs  P er Response:

4 hours.
Frequency o f  Response: Monthly. 
E stim ated  T o ta l R eporting  B urden: 480 

hours.
O M B  N u m b er: 1505-0012.
F orm  N u m b er: FC-1.
Type o f  R eview : Revision.
T itle : Weekly Consolidated Foreign 

Currency Report of Major Market 
Participants.
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Description: Required by title II of 
Public Law 93-110 (31 U.S.C. 5315). 
This is used by the Federal Reserve 
System in connection with foreign 
exchange operations conducted for 
Treasury. Also published as aggregate 
data in the Treasury Bulletin 
Quarterly. Affects large firms.

Respondents: Business or other for- 
profit.

Estimated Number o f Respondents: 25.
Estimated Burden Hours Per Response:

1 hour.
Frequency o f Response: Weekly.
Estimated Total Reporting Burden:

1,300 hours.
OMB Number: 1505-0014.
Form Number: FC-3.
Type o f Review: Revision.
Title: Quarterly Consolidated Foreign 

Currency Report.
Description: Required by title II of 

Public Law 93-110 (31 U.S.C. 5315). 
This is used by the Federal Reserve 
System in connection with foreign 
exchange operations conducted for 
Treasury. Also published as aggregate 
data in the Treasury Bulletin 
Quarterly. Affects large firms.

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit.

Estimated Number o f Respondents: 50.
Estimated Burden Hours Per Response:

8 hours.
Frequency o f Response: Quarterly.
Estimated Total Reporting Burden:

1,600 hours.
Clearance Officer: Lois K. Holland (202) 

622—1563, Departmental Offices, room 
3171, Treasury Annex, 1500 
Pennsylvania Avenue NW., 
Washington, DC 20220.

OMB Reviewer: Milo Sunderhauf (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503.

Lois K. Holland,
D ep a rtm en ta l R ep o rts  M a n a g em en t  O fficer.
IFR Doc. 93-21260  Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 ami
BILUNG CODE 4810-2S-P

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review

August 23 ,1993 .
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requiremènt(s) to 
OMB for review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission(s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed

and to the Treasury Department
Clearance Officer, Department of the
Treasury, room 3171 Treasury Annex,
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW.,
Washington, DC 20220.
Internal Revenue Service
OMB Number: New.
Form Number: IRS Form 9467.
Type o f Review: New collection.
Title: Electronic Funds Transfer Refund 

Authorization.
Description: The authorization of 

disclosure to a taxpayer's financial 
institution of confidential tax return 
information is necessary to process 
the taxpayer’s direct deposit refund 
request.

Respondents: Individuals or 
households, Businesses or other for- 
profit.

Estimated Number o f Respondents:
250,000.

Estimated Burden Hours Per 
Respondent: 10 minutes.

Frequency o f Response: Annually.
Estimated Total Reporting Burden:

40,000 hours.
Clearance Officer: Garrick Shear (202) 

622-3869, Internal Revenue Service, 
room 5571,1111 Constitution Avenue 
NW., Washington, DC 20224.

OMB Reviewer: Milo Sunderhauf (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503.

Lois K. Holland,
D ep a rtm en ta l R eports M a n a g em en t O fficer.
(FR Doc. 93-21261 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 amj
BILUNG CODE 4830-01-P

Public information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review

August 24 ,1993.
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requirement(s) to 
OMB for review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission (s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed 
and to the Treasury Department 
Clearance Officer, Department of the 
Treasury, room 3171 Treasury Annex, 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20220.

Internal Revenue Service
OMB Number: 1545-1377.
Form Number: IRS Form SWR 2826. 
Type o f Review: Reinstatement.

Title: Forms Distribution Improvement 
Survey.

Description: The proposed telephone 
study would be conducted on a 
national basis and would question 
individual taxpayers who call the IRS 
distribution centers to order tax 
forms, instructions, and/or 
publications. This study will attempt 
to identify taxpayers’ actions and 
habits when filling out their tax 
returns. Additionally, taxpayers will 
be questioned to determine if they are 
willing to provide their social security 
number when they call to order tax 
forms. The information collected by 
this proposed study may allow the 
IRS to make changes to the forms 
distribution process that would (1) 
reduce the number of taxpayers 
having to call the IRS to order 
additional copies of items and (2) 
provide taxpayers with better service.

Respondents: Individuals or 
households.

Estimated Number o f Respondents: 
2,136.

Estimated Burden Hours Per 
Respondent: 3 minutes.

Frequency o f Response: On occasion.
Estimated Total Reporting Burden: 102 

hours.
Clearance Officer: Garrick Shear (202) 

622-3869, Internal Revenue Service, 
room 5571,1111 Constitution 
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20224.

OMB Reviewer: Milo Sunderhauf (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503.

Lois K. Holland,
D ep a rtm en ta l R eports M a n a g em en t O fficer

(FR Doc. 93-21262 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 4830-01-P

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review

August 23 ,1993.
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requirement(s) to 
OBM for review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission(s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed 
and to the Treasury Department 
Clearance Officer, Department of the 
Treasury, room 3171 Treasury Annex, 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20220.
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Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms

O M B  N u m b er. 1 5 1 2 - 0 1 9 8 .

Form  Num bers: ATF REC 5110/03-ATF 
F 5110.28.

Type o f  Review : Reinstatement.
T itle : Distilled Spirits Plant (DSP) 

Processing Records and Report.
Description: The information collected 

is necessary to account for and verify 
the processing of distilled spirits in 
bond. It is used to audit plant 
operations, monitor industry activities 
for the efficient allocation of 
personnel resources and the 
compilation of statistics.

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit, Small businesses or 
organizations.

E stim ated  N u m b e r o f  R espondents/ 
Recordkeepers: 1 3 6 .

E stim ated  B urden  H o u rs  P er  
R espondent/R ecordkeeper. 2 hours.

Frequency o f  Response: Monthly.
Estim ated T o ta l R e p o rtin g / 

Recordkeeping B urden: 3,944 hours.
C learance O fficer: Robert N. Hogarth, 

(202) 927—8930, Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms, room 3200,
650 Massachusetts Avenue NW., 
Washington, DC 20226.

OM B Review er: Milo Sunderhauf, (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503.

Lois K. Holland,
Departmental Reports Management Officer.[FR Doc. 93-21263 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am)
BILUNG CODE 4* 10-31-P

Customs Service

Denial of Trade Name: “Dovex 
Incorporated”
ACTION: Denial of Trade Name “Dovex 
Incorporated”.

SUMMARY: On April 9 , 1 9 9 3 ,  a notice of 
application was published in the 
Federal Register (5 8  FR 1 8 4 4 6 ) . The 
notice advised that the trade name was 
used by Dovex Incorporated, in 
connection with cookware.

Following the publication of the 
notice of recordation, Customs was 
made aware that a prior user of the trade 
name who also has U.S. trademark 
registrations for “DOVEX,” and 
“DOVEX WITH DESIGN,” (U.S. 
Trademark Nos. 1 ,3 1 8 ,4 7 5  and 
1 ,5 2 2 ,8 2 4 )  was recorded in this Office 
on June 1 6 ,1 9 9 3 .  Since Customs 
recognizes the existence of the 
trademarks and the prior use of the 
trade name Dovex Corp., the application 
of Dovex Inc., is hereby denied.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Delois P. Cooper, Intellectual Property 
Rights Branch, 1 3 0 1  Constitution 
Avenue, NW., (Franklin Court), 
Washington, DC 2 0 2 2 9  ( 2 0 2 - 4 8 2 - 6 9 6 0 ) .

Dated: August 25,1993.
Tim othy P. T ra iner,
A ctin g  C hief, Intellectual P roperty  Rights 
B ra n ch .
[FR Doc. 93-21159 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 4820-02-M

Internal Revenue Service

Individuals With Disabilities; 
Accomodations Evaluation
AGENCY: Internal Revenue Service (1RS), 
Treasury.
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that 
the IRS is currently conducting an 
evaluation of its facilities, programs, 
policies and practices. A transition plan 
will be developed to make any needed 
improvements to accommodate 
individuals with disabilities and to meet 
the requirements of section. 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended.
DATES: This action is effective as of 
August 30,1993, and expires September
17,1993.
ADDRESSES: Interested persons are 
invited to mail comments to; Internal 
Revenue Service, Attn: C:EO:A, Room 
2326/IR, 1111 Constitution Avenue, 
NW., Washington, DC 20224.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Patricia Mance at the address given 
above; telephone (202) 622-6783 (not a 
toll-free telephone number). Individuals 
who use a telecommunications device 
for the deaf (TDD) may call the Federal 
Information Relay Service at 1-800- 
877-8339.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Department of Treasury Regulation 31 
CFR part 17, Enforcement of 
Nondiscrimination on the Basis of 
Handicap in Treasury Programs, directs 
that the Department conduct its own 
activities in ways that are 
nondiscriminatory to people with 
disabilities. The Internal Revenue 
Service is providing an opportunity to 
interested persons, including persons 
and organizations representing disabled 
citizens, to participate by submitting 
comments. A separate notice will be 
given for review of the transition plan. 
Dorothy Shaw ,

E x ecu tiv e  A ssistant (E qu a l O pportunity).[FR Doc. 93-21241 Filed 8-31-93; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 4830-01-U
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES

Health Care Financing Administration

42 CFR Parts 412 and 413 
[B P D -771-FC ]

RIN 0938-A G 23

Medicare Program; Changes to the 
Hospital Inpatient Prospective 
Payment Systems and Fiscal Year 1994 
Rates

AGENCY: Health Care Financing 
Administration (HCFA), HHS.
ACTION: Final rule with comment period.

SUMMARY: We are revising the Medicare 
hospital inpatient prospective payment 
systems for operating costs and capital- 
related costs to implement necessary 
changes arising from our continuing 
experience with the system. In addition, 
in the addendum to this final rule with 
comment period,» we are describing 
changes in the amounts and factors 
necessary to determine prospective 
payment rates for Medicare hospital 
inpatient services for operating costs 
and capital-related costs. These changes 
are applicable to discharges occurring 
on or after October 1,1993, unless the 
statute provides otherwise. We are also 
setting forth rate-of-increase limits for 
hospitals and hospital units excluded 
from the prospective payment systems.

Finally, we are implementing certain 
changes in the hospital inpatient 
prospective payment systems resulting 
from the enactment of the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 on 
August 10,1993.
DATES: Effective date: This final rule 
with comment period is effective on 
October 1,1993.

Comments: Comments on changes to 
the May 26,1993 proposed rule 
resulting from provisions of the 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 
1993 will be considered if we receive 
them at the appropriate address, as 
provided below, no later than November
1,1993. We will not consider comments 
concerning provisions that remain 
unchanged from the May 26,1993 
proposed rule or on provisions that 
were changed based on public 
comments.
ADDRESSES: Mail written comments (an 
original and 3 copies) to the following 
address: Health Care Financing 
Administration, Department of Health 
and Human Services, Attention: BPD- 
771—FC, P.O. Box 7517, Baltimore, MD 
21207-0517.

If you prefer, you may deliver your 
written comments (an original and 3

copies) to one of the following 
addresses:
Room 309-G, Hubert H. Humphrey Building,

200 Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20201, or 

Room 132, East High Rise Building, 6325
Security Boulevard, Baltimore, MD 21207.

Because of staffing and resource 
limitations, we cannot accept comments 
by facsimile (FAX) transmission. In 
commenting, please refer to file code 
BPD-771-FC. Comments received 
timely will be available for public 
inspection as they are received, 
generally beginning approximately 3 
weeks after publication of a document, 
in room 309-G of the Department’s 
offices at 200 Independence Avenue, 
SW., Washington, DC, on Monday 
through Friday of each week from 8:30 
a.m. to 5 p.m. (phone: (202) 690-7890).

Copies: To order copies of the Federal 
Register containing this document, send 
your request to: New Orders, 
Superintendent of Documents, P.O. Box 
371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954. 
Specify the date of the issue requested 
and enclose a check or money order 
payable to the Superintendent of 
Documents, or enclose your Visa or 
Master Card number and expiration 
date. Credit card orders can also be 
placed by calling the order desk at (202) 
783-3238 or by faxing to (202) 275— 
6802. The cost for each copy is $4.50.
As an alternative, you can view and 
photocopy the Federal Register 
document at most libraries designated 
as Federal Depository Libraries and at 
many other public and academic 
libraries throughout the country that 
receive the Federal Register.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Barbara Wynn, (410) 966-4529.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background
A. Summary

Under section 1886(d) of the Social 
Security Act (the Act), a system of 
payment for the operating costs of acute 
hospital inpatient stays under Medicare 
Part A (Hospital Insurance) based on 
prospectively-set rates was established 
effective with hospital cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1983. Under this system, Medicare 
payment for hospital inpatient operating 
costs is made at a predetermined, 
specific rate for each hospital discharge. 
All discharges are classified according 
to a list of diagnosis-related groups 
(DRGs). The regulations governing the 
hospital inpatient prospective payment 
system are located in 42 CFR part 412. 
On September 1,1992, we published a 
final rule (57 FR 39746) to implement

changes to the prospective payment 
system for hospital operating costs for 
Federal fiscal year (FY) 1993.

For cost reporting periods beginning 
before October 1,1991, hospital 
inpatient operating costs were the only 
costs covered under the prospective 
payment system. Payment for capital- 
related costs had been made on a 
reasonable cost basis because, under 
sections 1886(a)(4) and (d)(1)(A) of the 
Act, those costs had been specifically 
excluded from the definition of 
inpatient operating costs. However, 
section 4006(b) of the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1987 (Pub. L. 100- 
203) revised section 1886(g)(1) of the 
Act to require that, for hospitals paid 
under the prospective payment system 
for operating costs, capital-related costs 
would also be paid under a prospective 
payment system effective with cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1991. As required by section 
1886(g) of the Act, we replaced the 
reasonable cost-based payment 
methodology with a prospective 
payment methodology for hospital 
inpatient capital-related costs. Under 
the new methodology, effective for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1991, a predetermined 
payment amount per discharge is made 
for Medicare inpatient capital-related 
costs. (See the August 30,1991 final 
rule (56 FR 43358) for a complete 
discussion of the prospective payment 
system for hospital inpatient capital- 
related costs.)
B. Summary o f the Provisions o f the 
May 26, 1993 Proposed Rule

On May 26,1993, we published a 
proposed rule in the Federal Register 
(58 FR 30222) to amend the prospective 
payment systems for operating costs and 
capital-related costs as follows:

• We proposed changes for FY 1994 
DRG classifications and weighing 
factors as required by section 
1886(d)(4)(C) of the Act, This section 
requires that we adjust the DRG 
classifications and relative weights at 
least annually.

• We proposed a revised wage index 
for discharges occurring on or after 
October 1,1993, and, in particular, the 
implementation of new wage data and 
revised labor market areas based on the 
new Metropolitan Statistical Area 
(MSA) definitions established by the 
Office of Management and Budget on 
December 28,1992. Specific issues 
addressed included revised labor market 
areas, updating the wage index data, 
revisions to the methodology for 
computing the wage index, options for 
phasing in the new wage index, and 
future refinements to labor market areas.
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• We discussed several provisions of 
the regulations in 42 CFR parts 412 and 
413 concerning the prospective payment 
system for operating costs and set forth 
certain proposed changes concerning: 
—Outlier payments for transfer cases. 
—Elimination of the regional floor.
—Rural referral centers.
—Hospitals in areas redesignated as 

rural.
—Disproportionate share adjustment.
—Direct graduate medical education 

payment.
• We set forth a proposed change to 

the prospective payment system for 
capital-related costs concerning the 
calculation of the disproportionate share 
adjustment for urban hospitals with 
more than 100 beds.

• We discussed proposed changes to 
the regulations at 42 CFR parts 412 and 
413 for hospitals and hospital units 
excluded under the prospective 
payment system. The proposed changes 
concerned the following:
—Limitation of exclusions for distinct- 

part hospital units.
—Technical changes regarding the rate- 

of-increase ceiling on operating costs. 
—Other technical changes.

• In the addendum to the proposed 
rule, we set forth proposed changes to 
the amounts and factors for determining 
the F Y 1994 prospective payment rates 
for operating costs and capital-related 
costs. We also proposed new update 
factors for determining the rate-of- 
increase limits for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1994 for hospitals and 
hospital units excluded from the 
prospective payment system.

• In appendix A of the proposed rule, 
we set forth an analysis of the impact 
that the changes described in the 
proposed rule would have on affected 
entities.

• In appendix B of the proposed rule, 
we set forth the technical appendix on 
the proposed FY 1994 capital 
acquisition model and budget neutrality 
adjustment.

• In appendix C of the proposed rule, 
we set forth our initial estimate of a 
recommended update factor for FY 1994 
for both prospective payment hospitals 
and hospitals excluded from the 
prospective payment system, as 
required by section 1886(e)(3)(B) of the 
Act.

• In appendix D of the proposed rule, 
we provided our recommendation of the 
appropriate percentage changes for FY 
1994, as required by sections 1886 (e)(4) 
and (e)(5) of the Act, for the following: 
—Large urban, other urban, and rural

average standardized amounts (and 
hospital-specific rates applicable to 
sole community hospitals) for

hospital inpatient services paid for 
under the prospective payment 
system for operating costs.

—Target rate-ofdncrease limits to the 
allowable operating costs of hospital 
inpatient services famished by 
hospitals and hospital units excluded 
from the prospective payment system. 
• In appendix E of the proposed rule, 

we set forth a preliminary framework for 
developing the annual update factor for 
hospital inpatient capital-related costs.

In the May 26,1993 proposed rule, we 
also discussed in detail the March 1, 
1993 recommendations made by the 
Prospective Payment Assessment 
Commission (ProPAC). ProPAC is 
directed by the provisions of section 
1886(e)(2)(A) of the Act to make 
recommendations on the appropriate 
percentage change factor to be used in 
updating the average standardized 
amounts beginning with FY 1986 and 
thereafter. In addition, section 
1886(e)(2)(B) of the Act directs ProPAC 
to make recommendations regarding 
changes in each of the Medicare 
payment policies under which 
payments to an institution are 
prospectively determined. In particular, 
the recommendations relating to the 
hospital inpatient prospective payment 
systems are to include 
recommendations concerning the 
number of DRGs used to classify 
patients, adjustments to the DRGs to 
reflect severity of illness, and changes in 
the methods under which hospitals are 
paid for capital-related costs. Under 
section 1886(e)(3)(A) of the Act, the 
recommendations required of ProPAC 
under sections 1886(e)(2) (A) and (B) of 
the Act are to be reported to Congress 
not later than March 1 of each year.

We printed ProPAC’s March 1,1993 
report, which includes its 
recommendations, as appendix G of the 
proposed rule. The recommendations, 
and the actions we proposed to take 
with regard to them (when an action is 
recommended), were discussed in detail 
in the appropriate sections of the 
preamble, the addendum, or the 
appendixes of the proposed rule.

Set forth below in sections II, III, IV,
V, VI, VII, and VIII of this preamble, the 
addendum to this final rule, and the 
appendices, are detailed discussions of 
the May 26,1993 proposed rule, the 
public comments received in response 
to the proposed rule, and the responses 
to those comments as well as any 
changes we are making.

We note that several of ProPac’s 
recommendations concerned potential 
refinements to the current hospital labor 
market areas. Specifically, ProPAC 
recommended that the Secretary

substantially revise the hospital wage 
index by developing hospital-specific 
labor market areas. One configuration 
would be to establish each hospital’s 
labor market area based on its 10 nearest 
neighbors within a 50 air-mile radius.
We believed that careful analysis of 
ProPAC’s recommendation was 
necessary before we considered 
proposing such a significant change. 
Although we did not propose to 
implement ProPAC’s recommendation 
in FY 1994, we sought public comment 
on the proposal. To facilitate the review 
and comment process, we published 
hospital-specific wage index values 
based on ProPAC’s recommendation in 
appendix F of the proposed rule. 
Comments on ProPac’s proposal were 
due on August 31,1993, and we intend 
to discuss the comments and respond to 
them in a future rulemaking document.
C. Public Comments Received in  
Response to the May 26,1993 Proposed 
Rule

A total of 171 items of 
correspondence containing comments 
on the May 26,1993 proposed rule were 
received timely. The main areas of 
concern addressed by commenters were 
the following:

• Implementation of the FY 1994 
wage index and the overall accuracy of 
the wage data.

• The amounts of the FY 1993 outlier
payments. ^  ̂ ^

• The rate of increase in the market 
basket and the update to the 
standardized amounts.

• The amount of the Federal capital 
rate.

• Revisions to rate-of-increase limits 
for hospitals and hospital units 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system.

• Requests for changes in DRG 
classification and relative weights.
D. Relevant Provisions o f the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act o f 1993

On August 10,1993, the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (Pub. 
L. 103-66) was enacted. The provisions 
of sections 13501,13502,13505,13506, 
and 13563 of Public Law 103-66 made 
the following changes that affect 
Medicare payments for hospital 
inpatient services under the prospective 
payment system:

• The update factor for the 
standardized amounts for FY 1994 is the 
market basket rate of increase minus 2.5 
percentage points for hospitals located 
in urban areas and the market basket 
rate of increase minus 1.0 percentage 
point for hospitals located in rural areas. 
The applicable percentage increases in
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the update factors for FYs 1995 through 
F Y 1998 are also established.

• Beginning in FY 1994, updates to 
the hospital-specific rates for sole 
community hospitals (SCHs) and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals (MDHs) will be made on a 
Federal fiscal year basis, rather than on 
a cost reporting period basis. The FY 
1994 update will be computed taking 
into account the portion of the 12- 
month cost reporting period beginning 
during FY 1993 that occurred during FY 
1994. In addition, the update for SCHs 
and MDHs is the market basket rate of 
increase minus 2.3 percentage points for 
FY 1994. The applicable percentage 
increase for FY 1995 and the 
methodology for computing the increase 
in FY 1996 and subsequent fiscal years 
also are established.

• The unadjusted standard Federal 
rate for capital payments to prospective 
payment hospitals is reduced by 7.4 
percent for FY 1994. We note that this 
provision does not supersede the 
provision of section 1886(g) of the Act 
that requires that aggregate payments 
equal 10 percent less than the amount 
that would have been paid to hospitals 
under reasonable cost reimbursement.

• Hospitals in urban areas with wage 
indexes below the wage index for rural 
areas in the State and hospitals in a 
State comprised of a single urban area 
are not subject to further decreases in 
their wage indexes as a result of 
reclassification of other hospitals. Under 
the statute, this provision is effective 
retroactive to October 1,1991.

• Hospitals classified as regional 
referral centers on September 30,1992, 
will maintain that classification for cost 
reporting periods beginning in FYs 1993 
and 1994, unless the area in which the 
hospital is located is redesignated as a 
Metropolitan Statistical Area by the 
Office of Management and Budget for 
such a fiscal year.

• The special payment provisions for 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals (MDHs) are extended through 
discharges occurring before October 1, 
1994. However, after a hospital’s first 
three 12-month cost reporting periods as 
an MDH, there is a revision in the 
payment methodology.

• Hospitals that lost their 
classification as a regional referral 
center for cost reporting periods 
beginning during FY 1993 are entitled to 
receive a lump-sum payment equal to 
the difference between the hospital’s 
actual aggregate payment during that 
period and the aggregate payment that 
the hospital would have received if the 
hospital had been classified as a 
regional referral center. Hospitals that 
lost their classification as MDHs for cost

reporting periods beginning during FYs
1992 or 1993 are entitled to receive a 
similar lump-sum payment.

• Hospitals that fail to qualify as 
regional referral centers or MDHs as a 
result of a decision by the Medicare 
Geographic Classification Review Board 
to reclassify the hospital as being 
located in an urban area for either FY
1993 or FY 1994 may decline such 
reclassification.

• The regional floor provision, which 
allows hospitals in census regions for 
which regional standardized amounts 
exceed the national standardized 
amount to be paid based on 15 percent 
of the regional amount and 85 percent 
of the national amount, has been 
extended through FY 1996.

• For FYs 1994 through 1997, the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentages 
(the market basket percentage increase) 
for hospitals that are excluded from the 
prospective payment system are 
reduced by the lesser of one percentage 
point or the percentage point difference 
between 10 percent and the percentage 
by which the hospital’s allowable 
operating costs of inpatient hospital 
services for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1990 exceeds the 
hospital’s target amount. Hospitals or 
distinct part hospital units with FY 
1990 operating costs exceeding target 
amounts by 10 percent or more receive 
the market basket percentage increase.

• Payments to hospitals for the cost of 
administering blood clotting factor to 
Medicare beneficiaries who have 
hemophilia are reinstated retroactively 
to discharges occurring on or after 
December 19,1991, and extended 
through discharges occurring before 
October 1,1994.

• Effective with discharges occurring 
on or after August 10,1993, the time 
spent by graduate medical residents 
providing services at a community 
health center under the ownership and 
control of a hospital are included in the 
hospital’s resident count for purposes of 
computing indirect medical education 
payments.

• For cost reporting periods 
beginning in FYs 1994 and 1995, direct 
graduate medical education payments 
are not updated, except for payments for 
residents in primary care, and obstetrics 
and gynecology.

• Effective August 10,1993, a 
resident in an approved preventive care 
training program may be counted as a 
full-time resident for up to 2 additional 
years beyond the initial residency 
period.

Each of these provisions and the 
changes to the regulations necessary to 
implement these provisions are

described in greater detail in section IV 
of this preamble.
n . Changes to DRG Classifications and 
Relative Weights
A . B ackground

Under the prospective payment 
system, we pay for inpatient hospital 
services on the basis of a rate per 
discharge that varies by the DRG to 
which a beneficiary’s stay is assigned. 
The formula used to calculate payment 
for a specific case takes an individual 
hospital’s payment rate per case and 
multiplies it by the weight of the DRG 
to which the case is assigned. Each DRG 
weight represents the average resources 
required to care for cases in that 
particular DRG relative to the average 
resources used to treat cases in other 
DRGs.

Congress recognized that it would be 
necessary to recalculate the DRG 
relative weights periodically to account 
for changes in resource consumption. 
Accordingly, section 1886(d)(4)(C) of 
the Act requires that the Secretary 
adjust the DRG classifications and 
relative weights annually. These 
adjustments are made to reflect changes 
in treatment patterns, technology, and 
any other factors that may change the 
relative use of hospital resources. The 
changes to the DRG classification 
system and the recalibration of the DRG 
weights for discharges occurring on or 
after October 1,1993 are discussed 
below.
B. D R G  R ec lass ifica tio n  -
1. General

Cases are classified into DRGs for 
payment under the prospective payment 
system based on the principal diagnosis, 
up to eight additional diagnoses, and up 
to six procedures performed during the 
stay, as well as age, sex, and discharge 
status of the patient. The diagnosis and 
procedure information is reported by 
the hospital using codes from the 
International Classification of Diseases, 
Ninth Edition, Clinical Modification 
(ICD-9-CM). The intermediary enters 
the information into its claims system 
and subjects it to a series of automated 
screens called the Medicare Code Editor 
(MCE). These screens are designed to 
identify cases that require further 
review before classification into a DRG 
can be accomplished.

After screening through the MCE and 
any further development of the claims, 
cases are classified by the GROUPER 
software program into the appropriate 
DRG. The GROUPER program was 
developed as a means of classifying 
each case into a DRG on the basis of the 
diagnosis and procedure codes and
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demographic information (that is, sex, 
age, and discharge status). It is used 
both to classify past cases in order to 
measure relative hospital resource 
consumption to establish the DRG 
weights and to classify current cases for 
purposes of determining payment.

Currently, cases are assigned to one of 
439 DRGs in 25 major diagnostic 
categories (MDCs). Most MDCs are 
based on a particular organ system of 
the body (for example, MDC 6, Diseases 
and Disorders of the Digestive System); 
however, some MDCs are not 
constructed on this basis since they 
involve multiple organ systems (for 
example, MDC 22, Bums).

In general, principal diagnosis 
determines MDC assignment. However, 
there are four DRGs to which cases are 
assigned on the basis of procedure codes 
rather than first assigning them to an 
MDC based on the principal diagnosis. 
These are the DRGs for liver and bone 
marrow transplant (DRGs 480 and 481, 
respectively) and the two DRGs for 
tracheostomies (DRGs 482 and 483). 
Cases are assigned to these DRGs before 
classification to an MDC.

Within most MDCs, cases are then 
divided into surgical DRGs (based on a 
surgical hierarchy that orders individual 
procedures or groups of procedures by 
resource intensity) and medical DRGs. 
Medical DRGs.generally are 
differentiated on the basis of diagnosis 
and age. Some surgical and medical '  
DRGs are further differentiated based on 
the presence or absence of 
complications or comorbidities 
(hereafter CC).

Generally, GROUPER does not 
consider other procedures; that is, 
nonsurgical procedures or minor 
surgical procedures generally not 
performed in an operating room are not 
listed as operating room (OR) 
procedures in the GROUPER decision 
tables. However, there are a few non-OR 
procedures that do affect DRG 
assignment for certain principal 
diagnoses, such as extracorporeal shock 
wave lithotripsy for patients with a 
principal diagnosis of urinary stones.

We proposed to make several changes 
to the DRG classification system for FY 
1994. These proposed changes and the 
comments we received concerning 
them, as well as our responses to those 
comments and the final DRG changes 
are set forth below.
2. Major Head and Neck Procedures 
(DRG 49)

Cochlear implants were first covered 
by Medicare in 1986 and, in the 
September 3 ,1986 prospective payment 
final rule (51 FR 31488), were assigned 
to DRG 49 (Major Head and Neck

Procedures), the highest-weighted 
surgical DRG in MDC 3 (Diseases and 
Disorders of Ear, Nose, Mouth and 
Throat). Although cochlear implant 
procedures were not clinically similar to 
the procedures already assigned to DRG 
49, it was the most appropriate suigical 
DRG within MDC 3 in terms of resource 
use. This original assignment was made 
on an interim basis, and we stated that 
we would continue to analyze these 
cases to determine if the assignment to 
DRG 49 and the resulting payment were 
appropriate and equitable.

Since the publication of the 
September 3,1986 final rule, we have 
received complaints that the weight of 
DRG 49 is too low and does not 
adequately reflect the resources 
necessary for cochlear implants. We 
have conducted additional analyses of 
the cochlear procedures in several 
subsequent years, including in the 
prospective payment final rule 
published on September 1,1992 (57 FR 
39755). At that time, we analyzed the 
FY 1991 Medicare Provider Analysis 
and Review File (MedPAR) data for DRG 
49 to determine the current charges and 
length of stay for cochlear implants and 
the other procedures assigned to that 
DRG. The ICD-9-CM procedure codes 
we used to identify these cases are 20.96 
(Implantation or replacement of 
cochlear prosthetic device, NOS), 20.97 
(Implantation or replacement of 
cochlear prosthetic device, single 
channel), and 20.98 (Implantation or 
replacement of cochlear prosthetic 
device, multiple channel). We found no 
cases coded with 20.97 and, in fact, 
these devices have been replaced by the 
multiple channel devices and are no 
longer available.

We found that, although the cochlear 
implant cases incurred higher charges 
than the average DRG 49 case, the 100 
cases included in the MedPAR data 
were distributed across 53 hospitals 
with no hospital performing more than 
eight procedures. Therefore, we 
concluded that the volume was not 
sufficient to justify a DRG modification. 
However, since payment for cochlear 
implant patients had been an issue for 
several years, we stated that we would 
continue to evaluate the resource 
consumption related to cochlear 
implant cases and their impact on 
hospitals, as well as investigate and 
consider other options.

One option that commenters 
suggested last year was that we reassign 
the less costly cases in DRG 49 to DRG 
63 (Other Ear, Nose, Mouth and Throat 
OR Procedures). Although we stated 
that we did not believe this would be an 
appropriate assignment for any of the 
cases in DRG 49 (57 FR 39756), we did

believe that it was appropriate to review 
the procedures assigned to DRG 49 to 
determine if they are all appropriately 
placed in terms of resource 
consumption. It would be possible for 
one or two high-volume procedures 
with relatively low average charges to 
lower the weight for DRG 49. Therefore, 
using the FY 1992 MedPAR data, 
updated through December 1992, we 
reviewed the charge data for the 
procedures assigned to DRG 49 prior to 
publication of the proposed rule.

Of the 14 procedures other than 
cochlear implants assigned to DRG 49, 
only one procedure with more than 10 
cases had an average standardized 
charge that was significantly lower than 
the average standardized charge for the 
DRG: Partial glossectomy (procedure 
code 25.2). The average charge for this 
procedure was $7,213 and the average 
charge for DRG 49 overall was $13,393. 
In  addition, partial glossectomies are the 
second highest volume of cases in DRG 
49 (579 out of 2,839 cases). If procedure 
code 25.2 were to be removed from DRG 
49, the average standardized charge for 
the remaining cases would increase to 
$13 950.

Based on the FY 1992 MedPAR data 
updated through December 1992, there 
were 87 cochlear implant discharges, 
with an average standardized charge of 
$20,289. In the proposed rule, we also 
noted that, of the other procedures 
classified in DRG 49 with more than 10 
cases, two incurred higher average 
charges than the cochlear procedures. 
Total mandibulectomy with 
synchronous reconstruction (procedure 
code 76.41) had the highest average 
charge ($33,473), and the average charge 
for bilateral radical neck dissection 
(procedure codé 40.42) was $27,439.

Based on this analysis, we proposed 
to remove partial glossectomies from 
DRG 49 and place this procedure in 
DRGs 168 and 169 (Mouth Procedures).1 
The procedures assigned to these DRGs 
are clinically similar to partial 
glossectomies as well as comparable in 
terms of resource use.

Comment: We received only one 
comment on the proposed change to 
DRG 49, which was from the 
manufacturer of the cochlear implant 
device. The commenter acknowledged 
the action taken in the proposed rule 
toward improving the weight of DRG 49 
and expressed appreciation for the 
resources HCFA has applied to their

i A single title combined with two DRG numbers 
is used to signify pairs. Generally, the first DRG is 
for cases with CC and the second is for cases. 
without CC. If a  third number is included, it 
represents cases of patients who are age 0 -1 7 . 
Occasionally, a  pair of DRGs are split on age >  17  
and age 0 -17 .
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concern regarding payment for cochlear 
implants. However, the commenter 
remains concerned that Medicare 
beneficiaries will continue to face 
reduced access to cochlear implant 
technology until the implants are 
assigned to a DRG with a substantially 
higher weight. The commenter repeats 
two recommendations it has made in 
previous years: Move cochlear implants 
to'DRG 1 (Craniotomy Age >17 except 
for Trauma) or remove the externally 
wom components of the device from the 
DRG hospital inpatient payment and 
allow separate Part B payment because 
these services are provided on an 
outpatient basis after discharge. In 
addition, consistent with the proposed 
changes, the commenter suggested that 
other low-resource use procedures be 
moved out of DRG 49.

The commenter concluded with 
reference to its continued belief that the 
charges submitted by some hospitals are 
too low to reflect the actual resource use 
of the procedure and the inpatient stay. 
The commenter states that charges 
below $17,000, the minimum charge to 
be expected for a cochlear implant, are 
still occurring for a high percentage of 
the hospital bills. While the commenter 
acknowledges the Medicare claims edit 
that was put in place in May 1991 to 
identify these cases, the commenter 
believes the edit is ineffective. The 
commenter continues to believe that 
bills with charges of less than $17,000 
are either incorrectly charging for the 
implant device or are using the cochlear 
implant codes for procedures that are 
not cochlear implants. In the latter case, 
HCFA is paying for incorrectly billed 
procedures, resulting in artificially 
lower average charges for cochlear 
implants and an adverse effect on the 
weight for DRG 49.

Besponse: In the prospective payment 
final rule for F Y 1993, published 
September 1,1992, we noted our 
objections to the suggestion that 
cochlear implant procedures be moved 
to DRG 1 (57 FR 39755). In that 
document, we stated that the diagnosis 
code associated with the cochlear cases 
(code 389, Hearing loss) is not clinically 
coherent with the diagnosis codes 
assigned to MDC 1 (Diseases and 
Disorders of the Nervous System). In 
addition, the average standardized 
charge for DRG 1 is $24,086, which is 
$5,093 higher than the average 
standardized charge for cochlear 
implants ($18,993 based on the 89 cases 
in FY 1992 MedPAR file updated 
through June 1993).

The suggestion that the external 
components of implant devices be 
“unbundled” from other inpatient 
supplies and services and billed under

Medicare Part B was also addressed in 
the September 1,1992 final rule. As we 
stated in that rule, sections I862(a)(l4) 
and 1833(d) of the Act require that all 
services furnished to a Medicare 
beneficiary as part of a hospital 
inpatient stay are services covered 
under Medicare Part A and may not be 
paid for under Part B. As the external 
components are an integral part of the 
cochlear implant device, they are 
considered to be part of the services 
connected with the inpatient stay. Our 
position on this issue remains 
unchanged.

As to the assertion that charges by the 
hospital for less than $17,000 must 
represent billing errors, we note that, as 
stated in the September 1,1992 final 
rule (57 FR 39755), instructions were 
sent to fiscal intermediaries to return to 
the hospital any claims where total 
charges for cochlear implants were less 
than $17,000. As part of our evaluation 
of cochlear implants for the proposed 
rule, we verified compliance with these 
instructions and confirmed that the 
intermediary is, in fact, returning to the 
hospital those claims with charges less 
than $17,000. Thus, the claims included 
in our MedPAR analysis have been 
validated as accurate by the hospital. 
Therefore, although the manufacturer 
asserts that the lower charges are 
incorrect or the hospital is billing for 
procedures that are not cochlear 
implants, we are assured that hospitals 
have been given the opportunity to 
verify their submitted charges, and, 
therefore, accept these charges as 
reliable.

With regard to this issue, we note that 
the charges we use in our analysis of 
DRG classification changes are 
“standardized” charges; that is, the 
charges submitted on the hospital 
inpatient bill have been standardized in 
accordance with the provisions of 
sections 1886(d)(2)(C) and (d)(9)(B)(ii) of 
the Act to remove the effects of certain 
sources of variation in costs among 
hospitals. These include case mix, 
differences in area wage levels, cost of 
living adjustments for Alaska and 
Hawaii, indirect medical education 
adjustments, and payments to hospitals 
serving a disproportionate share of low- 
income patients. When the effect of 
standardization is removed, and we 
review the nonstandardized charges as 
submitted by the hospital, the number 
of cochlear implant claims reporting 
total charges under $17,000 decreases 
significantly, from 42 percent (37 of 89 
total cases) to less than 19 percent (17 
cases).

In response to concern that, because 
of the DRG assignment, hospitals may 
not be able to afford to provide the

cochlear implant to Medicare 
beneficiaries and they will continue to 
face reduced access to this technology, 
we once again note that a hospital may 
not refuse to provide a covered service 
to a Medicare beneficiary if it provides 
that service to other patients. 
Specifically, the Medicare regulations at 
42 CFR 489.53(a)(2) provide that HCFA 
may terminate a hospital’s Medicare 
provider agreement if it finds that the 
hospital places restrictions on the 
number of Medicare beneficiaries it will 
accept for treatment without placing the 
same restriction on the other 
populations it treats.

We are aware of the continuing 
concerns regarding payment for 
cochlear implant patients. As part of our 
proposal to move the partial 
glossectomy procedure from DRG 49 to 
DRGs 168 and 169, we evaluated all 
procedures assigned to DRG 49. As we 
noted in the proposed rule (58 FR 
30224), partial glossectomy was the only 
procedure assigned to DRG 49 that had 
any significant volume (more than 10 
cases) and a significantly lower average 
charge. We will continue to monitor die 
assignment of procedures to DRG 49 and 
to consider further classification 
changes as appropriate based on the 
volume and average charge of specific 
procedures.
3. Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy 
Procedures (DRGs 195-198)

Currently, when a patient whose 
principal diagnosis is classified to MDC 
7 (Diseases and Disorders of the 
Hepatobiliary System and Pancreas) 
undergoes a cholecystectomy, the case 
is assigned to DRGs 195 through 198. 
The specific assignment is based on 
whether common bile duct exploration , 
(C.D.E.) is performed and whether CCs 
are present. The DRGs’ titles are as 
follows:

• DRG 195—Cholecystectomy with
C.D.E. with CC.

• DRG 196—Cholecystectomy with
C.D.E. without CC.

• DRG 197—Cholecystectomy 
without C.D.E. with CC.

• DRG 198—-Cholecystectomy 
without C.D.E. without CC.

During the past few years, we have 
received comments suggesting that 
when a cholecystectomy procedure is 
performed by laparoscope, the case 
should bq assigned to a different DRG or 
DRGs than are the other 
cholecystectomies. These commenters 
believe that this is appropriate because, 
although the laparoscopic (closed) 
procedure is more expensive than a 
traditional (open) cholecystectomy, use 
of the closed procedure results in 
shorter lengths of stay and, thus, lower
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total resource use. Our original response 
to these commenters was that, in order 
to makethis revision, the two types of 
cholecystectomies would have to be 
assigned separate 1CD—9—CM procedure 
codes. Subsequently, effective with 
discharges occurring on or after October 
1,1991 (that is, beginning in FY 1992), 
separate procedure codes were 
established for the two types of 
procedures: 51.22 for open 
cholecystectomy and 51.23 for 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Before we published the proposed 
rule, we analyzed the FY 1992 MedPAR 
data in which the new codes were used 
to assign cases to the four DRGs in MDC

7 to determine the most appropriate 
assignment for laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy procedures. We found 
that virtually all the laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy cases (approximately 
99 percent) were assigned to DRGs 197 
and 198. We also reviewed cases 
assigned to DRGs 193 and 194 (Biliary 
Tract Procedure Except Only 
Cholecystectomy with or without 
C.D.E.) and found that no laparoscopic 
cholecystectomies were assigned there.

After determining the distribution of 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy cases, we 
calculated total average standardized 
charges and lengths of stay for those 
cases as well as the open

cholecystectomy cases in each of the 
affected DRGs. In DRGs 195 and 196, 
although the average length of stay for 
cases in which a laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy was performed is 
lower than the cases in which an open 
procedure was performed, the total 
average standardized charges were 
almost equal. For those cases assigned 
to DRGs 197 and 198, the average length 
of stay for the laparoscopic procedures 
is also less than that for the open 
procedures; however, the average 
standardized charge for the laparoscopic 
cases is much less than the charge for 
the open cholecystectomies.

DRG 197 DRG 198

Length 
of stay

Average
charge

Length 
of stay

Average
charge

6.4 11,873 2.3 6,415
10.2 15,750 5.4 7,887

Based on this analysis, we decided to 
leave the laparoscopic procedures with 
the open cholecystectomies in DRGs 195 
and 196. However, the differences in 
length of stay and charges for the two 
types of procedures in DRGs 197 and 
198 were large enough for us to propose 
reassignment of the laparoscopic cases. 
Since there is no other surgical DRG in 
MDC 7 that is similar clinically or in 
terms of resource use to the 
laparoscopic procedures, and because 
the cholecystectomy cases have 
traditionally been segregated from other 
procedures, we proposed to create two 
new DRGs for the laparoscopic 
procedures, as follows:

• DRG 493 Laparoscopic 
Cholecystectomy without C.D.E. with 
CC

• DRG 494 Laparoscopic 
Cholecystectomy without C.D.E.
without CC

In addition, we proposed to revise the 
titles of DRGs 197 and 198 to read as 
follows:

• DRG 197 Cholecystectomy Except 
by Laparoscope without C.D.E. with CC

• DRG 198 Cholecystectomy Except 
by Laparoscope without C.D.E. without 
CC

We believe that the proposed 
reassignment of the laparoscopic cases 
to DRGs 493 and 494 would improve 
clinical coherence and provide for more 
appropriate payment. Further, this 
change would allow the payment for the 
traditional, open cholecystectomies to 
reflect the resource use necessary only 
for those procedures.

In the course of our analysis, we 
noted some claims that included 
procedure codes for both a laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy (51.23) and an open 
cholecystectomy (51.22). If a procedure 
is begun through the laparoscope and 
must be completed with an open 
procedure, the only code that should be 
included ort the claim is the code for the 
open procedure. We are assuming that 
these claims.did include an open 
procedure and, therefore, we believe the 
case should be assigned to DRGs 197 
and 198. We would assign a claim to 
proposed DRGs 493 and 494 if the only 
cholecystectomy code in the claim is 
51.23. Thus, coding the incomplete (or 
unsuccessful) closed procedure, in 
addition to the open procedure will 
make no difference in assignment. 
However, we note that such double 
coding is incorrect.

Comment: We received many 
comments expressing concern about our 
proposal to create separate DRGs for 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy. In 
general, these commenters do not 
believe it is appropriate to establish a 
separate category at this time. Their 
main concern is that, although 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy is less 
costly on a “total-episode-of-care basis,” 
the surgery supply costs and operating 
room costs are higher for these 
procedures than for the traditional open 
cholecystectomy procedures.

Further, the commenters are 
concerned that the new DRGs have been 
created based on only one year of data

and we have not allowed enough time 
for the technology to evolve to maturity. 
More specifically, a few of the 
commenters believe that the charge data 
hospitals have reported for these 
procedures is flawed because hospitals 
are not reporting the increased cost of 
the laparoscopic surgical procedure. 
Another commenter stated that the 
charge data cited in the proposed rule 
is an approximation at best.

Some commenters objected to the 
proposed DRGs because they believe 
that payment for all cholecystectomies 
should relate to the patient condition 
and the episode of care, not the 
particular technology used. One 
commenter stated that even though this 
proposal may, in the short term, save 
the government money, in the long run 
it will result in either patient access 
problems or a tendency to continue 
performing the traditional, open 
cholecystectomies, resulting in total 
episode-of-care costs higher than the 
laparoscopic procedure.

Finally, one commenter believes that 
a final decision to proceed with the 
creation of these DRGs could force the 
performance of this procedure to move 
more rapidly, and perhaps prematurely, 
to an outpatient setting.

Response: When we calculate the 
DRG relative weights, we use the total 
charges reported by the hospital on its 
Medicare claim for the services it 
provided during a hospital inpatient 
stay. These charges specifically include, 
among others, operating room charges
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and supply charges, which are separate 
entries on the claim form. The data in 
the MedPAR file incorporate all these 
separate charges as well as the total 
charges reported by the hospital. Thus, 
the file for FY 1992 contains the total 
charges reported by hospitals for 
laparoscopic cholecystectomies that 
they performed for discharges occurring 
during that year.

We do not doubt the commenter’s 
statement that the operating room and 
surgery supply costs are higher for the 
laparoscopic procedure than are those 
costs for the open cholecystectomy. In 
fact, we made this same statement in the 
proposed rule (58 FR 30225). However, 
based on the total charge data reported 
by hospitals, the reduced costs 
associated with the shorter length of 
stay and fewer number of complications 
serve to lower the overall cost of a 
hospital stay for a laparoscopic 
procedure. Therefore, commenters’ 
concern that we have not considered the 
entire episode-of-care costs in creating 
the new cholecystectomy DRGs is 
unfounded.

With regard to the commenters’ 
request that we should delay the 
implementation of the new DRGs until 
the technology has evolved, we note 
that, of the total number of 
cholecystectomies performed in FY 
1992 (150,727 cases in DRGs 195 
through 198), approximately 55 percent 
were done laparoscopically. This 
percentage is even higher in the DRGs 
that we are splitting on the basis of 
approach (DRGs 197 and 198 
(Cholecystectomy without C.D.E.)): 
81,376 cases out of a total 134,661 or 60 
percent. We believe that these numbers 
demonstrate that the new technology 
has evolved to the extent that it is being 
employed in a majority of Medicare 
cholecystectomy cases, and, therefore, 
creation of a DRG category for 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy is not 
premature.

Although, in general, we do not split 
DRGs for surgical procedures on the 
basis of the type of approach used in the 
procedure, we note that we have a long 
tradition of assigning procedures that 
are performed using either an open or 
closed approach to different DRGs based 
on the lower total resource use 
associated with the closed procedure.
For example, lung biopsy can be 
performed either closed endoscopically 
(procedure code 33.27) or open 
(procedure code 33.28). th e  open 
procedure is assigned to DRG 75 (Major 
Chest Procedures) and the closed 
procedure is assigned to DRGs 76 and 
77 (Other Respiratory System or 
Procedures), th e  FY 1994 relative 
weight for DRG 75 is 3.0397 and the

weights for DRGs 76 and 77 are 2.4770 
and 1.0443, respectively. Therefore, due 
to the large difference in the total 
average charge of the laparoscopic and 
open procedures and the volume of 
cases, we believe that it is appropriate 
to separate the two different approaches 
to cholecystectomy procedures into 
different DRGs.

Concerning the statement made by 
one commenter .that this proposal may, 
in the short term, save the government 
money, we note that section 
1886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act requires that 
DRG reclassification and recalibration 
changes must be made in a manner that 
assures that aggregate payments are 
neither greater than nor less than the 
aggregate payments that would have 
been made without the changes. As 
discussed below in section II.C. of this 
preamble, in addition to normalizing the 
revised weights so that the average case 
weight before recalibration is equal to 
the average case weight after 
recalibration, we also make a budget 
neutrality adjustment to the 
standardized amounts. Therefore, the 
DRG classification or recalibration 
changes are designed to result in neither 
a savings nor a loss in total payments.

With regard to the commenters’ 
concern that hospitals will limit the 
availability of laparoscopic 
cholecystectomies to Medicare 
beneficiaries, we repeat the statement 
we made above in response to a similar 
comment on the DRG 49 changes 
(section n.B.2 of this preamble). That is, 
the regulations at 42 CFR 489.53(a)(2) 
provide that HCFA may terminate a 
hospital’s Medicare provider agreement 
if it finds that the hospital places 
restrictions on the number of Medicare 
beneficiaries it will accept for treatment 
if it does not place the same restrictions 
on the other populations it treats.

We disagree with the commenter that 
fears that the separation of the 
laparoscopic procedures from the open 
procedures may force these procedures 
to an outpatient setting prematurely. We 
believe that attending physicians will 
continue to determine the appropriate 
setting for surgical procedures and that 
these decisions are made based on 
medical factors rather than expected 
payment.

Comment: A few commenters 
objected to receiving payment only for 
the open procedure under DRG 197 or 
198 in cases for which the laparoscopic 
approach was unsuccessfully attempted 
prior to performance of the open 
procedure. The commenters noted that 
they cannot predict which cases will 
result in a change of approach once the 
surgery is begun. One commenter 
requested that when a cholecystectomy

is begun with the laparoscopic approach 
but completed with an open procedure, 
the hospital should receive the full 
payment amount for DRG 197 or 198 
and part of the payment for DRG 493 or 
494, as appropriate.

Response: Under the prospective 
payment system, a case is assigned to 
only one unique DRG based on the 
principal diagnosis, procedures 
performed, secondary diagnoses, and, in 
some cases, patient age, sex, and 
discharge status. Therefore, payment 
received for a case under the 
prospective payment system is based on 
the relative weight of only one DRG.

The situation referred to by the 
commenters is not unlike a case in 
which more than one procedure is 
performed. In those cases, only one 
procedure (or, in a few cases, two 
related procedures) dictates the DRG to 
which the case is assigned. If only one 
procedure is related to the principal 
diagnosis, then that procedure 
determines DRG assignment. If more 
than one procedure is related, then the 
case is assigned to a DRG based on 
surgical hierarchy. (See section II.B.5 of 
this preamble for a detailed discussion 
of surgical hierarchy.) If none of the 
procedures performed are related to the 
principal diagnosis, the case is assigned 
to one of the special DRGs for unrelated 
procedures (DRGs 468,476, or 477). In 
no situation would a case receive more 
than one DRG payment. This is also true 
of cholecystectomies. If both the 
laparoscopic code (51.23) and the open 
code (51.22) are included on the claim, 
then the claim will be assigned to DRG 
197 or 198, because of the higher weight 
of that class of DRGs. However, as noted 
in the proposed rule (58 FR 30226), 
such double coding is incorrect.
4. Tracheostomy Procedures (DRGS 482 
and 483)

Effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1990, all cases in 
which a tracheostomy is performed are 
assigned to either DRG 482 
(Tracheostomy with Mouth, Larynx or 
Pharynx Disorder) or DRG 483 
(Tracheostomy Except for Mouth,
Larynx or Pharynx Disorder). The 
specific mouth, larynx, and pharynx 
diagnosis codes that occasion a case to 
be assigned to DRG 482 were listed in 
Table 6k of section IV of the addendum 
to the September 4,1990 final rule (55 
FR 36139). These cases were grouped 
separately because they incurred 
significantly lower charges than did the 
other tracheostomy cases. Cases with a 
principal diagnosis of a mouth, larynx, 
or pharynx disorder are more likely to 
require a tracheostomy as a therapeutic 
measure related to the principal
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diagnosis rather than in response to 
respiratory failure requiring long-term 
ventilation.

It has been brought to our attention 
that several mouth, jaw, face, and neck 
diagnoses were not included on our 
original list of mouth, larynx and 
pharynx disorders. Since these 
diagnoses are clinically similar to those 
already on the list of diagnoses that 
cause assignment to DRG 482, we 
proposed adding them to that list 
effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1993. The specific 
diagnosis codes are as follows:
054.2 Herpetic gingivostomatitis 
099.51 Other venereal diseases due to 

Chlamydia trachomatis of pharynx
112.0 Candidiasis of mouth
170.1 Malignant neoplasm of mandible
173.0 Malignant neoplasm of skin of 

hp
176.2 Kaposi’s sarcoma of palate
228.00 Hemangioma of unspecified 

site
228.01 Hemangioma of skin and 

subcutaneous tissue
228.09 Hemangioma of other sites
246.2 Cyst of thyroid
465.0 Acute laryngopharyngitis
465.8 Acute upper respiratory 

infections of other multiple sites
465.9 Acute upper respiratory 

infections of unspecified site
519.0 Tracheostomy complication
519.1 Other diseases of trachea and 

bronchus, not elsewhere classified
682.1 Cellulitis and abscess of neck 
749.00-749.04 Cleft palate 
749.10-749.14 Cleft lip
749.20- 749.25 Cleft palate with cleft 

lip
750.21 Absence of salivary gland
750.22 Accessory salivary gland
750.23 Atresia, salivary duct
750.24 Congenital fistula of salivary 

gland
802.20- 802.29 Fracture of mandible, 

dosed
802.30-802.39 Fracture of mandible, 

open
802.4 Fracture of malar and maxillary 

bones, closed
802.5 Fracture of malar and maxillary 

bones, open
802.6 Fracture of orbital floor (blow

out), closed
802.7 Fracture of orbital floor (blow

out), open
802.8 Fracture of other facial bones, 

closed
802.9 Fracture of other facial bones, 

open
830.0 Closed dislocation of jaw
830.1 Open dislocation of jaw 
873.40 Open wound of face,

unspecified site, without mention of 
complication

873.41 Open wound of cheek, without 
mention of complication

873.50 Open wound of face, 
unspecified site, complicated

873.51 Open wound of cheek, 
complicated

874.02 Open wound of trachea, 
without mention of complication 

874.12 Open wound of trachea, 
complicated

874.8 Open wound of neck, without 
mention of complication, not 
otherwise specified

874.9 Open wound of neck, 
complicated, not otherwise specified

900.82 Injury to multiple blood vessels 
of head and neck

900.89 Injury to other specified blood 
vessels of head and neck, not 
elsewhere classified

900.9 Injury to unspecified blood 
vessel of head and neck

925.1 Crushing injury of face and scalp
925.2 Crushing injury of neck
959.0 Face and neck injury, not

otherwise specified 
We note that diagnosis codes 925.1 

and 925.2 are new codes that will be 
effective October 1,1993. They replace 
current code 925 (Crushing injury of 
face, scalp, and neck). See Tables 6a and 
6c in section V of the addendum to this 
final rule with comment.

We also proposed to change the titles 
of DRGs 482 and 483 to describe more 
accurately the types of cases that are 
classified to them. The proposed titles 
were as follows:

• DRG 482 Tracheostomy for Face, 
Mouth and Neck Diagnoses

• DRG 483 Tracheostomy Except for 
Face, Mouth and Neck Diagnoses

We received only one comment on 
this proposal, which supported our 
changes. Therefore, we are 
incorporating them into the final DRG 
classification system for F Y 1994.
5. Surgical Hierarchies

Some inpatient stays entail multiple 
surgical procedures, each one of which, 
occurring by itself, could result in 
assignment of the case to a different 
DRG within the MDC to which the 
principal diagnosis is assigned. It is, 
therefore, necessary to have a decision 
rule by which these cases are assigned 
to a single DRG. The surgical hierarchy, 
an ordering of surgical classes from 
most to least resource intensive, 
performs that function. Its application 
insures that cases involving multiple 
surgical procedures are assigned to the 
DRG associated with the most resource
intensive surgical class.

Because the relative resource intensity 
of surgical classes can shift as a function 
of DRG reclassification and 
recalibration, we reviewed the surgical

hierarchy of each MDC, as we have for 
previous reclassifications, to determine 
if the ordering of classes coincided with 
the intensity of resource utilization, as 
measured by the same billing data used 
to compute the DRG relative weights.

A surgical class can be composed of 
one or more DRGs. For example, in . 
MDC 5, the surgical class “heart 
transplant” consists of a single DRG 
(DRG 103) and the class “coronary 
bypass” consists of two DRGs (DRGs 
106 and 107). Consequently, in many 
cases, the surgical hierarchy has an 
impact on more than one DRG. The 
methodology for determining the most 
resource-intensive surgical class, 
therefore, involves weighting each DRG 
for frequency to determine the average 
resources for each surgical class. For 
example, assume surgical class A 
includes DRGs 1 and 2 and surgical 
class B includes DRGs 3,4,  and 5, and 
that the average charge of DRG 1 is 
higher than that of DRG 3, but the 
average charges of DRGs 4 and 5 are 
higher than the average charge of DRG
2. To determine whether surgical class 
A should be higher or lower than 
surgical class B in the surgical 
hierarchy, we would weight the average 
charge of each DRG by frequency (that 
is, by the number of cases in the DRG) 
to determine average resource 
consumption for the surgical class. The 
surgical classes would then be ordered 
from the class with the highest average 
resource utilization to that with the 
lowest, with the exception of “other OR 
procedures” as discussed below.

This methodology may occasionally 
result in a case involving multiple 
procedures being assigned to the lower- 
weighted DRG (in the highest, most 
resource-intensive surgical class) of. the 
available alternatives. However, given 
that the logic underlying the surgical 
hierarchy provides that the GROUPER 
searches for the procedure in the most 
resource-intensive surgical class, which 
may sometimes occur in cases involving 
multiple procedures, this result is 
unavoidable.

Notwithstanding the foregoing 
discussion, there are a few instances 
where a surgical class with a lower 
average relative weight is ordered above 
a surgical class with a higher average 
relative weight. For example, the “other 
OR procedures” surgical class is 
uniformly ordered last in the surgical 
hierarchy of each MDC in which it 
occurs, regardless of the fact that the 
relative weight for the DRG or DRGs in 
that surgical class may be higher than 
that for other surgical classes in the 
MDC. The “other OR procedures” class 
is a group of procedures that are least 
likely to be related to the diagnoses in
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the MDC but are occasionally performed 
on patients with these diagnoses. 
Therefore, these procedures should only 
be considered if no other procedure 
more closely related to the diagnoses in 
the MDC has been performed.

A second example occurs when the 
difference between the average weights 
for two surgical classes is very small.
We have found that small differences 
generally do not warrant reordering of 
the hierarchy since, by virtue of the 
hierarchy change, the relative weights 
are likely to shift such that the higher- 
ordered surgical class has a lower 
average weight than the class ordered 
below it.

Based on the preliminary 
recalibration of the DRGs, we proposed 
to modify the surgical hierarchy for 
MDC 3 (Diseases and Disorders of the 
Ear, Nose, Mouth and Throat) and MDC 
9 (Diseases and Disorders of the Skin, 
Subcutaneous Tissue and Breast) as 
follows:

a. In MDC 3, we proposed to reorder 
Myringotomy with Tube Insertion 
(DRGs 61 and 62) above Tonsil and 
Adenoid Procedure Except 
Tonsillectomy and/or Adenoidectomy 
Only (DRGs 57 and 58).

b. In MDC 9, we proposed to reorder 
Skin, Subcutaneous Tissue and Breast 
Plastic Procedures (DRG 268) above 
Breast Procedures (DRGs 257,258, 259, 
260, 261, and 262).

We received no comments concerning 
the proposed surgical hierarchy. In 
addition, based on a test of the proposed 
changes using the most recent MedPAR 
hie (June 1993) and the revised 
GROUPER software, we find that the 
changes we proposed are still supported 
by the data and no additional changes 
are required. Therefore, the proposed 
surgical hierarchy is incorporated in 
this final rule with comment.
6. Refinement of Complications and 
Comorbidities List

There is a standard list of diagnoses 
that are considered complications or 
comorbidities (CCs). This list was 
developed by physician panels to 
include those diagnoses that, when 
present as a secondary condition, would 
be considered a substantial 
complication or comorbidity. In 
preparing the original CC list, a 
substantial CC was defined as a 
condition that, because of its presence 
with a specific principal diagnosis, 
would increase the length of stay by at 
least 1 day for at least 75 percent of the 
patients.

In previous years, we have made 
changes to the standard list of CCs, 
either by adding new CCs or deleting 
CCs already on the list. For FY 1994, we

did not propose any changes to the 
current CC list. ¥

In the September 1,1987 final notice 
concerning changes to the DRG 
classification system (52 FR 33143), we 
modified the GROUPER logic so that 
certain diagnoses included on the 
standard list of CCs would not be 
considered a valid CC in combination 
with a particular principal diagnosis. 
Thus, we created the CC Exclusions 
List. We made these changes to preclude 
coding of closely related conditions, to 
preclude duplicative coding or 
inconsistent coding from being treated 
as CCs, and to ensure that cases are 
appropriately classified between the 
complicated and uncomplicated DRGs 
in a pair.

In the May 19,1987 proposed notice 
concerning changes to the DRG 
classification system (52 FR 18877), we 
explained that the excluded secondary 
diagnoses were established using the 
following five principles:

• Chronic and acute manifestations of 
the same condition should not be 
considered CCs for one another (as 
subsequently corrected in the 
September 1,1987 final notice (52 FR 
33154)).

• Specific and nonspecific (that is, 
not otherwise specified (NOS)) 
diagnosis codes for a condition should 
not be considered CCs for one another.

• Conditions that may not co-exist, 
such as partial/total, unilateral/bilateral, 
obstructed/unobstructed, and benign/ 
malignant, should not be considered 
CCs for one another.

• The same condition in anatomically 
proximal sites should not be considered 
CCs for one another.

• Closely related conditions should 
not be considered CCs for one another.

The creation of thè CC Exclusions List 
was a major project involving hundreds 
of codes. The FY 1988 revisions were 
intended to be only a first step toward 
refinement of the CC list in that the 
criteria used for eliminating certain 
diagnoses from consideration as CCs 
were intended to identify only the most 
obvious diagnoses that should not be 
considered complications or 
comorbidities of another diagnosis. For 
that reason and in light of comments 
and questions on the CC list, we have 
continued to review the remaining CCs 
to identify additional exclusions and to 
remove diagnoses from the master list 
that have been shown not to meet the 
definition of a CC stated above, as 
appropriate. (See the September 30,
1988 final rule for the revision made for 
the discharges occurring in FY 1989 (53 
FR 38485), the September 1,1989 final 
rule for the revision made for discharges 
occurring in FY 1990 (54 FR 36552), the

September 4 ,1990 final rule for the 
revision made for discharges occurring 
in FY 1991 (55 FR 36126), the August 
30,1991 final rule for the revision made 
for discharges occurring in FY 1992 (56 
FR 43209), and the September 1,1992 
final rule for the revisions made for 
discharges'occurring in FY 1993 (57 FR 
39753).)

We proposed a limited revision of the 
CC Exclusions List to take into account 
the changes that will be made in the 
ICD-9-CM diagnosis coding system 
effective October 1,1993. (See section 
n.B.8 of this preamble, for a discussion 
of these changes.) These proposed 
changes were made in accordance with 
the principles established when we 
created the CC Exclusions List in 1987.

Tables 6f and 6g in section V of the 
addendum to this final rule contain the 
revisions to the CC Exclusions List that 
will be effective for discharges occurring 
on or after October 1,1993. Each table 
shows the principal diagnoses with 
proposed changes to the excluded CCs. 
Each of these principal diagnoses is 
shown with an asterisk and the 
additions or deletions to the CC 
Exclusions List are provided in an 
indented column immediately following 
the affected principal diagnosis.

CCs that are added to the list are in 
Table 6f—Additions to the CC 
Exclusions List. Beginning with 
discharges on or after October 1,1993, 
the indented diagnoses will not be 
recognized by the GROUPER as valid 
CCs for the asterisked principal 
diagnosis.

CCs that are deleted from the list are j 
in Table 6g—Deletions from the CC 
Exclusions List. Beginning with 
discharges on or after October 1,1993, '  
the indented diagnoses will be 
recognized by the GROUPER as valid 
CCs for the asterisked principal 
diagnosis.

Copies of the original CC Exclusions 
List applicable to FY 1988 can be 
obtained from the National Technical 
Information Service (NTIS) of the 
Department of Commerce. It is available 
in hard copy for $73.00 and on 
microfiche for $19.00, plus $3.00 for 
shipping and handling. A request for the 

. FY 1988 CC Exclusions List (which 
should include the identification 
accession number, (PB) 88-133970) 
should be made to the following 
address: National Technical Information 
Service; United States Department of 
Commerce; 5285 Port Royal Road, 
Springfield, Virginia 22161; or by 
calling (703) 487-4650.

Users should be aware of the fact that ' 
all revisions to the CC Exclusions List 
(FYs 1989,1990,1991,1992 and 1993) 
and those in Tables 6f and 6g of this
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document must be incorporated into the 
list purchased from NTIS in order to 
obtain the CC Exclusions List applicable 
for discharges occurring on or after 
October 1,1993.

Alternatively, the complete 
documentation of the GROUPER logic, 
including the current GC Exclusions 
List, is available from 3M/Health 
Information Systems (HIS), which, 
under contract with HCFA, is 
responsible for updating and 
maintaining the GROUPER program.
The current DRG Definitions Manual, 
Version 10.0, is available for $195.00, 
which includes $15.00 for shipping and 
handling. Version 11.0 of this manual, 
which will include the changes 
proposed in this document as finalized 
in response to public comment, will be 
available in September 1993 for 
$195.00. These manuals may be 
obtained by writing 3M/HIS at: 100 
Barnes Road; Wallingford, Connecticut 
06492; or by calling (203) 949-0303.

Please specify the revision or 
revisions requested.

We received two comments 
concerning changes made to the CC 
Exclusions List for new ICD-9-CM 
diagnosis codes. Those comments and 
our response are set forth below in the 
section describing the changes to the 
ICD-9-CM coding system (section 
II.B.8. of this preamble).
7. Review of Procedure Codes in DRGs 
468, 476, and 477

Each year, we review cases assigned 
to DRG 468 (Extensive OR Procedure 
Unrelated to Principal Diagnosis), DRG 
476 (ProstatiC OR Procedure Unrelated 
to Principal Diagnosis), and DRG 477 
(Nonextensive OR Procedure Unrelated 
to Principal Diagnosis) in order to 
determine whether procedures are 
properly assigned among these DRGs.

DRGs 468, 476, and 477 are reserved 
for those cases in which none of the OR 
procedures performed during a hospital 
inpatient stay is related to the principal 
diagnosis. These DRGs are intended to 
capture atypical cases, that is, those 
cases not occurring with sufficient 
frequency to represent« distinct, 
recognizable clinical group. DRG 476 is 
assigned to those discharges in which 
one or more of the following prostatic 
procedures are performed and are 
unrelated to the principal diagnosis:
60.0 ; Incision of prostate 
60.12 Open biopsy of prostate 
60.15 Biopsy of periprostatic tissue 
60.18 Other diagnostic procedures on

prostatic and periprostatic tissue
60.2 Transurethral prostatectomy 
60.61 Local excision of lesion of

prostate
60.69 Prostatectomy NEC

60.93 Repair of prostate
60.94 Control of (postoperative) 

hemorrhage of prostate
60.99 Other operations on prostate 

All remaining OR procedures are 
assigned to DRGs 468 and 477, with 
DRG 477 assigned to those discharges in 
which the only procedures performed 
are nonextensive procedures that are 
unrelated to the principal diagnosis.
The original list of the ICD-9-CM 
procedure codes for the procedures we . 
consider nonextensive procedures if 
performed with an unrelated principal 
diagnosis was published in Table 6c in 
section IV of the addendum to the 
September 30,1988 final rule (53 FR 
38591). As part of the September 4, 
1990, August 30,1991, and September
1,1992 final rules, we moved several 
other procedures from DRG 468 to 477. 
(See 55 FR 36135, 56 FR 43212, and 57 
FR 23625, respectively.)

We annually conduct a review of 
procedures producing DRG 468 or 477 
assignments on the basis of volume of 
cases in these DRGs with each 
procedure. Our medical consultants 
then identify those procedures 
occurring in conjunction with certain 
principal diagnoses with sufficient 
frequency to justify adding them to one 
of the surgical DRGs for the MDC in 
which the diagnosis falls. This year’s 
review did not identify any necessary 
changes; therefore, we did not propose 
to move any procedures from DRGs 468 
or 477 to one of the surgical DRGs.

We also reviewed the list of 
procedures that produce assignments to 
each of DRG 468,476, and 477 to 
ascertain if any of those procedures 
should be moved to one of the other 
DRGs based on average charges and 
length of stay. Generally, we move only 
those procedures for which we have an 
adequate number of discharges to 
analyze the data. Based on our review 
this year, we proposed several moves.

We identified two prostatic 
procedures currently assigned to DRG 
468 that, in terms of resource use, 
would be more appropriately'classified 
in DRG 476. Therefore, we proposed to 
assign the following prostatic 
procedures to DRG 476:
60.81 Incision of periprostatic tissue
60.82 Excision of periprostatic tissue 

Based on our analysis of the OR
procedures that produce DRG 477 
assignments, we discovered five 
procedures that are significantly more 
resource intensive than the other 
procedures assigned to that DRG. 
Therefore, we proposed to move the 
following procedures to the list of 
procedures that result in assignment to 
DRG 468i

20.49 Other mastoidectomy 
39.32 Suture of vein
39.53 Repair of arteriovenous fistula 
43.42 Local excision of other lesion or 

tissue of stomach
70.50 Repair of cystocele and rectocele 

Similarly, after reviewing and
analyzing the procedures that assign 
cases to DRG 468 to determine if any of 
those procedures might more 
appropriately be classified to DRG 477, 
we proposed to move an extensive 
number of cases from DRG 468 to DRG 
477.

All of the reassignments among DRGs 
468,476, and 477 will be effective with 
discharges beginning on or after October
1,1993. We received no comments 
concerning the reassignments from DRG 
477 to DRG 468 and those from DRG 468 
to DRG 476. However, we received one 
comment on the procedures we 
proposed to move from DRG 468 to 477 
as follows.

Comment: One commenter suggested 
that some of the procedures that we 
proposed to move to DRG 477 involve 
considerably more resources and risk to 
the patient than the other procedures in 
this DRG. The commenter requested that 
we reconsider the reassignment of the 
following procedures:
49.6 Excision of anus 
83.5 Bursectomy 
85.63 Rotator cuff repair
85.93 Revision of implant of breast
85.94 Removal of implant of breast
85.95 Insertion of breast tissue 

expander
85.96 Removal of breast tissue 

expander
85.99 Other operations of the breast 

Response: As discussed in the 
proposed rule (58 FR 30228), in 
analyzing the procedures that produce 
assignments to each of DRG 468, 476, 
and 477 for possible reassignment, we 
use a two-step approach. First, we 
consider the charge and length-of-stay 
for each procedure compared to the 
overall average charge and length of stay 
for the DRG in which the procedure is 
currently assigned and the DRG to 
which we are considering reassignment. 
Second, our medical consultants 
provide clinical evaluation to determine 
the optimal, appropriate classification.

In a few cases, we proposed to move 
procedures that were members of a code 
“family,” based on the charge and 
length of stay data associated with other 
members of the family. This was the 
case with our proposal to move the five 
breast procedures. The FY 1992 charge 
and length of stay data for procedure 
codes 85.94 and 85.96 were not only 
well below the average charge and 
length of stay for cases assigned to DRG
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468, they were also far less than the The Committee is co-chaired by the
average charge and length of stay for National Center for Health Statistics 
cases assigned to DRG 477, Based on the (NCHS) and HCFA. The NCHS has lead 
advice of our medical consultants and a „ responsibility for the ICD-9-CM 
review of the breast procedures diagnosis codes included in Volume 1—
currently assigned to DRG 477, we Diseases: Tabular List and Volume 2—
believe that, even though we had no Diseases: Alphabetic Index, while HCFA 
cases to review for procedure codes has lead responsibility for the ICD-9- 
85.93, 85.95, and 85.99,.they should ail CM procedure codes included in 
be moved. Since we review this list Volume 3—Procedures: Tabular List and
every year, we can analyze the validity 
of our change in future years. However, 
we strongly believe the move is 
appropriate.

For the other three procedures cited 
by the commenter, codes 49.6,83.5, and 
85.63, we had average charge and length 
of stay data for F Y 1992. Again, each of 
these procedures had averages that were 
lower than the DRG 477 averages. 
Therefore, assigning these procedures to 
DRG 477 ensures more appropriate 
payment for these cases based on 
resource use, whereas leaving them in 
DRG 468 not only overpays these cases 
but serves to lower the average charge 
and, therefore, the relative weight for 
that DRG overall. The entire list of 
procedures that will be moved from 
DRG 468 to DRG 477 effective with 
discharges occurring on or after October
1,1993 is set forth below in Table 6h 
in section V. of the addendum to this 
final rule with comment. We note that, 
although procedure code 86.3 (other 
local excision or destruction of lesion or 
tissue of skin and subcutaneous tissue) 
was included in Table 6h in the 
proposed rule, this procedure in not an 
OR procedure and should be removed 
from the list. (See the June 29,1993 
correction notice (58 FR 34742).)
8. Changes to the ICD-9-CM Coding 
System

As discussed above in section UJB.l. 
of this preamble, the ICD-9-CM is a 
coding system that is used for the 
reporting of diagnoses and procedures 
performed on a patient In September 
1985, the ICD-9—CM Coordination and 
Maintenance Committee was formed. 
This is a Federal interdepartmental 
committee charged with the mission of 
maintaining and updating the ICD-9- 
CM. This includes approving coding 
changes, and developing errata, 
addenda, and other modifications to die 
ICD-9-CM to reflect newly developed 
procedures and technologies and newly 
identified diseases. The Committee is 
also responsible for promoting the use 
of Federal and non-Federal educational 
programs and other communication 
techniques with a view toward 
standardizing coding applications and 
upgrading the quality of the 
classification system.

Alphabetic Index.
. The Committee encourages 
participation in the above process by 
health-related organizations. In this 
regard, the Committee holds public 
meetings for discussion of educational 
issues and proposed coding changes. 
These meetings provide an opportunity 
for representatives of recognized 
organizations in the coding fields, such 
as the American Health infonnation 
Management Association (AHIMA)

. (formerly American Medical Record 
Association (AMRA)), the American 
Hospital Association (AHA), and 
various physician specialty groups as 
well as physicians, medical record 
administrators, health information 
management professionals, and other 
members of the public to contribute 
ideas on coding matters. After 
considering the opinions expressed at 
the public meetings and in writing, the 
Committee formulates 
recommendations, which then must be 
approved by the agencies.

The Committee presented proposals 
for FY 1994 coding changes at public 
meetings held on May 7, August 4, and 
December 3,1992, and finalized the 
coding changes after consideration of 
comments received at the meetings and 
in writing within 30 days following the 
December 1992 meeting. The initial 
meeting for consideration of coding 
issues for implementation in FY 1995 
was held on May 6 and 7,1993 and a 
second meeting was held on August 5, 
1993. Copies of the minutes of these 
meetings may be obtained by writing to 
the co-chairpersons representing NCHS 
and HCFA. We encourage commentera 
to address suggestions on coding issues 
involving diagnosis codes to: Sue 
Meads, Co-Chairperson; ICD-9-CM 
Coordination and Maintenance 
Committee; NCHS; rm. 9-58; 6525 
Belcrest Road; Hyattsville, Maryland 
20782.

Questions and comments concerning 
the procedure codes should be 
addressed to: Patricia E. Brooks, Co- 
Chairperson; ICD-9—CM Coordination 
and Maintenance Committee; HCFA, 
Office of Coverage and Eligibility Policy; 
rm. 401 East High Rise Building; 6325 
Security Boulevard; Baltimore,
Maryland 21207.

Hie ICD-9-CM code changes that 
have been approved will become 
effective October 1,1993. The new ICD- 
9—CM codes are listed, along with their 
DRG classifications, in Tables 6a and 6b 
(New Diagnosis Codes and New 
Procedure Codes, respectively) in 
section V of the addendum to this final 
rule with comment As we stated above, 
the code numbers and their titles were 
presented for public comment in the 
ICD-9-CM Coordination and 
Maintenance Committee meetings. Both 
oral and written comments were 
considered before the codes were 
approved. Therefore, comments were 
solicited only on the proposed DRG 
classifications.

The Committee has also approved the 
expansion of certain ICD-9-CM codes to 
require an additional digit for valid code 
assignment Diagnosis codes that have 
been replaced by expanded codes or 
have been deleted are in Table 6c 
(Invalid Diagnosis Codes). The invalid 
diagnosis codes will not be recognized 
by the GROUPER beginning with 
discharges occurring on or after October
1,1993. The corresponding new 
expanded codes are included in Tables 
6a and 6b. Revisions to diagnosis and 
procedure code titles are in Tables 6d 
(Revised Diagnosis Code Titles) and 6e 
(Revised Procedure Code Titles), which 
also include the proposed DRG 
assignments for these revised codes.

Throughout the year, we receive many 
requests from hospitals, doctors, and 
others for advice on the correct coding 
of hospital inpatient claims. Often, this 
request follows a change in coding made 
by a Peer Review Organization (PRO) 
during a DRG validation review. We 
would like to reiterate the 
responsibilities and authority of the 
PRO concerning correct coding as well 
as HCFA’s role in the process of issuing 
coding advice.

Among the many duties of the PROs 
is responsibility for validating the 
accuracy of coded data on hospital bills 
for Medicare beneficiaries. The PROs 
verify that the ICD-9-CM codes on the 
bill accurately represent the principal 
and secondary diagnoses and 
procedures reported for Medicare 
patients. The PROs retain the ultimate 
authority for coding decisions and DRG 
validation concerning individual claims 
of these patients. The PROs should 
follow any official coding advice they 
have received from HCFA through the 
regional offices.

Because of the rapidly changing 
nature of medical technology, as well as 
accurate coding and sequencing of 
discharge diagnoses, PROs occasionally 
have questions concerning coding 
policy. The PROs forward their
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questions to HCFA central office 
through their regional offices. After 
consulting with AHIMA and AHA, and 
obtaining clearance from NCHS, HCFA 
sends its response to the regional office 
that made the request. Copies are also 
sent to all other regional offices to share 
the information with PROs in their 
areas. Additional copies are sent to the 
SuperPRO, NCHS, AHA, and AHIMA 
for further dissemination.

The effective date of implementation 
of the coding advice is the date of the 
response. Approved final coding policy 
sent as instructions to the PROs 
supersedes any previously printed 
coding advice. In disputes about correct 
coding, final decisions by HCFA and 
NCHS will prevail.

Since any correspondence concerning 
HCFA’s coding instructions to the PROs 
is in the public domain, that 
correspondence may be reprinted in any 
trade publication. For example, AHIMA 
has published these responses in their 
Journal of AHIMA on a regular basis.
We encourage widespread 
dissemination of this official advice to 
assure greater consistency in coding 
practices for Medicare claims.

The comments we received regarding 
the ICD-9-CM coding changes fall into 
four general categories: Errors in our 
Tables 6a through 6f; disagreement 
about the assignment of a new or 
revised code as a CC; various requests 
for additional information about the 
ICD-9-CM codes;, and comments about 
coding policy.

Based on the comments and our own 
review, we have corrected several 
misspellings and missing words in the 
code descriptions in Tables 6a and 6cL 
The codes for which changes have been 
made are as follows:
Table 6a: 078.88,250.22,250.23,451.82,

451.83^451.84, 704.02, 733.12,
733.16, V73.88, and V73.98.

Table 6d: 250.20, 250.21, and 995.0.
The latter three categories of 

comments are addressed below.
Comment: We received two comments 

urging us to change our designation of 
new, expanded diagnosis code 440.23 
(Atherosclerosis of the extremities with 
ulceration) from non-CC to (X . The 
commenters believe that the new code, 
440.23, is intended as a replacement for 
code 707.1 (Ulcer of lower limbs, except 
decubitus), which is considered a CC, 
and, thus, reason that code 440.23 
should also be a CC.

Response; The new code 440.23 is one 
of three new codes that are further fifth
digit expansions of the existing 440.2 
category of codes for atherosclerosis of 
the arteries of the extremities. The new 
440.2X codes allow for more specific

diagnoses to be coded in certain cases. 
There are cases that currently may be 
coded with 707.1 that now will be 
coded with 440.23, but the new code 
does not replace 707.1. Code 707.1 will 
still be used as is appropriate. That is, 
both codes will be available for use, but 
each describes different diagnoses.

We disagree with the commenter's 
assertion that 440.23 should be 
designated as a CC because 707.1 is a 
CC The two codes describe different 
etiologies. The decision to make 440.23 
a non-CC was based, in part, on the 
example of code 454.0 (Varicose veins 
of the lower extremities, with ulcer).
The latter diagnosis, is a non-CC and the 
coding structure is similar to that used 
for the ulcer described by 440.23. 
Further, our clinical experts believe that 
the diagnosis described by 440.23 is 
similar in severity and resource use to 
that described by 454.0, and, therefore, 
should not be designated as a CC

Comment: One commenter objected to 
the non-CC designation given to some of 
the diabetes mellitus codes (250.10, 
250.20, 250.30, 250.40, 250.50, 250.60, 
250.70, 250.80, 250.90) that are 
currently counted as CCs, The 
commenter states that diabetes mellitus, 
both insulin dependent and noninsulin 
dependent, has been considered a 
comorbid condition for many years.

Response: Although the diagnosis 
code numbers for diabetes cited by the 
commenter are the same numbers that 
currently exist, they will no longer 
describe the same conditions effective 
October 1,1993. The diabetes mellitus 
codes have been revised so that instead 
of two fifth-digit categories, there are 
now four. The cited codes (those ending 
with a fifth-digit of ”0 '’) will now be 
used to code only those cases in which 
the patient has diabetes that is adult- 
onset type, noninsulin dependent, and 
not stated as uncontrolled. The other 
three series of fifth-digit codes, which 
describe more serious diabetes mellitus 
diagnoses, are all designated as CCs.

We based our decision to designate 
the “0” category codes as non-CCs on 
the clinical judgment of our medical 
consultants, who believe that these 
patients do not require the same level of 
resource use as patients classified by the 
remaining 250 category of codes. We 
expect that with the new diabetes codes, 
which allow much more specific 
identification of patients* diabetic 
clinical profile, we will be better able to 
evaluate the resources required by 
patients who have diabetes as a 
secondary diagnosis.

Comment: we received two comments 
regarding Tables 6f, Additions to the CC 
Exclusions List, and 6g, Deletions From 
the CC Exclusions List, set forth in

section V of the addendum to this final 
rule with comment period. One 
commenter pointed out that nine of the 
non-CC diabetes codes (250.10,250.20, 
250.30, 250.40, 250.50. 250.60, 250.70, 
250.80,250.90) appear in Table 6f. The 
commenter believes that only diagnosis 
codes that are designated as CCs should 
appear in that table. The other 
commenter noted that code 665.14 
(Rupture o f uterus during labor, 
postpartum condition or complication) 
had not been removed as it should have 
been from Table 6g.

Response: Section S.B.6 of the 
preamble, above, provides a full 
explanation of the Additions to, and 
Deletions from, the CC Exclusions Lists, 
Tables 6f and 6g. The appearance in 
Table 6f of the diabetes diagnosis codes 
specified by the commenter is correct 
The codes appear two ways in that 
table, as principal diagnoses and as 
additions to the exclusions listed in 
columns below the principal diagnoses. 
In table 6f, the asterisked codes denote 
principal diagnoses for which the list of 
codes that are in an indented column 
beneath it will not be counted as CCs. 
For example, when code 250.10 is a 
principal diagnosis, as denoted with an 
asterisk, the codes listed beneath it 
(250.02, 250.03, 250.12, 250.13, * *  * 
780.03) will not be counted as a CC 
when coded for the same case. When a 
code that was previously a CC becomes 
a non-CC due to coding revisions (for 
example, 250.10), it will be printed in 
this list as one of the members in the 
indented columns beneath the principal 
diagnoses, as is appropriate, because it 
will no longer count as a CC for the 
listed (or any) principal diagnosis.

Regarding ¿be second commenter's 
concern, code 665.14 appears in Table 
6g because it is now an invalid code and 
is, therefore, being removed from the CC 
exclusions list. We note that all of the 
diagnosis codes that were considered 
CCs and that are now invalid codes (see 
Table 6c) appear in Table 8g.

Comment: One commenter requested 
that we publish revised diagnosis code 
category headings when a formerly valid 
diagnosis code is made invalid due to a 
revision of the codes in that group to 
require a fifth digit. These four-digit, 
invalid codes sometimes become 
category headings for the valid fifth- 
digit codes that were subdivided from 
the four-digit code. Hie commenter 
recommends that the revised category 
title headings also be added to the 
Tables set forth in the proposed and 
final rules.

Response: We publish the ICD—9-CM 
coding system changes in the proposed 
and final rules in order to display our 
CC and DRG assignments of new and
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revised codes. We also publish an 
informational list of invalid codes that 
will no longer be recognized by the 
Medicare GROUPER. The proposed and 
final prospective payment rules are not 
a replacement for ICD-9-CM coding 
manuals. We publish only that coding 
information that is necessary for public 
understanding and implementation of 
the DRG classification system.
Therefore, we do not believe that we 
should publish the information 
requested by the commenter.

C om m ent: We received one comment 
approving the addition of a fifth-digit to 
diagnosis code category 530 (Diseases of 
esophagus); however, the commenter 
stated that this change does not 
eliminate the sequencing dilemma 
between DRGs 174 and 175 and DRGs 
182 through 184. The commenter 
believes the design of the fifth-digits in 
this category should follow the same 
methodology as category 535 (Gastritis 
and duodenitis) to ensure comparable 
DRG grouping.

Response: As discussed above in this 
section of the preamble, suggestions on 
coding issues involving diagnosis codes 
should be addressed to Sue Meads at 
NCHS.

C om m ent: Several commenters were 
disappointed in the very minor changes 
made to Volume 3 of the ICD-9-CM (the 
procedure codes) for F Y 1994. One 
commenter stated that Volume 3 has not 
kept pace with the many advances in 
surgical techniques and several 
commenters stated that changes in these 
codes that were discussed at the 
Coordination and Maintenance 
Committee meetings held on May 7 and 
December 12,1992 were not 
implemented in spite of broad public 
support.

Response: There are Severn physical 
space constraints that limit the number 
of changes that can be made to the 
procedure codes in Volume 3. HCFA is 
aware that this Volume does not contain 
the most current codes to match 
changing technology, but, due to its 
current configuration, Volume 3 is 
limited to 4-digit codes. To date, there 
has been no consensus on how this 
Volume should be revised to 
accommodate more codes. We will 
continue to explore possible solutions to 
this problem.

Revisions and changes that are 
discussed at the Coordination and 
Maintenance Committee meetings 
during a particular year do not 
necessarily become final code changes. 
These meetings are a forum for 
discussion of ICD-9-CM coding changes 
and policy. As noted above, a Federal 
interdepartmental committee, the ICD- 
9-CM Coordination and Maintenance

Committee, is charged with the mission 
of maintaining and updating the ICD-9— 
CM coding system. At the public 
meetings of die Committee, coding 
issues that have been brought to the 
Committee’s attention are introduced for 
discussion with the public. Also, at 
these meetings, educational coding 
information is presented. The final 
changes made to the coding system are 
made through consensus of the 
Committee members after consideration 
of the oral comments made at the 
meetings and the written comments 
received in the 30 days following the 
final meeting for the year (generally 
held in December).

We again encourage commenters to 
address questions, comments, and 
suggestions on issues involving 
diagnosis codes to Sue Meads and those 
concerning the procedure codes to 
Patricia E. Brooks at the addresses set 
forth above.

C om m ent: We received several 
comments about the information 
presented in the proposed rule 
concerning coding advice provided by 
HCFA to its Peer Review Organizations 
(PROs). Commenters are concerned that 
the advice HCFA provides to the PROs 
and HCFA Regional Offices is riot 
immediately available to the public and 
that this advice is being given without 
benefit of public comment. One 
commenter stated that HCFA should not 
have the authority to make coding 
decisions without public comment and 
publication.

Further concerns expressed were that 
the consistency of coding information 
will not be maintained if the 
information is not disseminated 
uniformly; that, if the implementation 
date is the date of HCFA’s response to 
the PRO inquiry, there is no assurance 
that all affected parties across the nation 
will know about changes in time to. 
implement the changes concurrently; 
and that HCFA seems to be abandoning 
the existing process for reaching 
consensus in coding advice.

Response: The process HCFA uses to 
communicate coding advice for 
Medicare beneficiaries to the PROs has 
been in place since HCFA entered into 
the PRO contract agreements several 
years ago. The description of that 
process in the proposed rule was 
informational and certainly not 
intended to be an announcement of a 
policy change.

As stated above in this section of the 
preamble, the PRO retains the ultimate 
authority for coding decisions and DRG 
validation concerning individual claims 
of Medicare patients. In disputes about 
correct coding, final decisions by HCFA

and NCHS will prevail, as has always 
been the case.

While we cannot maintain mailing 
lists for dissemination of our 
correspondence concerning coding 
instructions to the PROs, it is in the 
public domain and may be reprinted.
9. Other Issues

a. D R G  R efinem ents. For several 
years, we have been analyzing major 
refinements to the DRG classification 
system to compensate hospitals more 
equitably for treating severely ill 
Medicare patients. These refinements, 
generally referred to as severity of 
illness adjustments, would be based on 
using certain complications and 
comorbidities (CCs) to create DRGs 
specifically for very ill patients who 
consume far more resources than do 
other patients Classified to the same 
DRGs in the current system. This 
approach has been taken by various 
other groups in refining the DRG 
system, most notably the research done 
for Yale and the changes incorporated 
by the State of New York into its all
payer DRG system.

Our preliminary work on these 
refinements is almost finished. As 
discussed in more detail below, our 
plan is to incorporate comments and 
suggestions we receive and to consider 
proposing the complete system as part 
of the FY 1995 prospective payment 
system proposed rule, which will be 
published in the spring of 1994. 
However, as the final rule published on 
September 1,1992 (57 FR 39761) 
suggests, we would not propose to make 
significant changes to the DRG 
classification system unless we are able 
either to improve our ability to predict 
coding changes by validating in advance 
the impact that potential DRG changes 
may have on coding behavior, or to 
make methodological changes to 
prevent building the inflationary effects 
of the coding changes into future 
program payments.

Section 1886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act 
mandates that DRG reclassification and 
recalibration changes should be 
implemented in such a manner that 
aggregate payments are not affected. 
Moreover, we do not believe it is 
prudent policy to make changes for 
which we cannot predict the effect on 
the case-mix index and, thus, payments. 
Our goal is to refine our methodology so 
that we can fulfill, in the most 
appropriate manner, both the statutory 
requirement to make appropriate DRG 
classification changes and to recalibrate 
DRG relative weights (as mandated by 
section 1886(d)(4)(C) of the Act) and the 
statutory mandate to make DRG changes 
in a budget neutral manner.
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In addition to the severity changes, 
we also intend to improve the 
classification and relative weights of the 
DRGs that apply to newborns, children, 
and maternity patients. The Medicare 
population does not include many of 
these individuals. The original DRG 
classification system was developed 
from analysis of claims data 
representative of the total inpatient 
population. When we calculated the 
original Medicare weights for the DRGs 
to which newborn, children and 
maternity patients are classified, we 
used non-MedPAR discharge records 
from Maryland and Michigan hospitals 
because there were either no MedPAR 
cases or too few cases classified to these 
DRGs to provide a reasonably precise 
estimate of the average cost of care. (See 
the September 1,1983 prospective 
payment final rule with comment 
period (48 FR 39768).) Since that time, 
because of the lack of MedPAR data, 
these low-volume DRGs have not been 
analyzed and refined, and the relative 
weights assigned to them may no longer 
be entirely reflective of the resources 
needed to treat the patients. We again 
intend to rely on data bases outside the 
MedPAR file to supplement our data.

We received several comments related 
to DRG refinement.

Comment: While the comments we 
received were generally supportive of 
our plans to refine the DRGs to 
compensate hospitals more equitably for 
treating severely ill Medicare patients, 
two commenters expressed opposition 
to the suspension of adjustments 
mandated by section 1886(d)(4)(C)(i) of 
the Act, stating that DRG improvements 
should not be delayed because of 
HCFA's inability to guarantee budget 
neutrality. One commenter believes 
concern over the impact of changes in 
coding behavior should not cause a 
delay in implementation as we have the 
ability to correct for forecasting errors in 
subsequent years. Another commenter 
stated that our statutory responsibility 
requires reasonable effort to assure 
budget neutrality but does not mandate 
that actual budget neutrality be 
achieved. This commenter 
recommended that we either refine the 
current method of estimating DRG 
classification impact or develop a new 
model for estimating the effects of DRG 
refinements. The commenter continued 
that we should not limit ourselves to 
relatively minor ‘.‘tinkering” and 
believes that refusal to implement 
improvements in DRG payment equity 
is inappropriate.

Response: Our concerns over our 
ability to predict the impact of coding 
changes on DRG classification, and the 
limitations of our recalibration

methodology in establishing budget 
neutrality, are discussed in detail in the 
June 4,1992 proposed rule (57 FR 
23626) and the September 1,1992 final 
rule (57 FR 39759). In those documents, 
we stated our decision to limit DRG 
modifications to relatively insignificant 
changes that, in the aggregate, will 
increase program payments by less than
0.1 percent if we have underestimated 
by 10 percent the number of cases that 
will receive more favorahle payment 
under the DRG classification changes 
that provide incentives for coding 
improvement. In that proposed rule, we 
solicited public comment on possible 
approaches that could be implemented 
in the future by legislation or 
administratively to account for coding 
changes that result from revisions in the 
DRGs. However, to date, we have not 
received any recommended 
methodology for DRG recalibration that 
is both feasible and appropriate. (See 
the September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39762) for a frill discussion of the 
comments we received and our 
responses.)

The comments received in response to 
our statement concerning future DRG 
refinement do not offer practical 
solutions to the problems we encounter 
in coding changes and the inflationary 
effects that accompany our current DRG 
recalibration methodology. First, as to 
the suggestion that we not delay 
implementation of DRG severity 
refinements because we have the ability 
to correct forecasting errors in future 
years, we note that we have made 
retroactive adjustments in the past but 
they have been less than satisfactory 
and have met with strong resistance. In 
fact, it was after we made a reduction of 
1.22 percent in the DRG relative weights 
effective for F Y 1990 to adjust for an 
increase in the average case-weight 
value due to several DRG classification 
changes made effective in FY 1987 that 
Congress enacted section 
1886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act. (See the 
September 1,1989 final rule (54 FR 
36468) for a detailed description of the 
retroactive reduction in DRG relative 
weights.) As noted above, this section 
requires that each year’s DRG 
classification and recalibration changes 
be budget neutral to the year before. 
Therefore, contrary to the commenter’s 
belief, we do not have the authority to 
correct past forecasting errors.

We continue to believe that, in the 
interests of fiscal responsibility, the best 
method of predicting the impact of DRG 
changes is one that solves the problem 
before it occurs or as soon thereafter as 
possible. Any adjustment methodology 
must be peen as fair and npnpu.uitive. 
Retroactive adjustments are moie often

perceived as punitive rather than as 
compensatory.

Section 1886(d) (4) (C)(iii) of the Act 
clearly requires that reclassification and 
recalibration changes beginning with FY 
1991 be made in a manner that assures 
that the aggregate payments are neither 
greater than nor less than the aggregate 
payments that would have been made 
without the changes. While we agree 
with the commenter that we cannot 
guarantee ‘‘actual budget neutrality,” 
our interpretation of this mandate is that 
we assure that, to the best of our ability, 
the reclassification and recalibration 
changes do not affect aggregate 
payments. Thus, the DRG changes we 
make must be based on the data we have 
available and that data must be reliable 
to predict how case-mix will change 
based on these DRG changes.

We reiterate our commitment to 
making changes in the DRG system to 
improve payment equity and our belief 
that it is not prudent policy to make 
changes for which we cannot predict the 
effect on the average case-mix index 
value and, thus, payments. The 
incentives to code die highest-weighted, 
appropriate DRG in any severity 
adjustment system must be balanced by 
predictable forecasting and recalibration 
precision.

Comment: Another commenter, 
supporting our approach to improve 
equity to hospitals treating severely ill 
Medicare patients, made two 
suggestions. First, DRG refinement 
should be kept simple so that it is not 
costly to implement and is relatively 
easy to audit, and, second, 
consideration should be given to State 
programs that have already instituted 
severity adjustments for hospital 
reporting on private pay patients. This 
commenter believes that multiple 
severity systems will impose financial 
burdens on hospitals and recommends 
that States be brought into the 
consultative process to consider data 
requirements.

Response: We agree that any DRG 
refinement should be efficient and 
efficacious, incurring minimal 
implementation and operating costs. In 
our quest for severity measurements that 
would enhance hospital payment 
equity, we have made a significant 
investment in the assessment of a 
variety of severity systems. One of our 
criteria for evaluating these 
methodologies has been the ease with 
which it could be introduced into the 
current DRG grouping systems. Our goal 
has been to identify a system that 
distinguishes levels of severity of illness 
but at the same time imposes little 
change in the information required or 
necessary coding. Thus, we have
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focused on indicators for severity that 
rely on information routinely collected 
on hospital systems.

We appreciate the suggestion that we 
consider State programs that are already 
developed to avoid duplication and 
resulting multiple severity systems. As 
noted in the proposed rule (58 FR 
30230) and above, we have considered 
State severity systems, primarily the 
system currently operative in New York 
State.

In addition, we have completed 
evaluation of other severity systems 
currently in use at the State level, most 
notably the Yale refined DRGs, used by 
the Ohio State Department of Health, 
and Medisgroups, required by 
Pennsylvania for all hospital reporting. 
We are receptive to comments and 
suggestions from States, as well as other 
interested parties, and look forward to 
evaluating their recommendations as 
applicable to Medicare DRG refinement. 
Once we finish the preliminary work on 
our severity adjustments, we plan to 
consult with interested organizations. 
We intend to publish a notice in the 
Federal R egister announcing the 
availability of our draft proposal and 
requesting public comment, which we 
will take into consideration before 
formally proposing a revised DRG 
classification system.

C om m ent: We received one comment 
recommending that the severity 
adjustment for hospitals also include 
review of the physician side of the 
Medicare payment equation. While 
expressing approval of our efforts to 
refine DRGs to account for severity 
differences between hospital patient 
populations, this commenter believes 
that, in many cases, the patients that 
require the most extreme resource use in 
the hospital also require the most from 
the physician. The commenter 
acknowledges that the data they have 
seen at this time does not address the 
potential linkages between the hospital 
and physician but, nevertheless, 
recommends that our severity review 
include the physician payment 
component of health care cost.

Response: We acknowledge the 
importance of maintaining a perspective 
on health care costs that includes all 
providers and suppliers of health care 
services, including, but not limited to, 
hospitals and physicians. We appreciate 
the commenter’s recognition of data 
limitations that impede linking 
physician and hospital costs into 
episodes of care. We have concentrated 
our efforts on data that were more 
readily available and reliable, as we 
believe this to be more productive in 
severity measurement assessment, but 
do not deny the role of physician
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payment in the total cost of care. As we 
progress in our evaluation, we shall be 
alert for possible data sources that 
would enhance our DRG refinement.

Com m ent: We received one comment 
concerning the planned improvement of 
the classification and relative weights of 
the DRGs that apply to newborns, 
children, and maternity patients. The 
commenter believes the non-Medicare 
data we use to improve these DRGs 
should include discharges from a wide 
variety of geographic areas. Further, we 
were cautioned against the use of charge 
information in determining relative 
weights. The commenter believes that, 
due to competitive pricing strategies 
involved with maternity services, 
charges may not be a good measure of 
relative resource consumption and - 
requested that we consider using 
available cost information in refining 
DRG relative weights associated with 
non-Medicare cases.

Response: We agree with the 
commenter that a geographically 
dispersed data base will best reflect 
hospital inpatient resource use for the 
pediatric, newborn, and maternity cases 
that are not represented with sufficient 
volume in the Medicare population. 
Since calculating the original Medicare 
weights for the DRGs to which these 
cases are assigned, based on data from 
Maryland and Michigan, we have 
acquired access to other data sources.
We intend to use a data base 
representing a national distribution of 
hospital claims to supplement MedPAR 
data.

In response to the commenter’s 
suggestion that cost information, rather 
than charges, be used as the basis for 
establishing the relative weights for the 
pediatric, newborn, and maternity 
patients, we have not yet progressed far 
enough in our analysis to decide what 
data will be used to calculate the DRG 
weights. In calculating the DRG relative 
weights for Medicare discharges, we 
believe the use of charge data ensures a 
timely measure of resource 
consumption with maximum internal 
consistency and external validity. That 
is, fully coded Medicare charge data 
contains detailed information on 
diagnoses, procedures, age, sex, and 
discharge destination, thus permitting 
more accurate classification of cases 
than is possible using Medicare cost- 
based data.

The choice of a data base to construct 
relative DRG weights that most 
accurately reflect current relative 
resource use has been a basic issue in 
recalibration. Since FY 1986, the DRG 
weights have been based on charge data. 
For a discussion of the options 
considered and the reasons we chose to
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use charge data beginning in FY 1986, 
we refer the reader to the rules 
published on June 10,1985 (50 FR 
24372) and September 3,1985 (55 FR 
35652). Briefly, in order to determine if 
DRG relative weights based on charges 
accurately reflected the relative resource 
consumption across DRGs, we 
conducted a study that compared 
relative DRG weights computed based 
on costs with those based on charges for 
the same fiscal year. We found the cost- 
based weights and the weights based on 
charges were highly correlated, with a 
correlation coefficient of .99.

We most recently addressed the issue 
of recalibration based on cost data 
versus charge data in the September 1, 
1989 final rule (54 FR 36470). In that 
document, we stated our belief that 
charge data continue to be preferable to 
the use of cost data. Ancillary “costs” 
are, in fact, ancillary charges adjusted 
by cost-to-charge ratios, and, thus, are 
dependent on charge data and are 
subject to the same limitations as the 
“charge” weights. In addition, the most 
current Medicare charge data available 
run approximately 2 years behind the 
impending fiscal year (for example, we 
are using FY 1992 data to establish 
relative weights for FY 1994), while the 
cost data lag by at least 3 years and 
considerably longer for audited data.
The use of older cost data would delay 
the recognition of new technologies and 
changes in medical practice patterns.

Therefore, we continue to Believe 
that, in general, the advantages of using 
fully coded, timely charge data 
outweigh any disadvantages that are 
inherent in the use of these data. We 
note that every effort is being made to 
ensure that our data and subsequent 
analysis will result in valid and reliable 
DRG classifications and relative weights 
for the newborn, pediatric, and 
maternity DRGs.

b. M e c h a n ic a l V en tila tio n . Over the 
past several years, based on comments 
we have received, we have made several 
changes to the DRG classification 
system in order to recognize the higher 
costs.of patients who require 
mechanical ventilation. Also, the ICD- 
9-CM procedure codes for mechanical 
ventilation and related procedures have 
undergone several revisions to better 
identify these patients.

Beginning with discharges occurring 
on or after October 1,1987 (FY 1988), 
a new DRG was created for patients on 
mechanical ventilation in MDC 4 
(Diseases and Disorders of the 
Respiratory System) (52 FR 33146, 
September 1,1987). Those patients 
assigned to a medical DRG in MDC 4 
who also receive mechanical ventilation 
(procedure code 93.92 (Other
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mechanical assistance to respiration)) 
through insertion of an endotracheal 
tube (procedure code 96.04) were 
assigned to new DRG 475 (Respiratory 
System Diagnosis with Ventilator 
Support). At the same time, we created 
DRG 474 (Respiratory System Diagnosis 
with Tracheostomy) for those patients in 
MDC 4 who receive a tracheostomy 
(procedure codes 31.1, 31.21, or 31.29).

Effective October 1,1988 (FY 1989), 
procedure code 93.92 was revised to 
"Other mechanical ventilation” and a 
new code 93.90 was created for 
continuous positive airway pressure 
(CPAP), which had previously been 
included in procedure code 93.92. The 
classification rules for DRG 475 were 
revised to incorporate this coding 
change so that medical cases in MDC 4 
with both procedure codes 96.04 and 
93.92 or 93.90 would be assigned to that 
DRG (53 FR 38591, September 30,1988).

The DRG classification for mechanical 
ventilation patients assigned to DRG 475 
was again revised effective with 
discharges beginning on or after October 
1,1989 to address the problem that 
hospitals were experiencing with 
patients on mechanical ventilation who 
had been intubated before being 
admitted to the hospital (54 FR 36454, 
September 1,1989). With this change, 
the intubation code (96.04) would no 
longer be required for assignment to 
DRG 475. Thus, the only procedure code 
necessary for assignment to DRG 475 
would be the mechanical ventilation 
(code 93.92). The new classification

allowed mechanical ventilation patients 
who had been intubated or had a 
tracheostomy performed elsewhere to be 
assigned to DRG 475 in the receiving 
hospital (when the patient has no 
tracheostomy or surgical procedure 
performed during the hospital stay and 
has a principal diagnosis in MDC 4).

As a part of the FY 1991 changes to 
the DRG classification system, we 
created two new DRGs for patients who 
receive a tracheostomy during their 
inpatient stay (DRGs 482 and 483).
Cases are assigned to these DRGs based 
on the presence of a tracheostomy 
procedure code before they are assigned 
by diagnosis to an MDC (55 FR 36015, 
September 4,1990). As noted above, 
before this change, a tracheostomy case 
was assigned to DRG 474 only if the 
principal diagnosis was assigned to 
MDC 4. In response to that revision, we 
received many comments requesting 
that we make a similar expansion for the 
mechanical ventilation DRG. One of the 
problems we foresaw with such an 
expansion was distinguishing between 
patients who received short-term 
ventilator assistance from those who 
require long-term ventilation. Clearly, 
the latter group would consume far 
more resources than the former. 
However, the procedure Codes in place 
at the time merely denoted that 
mechanical ventilation had been 
performed and not its duration. We 
stated that we would continue to 
analyze this issue.

In an attempt to complete that 
analysis^ effective with discharges 
occurring on or after October 1,1991, 
procedure code 93.92 was replaced with 
three new codes that denote time spent 
on mechanical ventilation. These new 
codes are: 96.70 (Continuous 
mechanical ventilation of unspecified 
duration), 96.71 (Continuous 
mechanical ventilation for less than 96 
consecutive hours), and 96.72 
(Continuous mechanical ventilation for 
96 consecutive hours or more) (56 FR 
43298; August 30,1991).

The first full year of data using these 
new codes (FY 1992) has become 
available for analysis. (The FY 1992 data 
are used to propose changes to the FY 
1994 DRG classification and relative 
weights and to calculate the final 
weights for that year.) We analyzed the 
mechanical ventilation cases in a 10 
percent sample of the FY 1992 cases 
posted to the MedPAR file as of 
September 30,1992. We determined the 
average charge and length of stay (LOS) 
for these cases by procedure code and 
by MDC, looking separately at surgical 
and medical cases. We believe that it is 
important to separate the medical and 
surgical cases because patients who are 
undergoing surgery are often routinely 
intubated and receive mechanical 
ventilation during the procedure and for 
a short period of time thereafter. The 
following table shows the results based 
on the 10 percent sample.

Procedure
code Duration of continuous ventilation Type Number of 

cases
Average 

charge ($)
Average 

LOS (Days)

96,70 ........... U nspecified................................................ M ed ica l.............. ........................................ 353 24,474 11.9
Surgical .................... ......................... ....... 77 60,864 27.3

96.71 ........... <96 h o u rs ................................................... M ed ica l..................... ................................. 10,657 17,584 8.8
Surgical ..................................................... 2,500 33,967 14.9

96.72 ........... >96 h o u rs ..... ............................................ M ed ica l.............................. ........................ 5,207 43,981 19.1
Surgical ...................................... .............. 2,081 91,566 38.1

Since our preliminary analysis of the 
10 percent sample strongly suggests that 
there may be a need for further.DRG 
refinement of these mechanical 
ventilation cases, especially those with 
long-term ventilation, we intend to 
analyze alternative approaches using the 
complete MedPAR data. We believe that 
changes to the DRG classification 
system that might require modification 
of the basic DRG logic, such as would 
be required to address mechanical 
ventilation cases outside the usual MDC 
structure, similar to tracheostomies, 
should be considered in conjunction 
with DRG refinements to account for 
severity of illness differences.

Depending on the classification 
structure that emerges from the 
refinement activity, it could be possible 
to address the mechanical ventilation 
cases within the basic structure of the 
revised classification system by, for 
example, grouping such cases with 
other high resource cases within the 
existing DRGs (or group of DRGs). On 
the other hand, we might need to 
establish new DRGs exclusive to 
mechanical ventilation to which cases 
would be assigned on the basis of 
procedure codes rather than first 
assigning them to an MDC based on the 
principal diagnosis. Therefore, we will 
complete our analysis of the mechanical

ventilation cases and consider the 
appropriate placement of these cases as 
a part of the larger DRG refinement 
work.

Comment: A national organization 
made several recommendations 
regarding the mechanical ventilation 
cases. They recommended that 
procedure codes 96.71 and 96.72 be 
used permanently and for all cases 
involving mechanical ventilation and 
that these codes be revised to increase 
the threshold that identifies the 
duration of the continuous mechanical 
ventilation from 96 hours to 120 hours. 
They also recommended that we 
restructure DRG 483 (now entitled 
"Tracheostomy Except for Face, Mouth,
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and Neck Diagnoses'*) by assigning 
cases to this DRG based on the duration 
of mechanical ventilation, not on the 
method used to achieve the ventilation; 
that is, assign all long-term mechanical 
ventilation cases (identified by code 
96.72) to DRG 483, regardless of 
whether the ventilation was achieved by 
endotracheal intubation or by 
tracheostomy. The commenter 
recommended that assignment to this 
new DRG 483 continue to be made 
before MDC assignment. The commenter 
also recommended that the title of DRG 
483 be revised to reflect these 
classification changes and suggested the 
title “Prolonged Mechanical 
Ventilation.”

Response: Procedure codes 96.71 and 
96.72 for mechanical ventilation will 
continue to be valid and used in their 
current form (that is, with the same code 
number and title description) unless 
they are made invalid or revised 
according to the process described in * 
section II.B.8 of mis preamble (Changes 
to the ICD-9-CM Coding System). The 
recommendation to revise die codes by 
increasing the threshold that identifies 
the duration of continuous mechanical 
ventilation from 96 hours to 120 hours 
has been forwarded to the staff 
responsible for the procedure code 
revisions and will be discussed at the 
December 2,1993 Coordination and 
Maintenance Committee Meeting. We 
note, however, that the current time 
duration of 96 hours was decided upon 
based on the recommendation of the 
commenter’s organization. Any change 
in that designation will result in another 
2-year wait for data related to the new 
codes.

Regarding the recommendation to 
require the use of procedure codes 96.71 
and 96.72 to identify all cases in which 
mechanical ventilation is used (and the 
duration of that ventilation), we expect 
hospitals to fully code every case using 
the Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set 
(ÜHDDS) definitions and instructions. 
The number of diagnosis and procedure 
codes that hospitals are able to report to 
the Medicare program through the 
billing process was increased from five 
to nine diagnosis codes and from three 
to six procedure codes effective October 
1,1991 (56 FR 43213, August 30,1991). 
(Hospitals that had to make internal 
changes to accommodate the expansion 
were allowed a delay until April 1,
1992.) Our main purpose in expanding 
the fields was to provide us with 
additional information that we need to 
base future DRG classification revisions 
on the most complete possible data 
analysis.

As we noted in the proposed rule (58 
FR 30231) and above, in this section, we

will consider the commenter's 
recommendation to restructure DRG 483 
or create a similar pre-MDC DRG for 
long-term mechanical ventilation cases 
as a part of our larger DRG severity of 
illness refinements.

c. DRG 209 (M ajor jo in t and lim b  
reattachm ent procedures o f lower 
extrem ity). In an effort to address 
concerns regarding the resources 
required for cases involving major joint 
replacements of the lower extremity, we 
have been analyzing these cases over the 
past few years to determine whether or 
not alternative DRG classifications 
would improve clinical coherence and 
better relate a hospital's patient mix to 
its resource demands.

Effective with discharges on or after 
October 1,1989 (FY 1990), the ICD-9- 
CM procedure codes were revised to 
differentiate between initial joint 
replacements and revisions of joint 
replacements, and no longer 
differentiated between joint 
replacements that used methacrylate 
cement and those that did not (54 FR 
36466 and 36549, September 1,1989).

The data on these codes for joint 
replacements and revisions of joint 
replacements became available for 
analysis of DRG changes for FY 1992 as 
set forth in the September 4,1990 final 
rule. Our analysis showed that although 
the revision of hip replacement cases 
are more expensive than the initial hip 
replacement cases assigned to DRG 209 
(Major Joint and Limb Reattachment 
Procedures), the difference was not 
enough to justify reclassifying the 
revision cases (56 FR 43205). However, 
the analysis did indicate that separating 
the procedures of the upper extremity 
and procedures of the lower extremity 
would improve the DRG classification. 
Therefore, the upper extremity 
procedures were removed from DRG 209 
and assigned to a new DRG 491 (Major 
Joint and Limb Reattachment 
Procedures of Upper Extremity), and the 
title of DRG 209 was revised to “Major 
Joint and Limb Reattachment 
Procedures of Lower Extremity.”

In the September 1,1992 final rule, 
we again addressed the classification of 
cases to DRG 209. In that rule, we 
analyzed the assignment of major limb 
reattachment procedures. Although we 
made no change to the DRG 209 
assignments, we received comments 
that we should address major joint 
replacements of the lower extremity that 
involve infection or mechanical 
complications. The commenters stated 
that these cases are extremely resource 
intensive and, because a small number 
of specialty hospitals treat a 
disproportionate number of these cases, 
the hospitals are being systematically

underpaid under the current DRG 209. 
In response, we stated that we would 
evaluate this issue as a part of our FY 
1994 DRG analysis (57 FR 39751).

We analyzed DRG 209 cases with a 
principal diagnosis of infection or a 
principal diagnosis of mechanical or 
other complication. The diagnoses used 
in this analysis are listed below; 
Infection diagnoses:

711.05 Pyogenic arthritis of the 
pelvic region and thigh

711.06 Pyogenic arthritis of the 
lower leg

711.07 Pyogenic arthritis of the 
ankle and foot

996.66 Infection and inflammatory 
reaction due to internal joint 
prosthesis

996.67 Infection and inflammatory 
reaction due to other internal 
orthopedic device, implant, and 
graft

Complication (mechanical or other) 
diagnoses:

733.1 Pathological fracture
996.4 Mechanical complication of 

internal orthopedic device, implant, 
and graft

996.77 Other complications due to 
internal joint prosthesis

996.78 Other complications due to 
other internal orthopedic device, 
implant, and graft

We analyzed the average standardized 
charges and average length of stay for 
DRG 209 cases with a principal 
diagnosis of infection or mechanical or 
other complication and for cases 
without such principal diagnoses. We 
found that approximately 10 percent of 
the total DRG 209 cases have one of the 
infection or complication diagnoses as 
principal. However, the average charge 
and length of stay for those cases is only 
slightly higher than that for all cases. In 
addition, the differences are well within 
one standard deviation of the average 
charge. Therefore, we did not propose 
any changes to the classification of cases 

■ in DRG 209.
Comment: We received a comment 

requesting that we quantify our 
discussion (that is, provide numerical 
descriptions) and provide additional 
data on various groupings of the 
infection, complication, and other cases 
in DRG 209. The commenter also 
requested that we evaluate the issues of 
infection and complication of prior hip 
replacements separately, as they had 
previously requested. The commenter 
also requested that we evaluate the 
impact of the disproportionate 
distribution that concentrates these 
more complicated cases in a few 
specialty hospitals.

Response: To evaluate the issue of 
whether or not the more complicated
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hip replacements, which involve 
infection or complications, should be 
classified separately from the 
noncomplicated cases in DRG 209, we 
analyzed various classifications of these 
cases. The cases with infection or 
mechanical or other complications as 
principal diagnosis were evaluated as a

group. We believe that this grouping of 
complicated cases is reflective of the 
types of infection and complication 
cases that the orthopedic specialty 
hospitals treat. This group of 
complicated cases was compared to the 
other (noninfection and 
noncomplication) cases in DRG 209 and

to all cases assigned to DRG 209 under 
the current classification. We also 
evaluated the infection cases separately 
from the mechanical and other 
complication cases. A 10 percent 
sample of the FY 1992 cases (posted to 
the MedPAR as of September 30,1992) 
was used for this analysis, and the 
results are summarized below.

Type of case
Number of 

cases
Average 

charge ($)
Average 
length of 

stay (days)

DRG PO**'(All ....................................................................................... ........... — 26,791 18,903 9.8
24,111 18,625 9.8

2,680 21,401 10.2
DRG 209' With PDx of ¡nf«rt¡nn ................ ......... .................................................. .............. 109 31,782 17.0
DRG 209: With PDx of complication .... ................................. ........... ......... .......... t......... ........... .............. 2,571 20,961 9.9

In this 10 percent sample, there were 
26,791 cases in DRG 209 with an 
average charge of $18,903 and an 
average length of stay of 9.8 days. 
Approximately 10 percent of the cases 
in DRG 209 have either an infection or 
a complication (as indicated by the 
principal diagnosis (PDx)) and have an 
average charge of $21,401, which is only 
$2,498 (13 percent) higher than the 
average charge of all cases in DRG 209. 
We note that cases with a principal 
diagnosis of infection only have a much 
higher charge ($31,782) than the average 
for DRG 209 overall. However, there are 
fewer than 0.5 percent of the total DRG 
209 cases in this category. Based on 
these findings, no revision to the 
classification of the cases in DRG 209 
was proposed.

Regarding the commenter’s request for 
additional data with which to evaluate 
these cases, as noted in the proposed 
rule-(58 FR 30261), the complete 
MedPAR file is available to the public 
for $3,250 per fiscal year requested. This 
file, known as the “Expanded Modified 
MedPAR File,” is created twice 
annually; the initial version for the 
proposed rule (May) and the final 
version at publication of the final rule 
(September). Requesters may call the. 
Division of Data Documentation and 
Release request line at (410) 597-5151 
or write to: Health Care Financing 
Administration, Public Use Files, 
Accounting Division, P.O. Box 17255, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-7255.

d. Epilepsy. Effective October 1,1989, 
the diagnosis codes identifying epilepsy 
were modified to distinguish between 
intractable and nonintractable epilepsy. 
In addition, we added two new 
procedure codes to identify special 
procedures typically performed in the 
diagnosis and treatment of intractable 
epilepsy. Since the data on claims using 
these codes became available, we have

conducted analyses to determine if the 
resource requirements of patients with 
intractable epilepsy differ from those 
required for all other epilepsy patients. 
(See the August 30,1991 final rulé (56 
FR 43215) and the September 1,1992 
final rule (57 FR 39810).) As a result of 
these previous analyses, we concluded 
that, although intractable epilepsy 
patients have higher charges than do 
patients with nonintractable epilepsy, 
these differences are not significant 
enough to warrant any DRG 
classification change.

This year, we continued to monitor 
the resources that prospective payment 
hospitals use in treating epilepsy 
patients. The analysis set forth in the 
proposed rule, based on FY 1992 
MedPAR data updated through 
December 1992, identified 21,684 
discharges with a principal diagnosis of 
epilepsy in DRGs 24, 25, and 26 
(Seizure and Headache). These patients 
represent 29 percent of all patients 
assigned to these DRGs, which is the 
same percentage as in last year’s 
analysis using FY 1991 MedPAR data. 
Intractable epilepsy patients account for 
less than 4 percent of the DRGs’ total 
discharges, which is also similar to the 
FY 1991 data.

This recent analysis resulted in 
findings comparable to previous 
analyses; that is, the intractable epilepsy 
cases incur higher average charges 
($8,524) than the nonintractable cases 
($6,958). These charges compare to 
average charges of $7,303 for all cases 
assigned to DRGs 24, 25, and 26. For all 
three DRGs, the average charge incurred 
by patients with intractable epilepsy 
remains higher than the average charge 
for nonintractable epilepsy patients and 
the average charge of each of the DRGs 
overall. However, this difference is well 
within the variation in charges above 
and below the average charge.

We also analyzed the average charge 
for those epilepsy patients who received 
video and radio-telemetered 
electroencephalographic monitoring 
(procedure code 89.19) and intracarotid 
amobarbital testing (procedure code 
89.10). These are the special tests 
performed in the diagnosis and 
treatment of intractable epilepsy 
patients. The results of our analysis 
show that both intractable and 
nonintractable patients receive these 
services. For procedure code 89.10, the 
average charge for patients receiving 
this service is below the average charge 
for each of the DRGs and for both 
intractable and nonintractable cases. 
When procedure code 89.19 is present, 
the average charge is higher than the 
average charge for DRGs 24 and 25, but 
below the average charge for all 
intractable patients in DRGs 24 and 26. 
However, with fewer than 1 percent of 
the total epilepsy cases reporting 89.10 
and only 1.6 percent reporting 89.19, we 
do not believe there is sufficient data to 
support a definitive statement regarding 
the impact on charges as a result of 
using of these procedures. Psychological 
services, another frequently cited 
service for intractable patients, were 
reported with even less frequency, with 
only six cases (an increase from the two 
cases in our previous analysis).

Provider-level analysis identified 975 
hospitals treating intractable epilepsy 
patients. There were 844 hospitals 
treating fewer than 5 cases, 83 hospitals 
with 5 to 10 cases each, and 48 with 10 
or more cases. The average charges for 
these hospitals follow a normal 
distribution, with some incurring 
average charges above and some below 
the average charge for all cases. We note 
that, of the 17 hospitals with 20 or more 
intractable epilepsy discharges, 13 (76 
percent) had a lower average charge for
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those cases than the average charge for 
all hospitals. Contrary to the assertions 
of high-volume epilepsy treatment 
centers, our analysis leads us to 
conclude that these hospitals may not 
be as disadvantaged by the current 
classification as other hospitals might 
be.

In conclusion, our analysis of both 
intractable and nonintractable epilepsy 
cases using FY 1992 MedPAR data 
confirms our prior conclusion that, 
although intractable epilepsy patients, 
particularly those with video- 
telemetered monitoring, do incur higher 
charges than patients without 
intractable epilepsy or telemetry, these 
differences are not currently of 
significant magnitude to justify a new 
DRG or other modification to the 
existing DRGs for these cases. We note, 
as we have in the past, that without . 
accurate coding for the intensive 
services required for diagnosis and 
treatment of these patients, we cannot 
document consistent and reliable 
differences between patients receiving 
neurodiagnostic services and those not 
using these services. Given the low 
volume of patients, the minimal 
differences in average charges between 
intractable epilepsy cases and those of 
the DRG overall, the distribution of 
cases across a large number of hospitals, 
and the inconsistencies in charges 
between high-volume and other 
hospitals, we find there is insufficient 
evidence to justify a DRG modification 
at this time. Therefore, we did not 
propose any changes in DRG assignment 
for epilepsy patients.

Comment: We received one comment 
concerning the assignment of intractable 
epilepsy patients. The commenter 
disagreed with our decision not to 
revise the DRG classification system for 
patients with intractable epilepsy, 
particularly those receiving intensive 
neurodiagnostic monitoring. The 
commenter believes the DRG

classification does not account for the 
greater resource use of these patients 
due to the difficulty in identifying these 
patients because there are a limited 
number of codes available aiid hospitals 
fail to consistently use the available 
codes. Further, the commenter 
continued, HCFA limited its analysis to 
averaged data that do not account for 
the financial risks facing hospitals with 
specialized epilepsy centers. The 
commenter believes that ProPAC’s 
recommendation in its March 1,1992 
report for a revision of the DRG system 
for intractable epilepsy patients, 
especially those receiving intensive 
neurodiagnostic monitoring, is a more 
accurate representation of the financial 
problems faced by hospitals with 
epilepsy centers and encourages us to 
reassess its analysis and implement 
ProPAC’s recommendation. (See the 
June 4,1992 proposed rule for a copy 
of this recommendation (57 FR 23891) 
and the September 1, 1992 final rule for 
our response to this recommendation 
(57 FR 39810).] In addition, the 
commenter encourages us to work with 
the epilepsy community to develop a 
more accurate data base so that a fair 
determination can be made as to the 
appropriate adjustment in the DRG 
classification system for epilepsy 
patients.

The commenter also referred to an 
analysis conducted by HCFA that 
identified average charges for patients 
under the age of 65 with intractable 
epilepsy. In that analysis, patients under 
the age of 65 years classified to DRG 25 
whose claims included procedure code 
89.19 (Video and radio-telemetered 
electroencephalographic monitoring) 
showed higher average charges 
compared to other patients assigned to 
that DRG. According to the commenter, 
this is the population at risk: The 
disabled Medicare beneficiary under age 
40 who is admitted to a specialized 
epilepsy center for comprehensive

evaluation. The commenter expressed 
concern that this specific analytic 
finding was not addressed in the 
proposed rule.

The commenter concluded by 
referencing proposed budget 
reconciliation legislation that included a 
provision requiring the Secretary to 
analyze data for intractable epilepsy 
patients admitted for neurodiagnostic 
monitoring and to revise the DRG 
classification system for these patients 
as appropriate.

Response: Since the data using the 
revised diagnosis codes that distinguish 
between intractable and nonintractable 
epilepsy first became available with the 
FY 1990 MedPAR, we have routinely 
analyzed the costs of treating epilepsy, 
comparing intractable and 
nonintractable charges with and without 
the use of procedure codes 89.10 and 
89.19. Our results have consistently 
found that, although intractable 
epilepsy patients were indeed more 
costly to treat than nonintractable cases, 
the difference was not sufficient to 
warrant any DRG classification change.

Since publication of the proposed 
rule, we have updated our analysis of 
both intractable and nonintractable 
epilepsy cases using the latest update to 
the FY 1992 MedPAR file (June 1993). 
Our reassessment of these data confirms 
our prior conclusion that, although 
intractable epilepsy patients, 
particularly those with video- 
telemetered monitoring, do incur higher 
charges than patients without 
intractable epilepsy or telemetry, the 
difference is not currently of significant 
magnitude to justify a new DRG or other 
modification to the existing DRGs for 
these cases. The following table 
summarizes our most recent epilepsy 
analysis findings, comparing the average 
charges between epilepsy and other 
cases assigned to the same DRG. For 
each entry, the number of cases is 
included in parenthesis.

Intractable
epilepsy

Nonintractable
epilepsy All epilepsy All cases

DRG 2 4 ........................... ......... « Q  1 Q Q $7,582
(15,458)

4,254
(6,798)

5,911
(10)

$7,627
(56,761)

4,091
(22,523)

7,314
(42)

6,623
(79,326)

DRG 2 5 .....................................
(1,576)

C Q Q
(13,882)

3,934
(5,558)

DRG 26 ......................... ....................
(1,240)
17 OfkO

All C ases........................................ . d )
7 AÌ7

o , t > o o

0 )
6,408

(19,449)(2.817)
6,566

(22,266)

Resource use at the specialized 
epilepsy treatment centers compared to 
treatment by other providers was 
previously addressed in detail in the

September 1\ 1992 final rule (57 FR 
39812). At that time, we noted that, of 
the 52 epilepsy special treatment 
centers identified, 8 had no Medicare

epilepsy discharges, and the remaining 
44 treated a variable number of cases 
with 28 percent of these providers 
incurring charges above average, but
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well within the expected range for a 
normal distribution.

In the analysis of the most recent FY 
1992 MedPAR data, we identified 37 
specialized epilepsy treatment centers, 
with a volume of intractable epilepsy 
patients ranging from a low of 1 case to 
a high of 55 cases. We note that several 
of the specialty centers are children’s 
hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, or 
psychiatric units in acute care hospitals, 
all of which are excluded from the 
prospective payment system. Thus, the 
data for these providers are not 
included, as our analysis is limited to 
acute care hospitals subject to the 
prospective payment system; that is, the 
facilities paid based on the DRG relative 
weights. The 588 intractable epilepsy 
cases treated at specialty centers had 
average charges of $8,276, compared to 
the $7,657 average charge of treatment 
for all intractable epilepsy patients. 
Although the specialty centers do 
experience higher average charges per 
patient, the difference ($619) is not great 
enough to justify a classification change.

The HCFA study referenced by the 
commenter, in which we examined the 
resource use for intractable epilepsy 
patients under 65 years of age who 
received procedure code 89.19 and are 
classified'to DRG 25, was completed too 
late for inclusion in the proposed rule.
In that study, we found that this group 
of patients did, in fact, have a higher 
resource use than either intractable 
epilepsy patients in DRG 24 or the 
intractable epilepsy patients without 
procedure 89.19 assigned to DRG 25.
The following table summarizes the 
resource use by intractable epilepsy 
patients under age 65 compared to those 
of all ages;

DRG 25 AH
ag es

A4| 
< 65

All C a s e s .................................. $4,091 $3,073
Intractable E p ilep sy  C as e s 5,689 6,065
Intractable E p ilep sy  C a s e s

witfrU9.19 ....................... 8,391 8,499

These findings indicate that the use of 
procedure code 89.19 does have an 
impact on average charges in DRG 25. 
However, the magnitude of the 
difference is more a function of 
treatment utilizing telemetry than the 
age difference, since 97 percent of the 
284 intractable epilepsy patients in DRG 
25 who received this treatment were 
under age 65. However, the volume (276 
cases) is not sufficient to justify a 
separate DRG for these patients.

As to the commenter’s 
recommendation that we adopt 
ProPAC’s recommendation and revise 
the DRG classification for patients with

intractable epilepsy, particularly those 
receiving intensive neurodiagnostic 
monitoring, our objections to this 
recommendation are clearly stated in 
the prospective payment proposed rule 
June 4,1992 (57 FR 23663) and in the 
final rule September 1,1992 (57 FR 
39810). Our current analysis of 
intractable epilepsy, with and without 
intensive neurodiagnostic monitoring, 
continues to support our position on 
this issue. That is, although intractable 
epilepsy patients incur higher charges 
than other patients within the same 
DRG, there is not a sufficient differential 
nor sufficient volume to warrant a DRG 
modification.

Although the proposed legislation 
referred to by the commenter was not 
included in the final budget bill (Pub. L. 
103-66), we will continue to monitor the 
resource use by intractable epilepsy 
patients.

e. Automatic implantable cardioverter 
defibrillator (AICD) procedures (DRG 
116). For several years, we received 
correspondence concerning the 
appropriate DRG assignment of certain 
procedures involving automatic 
implantable cardioverter defibrillators 
(AICDs). When a patient whose 
principal diagnosis is classified to MDC 
5 (Diseases and Disorders of the 
Circulatory System) receives a total 
AICD system implant or replacement 
(procedure code 37.94), the case is 
assigned to DRG 104 or 105 (Cardiac 
Catheterization). However, prior to 
October 1,1992, if a procedure was 
performed that involved the 
implantation or replacement of only 
part of the AICD system (that is, 
replacement or implant of either the 
leads or pulse generator only), the case 
was assigned to DRG 120 (Other 
Circulatory System OR Procedures). 
Effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1992, these 
procedures were assigned to DRG 116 
(Other Permanent Cardiac Pacemaker 
Implant or AICD Lead or Generator 
Procedure). Although we proposed no 
further changes to this DRG assignment 
for FY 1994, we received several 
comments.

Comment: Commenters requested that 
we change the assignment for 
procedures in which replacement or 
implantation of only part of the AICD 
system (either the leads or pulse 
generator) is performed from DRG 116 to 
DRG 115 (Permanent Cardiac Pacemaker 
Implantation with AMI, Heart Failure or 
Shock). The relevant procedure codes 
are the following; 37.95 (Implantation of 
automatic cardioverter/defibrillator 
lead(s) only), 37.96 (Implantation of 
automatic cardioverter/defibrillator 
pulse generator only), 37.97

(Replacement of automatic cardioverter/ 
defibrillator lead(s) only), 37.98 
(Replacement of automatic cardioverter/ 
defibrillator pulse generator only).

The commenters expressed concern 
that, even with the revised classification 
to DRG 116, hospitals are not being 
adequately paid for these procedures. 
Based on the results of an August 1992 
study commissioned by the AICD 
manufacturer, the commenters estimate 
that these procedures should be 
assigned to a DRG with a relative weight 
of 3.730Q. (The FY 1994 proposed 
relative weight« for DRGs 115 and 116 
were 3.5820 and 2.4239, respectively.) 
Therefore, the commenters assert that 
assignment of AICD cases to DRG 115 
would be more equitable.

Response: As explained in detail in 
the September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39749), the current clinical composition 
and relative weights of the surgical 
DRGs in MDC 5 do not offer a perfect 
match with the AICD cases. After 
reviewing the current DRGs in terms of 
clinical coherence and similar resource 
use, we determined that DRG 116 was 
the best fit possible.

Since reassignment of these 
procedures to DRG 116, we have 
reanalyzed the cases based on the most 
recent update (June 1993) to the FY 
1992 MedPAR file. Based on that file, 
the average standardized charge for 
AICD cases was $21,978 for the 1,186 
cases assigned to DRG 116. The average 
standardized charge for all cases 
assigned to DRG 116 was $18,283 and, 
for DRG 115, was $27,356. The $3,695 
difference between the average charge 
for AICD cases in DRG 116 and all cases 
in DRG 116 is well within the variation 
in charges for that DRG. However, the 
average charge for DRG 115 is $5,378 
more than the average charge for an 
AICD case. Clearly, the difference in 
charges between the average AICD case 
and DRG 116 is less than the difference 
between the cases and DRG 115.

The lengths of stay for the AICD cases 
assigned to DRG 116 are similar to, and 
actually shorter than, those of all cases 
in DRG 116. The average length of stay 
for the AICD cases assigned to DRG 116 
is 5.1 days compared to 6.8 days for all 
cases in DRG 116. The average length of 
stay for cases in DRG 115 is 13.5, more 
than twice as long as the AICD cases.

In past years, there have been 
differences in average charges between 
our analyses and those of the 
commenters. Although the commenters 
provided no average charge amounts 
this year, it is worth noting that our 
analyses include all cases in our data 
base, whereas the AICD studies have 
historically excluded those cases the 
manufacturer believes to be incorrectly
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coded by the hospital or for which the 
charges reported by the hospital appear 
too low. The measures we have 
implemented to safeguard against 
miscoded AICD cases are explained in 
detail in the September 1,1992 final 
rule (57 FR 39749).

We believe that the cost of the AICD 
device is largely responsible for the high 
average charge for these cases (the most 
recent price of which we are aware is 
$13,500). We believe as other device 
manufacturers enter the market, 
increased competition may result in a 
decrease in the price of these devices 
and a corresponding drop in the average 
charge for a hospital stay for AICD 
procedures.

Pending new developments and 
continued improvements in code and 
charge reporting, we believe continued 
assignment of these cases to DRG 116 is 
appropriate.

j .  Simple pneumonia and pleurisy 
(DRG 89). Comment: We received two 
comments concerned with the proposed 
reduction in weight for DRG 89 (Simple 
Pneumonia and Pleurisy Age > 1 7  with 
CC). Although recognizing that these 
cases cannot be identified, these 
commenters stated that resistant 
pneumonia requires extra treatment 
resources and should, therefore, be 
classified in a separate DRG. We were 
urged to use caution in reducing the 
weight of DRG 89, considering how 
important a role pneumonia plays in the 
survival and prompt discharge of the 
elderly or the immunocompromised.

Response: In the proposed rule, we 
did not make any DRG classification 
changes to DRG 89. However, in 
recalibrating the weights, the proposed 
weight for DRG 89 fell from the FY 1993 
level of 1.1581 to 1.1464. Each DRG 
weight is relative to the weight of all 
other DRGs, and a change in the charges 
for cases in any one DRG may affect the 
weight assigned to other DRGs. (See 
section n.C. of this preamble for a 
description of the methodology for 
recalibration of DRG relative weights.) 
Since we proposed no changes that 
affected the classification of cases to 
DRG 89, this reduction is merely a 
reflection of the fact that the average 
resource consumption of cases assigned 
to all other DRGs increased relative to 
the resource consumption of the DRG 89 
cases.

We note that, although the relative 
weight for DRG 89 has been variable 
over time, with an increase in relative 
weight from FY 1985 to FY 1986 and 
again from FY 1987 to FY 1988, the 
pattern has been for steadily decreasing 
relative weights from FY 1988 to the 
present. The final DRG 89 relative 
weight for FY 1994 is 1.1447.

In response to the suggestion that 
resistant pneumonia be recognized in a 
separate DRG, this is not possible at this 
time, as the commenters acknowledge, 
because there is no way to distinguish 
these patients from other pneumonia 
cases through the ICD-9-CM diagnosis 
codes. The procedure for revising 
diagnosis codes is handled through the 
ICD-9-CM Coordination and 
Maintenance Committee as discussed 
above in section II.B.8 of this preamble.

g. Lung transplants. Comment: We 
received one comment urging that a 
national coverage determination be 
made for lung transplants. In addition, 
the commenter requested that one or 
more DRGs and respective weights be 
created for this procedure independent 
of the coverage determination to 
facilitate equitable payments for those 
cases in which a Part A fiscal 
intermediary approves a particular lung 
transplant case for coverage. The 
commenter has also recommended that 
when a national coverage decision is 
made, payment be made retroactive to 
the effective date of that coverage.

Response: We addressed a similar 
comment in the September 1,1992 final 
rule (57 FR 39757). A final decision to 
cover lung transplants on a national 
basis has not yet been made by HCFA.
It has not been our practice to create a 
new DRG category for an experimental 
procedure, but rather to assign the 
procedure to one of the available DRGs 
based on principal diagnosis and 
resource use. Thus, lung transplants 
(procedure code 33.5) are currently 
assigned to DRG 75 (Major Chest 
Procedures), the highest-weighted 
surgical DRG in MDC 4 (Diseases and 
Disorders of the Respiratory System). If 
national coverage is determined, we will 
review the conditions of that coverage 
and determine the appropriate 
placement of any new DRGs that are 
necessary.

We believe that it is inappropriate to 
create a DRG for an experimental 
procedure, especially one as resource
intensive as a lung transplant, for three 
reasons. First, we have very few 
Medicare cases upon which to build a 
relative weight. In addition, any weight 
we set must be used in recalibrating the 
weights of all other DRGs. Since the 
weight for lung transplants must, by the 
nature of the procedure, be one of the 
highest, if not the highest, weight in the 
DRG system, it will serve to lower, to 
some degree, the weights of all other 
lower-weighted DRGs. We do not 
believe it is fair for a procedure that has 
not yet been approved for coverage on 
a national basis to have an effect on the 
payment received by all other cases. 
Finally, we cannot predict which

transplant cases will be approved for 
coverage, as this is a decision made by 
the fiscal intermediary on a case-by-case 
basis because there are no national 
coverage requirements. Therefore, we do 
not have a basis for estimating the 
number of transplant cases for the 
coming Federal fiscal year as is required 
by our recalibration process. (See 
section II.C. of this preamble, below, for 
a description of this process.) For all 
these reasons, we do not believe that we 
should create a DRG for lung transplants 
prior to the effective date of the national 
coverage decision.

We note that in the case of both heart 
and liver transplants, when a national 
coverage decision was made, enhanced 
payment under the newly created DRGs 
for those procedures (DRG 103 and 480, 
respectively) was made retroactive to 
the date of coverage. Unless there is 
some compelling reason why this 
should not be the case for lung 
transplants once they are approved for 
coverage, we intend to follow the same 
policy.

C. Recalibration o f DRG weights. We 
proposed to use the same basic 
methodology for the FY 1994 
recalibration as we did for FY 1993. (See 
the September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39758).) That is, we proposed to 
recalibrate the weights based on charge 
data for Medicare discharges. However, 
we proposed to use the most current 
charge information available, the FY 
1992 MedPAR file, rather than the FY
1991 MedPAR file. The MedPAR file is 
based on fully-coded diagnostic and 
surgical procedure data for all Medicare 
inpatient hospital bills.

The proposed recalibrated DRG 
relative weights were constructed from 
FY 1992 MedPAR data, received by 
HCFA through December 1992, from all 
hospitals subject to the prospective 
payment system and short-term acute 
care hospitals in waiver States. The FY
1992 MedPAR file at that time included 
data for approximately 10.6 million 
Medicare discharges. The MedPAR file 
updated through June 1993 includes 
data from approximately 10.7 million 
discharges and is the file used to 
calculate the weights set forth in Table 
5 in section V of the addendum to this 
final rule with comment.

The methodology used to calculate 
the final DRG relative weights from the 
FY 1992 MedPAR file is as follows:

• All the claims were regrouped using 
the revised DRG classification revisions 
discussed above in section II.B of this 
preamble.

• Charges were standardized to 
remove the effects of differences in area 
wage levels, indirect medical education 
costs, disproportionate share payments,
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and, for hospitals in Alaska and Hawaii, 
the applicable cost-of-living adjustment.

• The average standardized charge 
per DRG was calculated by summing the 
standardized charges for ail cases in the 
DRG and dividing that amount by the 
number of cases classified in the DRG.

• We then eliminated statistical 
outliers using the same criterion as was 
used in computing the current weights. 
That is, all cases outside of 3.0 standard 
deviations from the mean of the log 
distribution of charges per case for each 
DRG were eliminated.

• The average charge for each DRG 
was then recomputed (excluding the 
statistical outliers) and divided by the 
national average standardized charge 
per case to determine the relative 
weight.

• We established the relative weight 
for heart transplants (DRG 103) in a 
manner consistent with the 
methodology for all other DRGs except 
that the heart transplant cases that were 
used to establish the weight were 
limited to those Medicare-approved 
heart transplant centers that have cases 
in the FY 1992 MedPAR file. Similarly, 
we limited the liver transplant cases 
that were used to establish the weight 
for DRG 480 (Liver Transplant) to ¿hose 
hospitals that are Medicare-approved 
liver transplant centers.

• Acquisition costs for kidney, heart, 
and liver transplants continue to be paid 
on a reasonable cost basis. Unlike other 
excluded costs, the acquisition costs are 
concentrated in specific DRGs (DRG 302 
(Kidney Transplant); DRG 103 (Heart 
Transplant); and DRG 480 (Liver 
Transplant)). Because these costs are 
paid separately from the prospective 
payment rate, it is necessary to make an 
adjustment to prevent the relative 
weights for these DRGs from including 
the effect of the acquisition costs. 
Therefore, we subtracted the acquisition 
charges from the total chaiges on eaph 
transplant bill that showed acquisition 
charges prior to computing the average 
charge for the DRG and prior to 
eliminating statistical outliers.

When we recalibrated the DRG 
weights for previous years, we set a 
threshold of 10 cases as the minimum 
number of cases required to compute a 
reasonable weight. In the F Y 1991 
MedPAR data tised to establish the FY 
1993 weights, there were 37 DRGs that 
contained fewer than 10 cases. We 
proposed to use that same case 
threshold in recalibrating the DRG 
weights for FY 1994. Using the final FY 
1992 MedPAR data set, there are 35 
DRGs that contain fewer than 10 cases. 
We computed the weight for the 35 low- 
volume DRGs by adjusting the original 
weights of these DRGs by the percentage

change in the average weight of the 
cases in the remaining DRGs.

The weights developed according to 
the methodology described above, using 
the DRG classification changes, result in 
an average case weight that is different 
from the average case weight before 
recalibration. Therefore, the new 
weights are normalized by an 
adjustment factor, so that the average 
case weight after recalibration is equal 
to the average case weight prior to 
recalibration. This adjustment is 
intended to ensure that recalibration by 
itself neither increases nor decreases 
total payments under the prospective 
payment system.

Section 1886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act 
requires that reclassification and 
recalibration changes beginning with FY 
1991 be made in a manner that assures 
that the aggregate payments are neither 
greater than nor less than the aggregate 
payments that would have been made 
without the changes. Although 
normalization is intended to achieve 
this effect, equating the average case 
weight after recalibration to the average 
case weight before recalibration does 
not necessarily achieve budget 
neutrality with respect to aggregate 
payments to hospitals because payment 
to hospitals is affected by factors other 
than average case weight. Therefore, as 
discussed in section H.A.4.b. of the 
Addendum to this final rule, we are 
making a budget neutrality adjustment 
to assure the requirement of section 
1886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act is met.
III. Changes to Hospital Labor Market 
Areas and the Wage Index
A. Background

Under the Medicare prospective 
payment system, different payment rates 
are calculated for hospitals located in 
rural, urban, and large urban areas. For 
purposes of the standardized payment 
amount, section 1886(d)(2)(D) of the 
Social Security Act requires that we use 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) as 
defined by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) to determine 
whether hospitals are located in rural, 
urban or large urban areas. In New 
England, we use New England County 
Metropolitan Areas (NECMAs) in 
making this determination.

Section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act 
requires that, as part of the methodology 
for determining prospective payments to 
hospitals, the Secretary shall adjust the 
urban and rural standardized amounts 
' ‘for area differences in hospital wage 
levels by a factor (established by the 
Secretary) reflecting the relative hospital 
wage level in the geographic area of the 
hospital compared to the national

average hospital wage level.” In 
accordance with the broad discretion 
conferred by this provision, we have 
defined hospital labor market areas 
based on the definitions of MSAs issued 
by OMB. Additionally, as discussed 
below, we adjust the wage index to take 
into account the geographic 
reclassification of hospitals in 
accordance with sections 1886(d)(8)(B) 
and 1886(d)(10) of the Act

For determining prospective 
payments to hospitals in FY 1993, the 
wage index is based on a HCFA survey 
of hospital wage and salary data for all 
hospitals subject to the prospective 
payment system with cost reporting 
periods ending in calendar year 1988. 
The FY 1993 wage index includes wages 
and salaries paid by a hospital, home 
office salaries, and fringe benefits. In 
addition, the FY 1993 wage index 
excludes salaries associated with non
hospital type services, such as skilled 
nursing facility or home health agency 
services.

In the May 26,1993 proposed rule, we 
proposed several changes in the hospital 
wage index to determine the prospective 
payments to hospitals in FY 1994. Most 
significantly, we proposed to implement 
new labor market areas based on OMB’s 
revised MSA definitions pursuant to our 
broad discretion under section 
1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act to define labor 
market areas and implementing 
regulations at § 412.63 (b) and (p). In 
addition, we are using updated wage 
data to construct the wage index, as 
required by section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the 
Act. The changes we proposed to the 
labor market areas and to the hospital 
wage data are discussed in detail below.
B. Revised Labor Market Areas

1. Implementation of New MSA 
Definitions Based on 1990 Census Data

Tn the September 1,1992 final rule, 
we stated that we planned to implement 
in FY 1994 the revised MSA definitions 
based on 1990 census data (57 FR 
39768). On December 28,1992, OMB 
announced revised MSAs. In 
accordance with § 412.63(b)(4), which 
provides that we adopt any revisions to 
the MSAs for payment purposes on the 
October 1 following the effective date of 
the change, we plan to adopt the revised 
MSAs on October 1,1993. We indicated 
in the proposed rule that if OMB 
announced further revisions in the MSA 
definitions by June 30,1993, we would 
reflect these revisions in the final rule. 
OMB announced changes on June 30, 
1993, and we have adopted those 
changes in this final rule. Table 4a of 
the wage index tables in the addendum 
to this final rule lists the MSAs and
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their member counties as set forth in 
OMB’s announcement.

Comment: We received several 
comments concerning OMB’s June 30, 
1993 publication of revisions to the 
MSA definitions that were published on 
December 28,1992. Specifically, some 
commenters objected to OMB’s decision 
to revise the boundaries of the New 
York MSA to exclude certain New York, 
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania counties 
that were included in the New York 
MSA in the December 28,1992 
publication. The commenters believed 
that OMB’s original decision to group 
all of the counties together was correct 
based on statistical analysis and census 
data. Other commenters urged us to 
adopt the revised MSA definitions for 
New York.

We also received comments about the 
appropriateness of the expansion of the 
Boston NECMA. One commenter 
supported the change as more reflective 
of the labor market area, while another 
commenter asserted that the change 
inappropriately expands the Boston 
NECMA and should not be 
implemented. Other commenters stated 
that any changes to the MSA definitions 
that adversely affect the wage index for 
hospitals in an area should not be 
adopted.

Response: As discussed above, section 
1886(d)(2)(D) of the Act specifically 
requires the use of MSA definitions as 
established by OMB. Given this 
requirement, we believe we have an 
obligation to adopt the latest definitions 
established by OMB for standardized 
amount purposes. The provision under 
section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act with 
respect to transition payments for 
hospitals that lose their urban 
designation as a result of changes in the 
MSA definitions clearly indicates 
congressional expectation that we 
would adopt any revisions announced 
by OMB. In addition, pursuant to our 
broad discretion under section 
1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act, we currently 
define labor market areas for purposes 
of the wage index on the basis of MSAs. 
Thus, until alternative labor market 
areas are established, we believe the 
MSA definitions should be applied 
consistently for purposes of both the 
standardized amount and labor market 
area designations. Therefore, effective 
October 1,1993, we are implementing 
the revised MSA designations as 
announced by OMB on June 30,1993.
2. Reclassification Issues Related to New 
MSAs

The new MSA definitions have 
considerable effect on geographic 
redesignations of hospitals under both 
sections 1886(d)(8)(B) and 1886(d)(10)
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of the Act. Section 1886(d)(8)(B) of the 
Act provides that, if certain conditions 
are met, the Secretary treats a hospital 
located in a rural county adjacent to one 
or more urban areas as being located in 
the urban area to which the greatest 
number of workers in the county 
commute, if the rural county would 
otherwise be considered part of an 
urban area under the standards for 
designating MSAs (and NECMAs) 
published in the Federal Register on 
January 3,1980 (45 FR 956). Section 
1886(d)(10) of the Act provided for the 
creation of the Medicare Geographic 
Classification Review Board (MGCRB). 
Guidelines concerning the criteria and 
conditions for hospital reclassification 
are located at §§412.230 through 
412.236. Under the guidelines, hospitals 
may be reclassified individually for 
purposes of their wage index, 
standardized amount, or both. Hospitals 
may also be reclassified as a group for 
purposes of both the wage index and the 
standardized amount, but not solely for 
one of these measures. Section 
1886(d)(8)(D) of the Act requires that 
additional payments to redesignated 
hospitals be financed through a budget 
neutrality adjustment to the urban 
standardized amounts.

As previously noted, section 
1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act directs the 
Secretary to make an adjustment to the 
prospective payment system 
standardized amounts “by a factor 
(established by the Secretary) reflecting 
the relative hospital wage level in the 
geographic area of the hospital 
compared to the national average 
hospital wage level.” Thus, we calculate 
a hospital wage index based on hospital 
wages in each hospital’s labor market 
area. Pursuant to the broad discretion 
conferred by the statute, we have 
defined hospital labor market areas on 
the basis of MSAs since the inception of 
the prospective payment system.
Sections 1886(d)(2)(D) and (d)(3)(D) of 
the Act require us to use MSAs for 
purposes of the standardized amount.

In the May 26,1993 proposed rule, we 
proposed to implement the new MSA 
designations announced by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) on 
December 28,1992, for purposes of 
applying the wage index and 
standardized amounts for FY 1994. As 
noted above, this final rule reflects the 
latest MSA revisions announced by 
OMB on June 30,1993. Examples of 
OMB’s changes to the MSAs are:

(1) Additions or deletions of counties 
in existing MSAs;

(2) Newly established or eliminated 
MSAs;

(3) Mergers of existing MSAs; and
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(4) MSA title changes (which do not 
affect Medicare payments).

Because the MGCRB decisions that 
would be effective in FY 1994 are based 
on the old MSA definitions, it was 
necessary to reconcile the 
implementation Of the new MSA 
designations for FY 1994 with the 
MGCRB reclassification decisions for FY
1994. Under the revised MSA 
definitions, a number of reclassified 
hospitals are located in counties whose 
geographic assignments have now 
changed, and other hospitals have been 
reclassified to areas that have different 
boundaries under the new MSA 
definitions. For example, a hospital that 
was reclassified to another area by the 
MGCRB may also have been added to 
that area under the new MSA 
designations. In the proposed rule, we 
explained our proposed method for 
effectuating MGCRB decisions for FY 
1994 in light of changes to the labor 
market areas (58 FR 30233).

We proposed to assign hospitals to the 
revised labor market area that includes 
most or all of the counties that comprise 
the labor market area to which the 
hospital was reclassified by the MGCRB 
based on current labor market area 
definitions. We proposed to modify the 
effect of the MGCRB’s decisions only in 
those cases where the new MSA 
designations would preclude our 
implementing, in a rational manner, 
reclassification decisions based on the 
current MSA assignments. No 
commenters objected to our proposals in 
this area. The only comment that we 
received stated that our proposals were 
fair and reasonable. Therefore, as 
discussed below, we are adopting the 
proposed methodology for reconciling 
the MGCRB decisions for FY 1994 with 
the new MSA definitions.

Where MSA changes have occurred, 
we are applying the new MSA 
definitions to reclassified hospitals as 
follows:

• At the time of the proposed rule, we 
announced that 115 hospitals that had 
been reclassified by the MGCRB are 
located in counties that have been 
incorporated, under the new MSAs, into 
the area to which the hospitals were 
approved for reclassification. As a result 
of the new MSA definitions, hospitals in 
this situation will already be located in 
the area to which they were granted 
reclassification. Thus, under sections 
1886(d)(8)(C) and (D) of the Act, the 
reclassifications granted by the MGCRB 
to these hospitals have no effect on the 
wage index and the budget neutrality 
adjustment required under section 
1886(d)(8)(D) of the Act. For example, 
some hospitals located in the former 
Aurora-Elgin, Illinois MSA were granted
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reclassification to the Chicago, Illinois 
MSA. Since the Aurora-Elgin, Illinois 
MSA has been incorporated into the 
Chicago, Illinois MSA under the new 
definitions, under our proposal, these 
hospitals would be paid by virtue of this 
change based on the payment rates 
applicable to the Chicago MSA and their 
wage data would be reflected in the 
wage index for the Chicago MSA,

We are implementing this policy as 
proposed. Based on the final 
reclassifications and recent revisions to 
the MSA designations, there are 77 
affected hospitals.

• If a county is incorporated into a 
new area under the revised MSA 
definitions and a hospital in that county 
has been granted reclassification into a 
different area by application to the 
MGCRB, we proposed to implement the 
reclassifications as approved in the final 
administrative decision of the MGCRB 
or the Administrator. As of March 31, 
1993, we had identified 25 reclassified 
hospitals for which this situation 
occurred. In these situations, we do not 
believe it would be appropriate to 
modify on our own the reclassifications 
requested by the hospital and approved 
by the MGCRB. However, under
§ 412.273(a)(2), if a hospital concluded 
that such reclassification would not be 
advantageous in light of the new MSA 
definitions, it had the opportunity to 
withdraw its reclassification application 
within 45 days from the publication of 
the proposed rule. Unless we received a 
withdrawal in these cases, we are 
implementing these reclassifications in 
this final rule with comment period.

• If a hospital was reclassified to an 
MSA based on its location in a county 
that is adjacent to a county that was 
formerly part of an MSA but has now 
been deleted from the MSA definition, 
we proposed to implement such 
reclassifications for F Y 1994. We are 
implementing this policy in this final 
rule with comment period. The 
decisions in these cases were 
appropriately determined based on the 
current MSA definitions that the 
MGCRB was required to use to decide 
applications for FY 1994. We note that 
the MGCRB will use the new MSA 
definitions for purposes of adjudicating 
requests for FY 1995 reclassifications. 
Thus, these hospitals may no longer 
meet the proximity and adjacency 
guidelines at § 412.230(a) for future 
application periods.

• In cases where MS As have merged 
or there is a title change, we proposed 
that reclassifications to those areas be 
implemented based on the boundaries 
of the revised MSAs. For example, the 
Odessa, Texas MSA and the Midland, 
Texas MSA have now been merged

under the revised MSA definitions to 
form the Odessa-Midland, Texas MSA. 
Therefore, in this final rule, all hospitals 
reclassified to either the current Odessa 
MSA or the Midland MSA, have been 
assigned to the Odessa-Midland, Texas 
MSA for purposes of FY 1994 
reclassifications.

• Based on the new MSA definitions, 
17 of the 39 counties whose hospitals 
were deemed urban under section 
1886(d)(8)(B) of the Act have now been 
designated part of MSAs. The 23 
hospitals located in these counties will 
no longer be treated as reclassified 
hospitals for purposes of the wage index 
and the budget neutrality adjustment 
required under section 1886(d)(8)(D) of 
the Act. In FY 1994, 29 hospitals in 22 
rural counties will continue to be 
deemed urban under section 
1886(d)(8)(B) of the Act.
3. Technical Changes to the MGCRB 
Guidelines

Section 1886(d)(10)(D)(i)(II) of the Act 
requires the Secretary to publish 
guidelines “for determining whether the 
county in which the hospital is located 
should be treated as being a part of a 
particular Metropolitan Statistical 
Area.” The statute does not specify the 
particular criteria to be used, but instead 
confers broad authority on the Secretary 
in establishing guidelines. Currently,
§ 412.232(b) allows hospital groups to 
seek reclassification based on MSA/ 
NECMA standards published in the 
Federal Register on January 3,1980 
(applying 1980 census data) or the 
standards published on March 30,1990 
(applying 1990 census data). Pursuant to 
our authority under the statute, we 
proposed te  update the guidelines by 
revising § 412.232(b) to specify that the 
standards published on March 30,1990 
and the census data from 1990 or later 
should be used.

Also, current guidelines with respect 
to wage index reclassifications based on 
an occupational-mix adjustment provide 
for the use of occupational-mix data 
from either the American Hospital 
Association survey or the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics survey. The Bureau of 
Labor Statistics discontinued its 
occupational-mix data survey after 
1988. Since we are now using FY 1990 
wage data to construct the wage index, 
the latest occupational mix data 
available from the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics are no longer consistent with 
the data reflected in the wage index. 
Therefore, we proposed to revise 
§§ 412.230(e)(2)(ii)(B) and 
4 1 2 .2 3 2 (d)(2)(ii)(B) to eliminate this 
data source from the occupational mix 
guidelines. No comments were received

on this issue, and we are implementing 
these changes in this final rule.
C. U p d atin g  the W age In d e x  D a ta

Section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act 
requires that the wage index be updated 
annually beginning October 1,1993.
This section further provides that the 
Secretary base the update on a survey of 
the wages and wage-related costs of 
short-term acute care hospitals in the 
United States. To the extent feasible, the 
survey should measure the earnings and 
paid hours of employment by 
occupational category and should 
exclude data with respect to the wages 
and wage-related costs incurred in 
furnishing skilled nursing facility 
services.

For determining prospective 
payments to hospitals in FY 1993, the 
wage index is based on a HCFA survey 
of hospital wage and salary data for all 
hospitals subject to the prospective 
payment system with cost reporting 
periods ending in calendar year 1988. In 
accordance with the statutory 
requirement to update the wage data 
annually beginning October 1,1993, the 
FY 1994 wage index is based on data for 
hospital cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1989 
and before October 1,1990 (FY 1990).

D . Revisions to th e  W age In d e x

For determining prospective 
payments to hospitals in FY 1994, 
effective for hospital discharges 
occurring on or after October 1,1993 
and before October 1,1994, the wage 
index is based upon the data collected 
from the Medicare cost report 
(worksheet S-3 , Part II) submitted by 
hospitals for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1990.

All of the categories of data collected 
from worksheet S-3 , Part II are included 
in the wage index computation. 
Therefore, the FY 1994 wage index 
reflects the following:

• Total short-term acute care hospital 
salaries and hours.

• Home office cost and hours.
• Fringe benefits associated with 

hospital and home office salaries.
• Contract labor cost and hours.
• The exclusion of salaries and hours

for skilled nursing facility or other 
subprovider components that are not 
subject to the prospective payment 
system. ", ,

The inclusion of contract labor : 
represents a change from the current 
wage index. At the request of the 
hospital industry, we also considered 
incorporating an allocation of overhead 
salaries and hours to the excluded 
components of the hospital.
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Following is a discussion of our 
analysis of die wage data used to 
construct the wage index.
1. Verification of Wage Data From the 
Medicare Cost Report

The F Y 1990 wage data was obtained 
from Worksheet S -3 , Part n, of the 
HCFA—2552 submitted by short-term 
acute care hospitals. The wage data are 
reported electronically to HCFA through 
the Hospital Cost Report Information 
System (HCRIS). Because the initial data 
reported by hospitals on the cost report 
contained substantial deficiencies 
(including missing data items such as 
excluded hours and total paid hours), 
we initiated an intensive review of the 
wage data and made numerous edits to 
ensure optimal quality and accuracy. 
Medicare intermediaries were instructed 
to transmit any revisions through HCRIS 
by early January 1993. In the proposed 
rule, we discussed the review of the cost 
report data in detail (58 FR 30236).

The wage file used to construct die 
proposed wage index included data 
obtained in late January 1993 from the 
HCRIS data base and subsequent 
changes we received from 
intermediaries through March 15,1993. 
To allow hospitals time to review the 
wage data used to construct the final 
hospital wage index, we forwarded to 
each hospital on April 16,1993, a listing 
summarizing the FY 1990 wage data 
reported for the hospital. We advised 
hospitals to submit corrections to their 
intermediaries in time to allow for 
review and verification of the data 
before the development of the final 
wage index. We instructed the 
intermediaries to complete their 
verification of questionable data 
elements and to transmit any changes to 
the wage data, via HCRIS, no later than 
June 15,1993. This deadline was 
necessary to allow sufficient time to 
download and edit the data, so that the 
final wage index calculation could be 
completed for development of the final 
prospective payment rates.

The final wage index reflects all wage 
data corrections transmitted by the 
intermediaries via HCRIS on or before 
June 15,1993.

We note that, as discussed in the FY 
1993 prospective payment system final 
rule (57 FR 39765), we eliminated 
midyear wage data corrections effective 
with requests for correction received on 
or after October 1,1992. Accordingly, 
we will not make any midyear changes 
to the wage index values in FY 1994.
We are revising §412.63{p) to reflect the 
expiration of midyear wage index 
corrections.

Comment: We received numerous 
comments concerning the wage data

collection process. The commenters 
believe that there were still many errors 
in the FY 1990 wage data due to 
problems in communications between 
the hospitals, the fiscal intermediaries, 
and HCFA. Commenters were 
concerned that revised data submitted 
to intermediaries were not reflected in 
the proposed rule and would not be 
reflected in the wage index for the final 
rule. Some commenters stated that the 
fiscal intermediaries had difficulties 
with the Medicare Cost Report (MCR) 
codes used to transmit data through 
HCRIS. Some claimed that the hospitals 
have not had enough time to fully 
examine their 1990 wage data. A 
number of commenters indicated that 
we should allow for midyear 
corrections, and two stated that we 
should apply them retroactively.

Response: We have taken significant 
steps to allow hospitals to reexamine 
the accuracy of their reported FY 1990 
data. However, we believe that the 
ultimate responsibility for the accuracy 
of the wage data reported on the 
Medicare cost report rests with the 
hospitals. Hospitals are required to 
complete the worksheet S-3, Part II 
along with the rest of the cost report and 
to attest to its accuracy at the time the 
cost report is filed. The cost report is 
signed by an Officer or Administrator of 
the hospital certifying that the cost 
report is "a true, correct and complete 
statement prepared from the books and 
records of the provider in accordance 
with applicable instructions * * * 
(Emphasis added:)

In addition, with respect to the FY 
1990 wage data, hospitals have had 
numerous opportunities and ample time 
to report their data correctly. As early as 
the FY 1993 final rule, published on 
September 1,1992, hospitals were put 
on notice that the FY 1990 cost report 
data would be used to update the wage 
index for FY 1994 (57 FR 39779). In 
November 1992 we sent each 
intermediary a listing of hospitals that 
had reported excluded wages and asked 
them to obtain certain additional 
overhead data. As part of that process, 
we asked intermediaries to resolve 
problems with any aberrant data. In 
December 1992 and January 1993, the 
fiscal intermediaries performed desk 
reviews for each hospital to ensure the 
reasonableness of the data. Revisions to 
the data resulting from these reviews 
were sent to HCFA by early January 
1993.

In February 1993, we reviewed the 
data received and again asked 
intermediaries to review and, where 
necessary, correct data outside our range 
edits. So that hospitals would have 
another opportunity to review their

wage data, rather than wait for the 
proposed rule to be published we sent 
each hospital a copy of the data for their 
respective hospital. These letters were 
addressed to the hospital administrator. 
A similar mailing was sent to each fiscal 
intermediary in order to facilitate the 
handling of requests for data corrections 
from the hospitals they service.

However, some hospitals indicated 
that they did not receive the letter or 
that it was misdirected and was not 
reviewed timely. To the extent that we 
were advised of these situations on a 
timely basis, we made every effort to 
ensure that the hospitals received their 
wage data for review. However, we 
believe that each hospital is responsible 
for the accuracy of its reported data 
when the cost report is filed. As such, 
it is necessary for each hospital to 
carefully complete the Worksheet S-3, 
Part II, when filing its Medicare cost 
report.

With respect to commenters’ concerns 
that revised data submitted by hospitals 
to their fiscal intermediaries were not 
reflected in the proposed rule and 
would perhaps not be reflected in the 
final rule, we note that corrections to 
the data submitted to the HCRIS system 
after mid-March 1993 through 
development of the final wage index 
were not included in the proposed rule. 
However, any change submitted to the 
HCRIS system by June 15,1993 has been 
utilized in the development of the final 
wage tables published in tables 4a 
through 4e of section V of the 
addendum to this final rule with 
comment. In cases where an 
intermediary submitted revised cost 
report data to HCRIS with an incorrect 
MCR code, we have taken steps, through 
direct contacts with the fiscal 
intermediaries, to correct this situation 
to ensure that all corrections submitted 
by intermediaries by June 15 are 
reflected in the final wage index. We are 
also including clarifying instructions in 
the desk review program to ensure that 
such problems do not occur in the 
future.

• We believe that hospitals have been 
given ample time and opportunity to 
ensure the accuracy of their wage data. 
Moreover, one of the reasons for 
eliminating midyear corrections was to 
implement a system where hospital 
wage index values woujd not change 
unexpectedly during the year, thus 
allowing hospitals to operate efficiently 
throughout the fiscal year based on pre- 
established payment rates as published 
in this final rule. As such, we do not 
believe that the midyear correction of 
wage data should continue, especially 
in light of the problems related to 
geographic reclassification with respect
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to the implementation of midyear 
corrections that were discussed in the 
September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39765). Therefore, we are not allowing 
hospitals another opportunity to correct 
the 1990 wage data.

Comment: Commenters requested that 
we allow hospitals further opportunity 
to revise their wage data if the update 
to the prospective payment system rates 
is delayed to January 1,1994.

Response: As indicated above, we 
believe hospitals have had more than 
sufficient time to correct their data. 
Moreover, Public Law 103-66 did not 
provide for a delay in the update to the 
prospective payment system rates. 
Therefore, no further revisions to the FY 
1990 wage data will be accepted for 
purposes of the FY 1994 wage index.

Comment: Commenters suggested that 
each year HCFA send hospitals a 
preliminary listing of the wage data for 
all the hospitals in their respective labor 
market area, so they could check for any 
obvious discrepancies in the wage index 
data of other hospitals in their area. This 
would also enable hospitals to attempt 
to ensure the accuracy of the data for 
other hospitals in their labor market 
areas whose wages have the most 
impact on their particular wage index 
value.

Response: As indicated above, we 
believe that an annual mailing of the 
wage data to each hospital is 
unnecessary. .Thus, we do not plan to 
repeat the mailing effort of April 1993. 
Each hospital is responsible for the 
accuracy of its own data and should 
complete its Medicare cost report in 
conformance with reporting 
instructions. However, we note that 
once the proposed wage index is 
published for each fiscal year, the wage 
data will be available to interested 
parties upon request. In addition, the 
cost report data submitted through 
HCRIS are available to hospitals on an 
ongoing basis. Hospitals concerned 
about area-wide problems are free to 
communicate with one another to 
identify errors. We note that we will use 
FY 1991 cost report data to update the 
wage index for FY 1995.
2. Patient Care-Related Contract 
Services

As part of Worksheet S-3, Part II, 
hospitals submitted data concerning 
labor-related payments and hours 
attributable to direct patient care-related 
contract services. Hospitals were 
instructed to exclude non-patient care 
contract services such as management 
and housekeeping services, nonlabor- 
related expenses such as payments for 
equipment and supplies, and any 
contract services for which labor-related

payments or hours could not be 
accurately determined.

The hospital industry has repeatedly 
advocated including contract labor in 
the wage index in order to address the 
increasing use of contract services. As 
discussed in the May 9,1990 proposed 
rule (55 FR 19443), data collected for 
contract services on the 1988 wage 
survey were unreliable for a number of 
reasons, including inaccurate and 
incomplete reporting of data. Thus, we 
were unable to include contract labor in 
subsequent wage indexes based on the 
1988 wage survey data. For the FY 1990 
cost report data, we clarified the 
instructions for reporting contract labor 
and developed additional edits for 
contract labor that were reviewed as 
part of the intermediary’s desk review 
process. As discussed in the proposed 
rule (58 FR 30236), our analysis of 
contract wage data reported on the FY 
1990 cost report indicates that the 
reported salaries and hours appear 

* reasonable. Therefore, we proposed to 
include contract labor wages and hours 
in the wage index for FY 1994.

We attempted to verify the accuracy 
of contract data reported for hospitals 
having a contract labor average hourly 
wage exceeding $80.00 per hour, which 
represents the mean hourly wage plus 3 
standard deviations. This is our 
standard method to identify and remove 
statistical outliers. For purposes of the 
wage final index, contract labor data for 
any hospital whose inflated contract 
labor average hourly wage exceeded 
$80.00 per hour, or was less than $5.00 
per hour, were presumed to be 
unreasonable and were eliminated from 
the wage index computation. However, 
the fiscal intermediaries reexamined 
contract labor data costs in excess of 
$80.00 per hour, and the data were 
included if determined to be correct 
based on verified documentation.

These edits to the contract labor wage 
data resulted in the elimination of data 
for five hospitals with high contract 
labor average hourly wages and four 
hospitals with low contract labor 
average hourly wages. In each case 
where a hospital’s contract labor average 
hourly wage did not meet our standards 
and was not substantiated as correct by 
the intermediary, we recalculated the 
hospital’s average hourly wage 
exclusive of contract labor. We note that 
if a hospital’s data were revised and no 
longer fell outside our limits, or the 
fiscal intermediary notified our office 
that the contract labor cost and hours 
have been verified and supported by 
documentation, then the final wage 
index reflects the contract data even 
though the data were not included in 
the proposed wage index.

In most labor market areas, the 
inclusion of contract labor in the wage 
index computation has a small effect on 
the average hourly wage. However, now 
that we have reasonably complete data, 
we believe including contract labor 
would more accurately and fairly reflect 
wage levels across hospitals and MS As. 
Accordingly, after considering the 
public comments, we have included 
contract labor for direct patient care 
services in the final wage index for FY
1994.

Comment: Commenters indicated that 
they supported our proposal that 
contract labor be included in the 
computation of the wage index.
However, some commenters questioned 
the accuracy and validity of the contract 
labor data. One commenter suggested 
that a special audit or review be done 
if the contract labor hours were greater 
than 5 percent of the total hours. The 
commenter stated that since hours 
associated with the provision of contract 
services seem to vary greatly, these 
measures were necessary to ensure the 
accuracy of the data.

Response: We believe that the edits 
we have applied to the contract labor 
costs are sufficient to ensure accuracy of 
the reported contract labor data. The 
current edits applied to contract labor 
costs are designed to eliminate aberrant 
or unverified contract labor data from 
the wage index. One edit we performed 
was to apply the mean plus three 
standard deviations for the reported 
contract labor hourly wage. For any 
hospital whose contract labor hourly 
rate exceeded these parameters, we 
contacted the appropriate intermediary 
in order to verify the accuracy of the 
reported data. If the intermediary could 
not obtain appropriate justification from 
the hospital as to why these costs were 
aberrant, the contract dollars and hours 
were eliminated from the calculation of 
the final wage index.

We identified 19 hospitals that had a 
contract labor average hourly wage 
above $80.00. As a result of this edit, the 
data for two hospitals were revised to 
reflect a correct contract labor rate, and 
included in the wage index. The 
contract labor data for five hospitals 
were eliminated because the data were 
not documented or reported correctly. 
The remaining 12 hospitals provided 
the intermediaries with adequate 
documentation to substantiate their 
reporting of a high contract labor rate 
and were included in the wage index.

We also eliminated contract labor data 
forfour hospitals that reported 
inordinately low average hourly 
contract labor costs (that is, below $5.00 
per hour). This is a change from the 
proposed wage index wherein we
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excluded any contract labor costs below 
$3.35 per hour. After further 
consideration, we decided that given the 
fact that contract services are generally 
obtained through personnel agencies 
that charge a premium, we believe the 
$5.00 minimum standard is more 
appropriate than $3.35, which 
represented the minimum wage allowed 
by law.

We have not instituted any special 
audit or review in instances where 
contract labor hours exceeded 5 percent 
of total hours. We believe that it is 
reasonable to expect significant 
variations in the percent of contract 
labor costs to total salaries. The 
proportion of contract services used by 
individual hospitals could be affected 
by a number of circumstances, such as 
hospital size, range of services, and 
extent of personnel shortages in the 
area. We note that for hospitals that 
reported contract labor costs the average 
ratio of contract costs to total salaries 
was approximately 6 percent. We will, 
however, consider expanding our edits 
in the future to evaluate any cases with 
extremely high proportions (over 30 
percent) of contract labor costs.

Comment: Several commenters 
suggested that we include Part A 
physician contract services as part of the 
contract labor definition. The 
commenters indicated that Part A 
physician services include some patient 
care related services and would 
therefore meet our definition, which 
limits includable contract services to 
only those associated with hands-on 
patient care. Other commenters were 
concerned that failure to include Part A 
physician contract services in States 
where hospitals are not allowed to 
directly hire physicians and must obtain 
their services on a contractual basis 
eliminates the hospitals’ Part A services 
from the wage data. Conversely, a 
hospital that can directly hire a 
physician will have its physicians’ 
salaries included in the wage index.
These commenters asserted that since 
the average hourly wage for physicians 
are relatively high, there exists a 
definite disadvantage for these five 
States. Another commenter stated that 
the cost reporting instructions were 
clarified to specifically exclude Part B 
physicians services but not Part A 
physicians services.

Response: Under section 1887 of the 
A ct,'’professional medical services” 
(services directly related to patient care) 
are reimbursed under Part B, and 
“professional services that are rendered 
for the general benefit to patients in a 
hospital” are reimbursed under Part A.
If physicians services are directly 
related to patient care, then those

services would be billable under Part B. 
For purposes of the wage index, the cost 
report instructions specifically excluded 
Part B physicians services because these 
services are in fact directly related to 
patient care but they are otherwise 
reimbursable under Medicare. Part A 
physicians services were not 
specifically referenced in the cost 
reporting instructions because these 
services, unlike Part B physicians 
services, are not directly related to 
patient care, and therefore no 
clarification should have been necessary 
for purposes of reporting contract labor 
costs. It would not be appropriate to 
make exceptions to the definition of 
contract services prescribed in the cost 
reporting instructions for one type of 
contract service as opposed to any other 
contract service that is not directly 
related to hands-on patient care.

In those States where a hospital is 
restricted from directly hiring a 
physician, we believe that the hospital 
could consider using other 
administrative personnel to perform 
some of the administrative functions 
that physicians currently perform. This 
would enable the hospital to include the 
salaries paid to administrative 
personnel in the wage index 
computation.

Comment: We received two comments 
suggesting that we include management 
service contracts in the wage index, 
since we include salaries for home 
office personnel who perform similar 
services at a hospital. These 
commenters believe the definition for 
contract labor should be expanded to 
include these contract services.

Response: As stated above, the 
contract labor definition is limited to 
those services directly related to hands- 
on patient care »«This definition was 
adopted to address the main concern 
expressed by hospitals with respect to 
the inclusion of contract labor in the 
wage index, that is, that many hospitals 
have problems hiring nurses in areas 
experiencing nursing shortages and 
must rely on contract labor sources.
Thus, a hospital’s decision to use 
contracted services in these situations is 
often driven by the need to overcome 
these staffing shortages. This is 
generally not the case with management 
contracts.

The costs of contract labor are 
generally higher than the cost of 
noncontract labor for the same services, 
and thus may not accurately reflect 
relative hospital wage rates across labor 
market areas. However, the situation 
described above illustrates why it may 
be appropriate to include the costs of 
contract services directly related to 
patient care. In accordance with the FY

1990 cost reporting instructions, the 
data used to develop the updated wage 
index do not encompass management 
services and therefore management 
costs are not included in the FY 1994 
wage index computation. Management 
contracts encompass a wide range of 
services including legal services, 
personnel administration, and 
accounting or auditing services. Our 
concern is the difficulty in accurately 
removing the costs and hours for 
services such as legal and accounting 
from total management contracts. We do 
not believe it would be appropriate to 
include such contract services for some 
hospitals and not for others. A national 
data collection would be required before 
contract management services can be 
included in the wage index. However, 
we will reconsider this issue for future 
wage indexes as it may be appropriate 
to recognize certain management 
contracts where hospital administrators, 
CEOs and/or CFOs are contract 
employees, especially in small, rural 
hospitals that have difficulty recruiting 
top management personnel. We will 
evaluate the appropriateness and 
feasibility of including such contract 
management services in future wage 
data collections.
3. Allocation of General Service Salaries 
to Areas Excluded from Wage Index

The current wage index is constructed 
using data only for areas of the hospital 
that are related to the provision of 
hospital care to inpatients. Thus, we 
exclude the direct wages and hours 
associated with certain sub-provider 
components of the hospital, such as 
skilled nursing facilities and home 
health agencies, from the wage survey. 
The cost reporting form used to collect 
the FY 1990 wage data also includes 
within the definition of excluded areas 
rehabilitation and psychiatric distinct 
part units of the hospital that are 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system.
i As stated in the proposed rule, we 

have received several suggestions from 
hospital representatives that, in addition 
to excluding the direct salaries and 
hours for sub-provider components of 
the hospital, HCFA should also exclude 
the general service, or overhead, wages 
and hours that are associated with these 
areas. Currently, for example, we 
include all of the wage costs associated 
with housekeeping in the wage index 
data, even if a facility has excluded sub
provider components that receive 
housekeeping services. In response to 
these suggestions, we initiated a special 
data collection to obtain the hours 
associated with workers in the general 
service areas of those hospitals that
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reported excluded salaries and hours. 
We received general service hour data 
for 3,811 of the 5,436 hospitals for 
which we have wage data.

We analyzed this special survey data 
in conjunction with the wage data from 
the cost report to determine whether we 
could reasonably allocate the overhead 
wages and hours to the excluded areas 
of the hospital. In the proposed rule, we 
discussed this analysis in detail (58 FR 
30237). For several reasons, we 
concluded that it would not be 
appropriate to use the overhead data 
collected in computing the wage index. 
These reasons included the large 
number of hospitals removed due to the 
edits, the large number of hospitals with 
large swings in their average hourly 
wages, and the large proportion of 
hospitals whose average hourly wages 
would decrease as a result of the 
allocation rather than increase. As a 
result, in the proposed rule we did not 
employ the allocation of general service 
salaries and hours to the excluded areas 
of hospitals in constructing the 
proposed FY 1994 wage index.

We solicited public comment on this 
issue, in particular, comments 
concerning alternative methods that 
might produce a more accurate and 
uniform allocation method and at the 
same time impose little or no additional 
reporting burden on the hospital 
industry. We indicated that under any 
acceptable allocation method, we would 
require that the method be used by all 
hospitals with excluded areas and that 
the intermediary be able to verify the 
accuracy of the reported data.

Comment: We received numerous 
comments regarding our decision not to 
allocate hospital overhead wages and 
hours to excluded areas of the hospital 
in the calculation of the proposed wage 
index. Most commenters believe that 
our decision not to allocate the 
overhead hours and wages to the 
excluded areas of the hospital is 
contrary to the statute, arguing that 
section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Social 
Security Act requires the exclusion of 
salaries applicable to skilled nursing 
facilities. Other commenters believe that 
the basis of our decision not to exclude 
these hours and salaries, that is, that the 
data is of insufficient quality to ensure 
its accuracy, is inadequate. The 
commenters assert that the allocation 
should have been performed regardless 
of the data quality problem. Several 
commenters stated that they altered 
their cost report forms to include all 
general service hours and salaries, 
including those they had previously 
assigned to the excluded areas, based on 
a promise by HCFA that such data 
would be excluded in the wage index

calculation. Other commenters believe 
that problems in the overhead allocation 
indicate problems in the overall wage 
and hour reporting used in the wage 
index calculation. Many commenters 
oppose our decision because they 
believe that it unfairly disadvantages 
rural hospitals, which may have a larger 
proportion of their workers in excluded 
areas than do urban hospitals. One 
commenter believes that our decision 
not to exclude the allocated wages and 
horns will disadvantage rural hospitals 
applying for reclassification for wage 
index purposes to the MGCRB, since 
hospitals must compare their average 
hourly wage to the average hourly wage 
for all hospitals in their current labor 
market area.

Response. Section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the 
Act specifies that, “to the extent 
determined feasible by the Secretary, 
such survey shall * * * exclude data 
with respect to the wages and wage- 
related costs incurred in furnishing 
skilled nursing facility services” 
(emphasis added). In the proposed rule, 
we discussed in detail our analysis of 
the data and our conclusion that it is not 
feasible to allocate overhead wages and 
hours to the excluded areas of the 
hospital (58 FR 30237).

In analyzing the proposed exclusion, 
we found that, even after data edits 
eliminated the allocations for 177 
hospitals with questionable data, 
approximately two-thirds (2,412) of the 
remaining 3,634 hospitals had average 
hourly wages that were lower when the 
allocation was performed than when it 
was not. If the allocation were accurate, 
this would mean that, for the majority 
of hospitals with excluded areas, the 
average hourly wage for the overhead 
areas (such as laundry and 
housekeeping) is higher than that for 
patient care areas in the hospital (such 
as nursing). We do not believe that this 
could be the case for such a large 
number of hospitals, and we therefore 
concluded that the data collected 
regarding overhead hours was 
inaccurate. Because of the large number 
of hospitals removed through the edit 
process, the large number of hospitals 
with large swings in their average 
hoiirly wages, and the large proportion 
of hospitals whose average hourly wage 
would decrease rather than increase as 
a result of performing the allocation, we 
continue to believe it would be 
inappropriate to employ the allocation 
of general service salaries and hours to 
the excluded areas of hospitals in 
constructing the FY 1994 wage index.

We disagree with commenters who 
question the entire wage index 
calculation on the basis of the problems 
in the overhead allocation. The

overhead hours were, collected by use of 
a special hospital survey that was 
conducted well after the Medicare cost 
report was filed. As a result, the hours 
were not subject to a departmental 
allocation, as was the case for the 
overhead wages. Since hospitals were 
required to retroactively determine the 
overhead hours corresponding to the 
salaries reported on the cost report, it 
was more difficult to ensure that the 
hours reported by the hospitals in the 
survey would match the wages reported 
on the cost report, although we had 
hoped that the hours would be accurate.

With regard to the alteration of the 
cost reports due to any perceived 
promise by HCFA that the overhead 
wages and hours attributable to the 
excluded areas of the hospital would be 
removed from the wage index 
calculation, we note that hospitals are 
required to include all overhead salaries 
and hours in their cost reporting for the 
overhead cost centers, and not just those 
salaries and hours attributable to the 
acute care area of the hospital. We note 
that these hospitals had allocated a 
select portion of their overhead salaries 
to areas excluded from the wage index 
through accounting reclassifications, so 
that these salaries did not appear on 
Worksheet A, column 1 (which was 
used to determine salaries for the wage 
survey on Worksheet S-3), but were 
returned to the overhead areas in order 
to perform the step down of costs on 
Worksheet B, part I. As such, we believe 
that the changes made to these cost 
reports by the providers should have 
been made in any case and are 
irrelevant to the discussion of the 
allocation methodology.

We note that, although the overhead 
allocation would reduce the wage index 
values for a smaller proportion of rural 
areas than urban areas, the allocation 
would still reduce the wage index value 
for several rural areas. In this regard, we 
note that many of the commenters who 
supported the allocation are located in 
rural Nebraska, an area whose average 
hourly wage would decrease as a result 
of the allocation as currently calculated. 
Finally , we emphasize that our decision 
not to perform the overhead allocation 
was made in order to calculate the most 
accurate wage index possible.

We do not believe that this decision 
will have any consistent impact on 
hospitals applying for wage index 
reclassification. The effect on any 
applicant hospital, the labor market area 
in which it is currently located, or the 
labor market area to which the hospital 
is applying will differ across hospitals 
and labor market areas. Moreover, we 
believe that our decisions regarding the 
appropriate structure of the wage index
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should be directed toward establishing 
an accurate reflection of wage variation 
across different labor market areas. As 
such, we believe our decision with 
respect to the overhead allocation is 
consistent with the goals of the 
reclassification process, because the 
allocation would not result in a more 
accurate wage comparison under either 
§ 412.230(e)(1) (iii) or (iv).

Comment: Some commenters believe 
that the overhead allocation could b e , 
performed by allowing hospitals with 
excluded areas to directly allocate these 
salaries to the excluded areas. These 
commenters advocate various methods, 
including altering the reporting on 
Worksheet A (on which providers report 
their direct costs, including salary costs) 
and adding a stepdown procedure to 
Worksheet S-3, to allocate overhead 
hours and salaries to all of the hospital’s 
cost centers.

Response: We believe that the 
difficulties we experienced with the 
overhead allocation arose from incorrect 
reporting of overhead hours, rather than 
the allocation methodology itself. For 
the FY 1994 wage index, the FY 1990 
cost reports included data for overhead 
salaries but not overhead hours; we 
collected data for overhead hours by 
conducting a special survey in 
November 1992. In this special data 
collection we conducted for the FY 1990 
cost reports, the overhead hours were 
determined retroactively. However, the 
FY 1992 cost report allows for the direct 
reporting of both overhead salaries and 
overhead hours on the Worksheet S-3, 
and we hope that this will allow an 
accurate allocation. We believe that 
more accurate reporting of hours will 
occur on the FY 1992 cost reports 
because the overhead salaries and hours 
will be determined at the same time.

Comment: A comm enter believes that 
hospitals with a low ratio of excluded 
salaries to total salaries do not have an 
incentive to make sure that their 
overhead hour data are correct. As a 
result, the commenter believes that any 
hospital with a high ratio of excluded to 
total salaries should be allowed to 
perform the allocation. In addition, the 
commenter believes that the allocation 
should be at the election of the provider, 
so that providers whose average hourly 
wage after the allocation is lower than 
before the allocation could refuse the 
allocation.

Response: We believe it would be 
inappropriate to perform the allocation 
for some hospitals and not others. We 
disagree with the commenter’s 
suggestion that the allocation should be 
performed only in those situations 
where a provider’s average hourly wage 
is increased as a result. The purpose of

the allocation is to reflect more 
accurately the wages and salaries in the 
acute care area of the hospital by 
excluding salaries and hours associated 
with the excluded areas of the hospital. 
We believe it would be inconsistent to 
include some types of costs for some 
hospitals and not others.
E. Computation o f the Wage Index

As noted in section III.C. above, we 
based the FY 1994 wage index on wage 
data reported on the FY 1990 cost 
report. The final wage index is 
comprised of data from 5,407 hospitals 
paid under the prospective payment 
system and short-term acute care 
hospitals in waiver States. The method 
used to. compute the wage index is as 
follows:

Step 1—We gathered data from each 
of the non-Federal short-term acute care 
hospitals for which data were reported 
on the Worksheet S-3, Part II of the 
Medicare cost report for the hospital’s 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after October 1,1989, and before 
October 1,1990. Each hospital was 
assigned to its appropriate urban or 
rural area based on the MSA definitions 
to be used in the prospective payment 
system in FY 1994 prior to any 
reclassifications under sections 
1886(d)(8) or 1886(d)(l0) of the Act. In 
addition, we included data from a few 
hospitals that had cost reporting periods 
beginning in September, 1989 and 
reported more than a 5 2-week cost 
reporting period. The data were 
included because no other data from 
these hospitals would be available for 
the cost reporting period described 
above, and particular labor market areas 
might be affected due to the omission of 
these hospitals. However, we generally 
describe this wage data as FY 1990 data.

Step 2—For each hospital, we 
subtracted the excluded salaries (that is, 
salaries attributable to skilled nursing 
facility and other sub-provider 
components) from gross hospital 
salaries to determine net hospital 
salaries. To the net hospital salaries, we 
added hospital contract labor costs, 
hospital fringe benefits, and any home 
office salaries and fringe benefits 
reported by the hospital to determine 
total salaries plus fringe benefits.

Step 3—For each hospital, we inflated 
or deflated, as appropriate, the total 
salaries plus fringe benefits resulting 
from Step 2 to a common period to 
determine total adjusted salaries. To 
make the wage inflation adjustment, we 
used, the percentage change in average 
hourly earnings for each 30-day 
increment from October 14,1989 
through September 15,1991, for 
hospital industry workers from S.I.C.

806, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Employment and Earnings Bulletin. The 
annual inflation rate used was 5.6 
percent. The inflation factors used to 
inflate the hospital’s data were based on 
the midpoint of the cost reporting 
period as. indicated below.
M idpoint o f  Cost R eporting P eriod

After Before Adjustment
factor

10/14/89 ................ 11/15/89 1.075355
11/14/89 .............. 12/15/89 1.070483
12/14/89 ................ 01/15/90 1.065634
01/14/90 ....... ......... 02/15/90 1.060806
02/14/90 ................ 03/15/90 1.056000
03/14/90 ................ 04/15/90 1.051216
04/14/90 ................ 05/15/90 1.046453
05/14/90 ................ 06/15/90 1.041713
06/14/90 ................ 07/15/90 1.036993
07/14/90 ................ 08/15/90 1.032295
08/14/90 ................ 09/15/90 1.027619
09/14/90 ................ 10/15/90 1.022963
10/14/90 ................ 11/15/90 1.018329
11/14/90 ................ i 12/15/90 1.013715
12/14/90 ................ 01/15/91 1.009123
01/14/91 ................ 02/15/91 1.004551
02/14/91 ................ 03/15/91 1.000000
03/14/91 ................ 04/15/91 .99547b
04/14/91 ................. 05/15/91 .990960
05/14/91 ................ 06/15/91 .986470
06/14/91 ................ 07/15/91 .982001
07/14/91 ................ 08/15/91 .977552
08/14/91 ................ 09/15/91 .973124

For example, the midpoint of a cost 
reporting period beginning January 1, 
1990 and ending December 31,1990 is 
June 30,1990. An inflation adjustment 
factor of 1.036993 was applied to the 
hospital’s wages. In addition, for the 
data for any cost reporting period that 
began in FY 1990 and covers a period 
of less than 360 days or greater than 370 
days, we annualized the data to reflect 
a 1-year cost report. Annualization is 
accomplished by dividing the data by 
the number of days in the cost report 
and then multiplying the results by 365.

Step 4—For each hospital, we 
subtracted the reported excluded hours 
from the gross hospital hours to 
determine net hospital hours. We 
increased the net hours by the addition 
of any reported contract labor hours and 
home office hours to determine total 
hours.

Step 5—As part of our editing 
process, we eliminated the contract 
labor data for 9 hospitals that reported 
aberrant contract labor wages (over 
$80.00 or less than $5.00 per hour). 
However, if the intermediary indicated 
through the verification process that the 
contract labor salaries and hours had 
been reviewed and found to be accurate, 
we did not eliminate the data even if the 
average hourly wage exceeded the edit 
limit. In addition, we deleted data for 29 
hospitals that are no longer participating
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in the Medicare program, for which we 
lacked sufficient documentation to 
verify data that failed our edits. We 
retained the data for other hospitals that 
are no longer participating in the 
Medicare program because these 
hospitals contributed to the relative 
wage levels in their labor market areas 
during their FY 1990 cost reporting 
period. We note that no deletions were 
necessary for fringe benefit costs. In 
addition, no deletions to the home office 
data were required as all outstanding 
edits from the proposed wage data have 
been resolved.

Step 6—Within each urban or rural 
labor market area we added the total 
adjusted salaries plus fringe benefits 
obtained in Step 3 for all hospitals in 
that area to determine the total adjusted 
salaries plus fringe benefits for the labor 
market area.

Step 7—We divided the total adjusted 
salaries plus fringe benefits obtained in 
Step 6 by the sum of the total hours 
(from Step 4) for all hospitals in each 
labor market area to determine an 
average hourly wage for the area.

Step 8—We added the total adjusted 
salaries plus fringe benefits obtained in 
Step 3 for all hospitals in the nation and 
then divided the sum by the national 
sum of total hours from Step 4 to arrive 
at a national average hourly wage. Using 
the data as described above, the national 
average hourly wage is $17.2621.

Step 9—For each urban or rural labor 
market area, we calculated the hospital 
wage index value by dividing the area 
average hourly wage obtained in Step 7 
by the national average hourly wage 
computed in Step 8.

Comment: Commenters suggested that 
we eliminate from the wage index 
computation hospitals that have 
terminated participation in the 
Medicare program. The commenters 
believe that wage data from terminated 
hospitals do not reflect the wages paid 
in a labor market area, since the 
terminated hospital may be in the 
process of closing its operations. In 
addition, the commenters stated that 
when the hospital closed, 
intermediaries would not be able to 
verify the data reported while the 
hospital was still operating.

Response: We have always 
maintained that any hospital that is in 
operation during the data collection 
period should be included in the 
database, since the hospital’s data 
reflects conditions occurring in that 
labor market area during the period 
surveyed. Moreover, we believe that, in 
general, this is the most practical and 
equitable way to administer the data 
collection process, because it would be 
difficult to define which terminated

hospitals should be excluded. For 
example, if a hospital terminates just 
before the proposed rule or between the 
proposed rule and the final rule, it 
would be very difficult to ensure that 
such a hospital was identified as 
terminated, since our analysis of the 
database is accomplished well before 
the final rule is published.

However, we agree that it is 
appropriate to eliminate data for 
terminated hospitals when there is 
reason to believe that the data are 
incorrect and cannot be verified due to 
the facility’s closure. In the proposed 
rule, we only eliminated terminated 
hospitals if die data failed a critical edit 
that precluded us from computing an 
average hourly wage for those hospitals. 
In developing the final wage index, we 
have eliminated wage data for those 
terminated hospitals that failed any of 
our reasonableness edits. We believe 
this is appropriate since in most cases 
any aberrant data reported by 
terminated hospitals cannot be 
evaluated for reasonableness because 
hospital records may not be available to 
the intermediaries. However, if the wage 
data for a terminated hospital did not 
fail any of our edits for reasonableness 
it remains in the database and has been 
used in developing the wage index for 
the labor market area.

Comment: One commenter questioned 
our use of paid hours instead of worked 
hours in the computation of the wage 
index.

Response: We have always used total 
paid hours because they more 
appropriately reflect what is included in 
total salary. For example, if an 
individual takes paid sick leave, the 
corresponding hours need to be 
included in the total hours. This is 
appropriate because salaries are based 
on a specified work period (such as 40 
hours per week) that includes any time 
during that period covered by paid 
leave, as well as any non-productive 
time for which the employee receives a 
salary (such as a paid lunch period).
The definition for total hours will be 
clarified in the cost «Snorting 
instructions to specify that total hours 
mean total paid hours.

Comment: We received several 
comments concerning perceived 
problems with the reporting of fringe 
benefits. Some commenters indicated 
that there are inconsistencies across 
intermediaries in their decisions 
regarding allowable fringe benefits. In 
addition, some commenters requested 
that we recognize additional cost items 
as fringe benefits, while others 
questioned the appropriateness of 
certain fringe benefit costs included in 
the wage index.

Response: Fringe benefits are an 
integral part of employee compensation 
and are therefore an important 
component of the wage index, which is 
designed to reflect differences in labor 
costs across areas. Since we first began 
collecting fringe benefit costs for 
inclusion in the hospital wage index, we 
have instructed hospitals and 
intermediaries to apply the longstanding 
definition of fringe benefits included in 
section 2144 of the Provider 
Reimbursement Manual. Under this 
section, hinge benefits are defined as 
“amounts paid to, or on behalf of, an 
employee from which the employee 
derives a personal benefit.”

This section also requires that, where 
applicable, fringe benefits must be 
reported to the IRS.

There may be questions as to whether 
ar particular cost qualifies as a fringe 
benefit. Therefore, to assist 
intermediaries in determining which 
costs should be allowed as fringe 
benefits and should be included in the 
calculation of the wage index, we sent 
to each intermediary a list of some costs 
that might be included as fringe 
benefits. This list was developed based 
on our experience in handling fringe 
benefit issues that have come to our 
attention, to promote the consistent 
treatment of fringe benefits. However, 
this list was intended as a guideline 
only and was not intended to be all- 
inclusive. The intermediary determines 
if the costs meet the requirements listed 
in the Provider Reimbursement Manual.

We note that a particular cost might 
be considered a fringe benefit in one 
situation but not another. For example, 
parking costs are not generally 
considered a fringe benefit However, in 
limited situations where free parking is 
not available to any employees in the 
area, free parking to employees could be 
considered a fringe benefit. The 
intermediary must evaluate such 
situations on a case by case basis for 
compliance with the prescribed 
definition of fringe benefits.

In order to provide further guidance, 
we have instituted a survey asking the 
major hospital associations, fiscal 
intermediaries, and other interested 
parties to comment on what specific 
cost items should be recognized as 
fringe benefits based on the 
longstanding definition included the 
Provider Reimbursement Manual. The 
results of that survey are not yet 
available. However, it is our intent to 
work with the hospital industry to 
develop a comprehensive list of what 
should be considered as fringe benefits. 
This list will then be available to all 
hospitals and intermediaries.
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Comment: Two commenters suggested 
that we remove the data reported by a 
hospital from the wage index when the 
hospital reports no fringe benefits on 
Worksheet S-3. One commenter stated 
that in cases where hospitals directly 
charge fringe benefits to salaries, it is 
not appropriate for intermediaries to ask 
hospitals to retroactively provide a 
detailed breakdown of its fringe benefit 
costs.

Response: It has been a longstanding 
policy to allow hospitals to directly 
charge fringe benefits and other 
overhead costs to each cost center. 
Therefore, it would be inappropriate to 
eliminate a hospital’s wage data because 
it elected to directly charge its fringe 
benefits to salaries. In cases where no 
fringe benefit costs were reported on 
line 6 of Worksheet S-3 , intermediaries 
were asked to review the wage data to 
ensure that this was correct. However, 
we believe it is important that reported 
fringe benefit costs are appropriate for 
inclusion in the wage index. Therefore, 
we are considering requiring all 
hospitals to submit a detailed list with 
their Medicare cost report outlining 
those cost items included in fringe 
benefits. If this policy is adopted, 
hospitals may want to change their 
allocation method to allow easier 
determination of these fringe benefits. 
However, because of limited 
recordkeeping with respect to statistical 
data at some hospitals, such as public 
hospitals, it is not feasible to restrict the 
direct charging of overhead costs.

Comment: One commenter asserted 
that the wage data were revised for 
many hospitals that failed edits based 
on further instructions from HCFA. The 
commenter asserts that the regulations 
do not support such instructions and 
believes that the revisions, in effect, 
amount to retroactive rulemaking with 
respect to material wage index elements. 
For example, the commenter cited 
instructions with respect to contract 
labor costs that specified that Part B 
physicians contract costs should not be 
included. Because the instructions did 
not specifically exclude Part A 
physicians contract costs, the 
commenter argues that such costs are 
includable and any disallowance is a 
retroactive change in policy.

Response: Additional information 
provided to intermediaries by no means 
constitute a retroactive change in policy, 
but rather instructions concerning 
existing policies. It is common practice 
for fiscal intermediaries to seek 
guidance from HCFA on the appropriate 
interpretation of policies with respect to 
the allowability of certain costs. For 
example, the list of fringe benefits we 
issued to intermediaries in November

1992 was issued as a guideline to assist 
them in determining what should be 
considered a fringe benefit based on 
current policy with respect to the 
definition of fringe benefit costs. As 
discussed above, the disallowance of 
Part A physician costs is also a 
clarification of our definition for 
contract labor (that is, that only contract 
services directly related to hands-on 
patient care are includable). We 
continue to believe that issuing 
clarifications to intermediaries is 
necessary to ensure that only 
appropriate fringe benefits and contract 
labor costs are included in developing 
the wage index. The fiscal intermediary 
should settle a cost report in 
conformance with the appropriate 
instructions. Where there are 
questionable items the intermediary can 
refer to HCFA’s guidelines.

Comment: Many commenters 
expressed concern over the process used 
to edit the F Y 1990 wage index data. 
Some commenters pointed out specific 
problems with the edit process and 
provided suggestions for refinements, 
such as establishing a process for 
resolving issues raised by desk reviews 
at the time of tentative settlement of the 
cost report. Others cited inconsistencies 
between the HCRIS edits and the desk 
review edits. Several suggested that we 
create a work group comprised of 
representatives of hospitals, fiscal 
intermediaries, and HCFA in order to 
develop an ongoing mechanism to 
ensure that wage data are reported 
accurately and consistently.

Response: We are continuing our 
efforts to refine the edit process. We 
agree that an ongoing mechanism for 
early review of the wage data is needed, 
and we are working to establish such a 
process for future wage index updates. 
As this is the first year in which cost 
report data were used to compute the 
wage index, we could not anticipate the 
extent of the problems that occurred 
with the reporting of data. Because the 
HCRIS edits were in place at the time 
the FY 1990 cost report data were 
originally transmitted, we had expected 
that fewer data elements would fail 
edits. When we discovered that this was 
not the case (either due to bypasses of 
the edits or other errors), we initiated a 
special review program to deal with not 
only the comparisons of cost variances 
between the 1988 data and the FY 1990 
data but also the HCRIS-type edits as 
well. We will continue to evaluate and 
update the edits included in our desk 
review package and welcome industry 
input into this process. In this regard, 
we are planning to convene a 
workgroup to discuss options for 
redefining labor market areas, and we

will include the desk review edit 
process in the workgroup discussions.
We will continue to strive to construct 
a better desk review package, consistent 
HCRIS edits, and a clearer set of 
instructions for the worksheet S-3, Part 
II.

Comment: A commenter suggested 
that HCFA establish an appeals process 
for disputes over corrections submitted 
by hospitals to intermediaries. The 
commenter stated that since the work 
sheet S-3 does not affect reimbursement 
for the FY 1992 cost report, hospitals are 
not able to make appeals through the 
Provider Reimbursement Review Board.

Response: We do not believe such a 
formal appeals process is necessary. 
Moreover, we do not believe that a 
formal appeals process would be 
feasible, since the process could not be 
completed before die development of 
the final wage index. In the few cases 
where the hospital and the intermediary 
have disagreed on specific cost items 
reported on worksheet S-3, the issue has 
been resolved by contacts between the 
hospital or intermediary and HCFA. 
Often after telephone discussions with 
the caller or writer, the issues were 
resolved.

We continue to believe that this 
method will resolve most disputes 
between hospitals and intermediaries.

However, if a hospital still feels that 
the issue has merit and believes that its 
intermediary is incorrectly handling the 
adjustment, the hospital has the option 
of requesting that the intermediary re
review the issue and ask that the 
intermediary receive HCFA’s 
concurrence. The intermediary should 
send to HCFA a letter outlining the 
hospital’s and intermediary’s handling 
of the adjustment, and ask for 
clarification. After evaluating the facts, 
HCFA will contact the intermediary 
with the decision; the intermediary will, 
in turn, notify the hospital.

However, this process must be 
completed at least 3 months prior to the 
publication of the final rule, to afford 
the intermediary sufficient time to 
retransmit changes if necessary to the 
HCRIS system. Therefore, hospitals 
must submit such requests to their 
intermediary at least 4 months prior to 
our publication of the final rule. The 
hospital can evaluate the data HCFA is 
using either by requesting from the 
intermediary a copy of the worksheet S- 
3, Part II that has transmitted to HCRIS, 
or as indicated in the proposed rule, by 
requesting a copy of the public use Wage 
file.

We believe that this process for 
resolving issues in dispute between the 
hospital and the intermediary will 
facilitate settling these disagreements
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without the extensive delays inherent in 
a formal appeals process.
F. Revision to the Wage Index Based on 
Hospital Redesignations

Under section 1886(d)(8)(B) of the 
Act, hospitals in certain rural counties 
adjacent to one or more Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas (MSAs) are considered 
to be located in one of the adjacent 
MSAs if certain standards are met. 
Under section 1886(d)(10) of the Act, 
the Medicare Geographic Classification 
Review Board (MGCRB) considers 
applications by hospitals for geographic 
reclassification for purposes of payment 
under the prospective payment system.

The methodology for determining the 
wage index values for redesignated 
hospitals is applied jointly to the 
hospitals located in those rural counties 
that were deemed urban under section 
1886(d)(8)(B) of the Act and those 
hospitals that were reclassified as a 
result of the MGCRB decisions under 
section 1886(d)(10) of the Act. Section 
1886(d)(8)(C) of the Act provides that 
the application of the wage index to 
redesignated hospitals is dependent on 
the hypothetical impact that the wage 
data from these hospitals would have on 
the wage index value for the MSA to 
which they have been redesignated. 
Therefore, the wage index values were 
determined by considering the 
following:

• If including the wage data for the 
redesignated hospitals reduces the MSA 
wage index value by 1 percentage point 
or less, the MSA wage index value 
determined exclusive of the wage data 
for the redesignated hospitals applies to 
the redesignated hospitals. We note that 
if the wage index value for the MSA 
increases as a result of reclassification, 
the data for the reclassified hospitals is 
included in the MSA’s wage index 
value.

• If including the wage data for the 
redesignated hospitals reduces the wage 
index value for the area to which the 
hospitals are redesignated by more than 
1 percentage point, the hospitals that are 
redesignated are subject to the wage 
index value of the area that results from 
including the wage data of the 
redesignated hospitals (the “combined” 
wage index value). However, the wage 
index value for the redesignated 
hospitals cannot be reduced below the 
wage index value for the rural areas of 
the State in which the hospitals are 
located.

• Rural areas whose wage index 
values would be reduced by excluding 
the data for hospitals that have been 
redesignated to another area continue to 
have their wage index calculated as if  
no redesignation had occurred. Those

rural areas whose wage index value 
increases as a result of excluding the 
wage data for the hospitals that have 
been redesignated to another area have 
their wage index calculated exclusive of 
the redesignated hospitals.

• The wage index value for an urban 
area is calculated exclusive of the wage 
data for hospitals that have been 
reclassified to another area. However, 
geographic reclassification may not 
reduce the wage index for an urban area 
below the Statewide rural average.

We note that, except for those rural 
areas where redesignations would 
reduce the rural wage index value, the 
wage index value for each area is 
computed exclusive of the data for 
hospitals that have been redesignated 
from the area for purposes of their wage 
index. As a result, several MSAs listed 
in Table 4a have no hospitals remaining 
in the MSA. This is because all the 
hospitals in these original MSAs have 
been reclassified to another area by the 
MGCRB. For those areas, we have listed 
the Statewide rural waee index value.

The revised wage inaex values 
effective for discharges occurring on or 
after October 1,1993 are shown in 
Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c of the addendum 
to this final rule. Hospitals that are 
redesignated should use the wage index 
values shown in Table 4c. (Hospitals 
that were redesignated to an MSA under 
section 1886(d)(8)(B) of the Act or 
reclassified by a decision of the MGCRB 
should not use Table 4c if they have 
also been assigned to the same MSA 
based on the new OMB definitions.) For 
some areas, more than one wage index 
value will be shown in Table 4c. This 
occurs when hospitals from more than 
one State are included in the group of 
redesignated hospitals, and one State 
has a higher Statewide rural wage index 
value than the wage index value 
otherwise applicable to the redesignated 
hospitals. In addition, tables 4d and 4e 
list the average hourly wage for each 
labor market area based on the F Y 1990 
wage data. Hospitals can use this 
information in applying to the MGCRB 
for wage index reclassifications for FY 
1995,

The final FY 1994 wage index values 
incorporate all reclassification decisions 
made by the MGCRB and the 
Administrator for FY 1994. There were 
431 hospitals redesignated for purposes 
of the wage index (including hospitals 
redesignated under both sections 
1886(d)(8)(B) and 1886(d)(10) of the 
Act). This number does not include 
MGCRB decisions that result in a 
reclassification to the same labor market 
area as the hospital is assigned under 
the revised MSA definitions. It does 
include changes that resulted from

withdrawals of requests for 
reclassification, appeals, and the 
Administrator’s review process.

Comment: One commenter expressed 
concern over labor market areas where 
the urban wage index is already lower 
than the Statewide rural wage index, 
and, as a result of reclassifications, is 
reduced even further. The commenter 
stated that in the past, HCFA has 
interpreted the provisions of section 
1886(d)(8)(C) of the Act as limiting 
protection from wage index reductions 
to urban areas whose wage index values 
initially are above the Statewide rural 
wage index but fall below it due to 
reclassifications. The commenter asked 
that this protection be extended to 
urban areas whose wage index is below 
the Statewide rural wage index value.

Response: Section 13501(b) of Public 
Law 103-66 revises section 
1886(d)(8)(C) of the Act to provide hold- 
harmless protection in this situation.
The statute specifies that if the urban 
area has a wage index below the wage 
index for the rural area in the State in 
which it is located, or the urban area is 
located in a State that is composed of a 
single urban area, the urban wage index 
will not be reduced as a result of 
reclassifications. This statutory 
provision is effective retroactively to 
October 1,1991. We will identify the 
affected hospitals and provide a j
payment adjustment for discharges 
occurring in FY 1992 and FY 1993. In j 
addition, this change has been 
incorporated in the wage index values < 
included in this final rule, and the 
payment effects have been reflected in 
the FY 1994 budget neutrality 
adjustments required under sections 
1886(d)(3)(E) and 1886(d)(8)(D).
Therefore, if excluding the wage data for 
the reclassified hospitals would reduce 
the wage index value for an urban area 
whose wage index is already below that 
of its Statewide rural area, the hospitals 
in the urban area continue to have their 
wage index value calculated as if no 
reclassifications have occurred. Also, if 
excluding the wage data for reclassified 
hospitals from an urban area located in 
a State that is comprised of a single 
urban area (for example, Rhode Island) 
reduces the wage index value, the 
hospitals in that area continue to have 
their wage index value calculated as if 
no reclassifications had occurred.

Comment: One commenter noted that 
hospitals have 45 days from publication 
of the proposed rule to withdraw their 
applications for geographic 
reclassification. The commenter 
asserted that since changes may occur in 
the wage index values between the 
publication of the proposed rule and the 
final rule due to editing and the
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correction of errors in the F Y 1990 data, 
hospitals should be permitted to 
withdraw their applications up to 
October 1,1993 or the effective date of 
the wage index, whichever is lateT, The 
commenter believes this would have 
little effect on the budget neutrality 
adjustment required by statute.

Response: We believe that the 
proposed rule constitutes the latest 
feasible resource for providing hospitals 
with the necessary information to 
decide whether to withdraw requests for 
reclassification. We recognize that the 
proposed wage index values will change 
slightly as a result of withdrawal 
requests, the effect of any decisions by 
the MGGRB or the Administrator that 
were not issued in time to be taken into 
account in the proposed rule, and the 
effect of any further corrections to die 
wage data.

However, even if withdrawals after 
the 45-day deadline had no impact on 
the budget neutrality adjustment, they 
would have a direct Impact on the area 
wage index values both for the area in 
which the hospital is located end the 
area to which it had previously been 
reclassified. Therefore, we cannot 
extend the 45-day deadline, because 
doing so would not provide reasonable 
time to take withdrawals into account in 
the development of the final wage index 
and prospective payment system rates. 
Moreover, if  we allowed withdrawals up 
to October 1,1993, hospitals would no 
longer be able to U9e the data in this rule 
to file MGCRB applications by October
1,1993, because both the wage indexes 
and the average hourly wages would 
change as a result of the withdrawals. 
We note that although hospitals are 
permitted to withdraw their 
applications for reclassification at any 
time during the 45-day period, if an 
MGCRB decision has already been 
made, a hospital that requests that its 
application be withdrawn may not 
request theft the MGCRB decision be 
reinstated after publication of the 
prospective payment system final rule.
G. Options fo r Phasing In  the New Wag/e 
Index

Since FY 1991, the hospital wage 
index has been based on 1988 wage 
survey data. When we updated the wage 
index for FY 1991 to base it on the 1988 
data, we proposed to limit the change in 
the wage index value of any labor 
market area whose wage index value 
would have changed more than 10 
percent (55 F R 19445). Specifically, we 
proposed to limit the change in the 
wage index value to 10 percent plus half 
of the change above 10 percent. At that 
time, there were 38 labor market areas 
that would have been subject to the

proposed limit, 23 of which faced more 
than a 10 percent decrease in their wage 
index value. In our September 4,1990 
final rule (55 FR 36041), we limited the 
change (in response to public comment) 
to 8 percent plus half the change above 
8 percent.

Subsequently, section 4002(dKlKA) of 
Public Law 101-508, enacted November 
5,1990, delayed implementation of the 
updated wage data for 3 months.
Further, section 4002(d)(1)(B) of Public 
Law 101-508 specified that the wage 
index used for payments for discharges 
occurring on or after January 1,1991 
was to be calculated using only data 
from the 1988 wage survey. For FY 1991 
payments, the effect of these two 
provisions was essentially to provide 
hospitals with a blend of 25 percent 
1984 wage data and 75 percent 1988 
wage data.

Section 1888{dM3)CE) of the Act 
requires the Secretary to update the 
wage index annually beginning October
1,1993. Given concerns about the 
redistributional effect on payments to 
hospitals that result from updated wage 
data, we examined whether a phase-in 
of the updated wage data for FY 1994 
would be appropriate. However, a 
phase-in of the FY 1994 wage index 
based on FY 1990 data is more 
complicated than a phase-in of die FY 
1991 wage index because of the effects 
the new MSA definitions and 
geographic reclassifications by the 
MGCRB.

As discussed in detail in the proposed 
rule (58 FR 30240), we do not believe 
it would be appropriate to phase in the 
changes in MSA definitions and the 
geographic reclassifications. The statute 
provides for hospital payments based on 
geographic location unless the hospital 
has been reclassified by the MGCRB or 
is subject to section 1886(dK8) of the 
Act. In addition, we do not believe it is 
appropriate to provide additional 
payments to hospitals no longer 
reclassified by the MGCRB or to limit 
payments to newly reclassified 
hospitals, which would occur under any 
hospital-level phase-in of toe new wage 
index values. We explored three options 
for implementing the updated wage data 
and solicited comments in the proposed 
rule. The first option was to implement 
the new wage index without any phase- 
in. The second option was to blend the 
wage index values for each labor market 
area, using 59 percent of a wage index 
based on 1988 survey data and 50 
percent of a wage index based on FY 
1990 wage data. Both wage indexes 
under this option would be calculated 
using the revised MSA definitions and 
FY 1994 geographic reclassifications. In 
this way, the changes in geographic

reclassification and the MSA changes 
would be fully accounted far in toe 
wage index and would not be phased in; 
only the updated wage data would be 
phased in. Finally, we explored placing 
a cap of 10 percent on the maximum 
change in wage index value that 
hospitals in a given labor market area 
could experience due to the new wage 
data.

We proposed to implement toe FY
1990 wage data without any phase-in. 
Given o u t  statutory obligation to update 
the wage index annually to reflect 
updated wage data, we continue to 
believe toe most recent data are toe 
most accurate and therefore, toe most 
appropriate data to construct toe wage 
index. As noted in the proposed rule, 
the effects of the updated wage index on 
hospitals under each of the MSA-level 
phase-in options are not significantly 
different, and toe number of area-level 
wage index values with substantial 
changes are much fewer than for toe FY
1991 wage index update. After 
consideration of the phase-in 
alternatives, we proposed not to phase 
in toe FY 1994 wage index, but solicited 
public comments on this issue.

Comment: We received several 
comments regarding a possible phase-in 
of the wage index A few commenters 
urged that we use a 50-50 Mend of the 
final wage index used for FY 1993 and 
the FY 1994 wage index constructed as 
in the proposed role. These commenters 
cited overall data errors and reporting 
inconsistencies as a reason for 
supporting a phase-in. Several 
commenters urged that the new MSA 
definitions be implemented 
immediately, but that the 1988 wage 
survey data and the FY 1990 cost report 
data be used in a blend. All of these 
commenters believe that their preferred 
blend option would lessen toe impact of 
the new wage index and help to ensure 
the financial stability of hospitals. Other 
commenters supported our proposed 
approach advocating the immediate use 
of the FY 1990 wage data and toe new 
MSA definitions, without any phase-in.

Response: We believe that the FY 
1990 data is much more accurate than 
any we have used previously and that 
a phase-in, which would continue the 
use of data that is now 6 years old, 
would be inappropriate when more 
recent data are available. H ie FY 1990 
data have been subjected to 
comprehensive edits and revisions, both 
before and after the publication of the 
proposed role. We are confidentthat 
this process has produced accurate data 
and a wage index that reflect relative 
hospital labor costs.

With regard to the commenters’ 
concerns regarding reporting
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consistency, although we cannot ensure 
complete intermediary consistency 
during the data review and audit 
process, we believe that application of 
the reporting rules by intermediaries has 
been more consistent than ever. As 
discussed in detail above, we have 
established comprehensive procedures 
to ensure that the data we used to 
develop the final wage index were 
accurate.

Finally, we note that the number of 
hospitals facing large increases or 
decreases in their wage index values 
due to the implementation of the new 
wage index is less than in the proposed 
rule, due to the data correction process. 
Two hundred eighty-one hospitals have 
a wage index value that is more than 10 
percent lower than their current wage 
index, compared with 330 such 
hospitals based on the wage index in the 
proposed rule. We note that most of 
these large decreases were attributable 
to hospitals that lost their wage index 
reclassifications in F Y 1994 after 
application of the revised MGCRB 
guidelines. In fact, only 25 of the 
hospitals had large decreases in their 
wage index value that were not 
attributable to a change in their 
reclassification status. In addition, the 
number of hospitals with a wage index 
value increase of more than 10 percent 
has also declined, from 217 hospitals in 
the proposed rule to 165 hospitals (134 
of which did not change wage index 
reclassification status) in this final rule. 
Further, the number of hospitals facing 
a reduction in their wage index values 
of between 5 and 10 percent has 
declined from 721 to 652, while the 
number facing an increase of between 5 
and 10 percent has remained essentially 
unchanged (from 211 hospitals in the 
proposed rule to 208 hospitals based on 
the final wage index).

For all of tnese reasons, we do not 
believe a phase-in of the wage index is 
necessary. The new data are more 
reflective of hospitals’ current labor 
market situations than the 1988 wage 
data, and we do not believe we should 
continue to use older data when more 
recent data are available. In addition, as 
noted, the number of hospitals and labor 
market areas facing large changes in 
wage index value has decreased from 
the proposed rule.

Comment: One commenter opposes 
the continued use of the hospital wage 
index to adjust hospital prospective 
payments. This commenter believes that 
the volatility of the wage index 
indicates that hospitals that have 
refused to change inefficient behaviors 
are being rewarded, rather than 
differences in labor market 
characteristics.

Response: We disagree with the 
commenter. Section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the 
Act specifically requires that we adjust 
hospital payments to reflect area wage 
differences. Moreover, we believe that 
there are continuing, substantial 
differences in the labor costs that 
hospitals face that are beyond the 
control of those hospitals. For example, 
we believe that wages in New York City, 
New York, are higher than those in 
Dothan, Alabama for reasons other than 
the labor cost inefficiency of New York 

X ity  hospitals.
The differences in labor costs across 

the country (as shown by the wide 
variation in wage index values) arise 
from a variety of factors. Different costs 
of living (as in the Dothan, AL and New 
York City example) are reflected in 
overall wage rates. In addition, 
competitive forces in different labor 
market areas, even with the same 
general cost of living, will result in 
disparate wage rates for certain classes 
of employees that are beyond the 
control of employers. The nursing 
shortages that have occurred in different 
parts of the country over the past several 
years are just one hospital-industry 
specific example. Further, as the general 
economy of a region fares better or 
worse; labor costs will vary as well.

If the commenter’s views were 
accurate, labor market areas would have 
to be substantially or completely 
composed of inefficient hospitals (in the 
sense of having unnecessarily high labor 
costs) in order to reward hospitals for 
their inefficiency. An inefficient 
hospital in a labor market area 
composed of otherwise efficient 
hospitals would result in a wage index 
value for the area that would be slightly 
higher than necessary to compensate the 
majority of the hospitals in the labor 
market area for their labor costs, but that 
would be a great deal lower than that 
necessary to compensate the hospital 
with the inefficiently high labor-costs. 
We believe that changes in wage index 
values are primarily due to changes in 
the labor market conditions that 
hospitals face. There is no evidence that 
wage fluctuations across areas are 
caused by inefficiencies, nor does the 
commenter provide any such evidence. 
We are, however, examining alternative 
labor market area definitions (as 
described in the proposed rule at 58 FR 
30242).
H. Future Updates to Labor Market 
Areas

As discussed in section III.B above, 
the proposed FY 1994 wage index 
incorporates the labor market areas that 
result from OMB’s revised MSA 
definitions based on the 1990 census

data. The Prospective Payment 
Assessment Commission (ProPAC) has 
recommended that the Secretary 
substantially revise the hospital wage 
index under the prospective payment 
system for FY 1994 (Recommendation 
11). Specifically, ProPAC recommends 
that we develop hospital-specific labor 
market areas based on geographic 
proximity, using each hospital’s 
“nearest neighbors’’ for purposes of a 
revised wage index. An example studied 
by ProPAC was to establish each 
hospital’s labor market area based on its 
10 nearest neighbors within a 50-mile 
radius. ProPAC has also recommended 
that if HCFA is unable to implement a 
wage index using hospital-specific labor 
market areas in FY 1994, Congress 
should freeze the current wage index 
(and the wage index reclassifications 
approved for FY 1993).

As stated in the proposed rule, we do 
not believe it would be feasible or 
advisable to attempt to implement 
ProPAC’s recommendation in FY 1994. 
Although we recognize that ProPAC’s 
recommendation may have promise, we 
believe that careful analysis of the 
impact of such a proposal on hospitals 
is necessary before proposing to adopt 
such a significant change. In addition, 
there are also a number of 
administrative issues that must be 
carefully considered before ProPAC’s 
proposal could be implemented, 
including the possible development of 
an exceptions or appeals process to 
resolve disputes concerning the labor 
market areas. Therefore, to facilitate a 
thorough analysis of ProPAC’s proposal, 
we published in the proposed rule 
hospital-specific wage index values 
using ProPAC’s data on hospital 
locations and the new FY 1990 hospital 
wage data (Appendix F). The tables 
indicate what each hospital’s wage 
index value would be if the wage index 
were based on the wage data for the 
hospital and its 10 nearest neighbors up 
to a radius of 50 air miles. The tables 
also show which hospitals are in each 
hospital’s labor market area based on 
ProPAC’s data base. Subsequently, we 
discovered a technical error in the wage 
index values and republished a revised 
wage index value for each hospital in a 
correction notice issued June 29,1993 
(58 FR 34742).

We solicited public comments on the 
feasibility of ProPAC’s proposal and 
suggestions concerning the development 
of an exceptions or appeals process, if 
appropriate, for possible 
implementation in FY 1995. We also 
solicited comments on a number of 
other issues such as the feasibility of 
using road miles instead of air miles, a 
process to use to verify hospital’s
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locations, and what the process should 
be to establish a wage index for new 
hospitals. We stated that we planned to 
continue our analysis of alternatives 
based on the current MSA based system 
that have appeared promising in the 
past, and that we planned to evaluate all 
potential labor market revisions using 
the same basic criteria. Comments on 
these issues were due to HGFA by 
August 31,1993.

Ornament: We have already received a 
number of comments dealing with the 
substance of the nearest neighbor 
proposal. We will not address those at 
this time because the deadline for 
comments was not until August 31, 
1993. However, some commenters have 
stated that they are unable to comment 
meaningfully on the information we 
have published because of the errors in 
hospital location as determined in 
ProPAC’s data base. Commenters also 
asserted that since ProPAC is 
conducting additional research on 
various aspects of the nearest neighbor 
proposal, the data we used to calculate 
the nearest neighbor hypothetical wage 
index vahies do not reflect ProPACs 
final recommendation. One commenter 
stated that since we had published 
revised wage index values, HCFA 
should allow additional time for the 
public to submit comments. Another 
commenter suggested that in publishing 
a proposal for new labor market 
configurations, HCFA should make 
relevant supporting data (such as the 
address and longitude and latitude used 
for each hospital) Teadiiy available to 
the public and establish a process to be 
used to correct errors in the data. Some 
commenters noted that the point at 
which a hospital’s longitude and 
latitude is taken could make a difference 
in determining if a hospital is included 
in a given labor market area. One 
commenter suggested that after ProPAC 
makes its final proposal that HCFA 
should publish the wage index values 
that would result from every alternative 
developed by ProPAC and give hospitals 
90 days to comment.

Response: ProPAC recommended in 
its March 1,1993 report that HCFA 
adopt its nearest neighbor proposal for 
implementation in F Y 1994. For the 
reasons we outlined in the May 26,1993 
proposed rule, we do not believe it is 
feasible to do so for FY 1994 (58 FR 
30242). However, because we believe 
that the proposal may have merit, we 
published hypothetical wage index 
values for every prospective payment 
system hospital on which we were given 
data in order to give the public time to 
study the proposal.

Regarding commenters concern about 
errors in ProPACs database, we were

aware that ProPACs hospital location 
data base had not been verified. Thus, 
we stated in the proposed rule that “The 
determination of which hospitals 
comprise each hospital-specific labor 
market area is based on ProPAC’s data 
base and has not been verified. Prior to 
implementation of hospital-specific 
labor market areas, we would verify the 
location of all hospitals.” (58 FR 30242). 
In another section we asked for 
comments on the preferred process for 
verifying a hospital's location and noted 
that for large campuses a reference point 
would be needed to determine a 
hospital’s longitude and latitude. We 
also noted that ProPAC had used six 
different databases to develop its 
hospital location file. We cannot correct 
the hospital location file until we 
determine how to verify hospital 
location so that a consistent process can 
be used for every prospective payment 
system hospital. We gave the public an 
opportunity to comment on the issues 
involved in verifying hospital locations 
as well as other aspects of our labor 
market research because we believe it is 
important to allow the public to 
participate in the initial stages of our 
research. Public comment will also give 
us an indication of the extent of the 
errors in the data base.

In response to the commenter that 
requested additional time to study the 
revised wage data, we note that the 
correction notice was published June
29,1993 and that comments were not 
due until August 31,1993. Moreover, 
the correction notice only revised the 
wage index values, not the list of 
hospitals* nearest neighbors that was 
originally published. Thus, the public 
has had an additional month to analyze 
that aspect of the proposal, and we 
believe this constitutes ample 
opportunity for analysis and comment.

As outlined in the proposed rule, our 
plan is to analyze the comments we 
receive as well as to conduct the 
research we have outlined. We will also 
continue to consult with ProPAC and 
will study any additional information 
they develop. If the nearest neighbor 
wage index appears promising, we will 
develop and tarry out a process to verify 
hospital locations in conjunction with 
the fiscal intermediaries and hospitals. 
Based on the information we receive, we 
may publish a proposal for revised labor 
market areas in the Spring of 1994 for 
public comment. We would include 
information describing all aspects of our 
proposal, and the public would have an 
opportunity to comment. We would 
consider all comments before issuing a 
final rule for implementation.

IV. Other Changes to the Prospective 
Payment System for Inpatient 
Operating Costs
A  Payment fa r Blood C lotting Factor fo r 
Hem ophilia Inpatients (§§ 412.2 and  
412.115)

Hemophilia is a blood disorder 
characterized by prolonged coagulation 
time, caused by an inherited deficiency 
of a factor in plasma necessary for blood 
to d o t Hemophilia encompasses three 
conditions: Factor VIII deficiency 
(classical hemophilia); Factor IX 
deficiency (plasma thromboplastin 
component); and Von Willebrand’s 
disease. The most common factors 
required by hemophiliacs to increase 
coagulation are Factor VIII and Factor 
IX; a small number of hemophiliacs 
have developed inhibitors to these 
factors and require special treatment.

Under section 6011 of Public Law 
101—239, Congress amended section 
1886(a)(4) of the Act to provide that 
prospective payment hospitals receive 
an additional payment for the costs of 
administering blood clotting factor to 
Medicare hemophiliacs who are 
hospital inpatients. Tins add-on 
payment was effective for blood dotting 
factor furnished on or after June 19,
1990, and before December 19,1991. We 
addressed the issue of payment for 
Medicare inpatients with hemophilia 
who require blood dotting factors in 
detail in the April 20,1990 final rule 
with comment period (55 FR 15157), the 
September 4,1990, final rule (55 FR 
36000), and the final rule published 
August 30,1991 (56 FR 43223). Section 
13505 of Public Law 103-66 amended 
section 6011(d) of Public Law 101—239 
to extend the period covered by the add
on payment for blood dotting factors 
administered to Medicare inpatients 
with hemophilia through September 30,
1994. Thus, section 6011 of Public Law 
101-239 as amended provides for 
additional payment to be made to 
hospitals under the prospective 
payment system for the administration 
of blood clotting factor to Medicare 
hospital inpatients who have 
hemophilia for discharges occurring on 
or after June 19,1990, and before 
October 1,1994.

We are calculating the add-on 
payment for the extended period of 
applicability using the same 
methodology we used in FYs 1990,
1991, and 1992. The payment for blood 
dotting factor is based on a 
predetermined price per unit of clotting 
factor multiplied by the number of units 
provided. We establish a price per unit 
of clotting factor based on the most 
current price listing available from toe 
Drug Topics Red Book, the publication

r  m .. . I ■
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of pharmaceutical average wholesale 
prices (AWP). We set three separate 
add-on amounts, one for each of the 
three basic types of clotting factor. The 
add-on payment amount for each of the 
three factor types is based on the 
median AWP of the several products 
available in that category of factor, 
discounted by 15 percent.

To account for new products, the 
discontinuation of existing products, 
and other changes affecting the price of 
these factors, we reevaluate the price 
per unit for blood clotting factors for 
each Federal fiscal year based on the 
most current Drug Topics Red Book. In 
the August 30,1991 final rule, we 
calculated updated prices for F Y 1992 
effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1991, as follows:
Factor VIII.......... ...................... $0.72 per unit
Factor IX..... ............ ...... ............... 0.26 per unit
Other Hemophilia..........................1.11 per unit
Blood Clotting Factor

Given the extension of coverage under 
section 13505 of Public Law 103-66 for 
the add-on payment, the above prices 
remain in effect for discharges occurring 
in FY 1992; that is, from October 1,1991 
through September 30,1992.

Due to the retroactive application of 
section 13505 of Public Law 103-66, we 
must calculate add-on payment prices 
for both FYs 1993 and 1994. We 
followed our past practice and set 
separate prices for each of those Federal 
fiscal years using the most recent Drug 
Topics Red Book. Thus, for discharges 
occurring in FY 1993, we calculated the 
price per unit of blood clotting factor 
based on the 1992 Drug Topics Red 
Book. Following the same methodology, 
that is, identifying the median price in 
the range of a specific factor type 
discounted by 15 percent, we are 
establishing the following prices per 
unit effective for discharges occurring in 
FY 1993 (October 1,1992, through 
September 30,1993):
Factor v ril.......... .......................... . $0.76 per unit
Factor IX............. .................... .........0 .30 per unit
Other Hemophilia..... ................ 1.02 per unit
Blood Clotting Factor

For discharges occurring during FY 
1994, following the AWP guidelines in 
the 1993 Drug Topics Red Book, the 
updated prices per unit of factor are as 
follows:
Factor VIII.....  ....... ................$0.76 per unit
Factor IX......................... ............ . 0.33 per unit
Other Hemophilia...... ................... 1.02 per unit
Blood Clotting Factor

These prices will be effective for add
on payment for blood clotting factor 
administered to inpatients who have 
hemophilia for discharges beginning on 
or after October 1,1993, through 
September 30,1994.

As determined in prior years, we 
included in the category “Other” those 
new products that were most similar in 
terms of cost and effectiveness.

When the add-on payment for blood 
clotting factors was first implemented, 
specific codes were developed to 
identify these factors. (See the April 20, 
1990, final rule with comment period 
(55 F R 15159).) We intend to use these 
same codes for both the retroactive and 
prospective periods covered by section 
6011 of Public Law 101—239, as 
amended.

Because these codes were not 
required to be included on hospital 
inpatient claims for discharges 
occurring on or after ¡December 19,1991, 
hospitals that wish to receive payment 
for blood clotting factor provided to 
hemophiliacs will have to submit 
amended bills for discharges occurring 
on or after that date.

We will re-issue instructions to 
Medicare hospitals and fiscal 
intermediaries concerning the codes to 
use for clotting factor and how to use 
them. We note that payment will be 
made for blood clotting factor only if 
there is an ICD-9-CM diagnosis code for 
hemophilia included on the bill.

We nave revised §§ 412.2(f)(8) and 
412.115(b) to reflect the new effective 
date.
B. O u tlie r  P aym ents fo r  T ran sfe r Cases 
(§412.4)

Since a Medicare discharge is the 
basis of payment under the prospective 
payment system, it is necessary to 
distinguish between discharges in 
which a patient has received complete 
treatment and discharges in which the 
patient is transferred to another acute 
care hospital for related care. If a full 
DRG payment were made to each 
hospital involved in a transfer situation 
regardless of the length of time the 
patient spent in the sending hospital 
before transfer, there would be a strong 
incentive to increase transfers, thereby 
unnecessarily endangering patients’ 
health. Therefore, in a transfer situation, 
the regulations at § 412.4(d) provide that 
full payment is made to the final 
discharging hospital and each 
transferring hospital is paid a per diem 
rate for each day of the stay, not to 
exceed the full DRG payment that 
would have been made if the patient 
had been discharged without being 
transferred. The per diem rate is 
determined by dividing the foil DRG 
payment that would have been paid in 
a nontransfer situation by the geometric 
mean length-of-stay for the DRG into 
which the case falls. Two exceptions to 
the transfer payment policy are transfer 
cases classified into DRG 385 (Neonates,

Died or Transferred to Another Acute 
Care Facility) or DRG 456 (Bums, 
Transferred to Another Acute Care -U
Facility), which are not paid on a per 
diem basis but receive the full DRG 
payment instead.

Transferring hospitals are also eligible 
for outlier payments for cases that meet 
the cost outlier criteria established for 
all other cases classified to the DRG. 
They are not, however, eligible for day 
outlier payments. "*

Since the inception of the prospective 
payment system, there has been concern 
that the flat per diem payment fails to 
account for the likelihood that the 
beginning of a patient’s hospitalization 
is the most resource intensive portion of 
the stay. Thus, comments received in 
response to the September 1,1983 
interim final rule, which first 
implemented the prospective payment 
system, recommended that the 
transferring hospital should receive 
either the foil DRG amount or should be 
paid on a sliding scale to reflect the 
higher costs of the first few days of a 
patient’s stay. Our response at that time 
was that little or no data were provided 
in support of this position and that we 
believed that in many cases the bulk of 
a patient’s treatment is received after the 
patient is transferred (49 FR 245,
January 3,1984).

In response to the requirement of 
section 9113 of the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 
1985 (Public Law 99-272), we prepared 
a report to Congress on the impact of 
outlier and transfer payment policy on 
rural hospitals (Review of the Impact of 
Outlier and Transfer Payment Policies 
Upon Rural Hospitals, May 1988). In 
this report, we examined the 
appropriateness of transfer payment 
policy for cases categorized by their 
length-of-stay at the transferring 
hospital. We found that, for transfer 
cases, the ratios of per diem payments 
to total charges were actually highest for 
cases with the shortest lengths-of-stay 
and, therefore, we recommended no 
changes in the per diem payment 
methodology.

In its March 1,1992 Report to 
Congress, ProPAC recommended that 
the flat per diem methodology should be 
replaced with a graduated per diem 
methodology in order to recognize the 
higher daily costs associated with the 
first few days in a patient’s stay. This 
recommendation has been repeated in 
the March 1,1993 ProPAC report 
(Recommendation 16). In its reports, 
ProPAC cites a study conducted by 
RAND as evidence that average daily 
costs are highest during the first part of 
a patient’s stay (“How Services and 
Costs Vary by Day of Stay for Medicare
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Hospital Stays," RAND Report No. R - 
3870-ProPAC, March 1990). In response 
to the March 1,1992 recommendation, 
we noted in the September 1,1992 final 
rule (57 FR 39808) that RAND’s study 
was not designed to evaluate transfer 
payment policy and included 
nontransfer cases in the analysis. 
Therefore, we did not implement 
ProPAC's recommendation because, 
among other things, the RAND report 
findings and the findings of our 1988 
report did not agree. However, we stated 
that we would continue to examine 
transfer payment alternatives.

In order to analyze whether costs for 
transfer cases are indeed higher during 
the first few days of hospitalization 
prior to transfer, we contracted with 
RAND to conduct a study of Medicare 
transfer cases (contract number 500-92- 
0023). This analysis examined the 
characteristics of cases identified in the 
F Y 1991 MedPAR file as transfers by 
their discharge destination. Using this 
criterion, the percentage of all cases 
identified as transfers was 2.75 percent. 
The percentage of rural cases that were 
transfers was 5.10 percent.

Prior to analyzing the per diem costs 
of transfer cases, RAND first examined 
the DRG-adjusted average costs of 
hospitals with a high proportion of 
transfers relative to other hospitals in 
order to determine whether these 
hospitals had higher overall costs per 
case. Rural hospitals above the 75th 
percentile in terms of their proportion of 
transfer cases had costs per case very 
similar to the average cost per case for 
all rural hospitals. The average cost per 
case for urban hospitals above the 75th 
percentile was below the average for all 
urban hospitals.

Having established that hospitals with 
the greatest proportions of transfer cases 
do not have a pattern of costs that are 
in excess of the average, the analysis 
turned to determining whether transfer 
cases are adequately compensated under 
the current payment methodology. The 
analysis separately examined transfers 
paid using the per diem method (cases 
where the patient was transferred prior 
to reaching the geometric mean length- 
of-stay) and transfer cases paid the full 
DRG amount (length-of-stay prior to 
transfer was equal to or greater than the 
geometric mean). Approximately 64 
percent of the transfers examined were 
paid on the per diem basis. When RAND 
estimated payments for these transfer 
cases, the result was a ratio of Medicare 
payments to costs among transfer cases 
paid a per diem of 0.7221. However, 
among transfer cases receiving the full 
DRG amount, the ratio was only 0.6203. 
The ratio for all cases (transfer and

nontransfer) was 0.9592 and for 
nontransfer cases it was 0.9665.

Dividing transfers into those with 
lengths of stay less than or greater than 
the geometric mean indicates not only 
that the payment-to-cost ratio for 
transfer cases is substantially less than 
the ratio for nontransfer cases, but also 
that, even for transfer cases receiving 
the full DRG amount, payments are, on 
average, much less than costs. Since 
transfer cases with length of stay equal 
to or longer than the geometric mean for 
the DRG receive the full DRG payment, 
revising the per diem payment 
methodology will not improve the 
payment-to-cost ratios for these cases. 
As we stated in the proposed rule, 
RAND’s analysis is exploring all aspects 
of Medicare policy pertaining to transfer 
cases, including these cases, and we 
will continue to analyze appropriate 
policy changes.

Comparing the per diem payment 
based on geometric mean length of stay 
(our current policy) among cases that 
are transferred prior to reaching the 
geometric mean length of stay, RAND 
found that the first day of a stay costs 
a little over twice the per diem payment 
amount for cases in medical DRGs, and 
two-and-one-half times the per diem 
payment amount for cases in surgical 
DRGs (less than 1 percent of all cases 
classified to surgical DRGs are 
transfers). Among medical DRG transfer 
cases, the costs of the second day of a 
stay are about 20 percent higher than 
the applicable per diem payment 
amount, and each succeeding day costs 
about 10 percent more than the 
applicable per diem amount. Among 
surgical cases, the costs of each day after 
the first day are actually below the 

licable per diem amount, 
o evaluate the impact of replacing 

the flat per diem methodology with one 
designed to reflect the observed 
relationship between costs and the first 
few days of hospitalisation, RAND 
simulated a transfer payment 
methodology that multiplies the flat per 
diem amounts by the coefficients 
referred to above. The improvement in 
payment-to-cost ratios was significant, 
from 0.7221 under current policy to .
0.9719 using the scaled per diem. As 
part of its analysis, RAND also 
simulated the impacts of a transfer 
payment policy that would pay twice 
the per diem for the first day of 
hospitalization and a flat per diem after 
that. The results were similar to those 
using the per diem coefficients 
described above.

However, the effect of a graduated per 
diem on payment-to-cost ratios is not 
the only issue. Another consideration is 
the need to specify the transfer payment

formula so as to fairly pay for these 
cases without creating an adverse 
impact on the incentives to provide 
appropriate care. While there is some 
concern that the current payment 
methodology discourages transfers due 
to the flat per diem payments, shifting 
the payments too much towards the first 
few days of hospitalization could 
actually encourage inappropriate 
transfers. Because of this, we intend to 
thoroughly analyze the various options 
and the resulting payments before 
making a change in our current transfer 
policy.

We note that ProPAC, in its March 1, 
1993 report, recommended that 
Congress provide authority to the 
Secretary to implement a graduated per 
diem in a budget neutral manner. To 
implement the per diem coefficients in 
a budget neutral manner by offsetting 
the standardized amounts by a factor 
reflecting the additional payments made 
to short-stay transfer cases, RAND 
estimates a reduction in the 
standardized amounts of 0.32 percent 
would be necessary.

Transferring hospitals are also eligible 
to receive payments for cost outliers. 
Currently, in order to qualify, these 
cases must meet the same thresholds as 
nontransfer cases. Since cases 
transferred prior to reaching the 
geometric mean length-of-stay are paid 
less than the full DRG amount, they 
must incur much larger losses relative to  
their payments before qualifying for 
outlier payments. For example, using 
the FY 1993 cost outlier thresholds (the 
greater of 2.0 times the prospective 
payment rate for the DRG or $35,500), 
a discharge classified to a DRG with a * 
prospective payment rate of $10,000 
(geometric mean length-of-stay of 5 
days) would have to incur a loss of at 
least $25,500 to qualify for outlier 
payments. However, a transfer classified 
to this same DRG that was sent to 
another hospital after 1 day would 
receive $2,000 under the per diem 
payment and would have to incur a loss 
of at least $33,500 to qualify for outlier 
payments. The loss prior to receiving 
any outlier payments is much greater for 
the transfer case ($2,000/$35,500 or a
0.0563 payment-to-cost ratio) than for 
the discharge case ($10,000/$35,5QQ or a
0.2817 payment-to-cost ratio).

For cases transferred prior to reaching 
thé DRG geometric mean length-of-stay, 
we proposed that the cost outlier 
thresholds for such cases be set based 
on the per diem payment rate instead o f  
the prospective payment rate for the 
DRG. For example, if the proposed 
methodology had been in place in FY 
1993, the F Y 1993 cost outlier 
thresholds for transfer cases would have
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been the greater of: (1) 2.0 times the 
total per diem payment rate for the DRG 
or, (2) $35,500 divided by the geometric 
mean length-of-stay for the DRG, 
multiplied by the length-of-stay prior to 
transfer. (The FY 1994 thresholds are 
discussed in section II.A.4.d.ii. of the 
addendum to this preamble.) Under this 
method, using the FY 1993 cost outlier 
thresholds, the proportional loss for a 
transfer case would be identical to that 
for a discharge in the same DRG. Using 
the example described above, the fixed 
threshold for the transfer case will be 
reduced to $7,100 ($35,500/5), and the 
payment-to-cost ratio will rise to 0.2817 
($2,000/$7,100).

RAND estimated the impact upon 
transfer cases of this change. Under the 
current policy, only 1.35 percent of 
transfer cases qualify for cost outlier 
payments, and only 0.05 percent of 
transfers that are paid the per diem 
qualify for outlier payments. (Of 
transfers paid the hill DRG amount, 3.63 
percent meet the thresholds.) Under the 
per diem thresholds described above, 
3.17 percent of transfer cases will 
qualify for cost outlier payments, 
including 2.93 percent of transfers paid 
using per diem and 3.17 percent of 
transfers paid the full DRG amount. The 
overall impact of this change on 
transfers paid the per diem rate is to 
increase the average payment per 
transfer case for outliers from $9 to $66. 
As a result of this change, the simulated 
average payment-to-cost ratio of 
transfers paid the per diem rises to
0.7417.

We are continuing to work with 
RAND to evaluate all aspects of transfer 
payment policy, including the impact 
on receiving hospitals of accepting 
transfers and the incentive to transfer 
patients back to community hospitals 
for recuperative care. We anticipate 
receiving the results of this analysis 
later this year.

Com m ent: In its comments, ProPAC 
supported our proposal that the cost 
outlier thresholds for transfer cases be 
based on the per diem payment rate 
instead of the prospective payment rate 
for the applicable DRG, noting that 
currently, transfer cases must incur 
much larger losses relative to their 
payments before qualifying for outlier 
payments. All other comments we 
received regarding this proposal were 
also supportive.

Response: We agree that this change 
in policy represents a significant 
improvement in case-level payment 
equity. Although the overall effect oh 
transfer cases paid the per diem is 
marginal (a 2.7 percent improvement in 
their payment-to-cost ratios), the impact 
on individual cases can be significant.

Com m ent: Three commenters objected 
to our proposal not to implement a 
change in the transfer per diem payment 
methodology at this time. One 
commenter found unwarranted our 
concern that any new per diem payment 
methodology might create an incentive 
to transfer patients unnecessarily. This 
commenter pointed out that hospitals 
do not control transfers, rather 
physicians and family members dictate 
the appropriateness of a transfer. 
Another commenter contended that it is 
unlikely that hospitals would transfer 
patients based on the desire to receive 
a higher Medicare payment. The third 
commenter did not understand how 
more closely equating the payment-to- 
cost ratio of transfers paid the per diem 
to that of nontransfer cases would 
increase any adverse incentives that 
already exist.

Although ProPAC did not express an 
objection to our decision not to propose 
such a change for FY 1994, it did 
indicate its belief that the payment 
methodology analyzed by RAND will 
not result in inappropriate transfers. On 
the other hand, a major national 
hospital association recommended that 

. we continue our work toward assuring 
that transfer payment policy provide 
proper incentives to both transferring 
and receiving hospitals.

Response: We continue to believe that 
it is appropriate to minimize any 
financial incentive created by the 
transfer payment methodology either to 
not transfer patients appropriately or to 
transfer patients inappropriately. We 
also believe that the commenters 
understate the role of hospital financial 
incentives in the decision to transfer a 
patient. We note that ProPAC, in its 
March 1,1993, report, expressed the 
need for further examination of whether 
hospitals currently have the appropriate 
incentive to transfer patients, 
particularly for recuperative care. Also, 
as noted above, a national hospital 
association indicated its concern that 
transfer payment policy provide proper 
incentives. While we do not believe that 
financial impact is paramount among 
the factors influencing the decision of 
whether to transfer patients, we do 
believe they can be a significant 
consideration.

The current methodology was 
designed to be neutral in terms of these 
incentives, absent evidence that the 
costs per day of a transfer case are not 
evenly distributed throughout the stay. 
However, analyses by RAND and 
ProPAC indicate that transfer cases 
appear systematically to be paid less 
relative to their costs compared to 
nontransfer cases. We are concerned 
that this creates a significant adverse

incentive against appropriately 
transferring patients, and thus we are 
examining alternatives that would both 
improve upon current payment equity 
and minimize the financial implications 
of the decision to transfer a patient.

The issue is more complicated, 
however, than suggested by the third 
commenter, who questions why equal 
payment-to-cost ratios for transfer and 
nontransfer cases would create adverse 
financial incentives. To illustrate,
RAND simulated a graduated transfer 
payment methodology that resulted in 
payment-to-cost ratios for transfers 
roughly equal to those of nontransfers. 
(After publication of the proposed rule, 
RAND published its final report, with 
slightly different payment amounts from 
the preliminary results relied on for the 
proposed rule. “An Evaluation of 
Medicare Payments for Transfer Cases,” 
RAND Report No. MR-304-HCFA.) The 
average payment-to-cost ratio using the 
graduated per diem methodology for 
transfers paid the per diem was 0.9722, 
compared to 0.9719 in the proposed 
rule. The ratio for nontransfers (0.9665) 
was unaffected.) Under this 
methodology (which used a per diem 
amount calculated by dividing the full 
DRG amount by the arithmetic mean 
length-of-stay rather than the smaller 
geometric mean length-of-stay), transfers 
assigned to medical DRGs Were paid 
2.69 times the per diem amount for the 
first day, 1.55 times the per diem 
amount for the second day, and 1.37 
times the per diem amount for 
subsequent days, until the full DRG 
amount is reached. Although this 
methodology improves upon current 
payment equity for transfer cases by 
paying higher amounts for cases 
transferred within the first day or two 
after admission, we have several 
concerns regarding its application for 
payment policy.

First, as with any such estimate, the 
coefficients are dependent on the 
specification of the model and the data 
employed. Ensuring the continued 
validity of the per diem weighting 
factors would require frequent 
reestimation as other payment 
parameters change and more recent data 
become available. Second, we are 
concerned that weighting the per diem 
amounts by the coefficients directly 
from the regression may overstate die 
precision of the estimates of costs per 
day prior to transfer. Because available 
data do not attribute charges or costs to 
a particular day, the estimated costs for 
each additional day reflect the 
incrementally higher costs per case 
compared to transfers occurring one day 
earlier. If, in transfers occurring after 
three or more days, for example, costs
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per day were more evenly distributed 
than the per diem payments, the higher 
payments of the first day or two may 
generate an incentive to transfer the 
patient prior to the point at which costs 
equal payments.

While we do not believe that hospitals 
are driven to either transfer or not 
transfer patients for purely financial 
reasons, and the results of the analyses 
by RAND and ProPAC clearly 
demonstrate that cases transferred out 
are currently underpaid on average, 
there are also significant unresolved 
issues at this time in terms of 
developing a graduated per diem 
payment methodology. We intend to 
evaluate further the issues discussed 
above, as well as RAND’s findings 
regarding the costs at the receiving 
hospital, before making any further 
changes to transfer payment policy. In 
addition, as noted above, ProPAC 
recommends that Congress provide 
authority to the Secretary to implement 
future changes in a budget neutral 
manner, and we intend to seek that 
authority.
C. Changes to the Update Factors fo r 
Federal Rates fo r Inpatien t Operating 
Costs (§412.63)

Public Law 103-66 made several 
revisions to the applicable percentage 
change (the update factor) to the Federal 
rates for prospective payment hospitals. 
Section 13501(a)(1) of Public Law 103- 
66 amended section 1886(b)(3)(B)(i) of 
the Act to provide for reductions in the 
update factors for the Federal rates for 
inpatient operating costs for FYs 1994 
through 1997. The update factor for FY 
1994 is now the market basket rate of 
increase minus 2.5 percentage points for 
hospitals located in urban areas and the 
market basket rate of increase minus 1.0 
percentage point for hospitals located in 
rural areas. For FY 1995, the update for 
hospitals in urban areas is the market 
basket rate of increase minus 2.5 
percentage points, while the rural 
update, that is, the update needed to 
make the rural payment rate equal to the 
other urban rate) is unchanged. For FY 
1996, the update for all areas is the 
market basket rate of increase minus 2.0 
percentage points. For FY 1997, the 
update for all areas is the market basket 
rate of increase minus 0.5 percentage 
point. For FY 1998 and subsequent 
years, the update for all areas is the 
market basket rate of increase. The 
specific updates to be applied for FY 
1994 are discussed in the addendum 
and Appendix C to this document.

In this final rule with comment 
period, we are making the necessary 
changes to § 412.63 to implement these 
provisions.

D. E lim ination o f the Regional F loor 
(§412.70)

Section 4002(d) of Public Law 100- 
203 amended section 1886(d)(l)(A)(iii) 
of the Act to establish a “regional floor’’ 
for the prospective payment rate 
applicable to a hospital, effective for 
discharges occurring on or after April 1, 
1988 and before October 1,1990.
Section 115(b)(1) of Public Law 101-403 
(Continuing Appropriations, 1991, 
enacted on October 1,1990) amended 
section 1886(d)(l)(A)(iii) of the Act to 
extend the regional floor provision 
through October 20,1990.

Section 4002(e) of Public Law 101- 
508 further amended section 
1886(d)(l)(A)(iii) of the Act to extend 
the regional floor provision through 
discharges occurring before October 1,

. 1993. In accordance with this section, 
hospital payments have been based on 
the greater of the national average 
standardized amount or the sum of 85 
percent of the national average 
standardized amount and 15 percent of 
the average standardized amount for the 
Census region in which they are located. 
In the proposed rule, we announced that 
because the statutory authority for the 
regional floor was to expire on October
1,1993, we would discontinue its use 
effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1993. We received a 
number of comments supporting the 
continuation of the regional floor. After 
publication of the proposed rule, 
Congress enacted Public Law 103-66. 
Section 13501(f) of that law amended 
section 1886(d)(l)(A)(iii) of the Act to 
extend the regional floor provision 
through September 30,1996. Therefore, 
we are revising § 412.70 to reflect the 
continued use of the regional floor 
through September 30,1996.
E. Changes to the Update Factor 
A pplied to Hospital-Specific Rates 
(§412.73)

Under section 1886(b)(3) (C) and (D) 
of the Act, certain hospitals that qualify 
as sole community hospitals (SCHs) and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals (MDHs) are paid using the 
higher of their FY 1982 or FY 1987 
hospital-specific rate, updated through 
the current year. Section 13501(a)(2) of 
Public Law 103-66 amended section 
1886(b)(3)(B) of the Act by adding a new 
paragraph (iv) to specify that, starting in 
FY 1994, updates to the hospital- 
specific rates will be made on a Federal 
fiscal year basis rather than on a cost 
reporting period basis. That section 
further states that the F Y 1994 update 
factor will be computed taking into 
account the portion of the 12-month 
cost reporting period beginning during

FY 1993 that occurred during FY 1994. 
As a result, the hospital-specific rate 
will be updated to October 1,1993 as 
opposed to the beginning of the cost 
reporting period that begins in FY 1994.

In order to take into account the 
portion of the cost reporting period that 
began in FY 1993 ana that occurs during 
FY 1994, the 1993 update factor used to 
determine the FY 1994 rate (and future 
rates) will be deemed to be the update 
factor necessary to update the hospital- 
specific rate to October 1,1993. This 
will not in any way affect payments 
during FY 1993; in all cases, the 
payments for discharges occurring 
during the portion of FY 1993 that 
occurred in the cost reporting period 
that began during FY 1993 will be 
calculated using the full 1993 update of
4.1 percentage points. The deemed 
update will be used only to determine 
the hospital-specific rate starting in FY
1994. The deemed update factors are as 
follows:

FY 1993 cost reporting period 
beginning between

Deemed FY 
1993 update 
factor (per

cent)

10/1/92-10/31/92 ....................... 4.1000
11/1/92-11/30/92....................... 3.7520
12/1/92-12/31/92....................... 3.4052
1/1/93-1/31/93........................... 3.0595
2/1/93-2/28/93........................... 2.7150
3/1/93-3/31/93 ........................... 2.3716
4/1/93-4/30/93........................... 2.0294
5/1/93-5/31/93............. ............. 1.6883
6/1/93-6/30/93 ........ ................... 1.3484
7/1/93-7/31/93................... .,..... 1.0096
8/1/93-8/31/93.... ...................... 0.6719
9/1/93-9/30/93 ......................... 0.3354

We calculated the deemed update * 
factor by compounding the FY 1993 
update factor using the number of 
months of the cost reporting period 
occurring in FY 1993. We raised 1.041 
(the amount applied to the hospital- 
specific rates for cost reporting periods 
that began in FY 1993) to a power equal 
to the number of months in the cost 
reporting period that occurred during 
FY 1993 divided by 12, and determined 
the relevant percentage increase. For 
instance, for the update factor 
calculated for cost reporting periods 
beginning in June 1993, we raised 1.041 
to the 4/i 2 power, which equals
1.013484. The percentage increase is 
therefore 1.3484 percent (1.013484 -  1, 
converted to percentage terms).

In addition, new section 
l886(b)(3)(B)(iv) specifies that the 
update factor for SCHs and MDHs paid 
using the hospital-specific Tate will be 
the market basket rate of increase minus
2.3 percentage points for FY 1994, the 
market basket rate of increase minus 2.2 
percentage points for FY 1995, and for
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F Y 1996 and beyond, the market basket 
rate of increase. The specific updates to 
be applied for FY 1994 are discussed in 
the addendum and appendix C to this 
document.

In this final rule with comment 
period, we are making the necessary 
changes to §412.73 to implement these 
provisions.
F. Rural Referral Centers (§ 412.96)

Under the authority of section 
1886(d)(5)(C)(i) of the Act, §412.96 sets 
forth the criteria a hospital must meet in 
order to receive special treatment under 
the prospective payment system as a 
rural referral center (that is, payment is 
based on the other urban payment rate 
rather than the rural payment rate). One 
of the criteria under which a jural 
hospital may qualify as a referral center 
is to have 275 or more beds available for 
use. A rural hospital that does not meet 
the bed size criterion can qualify as a 
rural referral center if the hospital meets 
two mandatory criteria (number of 
discharges and case-mix index) and at 
least one of three optional criteria 
(medical staff, source of inpatients, or 
volume of referrals). With respect to the 
two mandatory criteria, a hospital is 
classified as a rural referral center if 
its—

• Case-mix index is at least equal to 
the lower of the median case-mix index 
for urban hospitals in its census region, 
excluding hospitals with approved 
teaching programs, or the median case- 
mix index for all urban hospitals 
nationally; and

• Number of discharges is at least
5.000 discharges per year or, if fewer, 
the median number of discharges for 
urban hospitals in the census region in 
which the hospital is located. (We note 
that the number of discharges criterion 
for an osteopathic hospital is at least
3.000 discharges per year.)
1. Case-Mix Index

Section 412.96(c)(1) provides that 
HCFA will establish updated national 
and regional case-mix index values in 
each year’s annual notice of prospective 
payment rates for purposes of 
determining rural referral center status.
In determining the proposed national 
and regional case-mix index values, we 
followed the same methodology we 
used in the November 24,1986 final 
rule, as set forth in regulations at 
§4l2.96(c)(l)(ii). Therefore, the 
proposed national case-mix index value 
included all urban hospitals 
nationwide, and the proposed regional 
values were the median values of urban 
hospitals within each census region, 
excluding those with approved teaching 
programs (that is, those hospitals
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receiving indirect medical education 
payments as provided in § 412.105).

The values in the proposed rule were 
based on discharges occurring during 
FY 1992 (October 1,1991 through 
September 30,1992) and included bills 
posted to HCFA’s records through 
December 1992. Therefore, in addition 
to meeting other criteria, we proposed 
that to qualify for initial rural referral 
center status for cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1993, a 
hospital’s case-mix index value for FY 
1992 would have to be at least—

• 1.2919; or
• Equal to the median case-mix index 

value for urban hospitals (excluding 
hospitals with approved teaching 
programs as identified in §412.105) 
calculated by HCFA for the census 
region in which the hospital is located. 
(See table set forth in the May 26,1993, 
proposed rule at 58 FR 30247.)

Based on the latest data available 
(through June 1993), the final national 
case-mix value is 1.2944 and the median 
case-mix values for each region are set 
forth in the table below:

Region Case-mix 
index value

1. New England (CT, ME, MA, 
NH, Rl, V T )............. .............. 1.1863

2. Middle Atlantic (PA, NJ, NY) 1.1923
3. South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, 

GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) .. 1.3055
4. East North Central (IL, IN, 

Ml, OH, W l)............................ 1.2224
5. East South Central (AL, KY, 

MS, TN) ........... ...................... 1.2432
6. West North Central (IA, KS, 

MN, MO, NE, ND, SD) ......... 1.2159
7. West South Central (AR, LA, 

OK, T X )............... ................... 1.2892
8. Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, 

NV, NM, UT, W Y )................. 1.3479
9. Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, 

W A )................................. ....... 1.3039

For the benefit of hospitals seeking to 
qualify as referral centers or those 
wishing to know how their case-mix 
index value compares to the criteria, we 
are publishing each hospital’s FY 1992 
case-mix index value in Table 3C in 
section V of the addendum to this final 
rule. In keeping with our policy on 
discharges, these case-mix index values 
are computed based on all Medicare 
patient discharges subject to DRG-based 
payment.
2. Discharges

Section 412.96(c)(2)(i) provides that 
HCFA will set forth the national and 
regional numbers of discharges in each 
year’s annual notice of prospective 
payment rates for purposes of 
determining referral center status. As 
specified in section 1886(d)(5)(C)(ii) of

the Act, the national standard is set at
5,000 discharges. However, we 
proposed to update the regional 
standards. The proposed regional 
standards were based on discharges for 
urban hospitals’ cost reporting periods 
that began during FY 1991 (that is, 
October 1,1990 through September 30, 
1991). That is the latest year for which 
we have complete discharge data 
available.

Therefore, in addition to meeting 
other criteria, we proposed that to 
qualify for initial rural referral center 
Status for cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1993, 
the number of discharges a hospital 
must have for its cost reporting period 
that began during FY 1992 would have 
to be at least—

• 5,000; or
• Equal to the median number of 

discharges for urban hospitals in the 
census region in which the hospital is 
located. (See table set forth in the May
26,1993, proposed rule at 58 FR 30247.)

Based on the latest discharge data 
available, the final median numbers of 
discharges for urban hospitals by census 
region are as follows:

Region Number of 
discharges

1. New England (CT, ME, MA, 
NH, Rl, VT) ............................ 7468

2. Middle Atlantic (PA, NJ, NY) 8749
3. South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, 

GA, MD, NC, SC. VA, WV) .. 7533
4. East North Central (IL, IN, 

Ml, OH, W l)............................ 7647
5. East South Central (AL, KY, 

MS, TN) ................ ................. 5875
6. West North Central (IA, KS, 

MN, MO, NE, ND, SD) ......... 5339
7. West South Central (AR, LA, 

OK, TX) ...?............... ......... . 5050
8. Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, 

NV, NM, UT, WY) ............ 8257
9. Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, 

WA) ............ ...................... . 5358

We note that all the regional 
standards now exceed the national of
5,000. Therefore, 5,000 discharges is 
now the standard all hospitals will have 
to meet. We reiterate that, to qualify for 
rural referral center status for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1993, an osteopathic 
hospital’s number of discharges for its 
cost reporting period that began during 
FY 1992 would have to be at least 3,000.

Comment: One commenter suggested 
that we modify the case-mix index 
values and discharges used to qualify 
for rural refejral center status to reflect 
the impact of transfer cases. The 
commenter pointed out that the transfer- 
adjusted case-mix index and number of 
discharges values would be more '
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precise and that since these values are 
already calculated for capital base-year 
redeterminations, no additional 
information would be required.

Response: The commenter has offered 
an interesting suggestion. However, we 
believe it would be inappropriate to 
implement such a change in this final 
rule. First, the transfer-adjusted case- 
mix index valuer and transfer 
adjustments to discharges that are 
calculated for capital base-year 
redetermination are based on individual 
hospital’s fiscal years whereas, for 
referral center purposes, the case-mix 
index values for individual hospitals 
and for the national and regional values 
are based on Federal fiscal years. Thus, 
contrary to the commenter’s assertion, a 
separate calculation would be 
necessary.

In addition, there may be policy 
reasons arguing against the commenters 
suggestion. Section 2311(a) of Public 
Law 98-369 (Deficit Reduction Act of 
1984) amended section 1886(d)(5)(C)(i) 
of the Act by providing that effective 
October 1,1984, a rural hospital can 
seek referral center classification on the 
basis that certain of its operating 
characteristics (as determined by the 
Secretary) are similar to those of a 
typical urban hospital located in the 
same census region. Section 9302(d)(1) 
of Public Law 99-509 (Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1986) further 
amended section 1886(d)(5)(C)(i) of the 
Act by providing that a rural hospital 
can qualify as a referral center if, in 
addition to meeting other criteria as 
required by the Secretary, its case-mix 
index is equal to or greater than the 
median case mix index for urban 
hospitals (other than hospitals with 
approved teaching programs) located in 
the same census region, and if it has at 
least 5,000 (3,000 for rural osteopathic 
hospitals) discharges a year or, if less, 
the median number of discharges for 
urban hospitals in the region in which 
hospital is located.

Thus, there is an extensive legislative 
history requiring that referral centers 
demonstrate that they are similar to 
either urban hospitals nationwide or to 
urban hospitals located within the same 
census region. There is an equally 
strong indication of Congressional 
intent that referral centers serve as the 
resource to which smaller, rural 
community hospitals may transfer their 
“sickest” patients; that is, Congressional 
debates on the rural referral center 
provision contemplated that such 
hospitals would be large, 
technologically sophisticated hospitals 
serving patients from a diverse 
geographic area.

Generally we believe that there 
should be a greater number of patients 
transferring into referral centers from 
other hospitals than transferring out to 
other hospitals. Conversely, in the past, 
we have found that generally rural 
hospitals transfer more cases than they 
receive. To the extent that our premise 
concerning referral centers is true, any 
transfer adjustment to discharges might 
serve to disadvantage a rural hospital 
seeking referral center status. For rural 
referral centers seeking to maintain their 
status, the effects of a transfer 
adjustment to discharges may or may 
not be advantageous, since we would 
also have to apply the transfer 
adjustment to determine the median 
number of discharges from urban 
hospitals nationally and within each 
census region. Since some of the 
regional urban median values are very 
close to the 5,000 national standard, the 
effect may or may not be significant.

In regard to the impact of transfer 
cases on case-mix index values, we 
believe that in most instances the effects 
of any adjustment will be negligible 
because, again, we would also adjust for 
transfers the national and regional case- 
mix index values for urban hospitals.

Although we are not implementing 
the commenter’s suggestion in this 
year’s final rule, we will consider the 
effects of such a policy change and, if 
warranted, may propose a revision in 
the proposed rule concerning changes to 
the prospective payment system for FY
1995.

Comment: One commenter stated that, 
for purposes of determining whether a 
hospital has 275 beds under 
§ 412.96(b)(l)(ii), we have revised the 
criterion from an available bed count 
during the cost reporting period 
(§ 412.118(b)) to an average for the full 
cost reporting period (§ 412.105(b)). The 
commenter states that this method 
disadvantages hospitals that temporarily 
close a wing for remodeling and 
suggests that a hospital be required to 
maintain an average of 275 beds for only 
a majority (183 days) of the cost 
reporting period.

Response: There has been no change 
in our policy regarding counting days 
since the bed-count criterion was 
lowered from 500 to 275 effective for 
discharges on or after April 1,1988 
(section 4005(d) of Pub. L. 100-203). 
Section 412.118(b) was redesignated as 
§ 412.105(b) as a part of the FY 1992 
final rule (August 30,1991; 56 FR 
43241) and is worded exactly as it was 
previously. Thus, although the 
regulation section number changed, the 
policy did not.

In tne September 30,1988, final rule 
with comment period (53 FR 38513), we

discussed in detail how we would count 
beds to determine whether a hospital 
meets the 275-bed criterion, As set forth 
in that final rule and codified at 
§ 412.96(b)(l)(ii), we allow a hospital 
attempting to qualify initially for rural 
referral center status to submit 
convincing evidence to show that it has 
increased its bed count since its most 
recently completed cost reporting 
period. That is, a hospital may submit 
documentation to show that its bed 
count has increased because it 
transferred a previously excluded unit 
to prospective payment status; it 
expanded the number of beds it 
permanently m ainta in s and has 
available for patient lodging; it reopened 
beds previously closed for renovation; 
or it merged with one or more other 
hospitals.

We dp not allow an existing rural 
referral center to use these same 
methods to maintain its referral center 
status because, as we have previously 
stated, we believe it is important for a 
hospital to demonstrate that it has 
maintained at least 275 beds on average 
throughout its entire cost reporting 
period not just for a particular portion 
of the year, even if portions of the 
hospital were temporarily closed.

Thus, we do not agree with the 
commenter’s suggestion and are not 
adopting it.
3. Retention of Referral Center Status

Section 412.96(f) states that each 
hospital receiving the referral center 
adjustment is reviewed every 3 years to 
determine if the hospital continues to 
meet the criteria for referral center 
status. To retain status as a referral 
center, a hospital must meet the criteria 
for classification as a referral center 
specified in § 412.96(b)(1) or (b)(2) or (c) 
for 2 of the last 3 years, or for the 
current year.

The requirement for triennial review 
was originally added to the regulations 
in 1984, to be effective for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1987 (the end of the first 3 years of the 
referral center adjustment). However, 
two statutory moratoriums on the 
performance of the triennial reviews 
were enacted by Congress. The second 
of these moratoriums expired as of 
October 1,1992. Therefore, the first 
triennial reviews of referral centers were 
implemented effective with cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1992. See the June 4,1992 
proposed rule (57 FR 23647) and the 
September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39787) for a detailed explanation of the 
moratorium and the implementation of 
the triennial reviews.
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Since publication of the proposed rule 
on May 26,1993, Public Law 103-66 
was enacted. Section 13501(d)(1) of 
Public Law 103-66 provides that any 
hospital that was classified as a rural 
referral center as of September 30,1992, 
will continue to be so classified for the 
hospital’s cost reporting periods 
beginning during FYs 1993 and 1994, 
unless the area in which the hospital is 
located is redesignated as an MSA by 
OMB for that fiscal year. (See section
IIl.B of this preamble for a detailed 
discussion of the new MSA 
designations.)

Therefore, any hospital that lost its 
referral center status because of its 
failure to meet the triennial review 
requirements will be reinstated as a 
referral center retroactive to the date of 
termination. Section 13501(d)(3) of 
Public Law 103-66 provides that a 
lump-sum retroactive payment be made 
to the hospital equal to the difference 
between the aggregate payment made to 
the hospital under the prospective 
payment system (excluding outlier 
payments) and the amount the hospital 
would have received had its referral 
center status not been terminated. We 
have sent instructions to HCFA regional 
offices to terminate triennial review and 
to reinstate referral center status to all 
hospitals that were terminated. We are 
issuing separate instructions to the 
Medicare fiscal intermediaries 
concerning the calculation of the lump
sum retroactive payment due each 
affected referral center and will issue 
payment as soon as possible.

Some referral centers, anticipating the 
loss of the referral center adjustment 
during FY 1993 because of failure to 
meet die triennial review criteria, 
sought and were approved for 
reclassification of their standardized 
amounts to urban areas through the 
MGCRB. Normally, hospitals approved 
for reclassification have only 45 days 
from the date of the proposed rule to 
withdraw their request. However, 
because of the retroactive reinstatement 
of referral center status, the law 
provides that hospitals in this situation 
may retroactively withdraw their 
requests for reclassification. That is, 
section 13501(d)(2) of Public Law 103- 
66 provides that, should any hospital 
fail to qualify for reinstatement as a 
referral center due to its reclassification 
to an urban area by the MGCRB for its 
standardized amount for FY 1993 or 
1994, or both, the hospital must be 
notified of its failure to requalify for 
referral center status and be given the 
opportunity to decline reclassification 
retroactively.

Generally, because a redesignated 
hospital received payment at the same

rate it would have had it remained a 
referral center (that is, using the other 
urban standardized amount), any 
retroactive payment amounts will be 
minimal. If the hospital elects to decline 
reclassification, its referral center status 
will be reinstated back to the date it was 
terminated and payment will be 
calculated (including the lump-sum 
amount) as if the reclassification had 
never occurred. If the hospital elects to 
retain its reclassification, it will be 
considered to have voluntarily 
terminated its referral center status 
effective with the date of its 
reclassification or effective with the date 
it lost its referral center status because 
of triennial review, whichever is earlier. 
(See the August 30,1991, final rule (56 
FR 43200-43202) for a full discussion of 
the impact of geographic reclassification 
of the standardized amount on referral 
center status.)

We have revised § 412.96(g)(2) to 
reflect the extension of rural referral 
center status and the moratorium on 
triennial review.

Comment: We received one comment 
suggesting that we eliminate the 
triennial review requirement and that 
all referral centers keep their status for 
at least another 2 years.

Response: Because of the enactment 
of section 13501(d) of Public Law 103- 
66, as discussed above, the commenter’s 
suggestion is made moot.
G. Hospitals in  Areas Redesignated as 
Rural (§412.102)

On December 28,1992, the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) 
announced revisions to the 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) 
definitions based on 1990 census data. 
As a result, 20 counties that were 
previously part of MSAs lost their urban 
status and are now part of a rural area. 
However, on June 30,1993, OMB 
announced further revisions to the MSA 
definitions. As a result, urban status has 
been restored to 5 of the affected 
counties. Therefore, beginning October
1,1993, the date on which the new 
MSA definitions will be implemented 
under the prospective payment system, 
the hospitals in 15 counties will be paid 
based on the rural standardized amount 
instead of an urban standardized 
amount. Section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the 
Act provides for an adjustment to the 
payment amounts for hospitals 
reclassified from urban to rural after 
April 20,1983. Under the statute, a 
hospital that loses its urban status as a 
result of an OMB redesignation 
occurring after April 20,1983, qualifies 
for special consideration by having the 
standardized amount payment 
reduction phased in over a 2-year

period. We note that the impact of this 
provision will be minimized because in 
FY 1995 the rural standardized amount 
will be set equal to the other urban 
standardized amount.

As described at § 412.102, in the first 
year that a hospital loses urban status, 
an eligible hospital will receive, in 
addition to its rural average 
standardized amount, two-thirds of the 
difference between its present rural 
standardized amount and the urban 
standardized amount that it would have 
received had it retained its urban status. 
In the second year, the hospital’s 
additional payment will be one third of 
the difference between the rural 
standardized amount and the 
appropriate urban standardized amount.

Section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act 
specifies that eligible hospitals will 
receive these special transition 
payments for two cost reporting periods. 
This provision was part of the Deficit 
Reduction Act of 1984 (Pub. L. 98-369), 
enacted on July 18,1984. In drafting the 
law, Congress specified the use of cost 
reporting periods rather than Federal 
fiscal years because at that time 
hospitals were phasing into the 
prospective payment system at the 
beginning of their cost reporting 
periods. However, applying a literal 
reading of the statute at this time would 
result in denying some hospitals a full 
year of transition payments if their cost 
reporting periods do not coincide with 
the Federal fiscal year. To avoid such 
differential treatment, we proposed to 
implement these special transition 
payments at the beginning of the 
Federal fiscal year, which is consistent 
with the effective date of the revised 
MSA definitions. As proposed, we have 
revised § 412.102 to reflect this change.

In addition, since a hospital’s 
payment status for the disproportionate 
share hospital adjustment provided 
under §412.106 depends on its urban/ 
rural designation for purposes of the 
standardized amount payment, where 
applicable, we proposed to include 
disproportionate share hospital 
payments in determining the amount of 
transition payments a hospital would 
receive. .

Comment: Several commenters 
suggested that HCFA was incorrectly 
interpreting the 2-year phase-in allowed 
for under section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the 
Act for hospitals reclassified from urban 
to rural as a result of the Office of 
Management and Budget’s 1990 
revisions to Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas. HCFA hais taken the position that 
the transition payment does not 
encompass differences in the wage 
index. The commenter asserts that 
section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act does not
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distinguish between the wage index and 
standardized amount and that Congress 
therefore intended the phase-in to 
include all differences in payment.

Response: We have always taken the 
position that the transition payment in 
section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act applies 
only to the standardized amount and 
not to the wage index. According to the 
statute, the transition payment is based 
in part on “the amount which would 
have been payable to such hospital 
* * * on the basis o f an urban 
classification .” (Emphasis added.) 
Accordingly, HCFA considers the 
amount of payment the hospital would 
receive if it were classified as an urban 
hospital.

Under the statute, a hospital’s status 
as urban or rural determines which 
average standardized amount it receives. 
In contrast, the wage index value that a 
hospital receives does not depend on 
the hospital’s status as an “urban” 
hospital or a “rural” hospital by itself. 
Instead, the wage index value depends 
on the labor market area in which the 
hospital is located. Therefore, we 
believe the transition payment does not 
encompass differences in a hospital’s 
wage index.

The legislative history supports this 
interpretation. Section 1886(d)(8)(A) of 
the Act was enacted by the Deficit 
Reduction Act (DEFRA) of 1984. The 
Conference Report states:
Different Federal rates are calculated for 
hospitals located in rural areas and hospitals 
located in urban areas. * * * The Senate 
Amendment would provide that hospitals 
located in counties redesignated as rural 
since enactment of the prospective payment 
system would be allowed a two-year 
transition to the rural rates.
H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 8 6 1 ,98th Congress, 
2d Sess. 1299 (1984). This language 
indicates that Congress intended to limit 
the transition payment to the 
standardized amounts and did not 
intend to encompass the wage index.

Significantly, the statutory provision 
closely parallels a change to Medicare 
regulations proposed by HCFA prior to 
the date of enactment. On July 3,1984, 
we published a proposed prospective 
payment^ystem rule (49 FR 27422). The 
Office of Management and Budget 
issued revised MSA designations on 
June 30,1983, and we proposed to 
exercise our exceptions authority to 
implement by regulation a 2-year 
transition for hospitals in areas 
redesignated from urban to rural. Under 
the proposal, in the first year a hospital 
would have received, in addition to its 
rural Federal rate, two-thirds of the 
difference between the rural Federal 
standardized amount and the urban 
standardized amount; in the second

year, the hospital would have received 
one-third of the difference.

On July 18,1984, after the proposed 
rule was published, Congress enacted 
section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act. This 
statutory provision, like the proposed 
transition payment described above, 
provides for a 2-year transition from the 
urban rate to the rural rate, under which 
hospitals receive two-thirds of the 
difference in the first year and one-third 
of the difference in the second year.

This historical background indicates 
that Congress adopted HCFA’s 
methodology for computing the amount 
of transition payments. The preamble to 
the July 3,1984, proposed rule includes 
a specific summary of the computation, 
the first two steps of which are as 
follows:

• Adjust the labor-related portions of 
the Federal urban and rural 
standardized amounts by the ru ra l area 
wage index;

•- Determine the difference between 
the adjusted urban and rural 
standardized amounts. (See 49 FR 27426 
(emphasis added).)

Thus, the July 3,1984 proposed rule, 
published prior to the enactment of 
section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act, makes 
clear that the amount of the transition 
payment was to be based on the 
difference between the Federal urban 
and rural standardized amounts after 
each had been adjusted by the rural area 
wage index. There is no evidence that 
Congress intended to change the 
proposed methodology.

On August 31,1984, we published a 
final rule to implement section 
1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act. HCFA has 
always interpreted the statute to mean 
that transition payments encompass 
only the difference in the standardized 
amounts. Now, however, the 
commenters raise the argument that, 
because labor market areas are based on 
MSAs, the distinction between the 
standardized amounts and the wage 
index is illogical. They also argue that 
most of||ie decrease in payment 
resulting from the new MSAs arises 
from the difference in the wage index, 
and that HCFA’s policy is inconsistent 
with the purpose of the transition 
payment, which is to soften the 
financial impact of MSA redesignations.

We acknowledge the concerns of the 
commenters, but as the earlier 
discussion indicates, we do not believe 
the statute was intended to address 
differences in the wage index. The wage 
index does not depend on a hospital’s 
status as urban or rural. Moreover, other 
hospitals may also be subject to a 
decrease in their wage index as a result 
of the new MSA designations. The 
statute confers broad discretion on the

Secretary in applying the wage index, 
and we do not believe that Congress 
intended for us to apply section 
1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act to grant a wage 
index transition payment to some 
hospitals, when other hospitals do not 
receive such a transition payment. 
Finally, at the time section 
1886(d)(8)(A) of the Act was enacted, 
the difference between the urban 
standardized amount and the rural 
standardized amount was greater than it 
is today; therefore, the financial impact 
of receiving the rural standardized 
amount as opposed to the urban 
standardized amount was greater than it 
is today. We believe the statute was 
intended to address this difference only.

H. Ind irect Costs fo r Graduate M edical 
Education Programs (§412.105)

Section 1886(d)(5)(B) of the Act 
provides that prospective payment 
hospitals that have residents in an 
approved graduate medical education 
program receive an additional payment 
to reflect the higher indirect operating 
costs associated with graduate medical 
education. The regulations governing 
the calculation of this additional 
payment are set forth at § 412.105. Each 
hospital’s additional indirect medical 
education (IME) payment is determined 
by multiplying the hospital’s total DRG 
revenue by the applicable IME 
adjustment factor. The adjustment is 
based on the hospital’s resident-to-bed 
ratio. Currently, to be included in a 
hospital’s resident count, a resident 
must be assigned to a portion of the 
hospital subject to the prospective 
payment system or the outpatient 
department of the hospital.

Section 13506 of Public Law 103-66 
amended section 1886(d)(5)(B)(iv) of the 
Act to provide that, interns and 
residents providing services at any 
entity receiving a grant under section 
330 of the Public Health Service Act 
that is under the ownership or control 
of a hospital (if the hospital incurs a ll,. 
or substantially all, of the costs of the 
services furnished by the interns and 
residents) are to be included in the 
hospital’s resident count for IME. These 
entities are commonly known as 
community health centers. Therefore, 
we are revising § 412.105(g) to reflect 
this change. We will be issuing 
instructions to fiscal intermediaries 
concerning the implementation of this 
revision. In the interim, if a hospital 
believes it is entitled to additional 
payments under this provision, the 
hospital should contact its fiscal 
intermediary.
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I, D tspnopaiibnate Shaw Adjustm ent 
(§412.108)

Section 1886(d)(5)(F) of the Act 
provides for additional payments for 
hospitals drat serve a disproportionate 
share of low income patients. Section 
1886(d)(5)(F)(vii), as added by section 
6003(c)(1)(B) of Public Law 101-239, 
specifies die formula for determining 
the disproportionate share adjustment 
percentage for hospitals that are located 
in an urban area and have 100 or more 
beds, or are located in a rural area and 
have 500 or more beds. The statute 
establishes different payment formulas 
for different years, including a chaise in 
the formula for discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1993.

Regulations concerning the 
disproportionate share adjustment are 
set forth at § 412.106. Under 
§412.106ic)tl)fi), a hospital that is 
located in an urban area and has 100 or 
more beds, or is located in a rural area 
and has 500 or more beds, must have a 
“disproportionate patient percentage” of 
at least 15 percent to qualify for a 
disproportionate share payment 
adjustment. Section 412.106(d)(2) sets 
forth die formulas for determining the 
disproportionate payment adjustment 
factors applicable to these two groups of 
hospitals.

We are not making changes to any 
part of § 412.106 in this final rule. 
However, we wish to ensure that 
hospitals are aware of the revised 
payment formulas that will take effect in 
FY 1994. Specifically, for discharges 
occurring on or after October %  1993 
and before October 1 ,1994, any such 
hospital with a disproportionate share 
patient percentage greater than 20.2 
percent will receive a  disproportionate 
share adjustment equal to 5JHJ percent 
plus 80 percent of toe difference 
between 20.2 percent and the hospital’s 
disproportionate patient percentage. If 
one o f these types of hospitals has a 
disproportionate patient percentage o i at 
least 15 percent but mA more than 20.2 
percent, for discharges occurring on or 
after October 1 ,1993, it will receive a 
disproportionate share adjustment equal 
to 2.5 percent plus 65 percent of toe 
difference between 15 percent and toe 
hospital's disproportionate patient 
percentage.

/• Medicare-Dependent, S m all Sura1 
Hospitals JS 412,108)

Section 660309 of Public Law 101—
239, which added section 1886id)(5)(Gl 
to the Act, created a new category of 
hospitals eligible for a special payment 
adjustment under toe prospective 
payment system. Tire adjustment was 
limited to Medicare-dependent, small

rural hospitals {MDHs) and was 
effective for cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after April t ,  .1990, and 
ending on or before March 31,1993, 
Section 1886fdj{5 KGRiii) of the Act 
defines an MDH as any hospital that 
meets all of toe following criteria:

® The hospital is located in a rural 
area.

• The hospital has 100 or fewer beds. 
The hospital is not classified as an

SCH (as defined at § 412.92) at the same 
time that it is receiving payment under 
this provision.

• In the hospital's cost reporting

n'iod that began during FY 1987, not 
s than 60 percent of its inpatient days 
or discharges were attributable to 

patients covered by Medicare Part A 
benefits,

(See the April 20,1990, final rule 
with comment period {55 F R 15154- 
151561 end the September 4,1960, final 
rule {55 FR 35994-35998) for a full 
discussion of the qualifying criteria and 
payment methodology for MDHs.) The 
regulations concerning toe MDH 
provision are set forth at § 412.108. With 
the expiration of the provision for cost 
reporting periods ending on or before 
March 31,1993, payment to MDHs 
reverted to the standard rural Federal 
payment rates under the prospective 
payment system.

Section 13501(e) of Public Law 103- 
66 amended section 1886(d)(5)(G) of toe 
Act to extend the MDH provision 
through discharges occurring before
October 1,1994. Under the revised 
provision, for their first three 12-month 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after April 1,1990, MDHs will be paid 
using the same methodology that is used 
to pay sole community hospitals, that is, 
based on whichever of the following 
rates yields the greatest aggregate 
payment for fire cost reporting periods

• The national Federal rate applicable 
to fire hospital;

• The updated hospital-specific rate 
using FY 82 cost per discharge; or

• The updatedhospital-specific rate 
using FY 1987 cost per discharge.

After toe first three 12-month cost 
reporting periods, for discharges 
occurring in any subsequent cost 
reporting period (or portion thereof) but
before October 1,1994, MDHs will be
paid the Federal rate plus 50 percent of 
the amount, i f  any, by which toe 
hospital’s  updated applicable (1982 or 
1987) hospital-specific rate exceeds the 
national Federal rate. The MDH 
provision expires for all hospitals 
effective with discharges occurring on 
and after October 1,1994, the date on 
which file urban/rural payment 
differential will he eliminated. After
three 12-monto cost reporting periods,

the add-on payment to an MDH will be 
reduced to 50 percent of toe difference 
by which toe hospital’s  updated 1982 or 
1987cost per discharge exceeds the 
fully Federal rural rates applicable to 
the hospital .

Hospitals that were previously paid 
under the MDH provision need take no 
action to he reinstated. The Medicare 
fiscal intermediaries will automatically 
revise the payment methodology for all 
previously entitled MDHs-unless there 
is evidence that the hospital no longer 
meets the qualifying criteria, for 
example, toe hospital is located in  an 
area that has been redesignated by (3MB 
as an urban area, the hospital now has 
more than 100 beds, or the hospital Ires 
subsequently qualified as an SCH.

Section 13501(e)(3) of Public Law 
103-66 provides for a lump-sum 
retroactive payment to each MDH equal 
to the difference between the aggregate 
payment made to the hospital under toe 
prospective payment system (section 
1686 of the Act) (excluding outlier 
payments) and the amount fire hospital 
would have received had its MDH status 
continued uninterrupted. Again, 
previously qualified MDHs need take no 
action to qualify for this lump-sum 
payment The fiscal intermediaries will 
calculate toe difference between the 
amount fire hospital received (excluding 
outlier payments) and fire amount to 
which fire hospital is entitled as mi 
MDH and will issue a lump-sum 
payment to fire hospital as soon as 
possible. For hospitals tori no longer 
meet the criteria to qualify for MDH 
status, fire lump-sum adjustment will Ire 
calculated from the date on which the 
hospital lost its MDH status to fire date 
on which toe hospital ceased to meet 
the criteria, for example, toe date the 
hospital was redesignated to an urban 
area or qualified as an SCH.

Some hospitals, anticipating the loss 
of MDH status with the end of their cost 
reporting period ending on or before 
March 31,1993, applied for and were 
approved for reclassification to urban 
areas for purposes of receiving toe urban 
rate through toe MGCRB, Normally, 
hospitals approved for reclassification 
have only 45 days from the date of the 
proposed rule to withdraw their request. 
However, the statute provides that 
hospitals in this situation may 
retroactively withdraw their requests for 
reclassification. That is, section 
13501(e)(2) of Public Law 103-66 
provides that should any hospital fell to 
qualify for reinstatement as an MDH due 
to its recla ssification to an urban area by 
the MGCRB fo/FY  1993 or 1994, the 
hospital must be notified of its failure to 
requalify for MDH status and be given 
the opportunity to decline
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reclassification retroactively. If the 
hospital elects to decline 
reclassification, its MDH status will be 
reinstated back to the date it lost its 
MDH status and payment will be 
calculated (including the lump-sum 
amount) as if the reclassification had 
never occurred. If the hospital elects to 
retain its reclassification, it will not be 
considered to be an MDH for the fiscal 
year for which it elects to retain 
reclassification.

We haverevised the regulations at 
§ 412.108 (a) and (c) to include the new 
effective date and payment methodology 
forMDHs.
K. D irect Graduate M edical Education 
Payment (§ 413.86)

1. Elimination of Cost of Living Update 
in Per Resident Amounts for Direct 
Medical Education

Section 1886(h) of the Act requires 
the calculation of hospital-specific 
approved per resident graduate medical 
education amounts for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after July 1. 
1985, based on the hospital’s allowable 
costs for its cost reporting period 
beginning during Federal F Y 1984. 
Section 1886(h)(2)(D) of the Act 
generally provides for updating the 
approved per resident amount for 
subsequent years by the estimated 
percentage change in the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI-U).

Section 13563(a)(1) of Public Law 
103-66 requires that for cost reporting 
periods beginning in FYs 1994 and 1995 
the approved per resident amount for a 
hospital will be updated for primary 
care residents and obstetrics and 
gynecology (OB-GYN) residents only. 
For all other residents, the per resident 
amount for cost reports beginning in 
Federal FYs 1994 and 1995 will not be 
updated for inflation. The effect of this 
change for teaching hospitals with both 
primary care (or OB-GYN) residents and 
non-primary care residencies is to have 
two different per resident amounts for 
those cost reporting periods. One 
amount (for primary care and OB-GYN 
residents) will reflect the prior period 
per resident amount with the CPI-U 
adjustment and one amount (for all 
other residents) will reflect the prior 
period per resident amount without the 
adjustment.

In addition, section 13563(a)(2) 
amended section 1886(h)(5) to specify 
that the term “primary care resident” 
means a resident enrolled in an : 
approved medical residency training 
program in family medicine, general 
internal medicine, general pediatrics, 
preventive medicine, geriatric inedicine 
or osteopathic general practice.

Section 1886(h)(4) of the Act bases 
payment for direct GME costs on a 
hospital’s number of full-time 
equivalent (FTE) residents multiplied by 
a hospital-specific per resident amount. 
The number of FTE residents is 
determined by applying a weighting 
factor to each resident. A resident in an 
initial residency period is weighted as
1.0. If the resident is not in an initial 
residency period the weighting factor is 
reduced, as specified at § 413.86(g)(3). 
The initial residency period is defined 
at § 413.86(g)(1), as the minimum 
number of years of formal training 
necessary to satisfy the requirements for 
initial board eligibility in the particular 
specialty plus one year, not to exceed 
five years.

Section 13563(b) of Public Law 103— 
66 also added a preventive medicine 
residency provision to the GME 
payment provisions at section 1886(h) 
of the Act. Section 1886(h)(5)(F) of the 
Act is amended to allow a hospital to 
treat a resident or fellow in an approved 
preventive medicine residency or 
fellowship program the same as a 
resident in a geriatric program for 
purposes of determining whether a 
resident is in an initial residency 
period. That is, a preventive medicine 
resident or fellow would also be 
allowed to be counted as an FTE 
resident weighted as 1.0, for up to an 
additional 2 years beyond the initial 
residency period limitations. This 
change is effective on August 10,1993. 
Before this effective date, the weighted 
FTE factor for preventive medicine 
residents beyond their initial residency 
period was reduced as specified at 
§ 413.86(g)(3).

In this final rule we are revising the 
regulations at § 413.86, concerning 
direct graduate medical education 
payments, to implement these statutory 
requirements. We are adding to the 
regulations at § 413.86(b) the statutory 
definition of primary care resident. 
“Primary care resident” is a resident 
enrolled in an approved medical 
residency training program in family 
medicine, general internal medicine, 
general pediatrics, preventive medicine, 
geriatric medicine or osteopathic 
general practice.

We are also revising § 413.86(e)(3) to 
add paragraph (e)(3)(ii), which limits to 
primary care residents and OB-GYN 
residents only the adjustment of each 
hospital's per resident amount in the 
previous cost reporting period by the 
projected change in the CPI-U, for cost 
reporting periods beginning in FYs 1994 
and 1995. ' '

Finally, we are adding a sentence to 
the end of the first paragraph in 
§ 413.86(g)(1) to specify that, effective

August 10,1993, a resident or fellow in 
an approved preventive medicine 
residency or fellowship program may 
also be counted as a full FTE resident 
for up to 2 additional years beyond the 
initial residency period limitations.
2. Technical Change

As proposed, we are making a 
technical change to correct an error in 
§ 413.86(h)(2). In the second sentence of 
§ 413.86(h)(2), we are revising the 
phrase “On or before July 1,1986 and 
before July 1,1987,” to read “On or after 
July 1,1986 and before July 1,1987,”.
L. Other Technical Changes (§§412.1, 
412.2, 412.75, 412.108 and 412.234)

As proposed, we are making other 
technical changes to the regulations in 
§§412.1, 412.2,412.75 and 412.108 to 
remove and replace obsolete language 
and to correct references.

We are also republishing provisions 
in § 412.234(b) that were inadvertently 
deleted from the regulations text 
published in the latest edition of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) due 
to an error in amendatory language in 
our September 1,1992 final rule. In 
order to provide the public with the 
complete text of the provisions of 
§ 412.234(b), pending publication of the 
next edition of the CFR, we are 
publishing § 412.234(b) in its entirety.
V. Changes and Clarifications to the 
Prospective Payment System for 
Capital-Related Costs
A. Evaluation o f Provisions Relating to 
Obligated C apital fo r Hospitals Subject 
to Lengthy Certificate-of-Need (CON) 
Process (§ 412.302(c)(2))

Section 412.302(c)(2) specifies the 
conditions under which capital projects 
may be treated as obligated capital for 
hospitals subject to a lengthy CON 
process. As we noted in the policy 
changes and clarifications made in the 
last capital prospective payment system 
update published on September 1,1992 
(57 FR 39792-39793), we intend to 
conduct a systematic evaluation of the 
appropriateness of changing the criteria 
established in that regulation. We 
explained that any reassessment would 
be made within the policy framework 
used to establish die initial transition 
payment policies (August 30,1991 final 
rule, 56 FR 43391-43394). We stated 
that we believed it would.be premature 
to make modifications to the CON 
provisions based on the comments we 
received to the proposed rule changes 
(June 4 ,1992  proposed rule, 57 FR 
23651) without sufficient information 
about the extent of any potential 
problems unique to such hospitals. We
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solicited information front the hospitals 
that had not already advised us of their 
concerns hut were «Iso concerned about 
the issues raised by the commenters.

As stated in the proposed rule, we do 
not have the prerequisite information to 
complete our assessment in time for 
consideration daring the F Y 1994 
rulemaking process. Therefore, we will 
continue our efforts to evaluate capital 
prospective payment system policies on 
which we receive comments and expect 
to report on them in the proposed rule 
setting forth out FY 1995 capital 
payment policies and rates, hi the 
interim, we continue to sohczt hospital 
information on this matter.

Comment: We received two comments 
urging immediate adoption o f the 
changes to §412.3G2(cM2) that we have 
under reassessment and ongoing 
solicitation lor comment The 
commenters assort that delay in making 
the requested revisions prevents certain 
hospitals from securing adequate capital 
formation n r financing. The requested 
changes to the regulations are the same 
as those previously sought and 
described in the preamble to the 
September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39792-397931.

Response: As the commenters 
acknowledge, these comments are 
virtually identical to those discussed in 
the preamble to the September 1,1992, 
final rule. We believe that our original 
rationale and concerns over making 
immediate revisions to the obligated 
capital criteria m ceitificate-of-ueed 
(CQNJ situations continue to be 
appropriate.

As we pointed out in the FY 1993 
final rule, any modificalions should be 
made only after we have sufficient 
information about the extent of the 
problems cited by commenters and can 
determine whether the issues raised 
apply to any other hospital situations. In 
order to do so, we would conduct an 
evaluation of how the transition rules 
affect hospitals initiating major capital 
pro jects and solicit information from 
hospitals in similar circumstances who 
had not already advised us of these 
concerns. We pointed out that we were 
retaining the current regulation’s 
thresholds because to do otherwise 
would give hospitals subject to CON 
processes even more favorable treatment 
than that afforded other hospitals. We 
also noted that any reassessment of the 
currant thresholds would be made 
solely within the policy framework used 
to establish the initial transition 
payment policies.

Although data are not yet available 
that will allow evaluation of the effects 
of current transition rule payments for 
hospitals in these and similar

circumstances {see 58 FR 302491, the 
comments submitted in response to our 
2 requests in the last 12 months indicate 
that this issue apparently is limited to 
very few hospitals located in a stogie 
geographic area. The comments received 
to date on this issue indicate that not 
more than 9 hospitals, and possibly as 
few as 2 hospitals, would benefit from 
the -changes suggested to the regulations 
that specifically address the lengthy 
CXJN provision for obligated capital 
determinations (that is, § 412-,3Q2{c)(2)), 
In addition, the comments identify 
locally imposed conditions as the 
primary cause of those « fitted  
hospitals' inability to meet the current 
obligated capital thresholds tor their 
long-standing capital modernization 
plans. Thus, locally imposed 
conditions, rather than the capital 
prospective system criteria, which 
already recognize the lengthy CON 
prooess scone hospitals faced at the time 
our transition rules were implemented, 
are the source of the problem.

We believe, therefore, that extending 
the time for announcing a final decision 
on this matter may be advantageous to 
those who have consistently advocated 
the suggested changes. It also will 
provide more time for hospitals in 
similar situations to other areas to alert 
us to whether there is any broader 
extent of concern over the pertinent 
thresholds and to assess any potentially 
negative payment impact reflected to 
the first transition year data, once that 
information is available. Due to these 
considerations we will retain in the 
regulations the current criteria tor 
lengthy GGN situations, at toast until 
the FY 1995 prospective payment 
system rulemaking process while we 
continue to study this issue.
B, Evaluation o f Provision Relating to  
Exceptions Payment l§  412,348]

Although the May 26,1993 proposed 
rule did not address any issues 
regarding policy on exceptions 
payments, we received one comment 
concerning exceptions payment policy. 
Section 412.348 of the regulations 
provides that, during the transition 
period, a hospital may receive 
additional payments under an 
exceptions process when its payments 
under the prospective payment system 
for capital-related costs are toss than a 
minimum percentage, established by 
class of hospital, of the hospital’s 
reasonable inpatient capital-related 
costs. The amount of the exceptions 
payment is tire difference between the 
hospital's minimum payment 
percentage and the payments the 
hospital would receive nadar the capital 
prospective payment system to the

absence of an exceptions payment The 
comparison is made on a  cumulative 
basas too* all cost reporting periods 
during which the hospital is subject to 
the capiiahPPS transition methodology,

The minimum payment levels by 
class of hospitals for FY 1994 are:

• For sole community hospitals, 90 
percent;

• For urban hospitals with at toast 
100 beds that have a disproportionate 
share of at least 20.2 percent or that 
received more toan 30 percent of net 
revenue from State or local hinds for 
indigent care, 80 percent:

• For all other hospitals, 70 percent of 
the hospital's reasonable inpatient 
capital-related costs.

As we stated in the August 30,1991, 
final rule for the prospective payment 
system for capital-related oasts (58 FR 
43362 and 43409), we will revise the 
minimum payment levels during any 
subsequent transition year, if  necessary , 
to keep total payments under the 
exceptions process at no more than 10 
percent of aggregate capital prospective 
payments. Section 412.348(f) requires 
that total estimated payments under the 
exceptions process may not exceed 10 
percent of the total estimated capital 
prospective payments {exclusive of 
hold-harmless payments for old capital) 
for the same fiscal year.

Comment: One commenter pointed 
out that a specific group of hospitals in 
a particular geographic region has 
scheduled major modernization projects 
during the initial years o f  tire capital 
prospective payment system transition 
period. The commenter recommended 
that HCFA maintain the transition 
period cumulative payment floor for 
high disproportionate share hospitals at 
80% of actual Medicare Inpatient 
capital-related costs and extend the 60% 
minimum payment level for those 
hospitals tor ten years beyond the 
transition period. The basis fo r these 
recommendations is that the affected 
hospitals will not have had the 
opportunity to accrue retained earnings 
during lower-than-average cost years 
under capital-FPS to fund the needed 
modernization project.

Respause: As is the -case with tire 
provision related to obligated capital tor 
hospitals in CON situations (section V.A 
above), we have received no information 
to indicate that this issue affects more 
than a small number of hospitals to a 
limited geographic area. We me 
committed to maintaining a limit on the 
amount of exceptions payments of 10 
percent of total capital prospective 
payments. Therefore, it may become 
necessary to reduce tire minimum 
payment levels later to the transition to 
keep within the 10 percent limit. W*
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thus cannot adopt the recommendation 
that the minimum payment level for 
high disproportionate share hospitals be 
maintained at the 80 percent level 
throughout the transition period. We 
also believe that it is still premature to 
consider whether to adopt an exceptions 
provision after the transition period is 
over. We will study this issue later in 
the transition when we have more 
experience with prospective payments 
for capital-related costs. In any case, we 
do not believe that the difficulties of a 
small group of hospitals justifies major 
changes to the prospective payment 
system for capital-related costs. As the 
conference committee report 
accompanying the legislation 
establishing the prospective payment 
system for capital-related costs noted, 
by the time the system was 
implemented in October, 1991, 
hospitals had “had more than eight 
years since the Congress originally 
indicated its intent to reimburse for 
capital-related costs on a prospective 
basis.“ H.R. Report No. 4 9 5 ,100th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 535 (1987). Thus, 
hospitals had ample opportunity to 
adjust their capital projects to the 
realities of payment under a prospective 
system. The affected hospitals have not 
yet expended funds on the projects 
cited. They therefore still have time to 
assure that they can fund the projects 
from the expected level of regular 
payments under the prospective 
payment system for capital-related 
costs.
C. Specific Adjustm ent fo r Taxes to the 
Federal C apital Prospective System Rate

Although the May 26,1993 proposed 
rule did not address the ongoing issue 
of determining whether an adjustment 
to the capital prospective payment 
system Federal rate is appropriate to 
recognize the tax costs that proprietary 
hospitals must pay, we received two 
comments on this issue.

Comment: Two commonters 
recommended that HCFA exclude the 
cost of property taxes from the Federal 
capital rate base, provide a payment 
adjustment mechanism to proprietary 
hospitals to recognize this unique cost 
for that group of hospitals, and 
eliminate any inequitable distribution of 
capital prospective payments among all 
hospitals. One commenter submitted a 
specific methodology that would utilize 
hospital-specific tax assessment cost 
data to make a base year adjustment to 
the Federal rate and develop an 
adjustment factor that would remove 
State and local government incentives to 
adopt or increase provider-specific 
assessments.

Response: In the August 30,1991, 
final rule, we acknowledged the need to 
study this issue and determine whether 
special treatment is feasible and 
appropriate for a specific component of 
capital-related costs, such as taxes (56 
FR 43364-43365). In addition to noting 
our general opposition to singling out 
costs for specific payment adjustment 
action, we indicated that we also shared 
the concerns offered in the comments 
that property taxes and assessments are 
legitimate costs that vary across hospital 
groups and that including those costs in 
the rate base may overpay some 
hospitals and underpay others. This 
matter is further complicated by the fact 
that some commenters also asserted that 
non-proprietary hospitals were subject 
to other assessments in lieu of taxes. 
Thus, we concluded that additional 
information was needed on this issue 
before a comprehensive decision could 
be made. However, we did not have 
(and at this time still do not have) any 
data available to help determine 
whether and how to deal with special 
treatment of such costs in the capital 
prospective payment system rate 
payments. Neither HCFA’s data base nor 
interested hospital industry sources we 
contacted could provide actual data 
(rather than estimates) on this capital 
cost item.

To obtain the information necessary 
to evaluate and address this issue, we 
have changed the hospital cost report to 
secure data on all types of property 
assessments effective for cost reports for 
hospital fiscal years beginning in FY
1992. That information will not be 
available in reliable form before the end 
of 1993. We hope to provide our initial 
analysis of this information for public 
review and comment during the FY 
1995 rulemaking process.

In the interim, we reiterate our belief 
that currently property taxes are 
adequately represented in a hospital’s 
payment for old capital under the hold 
harmless payment methodology and in 
the hospital-specific rate of the fully 
prospective payment methodology. 
Thus, the impact of not providing 
special treatment will be minimal in the 
first few years of the transition period 
when the hospital-specific payment 
basis constitutes the major portion of 
hospital capital payments. In the 
meantime we will give careful 
consideration to this matter.
D. Reduction to the Standard Federal 
Capital Rate and Provision fo r 
Redetermination o f H ospital Payment 
Methodologies (§§412.308 and 412.336)

Section 13501(a)(3) of Public Law 
103-66 amended section 1886(g)(1)(A) 
of the Act to require that, for discharges

occurring after September 30,1993, the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate be 
reduced by 7.4 percent. The purpose of 
the reduction is to correct inflation 
forecast errors that had accumulated by 
May 1993. By that time, the estimates of 
the increases in Medicare inpatient 
capital costs per case from FY 1989 to 
FY 1992 had declined from 31.30 
percent (as stated in the August 30,
1991, final rule) to 21.57 percent. The
7.4 percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate was calculated to account 
for those revised estimates (1.2157/ 
1.3130=.926, a 7.4 percent decrease). 
This provision of Public Law 103-66 
also requires that, for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1993, the Secretary redetermine which 
hospital payment methodology is to be 
applied under the capital prospective 
payment system transition rules to take 
that reduction into account.

In this final rule, we are revising two 
sections of the capital prospective 
payment system regulations to 
implement these statutory requirements. 
Specifically, we are revising the 
regulations at § 412.308 to provide for 
the required 7.4 percent reduction to the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate. We 
are adding a new § 412.308(b)(2) to 
provide that, effective FY 1994, the 
standard Federal rate is reduced by 7.4 
percent. Under current § 412.308(b), 
HCFA determined the standard Federal 
rate by adjusting the FY 1992 updated 
national average cost per discharge by a 
factor so that estimated aggregate 
payments based on the standard Federal 
rate adjusted by the payment 
adjustments described in § 412.312(b) 
equal estimated aggregate payments 
based solely on the national average cost 
per discharge. Section 412.308(c) further 
provides that the standard Federal rate 
is updated for inflation each Federal 
fiscal year and adjusted each year by an 
outlier adjustment factor, an exceptions 
payment adjustment factor, and two 
budget neutrality factors to determine 
the Federal capital payment rate for that 
yèar. Thus, the standard Federal rate is 
to be distinguished from the annual 
Federal rate actually used in making 
payment under the capital prospective 
payment system. The standard Federal 
rate is the underlying or base rate used 
to determine the Federal rate for each 
Federal fiscal year by applying the 
formula described in § 412.308(c). The 
annual Federal rate is the result of that 
determination process in §412.308(c).

Because this reduction applies to the 
base rate prior to the application of the 
adjustment factors for outliers, 
exceptions, and budget neutrality, the 
reduction does not have the effect of 
lowering the FY 1994 Federal rate 7.4
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percent compared to FY 1993. Rather, 
the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate interacts with the 
annual rate adjustments (for example, 
the budget neutrality factor designed to 
assure that aggregate payments are 90 
percent of estimated reasonable costs) to 
produce a 9.33 percent reduction in the 
FY 1994 Federal rate compared to FY
1993. We discuss the effect of this 
reduction to the standard Federal rate 
and other changes in the adjustment 
factors to the FY 1994 Federal rate in 
Part III of the Addendum to this final 
rule.

We note that the full effect of the 7.4 
percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate will become evident only 
when the budget neutrality requirement 
expires in FY 1996. Until FY 1996, the
7.4 percent reduction in the standard 
Federal rate will have no effect on 
aggregate capital prospective payments. 
This is because the change in the 
Federal rate is offset in FY 1994 and FY 
1995 by the requirement that aggregate 
payments equal 90 percent of estimated 
payments on the basis of reasonable 
costs. Thus, we estimate that actual 
aggregate payments under the capital 
prospective payment system will 
increase 2.99 percent in FY 1994 over 
FY 1993. (As we explain in Part III of 
the addendum, this increase is the result 
of the estimated increase in actual costs 
of 9,45 percent in FY 1994 over FY 
1993, less the estimated excess in 
aggregate payments during FY 1993 of 
6.27 percent over the budget neutrality 
target.) However, we expect to realize 
significant savings from the effect of the 
change in FYs 1996,1997, and 1998, 
when there is no longer a budget 
neutrality requirement tying aggregate 
payments to a percentage of estimated 
costs. Until then, the budget neutrality 
provision will cause other elements of 
the system to adjust so that aggregate 
payments will equal 90 percent of 
estimated reasonable costs.

In addition, we are adding a new 
paragraph (d) to §412.336 to provide for 
redetermination of the hospital payment 
methodology to take into account the
7.4 percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate.

The original payment methodology 
determinations for the capital 
prospective payment system transition 
were made in accordance with 
§ 412.336(a). A hospital whose FY 1992 
hospital-specific rate was greater than 
the FY 1992 Federal rate (after 
adjustment to account for the effects of 
the payment adjustments and outlier 
payments) has received payment under 
the hold-harmless methodology. Under 
§ 412.344, hold harmless hospitals 

”eive the greater of 100 percent of the

Federal rate per discharge, or 85 percent 
of old capital costs plus a ratio of the 
Federal rate for new capital per 
discharge. (Under § 412.344(b), 
hospitals receiving payment based on 
100 percent of the Federal rate during 
the later of FY 1994 or the year in which 
obligated capital comes on line continue 
to receive payment on that basis for the 
rest of the transition.)

A hospital whose FY 1992 hospital- 
specific rate was lower than its adjusted 
FY 1992 Federal rate has received 
payments based on the fully prospective 
methodology. Under § 412.340, fully 
prospective hospitals receive a payment 
per discharge based on a blend of the 
hospital-specific rate and the Federal 
rate (for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1994, 70 percent of the 
hospital-specific rate and 30 percent of 
the Federal rate).

Under § 412.328(f), a fully prospective 
hospital can request a redetermination 
of its hospital-specific rate to account 
for increases in old capital costs (for 
example, obligated capital that is 
brought into use for patient care) in cost 
reporting years subsequent to the 
hospital base year. Under § 412.336(b), a 
hospital whose redetermined hospital- 
specific rate is higher than the adjusted 
Federal rate applicable to the hew 
period is paid under the hold-harmless 
methodology effective with the 
beginning of the new base period. The 
redetermination mechanism thus 
provides an opportunity for fully 
prospective hospitals to receive the 
benefits of the hold harmless payment 
methodology on the basis of an 
increased hospital-specific rate. Once a 
hospital is paid under the hold harmless 
methodology, whether after the original 
payment methodology determination or 
only after a redetermination of the 
hospital-specific rate, the hospital is 
paid under that methodology for the 
remainder of the transition (56 FR 
43403).

Since a hospital once paid under the 
hold-harmless methodology continues 
to be paid under that methodology for 
the remainder of the transition, the 
purpose of the payment methodology 
redetermination required under Public 
Law 103—66 is to allow fully prospective 
hospitals a further opportunity to 
receive payments under the hold- 
harmless payment methodology. To 
fulfill the requirements of Public Law 
103-66, this final rule with comment 
provides that the intermediaries will 
compare the FY 1994 hospital-specific 
rate of each fully prospective hospital 
with the FY 1994 adjusted Federal rate 
of that hospital. A fully prospective 
hospital whose FY 1994 hospital- 
specific rate is higher than its FY 1994

adjusted Federal rate will be paid under 
the hold-harmless methodology 
beginning with its first cost reporting 
period beginning on or after October 1,
1993 and through the remainder of the 
transition. A fully prospective hospital 
whose FY 1994 hospital-specific rate is 
lower than its FY 1994 adjusted Federal 
rate will continue to be paid under the 
fully prospective methodology (unless 
the intermediary determines separately, 
after a redetermination of the hospital- 
specific rate to reflect an increase in old 
capital costs, as provided under
§ 412.328(f), that the hospital should be 
paid under the hold-harmless 
methodology).

Hospitals already paid under the 
hold-harmless methodology prior to FY
1994 will continue to be paid on that 
basis. However, in accordance with the 
provisions of § 412.344 (a) and (b), 
intermediaries determine whether each 
hold-harmless hospital receives 100 
percent of the Federal rate, or 85 percent 
of old capital costs plus a ratio of the 
Federal rate for new capital. 
Accordingly, the reduction of the 
standard Federal rate may affect 
whether a hold-harmless hospital is 
paid 100 percent of the Federal rate, or 
the hold-harmless payment for old 
capital plus a ratio of the Federal rate 
for new capital. Section 412.344 (a) and
(b) already provide that hospitals 
receive the higher of these formulae at 
least through FY 1994. (The requirement 
of § 412.344(b) for continued basis of 
payment remains in effect.) Therefore, 
no new provision is required in the 
regulations to take into account the 
effect of the reduction to the Federal 
rate on hold-harmless hospitals.
E. D isproportionate Share Adjustm ent 
Factor (§412.320)

Under section 1886(d)(5)(F)(i)(II) of 
the Act, hospitals may qualify for a 
disproportionate share adjustment and 
receive additional payments for 
operating costs. The August 30,1991 
final rule implementing the capital - 
prospective payment system established 
a special provision under which these 
hospitals may receive an additional 
adjustment to the Federal rate for the 
prospective payment system for capital- 
related costs. Section 412.320(b)(2), as 
added by the final rule of August 30, 
1991, establishes a disproportionate 
share adjustment of 14.16 percent to the 
capital Federal rate for these hospitals. 
As we explained in the preamble to the 
final rule (56 FR 43377), our intent was 
to establish a capital disproportionate 
share adjustment for these hospitals that 
would result from deeming them to 
have a disproportionate patient 
percentage equivalent to that which
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would generate their operating 
disproportionate share payment, using 
the formula for urban hospitals with at 
least 100 beds. For discharges occurring 
on or after October 1,1991, those 
hospitals qualified for an operating 
disproportionate share adjustment of 35 
percent, which was equivalent to having 
a disproportionate share patient 
percentage of 65.4 based on the 
operating disproportionate share 
formula that was in effect for urban 
hospitals with at least 100 beds. Using 
the disproportionate share patient 
percentage of 65.4, we established the 
capital disproportionate share 
adjustment factor of 14.16 percent for 
these hospitals.

Section 1886{d)(5)(F)(vii) of the Act, 
as added by section 6003(c)(1)(B) of 
Public Law 101-239, specifies the 
formula for determining the 
disproportionate share adjustment 
percentage for hospitals that are located 
in an urban area and that have 100 or 
more beds. The statute establishes 
different payment formulas for different 
years, including a change in the formula 
for discharges occurring on or after 
October 1,1993. Specifically, for 
discharges occurring on or after October
1,1993 and before October 1,1994, a 
hospital with a disproportionate share 
patient percentage greater than 20.2 
percent will receive a disproportionate 
share adjustment equal to 5.88 percent 
plus 80 percent of the difference 
between 20.2 percent and the hospital’s 
disproportionate share percentage.

Under this new formula, a hospital 
receiving a disproportionate share 
adjustment of 35 percent would be 
deemed to have a disproportionate share 
percentage of 56.6. In turn, a 
disproportionate share percentage of 
56.6 yields a capital disproportionate 
share adjustment of 12.14 percent. Thus, 
the disproportionate share adjustment 
provided under § 412.320(b)(2) is no 
longer the adjustment that would result 
from deeming those hospitals to have 
the disproportionate share percentage 
that would yield their operating 
disproportionate share adjustment. We 
therefore proposed to revise the 
regulation so that the capital 
disproportionate share adjustment for 
these hospitals is once again consistent 
with the original rationale for making 
the adjustment.

We proposed to revise the regulation 
so that the capital disproportionate 
share adjustment for these hospitals 
changes automatically with any future 
revisions of the operating 
disproportionate share formula. We thus 
proposed to revise § 412.320(b)(2) to 
provide that the capital disproportionate 
share adjustment for eligible hospitals is

the adjustment that results from 
deeming those hospitals to have the 
disproportionate snare percentage that 
would yield their operating 
disproportionate share adjustment.

Comment: We received one comment 
on the proposed change. The 
commenter pointed out that, while it is 
understandable to provide that the 
capital disproportionate share 
adjustment will change automatically 
with revisions to the operating 
disproportionate share formula, the 
reduction in the disproportionate share 
adjustment from 14.16 percent in FY 
1993 to 12.14 percent in FY 1994 will 
disadvantage disproportionate share 
hospitals, who are generally large 
teaching hospitals and who traditionally 
treat the poor.

Response: As explained above, a 
14.16 percent disproportionate share 
adjustment for these hospitals is no 
longer consistent with the results of the 
changes at section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vii) of 
the Act. Furthermore, maintaining the 
adjustment at 14.16 percent would give 
these hospitals an advantage in their 
treatment under the capital prospective 
payment system in comparison to their 
treatment under the operating 
prospective payment system. This is 
because, without the change that we 
proposed to § 412.320(b)(2), these 
hospitals would receive payment based 
on a disproportionate share percentage 
of 65.4, while at the same time receiving 
operating payments equivalent to 
having a disproportionate share 
percentage of 56.6. We do not believe 
that such a disparity is appropriate.

We are therefore making all of the 
above changes as proposed. For FY 
1994, this provision will result in a 
disproportionate share adjustment of 
12.14 percent.

The additional capital 
disproportionate share payments to 
these hospitals will continue to be made 
at the same time that the additional 
operating disproportionate share 
payments are made, that is, as the result 
of application for these payments under 
§ 412.106(c)(2).

VI. Changes for Hospitals Excluded 
From the Prospective Payment System
A. L im ita tion  o f Exclusions fo r D istinct- 
Part H ospital Units (§ 412.25)

Since the inception of the prospective 
payment system for hospital inpatient 
services, certain types of specialty-care 
hospitals and hospital units have been 
excluded from that system under 
section 1886(d)(1)(B) of the Act. The 
hospitals currently excluded are 
psychiatric, rehabilitation, children’s, 
long-term care, and cancer hospitals.

The units currently excluded are 
psychiatric or rehabilitation units of 
hospitals that are distinct part units (as 
defined by the Secretary) of hospitals 
paid under the prospective payment 
system.

In the proposed rule, we discussed 
several longstanding policies. We have 
always believed it is self-evident that 
when an entire hospital is excluded 
from the prospective payment system, a 
separate component of die hospital 
cannot qualify for a second and distinct 
exclusion as a psychiatric or 
rehabilitation unit. To allow a second 
exclusion would be redundant, since 
the entire institution is already 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system. We also indicated that it has 
been our policy that a hospital that does 
not otherwise qualify as an excluded 
hospital cannot obtain exclusion from 
the prospective payment system in its 
entirety by allocating all its beds 
between an excluded psychiatric and an 
excluded rehabilitation unit. Thus, 
exclusion of a unit is available only to 
units of institutions that have at least 
enough beds subject to payment under 
the prospective payment system to meet 
the requirements of § 413.24(c) 
regarding adequacy of cost information 
and the related instructions in sections
2336.1 (C) and (D) of the Medicare 
Provider Reimbursement Manual (HCFA 
Pub. 15-1). Finally, we stated that it has 
been our view that only one unit of each 
type (psychiatric or renabilitation) can 
be approved in any hospital. However, 
these policies are not set forth explicitly 
in the regulations.

Because the current regulations are 
not explicit on these points, some 
institutions have expressed interest in 
reorganizing themselves in novel ways 
in order to obtain types of exclusions 
not contemplated by the statute. For 
example, representatives of an excluded 
psychiatric hospital may seek to set 
aside a part of the hospital for providing 
rehabilitation care to non-psychiatric 
patients, and may request exclusion of 
that facility as a rehabilitation unit.
Since the facility is currently excluded 
from the prospective payment system in 
its entirety, the ceiling for the hospital 
encompasses costs associated with the 
unit. Thus, it would be inappropriate to 
apply a target amount to the unit that is 
different from (and higher than) the rate 
for the hospital as a whole (including 
the unit). If we were to allow a unit’s pi 
ceiling to be artificially inflated in this 
way, we would diminish the incentive 
for efficient operation that is provided 
by the ceiling. Such an action would be 
at cross purposes with the intent of 
section 1886(b) of the Act.
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In other cases, a hospital may wish to 
organize itself into two components, one 
that Could qualify as an excluded 
rehabilitation unit and one that could 
qualify as an excluded psychiatric unit. 
Thus, a hospital that does not qualify as 
a psychiatric, rehabilitation, or other 
type of excluded hospital nevertheless 
could be excluded in its entirety from 
the prospective payment system. We 
believe that if a hospital does not 
qualify for exclusion from the 
prospective payment system as an 
excluded hospital, then some part of the 
hospital should be subject to payment 
under the prospective payment system. 
Accordingly, we would not approve 
exclusion of all units of a hospital if, as 
a result, all of the hospital beds would 
be excluded.

Finally, as noted above, a hospital 
may seek to set up multiple excluded 
units of the same type and obtain *a 
separate target amount for each unit, 
thus defeating the purpose of the 
ceiling. The target amount is based on 
a system of averages and is intended to 
apply to all discharges of a hospital or 
unit, thereby encouraging the efficient 
delivery of needed health care.

To avoid the kinds of distortions in 
payment that would occur if we granted 
these types of exclusions, we proposed 
to revise the regulations concerning 
common requirements for excluded 
distinct part hospital units to state 
explicitly the policies described above, 
as they have been applied since the 
inception of the rate-of-increase ceiling. 
Specifically, we proposed to revise 
§412.25 to allow a psychiatric or 
rehabilitation unit to be excluded only 
if the unit is a component of a hospital 
that is under the prospective payment 
system, and the hospital has a sufficient 
number of beds that are subject to the 
prospective payment system to permit 
the provision of adequate cost 
information as specified in § 413.24(c). 
We also proposed to revise the 
regulations to state explicitly that only 
one unit of each type (psychiatric or 
rehabilitation) is allowed in each 
hospital. We emphasized that these 
revisions would merely codify existing 
policy, and do not represent new 
substantive policies that would be 
effective only prospectively.

We received two comments on the 
proposal to revise § 412.25(a)(1) to state 
explicitly that a hospital unit is not 
eligible for a separate exclusion if it is 
part of a hospital that is eligible for 
exclusion in its entirety from the 
prospective payment system.

Com m ent: One commenter favored 
the proposed change, but stated that it 
should apply only to components of 
already excluded hospitals, not to

hospitals that operate in separate 
buildings that also house other 
separately licensed and participating 
hospitals.

Response: We agree with this 
commenter, and do not plan to prohibit 
separate exclusions for. separately 
licensed and participating hospitals that 
are housed in separate parts of the same 
building. For example, if a rehabilitation 
hospital and a psychiatric hospital each 
lease a different wing or floor of the 
same structure, but each has its own 
separate State license and Medicare 
participation agreement, each may be 
excluded if it meets applicable 
reauirements.

C om m ent: One commenter stated that 
the proposal would discourage the 
efficient use of health care facilities in 
certain situations, citing the example of 
a community in which a psychiatric 
hospital has too many beds, while there 
is also a local shortage of rehabilitation 
beds. Under these circumstances, the 
commenter believes the most efficient 
use of space would require the 
psychiatric hospital to set up a separate 
rehabilitation unit, an option that would 
not be available under our proposal. The 
commenter also expressed the view that 
we have no statutory authority to 
prohibit the establishment of excluded 
units within already excluded hospitals.

Response: We agree that hospitals 
should be able to reorganize their 
operations to meet changing community 
needs, but we do not believe that the 
proposal would restrict that ability 
significantly. For example, in the 
hypothetical situation described by the 
commenter, the hospital would not be 
prohibited from participating as a 
general hospital that would have both 
an excluded psychiatric and an 
excluded rehabilitation unit, as well as 
the acute care capacity that will be 
needed, at least occasionally, by the 
patients of each unit. We also do not 
believe the proposal exceeds our 
authority to administer the exclusion 
provisions of the law; the statute confers 
broad discretion on the Secretary to 
define the circumstances under which a 
unit may be excluded.

We also received one comment on our 
proposal to revise § 412.25(a)(1) to state 
that a hospital unit cannot be excluded 
if its exclusion would leave the hospital 
with insufficient beds under the 
prospective payment system to allow 
the provision of adequate cost 
information.

In addition, we note that we are 
making one clarifying change in the 
proposed language for §412.25(a)(l)(ii). 
The proposed regulations text provides 
that a unit of a hospital may be 
excluded if among other things, the

hospital is not “eligible for” exclusion 
in its entirety. The purpose of the 
proposal is to avoid duplicating existing 
prospective payment system exclusions; 
it is not intended to apply to situations 
in which a hospital theoretically could 
meet the exclusion criteria and obtain 
an exclusion, but has not actually done 
so. To clarify this point we have revised 
the proposed regulations text to make 
clear that a unit cannot be excluded if 
it is part of an institution that is 
excluded in its entirety from the 
prospective payment system.

C om m ent: A commenter expressed 
support for the proposed change, stating 
that a hospital should not be allowed to 
have an excluded unit unless at least 
some part of the hospital is subject to 
the prospective payment system. . 
However, the commenter stated that the 
“sufficient number of beds" guideline is 
too vague, and recommended {hat we 
adopt a specific numerical standard that 
could be used in a hospital's planning 
process.

Response: We understand the 
commenter’s concern. However, we also 
are concerned that a uniform numerical 
standard for all hospitals might 
unnecessarily restrict some hospitals’ 
flexibility to allocate beds to excluded 
and nonexcluded facilities, and believe 
that individual intermediaries are better 
able to determine how many 
prospective payment system beds must 
be maintained at each hospital to allow 
accurate cost reporting. Therefore, we 
have not revised the regulations to 
include a specific numerical standard.

Three comments were received on the 
proposal to revise § 412.25(d) to allow 
only one excluded unit of each type in 
any hospital.

C om m ent: A commenter asked for 
confirmation that the proposed revision 
to § 412.25(d) would only preclude 
multiple units of the same type, and 
would not prohibit a hospital from 
having two units of different types, such 
as a rehabilitation and a psychiatric 
unit.

Response: The commenter’s view is 
correct; any hospital having units that 
meet the exclusion criteria would be 
free to set up both a rehabilitation unit 
and a psychiatric unit.

C om m ent: Two commenters stated 
that the proposed revision to § 412.25(d) 
would discourage some hospitals from 
adding needed specialty programs, such 
as a geriatric psychiatric program. One 
commenter reasoned that this would 
occur because those programs could be 
more costly than current programs and 
might cause the unit’s cost to exceed the 
TEFRA target amount. To prevent this 
result, the commenter suggested that 
hospitals be allowed exclusions for
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multiple units of each type, so that a 
new unit could be established, and a 
separate target amount set, for each 
added program. Another commenter 
stated that the exclusion provisions of 
the Medicare law were designed to 
exclude specialty hospital care from the 
prospective payment system, and 
argued that the proposal would be 
inconsistent with this objective.

Response: We do not agree that the 
commenters’ concerns justify allowing 
multiple units and target amounts. On 
the contrary, we are concerned that such 
a policy could add an unintended 
incentive to facilities to fragment their 
operations in an effort to maximize 
payment. In particular, we do not 
believe the proposal is inconsistent with 
the exclusion provisions of the law 
(section 1886(d)(1)(B) of the Act). Those 
provision; do not mandate exclusion of 
all varieties of specialty care, but only 
require that specific types of dedicated 
units (psychiatric and rehabilitation 
units) be excluded. Our proposal would 
not further restrict the types of units to 
be excluded but would only prohibit the 
establishment of multiple units offering 
variations of the same types of care. 
Therefore, we are not making any 
revisions in this final rule based on this 
comment.

In addition, we received comments 
relating to provisions for which we had 
not proposed changes, and to changes 
that were adopted through previous 
publications. Because these comments 
do not relate to the provisions of the 
proposed rule, we have not responded 
to them in this document.
B. Ceiling on the Rate o f Increase in  
H ospital Inpatient Costs—Rate-of- 
Increase Percentages and Update 
Factors (§ 413.40(c)) *

Section 13502 of Public Law 103-66 
amended section 1886(b)(3)(B) of the 
Act, which provides the applicable rate- 
of-increase percentages to be applied to 
the target amounts for hospitals and 
hospital distinct part units excluded 
from the prospective payment system.

The applicable rate-of-increase 
percentage for the cost reporting period 
beginning during FY 1994 is the market 
basket percentage increase adjusted as 
follows. First, the “update adjustment 
percentage” is calculated by 
determining the percentage by which 
the hospital’s costs subject to the ceiling 
exceed the hospital’s ceiling (target 
amount times Medicare discharges) for 
the 12-month cost reporting period 
beginning in FY 1990.

Then, the applicable reduction is 
calculated as the lesser of 1 percentage 
point or the result of subtracting the

hospital’s “update adjustment 
percentage” from 10 percent.

The rate of increase percentage is the 
market basket percentage increase less 
the applicable reduction, except in the 
following situations:

• If the hospital’s “update adjustment 
percentage” is 10 percent or more, there 
is no applicable reduction and its rate- 
of-increase percentage is the percentage 
increase in the hospital market basket.

• If a hospital’s FY 1990 rate-of- 
increase ceiling was greater than cost 
subject to the ceiling, the rate-of- 
increase percentage is the percentage 
increase in the hospital market basket 
minus 1 percentage point.

• If a hospital did not have a 12- 
month cost reporting period beginning 
in FY 1990 that was subject to the rate- 
of-increase limitation, its applicable 
rate-of-increase percentage is the 
percentage increase in the hospital 
market basket minus one percentage 
point.

For cost reporting periods beginning 
in FY 1995 through 1997, the hospital’s 
update adjustment percentage is its 
“update adjustment percentage” from 
the previous year plus the previous 
year’s applicable reduction. The 
hospital’s applicable reduction and 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage 
are then determined in the same manner 
as for FY 1994. The fiscal intermediary 
is to determine the applicable rate-of- 
increase percentage based on the 
methodology described above. Examples 
of how this provision applies in 
determining the applicable rate-of- 
increase percentages are as follows:

E xam p le  1

C ost reporting period beginning in 
F Y  1990:
A llow able  inpatient operating

costs .............................   $ 1 0 ,6 0 0
R ate-of-increase ceiling ...........   $ 1 0 ,0 0 0
P ercen tage  by which costs e x 

ceed  ceiling) ....................................  6 .0 0 %
F Y  1994:

U pdate  adjustm ent percen tage  
(percentage  by which costs
e xceed  ceiling) ....................  6 .0 0 %

D ifference be tw een  1 0%  and  up
date  ad justm ent percen tag e .... 4 .0 0 %

A pplicable reduction (lesser of 
1%  an d  the  difference b e - ,  
tw een  1 0%  and the update a d 
justm ent p e rc e n ta g e )................ . 1 .0 0 %

A pplicable rate-o f-increase per
cen tag e  is  the  m arket basket 
percen tag e  increase m inus the  
applicab le  reduction o f 1% .

F Y  1995:
U pdate  ad justm ent percen tag e  

(last year's  update  adjustm ent 
percen tag e  plus last year’s a p 
plicable reduction) ....... ........ . 7 .0 0 %

D ifference be tw een  1 0 %  a n d  up
d a te  ad justm ent p ercen tag e  .... 3 .0 0 %

Applicable reduction (lesser of 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage) ...............

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 1%.

FY 1996:
Update adjustment percentage 

(last year’s update adjustment 
percentage plus last year's ap
plicable reduction) ...................

Difference between 10% and up
date adjustment percentage .... 

Applicable reduction (lesser of 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage)...............

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 1%.

FY 1997:
Update adjustment percentage 

(last year’s update adjustment 
percentage plus last year’s ap
plicable reduction) ...................

Difference between 10% and up
date adjustment percentage .... 

Applicable reduction (lesser of 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage)...............

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 1%.

Example 2
Cost reporting period beginning in 

FY 1990:
Allowable inpatient operating

costs .................................. :......
Rate-of-increase ceiling .......... ....
Percentage by which costs ex

ceed ceiling .............. ....
FY 1994-

Update adjustment percentage 
(percentage by which costs
exceed ceiling) ................. ........

Difference between 10% and up
date adjustment percentage .... 

Applicable reduction (lesser of 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage)...............

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 1%.

FY 1995:
Update adjustment percentage 

(last year’s update adjustment 
percentage plus last year’s ap
plicable reduction) ....................

Difference between 10% and up
date adjustment percentage .... 

Applicable reduction (lesser o f 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage)...............

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 1%.

1.00%

8.00%

2.00%

1.00%

9 .0 0 %

1.00%

1.00%

$ 10 ,80 0
$ 10,000

8.00%

8.00%

2.00%

1.00%

9 .00%

1.00%

1.00%
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FY 1996:
Update adjustment percentage 

(last year's update adjustment 
percentage plus last year’s ap
plicable reduction) ................... 10.00%

Because the update adjustment 
percentage is a t least 10%, the 
applicable rate-of-increase per
centage for FY 1996 and FY 
1997 is the market basket per
centage increase.

Example 3
Cost reporting period beginning In 

FY 1990:
Allowable inpatient operating

c o s ts ................      $10,950
Rate-of-increase ceiling .............. $10,000
Percentage by which costs ex

ceed ceiling ........    9.50%
FY 1994:

Update adjustment percentage 
(percentage by which costs
exceed ceiling) ..................   9.50%

Difference between 10% and up
date adjustment percentage.... 0.50%

Applicable reduction (lesser of 
1% and the difference be
tween 10% and the update ad
justment percentage)................ 0.50%

Applicable rate-of-increase per
centage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the 
applicable reduction of 0.50%.

FY 1995:
Update adjustment percentage 

(last year’s update adjustment 
percentage plus last year's ap
plicable reduction) .......... 10.00%

Because the update adjustment 
percentage is at least 10%, the 
applicable rate-of-increase per
centage for FY 1995 through FY 
1997 is the market basket per
centage increase.

Example 4
Cost reporting period beginning in 

FY 1990:
Allowable inpatient operating

c o s ts .....................   $9,000
Rate-of-increase c e ilin g _____— $10,000
Percentage by which costs ex

ceed ceiling ..........................     0.00%
FY 1994:

Applicable reduction ...................    1.00%
Because costs did not exceed
the rate-of-increase ceiling in FY 

. 1990, the applicable rate-of-in
crease percentage for FY 1994 
through FY 1997 is the market 
basket percentage increase 
minus 1%.

For cost reporting periods beginning 
in FY 1998 and following, the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage is 
the percentage increase in the hospital 
market basket.

We are revising proposed 
§ 413.40(c)(2) by adding paragraphs (v) 
and (vi) to set forth the new rate-of- 
increase percentage provisions. We are 
also revising the proposed § 413.40(a)(3) 
by adding the definition of “update 
adjustment factor.”

C. Ceiling on the Rate o f Increase in  
H ospital Inpatient Costs—Adjustments 
(§ 413.40(g))

1. Proposed Rule Provisions
The rate-of-increase ceiling is based 

on an assumption that, except for 
inflation, a provider’s year-to-year 
inpatient operating costs should remain 
comparable to its base year. Each 
hospital’s target amount is adjusted 
annually, at the beginning of its cost 
reporting period, by an applicable rate- 
of-increase percentage for the Federal 
fiscal year in which the cost reporting 
period begins. Section 1886(b)(4)(A) of 
the Act authorizes the Secretary to grant 
an exemption from, or an adjustment or 
exception to, the rate-of-increase ceiling 
where events beyond the hospital’s 
control or extraordinary circumstances 
create a distortion in the hospital’s 
inpatient operating costs.

To implement section 1886(b)(4)(A) of 
the Act, regulations at § 413.40 provide 
that HCFA may adjust a hospital’s 
operating costs that were considered in 
establishing a base year cost per case for 
purposes of determining the target 
amount, including the period subject to 
the limit and the hospital’s base period. 
Section 413.40(g) provides that such an 
adjustment may be made only if the 
hospital exceeds its ceiling for the cost 
reporting period and only to the extent 
the hospital’s costs are reasonable, 
attributable to the circumstances 
specified as creating the cost distortion, 
and are verified by the intermediary.

In the August 30,1991 final rule (56 
FR 43232), we set forth our policy for 
target amount adjustments for 
significant wage increases. Effective 
with cost reporting periods beginning 
on or after April 1,1990, significant 
increases in wages since the base period 
are recognized as a basis for an 
adjustment in the target amount under 
§ 413.40(e).

To qualify for an adjustment, the 
excluded hospital or hospital unit must 
be located in a labor market area that is 
determined to have an average hourly 
wage that increased significantly more 
than the national average hourly wage 
between the hospital’s base period and 
the period subject to the ceiling. We use 
the hospital wage index for prospective 
payment hospitals to determine the rate 
of increase in the average hourly wage 
in the labor market area. For a hospital 
to qualify for an adjustment, the 
increase in its wage index value based 
on 1982 wage data and its wage index 
value based on the latest applicable 
wage data must be at least 8 percent. If 
the hospital’s base period begins in FY 
1984 or later, the increase in the wage 
index value based on 1984 data and the

wage index value based on the latest 
applicable wage data must be at least 8 
percent. Sections 413.40(g)(4)(A) and (B) 
specify that 1988 wage data is to be used 
for comparisons of wage index values to 
those based bn 1982 or 1984 wage data. 
Since we will be updating the wage 
index information yearly, we are 
replacing the specific requirements 
based on 1988 wage data with more 
general provisions based on a 
comparison of the wage index based on 
wage survey data collected for the cost 
reporting period subject to the ceiling to 
the wage index based on wage survey 
data collected for the base year cost 
reporting period. If survey data are not 
available for one (or both) of the cost 
reporting periods used in the 
comparison, the wage index based on 
the latest available survey data collected 
prior to that cost reporting period will 
be used. For example, to make the 
comparison between a 1983 base period 
and a hospital’s cost reporting period 
beginning in FY 1992, we would use the 
rate of increase between the wage index 
based on 1982 wage data and the wage 
index based on the FY 1990 data, since 
the FY 1990 data are the most recent 
data that are currently available.
Further, the comparison is made 
without regard to geographic 
reclassifications made by the MGCRB 
under sections 1886(d)(8) and (10) of the 
Act. Therefore, the comparison is made 
based on the wage index value of the 
labor market area in which the hospital 
is actually located.

The geographic areas in which the 
percentage difference in wage indexes 
was sufficient to qualify for a wage 
index adjustment are listed in Table 10 
of section V of the addendum to this 
final rule. The table is constructed with 
old MSAs instead of the revised MSAs 
effective October 1,1993 because 
current adjustment requests are for years 
prior to FY 1994.

We determine the amount of the 
adjustment for wage increases by 
considering three factors for the time 
between the base period and the period 
for which an adjustment is requested: 
The rate of increase in the hospital’s 
average hourly wage; the rate of increase 
in the average hourly wage in the labor 
market area in which the hospital is 
located; and, the rate of increase in the 
national average hourly wage for 
hospital workers. The adjustment is 
limited to the amount by which the 
lower of the hospital’s or the labor 
market area’s rate of increase in average 
hourly wages significantly exceeds the 
national increase (that is, exceeds the 
national rate of increase by more than 8 
percent). For purposes of computing the 
adjustment, the relative rate of increase
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in the average hourly wage for the labor 
market area is assumed to have been the 
same over each of the intervening years 
between the wage surveys.

To determine the rate of increase in 
the national average hourly wage, we 
use the average hourly earnings (AHE) 
component of the wages and salaries 
portion of the market basket. This 
measure is derived from the 1982-based 
market basket since the 1987-based 
market basket uses the employment cost 
index (EQ) for hospital workers as the 
price proxy for this component. Unlike 
the AHE, the EQ for hospital workers 
can be measured historically only back 
to 1986. In addition, the EQ  does not 
adjust for skill-mix shifts and, therefore, 
measures only the change in wage rates 
per hour.

The average hourly earnings for 
hospital workers as measured by the 
market basket show the following 
increases:
1983 = 8.4 percent
1984 = 5.6 percent
1985 = 5.4 percent
1986 ■ * 4.1 percent
1987 =s 4.7 percent
1988 = 6.5 percent
1989 = 6.9 percent
1990 = 5.6 percent
1991 = 5.6 percent
1992 = 4.8 percent
1993 a: 4,2 percent
1994 as 4.8 percent

We use the following methodology to 
determine if an adjustment for 
significant wage increases is 
appropriate:

Step 1: Compare the hospital’s rate of 
increase in average hourly wages to the 
rate of increase in the labor market area 
in which the hospital is located. The 
hospital’s rate of increase is calculated 
by dividing its average hourly wage in 
the year for which the adjustment is 
requested by its average hourly wage in 
the base year. The rate of increase in the 
labor market area is computed by 
multiplying the cumulative percentage 
increase in the AHE for hospital workers 
by the applicable percentage change in 
the wage index. The lower of the two 
rates of increase will be used in Step 3.

Step 2: Determine the threshold for 
the adjustment. The threshold is equal 
to the cumulative percentage increase in 
the AHE for hospital workers over the 
period in question multiplied by 1.08.

Step 3: Subtract the amount 
determined in Step 2 from the lower of 
the two amounts determined iii Step 1. 
This result is the percentage increase 
that is considered significantly above 
the increase that is accounted for by the 
update factor.

Step 4: Determine the proportion of 
the hospital's operating costs that is

attributable to wages and fringe benefits. 
Adjust this proportion of the hospital’s 
target amount to account for the wage 
increase by multiplying it by the 
percentage increase determined in Step
3. As with other adjustments under 
§ 413.40(g), the adjustment is made only 
to the extent the hospital’s costs are in 
excess of the target amount.

Since we provide a specific 
methodology to be used to make the 
wage adjustment, we authorized the 
intermediary to make the 
determinations on these requests for an 
adjustment due to a significant wage 
increase.

We received no comments on the 
methodology change described above. 
Therefore, we are adopting this change 
as proposed.

2. Changes Based on New Legislation

Section 13502 also amended section 
1886(b)(4)(A) of the Act by adding a 
new subsection (ii) that provides that 
the payment reductions resulting from 
the hospital receiving less than market 
basket as its percentage increase will not 
be considered in determining 
adjustments under § 413.40(g). In 
determining an adjustment, the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage 
for the cost reporting period or periods 
(FY 1994 through FY 1997) will be 
deemed to be the percentage increase in 
the hospital market basket. That is, in 
determining the amount of the 
adjustment a hospital may warrant 
under the regulatory adjustment 
provisions, the adjustment can not 
exceed the difference between the 
allowable Medicare inpatient operating 
costs and the rate-of-increase ceiling 
adjusted for the payment reduction. For 
example, a rehabilitation hospital’s 
inpatient operating costs were 
$1,800,000 and the ceiling (after 
application of an update of market 
basket minus 1 percentage point) was 
$1,700,000. The costs in excess of the 
ceiling is $100,000. If the hospital had 
been awarded the market basket 
increase, the ceiling would have been 
$1,785,000 and the hospital’s inpatient 
operating costs would have exceeded 
the ceiling by $15,000. Therefore, the 
maximum adjustment the hospital may 
qualify for under this provision is 
$15,000 and not the $100,000 by which 
the hospital’s inpatient operating costs 
actually exceed the ceiling.

We are adding new § 413.40(g)(5) to 
implement the adjustment restriction on 
payment reductions resulting from the 
rate-of-increase percentage 
determination.

D. Technical Changes Regarding the 
Ceiling on the Rate o f Increase in  
H ospital Inpa tien t Costs (§ 413.40)

We proposed several technical 
changes to the regulations in § 413.40, 
which concern the ceiling on the rate of 
increase in hospital inpatient costs. 
These changes are necessary to define 
terms, clarify current provisions, correct 
citations, and remove obsolete material 
that applies to cost reporting periods for 
which a final notice of amount of 
program reimbursement (NPR) has long 
since been issued.

The specific changes we proposed to 
make are as follows:

• D efinitions. In § 413.40, concerning 
the ceiling bn the rate of increase in 
hospital inpatient costs, the terms 
“ceiling” and “target amount” 
heretofore have been used 
interchangeably. Although the terms are 
closely related, they have different 
meanings. Therefore, to eliminate any 
possible confusion, we proposed to add 
a new paragraph (a)(3) to define “target 
amount” and “ceiling.” “Target 
amount” means the per discharge (case) 
limitation, derived from the hospital’s 
allowable net Medicare inpatient 
operating costs in the hospital’s base 
year, and updated for each subsequent 
hospital cost reporting period by the 
appropriate annual rate-of-increase 
percentage. “Ceiling” is the aggregate 
upper limit on the amount of a 
hospital’s net Medicare inpatient 
operating costs that the program will 
recognize for payment purposes. For 
each cost reporting period, the ceiling is 
determined by multiplying the updated 
target amount for that period by the 
number of Medicare discharges during 
that period.

In addition, for the convenience of the 
reader, we proposed to define “date of 
discharge,” “market basket index,” “net 
inpatient operating costs/’ “rate-of- 
increase percentage,” and “update 
factor” in the new paragraph (a)(3).

“Date of discharge” is the earliest of 
the following dates:

(1) The date the patient has exhausted 
Medicare Part A hospital inpatient 
benefits (including the election to use 
lifetime reserve days) during his or her 
spell of illness;

(2) The date the patient is formally 
released as specified in § 412.4(a)(1) of 
this chapter;

’ (3) The date the patient is transferred 
to another facility; or

(4) The date the patient dies.
“Market basket index” is HCFA’s 

projection of the annual percentage 
increase in hospital inpatient Operating 
costs. The market basket index is a wage 
and price index that incorporates
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weighted indicators of changes in wages 
and prices that are representative of the 
mix of goods and services included in 
the most common categories of hospital 
inpatient operating costs subject to the 
ceiling.

“Net inpatient operating costs” 
include the costs of routine services, 
ancillary services, and intensive care 
services incurred by a hospital in 
furnishing covered inpatient services to 
Medicare beneficiaries. Net inpatient 
operating costs exclude capital-related 
costs, the costs of approved medical 
education programs, and heart, kidney, 
and liver acquisition costs incurred by 
approved transplantation centers. These 
costs are identified and excluded from 
inpatient operating costs before the 
application of the ceiling.

“Rate-of-increase percentage” is the 
percentage by which each hospital’s 
target amount from the preceding fiscal 
year will be increased. “Update factor” 
is the decimal equivalent of the rate-of- 
increase percentage. The update factor 
is the value by which a hospital’s target 
amount for the preceding year is 
multiplied in order to determine the 
target amount for the following year. For 
example, if the rate-of-increase 
percentage for a year is 2.7 percent, the 
update factor for that year is 1.027.

In conjunction with these changes, we 
proposed to make conforming changes 
to §§ 413.40(c) and (d). Specifically, in 
§ 413.40(c), concerning costs subject to 
the ceiling, we proposed to remove the 
terms “target rate” and “target rate 
percentage,” and replace these terms 
with "target amount” and “rate-of- 
increase percentage,” respectively. In 
some instances, the terms “target 
amount,” “ceiling” and “target rate 
percentage” were used interchangeably 
in paragraph (c); therefore, we also 
proposed to replace these terms with the 
appropriate terms. We proposed to 
delete current paragraph (c)(2), since the 
date of discharge would be defined in 
paragraph (a)(3). In current paragraph
(c)(3) (which we would redesignate as 
paragraph (c)(2)), we proposed to 
include the update factors with the rate- 
of-increase percentages for FYs 1986 
through 1988 since, as defined earlier, 
the update factor is the decimal 
equivalent of the rate-of-increase 
percentage. We also proposed to remove 
current paragraph (c)(3)(ii) since the 
market basket index would be defined 
in paragraph (a)(3), and in current 
paragraph (c)(3)(i)(D), change the 
reference to paragraph (c)(3)(ii) to read
(a)(3).

In paragraph (d) of § 413.40, 
concerning the application of the target 
amount in determining the amount of 
payment, we proposed to replace the

terms “target amount” and 
“reimbursement” with the appropriate 
terms. In paragraph (d)(l)(i) of §413.40, 
we proposed to add a reference to 
paragraph (a)(3).

• C larifications. In § 413.40(a)(1), 
concerning the ceiling on the rate of 
increase in hospital inpatient costs, we 
proposed to clarify that the ceiling 
applies to the operating costs incurred 
by a hospital in furnishing inpatient 
hospital services “to Medicare 
beneficiaries,” and we proposed to 
change the term “reimbursement” to 
read “the amount of Medicare 
payment.”

In § 413.40(b)(1), concerning the cost 
reporting periods subject to the rate-of- 
increase ceiling, we proposed to clarify 
the policy on die base period for new 
excluded units. Specifically, the base 
period for a newly established excluded 
distinct part unit is the first cost 
reporting period of at least 12 months 
following the unit's certification to 
participate in the Medicare program. We 
also proposed to divide paragraph (b)(1) 
into 3 subparagraphs, for ease of use.

In § 413.40(b)(3), concerning cost 
reporting periods of other than 12 
months, we proposed to clarify that the 
ceiling does not apply to cost reporting 
periods of fewer than 12 months that 
occur in conjunction with a change in 
operations of the facility, as defined in 
paragraph (b)(l)(iii). The ceiling will 
apply to cost reporting periods of fewer 
than 12 months that result solely from 
the approval of a hospital’s request for 
a change in accounting cycle, as 
specified in § 413.24(f)(3).

We proposed to remove §§ 413.40
(c)(l)(ii) and (c)(l)(iii), since those 
components of net inpatient operating 
cost that are subject to, and those that 
are excluded from, the application of 
the ceiling, are now defined in 
paragraph (a)(3).

In § 413.40(e)(1), concerning the 
timing of a hospital’s request for an 
adjustment to the amount of payment 
allowed under the rate-of-increase 
ceiling, we proposed to clarify our 
policy on the deadline for requests for 
an adjustment to the ceiling.

In § 413.40(e)(4), concerning 
notification and review of a hospital’s 
request regarding a payment adjustment, 
we proposed to clarify that the right to 
review under subpart R of part 405 is 
contingent upon the intermediary’s 
issuance of a notice of amount of 
program reimbursement that disallows 
costs for which the hospital had 
requested an adjustment, as specified in 
§ 405.1801(a), which refers to pertinent 
definitions, and §405.1835, which 
addresses the provider’s right to a

hearing before the Provider 
Reimbursement Review Board (PRRB).

In § 413.40(e)(6), concerning a 
hospital’s request for a review of a 
decision on a request for a payment 
adjustment, we proposed to change the 
term “reconsideration” to “review” in 
order to distinguish the review process 
from the formal reconsideration process.

In § 413.40(f)(1), concerning 
exemptions for new hospitals from the 
rate-of-increase ceiling, we proposed to 
redesignate paragraphs (f)(l)(ii) and
(f)(2) as (f)(2) and (f)(3), respectively, 
and add new paragraphs (f)(l)(ii) and
(f)(l)(iii) to clarify that the hospital’s 
intermediary must notify a hospital of 
its exempt status, and to clarify that the 
right to review under subpart R of part 
405 is contingent upon the 
intermediary’s issuance of a notice of 
amount of program reimbursement for a 
cost reporting period that is affected by 
the intermediary’s exemption 
determination to the financial detriment 
of the hospital, as specified in 
§ 405.1801(a), which refers to pertinent 
definitions, and § 405.1835, which 
addresses the provider’s right to a Board 
hearing. In the redesignated paragraph
(f)(2), we proposed to clarify that a new 
distinct part unit does not qualify for an 
exemption unless the unit is located in 
an acute care hospital that, were it an 
excluded hospital, would qualify for the 
new hospital exemption. We also 
proposed to remove a redundant 
reference to the base period for newly 
established excluded units.

In § 413.40(i)(3), we proposed to add 
the term "update factor” to follow the 
term “rate-of-increase percentages” to 
be consistent with the changes in 
paragraph (c)(3) that clarify the 
methodology for updating the target 
amount

• Citation corrections. In
§§ 413.40(a)(2)(ii), paragraph (b)(l)(i), 
and redesignated paragraph (f)(2), we 
proposed to correct a reference to 
§ 412.32 and replace it with § 412.30 
since § 412.32 was removed in the 
September 1,1992, final rule (see 57 FR 
39821). In § 413.40(a)(2)(ii), we 
proposed to remove a reference to 
§ 412.94(b) since § 412.94 was removed 
in the September 4,1990, final rule (see 
55 FR 36070). In § 413.40(f)(2), we also 
proposed to revise references to 
paragraph (f)(l)(i) to read (f)(1).

In § 413.40(f)(3), concerning 
exemptions for a risk-basis HMO, we 
proposed to correct a reference to 
§ 417.250(c) and replace it with 
§ 417.401 since § 412.250 was removed 
as an obsolete provision (see 56 FR 
51985, October 17,1391).

• Removal o f obsolete m aterial. In
§ 413.40(a)(1), concerning the ceiling on
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the rate of increase in hospital inpatient 
costs, we proposed to delete a reference 
to costs that are included in F Y 1982 
base years. We also proposed to 
eliminate the reference to “exceptions 
to“ the ceiling to reflect the clarifying 
changes made to §§ 413.40 (g) and (h) 
(see 56 FR 43231 and 43242, August 30, 
1991).

In § 413.40(b)(3), concerning cost 
reporting periods of other than 12 
months, we proposed to remove 
obsolete language that refers to prorating 
percentage rates of increase across fiscal 
years.

In current § 413.40(c)(5) (which we 
proposed to redesignate as paragraph
(c)(4)), concerning the applicable update 
factor, we proposed to remove 
references to the proration of rate-of- 
increase percentages across years since 
these provisions ceased as of January 3, 
1984 (see 49 FR 336). We also proposed 
to remove a novy redundant reference to 
the development and proration of rate- 
of-increase percentages, and substitute 
language clarifying the policy on the 
application of rate-of-increase 
percentages to target amounts.

In § 413.40(d)(l)(ii), concerning the 
general application of the target amount 
in determining the amount of payment, 
we proposed to add references to 
paragraphs (d)(2) and (d)(3), and remove 
an obsolete reference to cost reporting 
periods beginning prior to October 1, 
1983. In conjunction with these 
changes, we proposed to remove 
paragraphs (d)(l)(iii) and (d)(l)(iv).

In § 413.40(d)(2), concerning inpatient 
operating costs that are less than or 
equal to the ceiling, we proposed to 
remove paragraph (d)(2)(iii), which 
contains an obsolete reference to 
§413.30.

In § 413.40(d)(3), concerning inpatient 
operating costs that are greater than the 
ceiling, we proposed to remove all 
references to cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1982 
and before October 1,1991.

Finally, we proposed to remove and 
reserve § 413.40(h), concerning the 
target amount revisions for the Medicare 
Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988 
(Public Law 100—360), since these 
regulations are now obsolete.

Comment: One commenter stated that 
the language in the preamble and 
regulations is unclear regarding appeal 
rights to the PRRB for disallowed costs. 
The proposed § 413.40(e)(4)(ii) states 
that a provider could not appeal an 
adjustment until a notice of program 
reimbursement has been issued that 
“disallows costs for which the hospital 
had requested an adjustment.” The 
commenter expressed concern that the 
intent may be to preclude a provider

from pursuing through the appeal 
process both disallowed costs and those 
denied in an adjustment request.

Response: The confusion regarding 
the intent of the regulations may come 
from the term “disallowed costs.” For 
purposes of the review process 
described in § 413.40(e)(4), the term 
“disallowed costs” encompasses both 
costs that have been disallowed by the 
fiscal intermediary as unreasonable and 
therefore, will not be reimbursed by 
Medicare regardless of the TEFRA 
limits, and those costs that are allowable 
but were not reimbursed since they 
exceeded the TEFRA target amount. 
These latter costs are the subject of 
adjustment requests. Hospitals have the 
right to appeal both costs disallowed by 
the fiscal intermediary as well as costs 
denied through the adjustment process, 
providing an NPR has been issued.

Comment: One commenter 
recommended that the regulations be 
modified to assure that hospitals be 
given detailed explanation by the fiscal 
intermediary upon notification from 
HCFA regarding decisions on 
adjustment requests. The commenter 
referred to the regulations requiring that 
HCFA fully explain adjustment 
decisions but indicated that some fiscal 
intermediaries fail to pass this 
information on to the hospital.

Response: The regulations already 
state at § 413.40(e)(4) that "the 
intermediary notifies the hospital of the 
decision, including a full explanation of 
the grounds for the decision.” We 
believe this language clearly indicates 
the intermediaries’ responsibility 
regarding notification of adjustment 
decisions to providers.

Two commenters addressed other 
aspects of our adjustment policy that 
were not the subject of the proposed 
rule, specifically the provision for 
additional payment when hospital 
inpatient operating costs exceed the 
rate-of-increase limitation and the 8 
percent threshold for wage increase 
adjustments. Both of these issues were 
addressed in detail in our August 30, 
1991, final rule at 56 FR 43229 and 
43233, respectively.

We received no other comments on 
these proposed technical changes and 
are adopting all of them as proposed.

E. Related Technical Changes 
(§§412.62, 412.63, 412.73 and 412.98)

As proposed, we are making minor 
technical changes to the regulations in 
§§ 41£62, 412.63, 412.73 and 412.98 to 
reflecrthe numbering and terminology 
changes in §413.40.

VII. Other ProPAC Recommendations
As required by law, we reviewed the 

March 1,1993 report submitted by 
ProPAC to Congress and gave its 
recommendations careful consideration 
in conjunction with the proposals set 
forth in the proposed rule. We also 
responded to the individual 
recommendations in the proposed rule. 
The comments we received on the 
treatment of the ProPAC 
recommendations are set forth below 
along with our responses to those 
comments. However, if we received no 
comments from the public concerning a 
ProPAC recommendation or our 
response to that recommendation, we 
have not repeated the recommendation 
and response in the discussion below. 
Recommendations 5 ,9 , and 10 
concerning the update factors for 
inpatient operating costs are discussed 
in Appendix C to this final rule. 
Recommendations 6 and 7 concerning 
the update factors for capital costs are 
discussed in Appendix D. 
Recommendation 16 concerning 
Medicare transfer payment policy is 
discussed in section IV of this preamble. 
The remaining recommendations on 
which we received comments are 
discussed below.
A. C ontrolling Spending Across Sites o f 
Care (Recommendation 3)

Recommendation: ProPAC believes 
the Medicare program should continue 
to seek effective methods to control its 
total spending across all sites of care. 
Total Medicare spending is growing at 
rates much greater than can be 
explained by inflation and increases in 
the number of enrollees. The growth in 
spending is straining the resources of 
the Medicare trust funds, adding to the 
Federal deficit, and creating substantial 
financial burdens for Medicare 
beneficiaries.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: We 
agree that controlling the rate of growth 
in health care spending both in the 
Medicare program and in the health care 
sector in general is of critical 
importance. The Medicare program has 
various mechanisms in place to stem the 
growth in spending for some services. 
For inpatient hospital services, the 
prospective payment system has been 
shown to slow the growth in Medicare 
spending compared with estimates of 
growth in program payments under 
reasonable cost reimbursement. The 
reform of Medicare physician payments, 
although recently enacted, has 
demonstrated a reduction in the growth 
of program expenditures in its first year. 
We are also developing a prospective 
payment system for outpatient services
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that will provide the appropriate 
economic incentives to help control the 
growth of Medicare outpatient 
spending.

However, we acknowledge the need to 
extend these cost control methods to 
other providers and to control the 
growth in the volume of services 
provided. We are developing alternative 
payment systems for hospitals and units 
that are excluded from the prospective 
payment system, for skilled nursing 
facilities, and for home health agencies. 
The Medicare volume performance 
standards (MVPS) system is one 
mechanism available for controlling the 
volume of services provided. The MVPS 
provides physicians with incentives to 
control the volume of services they 
provide. Similar mechanisms for other 
services do not exist, although we 
continue to explore other means of 
controlling the growth in the volume of 
services provided, such as bundling 
payment for multiple services into a 
single payment.

Ultimately, the key to controlling 
spending across sites of care lies in the 
reform of the health care system. One of 
the goals of reforming health care is 
slowing the rate of increase in public 
and private health care costs and, thus, 
health care spending overall.

Com m ent: ProPAC continues to 
support our efforts to develop and 
implement policies to control Medicare 
spending, and agrees that health care 
reform may provide opportunity to 
control overall health care costs; 
however, at the same time, the 
Commission urges us to seek more 
immediate measures to control spending 
under the Medicare program.

Response: We believe that our 
response on this subject in the proposed 
rule continues to be appropriate.
B. D a ta  fo r  E va lu a tin g  C ase-M ix  In d e x  
Change R ecom m endation  8 )

R ecom m endation: The Secretary 
should collect the data necessary to 
apportion case-mix index change into 
its real and upcoding components.

Response in  the Proposed R u le: We 
agree with ProPAC that it would be 
desirable to separate case-mix index 
(CMI) change into its real and upcoding 
components. In the past, estimates of 
real CMI change and upcoding were 
based on a sample of medical records 
analyzed by the SuperPRO in its 
evaluation of PRO performance 
(SuperPRO is an organization of health 
care professionals whose responsibility 
is to provide HCFA with an 
independent, professionally recognized 
evaluation of PRO medical ;
determinations). The Fourth Scope of 
Work for the SuperPRO is now under

development, and we will take into 
account ProPAC’s recommendations 
regarding the sampling scheme. 
However, we note that SuperPRO’s 
mission is to improve the validity of 
PRO medical review decisions in 
accordance with our Health Care 
Quality Improvement Initiative (HCQII). 
The HCQII shifts the emphasis of PRO 
review activity from review of 
individual cases to the review of 
patterns of care and patterns of 
outcomes. As a result, it may no longer 
be possible for SuperPRO to collect the 
data necessary to analyze real CM! 
change. If this proves to be the case, the 
Uniform Clinical Data Set System 
(UCDSS) may be a means for collecting 
the necessary data elements to analyze 
CMI change. Assuming the data 
necessary for evaluating CMI change can 
be obtained through an analysis of a 
random sample of medical records, we 
believe that the data could be abstracted 
using the UCDSS. The UCDSS can be 
restructured, as necessary, to collect the 
type of variables needed to evaluate CMI 
chapge. The UCDSS is currently being 
pilot tested at 5 PRO sites. We do not 
plan to implement UCDSS on a 
nationwide basis before January 1395. 
We look forward to working with 
ProPAC to explore alternative methods 
of analyzing CMI change.

C om m ent: ProPAC supports the 
Secretary’s efforts to investigate data 
sources necessary to apportion the case- 
mix index into its real and upcoding 
components. While the Uniform 
Clinical Data Set System appears 
promising for this purpose, ProPAC 
encourages the Secretary to consider 
modifying the SuperPRO’s Fourth Scope 
of Work to provide for a sampling 
scheme that can provide this 
information.

Response: The SuperPRO contract 
expired July 1993. The purpose of the 
SuperPRO contract was to validate the 
accuracy of the individual medical 
review decisions and other individual 
review determinations made by the 
PROs under their HCFA contracts. With 
the implementation of the Health Care 
Quality Improvement Initiative (HCQII), 
the purpose of PRO case review has 
changed from identifying individual 
problem cases to identifying patterns of 
problems. As a result, the review no 
longer entails large medical record 
samples for each State; consequently, 
the alternative proposed is not viable. 
Nonetheless, HCFA will pursue other 
opportunities within HCQII to assist in 
the evaluation of case-mix index 
change.

C. Im proving O utlie r Payment Policy 
(Recommendation 14)

Recommendation: The Commission 
believes that the following changes 
should be made in the current policy for 
identifying outlier cases and 
determining outlier payments under the 
prospective payment system:

• In determining outlier payment, the 
increasing emphasis on cost outliers 
relative to day outliers should continue, 
with the goal of eliminating day outlier 
payment over three years;

• The cost outlier threshold should be 
a fixed dollar amount (adjusted for 
differences in area wages and cost of 
living) above the payment rate received 
by the hospital for each case, regardless 
of the DRG to which the case is 
assigned;

• Neither the estimated cost of the 
case nor the outlier payment amount 
should be adjusted to reflect the 
hospital’s indirect medical education or 
disproportionate share status;

• The marginal cost factor for cost 
outliers should be increased to 80 
percent;

• The outlier payment pool should be 
set at 6 percent; and

• The payment rate for cases in each 
DRG should reflect the anticipated 
percentage of outlier payments for that 
DRG.

ProPAC believes these changes would 
improve the effectiveness of outlier 
payment policy in protecting against the 
risk of large losses on some cases.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: W e  
continue to evaluate outlier payment 
policy in order to ensure that outlier 
payments are appropriately targeted at 
those cases that present the largest 
burden to hospitals. We are currently 
examining several possible refinements 
to outlier payment policy, including 
most of those recommended by the 
Commission.

The Commission first recommends 
that we continue to increase the 
emphasis on cost outlier cases relative 
to day outlier cases, with the goal of 
eliminating day outlier payments in 3 
years. In our September 1,1992, final 
rule, we made a major change to day 
outlier payment policy: we initiated the 
use of the arithmetic mean length of stay 
to determine the day outlier payment 
per diem, and we reduced the day 
outlier marginal cost factor to 55 
percent. At that time, we made a 
commitment (at 57 FR 39782) to assess 
the full effects of that change before we 
established further changes in the day 
outlier payment methodology. As a 
result, we believe that it would be 
inappropriate to propose any further 
changes to day outlier payment policy a t 
this time.
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The Commission's second outlier 
policy recommendation concerns the 
formula for determining the cost outlier 
threshold. Currently, the cost outlier 
threshold is the greater of a fixed dollar 
amount (adjusted for differences in area 
wages and cost of living) or 2.0 times 
the DRG payment for the case. For some 
time, research performed by the RAND 
Corporation for HCFA has indicated that 
a modification of that formula would 
improve outlier payment equity. Under 
the modified methodology (now ' 
recommended by ProPAC as well), the 
cost outlier threshold would be the DRG 
payment for the case plus a fixed dollar 
amount (still adjusted for area wage 
levels and cost of living) for all cases, so 
that any case with a specified dollar loss 
would be eligible for outlier payment, 
regardless of its DRG classification. 
However, section 1886(d)(5)(A)(ii) of the 
Act mandates that the cost outlier 
threshold take its current form of the 
greater of a fixed multiple of the DRG 
payment rate or a fixed dollar amount. 
Therefore, until there is a statutory 
change, we are precluded from using the 
fixed loss threshold.

The Commission’s third outlier 
recommendation concerns the method 
by which we adjust the charges of a case 
to cost in order to compare them to the 
cost outlier threshold. Currently, those 
charges are standardized to remove the 
effects of the indirect costs of medical 
education (IME) and the costs associated 
with serving a disproportionate share of 
low income patients (DSH). A cost-to- 
charge ratio is then applied in order to 
determine the operating and capital 
costs of the case to be compared to the 
cost thresholds. The resulting cost 
outlier payment amount is then subject 
to adjustment by the relevant IME and 
DSH payment adjustments that were 
used to determine the operating and 
capital costs of the case. The 
Commission advocates that we 
eliminate the standardization of the 
costs for IME and DSH, and that cost 
outlier payments should no longer be 
adjusted to reflect the additional IME 
and DSH costs. The effect of 
standardizing costs to remove the effects 
of IME and DSH is to increase the 
threshold faced by those hospitals.

The statute requires that we pay IME 
and DSH payments on outlier payments 
(under sections 1886(d)(5)(B)(i) and 
1886(d)(5)(F)(ii) of the Act, 
respectively); therefore, we believe it 
would be inappropriate to implement 
the Commission's recommendation 
without a change to the statute. 
Moreover, we believe that changes to 
the outlier standardization method 
should be considered in conjunction 
with the overall level of the IME and

DSH adjustments. In this regard, we 
believe that the IME adjustment to 
prospective payments for operating 
costs is currently too high when 
compared to the differences in Medicare 
costs associated with teaching activity. 
Since the elimination of the 
standardization would furtherincrease 
payments to teaching hospitals, we 
believe it would be appropriate to make 
this change only in conjunction with a 
reduction in the level of the IME 
adjustment (see Recommendation 15 
below).

The Commission’s next two outlier 
recommendations concern the marginal 
cost factor for cost outlier payments and 
the percentage of outlier payments. 
Section 1886(d)(5)(A)(iii) of the Act 
specifies that the amount of day and 
cost outlier payments shall approximate 
the marginal cost of care beyond the 
threshold, while section 
1886(d)(5)(A)(iv) of the Act specifies 
that the total amount of outlier 
payments for discharges in a fiscal year 
may not be less than 5 percent nor more 
than 6 percent of the total payments 
projected or estimated to be made based 
on DRG prospective payment ratps for 
discharges in that year. We currently set 
the thresholds so that total estimated 
outlier payments are 5.1 percent of total 
estimated DRG payments. When 
determining the percentage of payments 
that will be made for outliers, it is 
important to balance the protection for 
losses associated with outlier cases with 
the reduction in the standardized 
amounts that hospitals receive for all 
cases. Increasing the outlier payment 
percentage would result in an offsetting 
reduction in the standardized amounts. 
Unless the outlier payment percentage 
were increased, an increase in the 
marginal cost factor for cost outlier 
cases (currently 75 percent) would 
necessitate more restrictive cost outlier 
thresholds or further reductions in day 
outlier payments. We believe the 
current outlier policies achieve an 
appropriate balance and are not 
proposing to make any changes at this 
time. However, we will re-examine the 
issues of the outlier payment percentage 
and marginal cost factor for cost outliers 
at the same time we evaluate the effects 
of the day outlier policy changes.

ProPAC’s final recommendation 
concerns the financing of outlier 
payments through a DRG-by-DRG 
payment reduction, rather than the 
current system-wide reduction. We look 
forward to further discussions of this 
issue, but are not aware of a feasible 
method of implementing such a change. 
We will continue to examine possible 
refinements to outlier policy, in order to 
provide the best protection possible to

hospitals that are faced with unusually 
resource-intensive cases.

Comment: ProPAC reiterated its 
recommendation that we increase the 
marginal cost factor for cost outliers 
from 70 to 80 percent and that the 
outlier payment pool be set at 6 percent. 
The Commission maintains that a 6 
percent outlier pool is necessary to 
effectively address the risk hospitals 
face for treating exceptionally costly 
cases. ProPAC also believes that 
hospitals treating exceptionally costly 
cases should receive a higher percentage 
of those costs.

Response: We believe that our 
response to these issues in the proposed 
rule continues to be appropriate.
D. Ind irect M edical Education 
Adjustm ent to Prospective Payment 
System Operating Payments 
(Recommendation 15)

Recommendation: ProPAC 
recommends that the indirect medical 
education adjustment to the prospective 
payment system operating payments be 
reduced from its current level of 7.7 
percent to 7.0 percent for fiscal year 
1994, This reduction should be 
implemented with the anticipated 
decrease in indirect medical education 
payments returned to all hospitals 
through a proportionate increase in the 
standardized payment amounts.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: This 
recommendation is very similar to 
ProPAC’s recommendation on the level 
of the indirect medical education (IME) 
adjustment for F Y 1993, to which we 
responded in the proposed (57 FR 
23661) and final (57 FR 39804) rules 
concerning the changes to the 
prospective payment systems for FY 
1993. We continue to disagree with 
ProPAC’s methodology for estimating 
the indirect cost effect of teaching 
without accounting for the 
disproportionate share (DSH) 
adjustment. Also, we believe that the 
resident-to-average daily census (ADC) . 
ratio rather than the resident-to-bed 
ratio is the most appropriate measure of 
teaching intensity.

One aifference in ProPAC’s 
recommendation for FY 1994 is that the 
reduction in IME payments would be 
returned to all hospitals through an 
increase in the standardized amounts. 
For FY 1993, ProPAC recommended the 
reduction in IME payments be returned 
to teaching hospitals that qualify for the 
DSH payment adjustment, by increasin 
the DSH adjustment. This aspect of 
ProPAC’s FY 1993 recommendation 
stemmed from concern that hospitals 
receiving both adjustments have lower 
total margins than other hospitals, even 
though their margins on Medicare
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patients are among the highest of any 
hospital group. However, as a result of 
increases in the level of the DSH 
adjustment enacted by the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 
(Public Law 101-508), ProPAC no longer 
believes the IME savings should be 
targeted toward teaching, DSH 
hospitals. Instead, the savings would be 
redistributed among all hospitals.

We agree that the IME adjustment 
should be reduced. When the capital 
prospective payment system was 
implemented beginning in FY 1992, we 
estimated the indirect effect of graduate 
medical education on total costs 
(excluding direct graduate medical 
education costs) to be an increase of 
approximately 2.82 percent for every 10 
percent increase in the resident-to-ADC 
ratio. The President’s FY 1994 budget 
recommends reducing the IME 
adjustment for the operating prospective 
payment system from its current level to 
the equivalent of a 5.65 percent increase 
for every 10 percent increase in the 
resident-to-bed ratio. (An IME 
adjustment of 5.65 percent based on the 
resident-to-bed ratio produces the same 
payment result as an adjustment of 3.43 
percent that is based on resident-to-ADC 
ratio. See the discussion below 
comparing the different formulas.) 
Effective for discharges occurring on or 
after January 1,1996, and before January 
1,1998, the budget would reduce IME 
payments to approximately a 3.51 
percent increase for every 10 percent 
increase in teaching intensity (as 
measured by hospitals’ resident-to-ADC 
ratios). Effective for discharges on or 
after January 1,1998, the adjustment 
would be further reduced to 
approximately 3.43 percent. This 
proposal would also change the 
specification of the operating IME 
adjustment formula to make it similar to 
that used for the capital IME adjustment 
factor.

Under the President’s budget 
proposal, the reduced IME payments 
would be used for deficit reduction 

.rather than being redistributed to all 
f  hospitals through the standardized 

amounts. By delaying thé reduction for 
2 years, the proposal allows teaching 
hospitals time to prepare. Furthermore, 
to the extent that health care reform 
addresses some of the noh-Medicare 
social issues currently facing many 
major teaching hospitals, the current 
high level of the adjustment may no 
longer be needed to subsidize non- 
Medicare operations. We believe that 
payments to nonteaching hospitals are 
adequate and that it would be 
inappropriate to increase their payments 
by making the teaching reduction 
budget neutral.

We note that the difference between 
the President’s budget proposal and 
ProPAC’s proposal (or the current 
adjustment) is not as large as the 
percentage increases might suggest. That 
is because, by convention, this 
adjustment has been described as the 
percentage increase in payments that 
occurs when the ratio increases slightly 
from zero (0.001), multiplied by the 
amount necessary to characterize the 
ratio increase as 10 percent. We believe 
the adjustments can better be compared 
by describing them in terms of the 
average adjustment factor (weighted by 
DRG payments plus outliers) they 
produce. Because these average 
adjustment factors are weighted by 
payments, they reflect the different 
levels of overall IME payments under 
the various formulas. For example, 
under the current operating IME 
formula, the weighted average IME 
adjustment factor is 0.133 (or an average 
per case adjustment for teaching 
hospitals of 13.3 percent). Under 
ProPAC’s recommendation, we estimate 
the average adjustment factor would be 
0.128 (an average adjustment of 12.8 
percent per case). Under the President’s 
budget proposal, for discharges oh or 
after January 1,1996, through December 
31,1997, the average factor would be 
0.096, and, on or after January 1,1998, 
it would be 0.094 (that is, average 
adjustments of 9.6 and 9.4 percent per 
case, respectively).

Comment: ProPAC commented on 
several issues addressed in our response 
to their comment in the proposed rule. 
First, ProPAC continues to believe that 
the IME adjustment should begin to be 
reduced effective in FY 1994, and points 
out that subsidization of non-Medicare 
operations is not an objective of the IME 
adjustment. They further believe that 
the savings from reducing IME should 
be returned to all hospitals through a 
budget neutral increase in the 
standardized payment amounts, in light 
of concern that the Medicare operating 
margin for nonteaching hospitals was 
— 9.4 percent during FY 1991. This 
position was also taken by another 
comm enter. That commenter opposes 
any reduction in IME, but, should a 
reduction occur, the commenter 
believes that the decrease in anticipated 
IME payments should be redistributed 
to all hospitals in light of the overall 
negative Medicare operating margins. 
The commenter stated that using any 
IME reduction as a budget-cutting tool 
is inappropriate and contrary to the 
budget neutrality concept of the 
prospective payment system.

Another commenter recommended 
that no further adjustments be made to 
the IME adjustment until refinements

are made to the DRG classification 
system to properly recognize cost 
differences related to severity of illness. 
The commenter believes that a 
reduction of IME payments would place 
a disproportionate burden on a segment 
of the industry that has already borne 
significant payment reductions. Finally, 
one commenter stated that teaching 
hospitals’ Medicare operating margins 
may indicate they are overpaid and 
suggested removing these payments 
from the base rates and pooling the 
dollars. This commenter states that this 
would allow these facilities to be 
monitored with efficiency incentives as 
a reward for lower cost programs, and 
would encourage primary care 
residencies.

The second issue raised by ProPAC 
relates to our disagreement with its 
methodology for estimating the indirect 
cost effect of teaching without 
accounting for the DSH adjustment. 
ProPAC indicates that our position does 
not reflect the unique objective of the 
DSH adjustment. Specifically, ProPAC 
commented that it is inappropriate to 
control for DSH in the estimate of IME 
cost because DSH does not reflect cost 
differences.

Third, ProPAC repeated its previous 
opposition to our recommendation for a 
statutory revision that would change the 
measure of teaching intensity from the 
resident-to-bed ratio to the ratio of 
residents-to-average daily census. 
ProPAC contends that this revision 
would shift the distribution of IME 
payments away from high-occupancy 
hospitals toward low-occupancy 
hospitals. The Commission goes on to 
state that a central objective of the 
prospective payment system is to 
encourage hospitals to use resources 
efficiently and changing to average daily 
census in the denominator of the IME 
equation would reward inefficiency.

Finally, ProPAC expressed its shared 
interest in finding a better convention to 
describe the level of the IME 
adjustment, stating that the current 
convention is an imprecise and often 
misinterpreted hospital-level 
description of the relationship between 
teaching intensity and the adjustment 
factor. The HCFA recommended 
convention, however, is an aggregate- 
level description affected by factors 
unrelated to teaching activity, such as 
the distribution of cases across teaching 
hospitals and outlier payment rules.

Response: We wholeheartedly agree 
with ProPAC’s statement that 
subsidization of non-Medicare 
operations is not an objective of the IME 
adjustment. We have consistently 
recommended lowering the IME 
adjustment to a level more in line with
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the actual effect of graduate medical 
education on inpatient operating costs. 
Although ProPAC has indicated that 
further reductions beyond its FY 1994 
recommendation should occur only 
after an examination of the financial 
status of teaching hospitals, we share 
their belief that die objective of the IME 
adjustment is to compensate teaching 
hospitals for their IME costs. While our 
best estimate of those costs is 
significantly less than ProPAC’s (as 
described above in our response in the 
proposed rule), the underlying premises 
of our positions are very similar. That is, 
the IME adjustment should be reduced, 
but it should be done in a way that 
recognizes the critical roles teaching 
hospitals play in meeting many'of 
society’s health care needs.'

We disagree with the comment 
suggesting that no further reductions in 
IME should occur until the DRG 
classification system is refined further. 
The IME adjustment has not been 
changed since October 1,1988, while 
the DRG classification system is refined 
annually. Furthermore, our estimate of 
the IME cost relationship controlled for 
case-mix variation using the GROUPER 
in place at the time (1991). To the extent 
that teaching hospitals have higher costs 
due to more severely ill patients that are 
not explained by controlling for case- 
mix, those costs would be reflected in 
the IME estimate. Also, the commenter’s 
point that a reduction in IME payments 
would place a disproportionate burden 
on teaching hospitals is unsubstantiated 
in light of the singularly high Medicare 
operating margins of these hospitals.

With regard to the commenter’s 
position that the savings from reducing 
IME should be returned to all hospitals 
through a budget-neutral increase in the 
standardized payment amounts, and 
their contention that it is inappropriate 
and contrary to the concept of the 
prospective payment system to use the 
savings from reducing IME as a budget
cutting tool, any such increase must be 
examined in the larger contexts of 
health care reform and deficit reduction. 
In response to the suggestion that IME 
payments should be pooled and used to 
reward efficiency and promote primary 
care residencies, these are beyond the 
current objective of the IME adjustment 
as stated above.

With respect to ProPAC’s point that it 
is inappropriate to include a DSH 
variable when estimating the IME cost 
effect, our position has not changed 
horn that stated in the September 1,
1992 final rule (57 FR 39805). Congress 
recognized the overlapping costs 
accounted for by these two adjustments 
by simultaneously revising the level of 
the IME adjustment when the DSH

adjustment was enacted in 1986 and 
twice hence. Our analysis indicates that 
there is evidence of significantly higher 
costs related to DSH among urban 
hospitals with 100 or more beds. This 
group of hospitals, which will receive 
96 percent of all DSH payments during 
FY 1994, includes the large majority of 
teaching hospitals. Failing to account 
for the higher costs shown to be 
associated with DSH for these hospitals 
results in some of the cost effects of 
DSH being reflected in the IME estimate, 
thus creating the potential for double 
payment of DSH costs. The fact that 
teaching hospitals will receive 
approximately 66 percent of all FY 1994 
DSH payments (over $2 billion) 
illustrates the significance of such 
potential overpayments.

Similarly, with regard to ProPAC’s 
opposition to the resident-to-average 
daily census ratio, we discussed in 
detail our reasons for preferring this 
ratio in the September 1,1992 final rule 
(57 FR 39807). While ProPAC is correct 
that this change would result in a one
time redistribution of IME payments, its 
argument that changing the 
denominator would reward inefficiency 
is not persuasive. We believe the 
resident-to-average daily census ratio is 
a more straightforward and appropriate 
measure of teaching intensity.
Therefore, we are recommending the 
change as a refinement to the IME 
adjustment, not as a reward for low- 
occupancy hospitals or a penalty for 
high-occupancy hospitals. Contrary to 
ProPAC’s comment, we believe that 
hospitals will have an incentive to 
minimize average daily census and this 
is a result entirely consistent with the 
general incentives of the prospective 
payment system. Furthermore, the IME 
adjustment is intended to recognize the 
costs associated with the teaching 
process. Provided that a hospital is 
maintaining a training environment in 
accordance with the criteria of its 
national approving organization, our 
responsibility is to compensate the 
hospital for those costs as accurately 
and equitably as possible. We believe 
the resident-to-average daily census 
ratio represents an improvement in this 
regard.

Finally, regarding the convention 
used to describe the IME adjustment, we 
acknowledge ProPAC’s shared concern 
that the current description of the 
adjustment may be inadequate, and we 
agree tfyat there is a need for an 
improved description of the rate of 
increase in the adjustment as teaching 
intensity rises. However, the weighted- 
average IME adjustment factor facilitates 
comparisons between adjustment 
formulas using different measures of

teaching intensity and different formula 
specifications. Because it reflects total 
IME payments, this description is 
necessarily dependent on the factors 
that affect these payments, such as 
hospitals’ case mix and percentages of 
outlier cases.
E. Evaluating and Improving Medicare 
Quality o f Care Mechanisms 
(Recommendation 17)

Recommendation: ProPAC 
recommends that HCFA assess the 
methods Medicare uses to monitor 
quality of care. The Medicare program 
should adequately fund these 
evaluations as well as ongoing efforts tQ 
monitor and assure the quality of care 
delivered to its beneficiaries. Further,. 
HCFA should coordinate its quality 
assurance programs with those of the 
rest of the health care industry.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: In its 
report, ProPAC implies that the PROs 
have had no methods for improving 
quality of care based on individual case 
review, other than merely notifying the 
physician or provider, on the one hand, 
and imposing sanctions, on the other, a 
system that many physicians regard as 
punitive. It also states that the present 
PRO methods fail to discern systematic 
patterns of poor quality care, and are 
oriented toward punishing providers for 
past care, rather than modifying future 
performance.

Although PROs already have a 
number of interventions available to 
them, including educational 
interventions and corrective action 
plans, HCFA, through the PRO program, 
is addressing ProPAC’s concerns by 
implementing a quality improvement 
mechanism called pattern analysis, with 
educational feedback to physicians. 
Under this method, hospital records are 
still sampled and reviewed, but the 
emphasis is on examining patterns of 
care at both the physician and the 
facility level.

In concert with this new system, 
HCFA is also developing an approach to 
evaluate PRO performance in the use of 
pattern analysis, and to ensure that 
measurable improvements have been 
made in the quality of care. HCFA is 
working to develop a methodology that 
will:

• Quantify change;
• Measure performance against the 

baseline; and
• Provide continuous feedback to the 

hospitals.
Tne individual case review performed 

under the present contracts and under 
SOW IV will allow the PROs to identify 
individual instances of poor quality 
care. Additionally, the beneficiary- 
specific sampling mechanism used
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under SOW IV allows HCFA to track the 
individual beneficiary’s care over a 
period of time. The result should be a 
definitive picture of the health delivery 
system available to the individual 
Medicare beneficiary, and an emerging 
picture of the relationship of the care 
provided by multiple facilities to the 
same individual.

However, case review, by itself, is not 
a cost-effective means of identifying and 
dealing with quality concerns. Under 
SOW IV, HCFA will supplement 
individual case review with a data- 
driven approach to monitoring care and 
outcomes and a cooperative approach to 
working with the health care 
community to improve care. The major 
changes are that PROs will use clinical 
and other data bases to examine patterns 
of care and outcomes, focus primarily 
on the differences that occur regularly 
between the observed and the 
achievable in both care and outcomes 
(rather than isolated cases), and identify 
variations that are concerns or of 
interest (practices that generally result 
in positive outcomes) by monitoring 
patterns of care and outcomes. PROs 
will be encouraged to conduct more 
detailed studies of the sources of 
outstanding problems or performance, 
and how and why they occurred. Under 
SOW IV, PROs will work cooperatively 
with the health care community by 
providing information pertaining to 
patterns of quality concerns to medical 
associations and to individual 
physicians and providers.

ProPAC further states that HCFA 
should coordinate its quality assurance 
efforts with those being conducted in 
the rest of the health care industry 
including quality assurance activities in 
hospitals, the National Committee for 
Quality Assurance, and the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of 
Healthcare Organizations.

HCFA concurs that coordination with 
others in the health care industry 
concerned with quality of care is 
advisable. We welcome cooperative 
efforts. It should be noted that under 
SOW IV, the PROs will be working 
directly with those in hospitals 
responsible for internal quality 
assurance (for example, quality 
assurance committees) to utilize PRO
obtained information in improving the 
quality of care delivered to Medicare 
beneficiaries.

As reported in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association, new 
quality management models focusing on 
improving the processes of producing 
typical care rather than using inspection 
to correct unusual errors are emerging 
outside the health care industry. The 
models suggest that we should inspect

care in order to identify patterns of care 
and outcomes, not to focus on 
individual concerns. Under SOW IV, 
PROs will conduct medical review of a 
limited number of cases and use the 
resulting data to identify common care 
and outcomes.

The PRO will analyze the review data 
looking for positive and negative 
outcomes, and provide feedback to the 
providers and practitioners that they 
may use as a basis for positive changes 
in future patient care behavior. In effect, 
the PRO’S feedback serves to reinforce 
good behavior, and provide evidence of 
behaviors which may result in poor 
outcomes. The success will be measured 
by the decline in the use of a specific 
pattern of medical care which has been 
shown statistically to produce less 
favorable outcomes than another given 
the same set of medical circumstances.

Comment: ProPAC reiterated the 
comments they submitted in their 
original recommendations.

Response: We believe our original 
response to these comments remains 
appropriate.
F. Update to Composite Rate fo r  Dialysis 
Services (Recommendation 18)

Recommendation: ProPAC 
recommends that the composite rate 
payment for dialysis services be 
updated by 2.5 percent for fiscal year 
1994, ProPAC believes that this increase 
in payments will allow facilities to 
deliver high quality dialysis services to 
Medicare beneficiaries with end-stage 
renal disease.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: 
ProPAC’s recommended increase would 
raise facilities’ composite payment rates 
an average of $3.15 per treatment, and 
Medicare expenditures about $50 
million annually. In constructing its 
recommendation, ProPAC used a 
framework similar to that employed in 
updating payments for PPS hospitals. 
This framework included an estimated 
market basket rate of increase in input 
prices, quality-enhancing scientific and 
technological advances, and a 
productivity improvement target. A 
discretionary adjustment of minus 2 
percentage points was made to reflect 
the relationship between payments and 
estimated fiscal year 1993 costs.

Over the years renal facilities have 
controlled their costs. At this time, 
however, there is concern that inflation 
and new regulatory costs will erode 
renal facilities’ operating margins and 
that this erosion could adversely affect 
the quality of patient care. In its report, 
ProPAC cited these factors as reasons for 
recommending a payment increase. Its 
recommendations would increase all 
renal facilities payment rates, even

though 69 percent of all independent 
outpatient hemodialysis treatments are 
furnished at facilities with costs below 
their payment rates. For these 
independent providers, ProPAC’s 
comparison of per treatment composite 
payments to estimated per treatment, 
costs for 1993 indicates that payments 
exceed average costs by nearly 9 
percent. Furthermore, the number of 
facilities reporting Medicare revenues in 
excess of Medicare reported costs 
increased by 62 from FYs 1990 to 1991.

We do not believe a 2.5 percent 
increase for all renal facilities is 
justified at this time. Increasing the 
payment rate for a facility whose costs 
are below its payment rate does not 
ensure quality of care, nor does it match 
payment with the proper level of 
medical resources needed to furnish a 
dialysis treatment. We note that since 
1983, the number of renal facilities has * 
increased at a rate of one new facility 
every 3.4 days. Moreover, during the 
last 3 years, the number of renal 
facilities has grown even faster, at a rate 
of one facility every 2.8 days. This 
increase in the number of new ESRD 
facilities does not support the argument 
that payment rates are too low to foster 
growth. Although the growth in the 
number of facilities can be attributed in 
part to growth in patient population, we 
believe that the increasing number of 
renal facilities also reflects the 
continuing economic viability of the 
industry, as evidenced by the fact that 
a majority of these new facilities are for- 
profit, independent facilities.

Hospital-based renal facilities, on the 
other hand, have historically reported 
Medicare costs in excess of Medicare 
payments. The 1990 and 1991 hospital 
Cost data continue to display a wide 
range of costs per treatments. Attempts 
have been made to explain why 
hospital-based renal facilities report a 
wider variance of cost per treatment. 
However, for whatever reasons, 
hospitals have been less successful than 
independent facilities in keeping their 
costs below their payment rates. Even 
though hospitals report costs in excess 
of their payment rates, the number of 
hospital-based facilities continues to 
grow, but at a much slower pace than 
independent facilities. We believe the 
composite rate exception process 
provides an adequate mechanism to 
adjust payment levels for those renal 
facilities, particularly hospital-based 
ones, that report higher costs and are 
able to relate these amounts to the 
exception criteria specified in 
regulations at § 413.170.

Section 4201 of Public Law ip i—508 
mandated that ProPAC recommend an 
annual update for dialysis payments.
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Following is a discussion of the 
appropriate factors to be considered for 
such an update if there were 
substantiated evidence of a need to 
update payment rates to ESRD 
providers.

The purpose of a payment update is 
to account for changes in conditions 
that affect providers’ costs of 
production. The intent is to insure that 
payments per treatment cover costs per 
treatment for efficient providers of 
services. Factors to consider in 
determining the need for and size of an 
update should include inflation, 
productivity and economies of scale, 
and scientific and technological 
advancement that increases costs and 
enhances health.
Inflation

A key consideration in updating 
payment rates is the appropriate price 
measure to be used. HCFA has two areas 
of concern about ProPAC’s input price 
index recommendation.

The first is the appropriateness of the 
proposed cost share categories and 
weights for the current distribution of 
costs among ESRD facilities. The cost 
shares for the ProPAC ESRD input price 
index were developed from 1991 
Medicare cost report data on dialysis 
facilities. However, the 1991 data on 
cost shares are from unaudited cost 
reports. Therefore, these data may be 
biased for particular categories of costs, 
and their use could raise valid questions 
about the integrity of the payment 
process. HCFA is currently conducting 
an audit of ESRD facility costs to be 
completed in the fall of 1993. This audit 
should provide valuable information 
regarding ESRD cost levels and cost 
shares by provider type.

ProPACs recommendation identifies 
only four categories of cost: capital, 
labor, other direct costs, and overhead. 
Medicare cost reports indicate that it 
may be possible to further disaggregate 
costs to show individual cost categories 
for wages and salaries, employee 
benefits, depreciation of plant and 
equipment, depreciation of movable 
equipment, drugs, supplies, laboratory 
and overhead. HCFA input price index 
analyses for hospitals, home health 
agencies and skilled nursing facilities 
suggest that more disaggregation of cost 
categories is needed than the ProPAC 
index employs for its ESRD input price 
index. When the audited data sources 
become available, the additional cost 
categories should be considered.

Our second area of concern is the 
appropriateness of the price proxies 
identified for the cost share categories in 
the ESRD input price index. We believe 
it is inappropriate to use the price

proxies from the hospital prospective 
payment system, Sr>JF, and HHA input 
price indexes to measure price growth 
for ESRD providers, as ProPAC has 
proposed. ESRD facilities purchase 
inputs in many markets that are unique 
to the ESRD industry. ProPAC’s March 
1993 report provides evidence of 
substantial declines in the prices of key 
inputs to ESRD treatments. None of the 
other price indexes reflect these price 
declines. HCFA is evaluating data from 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other 
sources that suggest the possibility of 
providing some wage and price 
measures specific to the ESRD industry.
Productivity and Economies o f Scale

Understanding changes in 
productivity and economies of scale is 
essential to the development of an 
update formula. As firms become more 
productive, they can produce the same 
level of outputs using smaller levels of 
inputs. This is also true for firms 
experiencing increasing economies of 
scale. Over a certain range of growth in 
treatments per facility, firms that 
increase capacity utilization achieve 
grealer specialization and higher levels 
of efficiency. This phenomenon 
produces unit cost reductions, which, if 
unaccounted for in an update 
methodology, could result in excessive 

ments relative to costs. 
roPAC estimates indicate that the 

ESRD industry has experienced 
considerable productivity growth in the 
last decade. ProPAC doubts that future 
growth in productivity will continue at 
current rates, but does riot make a 
persuasive case why a decline in ESRD 
industry productivity growth should be 
the most likely scenario. If historical 
trends hold, further cost reductions can 
be expected in the near term. When new 
ESRD firms enter the industry, typically 
the number of treatments per facility is 
relatively low. As these facilities expand 
utilization rates, large productivity gains 
are likely. Failure to adjust payments for 
productivity gains would diminish 
ESRD providers’ incentive to take 
productivity enhancing actions.
Science and Technological 
Advancement

In the last decade, the ESRD industry 
has witnessed ongoing scientific and 
technological innovation. Some of these 
innovations were cost-increasing but 
quality-enhancing. In spite of this, 
ProPAC indicates that industry 
productivity gains have lowered costs 
per treatment more than scientific and 
technological innovations have 
increased costs. The lack of evidence 
indicating that a major change in this 
relationship is imminent implies that

there is no basis to increase payment per 
treatment at this time.

As discussed above, HCFA and 
ProPAC analyses indicate that current 
payment levels substantially exceed 
costs for the independent facilities. 
HCFA maintains an exceptions 
procedure for those facilities whose 
costs legitimately exceed payments. 
These facts suggest it is not appropriate 
to update payment rates at this time. In 
addition, ProPAC acknowledges that 
theirinput price index does not 
effectively measure changes in costs for 
ESRD providers.

We support the development of an 
update methodology as a paradigm for 
analyzing and monitoring payment 
levels for ESRD providers. However, 
existing data do not indicate the need 
for an update at this time. HCFA will 
continue to work with ProPAC to 
develop a valid input price index as 
well as an update methodology that 
accounts for changes in science and 
technology, productivity growth and 
changing economies of scale.
Comments and Responses

We received comments on a number 
of related issues, as discussed below.
1. Exceptions Process

In the proposed rule, we stated that a 
payment rate increase was not justified 
for all renal facilities at this time since 
many independent renal facilities 
reported Medicare revenues in excess of 
Medicare allowable costs. We indicated 
that the exception process provides 
relief for those renal facilities that meet 
the exception criteria in the composite 
rate regulation, Under this process, 
renal facilities may receive additional 
payments.

Comment: One commenter believes 
that small renal facilities will not apply 
for exceptions because they lack the 
expertise in submitting exception 
requests. In addition, the commenter 
suggests that it is not reasonable for 
small renal facilities to incur costs in 
preparing an exception, especially if the 
additional revenue does not cover the 
cost of preparing an exception request.

Response: We understand the 
commenter’s concern and realize that 
this may be a problem for small renal 
facilities. However, we believe that the 
current process is adequate for 
approving additional revenues for those 
facilities that meet the isolated essential 
facility criteria. We have recently 
revised these instructions to more 
clearly indicate the procedures a facility 
must follow in filing an exception 
request. We anticipate that these 
instructions will be less burdensome to 
facilities.
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Comment: A commenter complained 
that the exception process takes too 
much time.

Response: Under section 1881(b)(7) of 
the Act, HCFA is required to process 
exceptions within 60 working days of 
the receipt of the exception request, or 
the exception is deemed approved. 
HCFA has processed all exception 
requests received from intermediaries 
within this stringent time frame.

Comment: One commenter indicated 
that the exception process was 
originally intended to be available on a 
regular basis, and stated that the 
exception process has been opened in 
an irregular manner and only six times 
in the past 10 years.

Response: Under regulations at 
§ 413.170(f), we have opened the 
exception process when payment rates 
are revised. We have also voluntarily 
opened the exception process on several 
occasions. Opening the exception 
process on an annual basis would place 
a burden on renal facilities to qualify for 
an exception each year.

Comment: A commenter stated that 
the exception criteria are vague, and 
that we are inconsistent in our 
interpretation of the criteria. The 
commenter also stated that the cost 
standards (which make up the rates and 
are used to determine exception 
amounts) are outdated and need to be 
revised.

Response: The regulations provide 
guidelines for evaluating exception 
requests. However, each facility has 
different circumstances and must be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Thus, 
we believe it would not be appropriate 
to set forth narrow criteria that might 
appropriately address some situations 
and not others.

We note that the composite rate is 
currently set by statute. Nevertheless, 
the cost standards now in use will be 
reevaluated when the current ESRO 
audits are completed and the data are '  
analyzed. We plan to revise these 
standards when payment rates are 
revised.

Comment: A commenter explained 
that there are forces affecting costs that 
are beyond its control. In some areas the 
rate is capped at $139 per treatment 
even though the wage index would have 
afforded a higher payment rate. The 
commenter stated that the wage index 
should have an appeal process.

Response: We believe that the costs 
necessary to administer and to monitor 
the appeal system would not be 
justified. Moreover, for services 
furnished on or after January 1,1991, 
section 9335 of Public Law 99—509, as 
amended by section 4201 of Public Law 
101-508, prescribes by statute the

composite payment rate. Once Congress 
enacts legislation to revise composite 
payment rates, we will consider using 
the most current HCFA wage index to 
compute payment rates. At that time, we 
will examine the need to continue the 
payment limitation of $139.00 and the 
wage index floor of 90 percent.
2. Renal Facilities Reporting Medicare 
Revenues in Excess of Medicare Costs

Several coramenters were concerned 
about our statements that 69 percent of 
outpatient treatments are performed at 
independent renal facilities reporting 
Medicare revenues in excess of 
Medicare costs. Our analysis did not 
take into consideration home patients or 
other revenues generated by renal 
facilities. ProPAC data showed that 
independent renal facilities had an 
average 9 percent profit factor.

Comment: Several commenters 
pointed out that since 69 percent of the 
facilities are profitable, 31 percent of the 
facilities do not cover their costs. 
Further, an industry with 31 percent of 
the business not covering their costs is 
an industry whose viability is in 
question.

Response: We stated that 69 percent 
of outpatient treatments furnished by 
independent facilities reported dialysis 
revenues in excess of composite rate 
costs. A number of facilities that were 
not reporting excess Medicare revenues 
were new facilities in operation for less 
than 2 years. Under-utilized new 
facilities tend to report costs in excess 
of revenues. In computing composite 
payment rates, we used the median 
costs of hospital and independent renal 
facilities. This methodology presumes 
50 percent of treatments are furnished 
below the median. The purpose of the 
payment methodology is to pay a 
reasonable amount for furnishing a 
maintenance dialysis treatment, and 
facilities are afforded the opportunity to 
apply for ah exception if the 
circumstances warrant such an increase.

Comment: One commenter stated that 
the profit factor of 9 percent does not 
include items like bad debts and the 
overhead allocated to Epoietin (EPO). 
The commenter argues that if such items 
were accounted for, the result would be 
a lower profit factor.

Response: It is correct that the 9 
percent figure did not reflect the effects 
of bad debts or the effects of overhead 
allocated to EPO. However, this 
percentage also did npt reflect the 
effects of home patients or revenues 
generated from other services furnished 
by renal facilities. As home costs are 
generally less than in-facility costs, a 
typical facility would benefit from 
furnishing services to home patients.

Regarding EPO, we are in the process of 
addressing this issue. We are revising 
cost report instructions to eliminate the 
requirement to allocate overhead cost to 
EPO. Furthermore, the current audits 
will eliminate overhead allocated to 
EPO. This will enable us to eliminate 
the effects this allocation has on 
composite rate costs.
3. ProPAC‘s Proposed 2.5 Percent Rate 
Increase

All of the respondents recommended 
the adoption of ProPAC’s proposed 2.5 
percent rate increase. Many believed the 
logic behind HCFA’s rejection of the 
proposal to be flawed.

Comment: All commenters wanted 
HCFA to reconsider its position that 
ProPAC’s proposed 2.5 percent rate 
increase was unnecessary.

Response: Since the inception of the 
composite payment rate, the renal 
industry has maintained that the 
payment levels are not adequate and 
should be increased. As noted above, 
however, for services furnished on or 
after January 1,1991, the composite 
payment rate is set by statute. 
Furthermore, although the ESRD 
industry continues to grow. The growth 
rate of renal facilities would not 
continue if there were not a reasonable 
expectation of financial rewards. While 
a payment rate increase may be justified 
for some facilities, a 2.5 percentage 
increase for all facilities at this time 
does not appear justified.

Comment: Several commenters argued 
that the increase in the number of 
dialysis facilities was not related to the 
profitability in the industry but rather 
reflects only the overall increase in the 
number of ESRD pa\ients.

Response: We are aware that there 
have been significant increases in the 
number of ESRD patients. However, 
regardless of the population increase, 
entrepreneurs would not invest capital 
if a reasonable expectation of return on 
investment did not exist. The vast 
majority of new facilities are “for- 
profit”. We believe that the rate of entry 
of for-profit firms does provide 
economic evidence of the financial 
attractiveness and profitability of the 
industry. As long as patient population 
continues to grow, new facilities will 
enter the market. In addition, existing 
facilities will continue to expand. As 
these facilities expand and their 
utilization increases, data have shown 
that these facilities will report lower 
costs per treatment. These larger 
facilities furnish the majority of 
treatments and tend to report revenues 
in excess of costs.
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4. Establish a Separate Rate for 
Hospitals

Comment: One commenter 
recommended that we establish a 
separate rate for hospital-based ESRD 
facilities. The commenter believes that 
since these facilities treat a sicker 
population with more complications, 
they should be paid a higher rate.

Response: Currently, section 
1881(b)(7) of the Act requires a separate 
rate computation for hospital-based 
facilities. This rate reflects the 
characteristics of hospital-based 
facilities. We note that ProPAC, in its 
analysis of patient data, found no 
difference between patients treated at 
hospital facilities and independent 
facilities. We also note that ESRD 
facilities may seek an exception on the 
basis of atypical patient mix.

Comment: ProPAC expressed concern 
about our position regarding whether 
price proxies from other input price 
indexes should be used in an input 
price index for end stage renal facilities.

Response: We believe that ProPAC’s 
concerns result from misunderstanding 
HCFA’s position as expressed in the 
proposed rule. ProPAC expressed 
concern about “* * * the Secretary’s 
assertion that it is inappropriate for a 
dialysis market basket to use price 
proxies that also are used in other 
health care facility market baskets.” 
However, in the proposed rule we stated 
that “it is inappropriate tb use the price 
proxies from the prospective payment 
system, SNF, and HHA input price 
indexes to measure price growth for 
ESRD providers, as ProPAC has 
proposed”  (emphasis added). This 
language in the proposed rule was 
intended to take issue with the specific 
application of these price proxies in 
ProPAC’s report rather than the general 
question of whether or not they should 
be used.

HCFA’s input price proxies for the 
hospital, SNF and HHA indexes are not 
tailored to the unique cost categories of 
ESRD facilities. In choosing a price 
proxy, relevancy and market structure 
need to be taken into account.
Relevancy relates the specific category 
of cost to a price proxy that captures the 
patterns of cost unique to that cost 
category. Market structure 
considerations include the extent to 
which competition or administered 
prices determine price levels and 
changes. ProPAC’s comments explained 
why it is necessary to balance market 
structure considerations with relevancy 
in certain situations, such as when there 
is vertical integration among ESRD 
providers and suppliers of ESRD inputs. 
If there is vertical integration among

ESRD providers and input suppliers, 
then the prices of dialysis inputs may to 
some degree reflect corporate cost 
accounting decisions rather than market 
forces. In such a situation, it might be 
misleading to use industry-specific 
price measures exclusively to measure 
costs.

Also, we believe that the issue of 
whether to use an ESRD input price 
index for payment purposes has not 
been adequately considered at this time 
due to lack of data. While developing 
and monitoring an input price index for 
the ESRD industry is desirable, we 
believe that such an index should not be 
adopted for payment purposes until it 
has been studied to understand its 
characteristics relative to the industry’s 
actual performance.

Comment: One commenter said that 
increasing the number of cost categories 
in ProPAG’s ESRD input price index 
would add unnecessary complexity to 
the payment mechanism.

Response: We agree that adding 
unnecessary complexity to an input 
price index would not be constructive. 
However, ProPAC’s proposal, which 
uses only four broad cost categories, 
does not allow sufficient delineation of 
cost structures for fair payment. We 
believe that the number of cost 
categories in an input price index 
should be determined by the structure 
of costs in the industry. The number of 
categories should allow heterogeneity of - 
costs across categories and homogeneity 
of costs within categories. This 
principle has guided the development of 
all of the input price indexes tha-? HCFA 
uses for reimbursement under Medicare. 
This criterion is necessary to aid in the 
selection of price proxies that are 
representative of the cost growth in the 
categories for which they are being 
selected. For example, ProPAC 
proposed to use a category called “other 
direct costs” to represent all factors 
other than capital, labor, and overhead 
expenses. This residual cost category 
includes a heterogeneous mixture of 
inputs unique to the ESRD industry as 
well as general to the overall economy. 
Based on data supplied by ProPAC, it is 
likely that this cost category 
encompasses an unknown mixture of 
costs that are rising and costs that are 
falling. Appropriate disaggregation of 
this broad category will be useful for 
both the ESRD providers and the 
regulators. HCFA believes the benefits 
of increasing the number of cost 
categories outweigh the risk of 
introducing complexity into the 
payment mechanism.

Comment: Several commenters 
asserted that the rate of productivity 
gain in the ESRD industry has declined

over time and that future gains cannot 
be expected to match the large 
productivity gains that the industry 
experienced during the 1980s. These 
commenters conclude that unless cost 
growth is offset by productivity gains, 
ESRD providers will be harmed by the 
increasing financial pressure.

Response: Even if there has been a 
decline in the rate of increase in 
productivity among ESRD providers, we 
have not seen evidence that 
demonstrates that efficient providers are 
not receiving adequate payments 
relative to costs. Given that ProPAC has 
estimated a 9 percent profit margin for 
independent facilities for 1993, we do 
not see the basis for concluding that a
2.5 percent update is necessary to •_ 
prevent a decline in the access to 
services and quality of care in ESRD 
facilities. As noted above, the 
continuing rapid growth in for-profit 
firm entry is significant and suggests 
that current financial conditions for 
renal facilities are attractive and 
profitable. Also, it is likely, at least in 
the short term, that there will be 
continued productivity gains as new 
providers become more experienced and 
more efficient.

Comment: Several commenters 
suggested that the pending ESRD facility 
audit results will provide useful 
information on the current cost 
structure and level of ESRD costs 
relative to payment levels.

Response: Like the commenters, we 
are optimistic that the audit will 
provide useful information for assessing 
the appropriateness of payment rates 
relative to cost levels for efficient 
providers. We appreciate the industry’s 
support of this initiative.
G. Improving Data Quality and Program 
Administration fo r  Dialysis Services 
(Recommendation 19)

Recommendation: ProPAC is 
concerned that the dialysis facility data 
are inadequate for assessing costs across 
providers and modalities and changes in 
costs over time. ProPAC believes that 
HCFA should regularly audit the cost 
reports of a representative sample of 
dialysis facilities and maintain a 
database with this information. ProPAC 
states that HCFA should also improve 
policies to ensure the consistency of the 
data across providers through changes 
in program administration.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: Renal 
cost data come from cost reports filed by 
renal facilities. After renal facilities file 
their cost reports, intermediaries 
transmit the cost report data to the 
Hospital Cost Reporting Information 
System (HCRIS) in HCFA. For the most 
part, the renal cost reports are not
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audited and represent “as-submitted” 
data. Currently, the composite payment 
rates are not based on audits of renal 
facilities cost. Therefore, no benefit 
would be derived from auditing these 
facilities on a regular basis. However, 
intermediaries still perform a limited 
desk review on these cost reports, 
especially if a renal facility is claiming 
bad debts.

Auditing renal cost reports to improve 
the quality of the data would not be cost 
effective. Furthermore, audits would 
only correct a small percentage of the 
data. To improve overall quality of the 
renal cost data, administrators of renal 
facilities must take a more active role in 
ensuring that renal data submitted by 
their facilities are correct.

In 1992, we reviewed the 1990 cost 
data to identify renal facilities with cost 
report data that did not appear to be 
correct. We instructed intermediaries to 
contact those renal facilities that 
submitted questionable cost data. 
Intermediaries are responsible for 
correcting cost report data and for 
submitting a revised cost report to 
HCRIS. In addition, intermediaries are 
responsible for informing HCFA about 
problems with the renal cost report data. 
The most notable of these problems 
deals with the reporting of costs and 
treatments for home patients under 
Method I and Method II. Under Method 
I, Medicare pays for home patients 
under the composite payment rate 
system; under Method II, the beneficiary 
deals directly with the supplier. In 
many instances, renal facilities either 
have combined Method I and Method II 
costs or they have combined Method I 
and Method II treatments. Combining 
costs or combining treatments is 
incorrect. To eliminate this problem, 
renal facilities should separately report 
costs for Method I and Method II home 
patients on their cost reports. Only 
Method I treatments are to be reported 
on the facilities cost report. In addition, 
renal facilities also have reported data 
that did not represent patient weeks for 
continuous ambulatory peritoneal 
dialysis (CAPD) and continuous cycling 
peritoneal dialysis (CCPD) services. This 
resulted in incorrect cost per treatment 
computations. The remaining errors by 
facilities included omitting information, 
using incorrect statistics for allocation, 
and using incorrect treatments to 
calculate their cost per treatment. These 
problems heighten the concern about 
using unaudited data for any analysis.

To reduce future problems, we are 
adding edits to HCRIS so that cost 
reports are rejected if they include 
treatments without costs, or Costs 
without treatments, Also, these edits 
will reject renal cost reports if facilities

do not report patient weeks for CAPD 
and CCPD.

In addition, we are preparing more 
detailed instructions to intermediaries 
and renal facilities for the purpose of:

• Helping facilities complete their 
renal cost reports properly;

• Making intermediaries aware of the 
errors in cost reports submitted by renal 
facilities and having the errors corrected 
in future cost reporting periods; and

• Explaining the proper procedures 
for facilities to follow in completing 
their cost reports, in order to eliminate 
these common errors.

These initiatives should help improve 
the reliability of the renal cost data 
without the need for regular audits. In 
the future, renal administrators should 
ensure that costs are not missing, 
treatments are reported correctly, 
Method I and Method II home costs are 
reported properly, and patient weeks are 
reported for CAPD and CCPD services.

We are in the process of auditing 
audit renal facilities in FY 1993 as 
recommended by ProPAC. Limited audit 
funds were made available to 
accomplish this special audit task. We 
have selected a scientific sample of 150 
renal facilities to audit. Before selecting 
the audit sample, we discussed with 
ProPAC staff the design and limitation 
of the audit sample. The results of the 
audits will enable ProPAC to estimate 
the reasonable costs of furnishing a 
maintenance dialysis treatment in a 
hospital renal facility and in an 
independent renal facility. However, 
some issues raised by section 4201(b) of 
Public Law 101-508, such as the cost of 
furnishing a treatment in a rural facility 
and adjustment for patient mix, are 
beyond the scope of this audit sample.

ProPAC also believes that current 
procedures for reporting overhead costs 
for administration of EPO, while not 
affecting payment, may distort cost data. 
The renal cost report instructions for 
independent facilities require renal 
facilities to allocate overhead costs to 
EPO. Because this drug is expensive and 
frequently administered, a substantial 
amount of a facility’s overhead costs are 
allocated to it. This allocation 
understates the costs of furnishing 
dialysis treatments. We are planning to 
revise the independent cost report to 
eliminate this concern about EPO and to 
make other necessary changes. We do 
not expect to receive data from the 
revised independent cost report before
1995. However, the audits planned for 
1993 will include an adjustment to 
eliminate the allocation of overhead to 
the EPO cost center on the independent 
cost report.

Another concern raised by ProPAC is 
the possibility that services that should

be incorporated under the composite 
rate will be paid for separately because 
of inadequate coordination within fiscal 
intermediaries and across fiscal 
intermediaries and carriers. ProPAC 
states that when the fiscal intermediary 
or carrier is processing bills, there is no 
means of distinguishing which dialysis- 
related services should be included in 
the composite rate. ProPAC 
recommends that HCFA develop a list of 
services for inclusion within the 
composite rate to resolve this 
inconsistency.

The composite rate payment is a 
comprehensive prospective payment per 
treatment that provides an incentive for 
the efficient delivery of outpatient 
maintenance dialysis services to 
Medicare beneficiaries. The composite 
rate includes payment for all dialysis 
related items and services furnished to 
the patient by the ESRD facility. The 
determination as to whether an item or 
service is. covered under the composite 
rate payment does not depend on the 
frequency that dialysis patients require 
the item or service, or the number of 
patients who require it.

The development of a list of items and 
services included under the composite 
rate is not a simple matter. Although 
there is a group of services routinely 
furnished to ESRD patients that are 
dialysis related, such as nursing, social 
work services, equipment and supplies, 
there may be other services that are 
dialysis related only under certain 
circumstances and for certain patients. 
Further, there are multiple modes of 
dialysis, such as several means of 
peritoneal dialysis, hemodialysis, and 
hemofiltration. Each method involves 
different supplies that are directly 
related to dialysis.

Thus, while isolated cases of errors 
may occur under the claims processing 
system, we believe that the current 
safeguards provide sufficient assurance 
that services directly related to the 
dialysis session are included in the 
composite payment rate and, at the 
same time, allow for flexibility to 
address these isolated cases.

If we were to develop a list as ProPAC 
has suggested, we believe such a list 
might not be sufficiently 
comprehensive, or may be too 
comprehensive, resulting, under certain 
circumstances, in inappropriate 
inclusion or exclusion of items and 
services under the composite rate. 
Further, given the rapid changes that 
occur in technology, we would envision 
such a list as quickly becoming obsolete 
and subject to suggested additions and 
deletions.

ProPAC is also concerned that 
intermediaries and carriers have
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excessive latitude in determining 
medical justification for services that - 
may be paid separately outside the 
composite rate. ProPAC believes this 
situation has resulted in coverage 
variation for these services.

In most cases, HCFA delegates 
medical necessity decisions to its 
contractors. After extensive assessments 
by the Office of Health Technology 
Assessment, we have issued national 
coverage policies for a few services and 
procedures; however, contractors make 
coverage determinations for the vast 
majority of procedures and services.

Contractors develop their individual 
medical necessity policies by 
considering the medical literature and 
local consultants’ medical opinions. 
Although such contractor discretion 
may result in inconsistency among the 
carriers and intermediaries in Medicare 
claims processing, we believe such 
variation is consistent with the intent of 
the law that allows local practices to be 
reflected in Medicare coverage policies.

Medical directors from our 
contractors convene regularly for 
meetings with HCFA to discuss issues 
that have arisen. In this forum, 
contractors share their local practices 
and have an opportunity to hear 
alternative strategies. We believe that 
this open forum promotes consistency 
without being restrictive.
Comments and Responses

Again, we received comments on a 
number of related issues, as discussed 
below.
1. Data Quality

Comment: Several commenters were 
concerned about the quality of data used 
by HCFA. Complaints included 
outdated cost reports, limited 
intermediary understanding of ESRD, a 
lack of system edit checks, and 
improper training of the intermediaries.

Response: As discussed in our above 
response from the proposed rule, we 
have initiated several measures to 
improve data quality, and ProPAC has 
expressed support for our efforts. We 
have added edit checks to the facility 
reporting system so that obvious errors 
are detected. These edits included 
identification of cost reports that show 
treatments with no costs, or vice versa, 
and no patient weeks for CAPD and 
CCPD. We are providing more detailed 
instructions to providers and 
intermediaries including a description 
of common errors. Further, both the 
independent facility cost report (HCFA 
265) and the hospital-based cost reports 
(HCFA 2552) are being revised to 
maximize data quality.
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Comment: ProPAC expressed its 
support for HCFA’s performing audits in 
1993, but argued that audits should be 
more regular to ensure that quality data 
is maintained.

Response: The 1993 audits currently 
underway will cost in excess of $1 
million. This is a substantial amount of 
money at a time when audit funds 
continue to decline and other Medicare 
expenditures are significantly higher, As 
reimbursement is not determined from 
the cost report, an annual audit is 
unnecessary. While future availability of 
audit funds is at best tenuous, we are 
considering a schedule under which we 
would audit ESRD facilities every 3 
years, provided audit funds are 
available. In between these years, the 
unaudited data (with improved edits, 
better intermediary and provider 
instructions, and revised cost reports) 
can be used as a proxy to evaluate ESRD 
costs.
2. EPO Rates

Comment: One commenter 
recommended that no further cuts be 
made to the payment rates for EPO, 
without a comprehensive evaluation of 
the potential effects on patient outcomes 
of any such changes in reimbursement.

Response: Public Law 103-66 
(enacted August 10,1993) requires a 
reduction in the payment rate from $11 
to $10 per*one thousand units. HCFA 
will issue instructions implementing 
this provision.
3. Services Not Covered Under the 
Composite Rate

Comment: One commenter was 
pleased to see that HCFA would no 
longer require facilities to allocate 
overhead to EPO. The commenter also 
believes that this policy should be 
applied to any separately billable item 
shown on the cost report.

Response: The payment for EPO and 
for other separately billable items are 
handled differently. The EPO payment 
rate per dosage is set by statute, while 
other separately billable items are paid 
generally according to the amount 
shown in the Drug Topics Red Book. We 
believe that the amounts included in the 
Drug Topics Red Book are reasonable 
payments. There is also a significant 
difference between the volume of EPO 
costs and separately billable items.
4. Cost Data From Independent 
Facilities vs. Cost Data From Hospital- 
Based Facilities

Comment: One commenter questioned 
our use of cost data from independent 
facilities only, and not from hospital- 
based facilities.

Response: We did not use cost data 
for hospital-based renal facilities 
because we concluded that these data 
were not reliable or reasonable. 
Intermediary auditors who are 
conducting the current audits have 
reported that a substantial number of 
hospital renal facilities do not properly 
maintain statistics to allocate renal 
department costs. Independent renal 
facilities tend to control and to report 
their costs properly, since this is their 
primary source of revenues.
5. Quality of Care

Comment: One commenter reflected 
the dialysis community’s widespread 
concern about the current and future 
quality of care.

Response: Needless to say, we share 
the commenter’s concern about the 
quality of patient care. However, the 
issue that needs to be addressed is the 
price level at which patients will 
receive adequate dialysis. Commenters 
argue that the current payment level is 
not adequate. Once medical standards 
are established for dialysis treatments, 
the inputs necessary to produce the 
desired level of dialysis can be 
quantified and we will reevaluate 
payment rates.
6. Improving Data Quality and Program 
Administration for Dialysis Services

Comment: ProPAC was concerned 
that services that should be 
incorporated under the composite rate 
might be paid for separately because of 
inadequate coordination within fiscal 
.intermediaries and across fiscal 
intermediaries and carriers. ProPAC 
recommended that HCFA develop a list 
of services for inclusion within the 
composite rate. As a result of HCFA’s 
response in the proposed rule, ProPAC 
acknowledges the need to accommodate 
different modes of dialysis and the 
variation in local medical practice 
patterns in services under the composite % 
rate; ProPAC, therefore, no longer 
recommends the development of a list 
of services paid for under that rate. 
ProPAC believes that HCFA should 
continue to explore methods to improve 
the comparability of data across dialysis 
facilities.

In contrast, two commenters 
expressed support for ProPAC’s earlier 
recommendation for a list of services 
covered under the composite rate. The 
first commenter supports the 
recommendation for three reasons:

(1) Spelling out the bundle of services 
will make it possible to determine the 
agreed upon costs of providing dialysis 
treatments;

(2) There is wide variation among the 
Medicare intermediaries in interpreting
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what services are included in the 
composite rate and a list would make 
payments more predictable and lessen 
uncertainty and variation; and

(3) HCFA has begun adding services 
to the composite rate that had been 
separately billable.

Response: While the commenter’s first 
assertion may be true, we disagree with 
the second assertion and refer the 
commenter to ProPAC’s more recent 
position that HCFA needs to 
accommodate different modes of 
dialysis and variation in local medical 
practice patterns in services under the 
composite rate and therefore no longer 
requests a list. Furthermore, we do not 
agree that HCFA has recently added 
many services to the composite rate; the 
only services that have been determined 
to be covered under the composite rate 
are services that are the same or 
comparable to services that have always 
been covered under the rate; any policy 
clarification did not change the coverage 
of services.

The other commenter in support of 
ProPAC’s earlier request for a 
comprehensive list of composite rate 
services states that HCFA often takes 
advantage of the current ambiguity 
about the covered bundle of services by 
trying to force facilities to pay for new 
items or services that were never 
contemplated when the composite rate 
was established. An example given is 
that HCFA has sought to make facilities 
pay for the costs for intradialytic 
parenteral/enteral nutrition (IDPN) but 
has abandoned the proposal.

To the contrary, IDPN is not part of 
the Medicare ESRD benefit. However, 
parenteral/enteral nutrition (PEN) may 
be covered under Medicare. An ESRD 
facility or PEN supplier may bill 
Medicare separately from the composite 
rate for PEN solution if the patient 
meets all of the requirements for PEN 
coverage. ESRD facility staff time used 
to administer PEN solution is not 
covered by Medicare and not included 
in the composite rate. Since it is not 
covered under Medicare, it is not part of 
the composite rate nor may a facility bill 
Medicare separately for it.

Again, the services that have been 
determined to be covered under the 
composite rate are the same as services 
that have always been included in the 
composite rate; any policy clarifications 
did not change the scope of services 
encompassed. A service not already 
under the rate may be separately 
billable.

Comment: This same commenter 
states that our policy of allowing local 
Medicare contractors to determine 
coverage decisions on issues on which 
there is no national policy is : ,

inconsistent with HCFA’s practice of 
convening centralized meetings of 
contractor medical directors on 
variations in coverage. The commenter 
states that these centralized meetings 
evade the rulemaking process HCFA 
must follow to make national coverage 
policy. The commenter states that if 
local variations in coverage are 
undesirable, then we should set national 
policy; conversely, if local medical 
directors should be setting policy,
HCFA should not try to influence those 
decisions in their central meetings.

Response: We are not required to 
employ the rulemaking process in order 
to make national coverage policies. At 
times, we convene central meetings to 
determine whether a national policy 
should be issued. Sometimes national 
coverage policies result from these 
meetings. However, if the meeting 
participants decide no national policy is 
appropriate -, then discretion is left to the 
local directors. HCFA usually issues 
manual instructions to implement 
national coverage policies. We see no 
inconsistency in this process.
H. Beneficiary L ia b ility  fo r H ospital 
O utpatient Services (Recommendation 
21)

Recommendation: For Medicare 
outpatient services that are paid 
prospectively, beneficiary Part B 
coinsurance should be limited to 20 
percent of the Medicare allowed 
payment. Until prospective payment 
systems can be implemented for all 
Medicare outpatient services, 
beneficiary Part B liability should be 
based on an estimate of 20 percent of 
costs.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: We 
share ProPAC’s concern that 
beneficiaries may be paying a 
disproportionate share of the total 
payment for hospital outpatient services 
under the current cost-based system. As 
noted above, we are in the process of 
developing a prospective payment 
system for hospital outpatient services 
that will be moving away from the use 
of hospital-specific costs and charges as 
a basis for payment. We believe that it 
would be most appropriate to make any 
changes to beneficiary coinsurance in 
conjunction with the implementation of 
this hospital outpatient prospective 
payment system. Therefore, as we 
develop the new payment system, we 
are reviewing the issue of beneficiary 
liability and are working to come up 
with an approach that will be fair to 
beneficiaries, while minimizing the 
negative financial impact on the 
Medicare program.

Comment: We received two comments 
regarding this.recpminendation and

response. ProPAC reiterated its belief 
that the Secretary should not delay 
correcting beneficiary liability for 
outpatient services until the 
implementation of prospective payment. 
The other commenter shares this view 
and asks that an interim solution to high 
beneficiary copayment be adopted that 
would set some limits on reasonable 
charges.

Response: We understand the concern 
expressed by the two commenters. 
However, we continue to believe that a 
meaningful solution to the high level of 
beneficiary liability can be achieved 
most quickly through the 
implementation of a prospective 
payment system in the near future. The 
time and effort needed to develop an 
interim solution might detract from the 
development of a prospective payment 
system that would make possible an 
equitable solution for all parties.
I. Nursing F a c ility  Wage Index 
(Recommendation 22)

Recommendation: The Secretary 
should collect data on employee 
compensation and paid hours of 
employment for nursing facilities that 
care for Medicare beneficiaries. Once 
these data become available, the 
Secretary should develop a nursing 
facility wage index, and use it to adjust 
Medicare skilled nursing facility (SNF) 
payments.

Response in  the Proposed Rule: We 
have no way of knowing what impact a 
SNF wage index would have on 
payment for individual SNFs. A change 
in the wage index would undoubtedly 
impact SNFs positively in some areas, 
while posing a disadvantage for SNFs in 
other areas (possibly a major one). 
Considering this impact, as well as our 
serious concerns about developing an 
accurate SNF wage index and the 
reporting burden imposed on HCFA, the 
intermediaries, and the providers (based 
on our prior attempts to develop and 
implement a home health agency (HHA) 
specific wage index), we believe it 
would be inappropriate to initiate data 
collection, development and 

_ implementation of a SNF-specific wage 
index at this time.

In 1988 we implemented an HHA 
specific wage index based on data 
received from HHAs. Subsequently, 
HCFA and Congress received numerous 
provider complaints concerning the 
burden that the reporting requirements 
posed and the accuracy of the data. As 
a result, Congress passed legislation that 
repealed the mandate for the Secretary 
to develop the HHA wage index.
Instead, the hospital wage index was 
again mandated for HHAs. This 
legislation had a retroactive effective
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date requiring HCFA to develop and 
issue new cost limits using the hospital 
wage index. These new limits were then 
applied retroactively to one period and 
to future periods, causing confusion 
among both providers and fiscal 
intermediaries.

Based on the HHA experience, we 
believe SNFs would have similar 
difficulty developing and maintaining 
the data needed for HCFA to develop an 
accurate SNF wage index. In particular, 
the reporting burden on the smaller 
freestanding SNFs (especially rural 
SNFs), which do not have the 
sophisticated accounting systems that 
hospitals have, would be significant and 
would reduce the accuracy of the data.

In addition, the reporting burden 
would be a disincentive for SNFs 
electing low-volume prospective 
payment to continue participation in the 
Medicare program, resulting in a 4 
reduction in access to SNF care for 
Medicare beneficiaries. This would be 
true especially in rural areas. SNFs that 
elect this alternative payment system do 
so primarily to avoid the large reporting 
burden associated with the normal cost 
reimbursement system. Finally, auditing 
and/or verifying the data would place a 
burden on Medicare fiscal 
intermediaries.

We believe it would be inadvisable to 
adopt a SNF-specific wage index that 
would not be as accurate as the current 
hospital wage index. In addition, even 
before a SNF wage index could be 
implemented, the Medicare program, 
SNFs, and the fiscal intermediaries 
would be impacted negatively by the 
reporting burden required by this 
recommendation. Consequently, we 
believe the major effort necessary to 
collect data and construct a wage index 
would be an inappropriate use of scarce 
government resources.

In addition, at the direction of 
Congress (section 4008(k) of Public Law 
101-508), HCFA is currently developing 
a prospective payment system for SNFs 
that will include a methodology to 
account for geographic variations in 
prevailing wage levels. Rather than 
expending a major effort to develop a 
wage index for the current SNF 
retrospective reimbursement system, we 
would focus our efforts on the 
development of a new prospective 
payment system. Consequently, we 
recommend continued use of the 
hospital wage index until the current 
SNF payment system is replaced.

Comment: ProPAC continues to 
recommend that data be collected and 
the impact of a SNF wage index be 
evaluated.

Response: The Conference Committee 
report accompanying Public Law 103-

66 (H. R. Rep. No. 2264 ,103rd Cong.,
1st Sess. 745-747 (1993)) states that the 
conferees expect that the Secretary will 
begin to collect data on employee 
compensation and hours of employment 
specific to skilled nursing facilities, for 
potential use in development of a 
skilled nursing facility wage index, 
within 1 year of enactment.
VIII. Other Required Information
A. Paperwork Reduction A ct

This document does not impose 
information collection and 
recordkeeping requirements. 
Consequently, it need not be reviewed 
by the Office of Management and 
Budget under the authority of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).
B. Requests fo r Data From the Public

In order to respond promptly to 
public requests for data related to the 
prospective payment system, we have 
set up a prodess under which 
commenters can gain access to the raw \ 
data on an expedited basis. Generally, 
the data are available in computer tape 
format or cartridges; however, some files 
are available on diskette. In our May 26, 
1993 proposed rule, we published a list 
of data sets that are available for 
purchase (58 FR 30261). We received 
one comment concerning this process.

Comment: One commenter expressed 
concern about two of the public use files 
available from HCFA. The commenter 
stated that the 12/92 update of the 
provider-specific file has 0 values for 
the disproportionate share (DSH) 
adjustment for the majority of DSH 
hospitals. In addition, the commenter is 
concerned about swing bed and 
outpatient data on the PPS-8 minimum 
data set (cost report data for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1990 and before October 1, 
1991). The commenter believes that we 
should make available accurate files 
used in developing the proposed rule.

Response: We make every effort to 
ensure that the data used to develop the 
proposed rule are accurate and available 
on a timely basis. The DSH adjustment 
factor variable on the provider-specific 
file is no longer used, either in pricing 
bills or in the rulemaking process. We 
now use, both in the prospective 
payment system Pricer program and in 
the rulemaking process, the DSH patient 
percentage (composed of the Medicaid 
patient percentage and the SSI 
percentage), and compute the relevant 
operating and capital DSH adjustment 
factors. As a result, fiscal intermediaries 
may not be filling in the DSH

adjustment factor field of the provider- 
specific file.

With regard to the PPS-8 minimum 
data set, we note that none of the fields 
about which the commenter is 
concerned were used in developing the 
proposed rule. Instead, we used 
discharge data from the Medicare 
Provider Analysis and Review 
(MedPAR) file for F Y 1992, because we 
believe that discharges over a consistent 
Federal fiscal year (which are subject to 
the same payment rules and GROUPER), 
rather than over varying hospital cost 
reporting periods, provide a more 
accurate estimate of the cases for a 
future Federal fiscal year. The only data 
that we used from the cost reports are 
the number of beds, and patient days for 
those providers for which an operating 
teaching factor is reported (a resident-to- 
bed ratio) but no capital factor is 
reported (which requires the ratio of 
residents to average daily census). For 
this final rule, we used the PPS-8 cost 
reports in part to determine the cost 
inflation factor used in estimating the 
outlier thresholds (as described in the 
Addendum to this regulation), but we 
adjusted for errors in the swing bed 
discharge field, and are confident that 
our cost inflation factor accurately 
represents the change in hospital costs 
per case.

Even though the minimum data set 
has minimal use in developing the 
prospective payment system rule, it is 
used for other hospital analyses and we 
are therefore concerned about its 
accuracy. The cost report data are put 
through a range of edits before being 
included in the minimum data set. The 
edits are both fatal (that is, the data will 
not be included if the data that triggered 
the edit are not corrected) and advisory 
(the fiscal intermediary must either 
correct the data or reaffirm that the data 
are correct). We are aware of the 
difficulties with the swing bed 
discharge data and are currently refining 
our edit process in order to eliminate 
the problem. The outpatient capital 
reduction amount included in the 
minimum data set is currently 
computed by us rather than submitted 
directly. There is a programming 
problem related to its computation, and 
we are working to correct this field. This 
does not affect program payments as 
determined in the cost report settlement 
process.
C. Response to Comments

Because of the large number of items 
of correspondence we normally receive 
on FR documents published for 
comment, we are not able to 
acknowledge or respond to them 
individually. We will consider all
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comments we receive by the date-and 
time specified in the "DATES” section 
of this preamble, and, if we proceed 
with a subsequent document, we will 
respond to the comments in the 
preamble to that document. Comments 
on changes to the May 26,1993 
proposed rule resulting from provisions 
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act of 1993 will be considered if we 
receive them by the date specified in the 
"DATES” section of this preamble. We 
will not consider comments concerning 
provisions that remain unchanged from 
the May 26,1993 proposed rule or on 
provisions that were changed based on 
public comments.
List o f Subjects
42 CFR Part 412

Administrative practice and 
procedure, Health facilities, Medicare, 
Puerto Rico, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements.
42 CFR Part 413

Health facilities, Kidney diseases, 
Medicare, Puerto Rico, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements.

42 CFR chapter IV is amended as 
follows:

A. Part 412 is amended as follows:

PART 412—PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT 
SYSTEMS FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL 
SERVICES

1. The authority citation for part 412 
continues to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 1 1 0 2 ,1815(e), 1820 ,1871 , 
and 1886 o f the Social Security Act (42 
U.S.C. 1 3 0 2 ,1395g(e), 1395i-4,1395hh, and 
1395ww).

Subpart A—General Provisions
2. In paragraph (a) of § 412.1, die third 

sentence is revised, and an additional 
sentence is added after the revised third 
sentence to read as follows:

$412.1 Scope of part
(a) * * * Payment for other costs 

related to inpatient hospital services 
(organ acquisition costs incurred by 
hospitals with approved organ 
transplantation centers, the costs of 
qualified nonphysician anesthetist’s 
services, as described in § 412.113(c), 
and direct costs of approved nursing 
and allied health educational programs) 
is made on a reasonable cost basis. 
Payment for the direct costs of graduate 
medical education is made-on a per 
resident amount basis in accordance 
with §413.86 of this chapter. * * * 
* * * * *

3. Section 412.2 is amended as 
follows:

a. Paragraph (b)(2)(i) is revised.
b. In paragraph (f)(8), the phrase "For 

discharges on or after June 19,1990 and 
before December 19,1991,” is revised to 
read “For discharges on or after June 19, 
1990, and before October 1,1994,”.

The revision is to read as follows:

§ 412.2 Basis of paym ent 
*  *  *  *  *

(b) * * *
(2) * * *
(i) Limitation of liability days payable 

under the payment procedures for 
custodial care and services that are not 
reasonable and necessary as specified in 
§ 411.400 of this chapter.
*' * ' * * *

Subpart R—Hospital Sendees Subject 
To and Excluded From the Prospective 
Payment Systems for Inpatient 
Operating Costs and Inpatient Capital- 
Related Costs

4. In § 412.25, paragraph (aXl) is 
revised and paragraph (d) is added to 
read as follows:
§ 412.25 Excluded d istinct p art hospital 
units: Comm on requirem ents.

(a) * * V
(1) Be part of an institution that—
(i) Has in effect an agreement under 

part 489 of this chapter to participate as 
a hospital;

(ii) ls  not excluded in its entirety from 
the prospective payment systems; and

(iii) Has enough beds that are not 
excluded from the prospective payment 
systems to permit the provision of 
adequate cost information, as required 
by § 413;24(c) of this chapter.
* * *  * *

(d) Number o f excluded units. Each 
hospital may have only one unit of each 
type (psychiatric or rehabilitation) 
excluded from the prospective payment 
systems.

Subpart D—Basic Methodology for 
Determining Prospective Payment 
Federal Rates for Inpatient Operating 
Costs

§412.62 [Am ended]
5. In § 412.62(c)(2), the parenthetical 

phrase "(as defined in § 413.40(c)(3) of 
this chapter)” is revised to read "in  the 
hospital market basket” .

6. Section 412.63 is amended as 
follows:

a. In paragraph (c)(2){i), the phrase 
"under § 413.40(c) of this chapter;” is 
revised to read "in  the hospital market 
basket;”;

b. In paragraph (g) introductory text, 
the parenthetical phrase "(as described 
in § 413.40(c)(3)(ii))—” is revised to 
read "(as defined in § 413.40(a)(3) of 
this chapter)—

- c. In the introductory text of 
paragraphs (j) and (k), the parenthetical 
phrase "(generally described in 
§413.40(c)(3)(ii) of this subchapter)—” 
is revised to read "(as defined in 
§ 413.40(a)(3) of this chapter)—”; and

d. Paragraphs (1) and (m) are revised, 
paragraphs (n) through (p) are 
redesignated as paragraphs (q) through 
(s), new paragraphs (n) through (p) are 
added, and redesignated paragraph 
(s)(2) is revised to read as follows:

§ 412.63 Federal rates fo r inpatient 
operating costs for fiscal years after 
Federal fiscal year 1984.
*  *  *  *  *

(1) Applicable percentage change fo r  
fisca l year 1994. The applicable 
percentage change for fiscal year 1994 is 
the percentage increase in the market 
basket index for prospective payment 
hospitals (as defined in § 413.40(a) of 
this chapter)—

(1) Minus 1.0 percentage point for 
hospitals located in rural areas.

(2) Minus 2.5 percentage points for 
hospitals located in large urban areas 
and other urban areas.

(m) Applicable percentage change fo r  
fisca l year 1995. The applicable 
percentage change for fiscal year 1995 is 
the percentage increase in the market 
basket index for prospective payment 
hospitals (as defined in § 413.40(a) of 
this chapter)—

(1) Plus, for hospitals located in rural 
areas, the percentage increase necessary 
so that the average standardized 
amounts computed under paragraphs (c) 
through (i) of § 412.63 are equal to the 
average standardized amounts for 
hospitals located in an urban area other 
than a large urban.

(2) Minus 2.5 percentage points for 
hospitals located in large urban areas 
and other urban areas.

(n) Applicable percentage change fo r  
fisca l year 1996. The applicable 
percentage change for fiscal year 1996 is 
the percentage increase in the market 
basket index for prospective payment 
hospitals (as defined in § 413.40(a) of 
this chapter) minus 2.0 percentage 
points for all areas.

(o) Applicable percentage change fo r 
fisca l year 1997. Hie applicable 
percentage change for fiscal year 1997 is 
the percentage increase in the market 
basket index for prospective payment 
hospitals (as defined in § 413.40(a) of 
this chapter) minus 0.5 percentage point 
for all areas.

(p) A pplicable percentage change fo r 
fisca l year 1998 and fo r subsequent 
years. T he ap plicable percentage change  
for fiscal yeaT 1 9 9 8  and for subsequent 
years is the percentage in crease  in the  
m arket basket in d ex for prospective
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payment hospitals (as defined in 
§ 413.40(a) of this chapter) for all areas. 
* * * * *

(s) * * *
(2) If an error is discovered before 

October 1,1992, in the survey data that 
results in a change to the wage index 
value for an area, the revised wage 
index is effective prospectively from the 
date the change to the wage index is 
made.
* * * * *

Subpart E—Determination of 
Transition Period Payment Rates for 
the Prospective Payment System for 
Inpatient Operating Costs

s 412.70 [Am ended]
7. In § 412.70, the phrase “For 

discharges occurring on or after April 1, 
1988 and before October 1,1993,” is 
revised to read “For discharges 
occurring on or after April 1,1988, and 
before October 1,1996,”,

8. Section 412.73 is amended as 
follows:

a. In paragraph (c)(1), the phrase “the 
target rate percentage determined under 
§ 413.40(c)(3) of this chapter,” is revised 
to read “the rate-of-increase percentage 
determined under § 413.40(c)(2) of this 
chapter,”.

b. Paragraph (c)(9) is revised and new 
paragraphs (c)(10) through (c)(12) are 
added to read as follows:

$ 412.73 Determ ination o f the hospital- 
specific rate based on a Federal fiscal year 
1982 base period.
* * * * *

(c) * * *
(9) For Federal fis ca l years 1992 and 

1993. For Federal fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, the update factor is the percentage 
increase in the market basket index for 
prospective payment hospitals (as 
defined in § 413.40(a) of this chapter). 
For purposes of determining the 
hospital-specific rate for F Y 1994 and 
following, the FY 1993 update factor is 
deemed to be that factor necessary to 
update the hospital-specific rate from 
the beginning of the cost reporting 
period that began in FY 1993 to 
September 30,1993.

(10) For Federal fisca l year 1994. For 
Federal fiscal year 1994, the update 
factor is the percentage increase in the 
market basket index for prospective 
payment hospitals (as defined in
§ 413.40(a) of the chapter) minus 2.3 
percentage points.

(11) For Federal fisca l year 1995. For 
Federal fiscal year 1995, the update 
factor is the percentage increase in the 
market basket index for prospective 
payment hospitals (as defined in
§ 413.40(a) of this chapter) minus 2.2 
percentage points.

(12) For Federal fisca l years 1996 and 
fo llow ing. For Federal fiscal years 1996 
and following, the update factor is the 
market basket index for prospective 
payment hospitals (as defined in 
§ 413.40(a) of this chapter).
* * *’ * . *

§412.75 [Am ended]
9. In § 412.75(d), the phrase “the 

update factor is determined using the 
methodology set forth in § 412.73 (c)(5) 
through (c)(9).” is revised to read “the 
update factor is determined using the 
methodology set forth in §412.73 (c)(5) 
through (c)(12).”

Subpart G—Special Treatment of 
Certain Facilities Under the 
Prospective Payment System for 
inpatient Operating Costs
§412.96 [Am ended]

10. In § 412.96(g)(2), the phrase 
“HCFA discontinues the adjustment 
beginning on the first day of the 
hospital’s next cost reporting period 
beginning on or after October 1,1992.” 
is revised to read “HCFA discontinues 
the adjustment beginning on the first 
day of the hospital’s next cost reporting 
period beginning on or after October 1, 
1994."

§412.98 [Am ended]
11. In § 412.98(b), in the first 

sentence, the phrase “under
§ 413.40(c)(4) of this chapter” is revised 
to read “under § 413.40(c)(3) of this 
chapter”.

12. Section 412.102 is revised to read 
as follows:

§ 412.102 Special treatm ent: H o s p ita ls  
reclassified as rural.

Effective on or after October 1,1983, 
a hospital reclassified as rural, as 
defined in § 412.62(f), may receive an 
adjustment to its rural Federal payment 
amount for operating costs for two 
successive fiscal years.

(a) F irst year adjustment. The 
hospital’s rural average standardized 
amount and disproportionate share 
payments as described in §412.106 are 
adjusted on the basis of an additional 
amount that equals two-thirds of the 
difference between the urban 
standardized amount and 
disproportionate share payments 
applicable to the hospital before its 
reclassification and the rural 
standardized amount and 
disproportionate share payments 
otherwise applicable to the Federal 
fiscal year for which the adjustment is 
made.

(b) Second year adjustment. If a 
hospital continues to be reclassified as 
rural, its rural average standardized

amount and disproportionate share 
payments are adjusted on the basis of an 
additional amount that equals one-third 
of the difference between the urban 
standardized amount and 
disproportionate share payments 
applicable to the hospital before its 
reclassification and thé rural 
standardized amounts and 
disproportionate share payments 
otherwise applicable to the Federal 
fiscal year for which the adjustment is 
made.

13. In §412.105, paragraphs (g)(l)(ii) 
and (g)(l)(iii), and paragraph (g)(2)(v) 
are revised to read as follows:

§412.105 Special treatm ent: Hospitals th at 
incur indirect costs fo r graduate m edical 
education program s.
* * * * *

(g) * * *
(1) * * *
(ii) In order to be counted, the

- resident must be assigned to one of the 
following areas:

(A) The portion of the hospital subject 
to the prospective payment system.

(B) The outpatient department of the 
hospital.

(C) For discharges occurring on or 
after August 10,1993, any entity 
receiving a grant under section 330 of 
the Public Health Service Act that is 
under the ownership or control of the 
hospital (if the hospital incurs all, or 
substantially all, of the costs of the 
services furnished by those residents).

(iii) Full-time equivalent status is 
based on the total time necessary to fill 
a residency slot. No individual may be 
counted as more than one full-time 
equivalent. If a resident is assigned to 
more than one hospital, the resident 
counts as a partial full-time equivalent 
based on the proportion of time worked 
in any of the areas of the hospital listed 
in paragraph (g)(1) (ii) of this section, to 
the total time worked by the resident. A 
part-time resident or one working in an 
area of the hospital other than those 
listed under paragraph (g)(l)(ii) of this 
section (such as a freestanding family 
practice center or an excluded distinct 
part hospital unit) would be counted as 
a partial full-time equivalent based on 
the proportion of time assigned to an 
area of the hospital listed in paragraph
(g)(l)(ii) of this section, compared to the 
total time necessary to fill a full-time 
internship or residency slot.
* * * * *

(2) * * *
(v) The proportion of the total time 

necessary to fill a residency slot that the 
resident is assigned to an area of the 
hospital listed under paragraph (g)(l)(ii) 
of this section.
* * * * *
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14. Section 412.168 is amended as 
follows:

a. In paragraph (a)(1). the phrase “Fox 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after April 1,1990 and ending before 
April 1,1993,” is revised to read “For 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after April 1,1990, and before October
1,1994,”.

b. in paragraph (aM2), the two 
sentences should be combined to make 
one single paragraph. At the end of the 
first sentence of the paragraph, the 
phrase “under §§ 412.25 through 
412.32” is revised to read “undeT 
§§412.25 through 412.30”.

c. Paragraph (c) is revised to read as 
follows:

§412.108 Special treatm ent: M edicare- 
dependent, sm alt rural hospitals.
*  *  t  *  t

(c) Payment methodology. A hospital 
that meets the criteria in paragraph (a! 
of this section is paid for its inpatient 
operating costs the sum of paragraphs
(c)(1) and (c)(2) of this section.

(1) The Federal payment rate 
applicable to the hospital as determined 
under §412.63, subject to the regional 
floor defined in § 412.70(c)(6).
I  (2) The amount, if any, determined as 
follows:

(i) For discharges occurring during the 
first three 12-month cost reporting 
periods that begin on or after April 1, 
1990,100 percent of the amount that the 
Federal rate determined under 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section exceeds 
the higher of the following:

(A) The hospital-specific rate as 
determined under §412.73.

(B) -The hospital-specific rate as 
determined under § 412.75.

(ii) For discharges occurring during 
any subsequent cost reporting period (or 
portion thereof) and before October 1, 
1994, 50 percent of die amount that the 
Federal rate determined under 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section exceeds 
the higher of the following:

(A) The hospital-specific rate as 
determined under § 412.73..

(B) The hospital-specific rate as 
determined under § 412.75.
* * * , ,* *

Subpatl H—Payments to Hospitals 
Under the Prospective Payment 
Systems

§412.115 [Am ended]

15, In § 412.115(b), the phrase “For 
discharges on or after June 19,1990, and 
before December 19,1991,” is revised to 
read “For discharges on or after June 19, 
1990, and before October 1,1994,”.

Subpart L—The Medicare Geographic 
Classification Review Board

16. In § 412.230, paragraph (e)(2)(iij 
introductory text is republished, and 
paragraph (e)(2)(ii)(B) is revised to read 
as follows:
§412.230 C riteria for an individual hospital 
seeking redesignation to another rural area  
or an urban area 
* *  * *

(e) * * *
(2) * * *
(ii) For data of other hospitals, the 

hospital must provide the data 
concerning the following: * * *

(B) If the hospital is requesting 
reclassification under 
§ 412.230(e)(l)(iii)(B), occupational-mix 
data to demonstrate the average 
occupational mix for each employment 
category in the adjacent area. 
Occupational-mix data can be obtained 
from surveys conducted by the 
American Hospital Association.

17. In §412.232, paragraph (b) is 
revised, paragraph (d){2Mii) introductory 
text is republished and paragraph
(d)(2)(ii)(B) is revised to read as follows:

§ 412.232 C riteria for a ll hospitals in a rural 
county seeking urban redesignation.
*  it  it  *  it  it

(b) M etropo litan  character. The group 
of hospitals must demonstrate that the 
county in which the hospitals are 
located meets the standards for 
redesignation to an MSA or an NECMA 
as an outlying county that were 
published in the Federal Register on 
March 30, 1990 (55 FR 12154) using 
Bureau of the Census data or Bureau of 
Census estimates made after 1990.
*  it  i t  it  it

(d) * * *
(2) *  *  *
(ii) For data of other hospitals, the 

hospitals must provide the following:

(B) Occupational-mix data to 
demonstrate the average occupational 
mix for each employment category in 
the adjacent area. Occupational-mix 
data can be obtained from surveys 
conducted by the American Hospital 
Association.

18. In § 412.234, paragraph (b) is 
revised to read as follows:

§ 412.234 C riteria fo r alJ hospitals in  an 
urban county seeking redesignation to  
another urban area.
*  *  *  fr *

(b) Wage criteria. In applying the 
following numeric criteria, rounding of 
numbers to meet the qualifying 
percentages is not permitted.

(1 ) Aggregate hourly wage. T he  
aggregate average hourly wage of all

hospitals in the urban county must be 
at least 85 percent of the average 
hospital hourly wage in the MSA or 
NECMA to which the hospitals in the 
county seek reclassification; or

(2) Aggregate h ou rly  wage weighted 
fo r occupational m ix. The aggregate 
average hourly wage of all hospitals in 
the urban county, weighted for 
occupational categories, is at least 90 
percent of the occupationally adjusted 
hourly wage, in the MSA or NECMA to 
which the hospitals in the county seek 
reclassification.
* * * * *

Subpart M— Prospective Payment 
System for inpatient Hospital Capital 
Costs

19. In § 412.308, paragraph (b) is 
revised to read as follows:

§ 412.308 Determ ining and updating the 
Federal rate.
Hr A  A  i t  .it '

(b) Standard Federal rate. The 
standard Federal rate is used to 
determine the Federal rate for each 
fiscal year in accordance with the 
formula specified in paragraph (c) of 
this section.

(1) HCFA determines the standard 
Federal rate by adjusting the F Y 1992 
updated national average cost per 
discharge by a factor so that estimated 
aggregate payments based on the 
standard Federal rate adjusted by the 
payment adjustments described in
§ 412.312(b) equal estimated aggregate 
payments based solely on the national 
average cost per discharge.

(2) Effective FY 1994, the standard 
Federal rate used to determine the 
Federal rate each year under paragraph
(c) of this section is reduced by 7.4 
percent.
*  it  *  *  *

20. In § 412.320, paragraph (b)(2) is 
revised to read as follows:

§412.320 Disproportionate share 
adjustm ent factor.
* * * * *

(b) * * *
(2) If a hospital meets the criteria in 

§ 412.106(cM2j for purposes of hospital 
inpatient operating prospective 
payments, the disproportionate share 
adjustment factor is the factor that 
results from deeming the hospital to 
have the same disproportionate share 
patient percentage that would yield its 
operating disproportionate share 
adjustment.

21. In § 412.336, paragraph (d) is 
added to read a§ follows:
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§ 412.336 Transition period payment 
methodologies.
* t A 4r

(d) Special Rule fo r Redetermination 
o f H ospital Payment Methodology. For 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after October 1,1993, the intermediary 
redetermines the hospital payment 
methodologies to take into account the 
reduction to the standard Federal rate 
provided in § 412.308(b)(2):

(1) For a hospital paid under the fully 
prospective payment methodology in 
the last hospital cost reporting period 
beginning before October 1,1993, the 
intermediary compares the hospital’s FY 
1994 hospital-specific rate with the 
hospital’s FY 1994 Federal rate (after 
taking into account the estimated effect 
of the payment adjustments and outlier 
payments).

(1) A hospital with a FY 1994 hospital- 
specific rate that is above the FY 1994 
adjusted Federal rate is paid under the 
hold-harmless payment methodology 
described in § 412.344.

(ii) Subject to the provisions of
§ 412.328(f), a hospital with a FY 1994 
hospital-specific rate that is below the 
FY 1994 adjusted Federal rate continues 
to be paid under the fully prospective 
payment methodology as described in 
§412.340.

(iii) The intermediary notifies the 
hospital of the new determination of the 
hospital’s payment methodology within 
90 days of the hospital’s first cost 
reporting period beginning on or after 
October 1,1993. The new determination 
is effective to the beginning of the 
hospital’s first cost reporting period 
beginning on or after October 1,1993.

(2) A hospital paid under the hold- 
harmless payment methodology in the 
last cost reporting period beginning 
before October 1,1993, will continue to 
be paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 412.344.

B. Part 413 is amended as follows:

PART 413— PRINCIPLES OF 
REASONABLE COST 
REIMBURSEMENT; PAYMENT FOR 
END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE 
SERVICES

1. The authority citation for part 413 
is revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 1 1 0 2 ,1814(b), 1815, 
1833(a), (i), and (n), 1861(v), 1 8 7 1 ,1 8 8 1 ,
1883, and 1886  o f the Social Security  A ct (42 
U .S.C . 1 3 0 2 ,1395f(b), 1395g, 13951(a), (i), 
and (n), 1395x(v), 1395hh , 1395rr, 1395tt, 
and 1395w w ); sec. 104(c) o f  Pub. L. 1 0 0 -3 6 0  
as am ended by sec. 608(d)(3) o f Pub. L. 1 0 0 -  
485  (42 U.S.C. 1395w w  (note)); and sec.
101(c) o f  Pub. L. 1 0 1 -2 3 4  (42 U .S.C. 1395w w  
(note)).

Subpart C—Limits on Cost 
Reimbursement

2. Section 413.40 is revised to read as 
follows:

§ 413.40 Ceiling on the rate of increase in 
hospital inpatient costs.

(a) Introduction—(1) Scope. This 
section implements section 1886(b) of 
the Act, establishing a ceiling on (he 
rate of increase in operating costs per 
case for hospital inpatient services 
furnished to Medicare beneficiaries that 
will be recognized as reasonable for 
purposes of determining the amount of 
Medicare payment. This rate-of-increase 
ceiling applies to hospital cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1982. This section also sets forth rules 
governing exemptions from and 
adjustments to the ceiling.

(2) A pplicab ility , (i) This section is 
not applicable to—

(A) Hospitals reimbursed in 
accordance with section 1814(b)(3) of 
the Act or under State reimbursement 
control systems that have been 
approved under section 1886(c) of the 
Act and Subpart C of part 403 of this 
chapter; or

(B) Hospitals that are paid under the 
prospective payment systems for 
inpatient hospital services in 
accordance with section 1886 (d) and (g) 
of the Act and part 412 of this chapter.

(ii) For cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1983, 
this section applies to hospitals 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system in accordance with §412.23 of 
this chapter, and psychiatric and 
rehabilitation units (distinct parts) 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system in accordance with §§412.25 
through 412.30 of this'chapter.

(3) D efinitions. As used in this i- 
section—

Ceiling  is the aggregate upper limit on 
the amount of a hospital’s net Medicare 
inpatient operating costs that the 
program will recognize for payment 
purposes. For each cost reporting 
period, the ceiling is determined by 
multiplying the updated target amount, 
as defined in this paragraph, for that 
period by the number of Medicare 
discharges during that period.

Date o f discharge is the earliest of the 
following dates:

(A) The date the patient has 
exhausted Medicare Part A hospital 
inpatient benefits (including the 
election to use lifetime reserve days) 
during his or her spell of illness.

(B) The date the patient is formally 
released as specified in § 412.4(a)(1) of 
this chapter.

(C) The date the patient is transferred 
to another facility.

(D) The date the patient dies.
M arket basket index  is HCFA’s 

projection of the annual percentage 
increase in hospital inpatient operating 
costs. The market basket index is a wage 
and price index that incorporates 
weighted indicators of changes in wages 
and prices that are representative of the 
mix of goods and services included in 
the most common categories of hospital 
inpatient operating costs subject to the 
ceiling, as described in paragraph (c)(1) 
of this section.

Net inpatient operating costs include 
the costs of routine services, ancillary 
services, and intensive care services (as 
defined in § 413.53(b)) incurred by a 
hospital in furnishing covered inpatient 
services to Medicare beneficiaries. Net 
inpatient operating costs exclude 
capital-related costs as described in 
§ 413.130, the costs of approved medical 
education programs as described in 
§§ 413.85 and 413.86, and heart, kidney, 
and liver acquisition costs incurred by ' 
approved transplantation centers. These 
costs are identified and excluded from 
inpatient operating costs before the 
application of the ceiling.

Rate-of-increase percentage is the 
percentage by which each hospital's 
target amount from the preceding 
Federal fiscal year is increased.

Target amount is the per discharge 
(case) limitation, derived from the 
hospital’s allowable net Medicare 
inpatient operating costs in the 
hospital’s base year, and updated for 
each subsequent hospital cost reporting 
period by the appropriate annual rate- 
of-increase percentage.

Update adjustment percentage is the 
percentage by which a hospital’s 
allowable inpatient operating service 
costs for the 12-month cost reporting 
period beginning in Federal fiscal year 
1990 exceeds the hospital’s ceiling for 
that period.

Update facto r is the decimal 
equivalent of the rate-of-increase 
percentage. The update factor is the 
value by which a hospital’s target 
amount for the preceding year is 
multiplied in order to determine the 
target amount for the following year. For 
example, if the rate-of-increase 
percentage for a year is 2.7 percent, the 
update factor for that year is 1.027.

(b) Cost reporting periods subject to 
the rate-of-increase ce iling—(1) Base 
period. Each hospital’s target amount is 
based on its allowable net inpatient 
operating costs per case from the cost 
reporting period of at least 12 months 
immediately preceding the first cost 
reporting period subject to the rate-of- 
incfease ceiling established under this 
section. If the immediately preceding 
cost reporting period is a short reporting
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period (fewer than 12 months), the first 
period of at least 12 months subsequent 
to that short period is the base period.

(1) The target amount established 
under this provision remains applicable 
to a hospital or excluded distinct part 
hospital unit, as described in §§412.25 
through 412.30 of this chapter, despite 
intervening cost reporting periods 
during which the hospital or excluded 
distinct part hospital unit is not subject 
to the ceiling as a result of other 
provisions of the law or regulations, or 
nonparticipation in the Medicare 
program, unless the hospital or 
excluded distinct part hospital unit 
qualifies as a new hospital or excluded 
distinct part hospital unit under the 
provisions of paragraph (f) of this 
section.

(ii) The base period for a newly 
established excluded distinct part unit 
is the first cost reporting period of at 
least 12 months following the unit’s 
certification to participate in the 
Medicare program.

(iii) When the operational structure of 
a hospital or distinct part unit changes 
(that is, a freestanding hospital becomes 
a distinct part unit or vice versa) the 
base period is the first cost reporting 
period of at least 12 months effective 
with the revised Medicare certification 
classification.

(2) Periods subject to the ceiling. The 
ceiling established under this section 
applies to all cost reporting periods 
that—

(1) Begin on or after October 1,1982; 
and

(ii) Immediately follow the base 
period established under paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section unless the 
exception in paragraph (b)(3) of this 
section is applicable.

(3) Periods o f other than 12 months. 
The ceiling established under this 
section does not apply to cost reporting 
periods of fewer than 12 months that 
occur in conjunction with a change in 
operation of the facility, as defined in 
paragraph (b)(l)(iii) of this section, as a 
result of changes in ownership, merger, 
or consolidation. However, the ceiling 
applies to cost reporting periods of 
fewer than 12 months that result solely 
from the approval of a hospital’s request 
for a change in accounting cycle, as 
specified in § 413.24(f)(3). :

(c) Costs subject to the ce iling—(1) 
Applicability. The ceiling established 
under this section applies to net 
operating costs incurred by a hospital in 
furnishing inpatient hospital services to 
Medicare beneficiaries.

(2) Rate-of-increase percentages and 
update factors. The applicable rate-of- 
increase percentages and update factors 
are determined as follows:

(i) Federal fisca l year 1986. The 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage 
for cost reporting periods beginning on 
or after October 1,1985 and before 
September 30,1986 is five twenty- 
fourths of one percent, and the update 
factor is 1.00208333. For purposes of 
determining the target amount for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1986, the applicable 
percentage increase for cost reporting 
periods beginning during Federal fiscal 
year 1986 is deemed to have been one- 
half percent, and the update factor is
1.005.

(ii) Federal fisca l year 1987. The 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage 
for cost reporting periods beginning on 
or after October 1,1986 and before 
September 30,1987 is 1.15 percent; the 
update factor is 1.0115.

(iii) Federal fisca l year 1988. The 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage 
for cost reporting periods beginning on 
or after October 1,1987 and before 
October 1,1988 is 2.3238 percent; the 
update factor is 1.023238. For purposes 
of updating the target amount for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1988, the rate-of-increase 
percentage for cost reporting periods 
beginning during FY 1988 is deemed to 
have been 2.7 percent; the update factor 
is deemed to have been 1.027.

(iv) Federal fisca l year 1989 through 
Federal fisca l year 1993. The applicable 
rate-of-increase percentage for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
bctober 1,1988, and before October 1, 
1993, is the percentage increase 
projected by the hospital market basket 
index (as defined in paragraph (a)(3) of 
this section).

(v) Federal fisca l year 1994 through 
Federal fisca l year 1997. The applicable 
rate-of-increase percentage for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1993, and before October 1, 
1998, is the market basket percentage 
increase minus the lesser of, 1 
percentage point, or the percentage 
point difference between 10 percent and 
the hospital’s “update adjustment 
percentage’’ (as defined in paragraph 
(a)(3) of this section); for hospitals with 
an “update adjustment percentage” of at 
least 10 percent, the applicable rate-of- 
increase percentage is the market basket 
percentage increase. The “update 
adjustment percentage” is increased in 
each Federal fiscal year by the sum of 
the hospital’s applicable reductions 
applied to the market basket percentage 
increase for previous Federal fiscal 
years.

(vi) Federal fisca l year 1998 and 
fo llow ing. The applicable rate-of- 
increase percentage for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1,

1998, is the percentage increase 
projected by the hospital market basket 
index.

(3) Target amount. The intermediary 
will establish a target amount for each 
hospital. The target amount for each 
cost reporting period is determined as 
follows:

(1) For the first cost reporting period 
to which this ceiling applies, the target 
amount equals the hospital’s allowable 
net inpatient operating costs per case for 
the hospital’s base period increased by 
the update factor for the subject period.

(ii) For subsequent cost reporting 
periods, the target amount equals the 
hospital’s target amount for the previous 
cost reporting period increased by the 
update factor for the subject cost 
reporting period, unless the provisions 
of paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section
apply-

(4) Applicable update factor, (i) The 
applicable update factor is derived from 
the prospectively determined rate-of- 
increase percentage published by HCFA. 
The update factor for each Federal fiscal 
year is applied prospectively to the 
target amount for each cost reporting 
period beginning during the Federal 
fiscal year.

(ii) In the case of cost reporting 
periods of less than 12 months, file 
target amount determined for a 
hospital’s first cost reporting period 
beginning in a Federal fiscal year 
applies to subsequent periods beginning 
in the same Federal fiscal year.

(d) A pplica tion  o f the target amount 
in  determ ining the amount o f 
payment—(1) General process, (i) At the 
end of each cost reporting period subject 
to this section, the hospital’s 
intermediary will compare a hospital’s 
allowable net inpatient operating costs 
with that hospital’s ceiling (as defined 
in paragraph (a)(3) of this section) for 
that period.

(ii) The hospital’s actual allowable 
costs will be determined without regard 
to the lesser of cost or charges 
provisions of § 413.13, and in 
accordance with the provisions of 
paragraphs (d)(2) or (d)(3) of this 
section, as applicable.

(2) Net inpatien t operating costs are 
less than o r equal to the ceiling. If a 
hospital’s allowable net inpatient 
operating costs do not exceed the 
hospital’s ceiling, payment to the 
hospital will be determined on the basis 
of the lower of the—

(i) Net inpatient operating costs plus 
50 percent of the difference between 
inpatient operating costs and the 
ceiling; or

(ii) Net inpatient operating costs plus 
5 percent of the ceiling.
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(3) Net inpatient operating costs are 
greater than the ceding. For cost 
reporting periods, beginning on or alter 
October 1,1991, if  a hospital’s  allowable 
net inpatient operating costs exceed the 
hospital’s ceiling, payment will be 
based on the lower of the—

(1) Ceiling plus 50 percent of the 
allowable net inpatient operating costs 
in excess of the ceiling; or

(ii) 110 percent of the ceiling.
(e) H ospital requests regarding 

adjustments to  the paym ent allowed 
under the rate-of-increase ceding—(1) 
Tim ing o f application. A hospital may 
request an adjustment to the rate-of- 
increase ceiling imposed under this 
section. The hospital’s request to its 
fiscal intermediary may be made upon 
receipt of the intermediary’s notice of 
amount of program reimbursement 
(NPR) and must be made no later than 
180 days after the date on the 
intermediary’s NPR for the cost 
repenting period for which the hospital 
requests an adjustment.

(2) In te rm e d ia ry recommendation. 
Unless HCFA has authorized the 
intermediary to make the decision, the 
intermediary makes a recommendation 
on the hospital’s request to HCFA, 
which makes the decision. HCFA issues 
a decision to the intermediary no later 
than 180 days after receipt of the 
completed application and the 
intermediary’s recommendation.

(3) Interm ediary decision. If HCFA 
has authorized the intermediary to make 
the decision, the intermediary issues a 
decision no later than 180 days after 
receipt of the completed application.

(4) N otifica tion  and review, (i) The 
intermediary notifies the hospital of the 
decision, including a full explanation of 
the grounds for tibe decision. A decision 
issued under paragraph (e)(2) or (e)(3) of 
this section is considered final unless 
the hospital submits additional 
information and requests a review of the 
decision no later than 180 days after the 
date on the intermediary’s notice of the 
decision.

(ii) The final decision is subject to 
review under the provider 
reimbursement determination and 
appeal procedures in subpart R of part 
405 of this chapter, provided the 
hospital has received an NPR for the 
cost reporting period in question, and 
the NPR disallows costs for which the 
hospital had requested an adjustment 
(see the definitions in § 405.1801(a) of 
this chapter and the provisions 
regarding a provider’s right to a Board 
hearing in § 405.1835 of this chapter).

(5) Extending tim e lim it fa r PRRB 
review o f NPR. The time required to 
review the request is considered good 
cause for the granting of an extension of
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the time limit to apply for review of the 
notice of amount or program 
reimbursement by the Provider 
Reimbursement Review Board, as 
specified in § 405.1841(b) of this 
chapter.

(6) A pp licab ility . The provisions in 
paragraphs {eMD through (e)(5) of this 
section apply to a hospital’s initial 
request for an adjustment and to a 
request for a review of the original 
decision based on additional data.

(f) Exemptions—{  1} New hospitals, (i) 
A new hospital is exempt from the rate- 
of-increase ceiling imposed under this 
section. The exemption begins when the 
hospital accepts its first patient and 
ends at the end of the first cost reporting 
period ending at least 2 years after the 
hospital accepts its first patient The 
first cost reporting period of at least 12 
months beginning at least 1 year after 
the hospital accepts its first patient is 
the base year, in accordance with 
paragraph (b) of this section. For 
purposes of this section, a new hospital 
is a provider of hospital inpatient 
services that—

(A) Has operated as the type of 
hospital for which HCFA granted it 
approval to participate in the Medicare 
program, under present or previous 
ownership (or both), for less than two 
full years; and

(B) Has provided the type of hospital 
inpatient services for which HCFA 
granted it approval to participate in the 
Medicare program, for less than two 
years.

(ii) Within 180 days of the date a 
hospital is excluded from the 
prospective payment system, the 
intermediary determines whether the 
hospital is exempt from the rate-of- 
increase ceiling. The intermediary 
notifies the hospital of its determination 
and the hospital’s base period.

(iii) A decision issued under 
paragraph (fHl) of this section is 
consider»! final unless the hospital 
submits additional information and 
requests a review of the decision no 
later than 180 days after the date on the 
intermediary’s notice of the decision.
The final decision is subject to review 
under the provider reimbursement 
determination and appeal procedures in 
subpart R of part 405 of this chapter, 
provided the hospital has received an 
NPR for the cost reporting period in 
question and the NPR does not reflect 
an exemption (see the definitions in
§ 405.1801(a) of this chapter and the 
provisions regarding a provider’s  right 
to a Board hearing in § 405.1835 of this 
chapter).

(2) New d istinct part units. A newly 
established distinct pert unit that is 
excluded from the prospective payment
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system under the provisions of 
§§ 412.25 through 412.30 of this chapter 
does not qualify for the exemption 
afforded to a new hospital under 
paragraph (f)(1) of tins section unless 
the distinct part unit is located in an 
acute care hospital that, if it were 
subject to the provisions of this section, 
would qualify as a new hospital under 
paragraph (f)(1) of this section.

(3) Risk-basis HMOs. items or services 
that are furnished to beneficiaries 
enrolled in an HMD by a hospital that 
is either owned or operated by a risk- 
basis HMO or related to a risk-basis 
HMO by common ownership or control 
are exempt from the rate-of-increase 
ceiling (see the definition erf an entity 
with a risk sharing contract in § 417.401 
of this chapter).

(g) Adjustm ents—(1) General rule. 
HCFA may adjust the amount of the 
operating costs considered in 
establishing the rate-of-increase ceiling 
for one or more cost reporting periods, 
including both periods subject to the 
ceiling and the hospital’s base period, 
under the circumstances specified 
below. When an adjustment is requested 
by the hospital, HCFA makes an 
adjustment only to the extent that the 
hospital’s operating costs are 
reasonable, attributable to the 
circumstances specified, separately 
identified by the hospital, and verified 
by the intermediary. HCFA may grant an 
adjustment requested by the hospital 
only if a hospital’s operating costs 
exceed the rate-of-increase ceiling 
imposed under this section.

(2) Extraordinary circumstances. 
HCFA may make an adjustment to take 
into account unusual costs (in either a 
cost reporting period subject to die 
ceiling or the hospital's base period) due 
to extraordinary circumstances beyond 
the hospital’s control. These 
circumstances include, but are not 
limited to, strikes, fire, earthquakes, 
floods, or similar unusual occurrences 
with substantial cost effects.

(3) C om parability o f cost reporting 
periods—(i) Adjustm ent fo r  distortion. 1 
HCFA may make an adjustment to take 
into account factors that would result in 
a significant distortion in the operating 
costs of inpatient hospital services 
between the base year and the cost 
reporting period subject to the limits.

(ii) Factors. Hie adjustments 
described in paragraph (g)(3)(i) of this 
section, include, but are not limited to, 
adjustments to take into account:

(A) FICA taxes (if the hospital did not 
incur costs for FICA taxes in its base 
period).

(B) Services billed under part B of 
Medicare during the base period, but
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paid under part A during the subject 
cost reporting period.

(C) Malpractice insurance costs (if 
malpractice costs were not included in 
the base year operating costs).

(D) Increases in service intensity or 
length of stay attributable to changes in 
the type of patient served.

(E) A change in the inpatient hospital 
services that a hospital provides, and 
that are customarily provided directly 
by similar hospitals, such as an addition 
or discontinuation of services or 
treatment programs.

(F) The manipulation of discharges to 
increase reimbursement.

(iii) Adjusting operating costs.
Without a formal request from a 
hospital, HCFA may adjust the amount 
of operating costs determined under 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section to take 
into account certain adjustments. These 
adjustments include, but are not limited 
to, adjustments under paragraphs
(g)(3)(ii) (A), (B), (C), (E), and (F) of this 
section.

(4) Significant wage increase—(i) 
Criteria. HCFA may make an adjustment 
to take into account a significant 
increase in wages occurring between the 
base period and the cost reporting 
period subject to the ceiling if there is 
a significant increase in the average 
hourly wage for the geographic area in 
which the hospital is located 
(determined by reference to the wage 
index for prospective payment hospitals 
without regard to geographic 
reclassifications under sections 1886(d)
(8) and (10) of the Act). For this 
purpose, there is a significant wage 
increase if the wage index value based 
on wage survey data collected for the 
cost reporting period subject to the 
ceiling is at least 8.0 percent higher than 
the wage index value based on survey 
data collected for the base year cost 
reporting period. If survéy data are not 
available for the cost reporting periods 
used in the comparison, the wage index 
value based on the latest available 
survey data collected prior to that cost 
reporting period is used.

(ii) Am ount o f the adjustment. The 
adjustment for a significant wage 
increase equals the amount by which 
the lesser of the following calculations 
exceeds 108 percent of the increase in 
the national average hourly earnings for 
hospital workers:

(A) The rate of increase in the average 
hourly wage in the geographic area 
(determined by applying the applicable 
increase in the area wage index value to 
the rate of increase in the national 
average hourly earnings for hospital 
workers).

(B) The rate of increase h i th e  
hospitales average hourly w a g e .:

(5) Adjustm ent lim ita tions. For cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1993, and before October 1, 
1998, the payment reductions under 
paragraph (c)(2)(v) of this section will 
not be considered when determining 
adjustments under this paragraph.

(h) [Reserved!
(i) Assignment o f a new base period—

(1) General rule, (i) Effective with cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
April 1,1990, HCFA may assign a new 
base period to establish a revised ceiling 
if the new base period is more 
representative of the reasonable and 
necessary cost of furnishing inpatient 
services and all the following conditions 
aPPly:

(A) The actual allowable inpatient 
costs of the hospital in the cost 
reporting period that would be affected 
by the revised ceiling exceed the target, 
amount established under paragraph (c) 
of this section.

(B) The hospital documents that the 
higher costs are the result of substantial 
and permanent changes in furnishing 
patient care services since the base 
period. In making this determination, 
HCFA takes into consideration the 
following factors:

(3) Changes in the services provided 
by the hospital.

(2) Changes in applicable technologies 
and medical practices.

(3) Differences in the severity of 
illness among patients or types of 
parents served.

(C) The adjustments described in 
paragraph (g) of this section would not 
result in recognition of the reasonable 
and necessary costs of providing 
inpatient services.

(ii) The revised ceiling is based on the 
necessary and proper costs incurred 
during the new base period.

(A) Increases in overhead costs (for 
example, administrative and general 
costs and housekeeping costs) are not 
taken into consideration unless the 
hospital documents that these increases 
result from substantial and permanent 
changes in furnishing patient care 
services.

(B) In determining whether wage 
increases are necessary and proper, 
HCFA takes into consideration whether 
increases in wages and wage-related 
costs for hospitals in the labor market 
area exceed the national average 
increase.

(2) New base period. The new base 
period is the first cost reporting period 
that is 12 months or longer that reflects 
the substantial and permanent change.

(3) New applicable rate-of-increase 
percentages and update factors. The 
revised target amount resulting from the 
assignment'of a new basé period is

increased by the applicable rate-of- 
increase percentages (update factors) 
described in paragraph (c)(2) of this 
section.

Subpart F—Specific Categories of 
Costs

3. Section 413.86 is amended as 
follows:

a. In paragraph (b), the definition 
“Primary care resident“ is added, in 
alphabetical order.

b. Paragraph (e)(3) is revised.
c. In paragraph (g)(1), an additional 

sentence is added after the first 
sentence.

d. In paragraph (h)(2), in the second 
sentence, the phrase “On or before July 
1,1986 and before July 1,1987,“ is 
revised to read “On or after July 1,1986, 
and before July 1,1987,”.

The revision and additions are to read 
as follows:

§ 413.86 D irect graduate m edical 
education paym ents.
*  *  *  *  *

(b) * * *
Prim ary care resident is a resident 

enrolled in an approved medical 
residency training program in family 
medicine, general internal medicine, 
general pediatrics, preventive medicine, 
geriatric medicine or osteopathic 
general practice.
*  *  *  *  *

(e) * * *
(3) For cost reporting periods 

beginning on o r a fter July 1,1986. For 
cost reporting periods beginning on or 
after July 1,1986, a hospital’s base- 
period per resident amount is adjusted 
as follows:

(i) Except as provided in paragraph
(e)(3)(ii) of this section, each hospital’s 
per resident amount for the previous 
cost reporting is adjusted by the 
projected change in the CPI-U for the 
12-month cost reporting period. This 
adjustment is subject to revision during 
the settlement of the cost report to 
reflect actual changes in the CPI-U that 
occurred during the cost reporting 
period.

(ii) For cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1993 
through September 30,1995, each 
hospital’s per resident amount for the 
previous cost reporting period will not 
be adjusted for any resident FTEs who 
are not either a primary care resident or 
an obstetrics and gynecology resident.
*  ... *  *  * .  . *

( g )  *  *  *

(1).* * * Effective August 10,1993, 
residents or fellows in an approved 
preventive medicine residency or 
fellowship program may also be counted
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as a full FTE resident for up to two 
additional years beyond the initial 
residency period limitations. * * *
*  *  *  *  *

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.773, Medicare— Hospital 
Insurance; and Program No. 93.774,
Medicare—Supplementary Medical 
Insurance Program)

Dated; August 23 ,1993.
Bruce C  Vladeck,
Administrator, Health Care Financing 
Administration.

Dated: August 2 4 ,1 9 9 3 .
Donna E. Shalala,
Secretary.

[Note: The following addendum and 
appendixes will not appear in the Code at 
Federal Regulations.)

A ddendum — Schedule o f  S tand ard ized  
A m ounts Effective W ith  D ischarges On 
o r A fter O ctober 1 ,1 9 9 3  an d  U pd ate  
F a cto rs  and R ate-of-in crease  
P ercentages Effective W ith  Cost 
R eporting P eriod s Beginning On o r  
A fter O ctober 1 ,1 9 9 3

I. Summary and Background
In this addendum, we are setting forth 

the amounts and factors for determining 
prospective payment rates for Medicare 
inpatient operating costs and Medicare 
inpatient capital-related costs. We are 
also setting forth new rate-of-increase 
percentages for updating the target 
amounts for hospitals and hospital units 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system.

For discharges occurring on or after 
October 1,1993, except for sole 
community hospitals, Medicare- 
dependent, small rural hospitals, 
hospitals located in Puerto Rico, and 
hospitals subject to the regional floor, 
each hospital’s payment per discharge 
under the prospective payment system 
is based on 100 percent of the Federal 
national rate.

Sole community hospitals and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals are paid based on whichever 
of the following rates yields the greatest 
aggregate payment; the Federal national 
rate (subject to the regional floor), the 
updated hospital-specific rate based on 
F Y 1982 cost per discharge, or the 
updated hospital-specific rate based on 
FY 1987 cost per discharge. Hospitals in 
Puerto Rico are paid on the basis of a 
rate per discharge comprised of 75 
percent of a Puerto Rico rate and 25 
percent of a national rate (section 
1886(d)(9)(A) of the Act). Hospitals 
affected by the regional floor are paid on 
the basis of 85 percent of the Federal 
national rate and 15 percent of the 
Federal regional rate (section 13501(f) of 
Public Law 103-66 amended section

1886(d)(l)(u)(iii) of the Act to extend the 
regional floor through FY 1996).

As discussed below in section 11, we 
are making changes in the 
determination of the prospective 
payment rates for Medicare inpatient 
operating costs. Hie changes, to be 
applied prospectively, will affect the 
calculation of the Federal rates. In 
section III we discuss changes we are 
making in the determination of the 
prospective payment rates for Medicare 
inpatient capital-related costs. Section 
IV sets forth our changes for 
determining the rate-of-increase limits 
for hospitals excluded from the 
prospective payment system. The tables 
to which we refer in the preamble to the 
final rule are presented at the mid of this 
addendum in section V.
H. Changes to Prospective Payment 
Bates fo r Inpatient Operating Costs fo r  
FY  1994

The basic methodology for 
determining prospective payment rates 
for inpatient operating costs is set forth 
at § 412.63 for hospitals located outside 
of Puerto Rico. The basic methodology 
for determining the prospective 
payment rates for inpatient operating 
costs for hospitals located in Puerto 
Rico is set forth at §§ 412.210 and 
412.212. Below, we discuss the manner 
in which we are changing some of the 
factors used for determining the 
prospective payment rates. The Federal 
and Puerto Rico rate changes will be 
effective with discharges occurring on 
or after October 1,1993. As required by 
section 1886(d)(4)(C) of the Act, we 
must adjust the DRG classifications and 
relative weights for discharges in FY 
1994.

In summary, the standardized 
amounts set forth in Tables la , lb , and 
lc  of section V of this addendum were—

• Updated by 1.8 percent for urban 
hospitals and 3.3 percent for rural 
hospitals (that is, the market basket 
percentage increase of 4.3 percent 
minus 2.5 percent for urban areas and 
the market basket percentage increase of
4.3 percent minus 1.0 percent for rural 
areas);

• Adjusted to ensure budget 
neutrality as provided for in sections 
1886(d){4)(C)(iii) and (d)(3)(E) of the Act 
by applying new budget neutrality , 
adjustment factors to the urban and 
rural standardized amounts;

• Adjusted to ensure budget 
neutrality as provided for in section 
1886(dX8)(D) of the Act by removing the 
FY 1993 budget neutrality factor and 
applying a revised factor; and

• Adjusted by removing the FY 1993 
outlier offsets and applying the revised 
urban and rural outHer offsets.

A. Calculation of Adjusted Standardized 
Amounts

1. Standardization o f base-year costs 
or target amounts. Section 1886(dX2)(A) 
of the Act required the establishment of 
base-year cost data containing allowable 
operating costs per discharge of 
inpatient hospital services for each 
hospital. The preamble to the September 
1,1983 interim final rule (48 FR 39763) 
contains a detailed explanation of how 
base-year cost data were established in 
the initial development of standardized 
amounts for the prospective payment 
system and how they are used in 
computing the Federal rates.

Section 1886(d)(9)(BXi) of the Act 
required that Medicare target amounts 
be determined for each hospital located 
in Puerto Rico for its cost reporting 
period beginning in FY 1987. The 
September 1,1987 final rule contains a 
detailed explanation of how the target 
amounts were determined and how they 
are used in computing the Puerto Rico 
rates (52 FR 33043, 33066).

The standardized amounts are based 
on per discharge averages of adjusted 
hospital costs from a base period or, for 
Puerto Rico, adjusted target amounts 
from a base period, updated and 
otherwise adjusted in accordance with 
the provisions of section 1886(d) of the 
Act. Sections 1886(d)(2)(C) and 
(dM9XB){ii) of the Act required that the 
updated base-year per discharge costs 
and, for Puerto Rico, the updated target 
amounts, respectively, be standardized 
in order to remove from the cost data 
the effects of certain sources of variation 
in cost among hospitals. These include 
case mix, differences in area wage 
levels, cost of living adjustments for 
Alaska and Hawaii, indirect medical 
education costs, and payments to 
hospitals serving a disproportionate 
share of low-income patients.

Since the standardized amounts have 
already been adjusted for differences in 
case mix, wages, cost-of-living, indirect 
medical education costs, and payments 
to hospitals serving a disproportionate 
share of low-income patients, no 
additional adjustments for these factors 
for FY 1994 were made. That is, the 
standardization adjustments reflected in 
the FY 1994 standardized amounts are 
the same as those reflected in the FY 
1993 standardized amounts,

Sections 1886(dX2XH) and (d)t3)(E) of 
the Act require that, in making 
payments under the prospective 
payment system, the Secretary adjust 
the proportion of payments that are 
wage-related (as estimated by the 
Secretary from time to time). Beginning 
with October 1,1990, when the market 
basket was rebased, we have considered
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71.49 percent of costs to be labor-related 
for purposes of the prospective payment 
system.

Comment: One commenter asked why 
the ratio of the labor-related share of die 
rural standardized amount to the 
combined labor-related and nonlabor- 
related shares is higher than the ratio for 
the other urban and large urban 
standardized amounts, since the wage 
index values for rural areas generally are 
lower.

Response: The difference results from 
the standardization process. The labor- 
related payment rate equals the labor- 
related share of the standardized 
amount times the wage index. In order 
to determine the labor-related share of 
each standardized amount, we first take 
the applicable cost per case for each 
hospital, multiply it by the labor-related 
share of the hospital market basket 
(currently 71.40 percent), and divide 
that number by the wage index for the 
hospital. The individual hospital labor 
shares are then averaged for all rural 
hospitals to determine the rural labor- 
related share. Since, as the commenter 
points out, hospitals in rural areas tend 
to have lower wage index values than 
hospitals in urban areas, the resulting 
labor share tends te be higher for rural 
hospitals, if other factors are equal. This 
is because dividing a given number by 
a smaller number will yield a larger 
result than dividing it by a larger 
number. The process is explained in 
detail in the September 1,1983, interim 
final rule at 48 FR 39765.

2. Computing urban and ru ra l 
averages w ith in  geographic areas.
Section 1886(d)(3) of the Act requires 
the Secretary to compute three average 
standardized amounts for discharges 
occurring in a fiscal year: One for 
hospitals located in rural areas; one for 
hospitals located in large urban areas; 
and one for hospitals located in other 
urban are«», in addition, under section 
1886(d)(9)(B)(iii) of the Act, the average 
standardized amount per discharge 
must be determined for hospitals 
located in urban and rural areas in 
Puerto Rico. Hospitals in Puerto Rico 
are paid a blend of 75 percent of the 
applicable Puerto Rico standardized 
amount and 25 percent of a national 
standardized payment amount

Section 1886(d)(2)(D) of the Act 
defines a "‘large urban area” as an urban 
area w ith a population of more than
1.000,000. In addition, section 4009(i) of 
Public Law 100-203 provides that a 
New England County Metropolitan Area 
(NECMA) with a population of more 
than 970,000 is classified as a large 
urban area. As required by section 
1886(d)(2)(D) of the A ct population size 
is determined by the Secretary based on

the latest population data published by 
the Bureau of the Census. Urban areas 
that do not meet the definition of a 
‘‘large urban area” are referred to as 
“otherurban areas.”

Based on 1991 population estimates 
published by the Bureau of the Census, 
55 large urban areas meet the criteria to 
be defined as large urban areas for FY 
1994. (These consist of the 51 areas 
identified in the proposed rule, and an 
additional 4 areas identified as a result 
of OMB’s June 30,1993, revisions to the 
MSA definitions.) These areas are 
identified by an asterisk in Table 4a.

Table la  contains the three national 
standardized amounts that continue to 
be applicable to most hospitals. Table 
lb  sets forth the 27 regional 
standardized amounts that continue to 
be applicable for hospitals located in 
census areas subject to the regional 
floor. Under section 1886(d)(9)(A)(ii) of 
the Act, the national standardized 
payment amount applicable to hospitals 
in Puerto Rico consists of the discharge- 
weighted average of the national rural 
standardized amount, the national laige 
urban standardized amount, and the 
national other urban standardized 
amount (as set forth in Table la). The 
national average standardized amount 
for Puerto Rico is set forth in Table lc . 
This table also includes the three 
standardized amounts that are 
applicable to most hospitals in Puerto 
Rico.

3. Updating the average standardized 
amounts. in accordance with section 
1886(d)(3)(A) of the Act, we are 
updating the large urban, other urban, 
and TUTal average standardized amounts 
using the applicable percentage 
increases specified in section 
1886(b)(3)(B)(i) of the Art. Section 
1886(b)(3)(B)(i)(IX) of the Act (as 
amended by section 13501(a) of Public 
Law 103-66) specifies the following 
update factors for the standardized 
amounts for FY 1994:

• The market basket percentage 
increase of 4.3 percent minus 2,5 
percent (that is 1.8 percent) for hospitals 
located in urban areas.

• The market basket percentage 
increase of 4.3 percent minus 1.0 
percentage points (that is, 3.3 percent) 
for hospitals located in rural areas.

The percentage change in the market 
basket reflects the average change in the 
price of goods and services purchased 
by hospitals to furnish inpatient care. 
The most recent forecasted hospital 
market basket increase For FY 1994 is
4.3 percent.

Although the update factor for FY 
1994 is set by law, we were required by 
section 1886(e)(3)(B) of the Art to report 
to Congress no later than March 1,1993

on our initial recommendation of 
update factors forFY 1994 for both 
prospective payment hospitals and 
hospitals excluded from die prospective 
payment system. For general 
information purposes, we published the 
report to Congress as appendix C to the 
proposed Tule. This recommendation 
was based on an earlier forecast of the 
hospital market basket increase. Our 
final recommendation on the update 
factors (which is required by sections 
1886(e)(4)(A) and (e)(5)(A) of the Art), is 
set forth as appendix D to this final rule.

4. Other adjustments to the average 
standardized amounts—a. Recalibration 
o f DRG Weights and Updated Wage 
Index—Budget N eu tra lity A d justm ent 
Section 1886(d)(4XC)(iii) of the Art 
specifies that beginning in FY 1991, the 
annual DRG reclassifications and 
recalibration of the relative weights 
must be made in a manner that assures 
that aggregate payments to hospitals are 
not affected. As discussed in section II 
of the preamble, we normalized the 
recalibrated DRG weights by an 
adjustment factor, so that the average 
case weight after recalibration is equal 
to the average case weight priorto 
recalibration. While this adjustment is 
intended to ensure that recalibration 
does not affect total payments to 
hospitals, our analysis indicates that the 
normalization adjustment does not 
necessarily achieve budget neutrality 
with respect to aggregate payments to 
hospitals.

Section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Art 
specifies that the hospital wage index 
must be updated based on new survey 
data no later than October 1,1990 and 
on an annual basis beginning October 1, 
1993. This provision also requires that 
any updates or adjustments to the wage 
index must be made in a manner that 
assures that aggregate payments to 
hospitals are not affected by the change 
in the wage index.

To comply with die requirement of 
section 1886(d)(4XC)(iii) of the Art that 
the DRG reclassification and 
recalibration of the relative weights be 
budget neutral and the requirement in 
section 1886(d)(3 )(E) of the Art that the 
updated wage index be implemented in 
a budget neutral manner, we compared 
aggregate payments using the FY 1993 
relative weights and the wage index 
effective October 1,1992 to aggregate 
payments using the proposed FY 1994 
relative weights and wage index. The; 
same methodology was used for the FY 
1993 budget neutrality adjustment. (See 
the discussion in the September 1,1992 
final rule (57 FR 39832).) Based on this 
comparison, we computed a proposed 
budget neutrality adjustment factor 
equal to .997819. Tim final budget
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neutrality adjustment factor is  equal to 
.999003. This budget neutrality 
adjustment factor is applied to the 
standardized amounts without removing 
the effects of the F Y 1993 budget 
neutrality adjustment. We do not 
remove the prior budget neutrality 
adjustment because the statute requires 
that aggregate payments after the 
changes in the DRG relative weights and 
wage index equal estimated payments 
prior to the changes. If we removed the 
prior year adjustment, we would not be 
able to satisfy this condition.

In addition, we are continuing to 
apply the same FY 1994 adjustment 
factor to the hospital-specific rates that 
are effective October 1,1993, in order to 
ensure that we meet the statutory 
requirement that aggregate payments 
neither increase nor decrease as a result 
of the implementation of the DRG 
weights and updated wage index. (See 
the discussion in the September 4,1990 
final rule (55 FR 36073).)

b. Reclassified hospitals—budget 
neu tra lity  adjustment. Section 
1886(d)(8)(B) of the Act provides that 
certain rural hospitals are deemed 
urban. In addition, section 1886(d)(10) 
of the Act provides for the 
reclassification of hospitals based on 
determinations by the Medicare 
Geographic Classification Review Board 
(MGCRB). Under section 1886(d)(10) of 
the Act, a hospital may be reclassified 
for purposes of the standardized amount 
or the wage index, or both.

Section 1886(d)(8)(D) of the Act 
specifies two budget neutrality 
objectives that must be met. First, the 
FY 1994 urban standardized amounts 
are to be adjusted so as to assure that 
total aggregate payments under the 
prospective payment system after 
implementation of the provisions of 
sections 1886(d)(8)(B) and (C) and 
1886(d)(10) of the Act are equal to the 
aggregate prospective payments that 
would have been made absent these 
provisions. Second, the rural 
standardized amounts are to be adjusted 
to assure that aggregate payments to 
rural hospitals not affected by these 
provisions neither increase nor decrease 
as a result of implementation of these 
provisions. We note that some rural 
referral centers have been reclassified 
for purposes of the standardized 
amount. The budget neutrality 
adjustment for geographic 
reclassifications does not include the 
cost of paying the other urban 
standardized amount to rural referral 
centers or hospitals that lost their rural 
referral center status as a result of 
reclassification, since they are already 
paid on this basis in the absence of 
reclassification. Rather, the budget

neutrality ad justment includes only the 
difference between the payments to 
these hospitals after reclassification and 
payments as a rural referral center 
before reclassification (for example, 
higher disproportionate share payments 
or the difference between large urban 
and other urban rates, as applicable). 
The following adjustment, factors, 
necessary to achieve the requisite 
budget neutrality constraints, were 
applied to the proposed standardized
amounts:

Urban Rural

.993665 ................................... .998805

The following adjustment factors were 
applied to the final standardized 
amounts:

Urban Rural

.992529 ................................... .999472

The adjustment factors are applied to 
the standardized amounts after 
removing the effects of the FY 1993 
budget neutrality adjustment factors. We 
note that the proposed FY 1994 
adjustments reflect wage index and 
standardized amount reclassifications 
approved by the MGCRB or the 
Administrator as of March 15,1993. The 
final budget neutrality adjustment 
factors reflect the effects of all 
reclassification decisions and changes 
in these decisions resulting from 
appeals and review of the MGCRB's 
decisions for FY 1994, or from a 
hospital’s request for the withdrawal of 
a reclassification.

c. Retroactive budget neu tra lity  
adjustment to reflect FY  1993 m idyear 
wage index corrections. In the 
September 4,1990 final rule (55 FR 
36042), we set forth under § 412.63(1) 
(redesignated at § 412.63(p)) our policy 
for making midyear corrections in the 
wage index and applying those 
corrections on a prospective basis 
effective with discharges occurring on 
or after the date the corrections are 
made. As described in that rule, when 
midyear corrections are made under the 
provisions of § 412.63(1), the correction 
in the wage index value for the affected 
area is effective prospectively from the 
date the revision is made; however, both 
the corresponding prospective 
adjustment to the wage index values for 
all other wage areas (to reflect the effect 
of the corrected data on the national 
average hourly wage), and the budget 
neutrality adjustment to the 
standardized amounts required by 
section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act (to 
account for the effect on payments of

the midyear corrections), are not made 
until the beginning of the next fiscal 
year. We note thatittidyear wage index 
corrections will not be recognized in FY 
1994.

To account for the effect that midyear 
corrections in the wage index for FY
1993 had on program payments for that 
year, we have computed a retroactive 
budget neutrality adjustment factor of 
.998188. This adjustment was computed 
by comparing FY 1993 aggregate 
payments before the wage data 
corrections were made with aggregate 
payments after the revised wage index 
values were implemented. This 
adjustment h&s been applied to the FY
1994 standardized amounts after 
removing the effects of the FY 1993 
budget neutrality adjustment for 
midyear wage corrections made in FY
1992.

d. Outliers. Section 1886(d)(5)(A) of 
the Act provides that, in addition to the 
basic prospective payment rates, 
payments must be made for discharges 
involving day outliers and may be made 
for cost outliers. Section 1886(d)(3)(B) of 
the Act requires that the urban and rural 
standardized amounts be separately 
reduced by the proportion of estimated 
total DRG payments attributable to 
estimated outlier payments for hospitals 
located in urban areas and those located 
in rural areas. Section 1886(d)(9)(B)(iv) 
of the Act requires that the urban and 
rural standardized amounts applicable 
to hospitals in Puerto Rico be reduced 
by the proportion of estimated total DRG 
payments attributable to estimated 
outlier payments.

Consequently, instead of a uniform 
reduction factor applying equally to all 
the standardized amounts, there are two 
separate reduction factors, one 
applicable to the urban standardized 
amounts and the other applicable to the 
rural standardized amounts. 
Furthermore, section 1886(d)(5)(A)(iv) 
of the Act directs that outlier payments 
in any year may not be less than 5 
percent nor more than 6 percent of total 
payments projected to be made based on 
the prospective payment rates.

i. Factors affecting o u tlie r thresholds. 
In the September 1,1992 final rule (at 
57 FR 39783), we discussed several 
factors that could have been responsible 
for FY 1991 outlier payments being 
lower than expected. We also indicated 
that we would continue to explore 
possible refinements to the outlier 
estimation methodology that would 
help ensure that actual outlier payments 
are as close as possible to estimated 
outlier payments (as a fraction of total 
DRG payments),

We examined the various adjustment 
factors that are used to estimate cost
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outlier payments. These include 
adjustments for the indirect costs of 
medical education (IME) and for 
hospitals serving a disproportionate 
share of low income patients (DSH), the 
hospital cost-to-charge ratios, and the 
charge inflation factor. We decided not 
to make any adjustments to the IME and 
DSH adjustments currently used to 
estimate outlier payments because they 
do not change in any predictable 
fashion. As a result, there is no accurate 
adjustment that we can make to these 
adjustment factors that would improve 
our estimation methodology. However, 
we have noted a continued trend with 
respect to changes in costs relative to 
charges. Overtime, charges have 
continued to increase at a faster rate 
than costs, so that cost-to-charge ratios 
have been declining. Because we use the 
latest available cost-to-charge ratios 
(which may be as much as 2 years old) 
to convert billed charges to costs for 
purposes of estimating cost outlier 
payments, we may be overestimating 
outlier payments in setting the 
thresholds. As a result, actual payments 
may be lower than estimated. In order 
to alleviate this problem, we are using 
a cost inflation factor rather than a 
charge inflation factor to estimate FY 
1994 costs. In other words, instead of 
inflating the FY 1992 charge data by a 
charge inflation factor for 2 years in 
order to estimate FY 1994 charge data 
and then applying the cost-to-chaige 
ratio, we will adjust the charges by the 
cost-to-charge ratio and then inflate the 
estimated costs for 2 years of cost 
inflation. In this manner, we will be 
automatically adjusting for any changes 
in the cost-to-charge ratios that may 
occur, since the relevant variable is the 
costs estimated for a given case.

In setting the FY 1994 outlier 
thresholds, we used a cost inflation 
factor of 8.3 percent. This is the average 
increase in cost per case between PPS—
5 (data from cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1988) and PPS-8 (data 
from cost reporting periods beginning in 
FY 1991), for a matched set of hospitals. 
We made an audit adjustment for any 
cost report that had not been settled, 
based on the average ratio between 
submitted and final cost report data.
This adjustment was made separately 
for Medicare inpatient capital costs and 
Medicare inpatient operating costs. We 
used the actual settlement ratio for PPS-
5 cost report data, since most cost 
reports for that period had been settled, 
but used the settlement ratio from PPS—
6 (data from oost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1989) for die PPS-7 
and PPS-8 cost reports, since the PPS-
7 and PPS-8 settlement ratios currently

available are based on many fewer 
hospitals (approximately 55 percent for 
PPS-7 and 6 percent for PPS-8, as 
opposed to 92 percent for PPS-6).

ii. FY 1992 and FY 1993 o u tlie r 
payments. In the June 4,1992 proposed 
rule (57 FR 23645), we discussed several 
reasons for a difference between actual 
and estimated outlier payments as a 
percentage of total DRG payments for 
FY 1992. At that time, we estimated that 
actual FY 1992 outlier payments would 
be approximately 3.6 percent of FY 1992 
total DRG payments. We also estimated 
that total DRG payments for FY 1992 
would be higher than estimated at the 
time that we set the FY 1992 outlier 
thresholds. Thus, we stated our belief 
that hospitals were not necessarily 
disadvantaged by the lower than 
estimated outlier payment percentage. 
Our current estimate is that actual FY
1992 outlier payments will be 
approximately 3.6 percent of total DRG 
payments. At the same time, we . 
estimate that FY 1992 total DRG 
payments per case were 2.4 percent 
higher than we estimated when we set 
theFY 1992 outlier thresholds. This 
estimate is based on the June 30,1992, 
update of the provider-specific file and 
the June 30,1993, update of the 
MedPAR file.

We believe that using a cost inflation 
factor in setting the FY 1994 outlier 
thresholds, rather than a charge 
inflation factor, will further improve our 
estimation methodology in order that 
actual outlier payments as a percentage 
of total DRG pay ments will equal 
estimated outlier payments as a 
percentage of total DRG payments.

In the September 1,1992 final rule, 
we set the outlier thresholds so that 
estimated operating outlier payments 
were equal to 5.1 percent of estimated 
total estimated operating prospective 
payments. We currently estimate that 
FY 1993 outlier payments will be 4.5 
percent of total DRG payments.

Although we now estimate that FY
1993 outlier payments will be lower 
than anticipated, we note that FY 1993 
total DRG payments per case will be 
approximately 1.0 percent higher than 
we estimated when setting the FY 1993 
outlier thresholds. In addition, we note 
that the estimate of the market basket 
rate of increase used to set the FY 1993 
rates was 4.1 percentage points, while 
our current estimate for the FY 1993 
market basket rate of increase is 3.2 
percent. Thus, the net effect is that 
hospitals are receiving higher FY 1993 
payments than would have been 
established based on the more recent 
data.

Comment. Borne commenters are 
concerned about our projection that FY

1993 payments will be lower than we 
estimated when we set the FY 1993 
outlier thresholds. These commenters 
urge that we establish a method of 
monitoring outlier payments during a 
fiscal year, so that we can prospectively 
change the outlier thresholds in the 
event that projected outlier payments 
are not between 5 and 6 percent of total 
DRG payments. These commenters 
support our efforts to establish a cost 
inflation factor and to refine the 
estimation process.

Response: We responded to similar 
comments in the final rule for FY 1993 
(57 FR 39784). Section 1886(dH5)fA){iv) 
of the Act requires that outlier payments 
be between 5 and 6 percent of the total 
payments “projected or estimated to be 
made" based on diagnosis-related group 
(DRG) prospective payment rates for 
discharges in that yeaT. We set the FY 
1993 outlier thresholds so. that 
estimated outlier payments were the 
appropriate fraction of estimated total 
DRG payments. We used the most recent 
Medicare discharge and hospital- 
specific data available to estimate total 
payments and the percentage of 
payments for outliers. This is 
necessarily a prospective process and 
the resulting estimate may prove to be 
inaccurate.

We currently estimate that FY 1993 
outlier payments may not be equal to 
the 5.1 percent level that we originally 
estimated when setting the FY 1993 
outlier thresholds. However, we do not 
believe that Congress envisioned we 
would revise, in midyear, any of the 
estimates of the factors used to set 
prospective payment amounts for a 
given Federal fiscal year. These factors 
include not only the outlier thresholds, 
but the market basket rate of increase 
used to establish the update factors, the 
recalibration of the DRG rates, and the 
various required budget neutrality 
provisions. The market basket rate of 
increase has been overestimated for the 
past three fiscal years, but we have not 
made adjustments to the standardized 
amounts during the year as new 
estimates of the market basket rate of 
increase became available. Further, our 
most recent estimate of the FY 1993 
market basket rate of increase is 3 J2 
percent, or 0.9 percentage points lower 
than that used to establish the FY 1993 
standardized amounts. In addition, 
although we now have evidence that we 
underestimated the recalibration budget 
neutrality factor applied to the 
standardized amounts, we have not 
contemplated changing that factor. We 
do not believe it would be appropriate 
to make these midyear corrections to the 
standardized amounts, given the 
requirements under sections 1886(d)(6)
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and 1886(e)(5)(B) of the Act that we 
publish annual prospective payment 
system rates by September 1 of each 
year. This provision ensures that 
hospitals have advance notice of the 
rates that will be in effect for the 
upcoming fiscal year. While our current 
estimate of F Y 1993 outlier payments is 
lower than our estimate in the FY 1993 
final prospective payment system rule, 
our estimate for standard payments 
(DRG payments plus outlier payments) 
is higher as is our estimate for total 
prospective payments. Any midyear 
correction to the standardized amounts 
and adjustment factors would have to 
remove any anticipated payments in 
excess of our total payment target in 
order to maintain budget neutrality.

Comment: Several commenters 
believe that section 1886(d)(5)(A)(iv) of 
the Act requires that actual outlier 
payments for any fiscal year be between 
5 and 6 percent of total DRG payments 
as estimated to be made in that fiscal 
year. Other commenters believe that we 
should retroactively pay out any 
difference between actual and estimated 
outlier payments.

Response: Again, section 
1886(d)(5)(A)(iv) of the Act requires that 
outlier payments in each fiscal year be 
between 5 and 6 percent of the total 
payments “projected or estimated to be 
made" based on DRG prospective 
payment rates for discharges in that 
year. The statute requires that we set 
outlier payment policy based on 
estimates, and we make every effort to 
ensure that our estimates are as accurate 
as possible. We have always set the 
outlier thresholds based on the most 
current data-available at the time, and 
we continue to refine the estimation 
methodology.

For several years, commenters have 
suggested that HCFA has failed to pay 
out funds set aside for outlier cases in 
a given fiscal year. This issue was 
discussed most recently in the August 
30,1991, final rule (56 FR 43227), and 
previously in the September 3,1986, 
final rule (51 FR 31525), the September 
1,1987, final rule (52 FR 33048), the 
September 30,1988, final rule (53 FR 
38508), the September 1,1989, final rule 
(54 FR 36500), and the September 4, 
1990, final rule (55 FR 36077). As 
indicated in our previous responses, 
there are no funds explicitly set aside 
for outlier cases. If actual outlier 
payments are less than estimated outlier 
payments, this does not mean that the 
Medicare program retains the difference. 
In fact, in some years, actual total 
payments (including outlier payments) 
have been greater than estimated 
payments. Also, we do not make 
adjustments if we pay more in outlier 
payments than we estimated at the time 
we set the outlier thresholds.

iii. FY 1994 ou tlie r thresholds. For FY 
1993, the day outlier threshold is the 
geometric mean length of stay for each 
DRG plus the lesser of 23 days or 3.0 
standard deviations. The cost outlier 
threshold is the greater of 2.0 times the 
prospective payment rate for the DRG or 
$35,500 ($32,500 for hospitals that have 
not yet entered the prospective payment 
system for inpatient capital-related 
costs). The outlier adjustments for FY 
1993 standardized amounts were 
.944598 for the urban rates, .978420 for 
the rural rates, and .9496 for the capital 
Federal rate.

For FY 1994, we proposed to set the 
day outlier threshold at the geometric 
mean length of stay for each DRG plus 
the lesser of 23 days or 3.0 standard

deviations and the cost outlier threshold 
at the greater of 2.0 times the 
prospective payment rate for the DRG or 
$36,000 ($33,000 for hospitals that have 
not yet entered the prospective payment 
system for capital-related costs). The 
thresholds that we are establishing in 
this final rule are: for day outliers, the 
geometric mean length of stay for each 
DRG plus the lesser of 23 days or 3.0 
standard deviations, and for cost 
outliers, the greater of 2.0 times the 
prospective payment rate for the DRG or 
$36,000 ($33,000 for hospitals that have 
not yet entered the prospective payment 
system for capital-related costs).

The FY 1994 outlier thresholds will 
result in a slight increase in the 
proportion of outliers paid as cost 
outliers relative to those paid as day 
outliers. We estimate that 46.9 percent 
of outlier cases will be paid using the 
cost outlier methodology and 53.1 
percent will be paid using the day 
outlier methodology. Cases that meet 
the day outlier threshold but that are 
paid using the cost outlier methodology, 
because it yields the higher payment, 
will represent 17.3 percent of all outlier 
cases. Our simulation of FY 1994 outlier 
payments based on FY 1992 MedPAR 
data indicates that the percentage of 
outlier cases that will qualify as day 
outliers is about 70.4 percent. The cases 
qualifying as day outliers will receive
74.2 percent of operating outlier 
payments in FY 1994. An estimated 29.6 
percent of outlier cases will be cost-only 
outlier cases, which will receive about
25.8 percent of operating outlier 
payments. The following table 
illustrates this finding in greater detail:

Type of outlier
Percentage 

of outlier 
cases

Percentage 
of operating 
outlier pay

ments

Percentage 
of capital 

outlier pay
ments

Percentage 
of total 

outlier pay
ments

Meets day threshold o n ly .............................. ...................................................................... 44.4 18.6 17.0 18.4
Meets day and cost thresholds, paid using day m ethodology.... ........ ........................... 8.6 13.1 11.9 12.9
Meets day and cost ftresholds, paid using cost methodology ........................................ 17.3 42.5 42.3 42.5

Subtotal—All cases meeting day threshold .............. ....... .............................. ....... 70.4 74.2 71.1 73.9
Meets cost threshold only ...... ........... ........................ .......... ............................................... 29.6 25.8 289 26.1

T o ta l................................... ;..................................... ........................... ...................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

When we modeled the combined 
operating and capital outlier payments, 
we found that using a common set of 
thresholds resulted in a^Iightly higher 
percentage of outlier payments for 
capital-related costs than for operating 
costs. We estimate the final thresholds 
forFY 1994 will result in outlier * ~ ~ 
payments equal to 5.1 percent of ~

operating DRG payments and 5.5 
percent of capital payments based on 
the Federal rate.

We proposed to establish outlier 
thresholds that would be applicable to 
both inpatient operating costs and 
inpatient capital-related costs. The 
proposed outlier adjustment factors 

• -applied to the standardized amounts

and the capital Federal rate for FY 1994 
were as follows:

Urban standard
ized amount

Rural stand
ardized 
amount

Capital Fed
eral rate

.945752 .......... .977589 .9455
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We proposed to apply the outlier 
adjustment factors after removing the 
effects of the F Y 1993 outlier adjustment 
factors on the standardized amounts and 
the capital Federal rate.

The final outlier adjustment factors 
applied to the standardized amounts 
and the capital Federal rate for FY 1994 
are as follows:

Urban standard
ized amount

Rural stand
ardized 
amount

Capital Fed
eral rate

.945960 .............. .977157 .9454

As proposed, we will continue to set 
the outlier thresholds so that estimated 
outlier payments equal 5.1 percent of 
estimated total operating prospective 
payments. The model that we use to 
determine the outlier thresholds 
necessary to target our desired outlier* 
payment percentage for FY 1994 uses 
the FY 1992 MedPAR file and the most 
recent available information on 
hospital-specific payment parameters 
(such as the cost-to-charge ratios). This 
information is based on the June, 1993 
update of the provider-specific file used 
in the PRICER program.

iv. Other changes concerning outliers. 
Because of the change to the calculation 
of day outlier payments beginning in FY 
1993, we are now including the 
arithmetic mean length of stay in Table 
5 of section V of this addendum. When 
we recalibrate DRG weights, we set a 
threshold of 10 cases as the minimum 
number of cases required to compute a 
reasonable weight and geometric mean 
length of stay. DRGs that do not have at 
least 10 cases are considered to be low 
volume DRGs. For the low volume 
DRGs, we use the original geometric 
mean lengths of stay, because no 
arithmetic mean length of stay was 
calculated based on the original data.

Table 8a in section V of mis 
addendum contains the updated 
Statewide average operating cost-to- 
charge ratios for urban hospitals and for 
rural hospitals to be used in calculating 
cost outlier payments for those hospitals 
for which the intermediary is unable to 
compute a reasonable hospital-specific 
cost-to-charge ratio. Effective October 1, 
1993, these Statewide average ratios 
replace the ratios published in the 
September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
39944). Table 8b contains comparable 
Statewide average capital cost-to-charge 
ratios. These average ratios will be used 
to calculate cost outlier payments for 
those hospitals for which the 
intermediary computes operating cost- 
to-charge ratios lower than 0.295580 or 
greater than 1.287780 and capital cost- 
to-charge ratios lower than 0.012983 or

greater than 0.247433. This range 
represents 3.0 standard deviations (plus 
or minus) from the mean of the log 
distribution of cost-to-charge ratios for 
all hospitals. The cost-to-charge ratios in 
Tables 8a and 8b will be applied to all 
hospital-specific cost-to-charge ratios 
based on cost report settlements 
occurring during FY 1994.

B. Adjustments for Area Wage Levels 
and Cost of Living

This section contains an explanation 
of the application of two types of 
adjustments to the adjusted 
standardized amounts that will be made 
by the intermediaries in determining the 
prospective payment rates as described 
in this addendum. For discussion 
purposes, it is necessary to present the 
adjusted standardized amounts divided 
into labor and nonlabor portions. Tables 
la, lb, and lc , as set forth in this 
addendum, contain the actual labor- 
related and nonlabor-related shares that 
will be used to calculate the prospective 
payment rates for hospitals located in 
the 50 States, the District of Columbia, 
and Puerto Rico.

1. Adjustm ent fo r area wage levels. 
Sections 1886(d)(3)(E) and 
1886(d)(9)(C)(iv) of the Act require that 
an adjustment be made to the labor- 
related portion of the prospective 
payment rates to account for area 
differences in hospital wage levels. This 
adjustment is made by the 
intermediaries by multiplying the labor- 
related portion of the adjusted 
standardized amounts by the 
appropriate wage index for the area in 
which the hospital is located. In section 
III of the preamble, we discuss certain 
revisions we are making to the wage 
index. This index is set forth in Tables 
4a through 4e of this addendum.

2. Adjustm ent fo r cost o f liv in g  in  
Alaska and Hawaii. Section 
1886(d)(5)(H) of the Act authorizes an 
adjustment to take into account the 
unique circumstances of hospitals in 
Alaska and Hawaii. Higher labor-related 
costs for these two States are taken into 
account in the adjustment for area 
wages described above. For FY 1994, the 
adjustment necessary for nonlabor- 
related costs for hospitals in Alaska and 
Hawaii will be made by the 
intermediaries by multiplying the 
nonlabor portion of the standardized 
amounts by the appropriate adjustment 
factor contained in the table below. The 
Office of Personnel Management 
published revised cost-of-living 
adjustment factors on June 18,1993 at 
58 FR 33506, and these adjustment 
factors are reflected in the table below.

T a b l e  o f  C o s t -o f -L iv in g  A d ju s t 
m e n t  Fa c t o r s , A l a s k a  a n d  H a w a ii

H o s p it a l s
Alaska—All areas  ............................ 1.25
Hawaii:

County of Honolulu ............ ...........  1.225
County of Hawaii ............. . 1.15
County of K a u a i    1.175
County of Maui .............. ...............  1.225
County of Kalawao  ..................  1.225

(The above factors are based on data 
obtained from the U.S. Office of 
Personnel Management.)
C. DRG Relative Weights

As discussed in section n  of the 
preamble, we have developed a DRG 
classification system for hospital 
inpatient discharges, and have 
developed relative weights for each DRG 
that reflect the resource utilization of 
cases in that DRG relative to Medicare 
cases in other DRGs. The intermediary 
calculates the prospective payment 
amount by multiplying the applicable 
standardized amount by the relative 
weight for the DRG to which the 
discharge is assigned.

Table 5 of section V of this addendum 
contains the relative weights that we 
will use for discharges occurring in FY 
1994. These factors have been 
recalibrated as explained in section II of 
the preamble.
D. Calculation of Prospective Payment 
Rates for FY 1994

General Formula for Calculation of 
Prospective Payment Rates for FY 1994:

Prospective payment rate for all 
hospitals located outside Puerto Rico 
except sole community hospitals and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals = Federal rate.

Prospective payment rate for sole 
community hospitals = Whichever of j 
the following rates yields the greatest 
aggregate payment: 100 percent of the 
Federal rate, 100 percent of the FY 1982 
hospital-specific rate, or 100 percent of 
the FY 1987 hospital-specific rate.

Prospective payment rate for 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals =  100 percent of the Federal 
rate plus, if the greater of the FY 1982 
hospital-specific rate and the FY 1987 
hospital-specific rate is higher than the 
Federal rate, an adjustment depending 
on the hospital’s cost reporting period 
as follows:

• For discharges occurring during the 
first 3 12-month cost reporting periods 
that began on or after April 1,1990, the 
amount by which the greater hospital- 
specific rate exceeds the Federal rate; 
and

• For discharges occurring during any 
subsequent cost reporting period, 50
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percent of the difference between the 
greater ¡hospital-specific rate end the 
Federal rate.

Prospective payment rate lor Puerto 
Rico = 75 percent of the Puerto Rico rate 
♦  25 percent of a discharge-weighted 
average of the large urban, other urban, 
and rural national rates.

1. Federal rate. For discharges 
occurring tm or after October 1,1993 
and before October 1,1994, except fin- 
sole community hospitals. Medicare- 
dependent, small rural hospitals, 
hospitals subject to the regional floor, 
and hospitals in Puerto Rico, the 
hospital’s  rate is comprised exclusively 
of the Federal national rate. Hospitals 
located in counties that were 
reclassified from urban to rural due to 
redesignation of MSAs by die Office of 
Management and Budget shall have 
their rural average standardized amount 
adjusted on the basis of an additional 
amount that equals two-thirds of the 
difference between the urban and rural 
standardized amounts, Section 
1886(d) (i)(A)(iii) of the Act, as amended 
by section 13501(f) of Public Law 103- 
66, provides that the ̂ Federal rate is 
comprised of 100 percent of the Federal 
national rate except for those hospitals 
located in census regions that have a 
regional rate that Is higher than the 
national rate. The Federal rate for 
hospitals located in census regions that 
have a regional rate that is higher than 
the national rate equals 85 percent of 
the Federal national rate plus IS  percent 
of the Federal regional rate. For 
discharges occurring on or after October
1,1993, rural hospitals in regions 1, II, 
III, and IV and urban hospitals in 
regions I, IV, and VI are affected by the 
regional floor.

The Federal rates are determined as 
follows;

Step I—Select the appropriate 
regional or national adjusted 
standardized amount considering the 
type of hospital and designation of the 
hospital as large urban, other urban, or 
rural (see Tables la  and lb, section V of 
this addendum).

Step 2—Multiply -the labor-related 
portion of die Standardized amount by 
the applicable wage index lor tee 
geographic area in which the hospital is 
located (see Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c, 
section V of this addendum).

Step 3—For hospitals in Alaska and 
Hawaii, multiply tee nonlabor-related 
portion of the standardized amount by 
the appropriate cost-of-living 
adjustment factor.

Step 4—Add tee amount from Step 2 
and the nonlabor-related portion of the 
standardized amount (adjusted if 
appropriate under Step 3).

Step 5—Multiply tee final amount 
from Step 4 by tee relative weight 
corresponding to tee appropriate DRG 
(see Table 5, section V of this 
addendum).

2. H ospital-specific rate (applicable  
only to  sole com m unity hospitals and  
medicare-dependent, sm all ru ra l 
hospitals). Sections 1886(d)(5)(D)(i) and 
(b)(3)(C) of the Act provide that sole 
community hospitals are paid based on 
whichever of the following rates yields 
the greatest aggregate payment: The 
Federal rate, tee updated hospital- 
specific rate based tm F Y 1982 cost per 
discharge, or tee updated hospital- 
specific T a te  based on FY 1987 cost per 
discharge.

Section 1886(dH5HG) of tee Act, as 
amended by section 13501(e) of Public 
Law 103-66, specifies that payments to 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals are calculated as follows:

Prospective payment rate for 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals =  100 percent off the Federal 
rate phis, if  the greater of the FY 1982 
hospital-specific rate and the FY 1987 
hospital specific rate is greater than the 
Federal rate, an adjustment depending 
on the hospital’s cost reporting period 
as follows:

• For discharges occurring during tee 
first 3 12-month cost reporting periods 
that began on or after April 1,1990, the 
amount by which the greater hospital- 
specific rate exceeds tee Federal rate; 
and

• For discharges occurring during any 
subsequent cost reporting period, 50 
percent of the difference between the 
greater hospital-specific rate and the 
Federal rate.

Hospital-specific Tates have been 
determined for each of these hospitals 
based on bote the FY 1982 cost per 
discharge and the FY 1987 cost per 
discharge. For a more detailed 
discussion of the calculation of the FY 
1982 hospital-specific rate and tee FY 
1987 hospital-specific rate, we refer the 
reader to the September 1,1983 interim 
final rule (48 FR 39772); the April 20, 
1990 final rule with comment (55 FR 
15150); and the September 4,1990 final 
rule (55 FR 35994).

a. Updatm gthe FY 1382 and FY 1987 
hospital-specific rates fo rF Y  1994 cost 
reporting periods. For discharges 
occurring on or after October 1,1993, 
we are increasing tee hospital-specific 
rates by 2.0 percent (the hospital market 
basket percentage increase minus 2.3 
percentage points) for sole community 
hospitals located in all areas and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals. Section 1886(b)i3ft€)(ii) of the 
Act, as amended by section 13501(a)(2) 
of Public Law 103-66, prorides that the

update factor applicable to the hospital- 
specific rates for sole community 
hospitals equals tee update factor under 
section 1686{bM3)(B)(tv) of the Act, 
which was added by section 13501(a)(2) 
of Public Law 103-66. For discharges 
occurring during FY 1994, the update 
factor is the market basket rate of 
increase minus 2.3 percentage points, 
taking into account any porion of the 
12-month cost reporting period 
beginning during FY 1993 that occurred 
during FY 1994. In order to implement 
this provision, we are deeming the FY 
1993 npdates to be those necessary to 
update the hospital-specific rate to 
October, 1,1993 as described in section 
IV of the preamble to this final rule.

b. Calculation o f hospital-specific 
rate. For discharges occurring on or after 
October 1,1993 and before October 1, 
19Q4, the applicable hospital-specific 
rate will be calculated by multiplying a 
hospital’s deemed hospital-specific rate 
for the preceding cost reporting period 
by the applicable update factor (that is, 
1.020). In addition, tee hospital-specific 
rate will be adjusted by the budget 
neutrality adjustment factor (teat is, 
.999003) as discussed in section ILA.4.b. 
of this addendum. Ib is  resulting rate 
will be used in determining which rate 
applies to a sole community hospital or 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospital for discharges occurring on or 
after October 1,1993, based on the 
formula set forth above.

3. General fo rm u la  fo r  ca lculation o f 
prospective paym ent rates fo r hospitals 
located in  Puerto Pico beginning on o r 
after October 1, 1993 and before October 
1, 1994—a. Puerto P ico rate.

The Puerto Rico prospective payment 
rate is determined as follows:

Step 1—Select the appropriate 
adjusted average standardized amount 
considering tee large urban, other 
urban, or rural designation of the 
hospital (see Table lc , section V of the 
addendum).

Step 2—Multiply the labor-related 
portion of the standardized amount by 
the appropriate wage index (see Tables 
4a and 4b, section V of tee addendum).

Step 3—Add tee amount from Step 2 
and tne nonlabor-related portion of the 
standardized amount.

Step 4—Multiply the result in Step 3 
by 75 percent.

Step 5—Multiply the amount from 
Step 4 by the appropriate DRG relative 
weight (see Table 5, section V of the 
addendum).

b. N ationa l rate. The national 
prospective payment rate is determined 
as follows:

Step 1—Multiply tee labor-related 
portion of the national average 
standardized amount (see Table lc ,
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section V of the addendum) by the 
appropriate wage index.

Step 2—Add the amount from Step 1 
and the nonlabor-related portion of the 
national average standardized amount.

Step 3—Multiply the result in Step 2 
by 25 percent.

Step 4—Multiply the amount from 
Step 3 by the appropriate DRG relative 
weight (see Table 5, section V of the 
addendum).

The sum of the Puerto Rico rate and 
the national rate computed above equals 
the prospective payment for a given 
discharge for a hospital located in 
Puerto Rico.
I I I .  Changes to P aym ent Hates fo r  
In p a tien t C ap ita l-R e la ted  Costs fo r  F Y  
1994

The prospective payment system for 
hospital inpatient capital-related costs 
was implemented for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1991 During a 10-year transition period 
extending through FY 2001, hospital 
inpatient capital-related costs are paid 
on the basis of an increasing proportion 
of the capital prospective payment 
system Federal rate and a decreasing 
proportion of the historical costs for 
capital.

The basic methodology for 
determining Federal capital prospective 
rates is set forth at §§ 412.308 through 
412.352 of the regulations. Below we 
discuss the factors that we used to 
determine the Federal rate and the 
hospital-specific rate for FY 1994. The 
rates will be effective for discharges 
occurring on or after October 1,1993

We computed the FY 1992 standard 
Federal payment rate for capital-related 
costs under the prospective payment 
system by updating the FY 1989 
Medicare inpatient capital cost per case 
by an actuarial estimate of the increase 
in Medicare inpatient capital costs per 
case. Each year after FY 1992 we 
updated the standard Federal rate for 
increases in capital-related costs as 
provided in § 412.308(c)(1). Also,
§ 412.308(c)(2) provides that the Federal 
rate is adjusted annually by a factor 
equal to the estimated additional 
payments under the Federal rate for 
outlier cases, determined as a 
proportion of total capital payments 
under the Federal rate. For FY 1992 
through FY 2001, § 412.308(c)(3) 
requires that the Federal rate be reduced 
by an adjustment factor equal to the 
estimated additional payments made for 
exceptions under § 412.348, and 
§ 412.308(c)(4)(h) requires that the 
Federal rate be adjusted so that the 
annual DRG reclassification and the 
recalibration of DRG weights and 
changes in the geographic adjustment

factor are budget neutral. For FY 1992 
through FY 1995, § 412.352 requires that 
the Federal rate also be adjusted by a 
budget neutrality factor, so that 
estimated aggregate payments for 
inpatient hospital capital costs will 
equal 90 percent of the estimated 
payments that would have been made 
for capital-related costs on a reasonable 
cost basis during the fiscal year. In 
addition, Public Law 103-66 requires 
that, effective for discharges occurring 
after September 30,1993, the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate be 
reduced by 7.4 percent.

The hospital-specific rate for each 
hospital was calculated by dividing the 
hospital's Medicare inpatient capital- 
related costs for a specified base year by 
its Medicare discharges (adjusted for 
transfers), and dividing the result by the 
hospital’s case mix index (also adjusted 
for transfers). The resulting case-mix 
adjusted average cost per discharge was 
then updated to FY 1992 based on the 
national average increase in Medicare’s 
inpatient capital cost per discharge and 
adjusted by the exceptions payment 
adjustment factor and the budget 
neutrality adjustment factor to yield the 
FY 1992 hospital-specific rate. The 
hospital-specific rate is updated each 
year after FY 1992 for inflation and for 
changes in the exceptions payment 
adjustment factor and the budget 
neutrality adjustment factor.

To determine the appropriate budget 
neutrality adjustment factors and the 
exceptions payment adjustment factor, 
we developed a dynamic model of 
Medicare inpatient capital-related costs, 
that is, a model that projects changes in 
Medicare inpatient capital-related costs 
over time. The model and its 
application are described more fully in 
appendix B.

In accordance with section 
1886(d)(9)(A) of the Act, under the 
prospective payment system for 
inpatient operating costs, hospitals 
located in Puerto Rico are paid under a 
special payment formula. These 
hospitals are paid a blended rate that 
takes into account their geographical 
designation and is comprised of 75 
percent of the applicable standardized 
amount specific to Puerto Rico hospitals 
and 25 percent of the applicable 
national average standardized amount. 
Section 412.374 provides for the use of 
this blended payment system for 
payments to Puerto Rico hospitals under 
the prospective payment system for 
inpatient capital-related costs. 
Accordingly, for capital-related costs we 
compute a separate payment rate 
specific to Puerto Rico hospitals using 
the same methodology used to compute 
the national Federal rate for capital.

Hospitals in Puerto Rico are paid based 
on 75 percent of the Puerto Rico rate 
and 25 percent of the Federal rate.
A. Determination of Federal Inpatient 
Capital-Related Prospective Payment 
Rate Update

For FY 1993, the Federal rate was 
$417.29. In the proposed rule, we stated 
that the proposed FY 1994 Federal rate 
was $394.88. In this final rule, we are 
establishing an FY 1994 Federal rate of 
$378.34.

In the discussion that follows, we 
explain the factors that were used to 
determine the proposed FY 1994 
Federal rate. In particular, we explain 
why the FY 1994 Federal rate has 
decreased 9.33 percent compared to the 
FY 1993 Federal rate, and 4.19 percent 
compared to the proposed FY 1994 
Federal rate. We also explain that 
aggregate payments under the capital 
proposal increase by 2.99 percent.

Tne major factor contributing to the. 
decrease in the Federal rate is the 7.4 
percent reduction to the unadjusted 
standard Federal rate required under 
section 13501(a)(3) of Public Law 103- 
66. We explain this reduction and its 
effect on the FY 1994 Federal rate in 
section III.A.l below.

Another factor contributing to the 
decrease in the FY 1994 rate in 
comparison to FY 1993 is the 
requirement at 42 CFR 412.352 that 
estimated payments each year from FY 
1992 through FY 1995 for capital costs 
equal 90 percent of what would have 
been payable that year on a reasonable 
cost basis. Based on the most recent 
data, we now estimate that capital 
payments for FY 1992 equal 98.56 
percent of reasonable costs, and that 
capital payments for FY 1993 equal 
95.64 percent of reasonable costs. The 
data thus indicate that the budget 
neutrality adjustments for FY 1992 and 
FY 1993 were not sufficient to meet the 
90 percent target and that, as a 
consequence, the Federal rates for both 
FY 1992 and FY 1993 were higher than 
they should have been. While we do not 
retroactively adjust the budget 
neutrality factor and the Federal rate for 
previous years to account for revised 
estimates, we do employ the most recent 
information available to refine the 
budget neutrality adjustment for 
subsequent years. The result is a lower 
budget neutrality adjustment factor for 
FY 1994 to FY 1993 (partially offset by 
the effect of the reduction to the 
standard Federal rate, as discussed in 
sections III.A.l and III.A.5 below), 
which contributes to the decrease in the 
Federal rate.

The decrease in the Federal rate for 
FY 1994 also can be attributed in part
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to an anticipated increase in reception's 
payments. Section 412.308(c)(3) 
requires that foe standard ’Federal rate 
for inpatient-capital-related costs be 
reduced fay an adjustment lector equal 
to the estimated additional payments lor 
exceptions under .§ 412.348 determined 
as a proportion of total payments under 
the hospital-specific rate and the 
Federal rate. We estimate that there will 
be a six-fold increase in exceptions 
payments in FY 1994 compared to FY
1993. (Because we now estimate that 
total capital payments exceeded the 
budget neutrality target by 5.64 
percentage points (which equals a 6.27 
percent reduction) in FY 1993, we now 
estimate that exceptions forFY T993 
will be 70 percent lower than we 
estimated in the FY 1993 final ruled We 
expect exceptions payments to Increase 
during the transition period as 
payments aTe based increasingly on the 
Federal rate. The anticipated increase 
for FY 1994 is fully consistent with that 
expectation.

Although the Federal rate far FY 1994 
is 9.33 percent lower than the FY  1993 
Federal Tate, we estimate that total 
capital payments per case will increase 
2.99 percent in  FY 1994. The increase 
in total payments per case is due to the 
increase in the budget neutrality target 
to equal 90 percent of estimated FY 
1994 capital costs per case. Since 
section 18B6(g)(l)(A) of the Act requires 
that estimated payments equal 90 
percent of estimated reasonable costs for 
capital-Telate*d expenses, payments 
under the capital prospective payment 
system can be expected to increase as 
capital costs per case increase. The 
increase in payments per case from FY 
1993 to FY 1994 (2-99 percent} is less 
than the total estimated increase in 
capita! costs per case between FY 1993 
and FY 199419.45 percent) because 
estimated FY 1993payments were 6.27 
percent higher than the FY 1993 budget 
neutrality taiget. As a result, payments 
must increase less than the foil increase 
in costs to prevent estimated payments 
for FY 1994 from exceeding 90 percent 
of reasonable cost. Specifically, the 
increase in payments from FY  1993 to 
FY 1994 is determined by dividing the 
increase in cost per case by die excess 
ofFY 1993 payments over the budget 
neutrality target {that is, 1.0945/1.0627 
= 1.0299). We discuss the determination 
of fee budget neutrality target in section
III. A.3 below.

Finally, it  should he noted that total 
payments to hospitals under the 
prospective payment system for capital- 
related costs will be relatively 
insensitive to changes in the Federal 
rate even after the expiration of die 
budget neutrality provision in FY  1996.

Since capital payments constitute about 
10 percent of hospital payments, a 1 
percent change in the Federal rate yields 
only about a 0.1 percent change in 
actual payments to hospitals.

1. Public haw W 3S 6  reduction ¡to the 
standard Federal mite. Section 
13 5®Ufa) (3;) ofPuMic Law 103-66 
requires that, for discharges occurring 
after September 38,1993,, the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate be 
reduced by 7,4 percent. As we discuss 
in section V,D of the preamble to this 
final rule with comment period, the 
purpose of the reduction is to correct for 
inflation forecast errors (that accraedup 
to the time of the proposed rule for FY 
1994.

The regulation changes required to 
implement this statutory requirement 
are discussed in section V.D of the 
preamble. Here we discuss the effects of 
the required reduction on the 
camputetfon of the FY 1994 Federal 
capitalrate.

Under *§ 412.708(b), HCFA determines 
the standard Federal rale by adjusting 
the FY 1992 updated national average 
cost per discharge by a  factor so that 
estimated payments based on the 
stan dard Federal rate adjusted by the 
payment adjustments described in 
§ 412.312(b) equal estimated aggregate 
payments based solely on the national 
average cost per discharge. Section 
412.308(c) provides further that the 
standard Federal rate is updated for 
inflation each Federal fiscal year and 
adjusted each year by an outlier 
payment adjustment factor, am 
exceptions payment adjustment factor, 
and two budget neutrality factors to 
determine the Federal capital payment 
rate for that year. Thus, the standard 
Federal rate is  to be distinguished from 
the annual Federal rate actually used in 
making payment under the capital 
prospective payment system. The 
standard Federal rate is, in effect, the 
underlying or base rate used to 
determine the annual Federal rate by 
means of the formula in §412.308(c).
The annua! Federal capital rate is the 
result of that determination process in 
section 412.306(c).

Because the 7 4 percent reduction 
applies to the standard Federal ante 
before the application o f the adjustment 
factors for outliers, exceptions, and 
budget neutrality, the reduction to the 
standard Federal rate does not have the 
effect o f simply lowering the FY 1994 
Federal rate by 7 4 percent compared to 
FY 1993. Rather, the 7.4 percent .  
reduction to the standard Federal rate is 
one factor contributing to the overall 
9.33 percent reduction in the FY  1994 
Federal rate compared to FY 1993. This 
is because the 7.4 percent reduction to

the standard Federal rate has an effect 
on the level of the other adjustments 
applied to determine die FY 1994 
Federal rate. In particular, foe 7.4 
percent reduction to foe standard 
Federal rate affects the budget neutrality 
adjustment applied to assure that 
aggregate payments equal 99 percent of 
estimated aggregate costs. Since the 
standard Federal Tate before foe budget 
adjustment has already been reduced by
7,4 percent, a lesser Teduction to the rate 
(and, therefore, a higher budget 
neutrality adjustment factor) is 
necessary to meet the 90 percent target. 
This is the primary reason why foe 
budget neutrality adjustment factor has 
increased from «0,8726 in the proposed 
rule to 0.8947 in this final rule, despite 
the seduction in the FY 1994 budget 
neutrality target, which we discuss in 
section HLA~5 below, {The increase in 
the budget neutrality adjustment factor 
due to the reduction of foe standard 
Federal rate would have been greater if  
it had not been partially «offset by foe 
effect of foe reduction in foe budget 
neutrality target.)

The full effect of foe 7.4 percent 
reduction to foe standard Federal rate 
will become evident only when the 
budget neutrality requirement expires in 
FY 1996, Until FY  1996, foe reduction 
to the standard Federal rate will have no 
effect on aggregate capital prospective 
payments. This is because aggregate 
payments are set at 90 percent of 
estimated reasonable costs in FY 1994 
and FY 1995, as required by the budget 
neutrality provision. Barring further 
changes to foe system (such as further 
reductions in foe standard Federal rate), 
the FY 1996 Federal rate should be 7.4 
percent lower foan it would have been 
in the absence of foe reduction to the 
standard Federal rate. Therefore, the 
reduction In the standard Federal rate 
will yield substantial savings beginning 
in FY 1996.

2. Standard Federal rate update. 
Section 412.308{c)(l)Ii) provides that for 
FY 1993 through FY 1995, foe standard 
Federal Tate is updated on foe basis of 
a lagged 2-year moving average of foe 
actual increase, adjusted for case-mix 
index change, in Medicare inpatient 
capital-related costs per case for foe 
fiscal years 3 and 4 years before the 
fiscal year in question. Fot FY 1994, foe 
increase is based on foe increase in 
Medicare inpatient capital-related costs 
per case from FY 1989 through FY 1991, 
These are the most recent fiscal years for 
which cost report data are available. To 
determine foe amount o f the increase, 
we apportioned a hospital’s costs and 
discharges to each fiscal year based on 
the number of -monfos in the hospital’s 
cost reporting period that occurred
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final F Y 1994 update factor for the 
Federal rate is 3.04 percent. The 
following chart, based on the June 1993 
update of HCRIS, shows how this figure 
was computed:

Capital Costs Per Case Increase From Cost Report Data

0 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (8) (10) (11) (12)

Fiscal year
Num
ber
hos
pitals

1st
HCR

Num
ber
hos
pitals
2nd

HCR1

Unadj. 
capital 

cost per 
case

Increase 
in cost 

per case 
(unadj.)

Audit ad
justed 
capital 

cost per 
case2

Increase 
in ad
justed 

cost per 
case

Average 
2-year 

Increase 
in ad
justed 

cost per 
case

Ob
served 

CM I
A d j.to
CMI

Adjusted
CMI

CMI ad
justed 

increase

Update 
(average 
two-year 
increase 
of CMI 

adjusted 
rate of 

in
crease)

1989 ........
1990 .........
1991 .......... .

4,299.
4,269
4,162

5,493
5,411
5,287

$509.54
$555.31
$608.23

8.98%
9.53%

$506.26
$538.65
$562.50

6.40%
4.43% 5.42%

0.85%
2.51%

1.22% 2.08%
2.51%

4.23%
1.87% 3.04%

t Columns 1 and 2 represent the numbers of hospital cost reports used In developing capital costs per case figures in column 3. Since hospital 
cost reporting periods do not a il coincide with the Federal fiscal year, data for a given Federal fiscal year must be derived from more than one 
hospital cost report, allocated proportionately to toe Federal fiscal year For example, for a hospital with a cost reporting period beginning 
January 1, one quarter o f its  cost report for the period ending December 31, 1987 would be allocated to Federal fiscal year 1988, and three 
quarters of its cost report for foe period ending December 31, 1988 would be allocated to  Federal fiscal year 1987. Column 1 represents the 
number o f cost reports used that ended in foe Federal fiscal year in question. Column 2 represents foe number of cost reports used that began 
in the Federal fiscal year in question. Column 2 is greater man Column 1 because Column 2 includes cost reports for hospitals whose cost 
reporting period coincides with foe Federal year along with cost reports for those hospitals whose cost reporting periods do not coincide with the 
Federal fiscal year Column 1 includes only cost reports for hospitals whose cost reporting periods do not coincide with the Federal fiscal year.

2 Figures in column 5 represent capital costs per case, R u s te d  for foe anticipated effects o f cost report audits and reopenings, from the June 
1993 update of HCRIS. The following factors were used in adjusting capital costs per case figures from column 3 for the effects o f audits and 
reopenings:

Audit Adjustment Applied to As-Submitted Cost Reports 
Cost reporting periods beginning in:
FY 1989-0.9107 
FY 1990-0.9265 
FY 1991—0.9063
Audit Adjustment Applied to Settled Cost Reports 
All years—1.0036
The costs per case figures that result after foe application of these audit adjustments to submitted and settled cost reports, respectively, are 

entered in Column 5.

during the applicable fiscal year. Thus, 
an individual hospital may have more 
than one cost report included in the 
calculation.

In the proposed rule, we stated that 
the proposed FY 1994 update factor for 
the Federal rate would be 3.10 percent. 
In this final rule, based on the most 
recent data, we are providing that the

For the final rule, we have recalculated 
the FY 1994 update factor on the basis 
of the June 1993 update of HCRIS. We 
note that the final FY 1994 update factor 
has changed only slightly from the 
proposed update of 3.10 percent This
0.06 percentage point difference is due 
to slightly lower capital costs per case 
amounts in the most recent HCRIS data.
- As we explained in the final rule for 
FY 1990 (54 FR 364*1), 1.22 percent of 
the total increase in case mix from FY 
1987 to FY 1988 resulted from FY 1988 
GROUPER changes and recalibration. In 
other words, 1.22 percent of the increase 
in case mix from FY 1987 to FY 1988 
did not represent an increase in 
resource requirements that should be 
recognized in increased payments in 
subsequent years. To assure that this 
distortion was not continued into 
subsequent years, we reduced the FY 
1990 weights to remove prospectively 
the 1.22 percent increase in the average 
weight attributable to GROUPER 
changes and recalibration in FY 1988. In 
computing the capital update factor, we 
adjust each year’s rate of increase in

capital costs per case for observed case- 
mix increase in that year. Since 1.22 
percent was removed from the FY 1990 
weights to adjust for the effects of 
administrative changes on the DRG 
weights in 1988, that reduction must be 
reincorporated into the case mix 
increase for FY 1990. The purpose of 
this adjustment is to assure consistent 
measures of case mix.

We note that the effect of the update 
on the Federal rate is limited by the 
requirement of budget neutrality until 
FY 1996. Thus, although the update 
factor for inflation is 3.04 percent, the 
FY 1994 Federal rate is lower than the 
FY 1993 Federal rate because of the 
effects of the budget neutrality 
adjustment and the Public Law 103-66 
reduction to the standard Federal rate. 
We also note that the FY 1994 budget 
neutrality target is determined by the 
estimate of FY 1994 capital costs, not by 
the 2-year average update factor applied 
to the FY 1993 Federal rate. We discuss 
the basis for the budget neutrality target 
further in section m.A.4 below.

Comment: One commenter 
recommended that an add-on 
adjustment be employed in setting the 
update factor to account for appropriate 
changes in new technology prior to the 
adoption of an analytical update 
framework in FY 1996.

Response The present update factor 
is based on a 2-year moving average of 
actual increases in Medicare inpatient 
capital-related costs per discharge.
Since the actual costs include spending 
for new technology, the cost of new 
technology is already accounted for in 
the update factor. A separate adjustment 
for new technology would constitute 
double-counting and is therefore not 
appropriate, as long as the update is 
determined by the average of actual cost 
increases in recent years. However, we 
do believe that the cost of new 
technology is a factor that should be 
accounted for in the capital analytical 
update framework that will bemused 
beginning in FY 1996. We discuss the 
methodology for incorporating 
appropriate changes in cost for new
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technology into the update framework 
in appendix D.

3. O utlie r paym ent adjustm ent factor, 
Section 412.312(c) establishes a unified 
outlier methodology for inpatient 
operating and inpatient capital-related 
costs. A single set of thresholds is used 
to identify outlier cases for both 
inpatient operating and inpatient 
capital-related payments. Outlier 
payments are made only on the portion 
of the Federal rate that is used to 
calculate the hospital's inpatient 
capital-related payments (for example, 
30 percent for cost reporting periods 
beginning in F Y 1994 for hospitals paid 
under the fully prospective 
methodology). Section 412.308(c)(2) 
provides that the standard Federal rate 
for inpatient capital-related costs be 
reduced by an adjustment factor equal 
to the estimated additional payments 
under the Federal rate for outlier cases, 
determined as a proportion of inpatient 
capital-related payments under the 
Federal rate. The outlier thresholds are 
set so that estimated outlier payments 
are 5.1 percent of estimated inpatient 
operating payments. The inpatient 
capital-related outlier reduction factor is 
then set according to the estimated 
inpatient capital-related outlier 
payments that would be made if all 
hospitals were paid according to 100 
percent of the Federal rate. For purposes 
of calculating the outlier thresholds and 
the outlier reduction factor, we model 
all hospitals as if paid 100 percent of the 
Federal rate because, as explained 
above, outlier payments are made only 
on the portion of the Federal rate that 
is included in the hospital's inpatient 
capital-related payments.

The September 1,1992 final rule, we 
estimated that outlier payments for FY 
1993 would equal 5.04 percent of 
inpatient capital-related payments based 
on the Federal rate. Accordingly, we 
applied an outlier adjustment factor of
0.9496 to the Federal rate. Based on the 
thresholds as set forth in section II.A.4.d 
of the preamble, we estimate that outlier 
payments will equal 5.46 percent of 
inpatient capital-related payments based 
on the Federal rate in FY 1994. We are 
therefore applying an outlier adjustment 
factor of 0.9454 to the Federal rate. The 
outlier reduction factors are not built 
permanently into the rates; that is, they 
are not applied cumulatively in 
determining the Federal rate. Therefore, 
the net change in the outlier adjustment 
to the Federal rate for FY 1994 is .9454/ 
.9496 or 0.9956. Thus, the outlier 
adjustment reduces the FY 1994 Federal 
rate by 0.44 percent (0.9956-1) , 
compared with the FY 1993 outlier 
adjustment.

4. Budget n eu tra lity  adjustm ent fac to r 
fo r  changes in  DRG weights and the  
geographic adjustment factor. Section 
412.308(c)(4)(ii) requires that the 
Federal rate be adjusted so that 
estimated aggregate payments for the 
fiscal year based on the Federal rate 
after any changes resulting from the 
annual reclassification and recalibration 
of the DRG weights and changes in the 
geographic adjustment factor equal 
estimated aggregate payments that 
would have been made on the basis of 
the Federal rate without such changes. 
We used the actuarial model described 
in appendix B to estimate the aggregate 
payments that would have been made 
on the basis of the Federal rate without 
changes in the DRG classifications and 
weights and in the geographic 
adjustment factor. We also used the 
model to estimate aggregate payments 
that would be made on the basis of the 
Federal rate as a result of those changes. 
We then used these figures to compute 
the'adjustment required to maintain 
budget neutrality for changes in DRG 
weights and in the geographic 
adjustment factor.

For FY 1993, we calculated a GAF/ 
DRG budget neutrality factor of 0.9980. 
For FY 1994, we prbposed a GAF/DRG 
budget neutrality factor of 1.0046. In 
this final rule, we are applying a factor 
of 1.0053 to meet this requirement. The 
GAF/DRG budget neutrality factors are 
built permanently into the rates; that is, 
they are applied cumulatively in 
determining the Federal rate. This 
follows from the requirement that 
aggregate payments each year be no 
more than it is estimated that they 
would have been in the absence of the 
changes from the annual DRG 
reclassification and recalibration and in 
the geographic adjustment factor. The 
incremental change in the adjustment 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994 is 1.0053. The 
cumulative change in the GAF/DRG 
budget neutrality adjustment to the 
Federal rate is 1.0033 (.9980 x 1.0053).

We note that this factor accounts for 
changes due to DRG classification 
changes and recalibration and in the 
geographic adjustment factor. It also 
incorporates the effects on the 
geographic adjustment factor of FY 1994 
geographic reclassification decisions 
made by the MGCRB compared to FY 
1993 decisions. However, it does not 
account for changes in payments due to 
changes in the disproportionate share 
and indirect medical education 
adjustment factors or in the large urban 
add-on.

5. Budget n eu tra lity  adjustment fac to r 
to assure aggregate payments equal 90 
percent o f reasonable cost payments. 
Section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the Act requires

that aggregate payments made each year 
in FY 1992 through FY 1995 for hospital 
inpatient services be reduced in a 
manner that results in payments equal 
to 90 percent of what tne Secretary 
estimates would have been payable on 
a reasonable cost basis for inpatient 
capital-related costs in that year. No 
retroactive increase or decrease is made 
if aggregate payments are greater than or 
less than 90 percent of actual Medicare 
inpatient capital-related costs for that 
year.

Section 412.352 of the regulations 
provides that HCFA determines an 
adjustment to the hospital-specific rate 
and the Federal rate proportionately, so 
that the estimated payments for capital 
in each year froin FY 1992 through FY 
1995 will equal 90 percent of what 
would have been payable that year on 
a reasonable cost basis. The effect of this 
provision is that the reduction required 
under section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the Act is 
realized entirely through a reduction in 
the prospective payments for capital 
costs (that is, no reduction is made for 
this purpose in the reasonable cost 
payments for old capital) in FY 1992 
through FY 1995

For FY 1993, we determined that a 
budget neutrality factor of 0.9162 was 
required, so that estimated aggregate 
payments for inpatient capital-related 
costs would equal 90 percent of what 
would have been payable on a 
reasonable cost basis in that year. For 
FY 1994, we proposed a budget 
neutrality factor of 0.8726. In this final 
rule,’we are establishing a budget 
neutrality factor of .8947. The budget 
neutrality adjustment factor for FY 1994 
is 2.35 percent lower than the FY 1993 
budget neutrality adjustment (0.9162), 
and 2.53 percent higher than the budget 
neutrality factor in the proposed rule 
(0.8726). Below we explain how two 
factors, the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate and the decrease 
in the budget neutrality target for FY 
1994, account for these changes.

As we explain in appendix B, we 
determine the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor on the basis of a 
projected FY 1994 capital costs per case 
budget neutrality target. We develop 
this target from available data on 
average Medicare capital costs per case 
for all short-term acute care hospitals 
subject to the capital prospective 
payment system (that is, data from 
excluded and waiver hospitals were 
eliminated). For (he May 26,1993, 
proposed rule, we had data from the 
March 1993 update of HCRIS on the 
average Medicare capital cost per case 
for FY 1991. We adjusted this figure for 
the effects of audits and updated it to 
FY 1994 on the basis of estimated rates
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of increase in Medicare capital costs per 
case. For the final rule, we have actual 
data for FY 1991 from the June 1993 
HCRIS update. We also have revised 
estimates of the rates of increase in 
Medicare capital costs per case for the 
years FY 1992 through FY 1994.

In the proposed rule for FY 1994 (58 
FR 30277-30279), we explained how 
changes in the FY 1991 cost per case 
data and in the rate of increase estimates 
for FY 1992 through FY 1994 produced 
an 8.67 percent decline in the budget 
neutrality target for FY 1994. That 
decline was the result of two factors.

First, the actual FY 1991 capital cost per 
' case from the March 1993 HCRIS update 
that we used in the proQpsed rule for FY 
1994 was 5.20 percent lower than we 
had estimated in the final rule for FY 
1993.

Second, in the final rule for FY 1993, 
we had estimated that there would be a
31.63 percent increase in Medicare 
inpatient capital cost per case between 
FY 1991 and FY 1994. In the proposed 
rule for FY 1994, we estimated that 
there would be a 26.68 percent increase 
in Medicare inpatient capital cost per 
case between FY 1991 and FY 1994.

For this final rule, there is a further
2.10 percent decline in the FY 1994 
budget neutrality target, fin' a 
cumulative decline in the target of 10.59 
percent since the final rule forFY 1993. 
Hie rate-of-increase estimate for FY 
1992 through FY 1994 has declined 
further from 26.68 percent in the 
proposed rule to 24.30 percent in this 
final rule. The following chart shows 
how the rate-of-increase estimates for 
FY 1992 through FY 1994 were 
calculated in the proposed rule and in 
this final rule for FY 1994.

Comparison of Factors for Medicare Inpatient Capital Cost Per Case Increases: FY 1994 Proposed
Rule (PR) and FY 1994 Final Rule (FR)

[|n  percentages]

Estimate tor FY

(1) Total inpatient 
capital

(2) Medicare share (1)x(2H3) Medicara in- 
patient capital

(4) Medicare enrolt- 
ment

(5) Admissions inci
dence

(4)x(5H6) Medfcare 
admissions

(3V(6V*(7) Estimate 
increase in Medicare 
inpatient capital cost 

per cawFY94
PR

FY94
FR ChangeFY94

PR
FY94
FR Change FY94

PR
FY94
FR Change FY94

PR
FY94
FR Change FY94

PR
FY94
FR Change FY94

PR
FY94
FR Change FY94

PR
FY94
FR Change

1 9 9 2 .............................. 7.07 6.77 -0.34 3.10 2.81 -0.28 10.68 9.77 -0.82 1.99 1.82 -0.17 2.72 2.75 0.03 4.77 4.62 -0.14 5.64 4.92 -0.68
1993 --------------- 8.00 8.00 0.00 3.30 3.30 0.00 11.56 11.56 0.00 1.89 2.03 0.14 0.30 1.02 0.72 2.19 3.07 0.86 9.17 8.24 -0.85
1994 ... _ . . . 9.00 9.00 0.00 3.60 3.60 0.00 12.92 12.92 0.00 1 73 2.11 0.37 0.97 1.03 0.06 2.71 3.17 0.45 9.94 9.45 -0.45

The chart shows the causes of the 
decline in the rate-of-increase 
projections since the proposed rule. For 
FY 1992, the decline in the projected 
rate of increase is due to a 0.82 percent 
decline in the projected rate of increase 
of total Medicare capital costs and a
0.14 percent increase in the projected 
rate of increase of Medicare admissions. 
Together these factors produced a 0.68 
percent decline in the projected rate of

increase of Medicare inpatient capital 
costs per case. For FY 1993, the 0.85 
percent decline in the projected rate of 
increase is due entirely to the decline in 
the projected rate of increase in 
Medicare admissions. For FY 1994, the
0.45 percent decline in the projected 
rate of increase is also due entirely to 
the decrease in the projected rate of 
increase in Medicare admissions.

In addition to the decline in the rate 
of increase estimates since the proposed

rule, there has been a slight ( -0 .1 3  
percent) decrease in the FY 1991 cost 
per case in the June 1993 HCRIS data, 
compared to the March 1993 HCRIS 
data which we used in the proposed 
rule. The following chart shows the 
combined effect of the reduced rates of 
increase estimates and the reduced FY 
1991 cost per case by comparing the 
projections from FY 1991 to FY 1994 at 
the time of the proposed rule and in this 
final rule for FY 1994:

E f f e c t  o f  R e v is e d  R a t e - o f  In c r e a s e  E s t im a t e s  o n  C a l c u l a t io n  o f  FY 1994 B u d g e t  N e u t r a l it y

T a r g e t

Capital cost 
per case

Percent 
change in 
rate of in

crease

Percent 
change in 

capitai cost 
per case

FY 1991 Cost per Case:
March 93 HHRtS ............... ................................... ....................... .............. ....................... 1 $566.98 N/A -0 .1 3

Final- .kina Q3 HCRIS . ................................. ................ ................. .......... 2 566.220
FY 1992 Adjusted Cost*

598.96
Final Rat«' A 99% ............................................. ...................................................’... ..................... 594.09 -0 .6 8 -0 .81

FY 1993 Adjusted Cost:
653.91

Final Rate- 8 .24% ...................................................................................................... - .......................... 643.05 -0 .8 5 -1 .6 6
FY 1994 Adjusted Cost:

718.93
Final Rata- 9 46% .............................. ........................................................................... *....... .......... 703.85 -0 .4 5 -2 .1 0
Cum ulative_______ __......_.___ ...----------- ------------------------------- -— ...---------- ----------------- ---- — 1.97 ......---------

1 FY  1991 c o s t p e r c as e  b ased  on  M arch  1 99 3  H C R IS  d a ta , au d it-ad ju s ted , exclud in g  w a iv e r ho sp ita ls  an d  P P S -e x c lu d e d  h o sp ita ls .
2 FY  1991 c o s t p e r c as e  b a sed  on Ju n e  1 9 9 3  H C R IS  d a ta , au d it-ar^u sted , exclud ing  w a iver ho sp ita ls  a n d  P P S -e x ck td e d  ho sp ita ls .

The chart shows that the cumulative to lower the FY 1994 budget neutrality 0.13 percent decline due to updated
effect of the revised rates of increase is target by 1.97 percent. Together with the HCRIS data, this accounts for the 2.10
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percent reduction in the F Y 1994 capital 
cost per case budget neutrality target 
compared to the level estimated in the 
FY 1994 proposed rule. In turn, the 2.10 
percent reduction in the FY 1994 budget 
neutrality target since the proposed rule, 
together with the 8.67 percent decline 
between the final rule for FY 1993 and 
the proposed rule, accounts for the 
10.59 percent decline in the FY 1994 
budget neutrality target in this final rule 
compared to the final rule for FY 1993.

The cumulative 10.59 percent 
reduction in the FY 1994 budget 
neutrality target, together with die effect 
of the 7.4 percent reduction in the 
standard Federal rate, accounts for the 
2.35 percent reduction in the FY 1994 
budget neutrality adjustment compared 
to the FY 1993 budget neutrality 
adjustment. The effect of the decline in 
the budget neutrality target alone, in the 
absence of the 7.4 percent reduction to 
the standard Federal rate, would have 
been an even lower budget neutrality 
adjustment for FY 1994. We estimate 
that, in the absence of the 7.4 percent 
reduction to the standard Federal rate, 
the FY 1994 budget neutrality 
adjustment would have been 0.8576 
instead of the 0.8947 in this final rule.
(In making this estimate, we used the 
same outlier effects as we did with the
7.4 percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate. If we had recalibrated 
outliers for the unreduced standard 
Federal rate, the estimated rate and 
budget neutrality factor might have been 
slightly different. This estimate is, 
however, adequate for purposes of 
evaluating the relative impact of the 7.4 
percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate.) With a base Federal rate 
that is 7.4 percent lower, a lesser 
reduction to the rate (and therefore a 
higher budget neutrality adjustment 
factor, 0.8947 as opposed to 0.8576) is 
adequate to meet the lower FY 1994 
budget neutrality target. Thus, the cause 
of the 2.35 percent reduction in the FY 
1994 budget neutrality adjustment 
compared to FY 1993 arises largely from 
the 10.59 percent decline in the budget 
neutrality target, partially offset by the 
effect of the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate.

The decline in the budget neutrality 
target and the 7.4 percent reduction to 
the standard Federal rate also account 
for the 2.53 percent increase in the final 
FY 1994 budget neutrality adjustment 
compared to the proposed rule. The 
increase in the aajustment since the 
proposed rule is due to the effect of the
7.4 percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate (which allows a lesser 
reduction to the rate, and hence a higher 
adjustment factor, as explained above)» \ 
partially offset by the 2.10 percent

decline in the FY 1994 budget neutrality 
target (which reduces the budget 
neutrality factor) since the proposed 
rule.

For FY 1994, we proposed a budget 
neutrality factor of 0.8726 to realize the 
90 percent target. In this final rule, the 
budget neutrality adjustment factor is
0.8947. The budget neutrality factors are 
not built permanently into the rates; that 
is, the factors are not applied 
cumulatively in determining the Federal 
rate. The net adjustment to the FY 1994 
Federal rate will therefore be .8947/ 
.9162 or 0.9765.

Comment: One commenter noted that 
the most significant factor in the 
proposed 5.37 percent decrease in the 
Federal rate was the change in the 
budget neutrality factor. The commenter 
contended that the lower estimates of 
capital spending which caused the 
change in the budget neutrality factor 
indicate either that hospitals are 
controlling their spending or that 
reimbursement has been insufficient to 
meet the expected level of capital 
spending. The commenter contended 
that, under either circumstance, it was 
inappropriate to propose to further 
reduce the level of Medicare payment.

Response: Whatever the causes of the 
declining capital cost per case target for 
setting the budget neutrality target, we 
are required to adjust the Federal rate 
and the hospital-specific rate so that 
aggregate payments under the 
prospective payment system for capital- 
related costs equal 90 percent of what it 
is estimated would have been paid on 
the basis of reasonable costs. 
Furthermore, we did not propose a 
reduction in payments, as the 
commenter states. As we have stated 
before, we estimated that aggregate 
payments under the prospective 
payment system for capital-related costs 
would have increased 3.8 percent under 
the rates and factors in the proposed 
rule. In this final rule, we estimate that 
aggregate payments will increase 2.99 
percent. We do not believe that the level 
of payments under the capital 
prospective payment system has been 
inadequate, especially since the 
estimated 2.99 percent increase in 
payments for FY 1994 represents an 
increase over payments that we estimate 
were 95.64 percent of cost in FY 1993 
and 98.56 percent of cost in FY 1992.

Comment: One commenter expressed 
concern that inaccurate estimates of the 
budget neutrality target would create a 
vicious cycle in which payments are 
reduced, leading to increased interest 
rates for hospital financing, thus 
resulting in further underestimations of 
the actual amount o f capital 
expenditures.

Response: Since aggregate payments 
increase both under the rates and factors 
in the proposed rule and this final rule, 
the commenter’s concerns are 
unfounded. We also note that our most 
recent estimates of capital cost per case 
increases suggest that we previously 
over-estimated, rather than under
estimated, the amounts of capital 
expenditures in recent years.

Comment: One commenter noted that 
the proposed rule included the effect of 
reductions in FY 1991, FY 1992, and FY 
1993 capital cost per case from 
previously published amounts. The 
commenter contended that, to protect 
the prospective nature of the system, 
HCFA should not be making retroactive 
changes to previously published 
amounts. Another commenter noted that 
changes in these estimates indicates the 
need for more accurate forecasts of 
actual hospital capital expenditures.

Response: It is precisely the need to 
make better forecasts of capital cost per 
case that requires us to revise previously 
published figures. For example, we have 
revised ouf estimates of capital cost per 
case increases in FY 1992, FY 1993, and 
FY 1994. We base these estimates on the 
best data and trend analysis available at 
the time. As we update the data and 
trend analysis, the accuracy of these 
estimates should increase. The 
commenter’s concern about the 
accuracy of our estimates confirms our 
practice of revising them as better data 
and trend analysis become available.
The prospective nature of the system is 
not threatened by revising previous 
estimates of cost per case in various 
years, since we use the revised estimates 
only to set the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor and the rate for the 
current year, not to revise the rates for 
prioryears.

6. Exceptions paym ent adjustment 
factor. Section 412.308(c)(3) requires 
that the standard Federal rate for 
inpatient capital-related costs be 
reduced by an adjustment factor equal 
to the estimated additional payments for 
exceptions under §412.348 determined 
as a proportion of total payments under 
the hospital-specific rate and Federal 
rate. The model developed for 
determining the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor is also used to 
estimate payments under the exceptions 
payment process and to determine the 
exceptions payment adjustment factor.

For FY 1993, we estimated that 
exceptions payments would equal 2.44 
percent of aggregate payments based on 
the Federal rate and the hospital- 
specific rate. Therefore, we applied an 
exceptions reduction factor of 0.9756 
(1-0.0244) in determining the Federal 
rate. For FY 1994, we estimated in the
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May 26,1993, proposed rule that 
exceptions payments would equal 6.01 
percent of aggregate payments based on 
the Federal rate and the hospital- 
specific rate. Therefore, we proposed to 
apply an exceptions reduction factor of 
0.9399 to determine the FY 1994 
Federal rate. For the final rule, we 
estimate that exceptions payments for 
FY 1994 will equal 5.15 percent of 
aggregate payments based on the 
Federal rate and the hospital-specific 
rate. We are therefore applying an 
exceptions payment reduction factor of 
0.9485 to the Federal rate for FY 1994.

The final exceptions reduction factor 
for FY 1994 is thus 2.35 percent lower 
than the factor for FY 1993, and 0.91 
percent higher than the factor in the FY 
1994 proposed rule. We have always 
expected exceptions payments to 
increase during the transition period as 
payments are based increasingly on the 
Federal rate. This explains the higher 
level of exceptions payments for FY 
1994 as compared to FY 1993.

We believe that two factors account 
for the 0.91 percent increase in the 
exceptions reduction factor since the 
proposed rule. One is the 2.10 percent 
reduction in the budget neutrality target, 
as explained in section III.A.5 above. 
Since hospital costs in FY 1994 are now 
estimated to be 2.10 percent lo.wer than 
previously estimated, fewer hospitals 
than we originally estimated will 
qualify for exceptions payments by 
falling below their minimum payment 
levels, and those that still do qualify 
may receive somewhat smaller 
payments.

The other factor is the 7.4 percent 
reduction to the standard Federal rate. 
Because of this reduction, we are 
implementing a special redetermination 
of the payment methodology for 
hospitals previously paid under the 
fully prospective payment methodology. 
As a result of this special 
redetermination, some of these hospitals 
will receive paynient under the more 
advantageous hold-harmless payment 
methodology during FY 1994 and 
through the rest of the transition. Fewer 
of these hospitals than we originally 
estimated should thus qualify for 
exceptions payments by receiving 
regular payments that fall short of their 
minimum payment levels.

The exceptions reductions factors are 
not built permanently into the rates; that 
is, the factors are not applied 
cumulatively in determining the Federal 
rate. The net adjustment to the FY 1994 
Federal rate is therefore 94857.9756, or 
0 9722.

Comment Two commenters noted 
that exceptions payments are funded by 
reducing the Federal rate and the

hospital-specific rates. Thus, the 
commenters argued that inaccurate 
assumptions can result in withholding 
more funds than are needed to make 
exceptions payments. The commenters 
contended that, in the absence of 
provisions to redistribute excess money 
from the pool of money reserved for 
exceptions, inaccurate projections can 
artificially reduce payment rates.

Response As we stated in the final 
rule for the capital prospective payment 
system (56 FR 43413), there is no “pool" 
set aside in a fund'for exceptions 
payments. Rather, the Federal rate and 
hospital-specific rates are reduced by 
the estimated amount of exceptions 
payments for the fiscal year. Consistent 
with the concept of exceptions 
payments, the exceptions reduction 
factor (like the other factors) is 
determined on the basis of the best data 
available when the factor is established. 
There is no retroactive adjustment if 
actual payments are more or less than 
anticipated. The appropriate adjustment 
factors are reestimated annually on the 
basis of new data, but no retroactive 
correction is made for prior years. Not 
only would such an adjustment violate 
the prospective nature of rate-setting, 
but it would also be impractical. It 
would require an adjustment both when 
exception payments are less than the 
amount anticipated in setting the 
adjustment and when payments exceed 
the amount anticipated in setting the 
adjustment.

Also, we note that even if actual 
exceptions payments are lower than 
estimated, this does not mean total 
payments are lower than estimated. The 
lower estimated level of exceptions 
payments for FY 1993 was the direct 
result of the fact that regular payments 
were estimated to have exceeded the 
budget neutrality target that year. These 
factors are directly related; that is, as 
regular payments exceed the budget 
neutrality target, fewer hospitals fall 
short of the minimum payment levels 
that qualify them for exceptions 
payments, and those that do qualify 
receive smaller exceptions payments. 
The lower estimate of exceptions 
payments for FY 1993 was thus due to 
the fact that fewer exception payments, 
and lower exception payment amounts, 
were necessary to ensure that hospitals 
received their minimum payment levels. 
We do not believe that, because we now 
estimate that regular payments exceeded 
the budget neutrality target in any fiscal 
year, we should then also pay hospitals 
more (in the form of the “redistribution" 
recommended by the commenters) for 
not making exceptions payments that 
would have exceeded the established 
minimum payment levels.

Comment. Several commenters 
contended that HCFA has not 
adequately justified why exceptions 
payments were estimated to be 6.01 
percent of aggregate payments in FY 
1994 as compared to only 2.45 percent 
in FY 1993. The commenters also noted 
that HCFA estimated in the proposed 
rule that exceptions payments would 
increase six-fold in FY 1994 over FY 
1993. These commenters contended that 
HCFA should not change estimates of 
exceptions without substantial new 
information. Two commenters 
contended that the fact that the 
observed level of exceptions in FY 1993 
was 63 percent lower than estimated in 
the final rule for FY 1993 raises 
questions about the validity of HCFA’s 
estimation method.

Response We stated in the proposed 
rule (58 FR 30275) that “we now 
estimate that exceptions for FY 1993 
will be 63 percent lower than we 
originally estimated.” All our current 
figures on exceptions are estimates, and 
thus we made no statement about the 
“observed" level of exceptions 
payments for FY 1993. We will not 
begin to have data on actual exceptions 
payments until cost reports for FY 1992 
are settled in FY 1995 and FY 1996. In 
the meantime, our estimates of the level 
of exceptions payments in any given 
year change with new data or revised 
estimates of those factors in the system 
that affect the level of exceptions 
payments.

m the FY 1993 final rule, we 
estimated that exceptions payments 
would be 2.44 percent of aggregate 
payments based on the Federal rate and 
the hospital-specific rate (not 2.45 
percent of aggregate payments under the 
capital prospective payment system, as 
stated by the commenters). In the May
26,1993 proposed rule for FY 1994, we 
estimated that exceptions payments for 
FY 1993 would be 63 percent lower 
than our estimate last year. As we 
explained in the response to the 
previous comment, the revised estimate 
of exceptions for FY 1993 was related to 
the revised budget neutrality estimate 
for FY 1993. Since our more recent 
estimate showed that aggregate 
piayments under the prospective 
payment system for capital-related costs 
in FY 1993 were 5.89 percent higher 
than the budget neutrality target, we 
also estimate that fewer hospitals 
qualified for exceptions payments by 
falling short of the minimum payment 
levels, and that those‘who did qualify 
received smaller exceptions payments.

In the proposed rule for F Y 1994, we 
estimated that exceptions payments in 
FY 1994 would be 6;01 percent of 
aggregate payments based on the
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Federal rate and the hospital-specific 
rate. In this final rule, we are estimating 
that exceptions payments in FY 1994 
will be 5.15 percent of aggregate 
payments based on the Federal rate and 
the hospital-specific rate. We also 
currently estimate that exceptions 
payments in FY 1993 will be 70 percent 
lower than we estimated at the time of 
the final rule in FY 1993. This revised 
estimate is directly related to our 
estimate that aggregate payment will be
95.64 percent of reasonable cost, or 6.27 
percent over the budget neutrality target 
in FY 1993. The higher level of 
payments means that fewer hospitals 
will qualify for exceptions payments by 
falling below their minimum payments, 
and that those that still do qualify will 
receive lower payments.

The regulations require us to reduce 
the Federal rate and die hospital- 
specific rate each year by a factor equal 
to the estimated additional payments for 
exceptions, determined as a proportion 
of total payments under the hospital- 
specific rate and the Federal rate. We 
use the best available data each year to 
determine our estimates as appropriate, 
and we continue to refine our 
methodology as appropriate. We do not 
believe that we should retain estimates 
that no longer have the best empirical 
and methodological support. We also do 
not believe that die prospective nature 
of the system is jeopardized by refining 
our estimates, since we do not 
retroactively adjust the exceptions 
reductions factors for previous years, 
but rather use our revised estimates to 
set the factor more accurately for the 
current year.

We have always expected exceptions 
payments to increase during the 
transition as payments are based 
increasingly on the Federal rate and 
decreasingly on factors related to 
hospital cost experience (that is, the 
hospital-specific rate, which was 
derived from hospital base year costs, 
and the hold-harmless payment of 85 
percent for old capital costs). While our 
estimates concerning the annual amount 
of exceptions payments have changed 
with new data and new estimates on 
factors that affect exceptions payments, 
all our estimates have been consistent 
with this expectation.

7. Standard Federal rate fo rF Y  1994. 
For FY 1993, the Federal rate was 
$417.29. With the changes we proposed 
to the factors used to establish the 
Federal rate, we proposed that the FY 
1994 Federal rate would be $394.88. In 
this final rule, we are establishing an FY 
1994 Federal rate of $378.34. The final 
Federal rate for FY 1994 was calculated 
as follows:

• The FY 1994 update factor is 
1.0304.

• The FY 1994 outlier adjustment 
factor is 0.9454.

• The FY 1994 budget neutrality 
adjustment factor that is applied to the 
standard Federal payment rate for 
changes in the DRG relative weights and 
in the geographic adjustment factor is 
1.0053.

• The FY 1994 budget neutrality 
adjustment factor that is applied to the 
standard Federal payment rate and the 
hospital-specific rate to assure that 
aggregate payments equal 90 percent of 
payments that would have been made 
on a reasonable cost basis is 0.8947.

• The FY 1994 exceptions payments 
adjustment factor is 0.9485.

Since the Federal rate has already 
been adjusted for differences in case 
mix, wages, cost of living, indirect 
medical education costs, and payments 
to hospitals serving a disproportionate 
share of low-income patients, we 
proposed to make no additional 
adjustments in the standard Federal rate 
for these factors other than the budget 
neutrality factors for changes in the DRG 
relative weights and the geographic 
adjustment factor.

Comment. One commenter contended 
that the proposed reduction in capital 
payments did not allow adequately for 
inflation. Another commenter 
contended that the proposed reduced 
rate would inhibit hospitals' ability to 
pay for preexisting debt. Other 
commenters contended that the 
proposed reduction in the Federal rate 
would increase the financial risk of 
hospital funding arrangements and thus 
increase the interest rates charged to 
hospitals.

Response. We did not propose a 
reduction in capital payments, but in 
the capital Federal rate. Under the 
proposed rule, aggregate payments 
under the capital prospective payment 
system would have increased by 3.8 
percent. Since section 1886(g)(1)(A) of 
the Act requires that estimated 
payments equal 90 percent of reasonable 
costs for capital-related expenses, until 
the expiration of the budget neutrality 
requirement in FY 1996, payments 
under the capital prospective payment 
system can be expected to increase as 
capital costs per case increase. The 
proposed increase from FY 1993 to FY 
1994 was less than the total estimated 
increase in capital costs per case 
between FY 1993 and FY 1994 because, 
at the time of the proposed rule, we 
estimated that FY 1993 payments were
95.3 percent of reasonable costs, or 5.89 
percent higher than the budget 
neutrality target. The estimated increase 
in cost per case in FY 1994 divided by

the excess of estimated FY 1993 
payments over the budget neutrality 
target set the rate of increase in 
payments in the proposed rule (1.0994/ 
1.0589=1.038, a 3.8 percent increase).

As we explained in the introduction 
to section in above, we now estimate 
that FY 1993 payments were 95.64 
percent of reasonable costs, or 6.3 
percent higher than the budget 
neutrality target. The estimated increase 
in cost per case in FY 1994 divided by 
the estimated excess of FY 1993 
payments over the budget neutrality 
target (1.0945/1.0627) yields the 
estimated 2.99 percent increase in 
aggregate payments with the rates and 
factors we are adopting in this final rule. 
We believe that this increase in 
payments, together with the payments 
that we estimate that hospitals have 
received during the first 2 years of the 
prospective payment system for capital- 
related costs, should allow hospitals to 
pay for preexisting debt. The increase in 
payments is a much more important 
factor in gauging the adequacy of 
payments, and the risks of hospital 
financing arrangements, than changes in 
the Federal rate alone.

Comment: Several commenters 
contended that uncertainty in capital 
reimbursement has caused bond down- 
ratings. One comment«* noted that the 
proposed 5.4 percent reduction to the 
Federal rate represented a reversal from 
the levels previously projected by 
HCFA. Another commenter stated that 
changes in the rates from the levels 
projected make it difficult for a hospital 
to plan adequately for the coming year.

Response. We are sensitive to tne 
concerns of hospitals that there be 
predictability in the levels of their 
capital payments. We make our 
projections based on the best data 
available, and we share them so that the 
public also will have the most current 
information. At the same time, we have 
a statutory obligation to assure that 
payments equal 90 percent of what 
would have been paid on a reasonable 
cost basis. To fulfill that statutory 
obligation, we must revise our estimates 
for rate-setting purposes as better data 
become available. When we published 
our previous projections, we cautioned 
that they were only estimates, and that 
they were subject to revisions resulting 
from continued methodological 
refinements, more recent data, and 
payment policy changes. Some 
differences between the projections and 
the FY 1994 Federal rate were to be 
expected.

We are providing a chart that shows 
how each of the factors and adjustments 
for FY 1994 affected the computation of 
the final FY 1994 Federal rate in
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comparison to the FY 1993 Federal rate. 
The final FY 1994 update factor has the 
effect of increasing the Federal rate 3.04 
percent compared to the rate in FY 1993 
while the final geographic and DRG 
budget neutrality factor has the effect of 
increasing the Federal rate by 0.53 
percent. The final FY 1993 exceptions

reduction factor has the effect of 
decreasing the final Federal rate by 2.78 
percent compared to the exceptions 
reduction for FY 1993. The final FY 
1994 budget neutrality adjustment factor 
has the effect of reducing the final FY 
1994 rate by 2.35 percent compared to 
the budget neutrality reduction in FY

1993. Finally, the Public Law 103-66 
reduction to the standard Federal rate 
has the effect of reducing the FY 1994 
Federal rate by 7.4 percent. The 
combined effect of all the proposed 
changes is to decrease the final Federal 
rate by 9.33 percent compared to the 
Federal rate for FY 1093.

Comparison of Factors and Adjustments: F Y  1 9 9 3  Federal Rate and F Y  1 9 9 4  Federal Rate

Change Percent
change

Public Law 103-66 Standard Federal Rate R eduction....................*.............................. ....... ............ . 0.9260 0.9260 -7 .4 0
Update factor: 1

py 190 3  ................... ................ ............................. .......... 1.0607
FY 1994 .......... ................................................ ................ ....................................... 1.0304 1.0304 3.04

GAF/DRG adjustment factor: 1
py 199 3  ........................................ ........... ................. ....... 0.9980
PY 1994 .. . .............................................................. ............. .......... ............. 1.0053 1.0053 0.53

Outlier adjustment factor:«
PY 199 3  .................................................................................... ............... ................... 0.9496
FY 1994 .................................................................................... ............................. . 0.9454 0.9956 -0 .4 4

Exceptions adjustment factor:
FY 1993« .................................... .......................... .......... 0.9756
PY 1994 ............................................... ................................. ............................... ...... ........ 0.9485 0.9722 -2 .7 8

Budget neutrality adjustment factor: 2
FY 199 3  ...................... .............. .............. ....... 0.9162
PY 1QQ4 .................................................. ................... .......... ............... 0.8947 0.9765 -2 .3 5

Federal Rate:
py 199 3  .................................... ....... ........... ............... $417.29
FY 1994 .................. ......................................................................................... ........... •••■•..................... $378.34 0.9067 -9 .3 3

iThe update factor and the GAF/DRG budget neutrality factors are built permanently into the rates. Thus, for example, the incremental change 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994 resulting from the application of the 1.0053 GAF/DRG budget neutrality factor for FY 1994 is 1.0053.

2 The outlier reduction factor, the exceptions reduction factor, and the budget neutrality factor to assure that payments do not exceed 9 0  
percent of what it is estimated would have been paid on the basis of reasonable cost are not built permanently into the rates; that is, 
factors are not applied cumulatively in determining the rates. Thus, for example, the n et change resulting from the application of th e FY 1994  
exceptions reduction factor is 0.9485/0.9756, or 0.9722.

We are also providing a chart that shows how the final FY 1994 Federal rate differs from the proposed FY 1994 
Federal rate.

Comparison of Factors and Adjustments: Proposed F Y  1 9 9 4  Federal Rate and Final F Y  1994
Federal Rate

Public Law 103-66 Standard Federal Rate Reduction 
Update factor:

Proposed FY 1994 ..................................................
Final FY 1994 ..................... ............. ........ .............

GAF/DRG adjustment factor:
Proposed FY 1994 ..................................................
Final 1994 ............ ..,............ .......... .........................

Outlier adjustment factor:
Proposed FY 1994 ...............................1.................
Final FY 1994 .............. .............. ......... J ........... :....

Exceptions adjustment factor:
Proposed FY 1994 ..................................................
Final FY 1994 .................................................. .......

Budget neutrality adjustment factor:
Proposed FY 1994 .................. ...............................
Final FY 1994 .............. ............. .............................

Federal Rate:
Proposed FY 1994 .......................... ......... ............ .
Final FY 1994 ..........................................................

Change Percent
change

0.9260

1.0310 
1 0304

0.9260 -7 .4 0

0.9994 -0 .0 6

1.0046
1.0053

0.9455
0.9454

16007 0.07

0.9999 —0.01

0.9399
0.9485 1.0091 0.91

0.8729
0.8947 1.0253 2.53

$394.88
$378.34 0.9581 -4 .1 9

This chart shows that the effect of the Federal rate which was enacted after the other factors, especially the 2.53 percent 
7 4 percent reduction to the standard proposed rule, is partially offset by increase in the budget neutrality factor.
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We discuss the reasons for the change 
in the budget neutrality factor in section 
ID. A. 5 above.

We have refined our budget neutrality 
and exceptions reduction factors for FY 
1994 on the basis of the most recent data 
at our disposal. We have not 
retroactively adjusted the Federal rate 
for FY 1993 in determining the rate for 
FY 1994.

8. S p ec ia l ra te  f o r  P uerto  R ico  
hospitals. For FY 1993, the special rate 
for Puerto Rico hospitals was $320.99. 
With the changes we proposed making 
to the factors used to determine the rate, 
the proposed FY 1994 special rate for 
Puerto Rico was $303.75, in this final 
rule, the standard rate for Puerto Rico is 
$291.03.
B. Determination of Hospital-Specific 
Rate Update

Section 412.328(e) of the regulations 
provides that the hospital-specific rate 
for FY 1994 be determined by adjusting 
the FY 1993 hospital-specific rate by the 
following factors:

1. H osp ita l-sp ec ific  ra te  update  fac to r. 
The hospital-specific rate is updated in 
accordance with the update factor for 
the standard Federal rate determined- 
under § 412.308(c)(1). For FY 1994, we 
proposed that the hospital-specific rate 
be updated by a factor of 1.0310. In this 
final rule, we are updating the hospital- 
specific rate by a factor of 1.0304.

2. E xceptions p a y m e n t ad jus tm ent 
fac to r. For FY 1992 through FY 2001, 
the updated hospital-specific rate is

reduced by an adjustment factor equal 
to the estimated additional payments for 
capital-related costs for exceptions 
under § 412.348, determined as a 
proportion of the total amount of 
payments under the hospital-specific 
rate and the Federal rate. For FY 1994, 
we estimated in the proposed rule that 
exceptions payments would be 6.01 
percent of aggregate payments based on 
the Federal rate and the hospital- 
specific rate. We therefore proposed that 
the updated hospital-specific rate be 
reduced by a factor of 0.9399. In this 
final rule, we are applying an 
exceptions reduction factor of 0.9485 to 
the hospital-specific rate. The 
exceptions reductions factors are not 
built permanently into the rates; that is, 
the factors are not applied cumulatively 
in determining the hospital-specific 
rate. The net adjustmeht to the FY 1994 
hospital-specific rate is therefore .9485/ 
.9756, or 0.9722.

3. Budget n e u tra lity  ad jus tm ent 
fac to r. For FY 1992 through FY 1995, 
the updated hospital-specific rate is 
adjusted by a budget neutrality 
adjustment factor determined under 
§ 412.352, so that estimated aggregate 
payments under the capital prospective 
payment system will equal 90 percent of 
what would have been payable on a 
reasonable cost basis. (The budget 
neutrality adjustment for changes in the 
DRG relative weights and in the 
geographic adjustment factor is not 
applied to the hospital-specific rate.)
For FY 1994, we proposed a budget

neutrality factor of 0.8726. In this final 
rule, we are applying a budget neutrality 
factor of 0.8947 to the hospital-specific 
rate. The budget neutrality factor is not 
built permanently into the rates; that is, 
the factor is not applied cumulatively in 
determining the hospital-specific rate. 
The net adjustment to the FY 1994 
hospital-specific rate is therefore .8947/ 
.9162, or 0.9765.

4. N e t change to hosp ita l-spec ific  rate. 
We are providing a chart below to show 
the net change to the hospital-specific 
rate. The chart shows the factors for FY 
1993 and FY 1994 and the net 
adjustment for each factor. It also shows 
that the cumulative net adjustment from 
FY 1993 to FY 1994 is 0.9784, which 
represents a decrease of 2.16 percent to 
the hospital-specific rate, as opposed to 
the 5.4 percent decrease to the hospital- 
specific rate in the proposed rule. The 
lower decrease in the hospital-specific 
rate in the final rule as compared to the 
proposed rule is due primarily to the 
effects of the 7.4 percent reduction to 
the standard Federal rate. As we have 
explained in section III.A. 5 above, one 
effect of the reduced standard Federal 
rate is a higher (.8947 as compared to 
.8726) budget neutrality adjustment to 
the final FY 1994 Federal rate and 
hospital-specific rate compared to the 
proposed rule. The FY 1994 hospital- 
specific rate for each hospital is 
determined by multiplying the FY 1993 
hospital-specific rate by the cumulative 
net adjustment of 0.9784.

Final FY 1994 Update and Adjustments to Hospital-Specific Rates

Net ad
justment

Percent
change

Update factor:
FY 93 ..................................................... ............ ........... . 1.0607

1.0304

0.9755 
0 9485

FY 9 4 ......................................................... ................... 1 0304 3.10
Exceptions payment adjustment factor:

FY 9 3 ..............................................................................
FY 9 4 ............................................................... 0 9722 -2.78

Budget neutrality factor:
FY 9 3 ............................. ................................................ 0.9162 

0 8947FY 9 4 ..................................................................... 0 9765 -2.35
Cumulative adjustments:

FY 9 3 ................................................................................. 0.9481
0.9275FY 9 4 ......................................................................... 0.9784 -2 .16

Note: The update factor for the hospital- 
specific rate is applied cumulatively in 
determining the rates. Thus, the incremental 
increase in the update factor from FY 1993 
to FY 1994 is 1.0304. In contrast, the 
exceptions payment adjustment factor and 
the budget neutrality factor are not applied 
cumulatively. Thus, for example, the 
incremental increase in the budget neutrality 
factor from FY 1993 to FY 1994 is .8947/ 
9162, or .9765.

C. Calculation of Inpatient Capital- 
Related Prospective Payments for FY 
1994

During the capital prospective 
payment system transition period, a 
hospital is paid for the inpatient capital- 
related costs under one of two 
alternative payment methodologies: the 
fully prospective payment methodology 
or the hold-harmless methodology. The

payment methodology applicable to a 
particular hospital is determined when 
a hospital comes under the prospective 
payment systefh for capital-related costs 
by comparing its hospital-specific rate 
to the Federal rate applicable to the 
hospital’s first cost reporting period 
under the prospective payment system. 
The applicable Federal rate was 
determined by adjusting:
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• For outliers by dividing die 
standard Federal rate by the oudier 
reduction factor for that fiscal year; and,

• For the payment adjustment factors 
applicable to the hospital (that is, the 
hospital’s geographic adjustment factor, 
the disproportionate share adjustment 
factor, and the indirect medical 
education adjustment factor, where 
appropriate).

If the hospital-specific rate is above 
the applicable Federal rate, the hospital 
is paid under the hold-harmless 
methodology. If the hospital-specific 
rate is below die applicable Federal rate, 
the hospital is paid under the fully 
prospective methodology.

To take into account the 7 4 percent 
reduction to the standard Federal rate, 
the payment methodology for hospitals 
paid under the fully prospective 
payment methodology in the last cost 
reporting period beginning before to 
October 1,1993 will be redetermined by 
comparing the hospital’s F Y 1994 
hospital-specific rate with its FY 1994 
applicable Federal rate (that is, the FY 
1994 Federal rate adjusted for the effects 
of the payments adjustment and outlier 
payments). If the FY1994 hospital- 
specific rate is higher than the FY 1994 
adjusted Federal rate, the hospital will 
be paid under the hold-harmless 
payment methodology during its first 
cost reporting period beginning after 
October 1,1993 and throughout the rest 
of the transition. We discuss this 
provision further in section V.D. of the 
preamble to this final rule.

For purposes of calculating payments 
for each discharge under both the hold- 
harmless payment methodology and the 
fully prospective payment methodology, 
the standard Federal rate is adjusted as 
follows: (Standard Federal Rate) x (DRG 
weight) x (Geographic Adjustment 
Factor) x (Large Urban Add-on, if 
applicable) x (for hospitals located in 
Alaska and Hawaii, COLA adjustment) x 
(1+Disproportionate Share Adjustment 
Factor + Indirect Medical Education 
Adjustment Factor, if applicable!. The 
result is termed the adjusted Federal 
rate. •

Payments under the hold-harmless 
methodology are determined under one 
of two formulas. A hold-harmless 
hospital is paid the higher of:

• 100 percent of the adjusted Federal 
rate for each discharge; or

• An old capital payment equal to 85 
percent (100 percent for sole community 
hospitals) of the hospital’s .allowable 
Medicare inpatient old capital costs per 
discharge for the cost reporting period 
plus a new capital payment based on a 
percentage of the adjusted Federal rate 
for each discharge. The percentage of 
the adjusted Federal rate equals the ratio

of the hospital’s allowable Medicare 
new capital costs to its total Medicare 
inpatient capital-related costs in the cost 
reporting period.

Once a hospital receives payment 
based on 100 percent of the ad justed 
Federal rate in a cost-reporting period 
beginning on or after October 1,1993 (or 
the first cost reporting period after 
obligated capital that is recognized as 
old capital under § 412.302(c) is put in 
use for patient care, if later), the hospital 
continues to receive capital prospective 
payment system payments on that basis 
for the remainder of the transition 
period.

Payment for each discharge under the 
fully prospective methodology is the 
sum of:

• The hospital-specific rate 
multiplied by the DRG relative weight 
for the discharge and by the applicable 
hospital-specific transition blend 
percentage for the cost reporting period; 
and

• The adjusted Federal rate 
multiplied by the Federal transition 
blend percentage.

The blend percentages for cost 
reporting periods beginning in FY 1994 
are 30 percent of the adjusted Federal 
rate and 70 percent of the hospital- 
specific rate.

Hospitals may also receive outlier 
payments for those cases that qualify 
under the thresholds established for 
each fiscal year. Section 412.312(c) 
provides for a single set of thresholds to 
identify outlier cases for both inpatient 
operating and inpatient capital-related 
payments. Outlier payments are made 
only on that portion of the Federal rate 
that is used to calculate the hospital’s 
inpatient capital-related payments. For 
fully prospective hospitals, that portion 
is 30 percent of the Federal rate for 
discharges occurring in cost reporting 
periods beginning during FY 1994.
Thus, a fully prospective hospital will 
receive 30 percent of the capital-related 
outlier payment calculated for the case 
for discharges occurring in cost 
reporting periods beginning in FY 1994. 
For hold-harmless hospitals paid 85 
percent of their reasonable costs for old 
inpatient capital, the portion of the 
Federal rate that is included in the 
hospital’s outlier payments is based on 
the hospital’s ratio of Medicare 
inpatient costs for new capital to total 
Medicare inpatient capital costs. For 
hold-harmless hospitals that are paid 
100 percent of the Federal rate, 100 
percent of the Federal rate is included 
in the hospital’s outlier payments.

The rules to establish outlier 
thresholds for FY 1994 are published in 
section II.A.4.d of the Addendum to this 
final rule. For FY 1994, as proposed, a

case qualifies as a cost outlier if the cost 
for the case (after standardization for the 
indirect teaching adjustment and 
disproportionate share adjustment) is 
greater than the larger of 2 times the 
prospective payment rate for the case or 
$36,000. A case also qualifies as a day 
outlier for FY 1994 if  the length of stay 
is greater than the geometric mean 
length of stay for the DRG plus the 
lesser of 3 standard deviations of the 
length of stay or 23 days.

During the capital prospective 
payment system transition period, any 
hospital may also receive an additional 
payment under an exceptions process if 
its total inpatient capital-related 
payments are less than a minimum 
percentage of its allowable Medicare 
inpatient capital-related costs. The 
minimum payment level is established 
by class of hospital under § 412.348.
The minimum payment levels for 
portions of cost reporting periods 
occurring in FY 1994 are:

• Sole community hospitals (located 
in either an urban or rural area), 90 
percent;

• Urban hospitals with at least 100 
beds and a disproportionate share 
patient percentage of at least 20.2 
percent and urban hospitals with at 
least 100 beds that qualify for 
disproportionate share payments under 
§ 412.106(c)(2), 80 percent, and,

• All other hospitals, 70 percent.
Under § 412.348(d), the amount of the

exceptions payment is determined by 
comparing the cumulative payments 
made to the hospital under the capital 
prospective payment system to the 
cumulative minimum payment levels 
applicable to the hospital for each cost 
reporting period subject to that system. 
Any amount by which the hospital’s 
cumulative payments exceed its 
cumulative minimum payment is 
deducted from the additional payment 
that would otherwise be payable for a 
cost reporting period.

New hospitals are exempted from the 
capital prospective payment system for 
their first 2 years of operation and are 
paid 85 percent of their reasonable costs 

< during that period. A new hospital’s old 
capital costs are its allowable costs for 
capital assets that were put in use for 
patient care on or before the later of 
December 31,1990 or the last day of the 
hospital’s base year cost reporting 
period, and are subject to the rules 
pertaining to old capital and obligated 
capital as of the applicable date. 
Effective with the third year of 
operation, we will pay the hospital 
under either the fully prospective 
methodology, using the appropriate 
transition blend in that Federal fiscal 
year, or the hold-harmless methodology.
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If the hold-harmless methodology is 
applicable, the hold-harmless payment 
for assets in use during the base period 
will extend for 8 years, even if the hold- 
harmless payments extend beyond the 
normal transition period.
IV .  R ate-o f-increase Percentages fo r  
H o sp ita ls  a n d  H o s p ita l U n its  E xc lu d ed  
F ro m  the Prospective P ay m e n t System

The inpatient operating costs of 
hospitals and hospital units excluded 
from the prospective payment system 
are subject to rate-of-increase limits 
established under the authority of 
section 1886(b) of the Act, which is 
implemented in §413.40 of the 
regulations. Under these limits, an 
annual target amount (expressed in 
terms of the inpatient operating cost per 
discharge) is set for each hospital, based 
on the hospital’s own historical cost 
experience trended forward by the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentages 
(update factors). The target amount is 
multiplied by the number of Medicare 
discharges in a hospital’s cost reporting 
period, yielding the ceiling on aggregate 
Medicare inpatient operating costs for 
the cost reporting period.

Effective with cost reporting periods 
beginning on or after October 1,1991, a 
hospital that has Medicare inpatient 
operating costs in excess of its ceiling is 
paid its ceiling plus 50 percent of its 
costs in excess of the ceiling. Total 
payment may not exceed 110 percent of 
the ceiling. A hospital that has inpatient 
operating costs less than its ceiling will 
continue to be paid its costs plus the 
lower of—

• Fifty percent of the difference 
between the inpatient operating costs 
and the ceiling; or

• Five percent of the ceiling.
Each hospital’s target amount is

adjusted annually, at the beginning of 
its cost reporting period, by an 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage. 
Section 13502 of Pub. L. 103-66 
amended section 1886(b)(3)(B) of the 
Act to provide that for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1, 
1993 and before October 1,1994, the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentage is 
the market basket percentage increase 
minus the lesser of, one percentage

point, or the percentage point difference 
between 10 percent and the hospital’s 
“update adjustment percentage” except 
for hospitals with an “update 
adjustment percentage” of at least 10 
percent. The rate-of-increase percentage 
for hospitals in the latter case will be 
the market basket percentage increase. 
The “update adjustment percentage” is 
the percentage by which a hospital's 
allowable inpatient operation costs 
exceeds the hospital’s ceiling for the 
cost reporting period beginning in 
Federal fiscal year 1990. For cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1994 and before October 1, 
1997, the update adjustment percentage 
is the update adjustment percentage 
from the previous year plus the previous 
year’s applicable reduction. The 
applicable reduction and applicable 
percentage are then determined in the 
same manner as for FY 1994. The most 
recent forecasted market basket increase 
for FY 1994 for hospitals and hospital 
units excluded from the prospective 
payment system is 4.3 percent.
V. Tables

This section contains the tables 
referred to throughout the preamble to 
this final rule and in this addendum.
For purposes of this final rule, and to 
avoid confusion, we have retained the 
designations of Tables 1 through 5 that 
were first used in the September 1,1983 
initial prospective payment final rule 
(48 FR 39844). Tables la, lb , lc , id , 3C, 
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, 5, 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e,
6f, 6g, 6h, 7A, 7B, 8a, 8b, 9 and 10 are 
presented below. The tables presented 
below are as follows:
Table la—National Adjusted Operating 

Standardized Amounts, Labor/ 
Nonlabor

Table lb—Regional Adjusted Operating 
Standardized Amounts, Labor/ 
Nonlabor

Table lc —Adjusted Operating
Standardized Amounts for Puerto 
Rico, Labor/Nonlabor 

Table Id—Capital Standard Federal 
Payment Rate

Table 3C—Hospital Case Mix Indexes 
for Discharges Occurring in Federal 
Fiscal Year 1992

Table 4a—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas 

Table 4b—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Rural Areas 

Table 4c—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Hospitals That Are 
Reclassified

Table 4d—Average Hourly Wage for 
Urban Areas

Table 4e—Average Hourly Wage for 
Rural Areas

Table 5—List of Diagnosis Related 
Groups (DRGs), Relative Weighting 
Factors, Geometric Mean Length of 
Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier 
Cutoff Points Used in the 
Prospective Payment System 

Table 6a—New Diagnosis Codes 
Table 6b—New Procedure Codes 
Table 6c—Invalid Diagnosis Codes 
Table 6d—Revised Diagnosis Code 

Titles
Table 6e—Revised Procedure Code 

Titles
Table 6f—Additions to the CC 

Exclusions List 
Table 6g—Deletions to the CC 

Exclusions List
Table 6h—Additional OR Procedures 

That Group to DRG 477 
Table 7A —Medicare Prospective

Payment System Selected-Percentile 
Lengths of Stay FY 92 MedPAR 
Update 12/92 GROUPER V 10.0 

Table 7B—Medicare Prospective
Payment System Selected Percentile 
Lengths of Stay FY 92 MedPAR 
Update 12/92 GROUPER V 11.0 

Table 8a—Statewide Average Operating 
Cost-to-Charge Ratios for Urban and 
Rural Hospitals (Case Weighted) 
April 1993

Table 8b—Statewide Average Capital 
Cost-to-Charge Ratios for Urban and 
Rural Hospitals (Case Weighted) 
April 1993

Table 9—1992 Transfer Adjusted Case- 
Mix Index and Transfer Adjustment 
to Discharges for Capital Hospital- 
Specific Rate Redeterminations 

Table 10—Percentage Difference in 
Wage Indexes for Areas That 
Qualify for a Wage Index Exception 
for Excluded Hospitals and Units

Table 1a— National Adjusted Operating Standardized Amounts, Labor/Nonlabor

Large Urban Other Urban Rural

Labor- Nonlabor- Labor- Nonlabor-
------------------- :---------

Labor- Nonlabor-
related related related related related related

2,646.19 1,090.21 2,604.30 1,072.95 2,698.19 869.31
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Table 1 b— Regional Adjusted Operating Standardized Amounts, Labor/Nonlabor

Large Urban Other Urban Rural

Labor-relat
ed

Nonlabor-re
lated

Labor-relat
ed

Nonlabor-re
lated

! Labor-relat
ed

Nonlabor-re
lated

t  New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, V T ).................. 2,778.92 1,138.39 2,734.93 1,120.37 2,991.46 1,031.69
2. Middle Atlantic (PA, NJ, NY) .......................... ........... 2,49861 1,078.50 2,457.09 1,061.43 2,864.92 975.30
3. South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, 

W V )..................................... ........... ............... ............... 2,66805 995.33 2,622.86 979.58 2,738.74 845.71
4. East North Central (IL, IN, Ml, OH, W l)..................... 2,810.97 1,177.65 2,766.47 1,159.00 2,773.33 939.95
5. East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN) ....................... 2,557.71 901.26 2,517.22 886.99 2,714.37 788.64
6. West North Central (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, SD) . 2,665.81 1,073.03 2,623.60 1,05805 2,638.17 842.55
7. West South Central (AR, LA, OK, TX) ...................... 2,650.47 988.59 2,608.51 972.95 2,530.11 774.85
8. Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, W Y )..... 2,556.76 1,058.92 2,516.28 1,042.16 2,558.62 891.18
9. Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, W A )..... ..................... »....... 2,487.02 1,209.59 2,447.65 1,190.44 2,488.47 1,003.96

Table 1c— Adjusted Operating Standardized Amounts for Puerto Rico, Labor/Nonlabor

Large Urban Other Urban Rural

Labor-
related

Nonlabor-
related

Labor-
related

Nonlabor-
related

Labor-
relatod

Nonlabor-
related

Puerto Rico .......... ......................»........ '...-.................. —
National ............... »............................ .— ..................•»••••

2,379.97 
2,644.11

494.98
1,028.04

2,342.29 487.14 1,839.16 396.47

Table 1d— Capital Standard Federal Payment Rate

Rate

National..... ................................ .......... ............... .— — .........— —  — ........ ............. .......... ........ ....... .................... «—•........
Puerto Rico -------- 1—  ------ ——   ........«— ••—— —******........... ...................... .............. — • 29t.03
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Table 3c.— Hospital Case Mix Indexes for Discharges Occurring in Federal Fiscal Year 1992
Page 1 of 17

Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix

010001 ......... 01.3184 010094 ......... 01.2019 020024 ......... 01.0867 030091 ......... 01.0202 040081 ......... 00 9104
010004 ......... 0 1.0 10 0 010095 ....... 01.0165 020025 ......... 00.9006 030092 ......... 01.4882 040082 ......... 01.3064
010005 ...... . 01.1294 010096 ......... 00.8975 020026 ......... 01.1945 030093 ......... 01.3409 040084 ......... 01.1107
010006 ......... 01.3899 010097 ......... 00.9347 020027 ......... 00.9344 030094 ......... 01.3651 040085 ......... 01 2388
010007 ......... 01.0576 010098 ......... 01.0022 030001 ......... 01.3419 030095 .... . 01.2314 040088 ......... 01.2804
010008......... 01.0172 010099 ......... 01.0354 030002 .... 01.7678 030898 ......... 00.7882 040090 ......... 00 9114
010009 ......... 01.0876 0 10 10 0  ......... 01.1528 030003 ......... 01.3136 030899 ......... 00.8352 040091 ......... 01.2890
0 10 0 10  ......... 01.1274 0 10 10 1  ...... 01.0476 030004 ......... 00.9667 040001 ......... 01.0977 040093 ......... 01 0473
0 10 0 11  ......... 01.4176 0 10 10 2  ......... 00.9065 030006 ......... 01.6141 040002 ........ 01.2152 040095 ...... 00 8358
0 10 0 12  ......... 01.2562 010103 ......... 01.6271 030007 ........ 01.2629 040003 .... . 01.0095 040100 ......... 01 1378
010015 ......... 01.0017 010104 ......... 01.5563 030008 ......... 01.9427 040004 ......... 01.2636 040105 ......... 00 9958
010016 ......... 01.1189 010108 ......... 01.2383 030009 ......... 01.1971 040005 ......... 01.0042 040106 ......... 01 1699
010018 ......... 00.8782 010109 ..... 01.0576 030010 ......... 01.4708 040007 ......... 01.5985 040107 ......... 01 0750
010019 ......... 01.1914 0 1 0 1 1 0  ......... 00.9045 030011 ......... 01.4278 040008 ......... 01.2054 040109 ......... 01 0807
010020  ......... 00.9172 0 1 0 1 1 2  ......... 01.1615 030012 ......... 01.2367 040010 ......... 01.1813 040114 ......... 01.7965
0 10 0 21 ......... 01.2188 010113 ......... 01.6379 030013 ......... 01.2189 040011 ......... 00.9588 040116 ......... 01 3758
0100 22  ..... 00.9645 010114 ......... 01.2682 030014 ......... 01.4856 040013 ......... 00.9205 -040118 ......... 01 2007
010023 ......... 01.3586 010115 ......... 00.8747 030016 ......... 01.2726 040014 ......... 01.2251 040119 ......... 01.1432
010024 ....... 01.2923 010117 ......... 01.0771 030017 ......... 01.3939 040015 ......... 01.1193 040124 ......... 01.1323
010025 ........ 01.2247 010118 ......... 01.2168 030018 ......... 01.7192 040016 ......... 01.5380 040126......... 00 9748
010027 ......... 00.8708 010119 ......... 01.1622 030019 ......... 01.2500 040017 ......... 01.2942 040133 ......... 00.8231
010029 ....... 01.5021 0 10 12 0  ....... 00.9548 030022 ......... 01.5171 040018 ......... 01.3335 040898 ......... 00.8089
010031 ........ 01.2301 0 10 1 2 1  ......... 01 1005 030023 ....... . 01.2800 040019 ......... 01.1858 040899 ......... 00.8443
010032 ......... 00.8265 0 10 1 2 2  ......... 00.9082 030024 ......... 01.6496 040020 ......... 01.4690 050002 ......... 01.3452
010033 ......... 01.9344 010123 01.2434 030025 ......... 01.1151 040021 ......... 01.2892 050006 ......... 01.3273
010034 .... 01.0190 010124 ........ 01.2601 030027 ......... 01.0789 040022 ........ 01.7093 050007 ......... 01.5974
010035 ......... 01.1932 010125 ......... 01.0373 030030 ........ . 01.6671 040024 ......... 01.0271 050008 ......... 01.4267
010036 ......... 01.1536 010126 ......... 01.1367 030033 ......... 01.2252 040025 ......... 00.9725 050009......... 01.5871
010038 ......... 01.2225 010127 ......... 01.5178 030034 ......... 01.1085 040026 ......... 01.5472 050013 ......... 02.1223
010039 ......... 01.6322 010128 ......... 00.8829 030035 ......... 01.2894 040027 ......... 01.2950 050014 ......... 01.1343
010040 ......... 01.3226 010129 ......... 01.0348 030036 ......... 0 1.2 2 0 1 040028 ......... 00.9958 050015 ......... 01.4248
010043 ......... 00.9662 010130 ..... 01.1170 030037 ......... 01.9042 040029 ......... 01.1238 050016 ......... 01.1686
010044 ....... 01.0824 010131 ......... 01.2493 030038 ......... 01.5227 040030 .... 00.8678 050017 ......... 01.9988
010045 ......... 01.0399 010134......... 00.7874 030040 ......... 00.9988 040031......... 00.9401 050018 ......... 01.4103
010046 ......... 01.3962 010136 ......... 01.0490 030041 ......... 00.9784 040032 ......... 00.9539 050019 ......... 00.8366
010047 ......... 00.8684 010137 ......... 01.2143 030043 ......... 01.2156 040035 ......... 00.9504* 050021 ......... 01.2713
010049 ......... 01.0837 010138 ......... 00.9468 030044 ......... 01.0726 040036 ......... 01.3241 050022 ......... 01.4735
010050 ......... 00.9382 010139 ......... 01.6484 030046 ......... 01.0220 040037 .. ...... 01.1470 050024 ......... 01.3473
010051 ......... 00.8987 010143 ......... 01.1499 030047 ......... 01.0151 040039 ......... 01.1996 050025 ......... 01.6186
010052 ......... 00.9691 010144 ....... 01.3371 030049 ....... 01.0504 040040 ......... 01.0472 050026 ......... 01.4649
010053 ......... 01.0134 010145 ......... 01.2354 030054 ......... 00.8335 040041 ......... 01.1581 050028 ......... 01.2998
010054 ......... 01.2658 010146 ......... 01.0251 030055 ......... 01.2018 040042 ......... 01.2687 050029 ......... 01.2960
010055 ......... 01.3531 010148 ......... 00.9838 030059 ......... 01.3791 040044 ......... 00.9406 050030 ......... 01.3355
010056 ..... 01.3573 010149 ......... 01.3896 030060 ......... 01.0428 040045 ......... 00.9728 050032 ......... 01.2359
010058 ......... 00.9853 010150 ......... 01.0463 030061 ......... 01.5193 040047 ......... 01.0305 050033 .... 01.4545
010059 ......... 01.0531 010152 ......... 01.2892 030062 ......... 01.3318 040048 ......... 01.1511 050036 ......... 01.6849
010061 ......... 00.9933 010153 ..... 02.1383 030064 ......... 01.4920 040050 ......... 01.1239 050038 ......... 01.3523
010062 ......... 00.9684 010155 ......... 01.0413 030065 ......... 01.4732 040051 ......... 01.0703 050039 ......... 01.6543
010064 ......... 01.6350 010898 ......... 00.7956 030067 ......... 01.0456 040053 ....... 01.1278 050040 ......... 01.2019
010065 ......... 01.2408 010899 ......... 00.9642 030068 ......... 01.0327 040054 ......... 00.9608 050041 ......... 01.2633
010066 ......... 00.8511 020001 ......... 01.4964 030069 ......... 01.3161 040055 ......... 01.4192 050042 ......... 01.2301
010068 ......... 01.2129 020002 ......... 01.0126 030071 ......... 00.9394 040058 ......... 01.0167 050043 ......... 01.5121
010069 ......... 01.1391 020004 ......... 01.1405 030072 ......... 00.8540 040060 ......... 00.9686 050045 ......... 01.2616
010072 ......... 01.1839 020005 ......... 00.9016 030073 ......... 01.0768 040062 ......... 01.4595 050046 ......... 01.1954
010073 ......... 00.9380 020006 ......... 01.1053 030074 ......... 00.8810 040063 ......... 01.4793 050047 ..... 01.7795
010078 ......... 01.2043 020007 ......... 00.8771 030075 ..... 00.9243 040064 ......... 00.9105 050051 ..... 01.0755
010079 ......... 01.1066 020008 ......... 00.9970 030076 ......... 01.0227 040066 ......... 01.1519 050052 ......... 00.8884
010080 ......... 01.0086 020009 ......... 00.9161 030077 ......... 00.9098 040067 ......... 01.0545 050053 ......... 01.3922
010081 ......... 01.8425 020010  ......... 00.9024 030078 ......... 01.0521 040069 ......... 01.0600 050054 ......... 01.3290
010083 ......... 01.0647 0 2 0 0 11 ......... 00.9956 030079 ......... 00.8527 040070......... 00.9852 050055 ..... 01.2733
010084 ........ 01.2935 0 20 0 12  ;.... . 01.1509 030080......... 01.6622 040071 ....... 01.4447 050056 ......... 01.3599
010085 ....... 01.2556 020013......... 01.0535 030083 ......... 01.4020 040072 ....... 01.0547 050057 ......:.. 01.4798
010086 ....... 01.0142 020014 ........ 01.0319 030084 ......... 01.0761 040074 ....... 01.2072 050058 ......... 01.3939
010087...... 01.7903 020017 ........ 01.4214 030085 ....... 01.4203 040075 ......... 0 1.10 0 1 050060......... 01.5104
010089 ......... 01.1351 020018 ..... 00.9516 030086 ......... 01.1947 040076 ..... . 01.1536 050061 ......... 01.3597
010090 ......... 01.5745 020019 ......... 00.8909 030087 ......... 01.6297 040077 ......... 00.9271 050063 ......... 01.4012
010091 ........ 00.9961 020020 ......... 00.7904 030088 ......... 01.3134 040078 ......... 01.2252 050065 ..... 01.5591
010092 ......... 01.3901 020021 ......... 00.8397 030089 ......... 01.3501 040080 ......... 01.0759 050066 ......... 01.2809
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050067 ......... 01.3386 050150 ......... 01.2357 050257 ......... 01.0623 050366 ......... 01.3484 050478 ......... 01.0043
L 050068 ......... 01.0342 050152 ......... 01.3914 050258 ......... 01.3158 050367 ......... 01.2610 050481 ......... 01.4948

050069 ......... 01.6767 050153 ......... 01.6461 050260 ......... 00.9921 050369......... 01.2606 050482 ......... 00.9882
050070 ......... 01.2582 050154 ......... 01.1832 050261 ......... 01.1558 050373 ......... 01.3506 050483 ......... 01.1561
050071 ......... 01.3090 050155 ......... 01.1296 050262 ......... 01.8002 050376 ......... 01.3760 050485 ......... 01.6688
050072 ......... 01.3123 050158 ......... 01.7111 050263 ......... 01.2223 050377 ......... 00.9205 050486 ......... 01.4781

I 050073 ......... 01.2608 050159 ......... 01.3080 050264 ......... 01.4274 050378 ......... 01.1243 050488 ......... 01.2123
050074 ......... 01.0574 050161 ......... 01.3486 050267 ......... 01.5351 050379 ......... 01.0728 050489 ......... 01.0203
050075 ......... 01.2905 050167 ......... 01.3664 050269 ......... 01.1050 050380 ......... 01.6118 050491 ......... 01.4273
050076 ......... 01.5470 050168......... 01.6690 050270 ......... 01.3201 050382 ......... 01.3933 050492 ......... 01.2630

i 050077 ..... . 01.6412 050169 ......... 01.5602 050272 ......... 01.3950 050385 ......... 01.4299 050494 ......... 01.0494
050078 ......... 01.3689 050170 ....... 01.4664 050274 ......... 01.1312 050387 ....... 00.9659 050496 ......... 01.8218

| 050079 ......... 01.4813 050172 ......... 01.3533 050276 01.1097 050388 ......... 00.9362 050497 ......... 00.9107
[ 050080 ......... 01.2882 050173 ......... 01.2867 050277 ......... 01.3786 050390 ......... 01.2833 050498 ......... 01.2607

050081 ......... 01.6031 050174 ......... 01.6974 050278 ......... 01.3852 050391 ......... 01.3797 050502 ......... 01.6793
050082 ......... 01.4397 050175 ......... 01.3192 050279 ......... 01.2394 050392 ......... 00.9456 050503 ......... 01.2712
050084 ......... 01.5551 050177 ......... 01.2482 050280 ......... 01.4330 050393 ........ 01.4892 050506 ......... 01.4949
050088 ......... 01.0966 050179 ......... 01.2505 050281 ........ 01.3630 050394 ......... 01.5033 050510 ......... 01.2901
050089 ......... 01.3485 050180 ......... 01.5103 050282 ......... 01.3818 050396 ......... 01.6092 050512 ......... 01.2641
050090 ;........ 01.2767 050181 ......... 01.2525 050283 ......... 01.3640 050397 ......... 00.9120 050515 ......... 01.3312
050091 ......... 01.2599 050183 ......... 01.1984 050286 ......... 01.0394 050401 ......... 01.1810 050516 ......... 01.5631
050092 ......... 00.9144 050186 ......... 01.4137 050289 ......... 01.7308 050404 ......... 01.1358 050517 ....... 01.4177
050093 ........ . 01.5391 050188 ......... 01.4154 050290 ......... 01.5587 050406 ......... 01.1016 050522 ......... 01.3809
050095....... 01.5486 050189 ......... - 01.0085 050291 ......... 01.2048 050407 ......... 01/2638 050523 ......... 01.2380
050096 ......... 01.0386 050191 ......... 01.4014 050292 ......... 01.1322 050410 ......... 01.1185 050526 ......... 01.3120
050097 ......... 01.4466 050192 ......... 01.2034 050293 ......... 01.3196 050411 ......... 01.3164 050528 ......... 01.2839
050099 ......... 01.6847 050193 ......... 01.3288 050295 ......... 01.3620 050414 ......... 01.2747 050530 ......... 00.9260
050100......... 01.8603 050194 ......... 01.2519 050296 ......... 01.1616 050417 ......... 01.1989 050531 ......... 01.3260
050101......... 01.4067 050195 ......... 01.5799 050298 ......... 01.2230 050418 ......... 01.2687 050534 ......... 01.2825
050102 ......... 01.3321 050196 ......... 01.3426 050299 ......... 01.2845 050419 ......... 01.2708 050535 ......... 01.4484

■ 050103 ......... 01.4286 050197 ......... 01.9071 050300 ......... 01.2917 050420 ......... 01.3886 050537 ......... 01.2438
rrcn-im 01 3441 050199 01 3350 050301 ......... 01.3217 050421 ......... 01.3516 050539 ......... 01.1919
n*»nin7 01 3391 050204 01 3997 050302 ......... 01.3826 050423 ......... 01.0125 050541 ...... 01.5332
050108 01 4358 050205 ~ 01.3610 050305 ......... 01.5241 050424 ......... 01.7277 050542 ......... 01.0835
050109 ......... 02.1526 050207 ......... 01.3267 050307 ..... 01.4950 050425 ......... 01.2745 050543 ......... 01.4038
050110 01 1689 050208 ......... 01.2986 050308 ......... 01.5558 050426 ......... 01.3971 050545 ......... 00.9657
050111 01 3533 050211 ^ 01.3337 050309 ......... 01.2797 050427 ......... 00.7685 050546 ......... 00.9134
050112 ......... 01.4679 050212 ......... 00.9062 050310 ......... 01.1819 050430 ......... 00.9946 050547 .... 00.9787
050113 01 2124 050213 01.3383 050312 ......... 01.7946 050431 ......... 0 1 .1 1 0 2 050548 ......... 00.5777
050114 ......... 01.5016 050214 ......... 01.6064 050313 ......... 01.1421 050432 ......... 01.5648 050549 ......... 01.7935
050115 01 5351 050215 01 4198 050315 ......... 01.3064 050433 ......... 01.0039 050550 ......... 01.9174
050116 ......... 01.4455 050217 ......... 01.2689 050317 ......... 01.3692 050434 ......... 01.0708 050551 ......... 01.2708
050117 01 2965 050219 ... 01.3323 050320 ......... 01.4180 050435 ......... 01.2406 050552 ......... 01.1046
050118 ......... 01.1522 050220 ...... 01.2933 050324 ......... 01.8454 050436 ......... 01.0099 050557 ......... 01.5234
050121 01 3299 06099? 01.5650 050325 ......... 01.2400 050438 ......... 01.5579 050559 ......... 01.3108
050122 01 4894 050224 01 6121 050327 ......... 01.5917 050440 ......... 01.3409 050560 ......... 01.3584
050124 01 2008 050225 01.3770 050328 ......... 01.2804 050441 ......... 01.8279 050561 ......... 01.1847
050125 01 3317 050226 01.4215 050329 ......... 0 1.2 2 0 1 050443 ......... 00.9113 050564 .... 01.2646
050126 01 4286 050228 ... 01.3313 050331 ..... 01.3474 050444 ......... 01.2625 050565 ......... 01.2564
050127 01 2761 050230 ~ 01.4152 050333 ......... 00.9740 050446 ......... 00.9452 050566 ......... 00.9890
050128 01 5715 050231 ^ 01.5123 050334 ......... 01.4973 050447 ......... 01.1833 050567 ......... 01.6773
050129 01 4671 050232 ... 01.7969 050335 ......... 01.2708 050448 ...... 01.2407 050568 ......... 01.3608
050131 01 1487 0.60233 01.2258 050336 ......... 01.2953 050449 ......... 01.2521 050569 ......... 01.2322
050132 01 3647 050234 01.2612 050337 ....... 01.2805 050451 ......... 01.0487 050570 ......... 01.7107
050133 01 2283 050235 ... 01.4684 050342 ......... 01.3218 050454...... 01.8497 050571 ......... 01.4579
050135 M  39fi3 060230 01 3959 050343 01.0649 050455 ......... 01.9525 050573 ......... 01.6481
050136 01 4045 060238 i 01 4758 050345 ........ 01.2944 050456 ......... 01.3118 050575 ..... 01.2296
050137 01 2337 050239 01.3911 050348 ......... 01.8379 050457 ......... 01.8740 050577 . ........ 01.2485
050138 ' 01 7985 050240 01.4753 050349 ...... 0 1.0 0 10 050458 ......... 00.9751 050578 ....... 01.3345
050139 01 2226 050241 01.2715 050350 ......... 01.3761 050459 ......... 01.2591 050579 Ú....... 01.3975
050140 01 3264 050242 01 4078 050351 ......... 01.5125 050464 ......... 01.8174 050580 ......... 01.2564
050143 01 4244 050243 01.4789 050352 ......... 01.3039 050467 ......... 01.2809 050581 ......... 01.4198
050144 01 4794 050245 ... 01.3554 050353 ......... 01.6376 050468 ......... 01*3851 050583 ......... 01.6814
050145 01.3446 050248 01 1131 050355 01.0194 050469 ......... 01.1028 050584 ......... 0 1.2 2 12
050146 .... 01 1689 ¡050251 Ò1.1663 050357 , 01.9078 050470 V........ 01.1335 050585...... 01.3658
050147 ... 00 7313 050253 ~ 00.9050 050359 ...... ... 01.1061 050471 ....... 01.7972 050586......... 01.2399
050148 ... 011350 060264 , 01.1634 050360 , 01.4885 050476 ......... 01.2583 050587 ......... 01.3447
050149: 013725 050256 ......... 01.7668 050363...... 01.3622 050477 ......... 01.3970 050588 ......... 01.3773
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050589 ......... 01.2704
G5Q59Q ____ 01.3103
050591 ...___ 01.1728
050592 ......... 01.3361
050593 ........ 01.3040
050594 ......... 01.8694
050597 ......... 01.3160
050598 ......... 01.3941
050599 ......... 01.6112
050601 ........ 01.3624
050603 ......... 01.4194
050604 ........ 01.4453
050607 ......... 01.1772
050608 ......... 01.1695
050609 ......... 01.3784
050613 ......... 01.0892
050615 ......... 01.3185
050616 ......... 01.3312
050618 ......... 01.2082
050619 ......... 01.3352
050622 ......... 01.2085
050623 ......... 01.4671
050624 ......... 01.2641
050625 ......... 01.5155
050830 ......... 01.2180
050633 ......... 01.1649
050635 ......... 01.3118
050636 ......... 01.3598
050637 ......... 01.1831
050638 ......... 00.9402
050641 ........ 01.1258
050643 ......... 00.9296
050644 ......... 01.0685
050655 ......... 00.8780
050660 ......... 01.0771
050661 ......... 00.9004
050662 ....... 00.8410
050663 ......... 01.0600
050666 ......... 00.8646
050667 ......... 00.9996
050668 ......... 01.1774
050670 ...... 00.8312
050671 _____ 01.1320
050672 ......... 00.6540
050674 ...... 01.1751
050675 ......... 01.5339
050676 ...... 00.8456
050677 ......... 01.3436
050678 ......... 01.1145
050680....... 013434
050682 ......... 00.8933
050684 _____ 013259
050685 ......... 01.1349
050686 ......... 01.2700
050688 ......... 01.1824
050689 ......... 01.4767
050690 ......... 01.1993
050693 ....... 01.3064
050694 ......... 01.1653
050695 ......... 01.1759
050696 ......... 013238
050697 ......... 013528
050693 ......... 01.1722
050699 _____ 003809
050700 ....... 01.4069
050701 ....... 01.1869
0 5 0 7 0 2  es___ 00.9099
050703 _____ 00.7898

050898 ........ 00.7857
050899 ........ 00.8627
060001 ........ 01.5384
060003 ........ 01.2037
060004 ........ 01.2148
060006 ....... 01.2350
060007 ........ 01.1388
060008 ........ 01.0563
060009 ........ 01.4008
060010 ........ 01.5628
060011 ........ 01.1675
060012 ........ 01.4349
060013 ........ 01.1839
060014..... . 01.6742
060015...... .. 01.5192
060016 ........ 01.1867
060018 ...... .. 013613
060020 ........ 01.4945
060022........ 01.6559
060023 ........ 01.4919
060024 ........ 01.6154
060026......„ 01.4479
060027 ........ 01.4245
060028 ...... .. 01.4032
060029 ...... ;. 01.0222
060030 ........ 01.4140
060031 ...... ... 01.5252
060032 ........ 01.3857
060033 ........ 01.1693
060034 ........ 01.3650
060036 ........ 01.1776
060037 ........ 00.9889
060038 ........ 01.0653
060041 ........ 01.0717
060042 ........ 00.9868
060043 ........ 00.9201
060044 ........ 01.1633
060046..... . 01.0253
060047..... 00.8943
060049 ........ 01.0599
060050 ........ 013530
060052 ........ 01.0204
060053 ........ 01.1352
060054 ........ 013160
060056 ........ 00.9271
060057 ........ 01.1409
060058 ........ 00.8298
060060..... 00.9939
060062 ...___ 00.9434
060063 ........ 01.0813
060064 ........ 01.4053
060065 ........ 01.3399
060066 .... .. 01.0240
060068 ....... 013254
060070 ........ 01.0031
060071 .... .. 01.1781
060072.... .. 003189
060073 ........ 003769
060075..... 013572
060076 ........ 013939
060085 ........ 003443
060087 ........ 01.5402
060088.... .. 013322
060090 ...___ 003479
060096.... .. 00.9776
060100.... .. 01.3315
060101 . . . . . . 01.4883
060103 ....__ 013310

0 6 0 1 0 4  ........... 0 1 .2 9 2 6
0 70 0 0 1  ........... 0 1 .7 6 1 5
0 7 0 0 0 2  ........... 0 1 3 4 4 1
0 7 0 0 0 3  ........... 0 1 .1 4 1 6
0 7 0 0 0 4  ........... 0 1 .1 1 7 2
0 7 0 0 0 5  ........... 0 1 3 1 2 2
0 7 0 0 0 6  ........... 0 1 3 7 3 1
0 7 0 0 0 7  ........... 0 1 3 9 1 3
0 7 0 0 0 8  ........... 0 1 3 4 7 5
0 7 0 0 0 9 ....... 0 1 3 1 6 4
0 7 0 0 1 0 .......... 0 1 .4 9 0 0
0 70 0 1 1  ........... 0 1 .2 2 3 5
0 7 0 0 1 2  ........... 0 1 .2 3 9 9
Q 70013  ........... 0 1 .3 9 5 6
0 7 0 0 1 5  ........... 0 1 .2 8 0 9
0 7 0 0 1 6  ........... 0 1 .2 8 1 8
0 7 0 0 1 7 ........... 0 1 3 1 9 5
0 7 0 0 1 8  ........... 0 1 3 4 4 6
0 7 0 0 1 9  ........... 0 1 .1 5 3 2
0 7 0 0 2 0  ........... 0 1 .4 1 6 7
070 0 2 1  ........... 0 1 3 5 2 1
07Q Ò 22 ........... 0 1 .6 8 8 5
0 7 0 0 2 3  ........... 0 1 3 9 6 7
0 7 0 0 2 4  ........... 0 1 3 8 0 1
0 7 0 0 2 5  ........... 0 1 .7 2 8 2
0 7 0 0 2 6  ........... 0 1 .1 8 2 8
0 7 0 0 2 7  ........... 0 1 3 8 1 0
0 7 0 0 2 8  ........... 0 1 3 0 7 8
0 7 0 0 2 9  ........... 0 1 3 2 1 4
0 7 0 0 3 0  ........... 0 1 3 3 9 3
0 70 0 3 1  ........... 0 1 3 8 4 4
0 7 0 0 3 3  ........... 0 1 3 6 6 6
0 7 0 0 3 4  ........ . 0 1 3 0 5 8
0 7 0 0 3 5 ........ . 0 1 3 5 9 2
0 7 0 0 3 6  ........... 0 1 3 8 1 5
0 7 0 8 9 8  ........... 0 0 .7 9 5 3
0 7 0 8 9 9  ........... 0 0 .8 4 3 7
080 0 0 1  ........ .. 0 1 .6 2 1 3
0 8 0 0 0 2  ........... 0 1 .1 6 7 5
0 8 0 0 0 3  ........... 0 1 .2 7 6 3
0 8 0 0 0 4  ........... 0 1 3 7 5 6
0 8 0 0 0 5  ........... 0 1 .3 0 2 7
0 8 0 0 0 6  ........... 0 1 .1 5 3 5
0 8 0 0 0 7  ........... 0 1 3 7 0 2
0 8 0 8 9 8  ........... 0 0 .7 9 9 8
0 8 0 8 9 9  ........... 0 0 3 1 1 9
0 90 0 0 1  .'......... 0 1 .4 4 6 9
0 9 0 0 0 2  .......... 0 1 3 6 5 9
0 9 0 0 0 3  ........... 0 1 3 9 8 8
0 9 0 0 0 4  ........... 0 1 3 7 3 4
0 9 0 0 0 5 .......... 0 1 3 9 0 5
0 9 0 0 0 6  ........... 0 1 .3 0 0 4
0 9 0 0 0 7  ........... 0 1 3 7 6 4
0 9 0 0 0 8  ........... 0 1 .4 3 8 7
0 9 0 0 1 0 ....... . 0 0 .9 9 1 2
0 90 0 1 1  ........... 0 1 .8 8 9 6
0 9 0 8 9 8 .......... 0 0 .7 8 2 3
0 9 0 8 9 9  ........... 0 0 .8 4 3 2
100001 ........... 0 1 .4 4 5 1
100002 ........... 0 1 3 9 5 3
1 0 0 0 0 4 ....... 0 1 .0 0 9 8
1 0 0 0 0 5  .......... 0 0 3 9 5 2
1 0 0 0 0 6 ....... 0 1 3 7 9 8
1 0 0 0 0 7 ....... 0 1 3 2 5 0
1 0 0 0 0 8 ....... 01.7229
1 0 0 0 0 9 ......- . . 0 1 .4 7 1 6
100010....... 013897
100012....... 0 1 3 4 0 1

100014 ___a 01.2734
100015 ........ 01.3747
100016 ........ 01.0243
100017....._ 01.6273
100018...... .. 01.3396
100019 ........ 01.5091
100020 ........ 01.2406
100022 ____ 01.6453
100023 ........ 01.2953
100024 ........ 01.3305
100025...... . 01.5507
100026 ........ 01.5313
100027........ 00.8642
100028 ........ 01.2954
100029 ........ 01.4370
100030........ 01.2534
100032 ........ 01.8892
100034 ........ 01.6551
100035 ____ 01.5071
100038 ........ 01.6672
100039 ........ 01.6679
100040 ........ 01.6824
100042 ........ 01.1758
100043____ 01.4285
100044 .... . 01.3964
100045 ........ 01.4067
100046 ........ 01.3129
100047.... . 01.6205
100048 ........ 01.0245
100049 ........ 01.3530
100050 ........ 01.2269
100051 ........ 01.3305
100052 ........ 01.3031
100053........ 01.2647
100054 ........ 01.2538
100055 ......... 01.3586
100056 ........ 01.5273
100057 ........ 01.2966
100059 ........ 01.5240
100060 . ........ 01.8043
100061 ........ 01.5119
100062 ........ 01.7528
100063.... . 01.2470
100065 ........ 01.1231
100067 ........ 01.4028
100068 ........ 01.5091
100069 ........ 01.4103
100070 ........ 01.3653
100071 ......... 01.3472
100072...... .. 01.3055
100073....... 01.7987
100074....... . 01.3258
100075 ........ 01.7025
100076 ........ 01.4665
100077 ........ 01.2940
100078....... . 01.2564
100079 ........ 00.9314
100080 ........ 01.6109
100081 ........ 01.0834
100082..... 01.4229
100083 ........ 01.3016
100084 ........ 01.4246
100085........ 01.3219
1 0 0 0 8 6 .... .. 01.3392
100087.... . 01.7834
100088...... . 01.6103
100089 ........ 01.2782
100090 .......... 01.3555

100092 ........ 01.5123
100093 ..... 01.4953
100098....... 01.2265
100099 ____ 01.2422
100100 ..... 013550
100102 ......... 01.1492
100103....... 00.9786
100105 ........ 01.4238
100106 ........ 01.1019
100107......„ 01.2699
100108 ....... 01.1455
100109 ........ 013344
100110 ....... 01.4577
100112 ....... 01.0045
100t 13..... . 013932
100114 ....... 01.4716
100117....... 013899
100118 ____ 01.1957
100121 ........ 01.1711
100122 ....... 01.3935
100124 ___ 01.3305
100125 ____ 01.1781
100126 ........ 01.5119
100127 ........ 01.6064
100128 ....... 02.2290
100129...... 013371
100130 ........ 01.1685
100131 ....... 013565
100132........ 013585
100134..... 01.0247
100135 ....... 01.5274
100137 ____ 01.1574
100138..... 01.0059
100139 ........ 01.0366
100140 ........ 01.1062
100142 ........ 01.1247
100143 ........ 01.2191
100144........ 01.2152
100145....... . 01.3484
100146 ........ 01.1024
100147 ........ 01.1151
100150........ 01.3634
100151 ....... 01.7970
100152 ........ 01.4402
100154 ....... 01.6110
100156 ....... 01.1263
100157 ........ 013639
100159........ 01.0219
100160 ........ 012225
100161 ....... 013011
100162 ......... 013597
100164....... 003560
100165 ........ 003377
100166 ........ 01.4452
100167 ____ 01.4203
100168 ........ 012849
100169....... 013514
100170 ........ 01.4949
100172........ 012933
100173 ........ 01.6317
100174 ........ 013773
100175 ........ 00.9897
100176 ........ 01.9904
100177..... . 013345
100179 ......... 01.6789
100180 ........ 01.4079
100181 .... 013403
100183 ........ 013759
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100185 01 1917 100275 .......... 01.3581 110071 ......... 00.9926 1 1 0 1 6 3 ..... . 01.3764 130010 .......... 00.9366
100186 .......... 01.3608 1 0 0 2 7 6 .......... 01.3077 110072 .......... 00.9783 1 1 0 1 6 4 ...... 01.3422 130011 .......... 01.3437
100187 ..... 01.3712 100277 ......... 00.9711 110073 ....... 01.2091 110165 .......... 01.2575 130012 .......... 01.0276
100189 .......... 01.2648 100278 .......... 00.9765 110074 .......... 01.3015 110166 .......... 01.4286 130013 .......... 01.2506
100191 .......... 01.3345 100279 .......... 01.3206 110075 .......... 01.2150 110168 ......... 01.6087 130014 ...... 01.2761
100194 .......... 01.2380 100280 ........ 01.4681 110076 .......... 01.3485 110169 .......... 00.7689 130015 .......... 01.0052
100196 .......... 01.2199 100281 ......... 01.1961 110078 .......... 01.5697 110171 .......... 01.3111 130016 ....... 00.8340
100199 .......... 01.2463 100898 .......... 00.7489 110079 ......... 01.3576 110172 .......... 01.2436 130017 .......... 01.0018
100200 .......... 01.3067 100899 .......... 00.8338 1 1 0 0 8 0 .......... 01.1099 1 1 0 1 7 4 .......... 01.0489 130018 .......... 01.5352
100203 .......... 01.2076 1 1 0 0 0 1 .......... 01.1870 1 1 0 0 8 2 .......... 02.1230 110176 .......... 01.1042 130019 .......... Q1.2157
100204 .......... 01.5996 110002 .......... 01.2009 110083 .......... 01.6058 110177 .......... 01.3838 130021 .......... 00.8411
100206 .......... 01.4123 110003 .......... 01.3242 110085 .......... 01.1590 110178 ......... 01.2337 1 3 0 0 2 2 .......... 01.1858
100207 .......... 01.4871 110004 .......... 01.1884 110086 .......... 01.0327 110179 .......... 01.1575 130024 .......... 01.1002
100208 .......... 01.5534 110005 .......... 01.3383 110087 .......... 01.2556 110181 .......... 00.9830 130025 .......... 01.0746
100209 .......... 01.5476 110006 .......... 01.2542 110088 .......... 00.8800 110183 .......... 01.3255 130026 .......... 01.0936
100210 .......... 01.7271 1 1 0 0 0 7 .......... 01.4327 110089 .......... 01.2087 1 1 0 1 8 4 .......... 01.1842 130027 .......... 00.8838
100211 .......... 01.3226 110008 .......... 01.1462 110091 .......... 01.3426 110185 .......... 01.1117 130028 .......... 01.2364
100212 .......... 01.7281 110009 .......... 01.0429 110092 .......... 01.0644 110186 .......... 01.2668 130029 .......... 01.0448
100213 .......... 01.6057 110010 .......... 02.0158 110093 .......... 00.9112 110187 .......... 01.1687 130030 .......... 01.0804
100217 .......... 01.2127 110011 .......... 01.1263 110094 .......... 01.0707 110188 .......... 01.3472 130031 .......... 00.9469
100218 .......... 00.9074 110013 .......... 01.0365 110095 .......... 01.2877 110189 .......... 01.0591 130034 .......... 00.9860
100219 .......... 01.5459 110014 .......... 01.0599 110096 .......... 01.1009 110190 .......... 01.1706 130035 .......... 00.9442
100220 .......... 01.8088 1 1 0 0 1 5 ..... 01.0762 110097 .......... 01.0691 110191 .......... 01.2990 130036 .......... 01.2040
100221 .......... 01.5296 110016 .......... 01.2105 110098 .......... 00.9383 110192 .......... 01.3193 130037 .......... 01.1637
100222 .......... 01.2406 110017 .......... 00.9898 110100 .......... 01.0825 110193 .......... 01.2273 130039 .......... 01.3255
100223 .......... 01.4153 110018 .......... 01.1653 110101 .......... 01.0411 110194 .......... 00.9896 130040 .......... 00.8685
100224 .......... 01.4147 110020 .......... 01.2500 110103 .......... 00.9065 110195 .......... 01.1546 130043 .......... 01.0175
100225 .......... 01.2724 110023 .......... 01.1868 110104 .......... 01.1553 110198 .......... 01.3523 130044 .......... 00.8825
100226 .......... 01.3738 110024 .......... 01.3429 110105 ....... 01.1538 110200 .......... 01.9651 130045 .......... 00.9074
100227 .......... 01.0125 110025 .......... 01.2842 110107 .......... 01.6337 110201 .......... 01.3426 130048 .......... 01.0678
100228 .......... 01.2566 110026 .......... 01.1129 110108 .......... 00.8981 110203 .......... 00.9964 130049 .......... 01.2237
100229 .......... 01.3876 110027 .......... 01.0406 110109 .......... 01.0594 110204 .......... 00.6703 130054 .......... 01.0264
100230 .......... 01.3150 110028 .......... 01.6027 110111 ....... 01.1345 110205 .......... 01.0523 130056 ........ 00.9922
100231 .......... 01.7472 110029 .......... 01.2812 110112 .......... 01.0627 110207 .......... 01.1849 130058 .......... 00.9742
100232 .......... 01.3229 110030 ......... 01.2519 110113 .......... 01.0078 110208 .......... 01.0370 130060 .......... 01.0969
100234 .......... 01.3693 110031 .......... 01.2816 110114 .......... 01.1175 110898 .......... 00.8005 140001 .......... 01.2881
100235 .......... 01.3634 110032 .......... 01.1050 110115 .......... 01.7132 110899 .......... 00.8561 140002 .......... 01.2104
100236 .......... 01.3895 110033 .......... 01.3586 110117 .......... 01.0744 120001 .......... 01.7206 140003 .......... 01.0116
100237 .......... 02.1907 110034 .......... 01.4702 110118 .......... 01.0360 120002 .......... 01.1992 140004 .......... 00.9798
100238 .......... 01.4000 110035 .......... 01.3279 110120 .......... 01.0628 120003 .......... 01.0415 140005 .......... 00.9090
100239 .......... 01.4538 110036 .......... 01.6956 110121 .......... 01.1209 120004 .......... 01.2506 140007 .......... 01.4136
100240 .......... 00.8015 110037 .......... 01.0422 110122 .......... 01.3072 120005 .......... 01.2633 140008 .......... 01.3816
100241 .......... 00.9631 110038 .......... 01.3638 110124 .......... 01.0421 120006 .......... 01.1612 140010 .......... 01.3357
100242 .......... 01.3300 110039 .......... 01.3357 110125 .......... 01.1494 120007 ....... 01.5790 140011 .......... 01.0808
100243 .......... 01.4500 110040 ...... . 01.0248 110127 .......... 00.8814 120009 ...... . 00.8847 140012 .......... 01.2507
100244 .......... 01.3581 110041 .......... 01.0552 110128 .......... 01.1658 120010 .......... 01.6719 140013 .......... 01.5485
100246 .......... 01.3645 110042 .......... 01.0143 110129 .......... 01.6300 120011 ....... 01.2336 140014 .......... 01.1193
100248 .......... 01.6333 110043 .......... 01.5553 110130 .......... 01.0611 120012 .......... 00.9620 140015 .......... 01.2336
100249 .......... 01.2764 110044 ...... 01.1486 110132 .......... 01.1594 120014 .......... 01.1722 140016 .......... 00.9761
100252 .......... 01.2449 110045 .......... 01.0795 110134 .......... 00.8486 120015 .......... 01.0773 140018 .......... 01.5374
100253 01 3994 110046 01 2018 110135 ...... 01.0876 120016 .......... 00.9497 140019 .......... 00.9010
100254 .......... 01.6195 110048 ......... 01.1257 110136 .......... 01.2594 120018 .......... 00.9628 140024 .......... 01.0258
100255 ......... 01.3472 110049 .......... 01.0687 110140 .......... 00.9063 120019 .......... 01.1765 140025 .......... 01.1395
100256 ...... . 01.9104 110050 .......... 01.0426 110141 .......... 00.9400 120021 .......... 00.9054 140026 .......... 01.1307
100258 .......... 01.7024 110051 .......... 00.9886 110142 .......... 01.0793 120022 .......... 01.5949 140027 .......... 01.0916
100259 ............ 01.4506 110052 .......... 00.9172 110143 .......... 01.2751 120024 .......... 01.0500 140029 .......... 01.3876
100260 01 3692 110054 ... 01.2474 110144 .......... 01.1862 120026 .......... 01.2577 140030 .......... 01.5315
100262 . 01 3940 110055 . 00.9155 110146 ....... 00.9428 120027 .......... 01.4508 140031 .......... 01.0430
100263 .. 01 4268 110056 .. . 00.9240 110149 .......... 01.1723 120898 .......... 00.7956 140032 .......... 01.2801
100264 ... 01 4229 110059 ..... 01.2243 110150 .......... 01.3029 120899 .......... 00.8443 140033 .......... 01.2112
100265 ... 01 2972 110061 .. 01.0094 110152 .......... 01.0540 130001 .......... 00.9616 140034 .......... 01.1153
100266 ... 01 3607 110062 00 9303 110153 .......... 01.0737 130002 .......... 01.3758 140035 .......... 01.0631
100267 . . . . 01 3265 110063 ... 01 0152 110154 ....... 00.9507 130003 .......... 01.1791 140036 .......... 01.1407
100268 .... 01 9993 110064 01 2793 110155 .......... 01.0733 130005 .......... 01.3996 140037 .......... 01.0028
100269 ......... 01 3948 110065 ... 00 9597 110156 .......... 00.9038 130006 .......... 01.7350 140038 .......... 01.1462
100270 ... 00 8875 110066 ... 01.3219 110157 .......... 01.1366 130007 .......... 01.4741 140039 .......... 01.0104
100271 ..... 01 5611 110069 ^ 01.1856 110161 ....... 01.2699 130008 .......... 01.0129 140040 .......... 01.2486
100273 .......... 01.1541 110070 ....... 00.9882 110162 .......... 00.8412 130009 .......... 00.9906 140041 .......... 01.1074
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140042 ....... 01.0555 1 4 0128 ....... 01.1292 140218 ......... 00.9388 150033 ......... 01.5815 150112 011899
140043 ......... 01.2600 140129 ........ 01.0685 140220 ......... 01.1145 150034 01 2907 150113 m  fin
140045 ......... 00.9909 140130 .......... 01.1816 140223 ...... 01.5364 1500% 01 3888 150114 01 0467
140046 ......... 01.2236 140132 ......... 01.5118 140224 ......... 01.3325 150036 01 0380 150115
140047 ......... 01.0776 140133 ....... 01.3405 140228 ...... . 01.4852 150037 .... 01 2339 150122 m  no*;«
140048 ...... . 01.1985 140135 ....... 01.2127 140229 ......... 00.9243 150038 ...... 01 2084 150123 nn Qfiftfi
140049 ......... 01.3183 140137 ....... 01.0424 140230 ......... 00.9204 150039 00 9607 150124 011736
140051 ........ 01.3263 140 13 8 ....... 01.0584 140231 ......... 01.5809 150042 ... 01 2057 150125 01 4058
140052 ....... 01.2625 1 4 0139 ....... 01.0816 140233 ......... 01.6444 150043 ... 01 0809 150126 m
140053 ....... 01.7779 1 4 0 t4 0 ....... 01.0136 140234 ......... 01.1720 150044 .. 01.2773 150127 n t nfifio
140054 ......... 01.3456 140141 ....... 01.0139 140236 ......... 01 0061 150045 01 1658 150128 n t tT7*;
140055 ......... 00.9578 140143 ......... 01.0741 140239 ......... 01.5976 150046 ... 01 5287 150129 01 2536
140058 ......... 01.1500 1 4 0144 ....... 01.0585 140240 ......... 01.3831 150047 01 6730 159139 n t 1 m o
140059 ......... 01.0771 140145 ......... 01.0854 140242 ......... 01.5294 150048 01 1644 150132 m  333c;
140061 .......... 01.1115 140146 ......... 01.0007 140245 ...... . 01 0076 150049 01 1229 I5 n iftft m  1Q9Q
140062 ......... 01.2557 1 4 0147 ....... 01.1972 140246 ......... 01.0681 150050 ....... 01.1511 150134 01
140063 ......... 01.3558 140148 ...... . 01.6324 140250 01 2161 tsn n fii 01 2641 nn qaoa
140064 ......... 01.2160 1 4 0 15 0 ....... 01.3688 140251 ......... 01.3638 150052 ......... 01 0089 150136 00 0049
140065 .......... 01.4120 140151 ......... 01.1742 140252 .......... 01.3320 150053 01 0360 150898 nn 7Q5fi
140066 ......... 01.2313 140152 ....... 01.1050 140253,......... 01.1988 150054 .. 01 1531 150899 nn ROQQ
140067 ......... 01.7615 140155 ......... 01.2094 140258 ......... 01.4277 150056 .. 01 6772 160001 m  ifictR
140068 ......... 01.3111 1 4 0158 ......... 01.3701 140271 ......... 01.0755 150057 02 2621 160002 01 2932
140069 .......... 01.0665 140159 ......... 01.1906 140275 ......... 01.2158 150058 ... 01 5582 160003 n t rtfiftt
140070 .......... 01.2754 140160 ......... 01.1576 140276 ......... 02.0132 150059 ... 01 1761 160005 01 0229
140074 ......... 01.1019 140161 ......... 01.1207 140280 ......... 01.2224 150060 .... 01 1979 160007 m  nm fl
140075 .......... 01.3958 1 4 0162 ......... 01.6977 140281 ......... 01.5539 150061 ... 01 2052 160008 01 1228
140077 .......... 0 t.0925 140164 ......... 01.2260 140285 ......... 01.3296 150062 01 0079 mnnnQ 01 2713
140079 ......... 01.2899 140165 ....... 01.1101 140286 ......... 01.1485 150063 ... 01 1408 160012 01 1431
140080 ......... 01.8717 140166 ......... 01.2075 140288 ......... 01.5690 150064 01 0564 160013 01 2761
140081 ........ 01.2015 140167 ......... 01.1395 140289 ......... 01.2636 150065 ......... 01.1121 160014 00 9350
140082 .......... 01.2912 140168 ......... 01.1588 140290 ......... 01.3937 150066 . . 01 0948 150016 m  25ftn
140083 .......... 01.2751 140170 ......... 00.9390 140291 .......... 01.2585 150067 01 0918 160018 nn Q70fl
140084 .......... 01.2148 140171 ........ 00.9890 140292 ......... 01.2268 150069 01 2451 1 finnftn 01 0971
140086 .......... 01.1244 140172 ........ 01.5077 140294 .......... 01.1224 150070 ... 01 0727 160021 011460
140087 .......... 01.4647 1 4 0173 .......... 01.0640 140297 ......... 01.4071 150071 ... 01 0996 160023 n t noftfi
140088 .......... 01.4536 140174 ......... 01.4067 140299 .......... 00.9685 150072 ... 01 3248 150024 m  51 nil
140089 .......... 01.2385 140176 .......... 01.2290 140898 ......... 00.7956 150073 ^ 01 0419 160025 m  RQfifi
140090 .......... 01.3546 140177 .......... 01.3330 140899 ......... 00.8611 150074 ... 01 5012 160026 n t 0955
140091 ...... .. 01.6055 1 4 0179 ...... .. 01.2684 150001 ......... 01.0650 150075 ... 01 2057 160027 011460
140093 ........ 01.2125 140180 ......... 01.3774 150002 ......... 01.4082 150076 ... 01 1077 160028 01 2290
140094 ......... 01.2395 140181 ......... 01.3109 1 5 0003 ....... 01.6496 150077 ... 01 2717 160029 Ot 4331
140095 .......... 01.2232 140182 ........ 01.3197 150004 ....... 01.4324 150078 01 0110 160030 01 3029
140097 ...... .. 00.9461 140184 .......... 01.1563 150005 ......... 01.1864 150079 . 01 1320 160031 01 0647
140098 ...... .. 01.3201 1 4 0185 ....... . 01.3787 150006 ......... 01.2114 150082 ^ 01 4294 160032 01 1426
140100 ...... .. 01.2948 140186 ......... 01.2385 150007 ......... 01.2292 150084 . 01 8247 160033 01 3952
140101 ...... .. 01.1288 1 4 0 18 7 ....... . 01.3783 150008 ........ 01.3616 150085 . 00 9809 160034 00 9804
140102 ...... .. 01.0246 140188 ......... 00.9931 150009 ......... 01.2963 150086 ... 01 1974 160035 00 9518
140103 ......... 01.3736 140189 ......... 01.1426 150010 ......... 01.2149 150088 . . 01 1569 160036 01 0332
140105 ...... .. 01.3065 140190 ......... 01.1429 150011 ......... 01.2691 150089 . . 01 3379 160037 011005
140107 ......... 01.0721 1 4 0191 ......... 01.3967 150012 ......... 01.6180 150090 01 2977 160039 01 0243
140108 .......... 01.1799 140192 ......... 00.9878 150013 .......... 01.2585 150091 .., 01 1838 160040 01 2668
140109 ......... 01.1235 140193 ......... 00.9818 150014 ......... 01.4062 150092 . 01 0270 160041 01 1346
140110 ......... 01.3201 140197 .......... 01.2025 150015 ......„. 01.2318 150094 00 9883 160043 01 0374
1 4 0 11 2 ........ 01.0858 140199 ......... 01.0089 150017 ......... 01.7326 150095 01 0158 160044 01 2980
140113 .......... 01.4567 140200 ......... 01.4307 150018 01 2672 150096 q-| 0444 ieno45 01 6632
140114 ......... 01.3061 140202 ....... ... 01.2819 150019 ......... 01.0953 150097 ......... 01.0792 160046 ......... 01.0322
140115 .......... 01.2403 140203 ....... . 01.2399 150020 ......... 01.1000 150098 ....... . 01.0942 160047 .......... 01.3978
140116 ......... 01.3284 140205 ......... 00.9386 150021 ......... 01.6790 150099 01 2483 160048 ^ 01.1135
140117 .......... 01.2740 140206 ......... 01.0982 150022 ......... 01.1624 150100 ..... 01.6634 160 04 9 ......... 00.9855
140118 ......... 01.5415 140207 ......... 01.4205 150023 ........... 01.3918 150101 ......... 01.0952 160050 ......... 01.0091
140119 ......... 01.6263 140208 ....... ... 01.4687 150024 ......... 01.2278 150102 ......... 01.0516 160051 ......... 01.1540
140120 ......... 01.2653 140209 ......... 01.6560 150025 ......... 01.5480 150103 ......... 01.0696 160052 ......... 00.9525
140121 ......... 01.1880 140210 ......... 01.0299 150026 ......... 01.2126 150104 ......... 01.1871 160054 ......... 01.0468
1 4 0122 ......... 01.4272 140211 ......... 01.1823 150027 ......... 01.0162 1 5 0 10 5 ........ 01.1646 160055 ......... 00.9854
140123 ......... 01.2227 140212 .......... 01.1898 150029 ......... 01.2371 150106 ......... 01.0681 160056 ....... ... 01.0439
140124 .......... 01.1711 140213 ......... 01.2142 150030 ......... 01.0924 150109 ......... 01.2696 160057 ......... 01.3606
1 4 0125 .......... 01.2340 140215 .......... 01.0844 150031 ......... 01.0053 150110 ......... 00.8958 160058 .......... 01.7011
140127 .......... 01.2865 1 4 0 21 7 ....... . 01.2390 150032 ......... 01.7097 150111 ......... 01.1076 160059 .......... 01.2844
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1 6 0 0 6 0 ,........ 01.0705 160143 .......... 01.1082 170074 .......... 01.0884 170172 ......... 00.9652 180072 ..... 01.0290
160061 . 00 9977 160145 .......... 01.0226 170075 .......... 00.8727 1 7 0 1 7 3 ........... 00.7621 1 8 0 0 7 5 .......... 00.9867
150062 .......... 01.0277 160146 .......... 01.3641 170076 ...... . 01.0852 1 7 0 1 7 4 .......... 00.8708 180078 .......... 01.0991
160063-...... . 01.0834 160147 .......... 01.1697 1 7 0 0 7 7 ...... 00.9084 1 7 0 1 7 5 ....... . 01.2330 180079 .......... 00.9998
1 6 0 0 6 4 .......... 01.5602 160151 .......... 01.1133 170079 .......... 00.9336 1 7 0 1 7 6 .......... 01.4589 180080 .......... 01.1322
160065 .......... 01.0618 160152 .......... 00.9792 170080 .......... 01.0055 170898 .......... 00.7570 180081 .......... 01.4759
1 6 0 0 6 6 .......... 01.1195 160153 ........ 01.6465 170081 .......... 01.0530 170899 .......... 00.8231 1 8 0 0 8 5 .......... 01.3187
160067 .......... 01.2953 160898 .......... 00.8503 1 7 0 0 8 2 .......... 00.9175 180001 .......... 01.1934 180087 .......... 01.0532
160066 01 0509 160899 ........ 00.8432 170084 .......... 00.9059 180002 .......... 01.1222 180088 .......... 01.6640
1 6 0 0 6 9 ___ 01.3733 170001 ....... . 01.1982 170085 .......... 00.9192 1 8 0 0 0 4 ....... . 01.1533 180092 .......... 01.1942
160070 ....... „ 01.0798 1 7 0 0 0 4 .......... 01.0328 170086 .......... 01.6149 180005 .......... 01.0385 180098 .......... 01.3979
160071 ....... .. 01.0613 170006 ....... . 01.2112 170087 .......... 01.3512 180006 _____ 00.9320 1 8 0 0 9 4 ..... . 01.0021
160072 ......... 01.0498 1 7 0 0 0 8 .......... 01.0555 1 7 0 0 8 8 ...... 00.8922 180007 _____ 01.4445 1 8 0 0 9 5 .......... 01.0098
160073 .......... 00.9685 1 7 0 0 0 9 .......... 01.1190 170089 .......... 00.9925 180009 _____ 01.2122 180099 .......... 01.0550
160074 .......... 01.0256 1 7 0 0 1 0 ....... „ 01.2010 170090 .......... 00.9598 1 8 0 0 1 0 ........ . 01.8107 1 8 0 1 0 1 ..... . 01.2918
160075.......... 01.1227 170011 .......... 01.4483 170092 .......... 00.8236 180011 _____ 01.1640 180102 .......... 01.4425
160076 .......... 01.0156 1 7 0 0 1 2 .......... 01.4332 170093 .......... 00.9628 180012 _____ 01.2925 1 8 0 1 0 8 .......... 01.9068
160077 ...... .. 01.0707 1 7 0 0 1 3 ...... . 01.2614 170094 .......... 01.1058 180013 .......... 01.3236 1 8 0 1 0 4 ____ _ 01.4002
160079 .......... 01.3353 170014 .......... 01.0814 1 7 0 0 9 5 ...... 01.1731 180014 _____ 01.5306 180105 .......... 00.9435
160080 ....... . . 01.1651 1 7 0 0 1 5 .......... 00.9876 170097 .......... 0 0 9 2 5 0 180015 .......... 01.1188 180106 .......... 00.8986
160081 ...... „. 01.0777 170016 .......... 01.5478 170098 .......... 01.1049 180016 .......... 01.2298 180108 .......... 00.9259
160082...... 01.7412 170017 .......... 01.2237 170099 .......... 01.3912 1 8 0 0 1 7 .......... 01.2830 180115 .......... 00.9988
160083.......... 01.5186 170018 .......... 01.0165 170100 ____ 00.8924 180018 .......... 01.1993 1 8 0 1 1 6 ...... 01.3753
160085 .......... 01.2509 170019 .......... 01.1659 1 7 0 1 0 1 ..... . 01.0571 180019 .......... 01.2331 1 8 0 1 1 7 .......... 01.1000
160086 ...... 00.9718 170020 .......... 01.2218 170102 ......... 00.9710 180020 .......... 01.0739 180118 .......... 00.9703
160088....... . 01.0775 170022 .......... 01.2045 170103 _____ 01.2236 180021 .......... 01.0174 180120 .......... 00.8976
160089 _____ 01.1913 170023 .......... 01.3620 170104 .......... 01.4312 1 8 0 0 2 3 _____ 00.8687 180121 .......... 01.1101
160090 01.0295 170024 ... 01.2065 170105 ............ 01.0131 180024 .......... 01.3355 180122 .......... 00.9955
160091 .......... 01.1145 170025 .......... 01.2557 170106 .......... 0 0 9 2 5 5 180025 ......... . 01.1484 180123 .......... 01.4404
160092 _____ 00.9348 170026 .......... 01.0475 170108 .......... 00.8286 180026 ____ 01.1752 '180124 .......... 01.3229
160093 ......... 01.1418 170027 .......... 01.2217 170109 .......... 01.0735 180027 .......... 01.1968 180125 .......... 01.0359
160094 _____ 01.1542 170030 _____ 00.9290 170110 .......... 00.9268 180028 .......... 01.0245 180126 .......... 00.9863
160095 .......... 01.0658 170031 .......... 00.8815 170112 .......... 00.9407 180029 .......... 01.3234 180127 .......... 01.2371
160097 .......... 01.1452 170032......«... 01.0299 170113 .......... 01.0400 180030 .......... 01.1903 180128 .......... 01.1465
160098 .......... 01.0204 170033 .......... 01.2565 1 7 0 1 1 4 .......... 01.0594 180031............ 01.0314 180129....... 01.1007
160099 .......... 01.0895 170034 .......... 00.9776 170115 .......... 00.9990 180032 .......... 01.0305 180130 .......... 01.3551
160101 01 1072 170035 00.9468 1 7 0 1 1 6 .......... 01.1105 180033 .......... 01.0505 180132 .......... 01.2452
160102 01 4165 170036 00 8852 1 7 0 1 1 7 ....... . 00.9479 180034 .......... 00.9856 180133 .......... 01.2313
160103 .......... 00.9720 170037 ........ 01.0735 170119 .......... 01.0287 180035 .......... 01.4652 180134 .......... 01.0232
160104 . 01.1933 170038 ... 00.8888 170120 .......... 01.3406 180036 .......... 01.1032 180136 .......... 01.3530
160106 01 0641 170039 . 01.0256 170121 .......... 00.8749 180037 .......... 01.2775 180137 .......... 01.7720
160107 01 1598 170040 .. 01.4194 170122 .......... 01.8176 180038 .......... 01.3397 180138 .......... 01.2432
160108 01 0811 170041 . 01.0305 1 7 0 1 2 3 .......... 01.6793 180040 ..... . 01.9924 180139 .......... 01.0617
160109 00 9347 170043 . 01.0236 170124 .......... 00.9840 180041 .......... 01.0588 180898 .......... 00.7869
160110 ...... 01 5186 170044 . . 01.1241 170126 .......... 00.9081 180042 .......... 01.1098 180899 .......... 00.8443
160111 01 0672 170045 01.0367 170128 .......... 00.9968 180043 .......... 01.1139 190001 .......... 00.9386
160112 01 3828 170049 01.2919 170131 .......... 01.2200 180044 ....... „ 01.0898 190002 .......... 01.5769
160113 01 0037 170050 00 9569 170133 ..:...... 01.1145 180045 .......... 01.1812 190003 .......... 01.3510
160114 00.9536 170051 00 9763 170134 .......... 00.9336 180046 .......... 01.1281 190004 .......... 01.2830
t60115 .. 01 0491 170052 01 0489 170137 .......... 01.1493 180047 .......... 01.1191 190005 .......... 01.3542
1601IR 01 2630 170053 . . 00.8892 170139 .......... 01.0089 180048 .......... 01.1842 190006 .......... 01.1111
160117 ......... 01 3369 170054 01.0773 170140 .......... 01.0980 180049 .......... 01.3375 190007 .......... 01.0783
160118 ..;...... 00.9907 170055 . . 01.0494 170142 .......... 01.3506 180050 .......... 01.3396 190008 .......... 01.5153
160120 .......... 00 9600 170056 00.9873 170143 .......... 01.1636 180051 .......... 01.1413 190009 .......... 01.1163
160122 ...... 01 2022 170057 00 9977 170144 .......... 01.4409 180053 ....... .. 01.2239 190010 .......... 00.9328
160123 ......... 01.1476 170058 . . 01.0889 1 7 0 1 4 5 ..... 01.2114 180054 .......... 01.0399 190011 ....... . 01.1135
160124 .......... 01 1324 170060 . 01.0480 170146 .......... 01.3093 1 8 0 0 5 5 ....... - 01.0749 190013 .......... 01.2313
160126.......... 01.1917 170061 01.1666 1 7 0 1 4 7 .......... 01.1682 1 8 0 0 5 6 ....... ~ 01.0550 1 9 0 0 1 4 ....... .. 01.0844
160129 .......... 01 0782 170062 00 9271 170148 .......... 01.3322 180058 .......... 00.8997 190015 .......... 01.1949
160130 .......... 01.1101 170063 .......... 00.8363 170150 .......... 01.0984 180059 .......... 00.9319 190017 .......... 01.2106
160131 .......... 01 1679 170064 01 1082 170151 .......... 01.0407 180060 .......... 00.8735 190018 .......... 01.2074
160133 .......... 01.1717 170066 00 8849 170152 .......... 01.0120 180063 .......... 01.0589 1 9 0 0 1 9 .......... 01.4507
160134 00 9620 170067 ^ 00 9909 170159 .......... 01.0763 180064 .......... 01.1404 190020 .......... 01.1812
160135 ....... „ 00.9799 170068 . . 01.2842 170160 .......... 00.9317 180065 .......... 00.9817 190025 .......... 01.2587
16013« 01.1056 170069 00 9750 1 7 0 1 6 4 ....... . 01.0581 180066 ....... ... 01.2535 190026 .......... 01.3652
160140 .......... 01.0661 170070 ^ 00.9897 170166 ....... _ 01.0034 180067 .......... 01.8256 190027 .......... 01.4261
160141 ....__ 00.8460 170072 ... 00 9371 17 0 1 6 8 ....... .. 00.8510 180069 .......... 01.1604 190029 .......... 01.2638
160142 .......... 01 .097t 170073 ........ 01.0654 170171 ...... 01.2075 180070 .......... 01.0745 190033 .......... 00.9438
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190034 .......... 01.2179 190148 .......... 00.9593 200025 .......... 01.1679 210055 . . 01 2270 220084
190035 .......... 01.4124 190149 .......... 00.9697 200026 ........ . 00.9999 210056 .......... 01.3927 220086
190036 .......... 01.6955 190151 .......... 01.0761 200027 .......... 01.1783 210057 . 01 2429 220088
190037 .......... 01.0166 190152 ......... 01.3672 200028 .......... 01.0065 210058 .. 01 8423 220089
190039 .......... 01.4480 190155 ...... 00.9543 200031 .......... 01.2723 210059 .. 01 3072 220090
190040 .......... -01.3858 190156 ...... . 00.8564 200032 .......... 01.2903 210060 01 1020 220092
190041 .......... 01.5578 190158 .......... 01.2649 200033 .......... 01.6941 210898 00 7390 220094
190043 .......... 01.1260 190160 .......... 01.1360 200034 ........ . 01.1863 210899 ... 00 9480 220095
190044 .......... 01.1025 190161 .......... 00.8949 200037 .......... 01.1658 220001 01 1962 220097
190045 .......... 01.2825 190162 .......... 01.2000 200038 .......... 01.0122 220002 ...... 01.3684 220098
190046 .......... 01.4691 190164 .......... 01.1444 200039 .......... 01.2858 220003 .......... 01.1408 220099
190047 .......... 01.0713 190165 .......... 01.0611 200040 ..... . 01.0306 220004 .. 01.2407 220100
190048 .......... 01.0784 190166 .......... 01.0572 200041 .......... 01.1391 220006 . 01 3116 220101
190049 .......... 01.0177 190167 .......... 01.2633 200043 ....... . 00.6909 220008 ... 01.1819 220102
190050 .......... 01.0740 190170 .......... 01.0121 200050 ......... 01.1536 220010 ... 01.1367 220104
190053 .......... 01.0898 190173 .......... 01.4173 200051 .......... 01.0023 220011 ... 01.1606 220105
190054 .......... 01.3100 190175 .......... 01.8346 200052 .......... 01.0635 220012 ... 01 1983 220106
190059 .......... 00.9326 190176 .......... 01.4895 200055 .......... 01.0977 220015 .. . 01 2049 220107
190060 ........... 01.3455 190177 .......... 01.4578 2 0 0 0 6 2 .......... 00.9518 220016 01 2109 220108
190064 .......... 01.4881 190178 ......... 01.0041 200063 ...... 01.2137 220017 . 01 2647 220110
190065 .......... 01.4944 190182 ....... . 01.0674 200066 .......... 01.2106 220019 01 0964 220111
190071 .......... 00.9013 190183 .......... 01.1597 200898 .......... 00.7832 220020 01.1609 220114
190075 .......... 01.4157 190184 ....... 00.9418 200899 ........ . 00 8443 220021 01 2594 220115
190077 ........ 00.8724 190185 ......... 01.2092 210001 .......... 01.3079 220023 ... 01.1870 220116
190078 .......... 01.1310 190186 .......... 00.8759 210002 .......... 01 9364 220024 01 1977 220118
190079 .......... 01.2423 190187 .......... 00.8798 210003 .......... 01.4562 220025 .. 01 1120 220119
190081 .......... 00.9097 190189 .......... 00.5025 210004 .......... 01.3089 220026 ..... 01.3553 220120
190083 .......... 01.0021 190190 .......... 00.9680 210005 ......... 01.2097 220028 01 3947 220123
190086 .......... 01.3062 190191 .......... 01.2507 210006 .......... 01.1451 220029 01 1617 220126
190088 .......... 01.3407 190193 ......... 01.2359 210007 ........ . 01.4925 220030 01 1338 220128
190089 .......... 01.0772 190194 .......... 01.2312 210008 .......... 01.3136 220031 .. 01 6837 220131
190090 .......... 01.1914 190196 ......... 00.8919 210009 .......... 01.7598 220033 01 2800 220133
190092 .......... 01.2884 190197 .......... 01.2411 210010 .......... 01.1807 220035 01 2167 220135
190095 ......... 01.0672 190198 .......... 01.1420 210011 .......... 01.2805 220036 .......... 01.5021 220153 .........
190098 .......... 01.4567 190199 ....... 01.1854 210012 .......... 01.6066 220038 ... 01.2435 220154
190099............ 01.1682 190200 .......... 01.5245 210013 .......... 01.3203 220041 01 1597 220156
190102 .......... 01.5030 190201 ...... 01.3007 210015 .......... 01.1941 220042 . 01 1438 220162
190103 .......... .00.9066 190202 .......... 01.4335 210016 .......... 01.9038 220045 .. 01.2738 220163
190106 .......... 01.1187 190203 .......... 01.5699 210017 .......... 01.0945 220046 01 3840 220171
190109 ...... . 01.1102 190204 .......... 01.5142 210018 .......... 01.2570 220048 01 2187 220173
190110 .......... 00.9479 190205 .......... 01.5683 210019 .......... 01.4089 220049 01 2561 220897
190111 .......... 01.5384 190206 .......... 01.4212 210022 .......... 01.3711 220050 00 9808 220898
190112 .......... 01.2784 190207 .......... 01.2149 210023 ...... 01.3058 220051 ... 01 1404 220899
190113 ......... 01.2964 190208 ...... . 00.8595 210024 .......... 01.2984 220052 01 2460 230001
190114 .......... 00.9675 190211 .......... 00.6135 210025 .......... 01.2972 220053 .. 01.2595 230002
190115 ...... 01.3146 190212 ..... 00.9044 210026 .......... 01.3267 220055 01 1914 230003
190116 .......... 01.2081 190213 .......... 00.9668 210027 .......... 01.2201 220057 . 01.2397 230004 .... ..
190118 .......... 01.0448 190214 .......... 00.8187 210028 .......... 01.0765 220058 .. 01 0325 230005 ...
190120 ......... 00.9397 190215 .......... 03.6094 210029 .......... 01.3649 220060 .......... 01.1334 230006 ..........
190122 .......... 01.2435 190216 .......... 00.8091 210030 .......... 01.0564 220062 ... 00 8562 230007 ...
190124 .......... 01.4418 200001 .......... 01.2745 210031 .......... 01.7864 220063 .. 01 1494 230012 ...
190125 .......... 01.3794 200002 .......... 01.0960 210032 .......... 01.2291 220064 .......... 01.1862 230013 ..........
190127 .......... 01.4443 200003 .......... 01.1124 210033 .......... 01.1261 220065 .......... 01.2213 230014 .........
190128 .......... 00.8919 200006 .......... Q1.1327 210034 .......... 01.2173 220066 ....... . 01.2972 230015 ..........
190130 .......... 00.9670 200007 .......... 01.0809 210035 ....... 01 1482 220067 01 2764 230017 ..........
190131 .......... 01.2170 200008 .......... 01.2441 210036 .......... 01.2625 220068 00  6167 230019 ..........
190132 .......... 01.1206 200009 .......... 01.7055 210037 .......... 01.2211 220070 .......... 01.1345 230020 .........
190133 .......... 00.9796 200012 .......... 01.1198 210038 .......... 01.3842 220071 ......... 01.8403 230021 ..........
190134 .......... 00.9951 200013 .......... 01.0874 2 1 0 0 3 9 .......... 01.2267 220073 .......... 01.2327 230022 ..........
190135 .......... 01.3375 200015 .......... 01.2473 210040 .......... 01.3417 220074 .......... 01.2249 230024 ..........
190136 .......... 01.0383 200016 .......... 01.0123 210043 .......... 01.2496 220075 .......... 00.8092 230027 ..........
190138 .......... 00.7000 200017 .......... 01.2729 210044 .......... 01.2145 220076 .......... 01.2257 230029 ..........
190140 .......... 01.0688 200018 .......... 01.1512 210045 .......... 01.0035 220077 .......... 01.6797 230030 ...... .
190142 .......... 01.0096 200019 ......... 01.2509 210046 .......... 01.1112 220079 .......... 01.1293 230031 ..........
190144 .......... 01.1025 200020 .......... 01.0966 210048 .......... 01.1824 220080 .......... 01.1756 230032 ..........
190145 .......... 00.9556 200021 ....... . 01.1731 210049 ......... 01.1477 220081 .......... 01.0341 230034 .........
190146 .......... 01.5216 200023 .......... 00.8329 210051 .......... 01.3056 220082 .......... 01.2350 230035 ..........
190147 .......... 00.9867 200024 .......... 01.2114 210054 .......... 01.2408 220083 ..... . 01.1502 230036 ..........

C a s e  mix

01.2091
01.5838
01.4920
01.3108
01.2056
01.1762
01.2573
01.2020
01.0307
01.2621
01.1061
01.2242
01.3751
00.7578
01.1867
01.1469
01.1159
01.1527
01.1351
01.9375
01.1581
01.0586
00.7331
01.8280
01.9757
01.3092
01.0360
00.9783
01.2491
01.0921
01.1019
00.8199
01.1399
01.0045
00.9300
01.2604
01.3364
01.8768
01.6570
00.5499
05.1516
00.8024
00.8315
01.1302
01.2718
01.2055
01.6733
01.2748
01.0692
01.0971
00.9196
01.2543
01.1529
01.3311
01.5403
01.5651
01.6375
01.5935
01.2579
01.5191
01.0670
01.5022
01.2533
01.4339
01.7505
01.1705
01.1417
01.2907
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230037 ......... 01.1444 230133 ......... 01.1640 2 3 0 25 3 ....... « 01.0816 240072 .......... 01.0026 240153 ......... 01.0352
230038 .......... 01.6187 230134 ........ . 015405 230254 ......... 01.2636 240073 ......... 00.9865 2 4 0 15 4 ......... 00.9451
230040 .......... 01.2889 2 3 0 13 5 .......... 01.2813 2 3 0 25 7 ....... .. 01.1612 240075 .......... 01.2174 240155 ......... 00.9516
230041 .......... 01.1898 2 3 0 13 7 ....... » 01.1530 230259 ....... .. 01.0979 2 4 0 07 6 ....... .. 01.1525 240157 ......... 01,0623
230042 .......... 01.1365 2 3 0 1 3 8 ....... .. 00.8798 230264 .......... 015197 240077 ......... 00.9183 2 4 0 Î6 0  ......... 00.9710
230043 ......... 00.6022 230141 ....... .. 01.5947 230266 ......... 01.1682 240078 .......... 01.4028 240161 ......... 00.9439
230046 ......... 01.8281 2 3 0 1 4 2 ....... .. 01.1889 2 3 0 26 9 ....... .. 01.2341 240079 ......... 01.1045 240162 ......... 01.0509
vuvtA.7 01 2644 230143 01.2331 2 3 0 27 0 ....... .. 015746 240080 ......... 01.4010 240163 ......... 00.9156
230053 .......... 01.4459 230144 ......... 01.2190 230273 ........ 01.5598 2 4 0 08 2 ........ . 01.1735 240166 ......... 01.0994
230054..... 01.6900 230145 .......... 01.1540 2 3 0 27 5 ....... ... 00.9816 240083 ......... 01.3385 240169 ......... 01.0036
230055 .......... 01.1974 2 3 0 1 4 6 ....... .. 01.2745 2 3 0276 ...... . 01.0800 240084 ......... 01.3539 240170 ......... 01.0627
230056....... - 00.9377 2 3 0 14 7 ....... .. 01.5056 2 3 0277 ....... « 01.1995 240085 ......... 00.8658 240171 ......... 01.0024
230058....... .. 01.1228 2 3 0 1 4 9 ....... - 01.2042 230278 ......... 00.9707 240086 ......... 01.1494 240172 ......... 01.1128
230050 ......... 01.4805 2 3 0 15 0 ....... .. 01.3423 230898 .......... 00.8027 240087 ......... 01.1194 240173 ......... 01.0071
230060 .......... 01.1303 230151 ....... .. 01.4043 230899 .......« 00.8546 240088 ......... 01.4581 240175 ......... 00.8588
O'Wlfii» 01 1123 230153 01.0842 240001 ......... 01.5591 240089 ........ . 01.1182 240176 ......... 00.9598
230063....... . 01.2824 230154 .......... 01.0493 240002 ......... 01.6629 240090 ......... 01.019t 240179 ......... 01.0073
230065.......... 01.4624 2 3 0 15 5 ........ * 01.1095 240003 ......... 01.1957 240091 ......... 00.9082 240180 ......... 00.9487

m  oooo O'VMW 01 6427 240004 01.4744 240093 ......... 01.2910 240183 ......... 01.3732
230068 01 3828 2 3 0 15 7 ....... „ 01.3886 2 4 0 00 5 .......... 00.8935 240094 ......... 00.9527 240184 ......... 00.9682

m  1070 9301RQ 01 2497 240006 01.1380 240096 ......... 01.0564 240187 ......... 01.2756
9a0rt7 n 01 3160 230162 ^ 00.9746 240007 ......... 01.0822 240097 ......... 01.1141 2 4 0 1 9 2 ...... 00.9030
230071 no fin a l 230165 01 7622 240008 ......... 01.0769 240098 ......... 00.9599 240193 ......... 01.0840
O'WYTO 01 2082 230167 01 2388 240009 ......... 01.0600 240099 ......... 00.9508 240196 ......... 00.6236

m  ryiAA 9301RQ 01 3559 240010 01.9058 240100 ......... 01.2708 240200 ......... 00.9069
230076 .......... 01.2507 230171 ......... 01.1103 240011 ....... .. 01.0705 240Î01 ...... 01.3412 2 4 0 20 5 ...... 00.9107
W IAT7 02.1143 $>30179 01 1963 2 4 0 01 3 ....... „ 015559 240102 ......... 01.0094 240206 ......... 00.7972
9'WY7R 01 2621 230173 01 2949 2 4 0014 ....... .. 01.1504 240103 .......... 01.0766 240207 ......... 01.1944

01 2919 230174 015820 2 4 0016 ...... 01.3887 2 4 0 10 4 ...... . 01.1881 240210 ......... 01.2594
230081 ....... _ 01.1995 2 3 0 17 5 ....... » 01.0468 2 4 0 01 7 ......... 01.1134 2 4 0 10 5 ....... 00.9206 240211 ...... 00.9038
OQfWVOO m  1 230176 01 2465 240018 01.2369 240106 ......... 01.2795 2 4 0 89 8 ...... 00.7882
9'vinfl*; 01 2210 230178 01 0169 240019 ......... 01.3596 2 4 0 10 7 ......... 00.8709 2 4 0 89 9 ......... 00.8710
230086 ....... - 01.0127 230180 .......... 01.0918 2 4 0 02 0 ......... 01.2333 240108 ......... 00.9362 250001 ...... 01.5399
9Ann«7 01 1174 2301RA 01 1290 240021 ....... .. 01.0621 240109 ......... 01.0081 250002 ......... 00.7765

01 3480 230186 ... 00.9792 240022 ......... 01.0988 240110 ......... 01.0310 2 5 0 00 3 ...... 00.9589
01 0476 drtrt-rfift 0>1 2248 240023 ......... 01.1315 240111 .......... 00.9775 250004 ......... 01.4356

o^ntïqo 01 2529 93niftQ 00 9251 240025 ......... 01.1725 240112 ...... 00.9831 2 5 0 00 5 ...... 00.9835
230093....... - 01.1982 2 3 0 1 9 0 ....... .. 01.1447 240027 ......... 01.0606 2 4 0 11 4 ...... 01.0416 2 5 0 00 6 ...... 00.9773
5>annQ*; 01 1916 230191 00 8970 240028 ...... . 01.0528 2 4 0 11 5 ...... 01.5474 2 5 0 00 7 ...... 01.2244
230096 01 0654 230193 . 01.3368 240029 ......... 01.1988 2 4 0 11 6 ...... 00.9184 2 5 0 0 0 8 ......... 00.9372
M00Q7 01 w o n 230194 01.1860 240030 ......... 01.3277 2 4 0 11 7 ...... 01.1036 250009 ......... 01.1156

m  otoâ. ■yvucK rt1 ansa 940031 00 9458 240119 ....... 00.8475 250010 ......... 01.0025
yWtOO 01 1RQH 230197 01 2242 2 4 0 03 6 ......... 01.4736 240121 ...... 00.9609 250012 ...... 00.8733
230101 01 1318 230199 01.1549 240037 ......... 01.0787 240122 ...... 01.1381 2 5 0 0 1 5 ......... 00.9607
jam ns 01 0271 230201 01.0165 240038 ...... 01.4693 240123 ......... 01.0794 250016 ......... 00.8719
cnmrwi n-1 fifln.3 2302ÏU 01 3064 2 4 0 04 0 ........ . 01.2452 240124 ......... 01.0091 2 5 0 01 7 ......... 01.0209
wntn*; 01 5971 prtnon*; 01 0249 240041 ....... 01.1851 240125 ......... 00.9293 250018 ...... 00.9363
^0106 01 1301 230207 015716 240043 ......... 01.1773 240127 ...... 00.9329 250019 ......... 01.3365
230107 ■ rtO Q1R4 93090ft 01 0791 240044 ... 01.1741 240128 ......... 01.1364 250020 ......... 01.0016
230108 01 1772 230211 00 9307 240045 ......... 01.0608 240129 ......... 01.0413 250021 ......... 00.9026
230110 015499 230212 01 .H 31 2 4 0047 ...... 01.4131 240130 ....... 01.0184 2 5 0 0 2 3 ......... 00.8015
230111 m  (t o r 93091 a 01 0839 240048 ......... 015781 240132......... , * 01.2706 250024 ......... 00.9050
230113 M  MOA 93091 fi 01 3194 240049 01.7230 2 4 0 13 3 ...... 01.1282 250025 ......... 01.0061
WA114 HO 230217 01 1899 2 4 0 05 0 ......... 01:1148 240135 ...... 00.8918 250027 ....... . 00.9713
230115 rtrt QfiQR 230219 00 9790 240051 _____ 00.9245 240136 _____ 0Q.8937 250029 ......... 00.9231
330116 nn oono 230221 01 2634 240052 ......... 01.2132 2 4 0 1 3 7 ...... 01.1670 250030 ......... 00.9331
230117 01.8809 2 3 0 22 2 ......... 01.3368 2 4 0053 ...... 01.4695 2 4 0 t3 S .....- v 00.8527 250031 ____ 01.2064
230118 01 2624 230223 01 2949 240056 ...... 01.3104 2 4 0 1 3 9 ...... 00.9820 250032 ......... 01.3393
230119 ft! 93Sft 230227 01 4365 240057 ......... 01.7114 240140 ...... 00.7380 250033 ......... 01.0033
230120. 01.0471 2 3 0 22 8 ......... 01.2444 240056 ...... 00.9840 240141 ...... 01.0351 250034 ......... 01.4589
230121 01 2632 93n930 01 3782 240059 ......... 01.1410 240142 ...... 01.1385 250035 ......... 00.8741
230122 ? rti 930939 01 0052 240061 ..... 01.4766 240143 ......... 00.9277 250036 ......... 01.0085
230124 01 0877 9309 a*; 01 0119 240063 .. 01.5036 240144 ......... 00.9921 250037 ......... 00.9102
230125 01 3536 ¡230236 01 3646 240064 ......... 01.1795 240145 .....„.. 01.0649 2 5 0 03 8 ....... . 00.8891
230128 01 3192 930937 011827 240065 ... 01.0480 240146 ......... 00.9352 250039 ......... 00.9782
23Q129 01 9560 230239 01 1941 240066 ......... 01.3455 | 240148 .......... 01.0028 250040 ...... . 0 t.1900
230130 01 6273 230241 01 1864 240069 01.1632 ! 240150 ......... 00.9566 250042 ......... 0 t.1580
230132 .......... 01.4221 2 3 0 24 4 ..... 015795 240071 .......... 01.1107 240152 ...... 00.9781 250043 ......... 00.9090
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250044 .......... 01.0473 250141 .......... 01.1657 260085 .......... 01.5326 260899 .......... 00.8228 2 8 0 0 1 4 ...... 01.0428
250045 .......... 01.1864 250898 .......... 00.8559 260086 .......... 01.1041 270002 .......... 01.2251 280015 ...... 00.9748
250046 .......... 01.0265 250899 .......... 00.8698 260089 .......... 01.0699 270003 .......... 01.1832 280017 ...... 01.1827
250047 .......... 00.8965 260001 .......... 01.5707 260091 .......... 01.6009 270004 ..... 01.6430 280018 .......... 00.9702
250048 .......... 01.3857 260002 .......... 01.3737 260092 .......... 01.0858 270006 .......... 00.8964 280020 .......... 01.4395
250049 ..... 00.9585 260003 .......... 00.9599 260094 .......... 01.0903 270007 .......... 01.0817 280021 .......... 01.1521
250050 .......... 01.2125 260004 .......... 01.0397 260095 .......... 01.3922 270009 .......... 01.0825 280022 .......... 01.0292
250051 .......... 00.9174 260005 .......... 01.4687 260096 .......... 01.4752 270011 .......... 01.0993 280023 .......... 01.3202
250057 .......... 01.1432 260006 .......... 01.4662 260097 .......... 01.2022 9 7 0 0 1 9 7 ',; 01.4842 280024 .......... 00.8529
250058 .......... 01.1760 260007 .......... 01.3411 260100 .......... 01.0440 270013 .......... 01.2819 280025 .......... 00.9922
250059 .......... 01.0629 260008 .......... 01.2948 260102 .......... 01.0075 270014 .......... 01.6488 280026 .......... 01.2369
250060 .......... 00.7890 2 6 0 0 0 9 ....... . 01.2502 260103 .......... 01.3183 270016 .......... 00.8745 280028 .......... 00.9854
250061 .......... 00.8942 260011 .......... 01.5834 260104 .......... 01.7238 270017 .......... 01.2230 280029 .......... 01.0613
250062 ..... 00.9611 260012 .......... 01.0017 260105 .......... 01.9227 270019 ...... . 00.9323 280030 ........ 01.8618
250063 ...... . 00.8628 2 6 0 0 1 3 ...... . 01.2306 2 6 0 1 0 7 .....„.. 01.3340 270021 .......... 01.1487 280031 .......... 01.0409
250065 .......... 00.8900 260014 .......... 01.6464 260108 .......... 01.7083 270023 .......... 01.3190 280032 .......... 01.2267
250066 ......... 00.9767 260015 .......... 01.2268 260109 .......... 01.0493 270024 .......... 00.9570 280033 .......... 01.0677
250067 .......... 00.9783 260016 .......... 01.6060 260110 .......... 01.6254 270026 .......... 00.9755 280034 .......... 01.2409
250068 .......... 00.8565 260017 .......... 01.2002 260111 .......... 01.0109 270027 .......... 01.1239 280035 .......... 00.9618
250069 .......... 01.2495 260018 .......... 01.0024 260112 .......... 01.4424 270028 .......... 01.0544 280037 .......... 00.9845
250071 .......... 01.0909 260019 .......... 01.0022 260113 .......... 01.1709 270029 .......... 01.1327 280038 .......... 01.0469
250072 .......... 01.2504 260020 .......... 01.6911 260115 .......... 01.0948 270030 .......... 01.0155 280039 .......... 01.1272
250073 ...... 00.9859 260021 .......... 01.3040 260116 .......... 01.1773 270031 .......... 00.9423 280040 .......... 01.5812
250076 ......... 00.9279 260022 .......... 01.4028 260119 ..... . 01.1644 270032 ......... 01.1473 280041 .......... 00 9943
250077 .......... 00.9437 260023 .......... 01.2386 260120 .......... 01.2877 270033 ......... 00.9096 280042 .......... 00.9338
250078 ......... 01.3960 260024 ....... . 01.0578 260122 .......... 01.2572 270035 .......... 00.9991 280043 .......... 01.0640
250079 ....... ' 00.8720 260025 01.2719 260123 .......... 00.9566 270036 .......... 01.0216 280045 .......... 01.0703
250081 ......... 01.2428 260027 .......... 01.5170 260127 ......... 01.0220 270039 .......... 00.9767 280046 .......... 00.9779
250082 ...... . 01.2026 260029 .......... 01.1847 260128 .......... 00.9554 270040 .......... 01.0454 280047 .......... 01.1901
250083 ......... 00.9154 260030 .......... 01.1670 260129 .......... 01.0885 270041 .......... 00.9269 280048 .......... 01.1206
250084 .... .... 01.1659 260031 .......... 01.4396 260131 .......... 01.2490 270044 .......... 01.2229 280049 .......... 01.0482
250085 ...... . 01.0603 260032 .......... 01.6513 260134 .......... 01.2638 270046 .......... 00.9698 280050 .......... 01.0145
250086 .......... 00.9991 260033 .......... 01.3646 260137 .......... 01.1782 270047 .......... 00.9950 280051 .......... 00.9488
250088 .......... 01.0369 260034 .......... 01.0911 260138 .......... 01.8874 270048 .......... 01.0553 280052 .......... 01.0393
250089 .......... 01.0214 260035 .......... 01.0616 260141 .......... 02.1225 270049 .......... 01.6485 280054 .......... 01.2263
250091 .......... 00.9586 260036 ......... 01.0241 260142 .......... 01.1699 270050 .......... 01.0347 280055 .......... 00.9146
250093 ..... . 01.1766 260037 .......... 01.2948 260143 .......... 00.9856 270051 .......... 01.2403 280056 .......... 00.9873
250094 .......... 01.2487 260039 .......... 01.2185 260146 .......... 01.1902 270052 .......... 01.0314 280057 .......... 01.0298
250095 ........ 01.0067 260040 .......... 01.4628 260147 .......... 01.0086 270053 .......... 00.9789 280058 .......... 01.1157
250096 .......... 01.1606 260042 .......... 01.1971 260148 .......... 01.0036 270055 .......... 00.6705 280060 .......... 01.5309
250097 .......... 01.1915 260044 .......... 01.0715 260158 .......... 01.0543 270057 .......... 01.1327 280061 .......... 01.3186
250098 .......... 00.8690 260047 .......... 01.3484 260159 .......... 01.1434 270058 .......... 00.8771 280062 .......... 01.1679
250099 .......... 01.2247 260048 .......... 01.4423 260160 .......... 01.1230 270059 .......... 00.8983 280064 .......... 01.0573
250100 .......... 01.2312 260050 .......... 01.0850 260162 .......... 01.0904 270060 ....... . 00.8912 280065 .......... 01.1625
250101 .......... 00.8580 260051 .......... 01.1498 260163 .......... 01.1934 270063 .......... 00.8807 280066 .......... 01.0617
250102 ......... 01.4900 260052 ......... 01.2498 260164 .......... 01.1381 2 7 0 0 6 7 .......... 00.9368 280068 .......... 00.9701
250104 .......... 01.3720 260053 .......... 01.1146 260166 .......... 01.2070 270068 .......... 00.8296 280070 .......... 01.2179
250105 .......... 00.9316 260054 .......... 01.3382 260172 .......... 01.0053 270072 .......... 00.8245 280073 .......... 00.9880
250107 .......... 00.9947 260055 .......... 01.0822 260173 .......... 01.0288 270073 .......... 01.2172 280074 .......... 01.1250
250109 ...... . 00.9407 260057 .......... 01.2591 260175 .......... 01.1373 270074 .......... 00.8855 280075 .......... 01.2557
250112 ..... . 01.0254 260059 ......... 01.1251 260176 .......... 01.6226 270075 .......... 00.9132 9ft007fi 00.9680
250117 ...... . 01.1272 260061 ......... 01.0984 260177 ...... . 01.2979 270076 .......... 00.8250 280077 .......... 01.2516
250119 ......... 01.0188 260062 .......... 01.1714 260178 .......... 01.5342 270079 .......... 00.8914 280078 .......... 01.0864
250120 ......... 01.0266 260063 .......... 01.1740 260179 .......... 01.4914 270080 .......... 01.1023 280079 .......... 01.0308
2 5 0 1 2 2 .......... 01.2128 260064 .......... 01.3768 260180 .......... 01.5708 270081 .......... 00.9382 280080 .......... 01.1301
250123 .......... 01.2588 2 6 0 0 6 5 ..... . 01.6884 260183 .......... 01.5767 270082 .......... 00.9416 280081 .......... 01.5001
250124 .......... 00.8932 260066 .......... 01.1278 260186 .......... 01.1638 270083 .......... 01.0878 280082 ........ 01.3382
2 5 0 1 2 5 .......... 01.2861 260067 .......... 00.9312 260188 .......... 01.3542 270084 .......... 00.8941 2 8 0 0 8 3 ...... . 00.9476
250126 .......... 01.0194 260068 .......... 01.8067 260189 .......... 00.8693 270898 .......... 00.8024 280084 .......... 00.9869
250127 .......... 00.7758 260070 .......... 01.1725 260190 .......... 01.1773 270899 .......... 00.8443 280085 .......... 00.9105
250128 .......... 00.9426 260073 .......... 01.0728 01.1961 280001 01.0482 280088 .......... 01.6844
250129 .......... 00.8723 2 6 0 0 7 4 ....... . 01.1585

.......
260193 .......... 01.2724 280003 .......... 01.9394 280089 .......... 01.0653

250131 .......... 00.9282 260077 .......... 01.4769 260195 .......... 01.1184 2 8 0 0 0 5 ...... . 01.4339 280090 ......... 00.9574
2KMA4 ./ 00.9408 260078 .......... 01.1305 260197 .......... 01.2118 280009 .......... 01.5348 280091 ........ 01.0503
250136 ...... . 00.7886 260079 .......... 01.0009 2 6 0 1 9 8 ...... 01.2413 280010 .......... 03.4238 2 8 0 0 9 2 ....... . 00.9364
250138 ...... ..r 01.2497 260080 01 1264 260200 ... 01 2104 280011 .......... 01.0128 280094 ........ 01.1132
250139 .......... 00.7669 260081 ...... . 01.4254 260202 ........ 01.2520 280012 ........L 01.1794 2 8 0 0 9 7 ....... . 00.8642
250140 . ......... 00.9025 260082 ......... 01.1355 2 6 0 8 9 8 .......... 00.8503 280013 01.9231 280098 ......... 00.9837
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280101 .......... 01.0937 300899 .......... 00.8442 310085 ......... 01.2098 320899 .......... 00.8960 330095 .......... 01.2447
280102 .......... 00.8573 310001 .......... 01.7032 310086 .......... 01.2065 330001 .......... 01.1438 330096 .......... 01.1132
280104 .......... 01.0018 310002 .......... 01.8442 310087 .......... 01.2087 330002 .......... 01.4243 330097 .......... 01.2031
280105 .......... 01.2333 310003 .......... " 01.2580 310088 .......... 01.1847 330003 .......... 01.3075 330100 .......... 00.6781
280106 .......... 01.1196 310005 .......... 01.2245 310090 .......... 01.2296 330004 .......... 01.3579 330101 .......... 01.6278
280107 .......... 01.0025 310006 .......... 01.1926 310091 .......... 01.2256 330005 .......... 01.7282 330102 .......... 01.2866

! 280108 .......... 01.0471 310008 .......... 01.3004 310092 .......... 01.3427 330006 .......... 01.3380 330103 .......... 01.1953
280109 .......... 00.8618 310009 .......... 01.1752 310093 .......... 01.1320 330007 .......... 01.3396 330104 .......... 01.3562
280110 .......... 00.8623 310010 .......... 01.2554 310096 .......... 01.8704 330008 .......... 01.1660 330106 .......... 01.5712
280111 .......... 01.2175 310011 .......... 01.2290 310105 .......... 01.1536 330009 .......... 01.3073 3 3 0 1 0 7 ....... . 01.2163
280114 .......... 00.9306 310012 .......... 01.6010 310108 .......... 01.3397 330010 .......... 01.2091 330108 .......... 01.1827
280115 .......... 01.0551 310013 .......... 01.2947 310110 .......... 01.2029 330011 .......... 01.1730 330110 .......... 01.0962
280117 .......... 01.1176 310014 .......... 01.5904 310111 .......... 01.2640 330012 .......... 01.6096 330111 .......... 01.1369
280118 .......... 01.0701 310015 .......... 01.7185 310112 .......... 01.2334 330013 .......... 02.0962 330114 ......... 00.9544
280119 .......... 00.8959 310016 .......... 01.2632 310113 .......... 01.2181 330014 .......... 01.4742 330115 .......... 01.2707
280123 .......... 00.7645 310017 .......... 01.3321 310115 ...... . 01.1446 330016 .......... 00.9967 330116 .......... 00.9889
280898 .......... 00.8154 310018 .......... 01.2481 310116 .......... 01.2486 330019 .......... 01.2659 330118 .......... 01.5665
280899 .......... 00.8709 310019 .......... 01.6785 310118 .......... 01.2523 330020 .......... 01.0415 330119 .......... 01.6152
290001 .......... 01.6104 310020 .......... 01.2370 310119 .......... 01.5219 330022 .......... 00.9401 330121 .......... 00.9780
290002 ...... . 00.9693 310021 .......... 01.2557 310120 .......... 01.1050 330023 .......... 01.1999 330122 .......... 01.2843
290003 .......... 01.6761 310022 .......... 01.2188 310121 .......... 01.1161 330024 .......... 01.7968 330125 .......... 01.7708
290005 .......... 01.1747 310024 .......... 01.2473 310898 ....... . 00.8024 330025 .......... 01.0795 330126 .......... 01.1630
290006 ......... 01.0120 310025 .......... 01.1606 310899 .......... 00.8443 330027 .......... 01.4338 330127 .......... 01.2820
290007 .......... 01.7973 310026 .......... 01.2613 320001 .......... 01.4317 330028 .......... 01.3208 330128 .......... 01.4989
290008 .......... 01.3000 310027 .......... 01.2751 320002 .......... 01.2656 330029 .......... 01.0736 3 3 0 1 3 2 ...... . 01.1424
290009 .......... 01.4996 310028 .......... 01.1495 320003 .......... 01.1473 330030 .......... 01.1447 330133 .......... 01.2932
290010 .......... 01.1124 310029 .......... 01.7952 320004 .......... 01.2040 330033 .......... 01.1540 330135 .......... 01.2672
290011 .......... 00.9990 3 1 0 0 3 1 .......... 02.6143 320005 .......... 01.2287 330034 .......... 01.0697 330136 .......... 01.2636
290012 .......... 01.3341 310032 .......... 01.2750 320006 .......... 01.3135 330036 .......... 01.1503 330140 .......... 01.6790
290013 .......... 01.0405 310034 .......... 01.2259 320009 .......... 01.4620 330037 .......... 01.0396 330141 .......... 01.3023
290014 ......... 01.0033 310036 .......... 01.2212 320011 .......... 00.9896 330038 .......... 01.1647 3 3 0 1 4 2 ...... . 01.3755
290015 ....... :. 00.8412 310037 .......... 01.2195 320012 .......... 01.0410 3 3 0 0 3 9 .......... 00.8725 330144 .......... 01.0279
290016 .......... 01.0938 310038 .......... 01.7734 320013 .......... 01.0551 330041 .......... 01.3644 330148 .......... 01.0043
290018 ..... . 00.9035 310039 .......... 01.2862 320014 .......... 00.9138 330043 .......... 01.2413 330151 .......... 01.1009
290019 .......... 01.2246 310040 .......... 01.2175 320016 .......... 01.1534 3 3 0 0 4 4 .......... 01.1795 330152 .......... 01.3795
290020 ...... . 01.2048 310041 .......... 01.2661 320017 .......... 01.2441 330045 .......... 01.3591 330153 .......... 01.4989
290021 ...... . 01.5282 310042 .......... 01.1619 320018 .......... 01.3493 330046 .......... 01.5738 330154 .......... 01.4583
290022.......... 01.6436 310043 .......... 01.2152 320019 .......... 01.4638 330047 .......... 01.2300 330157 .......... 01.2597
290027 .......... 01.0616 310044 .......... 01.2543 320021 .......... 01.7061 330048 .......... 01.2581 330158 .......... 01.2943
290029 ..... . 00.8721 310045 .......... 01.2743 320022 .......... 01.2404 330049 .......... 01.2130 330159 .......... 01.3076
290032 ......... 01.3466 310047 .......... 01.2754 320023 .......... 01.1054 330053 .......... 01.0582 330160 .......... 01.4637
300001 ......... 01.2813 310048 .......... 01.2502 320030 ;......... 00.9918 330055 .......... 01.3757 330161 .......... 01.0257
300003 .......... 01.8497 310049 .......... 01.3307 320031 .......... 00.9371 330056 .......... 01.4324 3 3 0 1 6 2 ...... . 01.2967
300005 ......... 01.2873 310050 .......... 01.1799 320032 .......... 00.9381 330057 .......... 01.6166 330163 .......... 01.1568
300006 .......... 01.1128 310051 .......... 01.2781 320033 .......... 01.1669 330058 .......... 01.3115 330164 .......... 01.3464
300007 .......... 01.1242 310052 .......... 01.2087 320035 .......... 01.1181 330059 .......... 01.4692 330166 .......... 00.9268
300008 .......... 01.2835 310054 .......... 01.2555 320037 .......... 01.1340 330061 .......... 01.3321 3 3 0 1 6 7 .......... 01.5484
300009 .......... 01.1585 3 1 0 0 5 6 ...... . 01.1523 320038 .......... 01.2461 3 3 0 0 6 2 .......... 01.0706 330169 .......... 01.3836
300010 .......... 01.1714 310057 .......... 01.2676 320046 .......... 01.0415 330064 .......... 01.3560 330171 .......... 01.3182
300011 .......... 01.2464 310058 .......... 01.1626 320048 .......... 01.3088 330065 .......... 01.1551 330175 .......... 01.0709
300012 ..... . 01.3383 310060 .......... 01.1870 3 2 0 0 5 6 ...... . 00.8849 330066 .......... 01.2255 330177 .......... 00.9993

- 300013 .......... 01.2264 310061 .......... 01.1904 320057 .......... 01.0453 330067 .......... 01.3172 330179 .......... 00.9113
300014 ......... 01.3084 310062 .......... 01.3007 320058 .......... 00.8769 330072 .......... 01.3529 3 3 0 1 8 0 .......... 01.2120
300015 .......... 01.1263 3 1 0 0 6 3 ..... . 01.3402 320059 .......... 01.0262 330073 .......... 01.2027 330181 .......... 01.2931
300016 .......... 01.2599 310064 .......... 01.2372 320060 .......... 00.8850 330074 .......... 01.2287 3 3 0 1 8 2 .......... 02.3225
300017 ......... 01.2032 310067 .......... 01.2542 320061 .......... 01.2372 330075 .......... 01.0449 330183 .......... 01.3750
300018 .......... 01.2110 310069 .......... 01.1470 320062 ......... 00.9339 330078 .......... 01.3838 3 3 0184 ......... 01.2938
300019 .... ... 01.2918 310070 ....... 01.3033 320063 .......... 01.2964 330079 .......... 01.1401 330185 .......... 01.1771
30001>n ......... 01 2471 310072 ... 01.2539 320065 .......... 01.2295 330080 .......... 01.2665 3 3 0 1 8 6 ...... . 01.0514
300021 .......... 01.1838 310073 01.4201 320067 .......... 00.8716 330082 .......... 01.1914 330188 .......... 01.2030
300022 _____ 01.1127 310074 .......... 01.3236 320068 ......... 00.9895 330084 .......... 00.9584 330189 .......... 00.8562
300023 01.2537 310075 ......... 01.2965 320069 .......... 01.1045 3 3 0 0 8 5 .......... 01.3619 330191 .......... 01.2484
300024 .... 01.2004 310076 .......... 01.3560 320070 .......... 00.9608 330086 _____ 01.3084 330193 _____ 01.3303
300028 ......... 01.1051 3 1 0 0 7 7 .......... Ó1.6230 320074 .......... 01.1077 330088 .......... 01.0767 330194 ...... 01.7676
300029 ......... 01.2874 310078 .......... 01.2499 320076 .......... 01.1966 330090 .......... 01.6770 3 3 0 1 9 5 ......... 01.6034
300033 01.0425 310081 01.2396 320079 i....;.. 01.1573 330091 ;......... 01.3758 330196 .......... 01.3457
300034 01.8650 310083 ...... 01.2688 320080 .......... 00.6470 330092 _____ 00.9945 3 3 0 1 9 7 ...... . 01.0284
300898 ....... 00.7825 310084 .......... 01.2238 320898 ......... 00.8060 330094 ......... 01.2186 330198 01.3554
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893055____ 00.9508
350056 00.8768

330199 ......... 01 3293
330201 ____ 01.4955
330202 ____ 01.4220
330203 _____ 01.3798
330204 ____ 01.3373
330205 ......... 01.1203
330208 ...... 01.1770
330209 ____ 01.2394
330211 ...... 01.1845
330212 ____ 01.2036
330213_____ 01.0769
330214____ 01.7095
330215____ 01.1923
330213 ____ 01.2973
330219____ 01.5433
330221 ____ 01.2325
330222 ____ 01.2373
330223 ____ 01.0665
330224 ____ 01.2125
330225 ____ 01.2013
330226 ......... 012758
330229 ......... 912174
330230 ...... 01.5058
330231 ........ 01:0768
330232......... 012653
330233 .......„ 01.4736
330234....... . 020040
330235......... 01.1690
330236 ......... 01.3491
330238 ......... 01.0952
330239 ...___ 01.1592
330240.... ...... 01.2573
330241 ....... .. ■ 01.6831
330242 ...... ■ 012808
330244 ........., 01.0491
330245 ......... ■ 012671
330246 ...___ 012141
330247 .......... 00.6761
330249 .......... 012474
330250....... .. 012292
330252______ 00.9569
330254 ______ 010180
330258..... ..... 01.3081
3 3 0 S 9 ........... 01.3523
330261 ......... 012567
330263 ______ 010461
330264 ........... 012179
330265 ......... 012475
330267..... .. 01:2624
330268..... .. 01.0664
330270....... 01.9181
330273 ......... 01.2918
330275 ....... 012869
330276 ......... 012095
330277 ......... 01.1707 ^
330279 ......... 012521
330281......... 00.5564
330285 ........ 01.6005 !
330286......... 01.3404
330288 ........ < 01.0046 !
330290 ........... 01.7419 !
330293 .......... 01.1743 >
330304____ . 012439 <
330306...... .. 01.3946
330307 _____ 01.1950
330308........ 01.2255 '
330309........ 01.2257
330344 ____ ■ 01.2790

330315 ....__ ©1.1584
330318 _____ 01.2528
330327--------. 00.9353
330331 ......... 01,2210
3 3 0 3 3 2 ....... .. 012464
330333 ____ 01,2667
330333 ____ 01.2694
330338 .. . . .^ 01,1631
330339 _____ 00.7865
330340 ......... 01,1561
330350 .......... 01.7856
330353 ......... 01,2067
330354 ____ 01.2822
330357 ........ 01.3439
330359 ____ 00.9383
3 3 0 3 7 2 .......... 01.2610
330381 ......... 01 2419
330383 ......... 01.3578
3 3 0 3 8 5___ _ 01.1998
330386 ......... 01.1395
330387 .......... 00.0997
330389 . 01.8623
3 3 0 3 9 0 ...... . 01.2279
3 3 0 3 9 3 ..... . 01.6018
330394 .......... 01.4432
3 3 0 3 9 5 ....... . 01.3567
330396 ....... .. 01.1829
330397 _____ 01.3141
3 3 0 3 9 8 ......... 01.2166
330399 ......... 01.3516
3 3 0 8 9 8 ..... .. > 00.7874
330899 .......... 00.8416
340001 ....... 01.3275
340002 ....... 01.8310
3 4 0 0 0 3 ....... 01.1707
3 4 0 0 0 4 ...... 01.4039
340005 .......... 01.1584
340006 ......... 01.1632
3 4 0 0 0 7 ..... .. - 01.1548
340008 ......... 01.1310
340009 ......... 01.1592
3 4 0 0 1 0 ........ i 0 1 3 16 6
340011 ....... 01.0653
3 4 0 01 2 ..... .. ■ 01.0944
3 4 0 0 1 3 ....... 0 1 3 42 7
3 4 0 0 1 4 ____ . 018 71 4
340 01 5 ..... ...... 01.2328
3 4 0 0 1 6 ....... 01.1139
340 01 7 ..... .. 0 1 3 89 3
3 4 0 0 1 8 ..... .. 01.1050
340019 ......... 01.0903
340020 ......... 0 1 2 2 7 3
340021 .......... 01.2286
3 4 0 0 2 2 ....... 01.0707
340023 ......... 01.2410
340024 ........ 01.2421 :
3 4 0 0 2 5 _____ 01.1648
340027 .......... 01.1522
340028 .......... 01.4274 •
3 4 0 0 3 0 ..........« 01.9430
340031 .......... 01.0932
340032 ......... 01 .2968:
3 4 0 0 3 4 .......... 01.2151 !
3 4 0 0 3 5 ......... 01.0925
340036 .......... «1.1886
3 4 0 0 3 7 .......... 01.2536
340038 .......... 01.2255
340039 ____ .. • 01.2798 i

340040 ........
340041 ____

01.7654 
01 2259

340042 ____ 01.1445
340044 ____ 01.0655
340045 ........ 00.9992
34O047 ...__ 01.8441
340048 ........ 01.2335
340049........ 00.6791
340050 ____ 01.1995
340051 ___ _ 01.1900
340052____ 01:0746
340053 ____ 01.5650
340054 ____ 01.0576
340095 ____ 01.2102
340060 ......... 01.1361
340061 ........ 01.6473
340063 ......... 01.0260
340064 ____ 01.1072
340065____ 01.2437
340067 ......... 01.1199
340068 ...... 01 2966
340069 ____ 01.7627
340070 ......... 01.2476
340071 ........ 01.0787
340072........ 01.0752
340073 ........ 01.3927
340075 ........ 01.1832
340080 ........ 01.0965
340084 ........ 01.0557
340085 ........ 01.2707
340087 ........ 01.1950
3 4 0 0 8 8 01 2190
340089 ........ 00.9514
340090 ........ 01.1344
340091 ......... < 01.6714
340093..... - 01.0543
340094..... - 01.361«
340096 ........ 01.1743
340097........ < 01.0329
340098 ........ 01.6391
340099 ......... - 01.1880
340100........ 00.9069
340101 ..... < 00.3956
340104..... - 009594
340105..... 013416
340106..... 01.1219
340107..... • 013241
340109...... < 01.3153
340111 ......... 01.1961
340112 ...... 01.9492
340113..... 013497
340114........ 01.4635
340115........ 01.4781
340110..... 01.8039
340119........ 01.2852
340120........ 01.0940
340121 ........ - 01.0442
340122 ........- 00.9954
340123........ 01.1463
340124 ........ 01.0855
340125........■ 01.4556
340126 ........ 01.3572
340127...... 01.2000
340129...... ■ 01.3028 >
340130...... 01.3873
340131 ........ 01 .3318 ’
340132...... 0 1 4 1 6 6
340183 .. . . . .  ; 01.1228

3 4 0 1 3 5 .......... 00.8679
3 4 0 1 3 6 .......... 00.9373
3 4 0 1 3 7 .......... 01.1745
3 4 0 1 3 8 .......... 01.1782
340141 .......... 01.5711
3 4 0 1 4 2 .......... 01.1885
3 4 0 1 4 3 .......... 01.3316
3 4 0 4 4 4 ....... 01 3129
3 4 0 1 4 5 _____ 01.3058
340146 . . .  . 01 0431
349147 _____ 01.2910
340148 _____ 01.4261
340151 ......... 01.1772
340153 ......... 01.8088
340154 .......... 00.8271
340155 ......... 01.4934
340156 ........ 00.8605
340158 ........ 01.1242
340159 ........ 01 .4506
3 4 0 1 6 0 _____ 01.0602
3 4 0 1 6 2 .......... 01.3085
3 4 0 1 6 4 _____ 01.3391
340166 _____ 01.4142
340168 .......... 00.5580
340898 .......... 00.0024
340899 _____ 00.8299
350001 _____ 01.0397
350002 _____ 01.7022
350003 .......... 01.1439
350004 ........ 01 .9044
350005 _____ 01.1972
350006 .......... 01 .3237
3 5 0 0 0 7 ..........« 01 .0583
3 5 0 0 0 8 .......... • 00.9790
350009 ..... 01 .1810
350010 .......... 01.0781
350011 .......... 01.7832
350012 .......... 01 .0574
3 5 0 0 1 3 ....... ■ 01.0814
350014 ..... .. .  > 01.0791
3 5 0 0 1 5 ..... ...• 01 .5344
350016 . . . . . . . 00.9438
350017 _____ • 01.3332
3 5 0 0 1 8 ..... .. - 01.0228
3 5 0 0 1 9 ..... .. 01.5401
350020 ........ 01.3209
350021 ........ 01.1082
3 5 0 0 2 3 ..... .. * 00.9288
3 5 0 0 2 4 ...... 01.0438
350025 ....... 00 .9913
3 5 0 0 2 7 ..... .. 00.9878
3 5 0 0 2 9 ...... 00:9542
350030 .......... 01 .0454
3 5 0 0 3 3 ..... .. 00.9567
3 5 0 0 3 4 ..... .. 00.9009
350035 ...... . 00 .9347
350036 ........ 00 .9277
350038 ..... .. . 01 .0516
350039 .......... 00 .9653
3 5 0 0 4 1 .......... 01.0079
3 5 0 0 4 2 ...... . 00 .9900
3 5 0 0 4 3 _____1 01 .5915
350044 .......... 00 .8474
3 5 0 0 4 7 ......... 01 .2464
350049  ..... .. .  • 01 .1328
350050  .......... 00 .9934
359051 .......... 00.9741
350053  _____ - 00 .9322

350058 ......... 01.0178
350060 ........ 00.9468
350061 ........ 00.9743
350063 ........ 00.8795
350064 ........ 00.7983
350065 ........ 00.9795
350066 ........ 00.8528
350898 ____ 00.8061
350899 ........ 00.8568
360001 ____ 01.2534
360002 ........ 01.1823
360003 ........ 01.6539
380006 ........ 01.7876
360007 ____ 01.1273
360008 ......... 01.2352
360009 ....__ 01.3393
360010 ____ 01.1763
360011 ____ 01.2571
360012 ......... 01.2595
360013 ......... 01.0783
360014____ 01.2130
360015____ 01.4871
360016____ 01.4893
380017____ 01.7169
360018 ___ _ 01.4584
360019 ........ 01.1941
360020 ........ 01.2954
360021 ........ 01.2256
360024 01.2390
360025 ........ 01.1888
360026 ........ 01.1311
360027 ........ 01.5505
360028 ........ 01:3271
360029 ........ 01.1186
360030 ........ 01.1530
360031 ........ 01.2536
360032 ........ 01.1513
360034 ........ 01.1439
360035 ........ 01.4568
360036 ........ 01.1944
360037.... . • 01.9975
360038.... .. - 01.5263
360039 ........ 01.2661
360040 .... .... ■ 01.3090
360041 .... . 01.3118
360042 ........ 01.0940
360044 ..... 01.0706
360045.... ... - 01.4303
360046....„.. 01.1307
360047.... .. ■ 01.0638
360048.... . 01.8010
360049.... .... ■ 01.2726
360050 ........ 01.1993
360051 ____ 01.4864
360052 ...__ * 01.6739
360054.... .... 01.3102
360055 ..... 012086
360056 ........ 01.2997
360057..... 00.9696
360058 ........ 01.1388
360059 ........ 01.5215
360062 ......... 01.6256
360063...... . 01.1168
360064 ........ 61.4693
360065 ____ 01.2504
3 6 0 0 6 6 ..... . 012613
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<UUWi7 01 0740 360142 00 9717 370005 V 00.9611 370099......... 01.1542 380020 ......... 01.3715
360068 ........ 01;5459 360143....... 01.2909 370006 ......... 01.2456 370100 ......... 01.0232 380021 ......... 01.2129

n i nn7n 360144 Ò1 2747 370007 , . 01.1946 370103 ......... 00.9117 380022 ......... 01.2118
A1 AQQQ sfinì ¿fi 01 5707 370008 01.4141 370105 ......... 01.9947 380023 ......... 01.2526

<»nn7i m aa*;ì> 360147 01.1791 370011 ......... 00.9766 370106 ......... 01.3715 380024 ......... 01.3452
m  1 Afifl sfinì dfi 01 1536 370012 ......... 00.8910 370108 ......... 01.1451 380025 ......... 01.2531
ni a m a SfinìdQ 011119 370013 01.6822 370110 ......... 00.9650 380026 ......... 01.3461uOUUr *r •••••••••
0*j 4 4 4 0 sfinì «in 01 2642 370014 ;........ 01.2877 370112......... 01.0130 380027 ......... 01.2294ODvvf'V ••••••••*

SfiAn7fi 01 2684 360151 01.3654 370015 ......... 01.1424 370113 ......... 01.1008 380029 ......... 01.1227
QAATIT7 01 4318 360152 01.4909 370016 ......... 01.3570 370114 ......... 01.6068 380031 ......... 00.9753
QAAA7P m  s s n n s f i n ì  f i s 01.1774 S 7 n n i7 00.9907 370117 ......... 01.4619 380033 ......... 01.6789
QAAHTQ 01 6767 360154 01.0857 370018 ......... 01.2298 370121 ......... 01.3348 380035........ 01.2271
QAAAAO 01 2041 s e n i  fi«; 01 2947 370019 ......... 01.2474 370122 ......... 01.1059 380036 ......... 01.0689
4AAAA1 01 3128 360156 01.1299 370020 ......... 01.2799 370123 ......... 01.1900 380037 ......... 01.2657

A1 9A A A s f i n ì  fiQ 01 1632 370021 ....... 00.9849 370125 ......... 01.0332 380038 ......... 01.2972
A1 9 A 9 9 s f i n i m 01 2233 370022 ......... 01.3024 370126 ......... 01.0470 380039 ......... 01.2975

QAAAAA 01 4918 360162 01.2459 370023 ......... 01.4091 370131 ....... 01.0631 380040 ......... 01.3569JUUVOH •••••••••
Q A nnflR m  f i f i f i f i 360163 01.7052 370025 ......... 01.3406 370133 ......... 01.0758 380042 ......... 01.0774
' iR /u v u t m  s s f iQ 360164 00.9391 370026 ......... 01.4199 370138 ......... 01.1593 380047........ 01.6180

m  S f i7 7 s r im  fifi 01 0792 370028 01.7214 370139 ......... 01.0297 380048 ......... 01.0548
m  ì  7 7  A A A A 1A A m  m Q R 370099 01 1887 370140 ......... 01.1081 380050 ......... 01.3194

a e n n fta m  h a t a 360169 01 0496 370030 ......... 01.2372 370141 ......... 01.4212 380051 ......... 01.4747
o e n n a n 01 2394 360170 01.1451 370032 ......... 01.3621 370146 ............ 01.0660 380052 ............ 01.2107
a A A fìO i 01 2692 360172 01 3984 370033 ............ 01.1174 370148 ............ 01.3338 380055 ............ 01.1838
QAAHQO 01 1437 360174 01 1942 370034 ............ 01.1482 370149 ............ 01.2283 380056 ......... 01.0961
< u n n m m  9 f l f i s 360175 01.1397 370035 ............ 01.4525 370153 ............ 01.1418 380060 ............ 01.3738
S fifin Q d 01 2371 360176 01.2204 370036 ............ 01.0052 370154 ............ 00.9639 380061 ......... 01.6329
SRnnQfi m 9fts.fi 360177 ... 01.2106 370037 ......... 01.5460 370156 ......... 01.0811 380062 ......... 00.9756
<wnnQR m innn 360178 01.2498 370038 ......... 01.0032 370157 ......... 00.9035 380063 ......... 01.2334
sfinnon m S79S 360179 01 2524 370039 ......... 01.2782 370158 ......... 01.1006 380064 ......... 01.3182
«ifinnoo m nfifin snm nn 02 2001 370040 ......... 01.0759 370159 ......... 01.2605 380065 ......... 00.9686
rifinirvi 01 2759 360184 00.8025 370041 ......... 01.0391 370161 ........ 01.2575 380066 ......... 01.2062
snnmi m fifins 3601fl.fi 01.2094 370042 ......... 00.8807 370163 ......... 00.8880 380068 ......... 00.9978
ifim no 01 2769 360186 01.1901 370043 ......... 01.0168 370165 ......... 01.1324 380069 ......... 01.2411
sfinìns 01 3282 360187 01.2880 370045 ......... 01.0092 370166 y ....... 01.1092 380070 ......... 01.0540
u m ili nn rqs7 sfinì flft 01 0681 370046 ......... 00.9333 370169 ......... 01.0395 380071 ......... 01.2572
um nfi 01 1125 360189 01.0250 370047 ......... 01.2195 370170 ......... 00.9783 380072 ......... 00.9225
360107 01 1391 360192 ......... 01.3144 370048 ......... 01.2188 370171 ......... 01.0136 380075 ......... 01.3931
u m n » m nosQ 360193 01.3230 370049 ......... 01.3436 370172 ......... 00.9019 380078 ......... 01.1569
rifinì no m n9Qfi 360194 01 1442 370051 ......... 00.9852 370173 ......... 01.2381 380081 ......... 01.1417
sanno m  fidQi srim Qfi 01 2173 370054 ......... 01.2764 370174 ......... 00.9734 380082 ......... 01.2589
rifinì in m 9Q1R 360197 01 1654 370056 ......... 01.4479 370176 ......... 01.2259 380083 ......... 01.1622
360114 01 0447 360200 ......... 01.1348 370057 ......... 01.1008 370177 ......... 00.9699 380084 ......... 01.2297
sani 1 fi 01 2431 360203 01.1274 370059 ......... 01.2336 370178 ......... 01.0015 380087 ......... 01.0743
rifinii f i m  n7fift 360204 01 2462 370060 ......... 01.0235 370179 ......... 00.9605 380088 ......... 00.9436
<ifinii e M  0 ( \79 SR0910 01 1554 370063 ......... 01.1827 370180 ......... 00.9839 380089 ......... 01.3093
rifinì io 01 2255 360211 01.1679 370064 ......... 01.0099 370183 ......... 01.1330 380090 ......... 01.3165
sfinion nn 7fidfi 360212 01 4509 t370065 ......... 01.0625 370186 ......... 00.9484 380091 ......... 01.1747
anni91 01 2717 Sfin913 01 1356 370069 ......... 01.1063 370189 ......... 00.9916 380094 ......... 01.0142
Sfinì99 m ssdfi 36091f t 01 2873 370071 ......... 01.0167 370190 ............ 01.0816 380898 ............ 00.8383
Sfinì9S m 1QQQ 360930 01 3400 370072 ............ 00.9499 370898 ............ 00.7870 380899 ............ 00.8276
360124 m  9nfi9 360931 01 0886 370076 ........ 01.1771 370899 ............ 00.7961 390001 ......... 01.2884
sfinì 9fi 01 0612 360939 01 0889 370077 ............ 01.1818 380001 ............ 01.3274 390002 ............ 01.2966
360126 m  91 sn 3609.34 01 2742 370078 ............ 01.5009 380002 ............ 01.1890 390003 ............ 01.1671
360127 01 0741 360936 01 1766 370079 ....... 00.9184 380003 ......... 01.1920 390004 ......... 01.2620
360128 m  nfiS9 360238 00 9128 370080 ......... 00.9571 380004 ......... *01.8633 390005 ......... 01.0247
360129 m m sfi S609SQ 01 1610 370082 ......... 00.9897 380005 ......... 01.1644 390006 ......... 01.7442
360130 01 1429 S609d0 00 5767 370083 ......... 00.9551 380006 ......... 01.2568 39Ò007 ......... 01.2196
360131 01 2181 360241 00 6038 370084 ......... 00.9760 380007 ............ 01.7372 390008 ............ 01.1831
360132 01 2239 360242 01 4433 370085 ............ 00.8630 380008 ............ 01.0578 390009 ............ 01.5841
360133 m  S.Q77 360243 00 9187 370086 ............ 01.2103 380009 ............ 01.6823 390010 ...... . 01.1516
360134 m  fisfid 00 7968 370089 ......... 01.3061 380010 ............ 01.1702 390011 ............ 01.1706
360135 01 1295 S609dfi 00 9883 370091 ............ 01.5841 380011 ............ 01.1552 390012 ............ 01.2238
360136 01 1278 360AQfl 00 8302 370092 ............ 01.0818 380013 ......... 01.2218 390013 ......... 01.2089
360137 m  fifi9fi SfiORQQ 00 8967 370093 ......... 01.7477 380014...... 01.3178 390014 ......... 00.6912
360139 01 0331 370001 01 6929 370094 ......... 01.4151 380017........ 01.8111 390015 ............ 01.0853
360140 m  nana S7nnn9 01 1927 370095 ....... 00.8996 380018 ......... 01.8943 390016 ......... 01.1722
360141 ......... 01.4347 370004 ......... 01.2491 370097 ......... 01.3036 380019 01.1193 390017 ......... 01.1894
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390018 ......... 01.2229 390097....... 01.3126 390176 . 01.1466 390899 66 6517 ¿166-̂ 9
390019 ......... 01.0880 390098 ......... 01.63% 390178 . 01.3076 ¿notini 01 2067 410013
390021 . 01.0174 390100 ......... 01.6719 390179 . 01.2890 600(109 01.2762 410898
390022 .»••••••• 01.3353 390101 . 01.2080 390180 . 01.3831 400003 ......... 01.2025 410899 .........
390023 ......... 01.1985 390102 . 01.2748 390181 . 01.0472 400004 ......... 01.1643 420002 . .
390024 . 00.7999 390103 . 01.1001 390183 ____ 01.0791 400005 ......... 01.0243 420004 ...
390025 . 00.7817 390104 . 01.0892 390184 . 01.1516 400006 .. 01 2732 470005
390026 . ••••••• 01.2453 390106 . 01.0005 390185 . 01.1270 400007 .. 01.1409 490006
390027 . 01.7938 390107 « 01.1912 390186 01 0966 ¿nonna m  o io n Aonnn7
390028 ......... 01.7686 390108 . 01.2603 390169 „ 01.0836 400009 .. 00 9809 470009

.... ..
390029 . 04.7668 3 9 0 1 0 9  :rv« 01.1855 390191 . 01.1329 400010 .. 00.9305 420010 .
390030 . ...... 01.1534 390110 . 01.4920 390192 . 01.1087 400011 .. 01.0389 420011 .
390031 . ...... 01.1575 390111 . 01.7279 390193 . ••••••• 01.1677 400012 .. 01.0234 420014 .
390032 . ....... 01.2000 390112 . 01.2045 390194 . 01.1058 400013 .. 01.0374 420015 -
390035 . ...... 01.2662 390113 . ••••••• 01.2120 390195 ..• •••••• 01.6457 4ÓGG14 .. 01.3062 420016 .
390036 . 01.2413 390114 . 01.6550 390196 ......... 01.2942 400015 .. are- 01.2514 420018 .
390037 . ...... 01.2224 390115 .. 01.2825 390197 .. 01.2804 400016 .. 01.2790 420019 .
390039 . 01.1195 390116 .. 01.1782 366168 01 2104 400017 61 6675 ¿96696
390040 ......... 00.9842 390117 .. 01.1770 390199 01 2728 400018 01 2488 420022

.......

390041 ......... 01.2490 390118 .. 01.1226 390200 ......... 01.0584 400019 . 01 5851 420023
390042 ......... ■01.2979 300110 01 3303 390201 01 2879 Anctn9 1 A1 AOf\noa
390043 ......... 01.0783 300191 01.1764 390203 ... 01 2512 400022 01 *2790 420027
390044 ......... 01.5588 390122...... 01.0405 390204 ......... 01 2489 400024 61 n5¿5 420028

*******
390045 ......... ■01.3466 390123 .... 01.2550 390205 01 2369 ¿66668 66 8688 A9CKÌ9Q

**"*’*’
390046 ......... 01.4505 390125 .. 01.1782 390206 ____ 01.3034 660697 01 1780 APÙCìfV)

*******
390047 .. 01.5017 390126 .. 01.1957 390209 .. 00.9264 40669R 01:0637 420031
390048 ......... 01.1341 390127 .. 01.1389 390211 .. 01.1453 400029 .. 01.6261 420032 ..
390049 .. 01.5619 390128 ..,imM * 01.1415 390213 .. 01.2185 400031 .. 01.1418 420033 ..
390050 .. 01.9721 390130 .. < 01.1102 390215 .. 01.1702 400032 .. 01.1386 ¿96635
390051 .. 02.1509 390131 .. 01.1812 390217 ......... 01.1478 400044 .. 01.2355 420036 ...
390052 .. 01.1570 390132 .. 01.1095 390219 .. 01.2328 400048 ......... 01.0630 420037 .........
390054 .. 01.1228 390133.. 01.5534 390220 .. 01.1308 400061 . 01 7720 420038
390055 .. ... ’ 01.7069 390135 .. 01.2334 390222 .. 01.2191 400079 ......... 01.1625 420039 .........
390056 .. 01.0779 390136 .. 01.2062 390223 .. 01.7069 660087 01 2492 ¿966A6
390057 .. ....... i 01.2678 390137 .. 01.1857 390224 .. 00.9321 400088.. 00.5448 420042 ..
390058 .. ....... 1 01.3227 390138 ..»•••••• ' 01.2120 390225.. 01.2157 400089 .. 00.9929 420043 ..
390059 .. ...... i 01.4308 390139 .. ■rrtr 1 01.4538 390226 .. 01.6426 400094 .. 00.9115 ¿9(VM*
390060 .. 01.1515 390142 .. 01.8964 390228 .. 01.2071 400098 ......... 01.1894 420048
390061 .. •••*•• 1 01.2359 390145 .. 01.1904 390229 .. 01.5015 400189......... 01.1721 420049 .........
390062 .. • ••«•• * 01.1546 390146 .. 01.1942 390231 .... 01.3381 400103 .. 01.4142 ¿90651
390063 .. 01.6826 390147 .. • ••••• 1 01.2126 390233 .. 01.2667 400104 .. 01.2555 420053 ..
390064 .. 01.4478 390148 .. 01.1482 390235 .. 01.0098 400105 .. 01.2890 420054 ..
390065 .. 01.1711 390149 .. ' 01.1829 390236 .. __f * 01.2628 400106 .. 01.1814 420055 ..
390066 .. __ « 01.2596 390150 .. 01.1652 390237 .. 01.4913 400109 _ 01.5198 420056
390067 .. ...... « 01.6240 390151 .. 1 01.2532 390238 .. 00.9107 400110 ... 01.1475 420057 ..
390068 .. ..... ' 01.2718 390152 .. 01.0519 390242 .. ...... ' 01.2019 400111 ... 01.1770 420059 ..
390069 .. 01.2372 390153 .. •••••• ’ 01.2105 390244 ... ...... 1 00.8953 400112 ... 01.2178 420061 ..
390070 .. 01.2202 390154 .. 01.1602 390P45 01 3455 400113 01 2818 ¿96669
390071 ......... 01.0503 390155 .... .. 01.2007 390246 ......... 01.1741 400114 01 0229 AOfìfìiHA
390072 ......... 00.9939 390156 ... 01.3511 390247 ......... 01 0536 400115 009724 ¿96685
390073 ....... 01.4896 390157 .. 01.1590 390249 01 1324 400117 01 2168 A9(Vìf%f%
390074 ......... 01.2036 390158 ......... 01.2851 390252 ....... 00 7841 ¿nnna 01 1674 420067

*******
390075 ......... 01.2669 390159......... 01.2717 390256 ......... 01.6995 400120 01 3176 ¿96688
390076 ......... 01.2445 390160 ......... 01.1782 390258 ......... 01.2963 400121 ... 01 1824 ¿96686
390078 ......... 01.0492 390161 ... 01.1592 390960 01 2779 ¿66199 66 Q973 ¿76676
390079 ... 01.6698 390162 ...•••••• * 01.2304 : 390261 ... 01.8888 400123 ... 01.1444 420071 ..
390080 ... 01.2048 390163 ... 01.1546 390969 01 7824 ¿nnp.Qfl 66 7d36 ¿96679
390081 ......... 01.2248 390164 ......... 02.1200 ; 390263 .... 01 4342 .¿66800 66 896Q

*V i-VV I £m * .
420073

******
390083......... 01.1717 : 390165 ......... 01.0984 390265 ......... 01.2701 1 01 3365 420074
390084 ... 01.1558 390166 ... 01.1098 390266 ... 01.1147 * 410002 ... 01.1414 420075..
390086 ... 01.1024 390167 ... 01.2431 1 390267 ... 01.2026 410004 ... 01.4388 420076 ...
390088 ... 01.3097 390168 ... 01.1555 390268 ... 01 2669 410005 61 3688 > ¿76678
390090 ... 01.7546: 390169 ... 01.25915 390270 ... 01.2954 410006 ... 01.2048; 420079 ...
390091 ... 01.1291 ' 390170 ......... » 01.6964 390272 ... 00.6037 ; 410007 ... 01.5823 420080 ...
390092 ... .... ■ 01.2187 ' 390171 ... 01.1137 390275 ... 00.5337 ’ 410008 ... 01.1556 420081 ...
390093 ... 1 01.2772' 390172 ... 01.1751 390277 ... ..... * 00.5607 410009 ... 01.3276 : 420082 ...
390095 ... .... < 01.2211 390173 ... 01.1175 390278 ... t-TTf 1 00.9215 : 410010 ... 01.0619 : 420083 ...
390096 ... 01.2319 390174 ... : 01.6169 390898 ... 01.0669 : 410011 ... 01.2057 ; 420084 ...

Case mix

01 .«547 
01.1794 
00.7956 
00.8315 
013531
02.0065 
01.0739 
01.4045 
01.5400 
01.2405 
01.0614 
011212 
01.0692 
01.3027 
012120 
01.0640 
01.1021 
012329 
00.9879 
01.3585 
010356 
01.3318 
01.1364 
01.8346 
012513 
01.0011 
00.9318 
01.1939 
00.7343 
012699 
01.1867 
012796 
01.1477 
012416 
01.0715 
012403 
01.1508 
01.1826 
01.1435 
01.5886 
01.0501 
012013 
01.0572 
01.1189 
01.1405 
009772 
012671 
01.4107 
01.0741 
01.3190 
00.9439 
01.1899 
012193 
01.0735 
01.3021 
01.3921 
01.0022 
01.2987 
00.9923 
01.0104 
01.1978 
01.6568 
01.5645 
01.3066 
00.8313 
01.3517 
01.1847 
00.7573
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420085 ____ 01.2910 430896____ 00.7854 440090_____
420086-......... 01.4245 430899____ 00:8466 440091 .........
420087 01.5452 440001 ____ 01.0375 440095.......
420088 ____ 01.2119 440002____ 01.5764 ! 440100____
420088____ 01.3398 440003_____ 01.1457 440102.........
420091 00:5469 440606 ......... 01.3594 440103_____
420092 ____ 01.0958 440007____ 01.0199 440104 ........
420898_____ 00:8629 44000»......... 0019806 | 440105.........
420898____ 00.8568 440009......... 01.0506 ¡44 01 00 ........
430004........ 01.1686 440010. . 00.9163 i 440410.........
430008...... 01.2119 440011 ____ • 01.2089 j 440111i .........
430007 ____ 01.1497 440012..___ . 01.3575 I 440114.........
430008____ 01.1876 440014____ ■ 00.9036 ¡44 01 16 ........
430009 01 0818 440015 _____ . 015553 : 440120.........
430010 ____ 01.1753 440016____ 00:9491 ¡440121____
430011 ____ 01.3122 440017____ 04,5104 ¡440125.........
430012 ____ 01.3044 | 440018 ...__ _ 01.3287 i 440128.........
430013 _____ . 01 2064 ! 440019......... < 01.4656 !440130 .........
430014 012715 : 440020......... ( 01.2209 I 440131 .........
430015____ 01.0944 j 440022......... 01.112» 440132 .........
430016 01.7346 '440023 * 01.0025 ! 440133.........
430017 ____ 01.1660 S 440024........ 01.3194 ¡440135.........
430010.......... 00:9681 :440025 ......... * 01.2327 j 440136.........
430022 ____ 00.9714 1440020____ 04.3084 1 440137.........
430023 ......... ■ 00.8868 440029......... 01.2350 f 440141;.........
430024 ......... 009961 I 440030......... 01.1285 j 440142.........
430025 ......... 01.0094 j 440031 „ 01.0384 i. 440143.........
430028......... 009432 1440032......... 00.9982 j 440144___ _
430027......... 01.7196 f 440033......... 01.0382 ;440145 .........
430028 01.0902 j 440034......... 01.4085 1440146.........
430029 ...___ 01.0270 1440035......... - 01.2405 ! 440147.........
430031 00.9322 440638......... 01.0482 ! 440148 .........
430033 01.0455 | 440039......... 01.6097 i 440149..........
430034...___ . 01.0333 1440040......... 00.8918 ! 440150.........
430038c 010386 446041 ........ 00.8547 i 440151.........
430037...... 00.9365 ¡440046......... 01.1870 440152 .........
AVKHft 01.0803 I 440047......... 00.8943 440153.........
430038......... 01.0525 | 440048...... . 01.6580 440154:........
430040 ........ 00.9282 440019 01.6456 440156.........
430041 ......... 009279 1440050 01.1484 i 440157........
430042 01 0154 1440051 00 9156 ¡440159
430043......... 0111896 1440052......... 01.2014 440160...__ _
430044 ......... 00.9675 440053...... 01.1612 440161.......
430047......... 01.1540 | 440054 ......... 01.0356 440166.....-..
43004»......... 01 1048 1 440056 01.0479 440168
430049 00.9792 ¡440057 00 9530 44017O.......
430051 ......... 01.0049 i 44005»— — ! 04.1739 440173.........
430054 00.9686' ■ 440059 01.1936 .440174.........
430066.. 00.8711 j 440060......... 04.2532 440175.......
430057 .— 00:9116 ! 440061 _____ 01.1797 4404:76.... - .. •
430060......... 01.0131 1440063...__ 04.4002 44017».____
430062 . .... 008260 ! 440064......... 01.0922 440180.........
430064......... 01.0730 440065...... 04.1891 440181.....—
430068.... . 00:9470 j 440067......... 01.179» 440182.____
4300RR 00.9801 >440068)......... 01.1546 440183s.........
430078......... 01.1732 440069...... 01.1342 440184_____
430076 00:9770 44007ft:,, ,, 00.9335 440185.......
430077____ 01.3883 440071 ...... 01.3369 440186.........
430078....__ 0019647 1440072’ ...... 01.3771 440187....:—
430080) 00 9018 440073 013117" 440189.........
430081 ...... 00.9407 440074' . 00.8573 440492.....—
430082'.____ 00.8662 440078.____ 04.0244 440193;.... —
430083....... 00.8822 440079....... ■ 00.8743 440194)..........
430084 00:9276 440081 ......... - 01.1306 440196.........
430085;____.... 00.9085 440082____ - 04.864» 440197'____
430086'...... 009407 410083;....... . 04.2186 440200.....—
430087 ......... 00.9943 440084....... ■ 01.2326 440203s____
430088'....... 00:9842 440087____ 0410419 440205_____

01.0426 j 440206.•••••••• 00.9142 ¡ 450098_____ 01.1101
01.4721 i 440398. - 00:7868 450099 ......... 01.2332
01.0350 i 440899. ► 00.8833 1450101 ____ 01.3997
01.0806 i 450002. 01.4432 !450102 _____ 01.6532
01.0238 [450004. 01.1202 ! 450104......... 01.2137
01,2305 450005 . 01.0991 i 450107____ 01.4906
016103 ¡450007. 01.3004 i 450108____ 01.0440
01.2811 450008 . 013167 ¡450109......... 01.0266
01.0848 [450010. - 01.2962 450110...___ 01.1676
01.0208
01.2696

450011 . < 01.6296 I 450111 ......... 01.2517
{450014. 01.0810 j 460112_____ 01.2600

01.0445 i 450015 . 01.4882 ; 450113____ 012810
01.0863 450016. . 01.6534 l 450115 ......... 01.0549
01.4619 I 450018 . 01.6282 i 45011»____ 01.4623
00.9853 j 450020 . 01.0779 [45 011 9 ......... 01.1912
01.4956 ! 450021 ......... 01.8184 ! 450121......... 01.4068
00:7516 { 450023.,MiMM 01.4141 j 450123 ......... 01.0743
01.1361
01.0785

I 450024 . . 01.4619 1450124......... 01.4723
450025 . 01.5122 | 45012»......... 01.3493

01.1069 I 450027. 01.2759 [ 450127 __ 00.9013
01.4578 j 450028. 01.3668 450128......... 01.1920
01.3880 f 450029. 01.4163 450130......... 01.4733
01.2834 i 450031.•••••••• 01.6165 [450131 ......... 012553
01.0377 ¡450032.•••••••• 01.2120 1 450132......... 01.4780
01.1460 ¡450033.••••••a« 01.6221 450133......... 01.4922
01.1555
04.0025

I 450034 . 01.5197
01.4968

450135 01.6346
[450035. 450137 ____ 01 406»

01.2306
01.0489
00.8712
00,8040
01.1094
041752
01.3087
01.2729

¡450037 450140 , 00.8573
1450039 . 01.2278 ! 450142......... 01.4017
450040 . 01.6005 ! 450143 ......... 01.0165
450042 . 
450043.

01.6202
01.4853

i 450144......... 01.1112
450145......... 00.9808

¡450044. 01.5588
01.3968

i 450146 ......... 01.0476
450046 . i 450147 01.3427
450047. 01.0487 i 450148......... 01.3368

01.5027
01.0877

1450050 . 01.1741
01.5905

; 450149 ......... 01.3820
i 450051. [450160 ......... 00:9532

00.7992 450052. 01.0865 ! 450151.....— 01.104»
01.5255 460053.•••••••• 01.1298 ¿450162......... 01.3943
01.0210
01.1890

450054. 01.6770
01.1360

450153......... 01.5609
450055. 46015#......... 01.1385

01.0076 450056 . 01.5899 45016».....— 01.0344
01.5790 450057.a . f f  a 01.4080 450167.....— 01.0387
01.3415
01.0257 450059.

01.5102
01.3761

450160.........
450162..____

00.9158
01.2527

01,3574
01.4771
00:9470
01.1814
01.2922
01.2446

450069.
46006»

— 01.4622
00.9770

450163 ..—
450164 ......

01.0370
00,9886

450064' 01.4714
01.0466

45016» . 0019948s
450065 . 
45006».

450166;......... 0019337
01.7256
01.1894

450169......... 0013846
450070 . 45Ö170____ 01.1076

01.1057
01.0434

450072.
450073).

01.1628
01.0470

45017»____
450178_____

01.3442
01.27641

00.9260 450074.aaaaawaa 01.3248 450177__ — 01.0785
01.4979 450076 .aaaaavaa 01.4411 450178____ Of.1038
01.2979
01.1928

450078.
450079

... # 00,9909
01.4864

450179 ... 00,8749
450181 ......... 00,9906

04.0925 450080. 01.2204 450184____ 01.4101
01.1384 450081 aaaaa«aa 01:1867 450185____ i 01.0400
01.4364 450082. 00:9925 450187,___ ... 01.2481
01.1229
01.2341
01.3239

450083.
450085

. 01,6379 
010819 

* 01.4170

450188) 01.0076
450190......... * 01.1932

450087.___ 450191 ____ « 01.1243
00.9506 450090 . . 01.1434 450192____ 01,1081
04.3316 450092.••••••••> 01.2225 450193..___ 02:1278
01.1914 450094 . 01.2718 450184____ * 0 f,160»
04.0210 450696 . ♦ 01.4014 45 01 95 .-.__ i 01.3266
00.9475 450097........ . 01.3950 450196.....a .. : 0113416
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450197...... 01.1656 450353 ......... 01.2027 450551 ......... 01.0528 450678 ......... 01.4895 450899 ......... 00.8574
450200 ......... 01.3767 450355 ......... 01.1403 450558 ......... 01.8078 450681 ......... 01.5900 460001 ......... 01.6735
450201 ......... 00.9812 450358 ......... 02.0119 ARfKRfl ......... 00.9966 450682 ......... 01.2451 460003 ......... 01.4719
450203 ......... 01.1950 450362 ......... 00.9220 ¿Kryifii ...... 01.5987 450683 ......... 01.3270 460004 ......... 01.7636
450209 ......... 01.4525 450365 ......... 00.8901 01.1744 450684 ......... 01.3010 460005 ......... 01.3031
450210 ......... 01.0771 450366 ......... 01.6534 450565 ......... 01.2845 450686 ......... 01.3875 460006 01 2416
450211 ......... 01.2420 450369 ......... 01.1059 450570 ......... 01.0566 450688 ......... 01.3209 460007 01.4484
450213 ......... 01.4250 450370 ......... 01.1520 450571 ......... 01.4712 450690 ......... 01.3459 460008 ......... 01.3069
450214 ......... 01.3460 450371 ......... 01.0868 450573 ......... 00.9928 450691 ......... 01.3509 460009 ......... 01.7757
450217 ......... 01.0969 450372 ......... 01.2892 450574 ......... 00.9570 450694 ......... 01.1652 460010 ......... 01.9775
450219 ......... 01.1409 450373 ......... 01.1951 450575 ......... 00.9503 450696 ......... 01.2510 460011 . 01 3854
450221 ......... 01.0616 450374 ......... 00.7756 450578 ......... 00.9856 450697 ......... 01.4011 460013 ......... 01.4878
450222 ......... 01.7149 450376 ......... 01.4361 450580 ......... 01.1285 450698 ......... 00.8967 460014 ......... 01 0513
450224 ......... 01.2976 450378 ......... 01.2578 450583 ......... 00.9739 450700 ......... 00.8980 460015 ......... 01.2383
450229 ......... 01.3784 450379 ......... 01.5615 450584 ......... 01.2047 450702 ......... 01.3461 460016 ......... 0Ò9217
450231 ......... 01.5761 450381 ......... 00.8876 450586 ......... 01.0826 450703 ......... 01.4287 460017 ......... 01.3428
450233 ......... 01.0463 450388 ......... 01.6776 450587 ......... 01.3004 450704 ......... 01.3127 460018 ......... 00.9454
450234 ......... 00.9726 450389 ......... 01.1956 450591 ......... 01.1346 450705 ......... 00.7704 460019 ......... 00 9629
450235 ......... 00.9663 450393 ......... 01.2869 450596 ......... 01.3166 450706 ......... 01.1892 460020 ......... 01 0292
450236 ......... 01.1588 450395 ......... 01.0741 450597 ......... 01.0628 450709 ......... 01.2079 460021 ... 01.3830
450237 ......... 01.5721 450399...... 00.9583 450603 ......... 00.8758 450711 ......... 01.6957 460022 ......... 00.9368
450239 ......... 01.2409 450400 .... 01.0551 450604 ......... 01.2670 450712 ......... 00.7958 460023 ... 01 1350
450241 ......... 00.8583 450403 ......... 01.2856 450605 ......... 01.3016 450713 ......... 01.2913 460024 00 9811
450243 ......... 00.9012 450410.....• 01.0824 450607 ......... 00.9119 450715 ......... 01.3294 460025 ......... 00.7888
450246 ......... 01.0473 450411 ......... 00.9768 450609 ......... 00.8804 450716 ......... 01.2280 460026 ......... 00.9522
450249 ......... 00.8981 450417 ......... 01.0759 450610........ 01.4441 450717 ......... 01.2473 460027 ...... 00.9711
450253 ......... 01.1033 450418 ......... 01.4423 450614 ......... 01.1103 450718 ......... 01.1775 460029 ......... 01.1056
450258 ......... 01.1295 450419 ......... 01.2166 450615 ......... 00.9720 450723 ......... 01.2534 460030 ......... 01.1223
450259 ......... 01.1554 450422 ......... 00.7248 450617 ......... 01.3733 450724 ......... 01.1765 460032 ......... 00.9693
450264 ......... 00.8332 450423 ......... 01.2789 450620...... 01.1703 450725 ......... 01.0347 460033 ......... 01.0375
450269 ......... 00.9850 450424 ......... 01.2849 450623 ......... 01.1475 450726 ......... 00.8494 460035 ......... 00.8764
450270 ......... 01.1513 450429 ......... 00.9090 450626 ......... 00.9764 450727 ......... 00.9181 460036 ......... 01.0078
450271 ......... 01.1454 450431 ......... 01.5705 450628 ......... 00.9725 450728 ......... 00.8566 460037 ......... 00.9720
450272 ......... 01.2949 450438 .......... 01.0012 450630 ......... 01.5689 450729 ......... 01.0332 460039 ......... 00.8843
450276 ......... 01.0316 450446 ......... 00.8950 450631 ......... 01.6490 450730 ......... 01.3675 460041 ......... 01.2418
450278 ......... 01.0661 450447......... 01.2528 450632...... 00.9990 450732 ......... 01.1367 460042 ......... 01.4527
450280 ......... 01.2697 450450 ......... 01.0045 450633 ......... 01.5143 450733 ......... 01.3759 460043 ......... 01.6470
450283 ......... 01.0162 450451 ......... 01.0333 450634 ......... 01.3828 450734 ......... 01.2183 460044 ......... 01.1736
450286 ......... 01.0437 450457 01.6539 450637 ......... 01.3192 450735 ......... 00.8396 460046 ......... 01.6223
450288 ......... 01.1887 450460 ......... 01.0207 450638 ......... 01.4524 450742 ......... 01.2571 460047 ...... 01.6782
450289 ......... 01.3610 450462 ......... 01.7202 450639 ......... 01.5463 450743 ......... 01.3522 460049 ......... 02.0970
450292 ........ 01.2724 450464 ......... 00.9699 450641 ......... 00.9309 450745 ......... 00.9319 460898 ......... 00.7956
450293 ......... 01.0348 450465 ......... 01.2114 450643 ......... 01.1272 450746 ......... 00.8605 460899 ......... 00.8299
450296 ......... 01.2140 450467 ......... 01.0246 450644 ......... 01.6626 450747...... 01.2985 470001 ......... 01.1473
450297 ......... 01.0456 450469 ......... 01.2376 450646 ......... 01.5649 450749 ......... 01.0704 470003 ......... 01.9465
450299 ......... 01.3424 450473 ......... 01.1206 450647 ......... 01.9196 450750 ......... 01.0195 470004 ......... 01.0515
450303 ......... 00.9316 450475 ......... 01.1437 450648 ......... 01.0951 450751 ......... 01.1697 470005 ......... 01.2251
450306 ......... 01.0047 450484 ......... 01.5403 450649 ......... 01.0285 450754 ......... 00.9348 470006 ......... 01.1808
450307 ......... 01.1066 450488 ......... 01.2257 450651 ......... 01.9084 450755 ......... 01.0689 470008 ......... 01.1580
450309 ......... 01.0272 450489 ......... 01.0301 450652...... 00.9396 450757 ......... 00.9415 470010 ......... 01.0586
450315 ......... 01.2144 450497 ......... 01.1558 450653 01.3471 450758 ......... 01.8121 470011 ......... 01.2368
450320......... 01.3125 450498 ......... 00.9930 450654 ......... 00.9660 450759 ......... 01.0510 470012 ......... 01.2403
450321 ......... 00.8001 450508...... 01.4382 450656 ......... 01.3679 450760 ......... 01.1575 470013 ......... 01.1382
450322 ......... 00.9636 450514 ......... 01.1062 450658 ......... 00.9752 450761 ......... 01.0542 470015 ......... 01.2499
450324 ......... 01.5206 450517 00.9731 450659 ......... 01.4577 450763 ......... 01.0749 470018 ......... 01.1680
450325 ........ 01.1968 450518 01.3150 450660 ......... 01.6676 450765 ......... 01.0577 470020 ......... 00.9978
450327 ......... 01.0394 450523 01.5970 450661 ......... 01.1988 450766 ......... 01.6749 470023 ......... 01.2061
450330 ......... 01.1114 450530 ......... 01.2979 450662 ......... 01.3698 450768 ......... 01.1035 470024 ......... 01.1033
450334 ......... 01.0556 450534 ......... 00.9871 AnnfiRZ 01.0241 450769 ......... 00.9400 490001 ......... 01.0797
450337 ......... 01.1329 450535 ......... 01.2339 450666 ......... 01.2497 450770 ......... 01.0568 490002 ......... 01.0695
450340 ......... 01.3477 7 01.3542 dfinfifift , 01.5758 450771 ......... 01.4336 490003 ......... 00.6320
450341 ......... 00.9829 450538 ......... 01.1629 450669 ......... 01.2851 450775 ......... 01.2567 490004 ......... 01.2387
450346 ......... 01.3132 450539 ......... 01.1476 450670 ....... 01.2810 450776 ......... 00.9218 490005 ......... 01.4484
450347 ......... 01.1759 450544 ......... 01.2656 450672 ......... 01.6188 450777 ......... 00.9251 490006 ......... 01.1253
450348 ......... 00.9955 450545 ......... 01.1075 450673 ......... 01.0416 450778 ......... 00.9503 490007 ......... 01.9942
450349 ......... 01.1709 450546 ......... 01.3436 450674 ......... 00.8683 450779 ......... 01.3022 490008 ......... 01.2137
450351 ......... 01.2881 450547 ......... 00.9623 450675 ......... 01.3833 450781 ......... 01.1594 490009 ......... 01.6347
450352 ......... 01.2172 450550 ......... 01.0995 450677 ......... 01.2639 450898 ......... 00.8237 490010 ......... 01.1456
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490011 ____ 01.3461 490108......... 00:8690 500001....... 01.0524 510023......... 01065« 526031 ____ 01103«
4onat9 010344 498109 00 8882 50QG82 00.9785 510024......... 01.3903 520039......... 011936
Aanmrï I4g2 490110 012467 500064 ......... ; 01.5256 510025 ......... 00:9626 520083*......... 01.2079
à/a tiM A 04’6836 490111 01.1694 500065......... 012163 510026......... 00.9815 1520034......... 012054
¿annts 01.4541 4901-12.... .... i 01.5277 506066......... 01.0045 510027____ 01.0158 «520035......... 01226«
49064? 913085 490113 012975 500966......... 01.0513 510028 ____ 011423 52003W ......... 010045
490043 ......... 0411039 480114....... * 01.0763 500071 ......... 01.3313 516029......... 012987 ; 5 2 s o m _____ 0112519
490619 ....... 011088 490145 01.2314 590072»......... 01.1974 510030......... 011157 | 520039......... 01035?
¿onnon g t 1004 490416 01 1644 500073......... 009908 510031 ......... 013225 i 520640 ......... 01.3748
490021 044233 4gQ.l11? ......... 01.1327 500074 ......... 011497 510033«......... ■ 012749 j 520041 ......... 01.1079
490622 ......... 04.2401 49011 6 ......... 01.6983 500075 ......... 012217 510035......... 010320 520040__ ... < 011205
490023 91.2133 490116......... , 013609 500076 ......... 01.2654 510036'......... 010604 i 520044......... 013591
¿00094 046752 490120 01 3010 500077......... 012515 5100381......... 010525 ¡520045)......... 016903
490027 ____ 01.0363 490122 ____ 01.1920 500078 ......... 01.2345 1510039......... 01.3294 1520047......... 0101-16
Aonnofc fTt 2R34' • 4901253 ! 01 1735 500079 . 012261 '51 004 0 ......... ! 01.0143. 520048......... = Q1.3966
490030......... f 01.3272’ ' 490124......... 1 OÎ. 1442 ?500080......... ' 00.8334 *510043......... * 00.9906 '520048____ ( 019151
490031 ____ 01.0224 490126 ......... 01.2140 500084 ......... 01.1023 510046 ......... 01.2254 520051 ......... 02.0240
490032 ......... 01.6846 490127 ......... 01.0528 500085 ......... 01.0423 510047 ____ 01.1479 520053____. 010284
490033^ 01 1602 490129.......... - 00.8523 s 500086......... i 01,3638 510048 .......... » 01.1371 i 526054......... . 011160
490035; OFt 03836 490130......... 0111769 * 500083 ......... I  013056 . 510050......... ! 01.2384 ,520050 ____ , 01.2938
4900$? ’ 01 1755 490131... 009533 ! 500089......... 00.9561 1510053......... 1 00.9757 520057 ........ 1 011794
490038.......... I 01t2324i 490898 ......... 00.8559 500090......... I 00.9159 1510055......... 01.1894 1520058......... 010811
490040 ......... 01.4061 490899 ......... 00.8561 500092 ......... 01.0742 5.10058......... 01,1864 520068......... ■ 011979
490041 01.1836 500001 ......... 01.2654 500094 .......... 00.9119 ,51 005 9 ......... 01.1667 (520060......... 1 012278
490042 n i pfiAn 500002 01 4624 500096 .. i 01.0007 510060 ...;.... l 01.1568 520062......... 012096
¿onnao ? 012185) j500003 | 01.2528 500097......... 01.2205. j 510061 ......... 01.0343 ¡520063— ..." 1 01.1724
490044 1 01 2540 ’ 506065 01 7054 ROOOOR 0019184 510062 ......... 01.1905 f 520064......... ; 01.5477
490046......... • 0111670' 50000? ......... • 01.3054 500101____ 00:9131 510063 ......... ! 01.0791 152Ô068......... f 012738’
490046 ......... 01.3858 500006......... 01.8513 500102 ......... 00.96485 510065......... 01.0039 ì 520068 ......... 00.9968
490047 ......... 01.1058 500009......... 01.2967 500104......... 01.1794 510066......... i 01.1330’ j 520069____ 011737
400040 01 4563 500011 .. 012536 500106.......... 01.0805 : 510067......:.. 01.1981 1520070......... 013710
490050 ~ 01 3431 500012 ......... 01.4992 500107 ......... 011309 J 510068......... 01.1032 520071 ...... i 011515
4000*19 01 4815 500014 01 7253 500108 ... 010503 | 510070 ......... 01.1833 I 520074 ......... 0110798
400053 , Q-f 2446 500015- 01 2896 500110 ......... 012168 510071 : i 01,2490 ¡520075. r n jv m
490054 ......... 01.0445 500016.......... 01.3370 500118 ......... . 011967 510072 ......... 01.0552 ¡520076.......... 011402
490057 ^ 01 4349 500019 01.2299 800119 ......... 012997 510076......... 00.9549 | 520077 ......... i 00.9982
490059 01 4570 500021... 01.4669 8nni9ì> 012802 t 510077____ : 01.1876 520078 ......... 0141,14
490060 .. 01.0508 500023......... 01.2623 | 500123 ......... 01.0015, 1510080......... 01.0420 1520082 ....__ 012748
490063 01 6192 RnnfEM 01,5426 500124......... 012657 510081 ......... 01.0109 520083......... 01.5731
490066 01 2154 500025 01 8595 ì 800198 00.9956 i 510682......... 00.9711 520084.....«... , 01.0780-
490067 ......... Ot.2419 • 500026’ ......... ? 01.3513 I 500127 ......... 00.9825 l 510084 ......... ; 00,9994 520087........ 01.5493
490069 ......... 01.3763 500027......... 01.5636 i 500129......... 01.6821 510085......... 01.2936 520088.......... 012323
490071 0 t 4376- 500026 : 01.0150 ! 500132 ......... 00.9084 1510686 ......... 01.1017 520089 .......... ! 01.5458
490073 01 3847 500026 01 0282 ì 500134 ......... 00.6687 ■520002 ......... 01.2630 520090____ ' 01.1765
490074 01 3503 500030 01 3145 [500135 01.0874 *520603 ......... 01.1233 ¡520091......... 012450
490075 ... 01 2967 1500031 ......... 01.2673 | 500137 ......... 00.8110- ? 520004......... 01.2461 520092.____ 01.1591
490077 01 1944 500033 01,2133 I 500138 ......... 05.7356 ! 520006..... 01.0773 520094......... fc 01.1585
490079 ^ 01 2724 500035 -. .. 01 4986 | 500139 ......... 013487 ‘ 520007 ......... 010853 520095 ......... 1 01.3975
490083 00 7042 500036 01 2627 | 500140 ......... 01.2302. Î 520008......... 013619» 520098......... ! 01.4615
490084 01 1032 * 500037 .. 01.2283 1500141 ......... 012480 520009 ......... 01:5789 520097....... 013303
490085 . t 01,1552 500039 ......... ì 01.3147 I 800149 , 00.6284 520010 ......... 01.1080 520098 .......... 1 017557
490088 01 1437 500044» 01.2158 | 500898 ......... 00.8024 520011 ......... 01.1672 520100 ......... 012501
490089 01 0975» 500042 3 01 3302 ! 500899 ......... 00.8443 520012 ____ 00.97065 520.104---------- 011370
490090 01 2096 500043 01 2098 ¡510001 ......... 016282 ! 520013 ........ 01.3292 1520102......... 011927
490091 .. 01 1654 500044) i 01 8679 ! 510002 ......... 012818 520014......... 01.1163 i 520103......... i 01.3362
490092 ... 01 2096 500045 01 1746 j 510004 ....... 00.9496 "520015 .......... 011628 j 520107__ _ 01.2514
490093 ......... 01 2688, 50604* 00.9045 ¡510005 ......... 00.9537 520016......... 01.0807 ¡520109 ......... * 010184
490094 ... 01 1382 500049 01 1911 ¡510006 ......... 01.2549 }520017......... 01.2058 ¡520110 .......... 01.0592
490095 ....... 01 2520 560050 . . 01.3135 ¡510007 ..-....... 014175 520018 ......... 01.0251 ¡520111 ____ t 0110241
490697 01,0375 500051 .. 01.6129 ¡510008 ......... 01.0871 1520019 .....__ 013034 520112......... i 0114811
490098 ......... 01.3140 «mnnsff 1 01.2216 j 510009 ......... 01.0605 ! 520021 ......... 01.2243 1520113 .......... 011873
490099 ......... 00 9549 500053 01 2756 ¡510012 ......... 010181 1520024 .......... 011064 1520114 ......... « 010718
490100 ......... 01.3416 503054.......... 01.8769 ¡510013 ......... 011288« 1520025 ......... 01.0907 «520115......... ; 01.2402
490101 ......... 01 1334 500055 01 1095 ¡510015 ......... 00.9567 ; 520026 ......... 01.0478 520116......... j 012315
490104 ..... 00 9354 500057 i 01 3255 ¡510016 01 0697' Î 5200P7 ...... o in a a S 520117........ ' 010871
490105 00 7256 500056 Ó1 4697 ¡510018 ......... 01.0555« I 520028 ......... ' 013970 520T18 ......... Ô0.9620
490106 ......... < 00 8678 ’ 500059 ì 01.1046 ¡810090 01.0862 520029 ......... 00,9510. 520120 .......... ! 01.0568
490107 ......... 01.2010 500080«......... \ 01.3017 ¡510022 .......... 1 01.6564 \ 520030 ......... 015748 520121"......... 1 00.9919
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Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix Provider Case mix

520122 ......
520123 ..........
520124 ..........

01.0130
01.0173
01.1117

520144 ..........
520145 .........
520146 ......

01.0364
01.0112
01.1620

520161 .........
520170 .........
520171 ..........

01.0330
01.2579
00.9793

530003 .........
530004 .........
530005 ..........

00.8796
00.9320
01.1532

530017 ..........
530018 .........
530019 .....

00.9848
00.9947
00.9900

520130 .......... 00.9745 520148 ......... 01.0927 5 2 0 1 7 3 ......... 01.1033 530006 .......... 01.1493 530022 ......... 01.0950
520131 .......... 01.0552 520149 ......... 01.0520 520174 ......... 01.4214 530007 .......... 01.0519 530023 ......... 00.8916
520132 .......... 01.1941 520151 ......... 01.0856 520176 .......... 00.8365 530008 .......... 01.2328 530024 ......... 01.0250
520134 .......... 01.0987 520152 .......... 01.1365 520177 ......... 01.4778 530009 .......... 01.0236 530025 ......... 01.2723
520135 .......... 00.9722 520153 ......... 01.0085 520178 ......... 01.1582 530010 .......... 01.2737 530026 ......... 01.0529
520136 .......... 01.4972 520154 .......... 01.1165 520180 .......... 00.7304 530011 .......... 01.1401 530027 ......... 00.9495
520138 .......... 01.8587 520156 ......... 01.0321 520898 ......... 00.7870 530012 ......... 01.5951 530029 ......... 00.9014
520139 .......... 01.2485 520157 ......... 01.0779 520899 .......... 00.8299 530014 01.2190

01.1436
530031 00.9405

01.2902520140 .......... 01.4834 ' 520159 ...... . 00.8579 530001 ......... 01.4040 530015 ...... 530032 .........
520141 ..........
520142 ..........

01.1483
00.9572

520160 ......... 01.7555 530002 ......... 01.2218 530016 ......... 01.1974 530898 ......... 00.8089

Note: Case mix indexes do not include discharges from PPS-exempt units. Case mix indexes include cases received in HCFA central office 
through June 1993.

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Abilene, T X ........................ 0.8830 0.9183
Taylor, TX

Aguadilla, PR .................... 0.5525 0.6661
Aguada, PR 
Aguadilla, PR 
Moca, PR

Akron, OH ........................ 0.8122 0.8672
Portage, OH 
Summit, OH

Albany, G A ........................ 0.8493 0.8942
Dougherty, GA 
Lee, GA

Albany-Schenectady-T roy, 
N Y ................................... 0.9033 0.9327
Albany, NY 
Montgomery, NY 
Rensselaer, NY 
Saratoga, NY 
Schenectady, NY 
Schoharie, NY 

Albuquerque, N M ............. 0.9861 0.9905
Bernalillo, NM 
Sandoval, NM 
Valencia, NM

Alexandria, L A ................... 0.9130 0.9396
Rapides, LA

Allentown-Be thlehem-Eas- 
ton, P A ........................... 0.9973 0.9982
Carbon, PA 
Lehigh, PA 
Northampton, PA 

Altoona, P A ....................... 0.9342 0.9545
Blair, PA

Amarillo, T X ....................... 0.8667 0.9067
Potter, TX 
Randall, TX 

Anchorage, A K ........... 1.2201 1.1459
Anchorage, AK 

Ann Arbor, M l.................... 1.2539 1.1676
Lenawee, Ml 
Livingston, Ml 
Washtenaw, Ml 

Anniston, A L ...................... 0.7998 0.8581

Table 4a —Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Calhoun, AL 
Appleton-Oshkosh- 

Neenah, W l.................... 0.8743 0.9121
Calumet, Wl 
Outagamie, Wl 
Winnebago, Wl 

Arecibo, P R ....................... 0.3705 0.5066
Arecibo, PR 
Camuy, PR 
Hatillo, PR

Asheville, N C ..................... 0.9175 0.9427
Buncombe, NC 
Madison, NC

Athens, G A ........................ 0.8324 0.8819
Clarke, GA 
Madison, GA 
Oconee, GA

‘ Atlanta, GA ...................... 0.9402 0.9587
Barrow, GA 
Bartow, GA
Carroll, GA 
Cherokee, GA 
Clayton, GA 
Cobb, GA 
Coweta, GA 
DeKalb, GA 
Douglas, GA 
Fayette, GA 
Forsyth, GA 
Fulton, GA 
Gwinnett, GA 
Henry, GA 
Newton, GA 
Paulding, GA 
Pickens, GA 
Rockdale, GA
Spalding, GA
Walton, GA

Atlantic City-Cape May,
NJ ................................... 1.0584 1.0396
Atlantic C ity , NJ 
Cape May, NJ 

Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC .... 0.8899 0.9232

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Columbia, GA 
McDuffie, GA 
Richmond, GA 
Aiken, SC 
Edgefield, SC 

Austin-San Marcos, TX .... 0.9209 0.9451
Bastrop, TX 
Caldwell, TX 
Hays, TX 
Travis, TX 
W illiamson, TX 

Bakersfield, CA .... ........... 1.0857 1.0579
Kem, CA

‘ Baltimore, M D ................. 1.0036 1.0025
Anne Arundel, MD 
Baltimore, MD 
Baltimore City, MD 
Carroll, MD 
Harford, MD 
Howard, MD 
Queen Annes, MD 

Bangor, ME ....................... 0.9191 0.9439
Penobscot

Ba instable-Yarmouth, MA 1.3351 1.2189
Barnstable, MA 

Baton Rouge, LA ............... 0.8659 0.9061
Ascension, LA 
East Baton Rouge, LA 
Livingston, LA 
West Baton Rouge, LA 

Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 0.8934 0.9257
Hardin, TX 
Jefferson, TX 
Orange, TX

Bellingham, W A ................ 1.1147 1.0772
Whatcom, WA 

Benton Harbor, M l............ 0.7923 0.8526
Berrien, Ml

‘ Bergen-Passaic, N J ........ 1.1331 1.0893
Bergen, NJ 
Passaic, NJ

Billings, M T ........................ 0.8992 0.9298
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Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)

Yellowstone, MT 
Biloxi-Gulfport-

Pascagoula, MS .........
Hancock, MS 
Harrison, MS 
Jackson, MS

Binghamton, NY ..........
Broome, NY 
Tioga, NY

Birmingham, A L ...........
Blount, AL 
Jefferson, AL 
St. Clair, AL 
Shelby, AL

Bismarck, N D ................. .
Burleigh, ND 
Morton, ND

Bloomington, IN ................
Monroe, IN

Bloomington-Normal, IL ... 
McLean, IL

Boise City, ID ........... ........
Ada, ID 
Canyon, ID

•Boston-Brockton-Nashua,
MA-NH ...........................
Bristol, MA 
Essex, MA 
Middlesex, MA 
Norfolk, MA 
Plymouth, MA 
Suffolk, MA 
Worcester, MA 
Hillsborough, NH 
Merrimack, NH 
Rockingham, NH 
Strafford. NH

Bouider-Longmont, CO .... 
Boulder, CO

Brazoria, T X .....................
Brazoria, TX

Bremerton, W A ..............
Kitsap, WA

Brownsville-Harlingen-San
Benito, T X ......................
Cameron, TX 

Bryan-CoHege Station, TX 
Brazos, TX

•Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 
Erie, NY 
Niagara, NY

Burlington, VT ............. ....
Chittenden, VT 
Franklin, VT 
Grand Isle, VT 

Caguas, PR .....................
Caguas, PR 
Cayey, PR 
Cidra, PR 
Gurabo, PR 
San Lorenzo, PR

Canton-Massillon, O H .....
Carroll, OH 
Stark, OH

Casper, WY ......................
Natrona, WY 

Cedar Rapids, IA ........

Wage
index

0.8056

0.9098

0.9006

0.8759

0.8525

0.8566

0.8883

1.1503

0.8197

0.8655

0.9529

0.8479

0.9054

0.9117

0.9458

0.5039

0.8718

0.8408

0.8475

GAF

0.8624

0.9373

0.9308

0.9133

0.8965

0.8994

0.9221

1.1006

0.8727

0.9058

0.9675

0.8932

0.9342

0.9387

0.9626

0.6254

0.9103

0.8880

0.8929

TABLE 4A .— W AGE INDEX AND CAPITAL 
G e o g r a p h ic  A d ju s t m e n t  F a c t o r  
(GAF) f o r  U r b a n  A r e a s — Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)

Linn, IA
Champaign-Urbana, IL .....

Champaign, IL 
Charleston-North Charles

ton, S C ........ ...................
Berkeley, SC 
Charleston, SC  
Dorchester, SC

Charleston, W V ...........
Kanawha, W V 
Putnam, WV 

*Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock
Hill, N C -S C ........... .......
Cabarrus, NC 
Gaston, NC 
Lincoln, NC 
Mecklenburg, NC 
Rowan, NC 
Union, NC 
York, SC

Charlottesville, V A ......
Albemarle, VA 
Charlottesville City, VA 
Fluvanna, VA 
Greene, VA 

Chattanooga, TN-GA ......
Catoosa, GA 
Dade, GA 
Walker, GA 
Hamilton, TN  
Marion, TN

Cheyenne, W Y .................
Laramie, W Y

•Chicago, IL ................ ......
Cook, IL 
De Kalb, IL 
Du Page, IL 
Grundy, IL 
Kane, IL 
Kendall, IL 
Lake, IL 
McHenry, IL 
W ill, IL

Ghico-Paradise, C A ........
Butte, CA

•Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN .... 
Dearborn, IN 
Ohio, IN 
Boone, KY 
Campbell, KY 
Gallatin, KY 
Grant, KY 
Kenton, KY 
Pendleton, KY 
Brown, OH 
Clermont, OH 
Hamilton, OH 
W arren, OH 

Clarksville-Hopkinsville„
TN-KY ............................
Christian, KY 
Montgomery, TN  

•Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, 
OH .............................. .

Wage
index

0.8720

0.8947

0.8786

0.9648

0.9477

0.9088

0.7538

1.0593

1.0071

0.9548

0.6826

0.9817

GAF

0.9105

0.9266

0.9152

0.9758

0.9639

0.9366

0.8240

1.0402

1.0049

0.9688

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)

0.7699

0.9874

A sh tab u la , O H  
C u yah o g a, O H  
G e a u g a , O H  
L a k e , O H  
L o ra in , O H  
M e d in a , O H

C o lo rad o  S p rin g s , C O  .... 
E l P a s o , C O

C o lu m b ia , M O ..............
B oon e, M O

C o lu m b ia , S C ....................
Lexing ton , S C  
R ich lan d , S C

C o lum bus, G A -A L ...........
R u sse ll, A L  
C h attan o o ch ee , G A  
H arris , G A  
M u sco g ee , G A

•C o lu m b u s, O H  * ...............
Delaware, OH 
Fairfield, OH 
Franklin, OH 
Licking, OH 
Madison, OH 
Pickaway, OH

C orpus C h ris ti, T X  .........
Nueces, TX 
San Patricio, TX 

Cumberland, MD-WV .... 
Allegany, MD 
Mineral, WV

•D a lla s , T X ............ ........... .
C o llin , T X  
D alla s , T X  
D en to n , T X  
E llis , T X  
H en d erso n , T X  
H u n t, T X  
K au fm an , T X  
R o ckw all, T X

Danville, V A ..................
D an ville  C ity , V A  
P itts y lv a n ia , V A  

D aven p o rt-R o ck  Is la n d -
M o lin e , IA -IL  .................
S c o tt, IA  
H en ry , IL  
R ock Is la n d , IL  

D ayto n -S p rin g fie ld , O H  
C la rk , O H  
G re e n e , O H  
M iam i, O H  
M on tgom ery, O H

D ayto n a  B each , F L .......
R a g le r, FL  
V o lu s ia , FL

D ec a tu r, A L .......................
L aw ren ce , A L  
M o rg an , A L

D ec a tu r, IL  ........... ....... .....
M aco n , IL

•Denver, C O .......... .

Wage
index

0.9464

0.9312

0.8851

0.7562

0.9902

0.8334

0.8103

0.9649

0.7881

0.8300

0.9424

0.8826

0.7995

0.8011

1.0935

GAF

0.9630

0.9524

0.9198

0.8258

0.9933

0.8827

0.8658

0.9758

0.8495

0.8802

0.9602

0.9180

0.8579

0.8591

1.0631
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Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Adams, CO 
Arapahoe, CO 
Denver, CO 
Douglas, CO 
Jefferson, CO 

Des Moines, IA ...»............ 0.8676 0.9073
Dallas, 1A 
Polk, IA 
Warren, IA

•Detroit, Ml ........................ 1.0790 1.0534
Lapeer, Ml 
Macomb, Mi 
Monroe, Ml 
Oakland, Ml 
St. Clair, Ml 
Wayne, Ml

Dothan, AL .................... .... 0.7793 0.8430
Dale, AL 
Houston, AL

Dover, D E........................... 0.8728 0.9110
Kent, DE

Dubuque, IA ...................... 0.8324 0.8819
Dubuque, IA

Duluth-Superior, MN-WI ... 0.9166 0.9421
St. Louis, MN 
Douglas, Wl

Dutchess County, N Y....... 1.0623 1.0423
Dutchess, NY 

Eau Clare, W l................... 0.8481 0.8933
Chippewa, Wl 
Eau Claire, Wl 

El Paso, T X ....................... 0.9537 0.9681
El Paso, TX

Elkhart-Goshen, IN .......... . 0.8560 0.8990
Elkhart, IN

Elmira, N Y .......... ............... 0.8556 0.8989
Chemung, NY 

Enid, OK.......... .................. 0.7985 0.8572
Garfield, OK

Erie, P A .............................. 0.9169 0.9423
Erie, PA

Eugene-Springfield, OR ... 0.9480 0.9641
Lane, OR

EvansviBe-Henderson, IN
KY .................... ............... 0.8904 0.9236
Posey, IN 
Vanderburgh, IN 
Warrick, IN  
Henderson, KY 

Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 0.9557 0.9694
Clay, MN 
Cass, NO

Fayetteville, NC ................ 0.8519 0.8960
Cumberland, NC 

Fayetteville-Springdale- 
Rogers, A R .................... 0.7247 0.8021
Benton, AR 
Washington, AR 

Flint, Ml .............. ............... 1.0689 1.0467
Genesee, Ml

Florence, A L........ ............ 0.7707 0.8366
Colbert, AL 
Lauderdale, AL 

Florence, S C ................... 0JJ671 0.9070
Florence, SC 

Fort CoWns-Loveland, CO 0.9885 0.9921

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
G eographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Larimer, CO
*Ft Lauderdale, F L _____ 1.0573 1.0389

Broward, FL 
Fort Myers-Cape Coral,

F L ....................... ............... 0.9279 0.9500
Lee, FL

Fort Pierce-Port S t  Lucie, 
F L ....................................... 1.0477 1.0324
Martin. FL 
S t Lucie, FL

Fort Smfth, AR-OK............ 0.7611 0.8295
Crawford, AR 
Sebastian, AR 
Sequoyah, OK 

Fort Walton Beach, F L ..... 0.8825 0.9180
Okaloosa, FL 

Fort Wayne, IN ................... 0.8893 0 9 2 2 8
Adams, IN 
Allen, IN 
De Kalb, IN 
Huntington, IN 
Weüs, IN 
Whitley, IN

•Fort Worth-Arlington, TX . 0.9550 0.9690
Hood, TX 
Johnson, TX 
Parker, TX 
Tarrant, TX

Fresno, C A ................... ...... 1.0244 1.0166
Fresno, CA 
Madera, CA

Gadsden, A L ....................... 0.7747 0.8396
Etowah, AL

Gainesvlle, FL ................... 0.8911 0.9241
Alachua, FL

Galveston-Texas City, TX 0.9865 0.9907
Galveston, TX 

Gary, IN ................................ 0.8740 0.9119
Lake, IN 
Porter, IN

Glens Falls, NY ............... .. 0.9393 0.9580
Warren, NY 
Washington, NY 

Goldsboro, NC ................... 0.8399 0.8874
Wayne, NC

Grand Forks, ND-MN....... 0.8795 0.9158
Polk, MN 
Grand Forks, ND 

Grand Rapids-Muskegon- 
Holland, Ml ...................... 0.9764 0.9838
Allegan, Ml 
Kent, Ml 
Muskegon, Ml 
Ottawa, Ml

Great Falls, M T .................. 0.8906 0.9237
Cascade, MT

Greeley, C O ..................— 0.8714 0.9100
Weld, CO

Green Bay, Wl .................... 0.8852 0.9199
Brown, Wl

*Greensboro-Winston- 
Salem-High Point, NC .. 0.9283 0.9503

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Alamance, NC 
Davidson, NC 
Davie, NC 
Forsyth, NC 
GuHfoid, NC 
Randolph, NC 
Stokes, NC 
Yadkin, NC

Greenville, N C ................. 0.9331 0.9537
Pitt, NC

GreenviHe-Spartanburg- 
Anderson, S C .............. 0.8715 0.9101
Anderson, SC 
Cherokee, SC 
Greenville, SC 
Pickens, SC 
Spartanburg, SC 

Hagerstown, MD ............. 0.8830 0.9183
Washington, MD 

Hamilton-Middletown, OH 0.8122 0.8672
Butler, OH

Harrlsburg-Lebanon-Car- 
lisle, P A .............. .......... 0.9995 0.9997
Cumberland, PA 
Dauphin, PA 
Lebanon, PA 
Perry, PA

•Hartford, C T ................... 1.2086 1.1385
Hartford, CT 
Litchfield, CT 
Middlesex, CT 
Tolland, CT

Hickory-Morganton, N C .... 0.8800 0.9162
Alexander, NC 
Burke, NC 
Caldwell, NC 
Catawba, NC

Honolulu, Hi ...»............... 1.0995 1.0671
Honolulu, HI

Houma, L A ........... .......... 0.7765 0.8409
Lafourche, LA 
Terrebonne, LA 

•Houston, T X ................... 0.9908 0.9937
Chambers, TX 
Fort Bend, TX 
Harris, TX
Liberty, TX 
Montgomery, TX 
Waller, TX

Huntington-Ashland, WV- 
KY-OH ......................... 0.8971 0.9283
Boyd, KY 
Carter, KY 
Greenup, KY 
Lawrence, OH 
Cabell, WV 
Wayne, WV

Huntsville, A L ....»............ 0.8158 0.8699
Limestone, AL 
Madison, AL

•Indianapolis, IN ........».... 0.9871 ! 0.9911
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Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Table 4a.—'Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Boone, IN 
Hamilton, IN 
Hancock, IN 
Hendricks, IN 
Johnson, IN 
Madison, IN 
Marlon, IN 
Morgan, IN  
Shelby, IN

Iowa City, IA ....................... 0.9706 0.9798
Johnson, IA

Jackson, M l......................... 0.9277 0.9499
Jackson, Ml

Jackson, M S ........................ 0.7519 0.8226
Hinds, MS 
Madison, MS 
Rankin, MS

Jackson, T N ....................... 0.8007 0.8588
Madison, TN

Jacksonville, F L .................. 0.8968 0.9281
Clay, FL 
Duval, FL 
Nassau, FL 
St. Johns, FL 

Jacksonville, N C ................ 0.7197 0.7983
Onslow, NC

Jamestown, N Y .................. 0.7688 0.8352
Chautaqua, NY 

Janesville-Beloit, W l .......... 0.8415 0.8885
Rock, Wl

Jersey City, N J ................... 1.0966 1.0652
Hudson, NJ

Johnson City-Kingsport- 
Bristol, T N -V A ................. 0.8472 0.8927
Carter, TN  
Hawkins, TN  
Sullivan, TN  
Unicoi, TN
Washington, TN  
Bristol City, VA 
Scott, VA  
Washington, VA  

Johnstown, PA ................. 0.8784 0.9150
Cambria, PA 
Somerset, PA  

Joplin, M O ........................... 0.7697 0.8359
Jasper, MO 
Newton, MO 

Kalamazoo-Battlecreek,
M l....................... ............... 1.0945 1.0638
Calhoun, Ml 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Van Buren, Ml 

Kankakee, I L ...................... 0.8458 0.8916
Kankakee, IL

*Kansas City, K S -M O ....... 0.9538 0.9681

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Johnson, KS 
Leavenworth, KS 
Miami, KS 
Wyandotte, KS 
Cass, MO 
Clay, MO 
Clinton, MO 
Jackson, MO 
Lafayette, MO 
Platte, MO 
Ray, MO

Kenosha, W l..................
Kenosha, Wl

Killeen-Temple, T X ........
Bell, TX 
Coryell, TX

Knoxville, T N ................
Anderson, TN 
Blount, TN 
Knox, TN 
Loudon, TN 
Sevier, TN 
Union, TN

Kokomo, IN ........... ........
Howard, IN 
Tipton, IN

La Crosse, WI-MN ........
Houston, MN 
La Crosse, W l

Lafayette, L A .................
Acadia, LA 
Lafayette, LA 
St. Landry, LA 
St. Martin, LA

Lafayette, IN .................
Clinton, IN 
Tippecanoe, IN

Lake Chartes, L A ......
Calcasieu, LA 

Lakeland-Winter Haven,

0.8846 0.9195

1.0169 1.0115

0.9247 0.9478

0.8616

0.8409

0.8144

0.9030

0.8881

0.8688

0.8415 0.8885

0.8134 0.8681

F L ..................................
Polk, FL

Lancaster, P A ............ ......
Lancaster, PA

Lansing-East Lansing, Ml 
Clinton, Ml 
Eaton, Ml 
Ingham, Ml

Laredo, T X .....................
Webb, TX

Las Cruces, N M .............
Dona Ana, NM

Las Vegas, NV-AZ .........
Mohave, AZ 
Clark, NV 
Nye, NV

Lawrence, KS ..................
Douglas, KS

Lawton, O K ....................
Comanche, OK

Lewiston-Auburn, M E .....
Androscoggin, ME

Lexington, K Y ............... .

0.8335

0.9520

0.9633

0.6953

0.8919

1.0714

0.8793

0.8453

0.9644

0.8291

0.8827

0.9669

0.9747

0.7797

0.9246

1.0484

0.9157

0.8913

0.9755

0.8796

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Bourbon, KY 
Clark, KY 
Fayette, KY 
Jessamine, KY 
Madison, KY 
Scott, KY 
Woodford, KY

Lima, O H ............... ...........
Allen, OH 
Auglaize, OH

Lincoln, NE ........................
Lancaster, NE

Little Rock-North Little
Rock, AR .......... ............
Faulkner, AR 
Lonoke, AR 
Pulaski, AR 
Saline, AR

Longview-Marshall, T X ....
Gregg, TX 
Harrison, TX 
Upshur, TX

*Los Angeles-Long Beach, 
C A ..................................

0.8441

0.8904

0.8306

0.8904

0.9236

0.8806

0.8720 0.9105

1.2719 1.1790
Los A n g e le s , C A

L o u isv ille , K Y -IN  ...................
C la rk , IN  
F lo yd , IN  
H a rris o n ,IN  
S c o tt, IN  
B u llitt, K Y  
J e ffe rs o n , K Y  
O ld h am , K Y

Lubbo ck, T X ........ ..................
Lu bbo ck, T X

Lynchb urg , V A .......................
A m h ers t, V A  
B ed ford  C ity , V A  
B ed fo rd , V A  
C am p b e ll, V A  
Lynchburg C ity , V A

M aco n , G A ..................... .
B ibb , G A  
H ouston , G A  
J o n e s , G A  
P e a c h , G A  
T w ig g s , G A

Madison, W l ....... ...................
D an e , W l

M a n s fie ld , O H  .......................
C ra w fo rd , O H  
R ich lan d , O H

M a ya g u e z, P R ....... ...............
A n asco , P R  
C ab o  R o jo , P R  
H o rm ig u ero s , P R  
M a ya g u e z, P R  
S a b a n a  G ra n d e , P R  
S a n  G e rm a n , P R

M cA ilen -E d in b u rg -M issio n ,
T X  ........................... ...............
H id a lg o , T X

M ed fo rd -A sh lan d , O R  ..... .
J ackso n , O R

M e lb o u m e-T itu s v ille -P a lm  
B ay , F L .................. ..............

0.9407

0.8678

0.8226

0.9704

0.9977

0.8158

0.5397

0.8497

0.9768

0.9356

0.9590

0.9075

0.8748

0.9796

0.9984

0.8699

0.6555

0.8945

0.9841

0.9554
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Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
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Table 4a—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Table 4a.—1Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(G AF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
W age
index GAF

Brevand, FL
‘ Memphis, TN -A R -M S ...... 0.8546 0.8980

Crittenden, AR 
De Soto, MS 
Fayette, TN  
Shelby, TN  
Tipton, TN

Merced, C A ........ ............... 1.0021 1.0014
Merced, CA

•Miam i, FL ....... ............. 0.8515 0.8958
Dade, FL

•Middlesex-Somerset- 
Hunterdon, NJ .............. 1.0871 1.0589
Hunterdon, NJ 
Middlesex, NJ 
Somerset, NJ 

•M ilwaukee, W l .................. 0.9240 0.9473
Milwaukee, WJ 
Ozaukee, W l 
Washington, W l 
W aukesha, Wl 

•Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
M N -W I.............. ............ 1.0855 1.0578
Anoka, MN  
Carver, MN  
Chisago, MN  
Dakota, MN 
Hennepin, MN 
Isanti, MN 
Ramsey, MN 
Scott, MN 
Sherburne, MN 
Washington, MN  
Wright, MN 
Pierce, Wl 
St. Croix, W l

Mobile, A L ........................... 0.7801 0.8436
Baldwin, AL 
Mobile, AL

Modesto, C A ................... ' 1.1471 1.0985
Stanislaus, CA  

Monmouth-Ocean, N J ...... 1.0082 1.0056
Monmouth, NJ 
Ocean, NJ

Monroe, L A ...................... . 0.7663 0.8334
Ouachita, LA

Montgomery, A L ................. 0.7564 0.8260
Autauga, AL 
Elmore, AL 
Montgomery, AL 

Munde, IN ........................... 0.8546 0.8980
Delaware, IN  

Myrtle Beabh, S C ............ 0.7906 0.8514
Horry, SC

Naples, F L ........................... 0.9646 0.9756
Collier, FL

•Nashvitie, TN ___ ........... 0.9105 0.9378
Cheatham, TN  
Davidson, TN  
Dickson, TN  
Robertson, TN  
Rutherford TN  
Sumner, T N  
Williamson, TN
Wilson, TN

*Nassau-Suffolk, NY ........ 1.2855 1.1877

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
Index GAF

Nassau, NY 
Suffolk, NY

•New Haven-Bridgeport- 
Stamford-Danbury-Wa-
terbury, C T ....................
Fairfield, CT 
New Haven, CT

1.2289 1.1516

Canadian, OK 
Cleveland, OK 
Logan, OK 
McClain, OK 
Oklahoma, OK 
Pottawatomie, OK 

Olympia, WA ........ ............. 1.0326 1.0 222
New London-Norwich, CT 

New London, CT
1.1589 1.1063 Thurston, WA 

Omaha, N E -IA ................... 0.9900 00931
•New Orleans, LA ............ 0.9443 0.9615 Pottawattamie, IA 

Cass, NE 
Douglas, NE 
Sarpy, NE 
Washington, NE

•Orange County, C A ........
Orange, CA

•Orlando, F L .....................

Jefferson, LA 
Orleans, LA 
Plaquemines, LA 
St. Bernard, LA 
St. Charles, LA 
St. James, LA 
St. John The Baptist,

1.3409

0.9782

1.2225

00850LA
St. Tammany, LA 

*Naw Yqrk, NY ................. 1.4020 1.2604
Lake, FL 
Orange, FL

Bronx, NY 
Kings, NY 
New York, NY 
Putnam, NY 
Queens, NY 
Richmond, NY 
Rockland, NY 
Westchester, NY 

•Newark, N J ......................

Osceola, FL 
Seminoie, FL

Owensboro, K Y ................ 0.7654 0.8327
Daviess, KY

Panama City, FL .............. 0.8359 00845
Bay, FL '

Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-
OH ................. 0.7748 0.8397

1.1145 1.0771 Washington, OH
Essex, NJ 
Morris, NJ 
Sussex, NJ 
Union, NJ 
Warren, NJ

Newburgh, N Y-PA ...........■

Wood, WV
Pensacola, F L ................... 0.8429 0.8896

Escambia, FL 
Santa Rosa, FL 

Peoria-Pekin, IL ............—- 0.8365 0.8849
0.8560 0.8990 Peoria, IL 

Tazewell, IL 
Woodford, IL

•Philadelphia, P A -N J........
Burlington, NJ 
Camden, NJ 
Gloucester, NJ 
Salem, NJ 
Bucks, PA 
Chester, PA 
Delaware, PA 
Montgomery, PA 
Philadelphia, PA

*Phoenix-Mesa, A Z ..........
Maricopa, AZ 
Pinal AZ

Pine B luff A R ..... ..............

Orange, NY 
Pike, PA

•Norfolk-Virginia Beach- 
Newport News, VA-NC . 
Currituck, NC 
Chesapeake C ity, VA 
Gloucester, VA 
Hampton City, VA 
Isle of W ight, VA 
James City, VA 
Mathews, VA 
Newport News City, VA 
Norton City, VA 
Poquoson C ity, VA 
Portsmouth City, VA 
Suffolk C ity, VA

0.8541 0.8976
1.1265

1.0223

0.8714

10850

1.0152

0.9100
Virginia Beach C ity VA 
W illiamsburg City, VA 
Y ork,VA

•Oakland, C A ....................

Jefferson, AR 
•pittsbix’gh, PA ................. 0.9950 0.9966

1.4369 1.2818 Allegheny, PA

Alameda, CA 
Contra Costa, CA 

Orale, PI ........................... 0.8490 0.8940

Beaver, PA 
Butler, PA 
Fayette, PA

Marion, FL
Odessa-Midland, TX ........

Ector, TX 
Midland, TX

Oklahoma City, O K ..........

0.8735 0.9115
Washington, PA 
Westmoreland, PA 

Pittsfiald, MA ..................... 1 .10 0 1 1.0676

0.8455 6.8914
Berkshire, MA 

Ponce, P R ......................... 0.5167 0.6362
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Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor: 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
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Table 4a.—Wage index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF} for Urban areas—Contin
ued

U rb an  a re a  (constitu en t 
counties o r  county  eq u iva 

len ts )

* W ag e  
: in dex G A F

G u ayan illa , P R  
Ju an a  D ia z , P R  
P en u e las , P R  
P on ce, P R  
V flla lb a , P R  
Y au co , P R

Portland» ME ..................... 0.9381 0.9572
C um berlan d , ME 
S agadahoc, ME 
Y ork, ME

’ P ortland -V an co uver, O R - 
W A  . . ...................................... I 1.1061 1.0708
C lackam as, O R  
C olum bia, O R  
M ultnom ah, O R  
W ashington , O R  

„ Y am hill, O R  
C lark , W A

‘ P rovidence-W arw ick, R t . Í 1.0717 1 1.0486
B ris to l R l 
K ent, R l 
N ew port, R l 
P rovidence, R l 
W ashington , R l 

P rovo-O iem , U T  . . . . . . . . . . 0.9960 I 0t9973
U tah , U T

Pueblo, C O .................... « ...... 0.8260 0.8773
P ueblo, C O

Punta G e rd a , F L .................. 0.9133 0.9398
C harlo tte, FL  

R a c k » , W t___ ______ : 0.8298 0J8O1
R acine, W l

R ate ig h-D urharrvC h apel 
H ill, N C  ................................ 0.9521 0.9869
C hatham , N C  
D urham , N C  
F ran k lin , N C  
Johnston, N C  
O range, N C  
W ake, N C

R apid C ity , S O  „ __________ 0.8220 08744
P ennington, S D  

Reading,, P A ............ .............. 0.9082 0.9362
B erks, P A

Redding, C A .......................... - 1 .1 0 2 2 11084
Shasta^ C A

R eno, N V  . . . .......................... 1J2009 1.1336
W ashoe, N V  

Richland-Kennew icfc- 
P asco, W A  ................ 0.9214 0.9455
B enton, W A  
Franklin , W A

R lchm ond-P etersburg, V A 0.8801 0.9163

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
inaax ! GAF

Charles City County, VA 
Chesterfield, VA 
Colonial Heights City, 

VA
Dinwlddie, VA 
Goochland, VA 
Hanover, VA 
Henrico, VA 
Hopewell City, VA 
New Kent, VA 
Petersburg C ity, VA 
Powhatan, VA 
Prince George, VA 
Richmond City, VA 

•Riverside-San 
Bernardino, C A ............. 1.2 0 2 1 ¡ 1.1343
Riverside, CA 
San Bernardino,, CA 

Roanoke, V A ....... ............ 0.8358 0.8844
Botetourt, VA
Roanoke, VA 
Roanoke City, VA 
Salem City, VA 

Rochester, MN .................. 1.0078 1.0053
Olmsted, MN

•Rochester, N Y ................ 0.9761 : 0.9836
Genesee, NY 
Livingston, NY 
Monroe, NY 
Ontario, NY 
Orleans, NY 
Wayne, NY

Rockford, IL ......... ............. 0.8708 CL9096
Boone, IL 
Ogle, IL 
Winnebago, IL 

Rocky Mount, NC . ........... 0.8743 0.9121
Edgecombe, NC 
Nash, NC

•Sacramento, CA ............ . 1.2168 1.1436
El Dorado, CA 
Piacer, CA 
Sacramento, CA 

Saginaw-Bay City-Mid
land, M l............ »........... 0.9549 1 0.9689
Bay, Ml 
Midland, M l
Saginaw, Mi 

St. Cloud, M N ------- - 09825 0.9880
Benton, MN 
Steams, MN

St. Joseph, MO ................. 0.8811 ! 0.9170
Andrews, MO 
Buchanan , MO 

*St. Louis» MO-IL .............. 0.9192 ’ 0 9439

Urban area (constituant 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
inoax GAF

Clinton, IL 
Jersey, IL 
Madison,. IL 
Monroe, IL 
SL Clair, IL 
FrankBn, MO  
Jefferson, MO 
Lincoln, MO 
S3. Chartes, MO 
S t Louis, MO 
St. Louis City, M O  
Warren, MO

Salem, O R .......... -   .......
Marion, O R  
Polk, OR

Salinas, C A -------— .........
Monterey, CA

•Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 
Davis, UT 
Salt Lake, UT 
W eber, UT

San Angêk>, TX ...........
Tom Green, TX

*San Antonio, TX . . . . . . . . . .
Bexar, T X  
Comal, TX  
Guadalupe, TX  
Wilson, TX

0.9443 019015

1.3187 I 1.2086 

0.9669 ! 0.9772

0¿7887 I 0.0500 

0.821# : 0.8737

•San Diego, CA . . . . . . . . . . .....
San Diego, CA

•San Francisco, C A ...... . .
Marin, CA 
San Francisco, CA 
SsaiM àteo, CA

•San José, C A .................
Santa Clara, CA

1.1908

1.4086

1.4254

1.1270

1.2844

1.2747

*San Juan-Bayamon, PR 
Aguas Buenas, PR 
Barceloneta, PR 
Bayamon, PR 
Cdnovanas, PR 
Carolina, PR 
Catana, PR 
Ceiba, PR 
G aneriòvPR  
Coroza), PR 
Dorada, PR 
R iardo , PR 
Florida, PR 
Guaynabo, PR

0,6194

Humacao, PR 
Juncos PR 
Los Piedras, PR 
Lolza, PR 
LuguiNo, PR 
Manati, PR  
Naranjifo, PR 
Rio Grande, PR 
San Juan, PR 
Toa Alta, PR 
Toa Baja, PR 
Trujjffo A fta  PR 
Vega Alta, PR 
Vega Baja, PR 
Yabucoa, PR
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T a b l e  4 a .— W a g e  in d e x  a n d  C a p it a l  
G e o g r a p h ic  A d ju s t m e n t  Fa c t o r  
(G A F ) f o r  U r b a n  A r e a s — C o n tin 
u e d

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

San Luis Obispo- 
Atascadero-Paso 
Robles, C A ................... 1.2505 1.1654
San Luis Obispo 

Santa Barbara-Santa 
Maria-Lompoc, C A ........ 1.1637 1.1094
Santa Barbara, CA 

Santa Cruz-Watsonville, 
C A ................................... 0.9727 0.9812
Santa Cruz, CA 

Santa Fe, N M .................... 0.9985 0.9990
Los Alamos, NM 
Santa Fe, NM 

Santa Rosa, C A ............... 1.3084 1.20 21
Sonoma, CA

Sarasota-Bradenton, FL ... 0.9712 0.9802
Manatee, FL 
Sarasota, FL

Savannah, G A .................. 0.8675 1 0.9072
Bryan, GA 
Chatham, GA 
Effingham, GA 

Scranton—Wilkes-Barre— 
Hazleton, P A ................. 0.8605 0.9022
Columbia, PA 
Lackawanna, PA 
Luzerne, PA 
Wyoming, PA 

•Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, 
W A .................................. 1.0985 1.0664
Island, WA 
King, WA 
Snohomish, WA 

Sharon, P A .......... ............. 0.8885 0.9222
Mercer, PA

Sheboygan, W l................. 0.8229 0.8750
Sheboygan, Wl 

Sherman-Denison, T X ...... 0.8912 0.9242
Grayson, TX 

Shreveport-Bossier City, 
L A .................................. 0.8967 0.9281
Bossier, LA 
Caddo, LA 
Webster, LA

Sioux City, IA-NE ............. 0.8537 0.8973
Woodbury, IA 
Dakota, NE

Sioux Falls, SD .......... ...... 0.8719 0.9104
Lincoln, SD 
Minnehaha, SD 

South Bend, IN ................. 0.9486 0.9645
S t Joseph, IN 

Spokane, W A .................... 1.0170 1.0116
Spokane, WA 

Springfield, I L .................... 0.8727 0.9110
Menard, IL 
Sangamon, IL 

Springfield, MO ................ 0.7866 0.8484
Christian, MO 
Greene, MO 
Webster, MO

Springfield, M A .................. 1.0320 1.0218
Hampden, MA 
Hampshire, MA 

State College, P A ............. 0.9446 0.9617

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Centre, PA
Steubenville-Weirton, OH- 

W V .................................... 0.8013 0.8592
Jefferson, OH 
Brooke, WV
Hancock, W V 

Stockton-Lodi, C A ............. 1.1147 1.0772
San Joaquin, CA 

Sumter, S C .......................... 0.7691 0.8355
Sumter, SC

Syracuse, N Y ..................... 0.9869 0.9910
Cayuga, NY 
Madison, NY
Onondaga, NY 
Oswego, NY

Tacoma, WA ...................... 1.0165 1.0113
Pierce, WA

Tallahassee, F L .................. 0.8339 0.8830
Gadsden, FL 
Leon, FL

*Tampa-St. Petersburg- 
Clearwater, F L ...... 0.9351 0.9551
Hernando, FL 
Hillsborough, FL 
Pasco, FL 
Pinellas, FL

Terre Haute, IN .............. 0.8599 0.9018
Clay, IN 
Vermillion, IN 
Vigo, IN

Texarkana, AR-Tex- 
arkana, T X ...................... 0.8085 0.8645
Miller, AR 
Bowie, TX

Toledo, O H ....................... 0.9970 0.9979
Fulton, OH 
Lucas, OH 
Wood, OH

Topeka, K S ......................... 0.9221 0.9460
Shawnee, KS 

Trenton, NJ ......................... 1.0103 1.0070
Mercer, NJ

Tucson, A Z ........ ................. 0.9843 0.9892
Pima, AZ

Tulsa, OK ............. .............. 0.8311 0.8810
Creek, OK 
Osage, OK 
Rogers, OK 
Tulsa, OK 
Wagoner, OK 

Tuscaloosa, AL .................. 0.8511 0.8955
Tuscaloosa, AL 

Tyler, T X .............................. 0.9119 0.9388
Smith, TX

Utica-Rome, N Y ................ 0.8705 0.9094
Herkimer, NY 
Oneida, NY

Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 1.2013 1.1338
Napa, CA 
Solano, CA

Ventura, C A ......................... 1.2161 1.1434
Ventura, O A

Victoria, T X .......................... 0.8928 0.9253
Victoria, TX

Vineland-Millville-Bridge-
ton, NJ ............................. 1.0046 1.0031

Table 4a.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Urban Areas—Contin
ued

U rb an  a re a  (constitu en t 
coun ties  o r county  e q u iva 

le n ts )

C u m b erlan d , N J  
V is a lia -T u la re -P o rte rv ille ,

C A ............... ........... ...............
T u la re , C A

W a c o , T X ................................
M cL en n an , T X  

‘ W ash in g ton , D C -M D -V A -
W V ............... ..........................
D is tric t o f C o lu m b ia , D C  
C alv e rt, M D  
C h a rles , M D  
F red erick , M D  
M on tgom ery, M D  
P rin ce  G e o rg es , M D  
A lexan d ria  C ity , V A  
A rling ton , V A  
C la rk e , V A  
C u lp ep p er, V A  
F a irfa x , V A  
F a irfa x  C ity , V A  
F a lls  C hurch  C ity , V A  
F au q u ie r, V A  
F redericksbu rg  C ity , V A  
K ing G e o rg e , V A  
Loudoun, V A  
M an assas  C ity , V A  
M an assas  P ark  C ity , V A  
P rin ce  W illiam , V A  
S p o tsy lvan ia , V A  
S ta ffo rd , V A  
W a rre n , V A  
B erke ley , W V  
Jeffe rs o n , W V  

W a te rlo o -C e d a r F a lls , I A .. 
B lack H aw k, IA

W a u s a u , W l .............................
M ara th o n , W l 

W e s t P a lm  B each -B o ca
R ato n , F L .............................
P alm  B ea c h , FL

W h ee lin g , O H -W V ...............
B elm o nt, O H  
M a rs h a ll, W V  
O h io , W V

W ich ita , K S ..............................
B u tle r, K S  
H arv e y , K S  
S ed g w ick , K S

W ich ita  F a lls , T X ................ .
A rch er, T X  
W ich ita , T X

W illiam sp o rt, P A ...................
Lycom ing , P A  

W ilm in g to n -N ew ark , D E -
M D ..........................................
N ew  C a s tle , D E  
C e c il, M D

W ilm in g to n , N C  ............... .
N ew  H an o ver, N C  
B runsw ick, N C

Y a k im a , W A ............. ...........
Y a k im a , W A

Y o lo , C A ...................................
Y o lo , C A

Y o rk , P A ...................................
Y o rk , P A

Y o u n g sto w n -W arren , O H  .

Wage
index

1.0667

0.7748

1.0828

0.8726

0.9774

1.0254

0.7694

0.9777

0.7951

0.8503

1.0667

0.9037

0.9421

1.1391

0.9075

0.9327

GAF

1.0452

0.8397

1.0560

0.9109

0.9845

1.0173

0.8357

0.9847

0.8547

0.8949

1.0452

0.9330

0.9600

1.0933

0.9357

0.9534
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Table 4a —Wage índex and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(G AF) for Urban Areas—Contin- 
uecl

Urban area (constituent 
counties or county equiva

lents)
Wage
index GAF

Columbiana, OH 
Mahoning, OH 
TrumbuR, OH

Yuba City» CA ............... .
Sutter, CA 
Y ubaC A

1.0585 1.0397

Yuma, A Z ......„ ..................
Yuma, AZ

0.0617 0.9736

Table 4b.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(G AF) for Rural Areas

Nonurban area Wage
Index GAF

Alabama ».......................... 0.6936 0.7783
A laska................................. 1.2939 1.1930
A rizona.............................. 0.8488 0.8938
A rkansas.......................... . 0.6871 0.7734
CalBom ia_______ ____... 0.9727 05812
Colorado ....................... . 0.8197 08727
Connecticut...............  ..... 1.2545 1.1680
Delaware 0.8359 ! 0.8845
Florida ................................ 0.8515 0.8958
Canrgta „ ..... - .................. .. 0.7573 05267
Hawaii................................ 1.0841 1.0569
Ida ho_______ ___..____ 0.8471 0.8926
Illin o is ............... ................. 0.7316 0.8073
Indiana........___________ 0.7693 0.8356
Iow a--------- «------------ ------- 0.7327 0.8082
K ansas_____ _________ 0.7089 07886
Kentucky ____________ .. 0.7511 0.8220
Louisiana........................... 0.7118 0.7923
M aine.....„ ...................... . 0.8493 0.8942
M aryland.......... .................. 0.8618 ' 0.9032
M assachusetts.................. ! 1.0741 1J0502
Michigan ............................ 1 0.8616 ! 0.9030
M innesota......................... . 0.8141 08686
M ississippi......................... 0.8657 0.7568
M issouri........................ ..... 0.7331 0.8085
M ontana........................ ' 0.8029 08604
Nebraska .......................... 0.7168 0.7961
Nevada............... .............. 0.9324 0.9532

0 9684 09783
New Jersey ♦ __..........___

* n  74AA ’ n »107
New Y ork.......... ........ 0.8560 0.8990
North C aro lina ................... 0.7804 1 0 8438
North D akota..... ............... 0.7204 07989
O hio ............................ ....... 0.8122 0.8072
O klahom a......._ ............. 0.6884 0.7744
O regon............................. . 0.9176 0.9428
Pennsylvania..................... 0.8784 09150
Puerto R ic o ........ 0.5256 0.6437
Rhode Island * ........... .
South C a ro line ...... 0.7691 08355
South D a ko ta .................... 0.6960 07802
Tennessee........... ............. 0.7536 08239
T ete» ................: .......... . 0.7522 08228
Utah .....____..._____ ....... 0.9025 09922
Verm ont_____ __ ____ ,,,, 0.8765 0.9137
Virginie .......____ ............ 0.7656 08328
Washington .................. .... 0.9348 09549
West Virginia ....... 0.7969

0.8298
! 0.8560 

9.8801Wisconsin ___________ _

Table 4b .—Wage Index and Capftal 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Rural Areas—Contin
ued

Nonurban a rra W age
Index GAF

Wyoming ................. ......... 0.7833 0.8460

1 Alt counties within the Staler are classified 
urban.

Table 4c .—1Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic Adjustment Factor 
(G A F) for Hospitals that are 
Reclassified

Area reclassified to Wage
Index 1 GAF

Albany, GA ............. ..........
Albany-Schenectedy-Troy,

0.8493 08942

N Y .... ......................... 05033 0.9327
Albuquerque NM ............. 0.9861 0.9905
Alexandria, L A ----- --------- 0.9130 0.9396
Anchorage A K ------------- -
Anchorage, AK (Rural

1.2 2 0 1 i 1.1459

Alaska H ospita ls)......__ 1.2939 1.1930
Atlanta, G A ................. . 05402 0.9587
Augusto-Aiken, GA-SG .... 0.8899 0.9232
Baton Rouge, L A .............. 0.8659 ! 09061
Benton Harbor, M l............
Benton Harbor, M l (Rural

0.7923 0.8526

Michigan H osp.)............ 9.8616 05030
Bergen-Passaic, NJ ......... 1.1331 s 1.0893
Billings, M T ................... . 0.8992 09298
Biloxi-Gulfport, MS ......... . 0.7807 0.8441
Binghamton, NY ........ .— 0.8820 ! 0.9176
Birmingham, A L ................ 0.9006 1 09308
Bismarck, N O ...................
Boston- Brockton-Nashua,

0.8475 i 08929

M A-N H ........... ................ 1.1503 1.1006
Brazoria, TX ........... ....... . 0.8441 08904
Bryan-College Station, TX 0.8864 í 0.9207
Caguas, P R ......----------- ...
Caguas, PR (Rural Puerto

0.5039 05254

Rico H osp ita ls).......—
Charleston* North Charles-

0.5256 06437

ton, S C ------...........------- » 0.8947 09266
Charleston, W V ............... .
Chartotte-Gastonia-Roek

05786 0.9152

HHI, NC-SC ____ _____ 0.9648 09758
Chattanooga, TN-GA ___ 0.8929 09254
Chicago, I L ............... ......... 1.0593 1.0402
Chico-Paradise, G A -------- 1.0071 s 1.0049
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN .......
Cleveland-LorairvElyna,

05548 1 0.9688

O H -------- ------------------- 0 9688 I 0.9785
Columbia, M O _________ ! 0.8967 0.9281
Columbus, O H ---------------- 0.9902 í 05933
Dallas, T X ___ .._______ _
Davenport-Rock island--

1 0.9649 09758

Moline, IA -IL _____ ___ 0.8300 i 08802
Dayton-Springfield, OH i 0.9424 I 09602
Denver, C O ------ --------- — i 1.0821 I 1.0555
Des Moines, IA  — ------ .... 05676 09073
Detroit, M l_________ _— i 1.079® í 1.0534
Dothan, A L __ _______ _ í 0.7793 08430
Dubuque, IA  ................. .. 0:8324 i 0.8819
Duluth-Superior, MN-WI ... ! 019166 S 09421
Dutchess County, N Y ....... 1 0.0623 1.0423
Elkhart-Goshen, IN ...------- 0839® 08867
Eugene-Springfieid, OR 0.9480 09641
Fargo-Moorhead, NO-MN 0.9111 0.9382

Table 4c.—Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Hospitals that are 
Reclassified—Continued

A re a  rec las s ifie d  to W a g s
in dex G A F

F a y e tte v ille , N C  _____. .____ 0 .8 2 8 1 0 .8 7 8 8
F lin t, M l ____ _________ 1 ,0 6 8 9 1 .0 4 6 7
F lo ren ce , A L --------------- ...— 0 .7 7 0 7 0 .8 3 6 6
F lo ren ce , S C ---------------------- 0 .8 6 7 1 0 5 0 7 ®
F o rt L a u d erd a le , F L  ______ 1 .0 5 7 3 1 .0 3 8 9
F o rt P te rc e -P o rt S t. L u d o  

F L ____ ______________ ___ 0 .9 6 7 6 0 5 9 1 5
F o rt Sm ifv» A R  ..— ---------- o j m i 0 .8 2 9 5
F o rt W a lto n  B e a c h , F t____ 0 .8 6 9 1 0 .9 0 8 4
F o rt W a y n e , I N _____ ______ 0 .8 8 9 3 0 .9 2 2 8
F o rt W o rtivA rtin g to n , T X .. 0 .9 5 5 0 0 5 6 9 0
F resn o , C A  .......................... . 1 .0 2 4 4 1 ,0 1 6 6
G ad sd en , A L ........ « ............. 0 .7 7 4 7 0 ,8 3 9 6
G len s  F a lls , N Y  .. . . . . ............ 0 .9 3 9 3 [ 0 .9 5 8 0
G re a t FaR s, M T ............  .. 0 .8 9 0 6 0 .9 2 3 7
G re e n  B ay , W t ------- -— ... 0 .8 8 5 2 0 .8 1 8 9
G re e n v ille -S p arta n b u rg - 

A nderso n , S C  ................... 0 .8 7 1 5 0 5 1 0 1
H arrisb u rg -L eb an o n -C ar- 

tis le , P A  .. ... ......................... 0 .9 9 9 5 0 .9 9 9 7
H artfo rd , CHT...... ........... .. ...... 1 .1 9 6 8 1 .1 3 0 9
H o n o lu lu , H I 1 .0 9 9 5 1 .0 6 71
H ouston , T X ...................... .. 0 5 9 0 8 0 .9 9 3 7
Huntington-A sh land , WV- 

K Y -O H .............. ................... 0 5 8 1 7 1 0 5 1 7 4
H u n tsv ille , A L ...... .................. 0 .7 9 5 4 0 .8 5 4 9
In d ian ap o lis , IN  ..................... 0 .9 8 7 1 0 .9 9 1 1
Jackso n , M S ________« __ _ 0 ,7 5 1 9 0 .8 2 2 6
Jackso n , T N  ______» — ...... 0 .8 0 0 7 0 5 5 8 8
Johnson C tty-K in g sp o rt- 

B risto l, T N -V A ................... 0 .8 4 7 2 0 .8 9 2 7
Jop lin , M O  ............................... 0 ,7 6 9 7 0 .8 3 5 9
K alam azoo-B attSecreek,

M l .......... ............... .................. 1 1 .0 7 4 9 1 .0 5 0 7
K an sas  C ity , K S -M O  .. ... ... 0 .9 5 3 8 0 ,9 6 81
Kokomo, IN  ............................. 0 .8 4 4 0 0 .8 9 0 3
L afayette, L A .......................... 0 .8 1 4 4 0.8688
L a fa y e tte , I N ........................... 0 .8 4 1 5 0 5 8 8 5
L a n s in g -E a s t Lan s in g , M i 0 .9 6 3 3 0 .9 7 4 7
Lexing ton; K Y ...... . . . . ..........- 0 .8 2 9 1 0 .8 7 9 6
L im a , O H .................. ........ ....... 0 .8 4 4 1 0 .8 9 0 4
L inco ln , N E .............. - ............. 0 .8 4 6 9 0 .8 9 2 4
L ittle  R o ck-N o rth  L ittle  

R ock, A R  ....... ....... ............. 0 .8 3 0 6 I 0 .8 8 0 6
L o s  A n g eles-L o n g  B each , 

C A ________ ______________ 1 .2 7 1 9 1 .1 7 9 0
M aco n* G A ............... . ............. 0 .9 2 5 4 0 .9 4 8 3
M an sfie ld , O H  ____________ 0 .8 1 5 9 ! 0 .8 6 9 9
M ed fo rd -Â sh lan d , OR ..— i 0 .9 7 6 8 0 .9 8 41
M em p his , T N -A R -M S ____ ■ 0 5 3 4 1 018832
M iam i, F L ________________ . ► 0 .7 7 0 4 0 .8364 .
M iam i, F L  (R u ra l Florida 

O n ly ) — —  ---------------- ! 0 5 5 1 5 1 0 .8 8 5 8
M id d le s ex -S o m e rse t- 

H u n terd o n , N J --------- ..... I 1.0651 1 .0 4 41
M ilw a u k ee , W t ____________ ; 0.9240 i 05473
M in n eap o lis -S t. P a u l, M N - 

W t __________ _______ .... * 1 .0 8 5 5 1 .0 5 7 8
M o d esto , C A  ....___________ , 1 .1 4 7 1 I 1 .0 8 8 5
M on ro e; L A ____________ ..... i 0.7663 018 3 3 4
Montgomery, A L __________ ; 0 .7 5 6 4 05260
M yrtle  B ea c h , S C  — — — i 0 .7 9 0 6 018514
N as h v ille , T N ............ ........... ; 0 5 1 0 5 ¡ 0 .9 3 7 8
New H av e n -B rid g e  p o rt- 

S to m fo rd -D a n b u ry -W a - 
te rb u ry , CT — .. ............... 1.2289 ; 1 .1 5 1 6

New London-Norwieh, CT - 1 .1 5 8 9 > 1 .1 0 6 3
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Table 4c.— Wage Index and Capital 
Geographic adjustment Factor 
(GAF) for Hospitals that are 
Reclassified—Continued

Area reclassified to Wage
index GAF

New Orleans, LA .............
New York, NY .................
Newark, N J....... ...............
Newburgh, NY-PA..........
Oakland, C A ...................
Odessa-Midland, TX ......
Oklahoma City, O K ........
Olympia, W A ...................
Omaha, NE-IA................
Orange County, CA........
Owensboro, KY ........... .
Peoria-Pekin, IL ...............
Philadelphia, PA-NJ .......
Pittsburgh, P A ............. .
Portland-Vancouver, OR-

0.9443
1.4020
1.1145
0.9908
1.4369
0.8735
0.8455
1.0326
0.9900
1.3409
0.7654
0.8249
1.1160
0.9786

0.9615
1.2604
1.0771
0.9937
1.2818
0.9115
0.8914
1.0222
0.9931
1.2225
0.8327
0.8765
1.0781
0.9853

W A............. .
Provo-Orem, UT 
Pueblo, CO .......

1.1051
0.9609
0.8260

1.0708
0.9731
0.8773

R ale ig h -D u rh a m -C h ap el
H ill, N C ................................

R en o , N V ...... ...........................
R o an o ke , V A  .1.......................
S a g in aw -B a y  C ity -M id 

la n d , M l ....................... .
S t. C lo u d , M N ....... .
S t  Lo u is , M O -IL ...................
S a lin a s , C A ............................
S a lt L ake  C ity -O g d en , U T
S a n  F ran c isco , C A  ..............
S a n  J u a n , P R .........................
S a n ta  F e , N M .........................
S a n ta  R o s a , C A ...................
S e a ttle -B e lle v u e -E v e re tt,

W A  .........................................
S h erm an -D en iso n , T X .......
S ou th  B en d , IN ..................
S p rin g fie ld , IL  .............. .
S y ra c u s e , N Y .................. .
T a m p a -S t. P e tersb u rg -

C le a rw a te r, F L ..................
T e x a rk a n a , T X -T e x a rk a n a ,

A R ................... .......................
T o p e k a , K S ....................... .
T u cso n , A Z ..............................
T u ls a , O K  ................................
T y le r, T X ..............................
V ic to ria , T X  .................. ...........
W a te rto o -C ed ar F a lls , I A ..
W a u s a u , W l .............................
W ich ita , K S ........ .....................
R u ral A la b a m a ......................
R u ral G e o rg ia .........................
R u ral K e n tu c k y ......................
R u ra l K en tucky  (R u ra l T N

H o s p ita ls )............................
R u ral L o u is ian a  ...................
R u ra l M ich ig an  ......................
R u ral M in n eso ta  ...................
R u ral N o rth  C a ro lin a ......
R u ral S o u th  D a k o ta ...........

0.9521
1.2009
0.8358

0.9669
1.1336
0.8844

0.9549
0.9711
0.9192
1.3087
0.9669
1.4086
0.4969
0.9503
1.2827

0.9689
0.9801
0.9439
1.2023
0.9772
1.2644
0.6194
0.9657
1.1859

1.0985
0.8912
0.9305
0.8727
0.9749

1.0664
0.9242
0.9519
0.9110
0.9827

0.9351 0.9551

0.8085
0.9221
0.9843
0.8311
0.9012
0.8659
0.8726
0.9225
0.9356
0.6935
0.7573
0.7511

0.8645
0.9460
0.9892
0.8810
0.9312
0.9061
0.9109
0.9463
0.9554
0.7783
0.8267
0.8220

0.7536
0.7118
0.8616
0.8141
0.7804
0.6960

0.8239
0.7923
0.9030
0.8686
0.8438
0.7802

Rural South Dakota 
ND Hospitals) ....

Rural Utah....... .
Rural Virginia.......
Rural West Virginia

(Rural
0.7168
0.9025
0.7656
0.7969

0.7961
0.9322
0.8328
0.8560

Table 4d.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Urban areas

Urban area
Average
hourly
wage

Abilene, TX ....................................... 15.2428
Aguadilia, P R .................................... 9.5376
Akron, O H ......................................... 15.9696
Albany, G A ....................................... 14.6612
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N Y ...... 15.5936
Albuquerque, NM ............................ 16.9473
Alexandria, L A ................................. 15.7609
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA- 

NJ ................................................... 17.3217
Altoona, P A .......„ ............................ 16.1256
Amarillo, T X ...................................... 14.9613
Anchorage, A K ................................ 21.0609
Ann Arbor, M l................................... 21.6446
Anniston, ÀL................ ....... 13.8059
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, W l...... 15.0928
Aredbo, P R ...................................... 6.3951
Asheville, N C .................................... 15.8386
Athens, G A ....................................... 14.3693
Atlanta, G A ....................................... 16.2225
Atlantic City-Cape May, N J ......... 18.2697
Augusta-Aiken, G A-SC .................... 15.3613
Austin-San Marcos, T X .................. 15.8961
Bakersfield, C A ................................ 18.7418
Baltimore, M D ................................... 17.3241
Bangor, ME ................... .................. 15.8649
Barnstable-Yarmouth, M A .............. 23.0459
Baton Rouge, LA............................. 14.9472
Beaumont-Port Arthur, T X .............. 15.4227
Bellingham, W A ............................... 19.2426
Benton Harbor, M l........................... 13.6759
Bergen-Passaic, N J ......................... 19.5203
Billings, M T ....................................... 15.5216
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS ..... 13.9062
Binghamton, N Y .............................. 15.7043
Birmingham, A L .............. ................. 15.5459
Bismarck, ND ................................... 15.1194
Bloomington, I N ............................... 14.7166
Bloomington-Normal, IL .................. 14.7875
Boise City, ID ................................... 15.3344
Boston-Boston-Nashua, MA-NH .... 19.8567
Boulder-Longmont, CO .................. 16.9518
Brazoria, TX ..................................... 15.8292
Bremerton, W A ................................ 16.4485
Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito, 

T X ............................................... .. 14.6360
Bryan-College Station, T X .............. 15.6292
Buffalo-Niagára Falls, N Y ............... 15.7378
Burlington, V T ................................... 16.3272
Caguas, P R ..................................... 8.1607
Canton-Massillon, OH ..................... 15.0487
Casper, WY ...................................... 14.5147
Cedar Rapids, I A ............................. 14.6304
Champaign-Urbana, I L ................... 15.0530
Charleston-North Charleston, SC .. 15.4444
Charleston, W V ............................... 15.1664
Chartotte-Gastonia-Rock H ill, NC- 

S C .................................................. 16.6550
Charlottesville, V A ........................ 16.3597
Chattanooga,TN-GA ..................... . 15.6884
Cheyenne, W Y ................................. 13.0128
Chicago, iL....................................... 18.2865
Chico-Paradise, C A ......................... 17.3847
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN ...................... 16.4814
Clarksville-Hopkinsville, T N -K Y ...... 11.7823
Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, O H ....... 16.9469
Colorado Springs, C O ..................... 16.3362
Columbia, MO .................................. 16.0745
Columbia, S C ................................... 15.2795
Columbus, G A -A L ........................... 13.0533

Table 4d.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Urban Areas—Continued

Urban area
Average

hourly
wage

Columbus, O H ................ .................... 17.0935
Corpus Christ!, T X ............................. 14.3870
Cumberland, M D -W V ....................... 13.9876
Dallas, T X ............................................ 16.6570
Danville, V A ......................................... 13.6045
Davenport-Moline-Rock Island, IA- 

IL ............................................. .......... 14.3268
Dayton-Springfield, OH ................ 16.2585
Daytona Beach, FL ........................... 15.2349
Decatur, A L ......................................... 13.8006
Decatur, IL ........................................... 13.8290
Denver, CO ......................................... 18.8756
Des Moines, IA ................................... 14.9768
Detroit, M l............................................ 18.6254
Dothan, AL .......................................... 13.4521
Dover, D E ............................................ 15.0658
Dubuque, I A ........................................ 14.3690
Duluth-Superior, M N -W I.............. 15.8224
Dutchess County, N Y ....................... 18.3373
Eau Claire, W l.................................... 14.6399
El Paso, T X ......................................... 16.4626
Elkhart-Goshen, IN ............................ 14.7770
Elmira, N Y ........................................... 14.7734
Enid, O K ............................................... 13.7836
Erie, P A ................................................ 15.8276
Eugene-Springfield, OR ................... 16.3648
Evansville, Henderson, IN -K Y ........ 15.3706
Fargo-Moorhead, N D -M N ................. 16.4981
Fayetteville, N C .................................. 14.7062
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 12.5094
Flint, M l................................................. 18.4508
Florence, AL .......... ........... ;................. 12.7308
Florence, SC ....................................... 14.9671
Fort Collins-Loveland, C O ............... 17.0633
Fort Lauderdale, F L ........................... 18.1586
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, F L ............. 16.0177
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, F L ........ 18.0857
Fort Smith, A R -O K ............................ 13.1172
Fort Walton Beach, F L ..................... 15.2332
Fort W ayne, IN ................................... 15.2786
Fort Worth-Ariington, T X .................. 16.4673
Fresno, C A ............. ............................ 17.6839
Gadsden, A L ....................................... 13.3587
Gainesville, F L .................................... 15.3822
Galveston-Texas City, T X ............... 17.0298
Gary, IN ................................................ 16.5894
Glens Falls, N Y ............................. 16.0572
Goldsboro, N C ............................. ,..... 14.4976
Grand Forks, ND-MN ........................ 15.1824
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, 

M l............ ................... ....................... 16.8377
Great Falls, M T .................................. 15.2809
Greeley, CO ........................................ 15.0424
Green Bay, W l.................................... 15.2804
Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High 

Point, NC ......................................... 16.0242
Greenville, N C .................................... 16.1067
Greenviile-Spartanburg-Anderson, 

S C ...................................................... 15.0442
Hagerstown, M D .................................
Hamilton-Middletown, OH ...............

15.2431
15.8440

Harrisburg-Lebanon-Cariisle, PA ... 17.2197
Hartford, C T ........................................ . 20.8621
Hickory-Morganton, N C .................... 15.1912
Honolulu, H I.......................... .............. 18.9797
Houma, L A ........................................ 13.4037
Houston, TX ....................................... 17.1024
Huntington-Ashland, W V-KY-OH ... 15.4852
Huntsville, AL ...................................... 14.0820
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Table 4d.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Urban Areas—Continued

Urban area
Average
hourly
wage

Indianapolis, IN ................................ 17.0389
Iowa City, IA .................................... 16.7544
Jackson, Ml .............................. ....... 16.0144
Jackson, M S ..................................... 12.8639
Jackson, TN .................... ............ 13.8213
Jacksonville, F L ............................... 15.4805
Jacksonville, N C .............................. 12.4243
Jamestown, NY ............................... 13.2714
Janesville-Beloit, Wl ........................ 14.5269
Jersey City, N J ............................ . 18.8943
Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol, TN- 

VA ............................. .................... 14.6243
Johnstown, PA ................................ 15.1922
Joplin, MO ............. .......................... 13.2863
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, Ml .......... 18.8930
Kankakee, IL .......................... ......... 14.5998
Kansas City, KS-MO ....................... 16.4648
Kenosha, W l..................................... 15.2700
Killeen-Temple, T X .......................... 17.5544
Knoxville, TN ................................... 15.9627
Kokomo, IN ....................................... 14.8730
LaCrosse, W l.................................... 14.5157
Lafayette, LA ................................... 13.9831
Lafayette, IN .................................... 14.5264
Lake Charles, L A ............................. 14.0403
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL ........... 14.3878
Lancaster, P A ............... I ................. 16.4341
Lansing-East Lansing, M l............... 16.6290
Laredo, T X ........................................ 12.0031
Las Cruces, NM .............................. 15.3965
Las Vegas, NV-AZ .......................... 18.4945
Lawrence, K S ................................... 15.1783
Lawton, O K ....................................... 14.5916
Lewlston-Aubum, M E ...................... 16.6482
Lexington, K Y ................................... 14.2745
Lima, OH .......................................... 14.5715
Lincoln, NE ....................................... 15.3702
Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR ... 14.3384
Longview-Marshall, T X .......  ......... 15.0533
Los Angeles-Long Beach, C A ........ 21.9551
Louisville, K Y -IN .............................. 16.2382
Lubbock, TX ..................................... 14.9804
Lynchburg, V A ................................. 14.1996
Macon, GA .......................... ............ 16.7503
Madison, Wl ..................................... 17.2224
Mansfield, O H .............. .................... 14.0825
Mayaguez, P R ................................. 9.3158
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, T X ....... 14.6669
Medford-Ashland, O R ...................... 16.0752
Melboume-Titusvllle-Palm Bay, FL 16.1502
Memphis, TN-AR-MS ...................... 14.7522
Merced, CA ...................................... 17.2976
Miami, F L ............................ ............. 18.2567
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, 

N J..... 18.8082
Milwaukee-Waukesha, W l.............. 15.9496
Minneapolis-St Paul, MN-WI .......... 18.7387
Mobile, AL .................................. . 13.4667
Modesto, CA .................................... . 19.8014
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ ..................... 17.7266
Monroe, LA ....................................... 13.2274
Montgomery, A L .............................. 12.9554
Munde, IN ................. ...................... 14.7522
Myrtle Beach, SC ................... ..... 14.1760
Naples, F L ........................................ 16.6512
Nashville, T N .................................... 15.7168
Nassau-Suffoik, N Y ......................... 23.2995
New Haven-Bridgeport-Stamford- 

Danbury-Waterbury, CT .............. 21.2015

T a b l e  4 d .— A v e r a g e  H o u r ly  W a g e  
f o r  U r b a n  A r e a s — C o n tin u e d

Average
Urban area hourly

wage

New London-Norwich, C T ............. 19.8762
New Orleans, L A ............................. 16.2855
New York, N Y .................................. 24.2016
Newark, N J ............... .................... 20.4375
Newburgh, N Y -P A ........................... 17.6526
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport

News, V A ..................................... 14.7428
Oakland, C A ................ .................... 24.5895
Ocala, F L .................. ....................... 14.6554
Odessa-Midland, T X ............... ........ 15.0776
Oklahoma City, OK ......................... 14.5953
Olympia, WA ............«..................... 17.8255
Omaha, N E -IA ................................. 17.0887
Orange County, C A ......................... 21.5261
Orlando, FL ..................................... 16.8863
Owensboro, KY ............................... 13.2122
Panama City, FL ............................. 14.4288
Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH ....... 13.3748
Pensacola, FL ................................. 14.5499
Peoria-Pekin, IL ............................... 14.4402
Philadelphia, PA-NJ ....................... 19.4459
Phoenix-Mesa, A Z .... ...................... 17.6465
Pine Bluff, A R ............................... . 15.0421
Pittsburgh, PA ................................. 17.1758
Pittsfield, MA ................................... 18.9899
Ponce, P R ............. .......................... 8.9188
Portland, M E .................................... 16.2826
Portland-Vancouver, O R -W A......... 19.0763
Providence-Warwick, R l................. 18.5006
Provo-Orem, U T .............................. 17.1937
Pueblo, C O ....................................... 14.2589
Punta Gorda, F L .............................. 15.7648
Racine, W l........................................ 15.2123
Ralelgh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC ... 16.4360
Rapid City, S D ................................. 14.1890
Reading, P A ...........................-......... 15.6775
Redding, C A .................................... 20.0625
Reno, N V .......................................... 20.7293
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA .... 15.9052
Richmond-Petersburg, V A .......... 15.1929
Riverside-S an Bernardino, C A ....... 20.9353
Roanoke, V A ................................... 14.3877
Rochester, MN ........ ....... ................. 17.3966
Rochester, N Y ........................... ...... 16.8499
Rockford, I L ............ ......................... 15.0320
Rocky Mount, NC ..„ ........................ 14.8904
Sacramento, C A .............................. 20.9985
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, M l....... 16.4403
St Cloud, M N ................................... 16.9596
St Joseph, MO ................................ 15.2095
St Louis, MO-IL ............................... 15.8494
Salem, O R ................................ ....... 16.2476
Salinas, C A ............................. ......... 22.7627
Salt Lake City-Ogden, U T .............. 16.4651
San Angelo, T X ............. .................. 13.6142
San Antonio, T X .............................. 14.1713
San Diego, CA ................................ 20.5556
San Frandsco, C A .......................... 24.5559
San Jose, C A .................................. 24.6056
San Juan-Bayamon, P R ............. 8.5769
San Luis Obispo-Atascadero-Paso

Robles, C A ............................ ....... 21.4715
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc, C A ................................. 20.0870
Santa Cruz-Watsohville, C A .......... 21.9981
Santa Fe, N M .................................. 17.2367
Santa Rosa, CA ...................  ...... 22.5856
Sarasota-Bradenton, F L ................. 16.7642
Savannah, G A ............................... . 14.9751

T a b l e  4 d .— A v e r a g e  H o u r ly  W a g e  
f o r  U r b a n  A r e a s — C o n tin u e d

Urban area
Average
hourly
wage

Scranton-Wilkes Barre-Hazleton,
PA .................... ............................ 14.8535

Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, W A ......... 18.9627
Sharon, P A ....................................... 15.3367
Sheboygan, W l................................ 14.2050
Sherman-Denison, T X ..... .............. 15.3671
Shreveport-Bossier City, L A ........... 15.4784
Sioux City, IA-NE ............................ 14.7364
Sioux Falls, S D ................................ 15.0515
South Bend, IN ................................ 16.3751
Spokane, WA .................................. 17.5559
Springfield, IL .................................. 15.0651
Springfield, M O ................................ 13.5780
Springfield, M A ................................ 17.8144
State College, P A ............................ 16.3064
Steubenville-Weirton, O H-W V........ 13.8318
Stockton-LOdl, CA .......................... 19.2415
Sumter, S C ....................................... 13.4801
Syracuse, NY .................................. 17.0361
Tacoma, W A .................................... 17.5469
Tallahassee, F L ............................... 14.3948
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, 

F L .................................................. 16.1114
Terre Haute, IN ............ ;.................. 14.8434
Texarkana, TX-Texarkana, AR ..... 13.7395
Toledo, OH ................ ...................... 17.2103
Topeka, KS ....................................... 15.9172
Trenton, N J ....................................... 17.4405
T ucson ,A Z ....................................... 16.9839
Tulsa, OK ......................................... 14.3472
Tuscaloosa, A L ................................ 14.6920
Tyler, T X ........................................... 15.7416
Utica-Rome, NY .............................. 14.9019
Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, C A .............. 21.6135
Ventura, C A ...................................... 21.5700
Victoria, T X ....................................... 15.4109
Vineland-Millvllle-Bridgeton, N J ..... 17.3413
Vlsalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA ......... 18.4141
Waco, T X .......................................... 13.3752
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV ......... 18.6909
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA ................ 14.8989
Wausau, W l...................................... 16.8715
West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 17.7005
Wheeling, WV-OH ........................... 13.2821
W ichita, K S ....................................... 16.8772
W ichita Falls, TX ............................. 13.7258
W illiamsport, P A .............................. 14.6785
Wilmington-Newark, DE-MD .......... 18.4130
Wilmington, NC ............................... 15.5999
Yakima, WA ..................................... 16.2629
Yolo, CA ............................. ............. 19.6627
York, PA ........................................... 15.6647
Youngstown-Warren, OH ............... 16.1008
Yuba City, C A .................................. 18.2712
Yuma, AZ ....................................... » 16.6005

Table 4e.—average Hourly Wage 
for Rural Areas

Nonurban area
Average
hourly
wage

Alabama ........................................... 11.9571
A la ska ............................................... 22.3107
Arizona ............................................ . 14.6513
Arkansas........................................... 11.8608
California ............ .......................... . 16.7905
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T a b l e  4e.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Rural Areas—Continued

Nonurban area
Average
hourly
wage

C olorado........................................... 14.1494
Connecticut....................................... 21.6549
Delaware .......................................... 14.4299
F lo rida ............................................... 14.6984
G eorg ia............................................. 13.0720
Hawaii — ......................................... 18.4430
Idaho......- ......................................... 14.6223
Illin o is .............................................. „ 12.6290
Indiana ............................................... 13.2797
Io w a .................................................. 12.6481
Kansas .............................................. 12.2027
Kentucky................................ .......... 12.9648
Louisiana.......................................... 12.2472
M aine.... ................................. ...— 14.6611
M aryland........................................... 14.8770
Massachusetts................................. 18.5413

Table 4e.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Rural Areas—Continued

Nonurban area
Average
hourly
wage

Michigan ......................................... 14.8731
M innesota........................................ 14.0532
M ississipp i.................................. ..... 11.4921
M issouri........................................... 12.6551
M ontana............................................ 13.8599
N ebraska.......................... ............... 12.3729
Nevada ............................................. 16.0944
New Ham pshire.......................... 16.7167
New Jersey1 .............................. .
New Mexico ............................. ........ 12.9116
New Y o rk .......................................... 14.7769
North Carolina ............................ 13.4713
North D ako ta ................................. 12.4349
O h io ................. :.............. .................. 14.0197
Oklahoma ...................... ........... . 11.8839
Oregon .............................................. [ 15.8401

Table 4e.—Average Hourly Wage 
for Rural Areas—Continued

Nonurban area
Average
hourly
wage

Pennsylvania ................................... 15.0077
Puerto R ico ....................................... 9.0352
Rhode Island1 .................................
South C aro lina................................. 13.2754
South D akota................................... 12.0147
Tennessee ........................................ 13.0082
Texas ................................................ 12.9852
U ta h .................................................. 15.5784
V erm ont............... ............................ 15.1308
V irg in ia .............................................. 13.2159
W ashington....................................... 16.1360
West Virginia ................................... 13.6687
Wisconsin ......................................... 14.3243
W yom ing........................................... 135214

1AM counties within the State are classified 
urban.

Table 5.—List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective Payment 
System

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
LOS

! Outlier 
threshold

1 ........ 0L SURO CRANIOTOMY AGE >17 EXCEPT FOR TRAUMA .................. 3.1556 10.5 14.7 34
2  ..... . 0 1 SURG CRANIOTOMY FOR TRAUMA AGE > 1 7 ________ ______ _ 3.1381 10.4 14.6 33
3 ........ Qt SURG 1 CRANIOTOMY AGE 0-17 ............................................................ 30176 12.7 12.7 36
4 ....... 01 SURG SPINAL PROCEDURES ............ ........................ ....... .................. 2.3847 8.1 12.0 31
5 ........ 0 1 SURG EXTRACRANIAL VASCULAR PROCEDURES ............ .......... .. 1.5361 4.8 6.1 i  28
6 ____ 01 SURG CARPAL TUNNEL RELEASE.......... ......................................... . .6271 2 .1 3.4 25
7 ........ 0 1 SURG PERIPH & CRANIAL NERVE & OTHER NERV SYST PROC 

WITH CC.
2.5180 10.7 18.8 34

8 0 1 SURG PERIPH & CRANIAL NERVE & OTHER NERV SYST PROC 
W /O CC.

.8576 2.9 4.6 26

9 ........ 01 MED SPINAL DISORDERS & INJUR IES............................................. 1.3397 6.7 10.5 30
10  ...... 0 1 MED NERVOUS SYSTEM NEOPLASMS WITH CC .......................... 1.2819 7.1 10.5 30
1 1  ___ 01 MED NERVOUS SYSTEM NEOPLASMS W/O CC ............................ .7691 4.2 5.9 27
12  ...... 0 1 MED DEGENERATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS............. .9449 6.6 9.4 30
13 ..... 0 1 MED MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS & CEREBELLAR ATAXIA.................. .8108 6.2 7.8 29
14 ..... 01 MED SPECIFIC CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS EXCEPT TIA 1.2056 6.7 9.3 30
15 ...... 01 MED TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC ATTACK & PRECEREBRAL OCCLU

SIONS.
.6766 4.0 5.1 27

16 ..... 0 1 MED NONSPECIFIC CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS W CC ... 1.1141 6.5 8.8 29
17 ...... 0 1 MED NONSPECIFIC CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS W/O CC .6648 4.3 5.6 27
18 ..... 01 MED CRANIAL & PERIPHERAL NERVE DISORDERS WITH CC ... .9202 5.6 7.4 29
19 ...... 0 1 MED CRANIAL &  PERIPHERAL NERVE DISORDERS W/O CC .... .5927 3.8 5.1 27
20  ...... 0 1 MED NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTION EXCEPT VIRAL MENINGI

TIS.
2.0613 - 8.4 12.1 31

2 1  ...... 0 1 MED VIRAL M ENING ITIS....................................................................... 1.4304 6.8 9.1 30
22 ...... 01 MED HYPERTENSIVE ENCEPHALOPATHY .......... ........................... .7286 4.1 5.1 27
23 ...... 01 MED NONTRAUMATIC STUPOR & C O M A.... .................. .................. .8407 4.1 6.0 27
24 ..... 0 1 MED SEIZURE & HEADACHE AGE >17 WITH CC ........................... .9759 5.1 7.0 28
25 ...... 01 MED SEIZURE & HEADACHE AGE >17 W/O CC ............................. .5426 3.3 4.3 26
26 ..... 0 1 MED SEIZURE & HEADACHE AGE 0-17 ........................................... .9878 3.6 5.9 27
27 ..... 01 MED TRAUMATIC STUPOR & COMA, COMA >1 HR ................. 1.3311 4.0 7.5 27
2 8 ___ 01 MED TRAUMATIC STUPOR & COMA, COMA <1 HR AGE >17 

WITH CC.
1.2078 5.8 8.9 29

29 . . . . 01 MED TRAUMATIC STUPOR & COMA, COMA <1 HR AGE >17 W/ 
O CC.

.5941 3.3 4.8 26

30 ...... 0 1 MED T TRAUMATIC STUPOR & COMA, COMA <1 HR AGE 0-17 .... .3660 2.0 2.0 17
31 ..... 0 1 MED CONCUSSION AGE >17 WITH CC ............................................ .7335 4.2 6.0 27
32 ..... 0 1 MED CONCUSSION AGE >17 W/O CC .............................................. .4494 2.5 34 22
33 .... . 0 1 MED» CONCUSSION AGE 0-17 ................................ ......................... .2540 1.6 1.6 9
34 ..... 0 1 MED OTHER DISORDERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM WITH CC ..... 1.1103 5.6 7.9 29
35 ...... 0 1 MED OTHER DISORDERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM W/O CC ........ .5656 3.6 4.9 27
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Table 5.— List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective payment 
System—Continued

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
LOS

Outlier
th resho ld

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55

56
57

58

59

60

61
62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

02
02
02
02
02
02
02

02
02
02
02
02
02
03
03
03

03
03
03
03

03
03

03

03

03

03
03
03

03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03

SURG
SURG
SURG
SURG
SURG
SURGi
SURG

MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED1
SURG
SURG
SURG

SURG
SURG
SURG 1
SURG

SURG
SURG

SURG 1

SURG

SURG 1

SURG
SURG 1
SURG

MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED

RETINAL PROCEDURES................................................
ORBITAL PROCEDURES ................ ........ ...................................
PRIMARY IRIS PROCEDURES ..................................................
LENS PROCEDURES WITH OR WITHOUT VITRECTOMY .... 
EXTRAOCULAR PROCEDURES EXCEPT ORBIT AGE >17 .. 
EXTRAOCULAR PROCEDURES EXCEPT ORBIT AGE 0-17 
INTRAOCULAR PROCEDURES EXCEPT RETINA, IRIS & 

LENS.
HYPHEMA................................... ..................................................
ACUTE MAJOR EYE INFECTIONS ........................... ........... .....
NEUROLOGICAL EYE DISORDERS.................................. .......
OTHER DISORDERS OF THE EYE AGE >17 W CC ..............
OTHER DISORDERS OF THE EYE AGE >17 W/O CC ...........
OTHER DISORDERS OF THE EYE AGE 0-17 .......................
MAJOR HEAD & NECK PROCEDURES ...................................
SIALOADENECTOMY .................. ...............................................
SALIVARY GLAND PROCEDURES EXCEPT 

SIALOADENECTOMY.
CLEFT LIP & PALATE REPAIR ................................. .'...............
SINUS & MASTOID PROCEDURES AGE > 1 7 .........................
SINUS & MASTOID PROCEDURES AGE 0 -1 7 ............... ........
MISCELLANEOUS EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT PRO

CEDURES.
RHINOPLASTY .......... ..................................... .............................
T&A PROC, EXCEPT TONSILLECTOMY &/OR

ADENOIDECTOMY ONLY, AGE >17.
T&A PROC, EXCEPT TONSILLECTOMY &/OR

ADENOIDECTOMY ONLY, AGE 0-17.
TONSILLECTOMY &/OR ADENOIDECTOMY ONLY, AGE 

>17.
TONSILLECTOMY &/OR ADENOIDECTOMY ONLY, AGE 0 - 

17.
MYRINGOTOMY W TUBE INSERTION AGE >17 .............. ......
MYRINGOTOMY W TUBE INSERTION AGE 0 -1 7 ................
OTHER EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT O.R. PROCE

DURES.
EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT MALIGNANCY.........
DYSEQUILIBRIUM..................... ......................... ............. ...........
EPISTAXIS.................................. ....... ............. ............. .........
EPIGLOTTITIS............... ............. .................................................
OTITIS MEDIA & URI AGE >17 WITH C C .................... ............
OTITIS MEDIA & URI AGE >17 W/O CC ...................................
OTITIS MEDIA & URI AGE 0-17 ........................... .....................
LARYNGOTRACHEITIS ......... ........... .............. i..........................
NASAL TRAUMA & DEFORMITY ................................... ..........
OTHER EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT DIAGNOSES AGE 

>17.

.6087

.7843

.3716

.4723

.5586

.3782

.5777

.3814

.5949

.6047

.7288

.4047

.4155
1.7937
.6732
.6515

.7697

.7645

.7124

.5761

.6412

.9116

.3203

.4158

.2704

1.0307
.3194

1.0520

1.1571
.4952
.4909
.8481
.7158
.5126
.3978
.6838
.6079
.7591

1.7 
2.6 
2.1
1.5
2.1
1.6
1.8

3.4
5.2
3.4
4.3
2.8
2.9
5.3 
2.0 
2.0

2.2
2.0
3.2
1.7

1.9
3.3

1.5

1.6

1.5

2.8
1.3
3.6

5.3
3.1
3.2
3.9
4.7 
3.6 
2.5
3.8
3.4
4.2

2.1
3.9 
2.6
1.9
3.2 
1.6 
2.4

4.3
6.3
4.3
6.1
3.8
2.9
7.6
2.4
2.8

3.0
3.2
3.2
2.6

2.8
''5.2

1.5

1.9

1.5

5.3
1.3
5.4

8.9
3.9
4.1
4.8
5.7
4.4
3.4
4.7
4.9
5.7

9
26
15
8

25 
7

13

24 
28
26
27 
26 
26
28 
12 
18

19
25 
22 
17

19
26

26
5

27

28 
23 
25
27
28 
23
25 
27
26 
27

74

75
76
77
78
79

80

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

03 MED 1

04
04
04
04
04

SURG
SURG
SURG
MED
MED

04 MED

04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04

MED 1
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
MED

OTHER EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT DIAGNOSES AGE 
0-17.

MAJOR CHEST PROCEDURES............................... .............
OTHER RESP SYSTEM O.R. PROCEDURES W C C ..............
OTHER RESP SYSTEM O .a  PROCEDURES W/O C C ..........
PULMONARY EMBOLISM .............. .......................... ..................
RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS & INFLAMMATIONS AGE >17 

WITH CC.
RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS & INFLAMMATIONS AGE >17 

W /OCC.
RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS & INFLAMMATIONS AGE 0-17
RESPIRATORY NEOPLASMS................................. ........ ..........
MAJOR CHEST TRAUMA WITH CC ..........................................
MAJOR CHEST TRAUMA W/O CC .................. ............. ...........
PLEURAL EFFUSION WITH CC ................................. .
PLEURAL EFFUSION W/O CC .............................................. ;....
PULMONARY EDEMA & RESPIRATORY FAILURE................
CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE .............
SIMPLE PNEUMONIA & PLEURISY AGE >17 WITH CC ........
SIMPLE PNEUMONIA & PLEURISY AGE >17 W/O C C .....

.3545

3.0397
2.4770
1.0443
1.4292
1.7332

.9278

1.1408
1.3105
.9403
.4986

1.1891
.6691

1.3495
1.0067
1.1447
.6990

2.1

10.6
10.4
4.1
8.2
8.7

6.1

6.1
6.6
5.7 
3.3 
6.6 
3.9 
5.6
5.8
6.8
5.1

2.1

13.0
14.4
6.4
9.7 

11.3

7.5

6.1
9.3
7.5
4.3
8.7
5.1
7.8
7.1
8.4
5.9

20

34
33
27
31
32

29

29
30
29 
26
30 
27 
29
29
30 
27
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Table 5.— List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective Payment 
System—Continued

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
LOS

Outlier
threshold

9 t ...... 04 MED SIMPLE PNEUMONIA & PLEURISY AGE 0 -1 7 ........................ .7767 3.8 5.2 27
92 ...... 04 MED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE WITH C C ................................ 1.2039 6.6 8.4 30
93 ...... 04 MED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE W/O C C .................................. .7550 4.6 5.9 28
94 04 MED PNEUMOTHORAX WITH C C ....................................................... 1.2433 6.7 8.8 30
95 04 MED PNEUMOTHORAX W/O C C ......................................................... .6067 4.1 5.1 27
96 ...... 04 MED BRONCHITIS & ASTHMA AGE >17 WITH C C .......................... .8776 5.5 6.6 29
97 04 MED BRONCHITIS & ASTHMA AGE >17 W/O C C ............................ .6067 4.2 4.9 24
98 ...... 04 MED BRONCHITIS & ASTHMA AGE 0-17 .......................................... .6840 3.5 4.7 27
99 ..... 04 MED RESPIRATORY SIGNS & SYMPTOMS WITH CC ................... .7149 3.4 4.5 26
100  .... 04 MED RESPIRATORY SIGNS & SYMPTOMS W/O CC ...................... .5004 2.4 2.9 16
1 0 1  .... 04 MED OTHER RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DIAGNOSES WITH C C ..... .9035 4.8 6.5 28
10 2  .... 04 MED OTHER RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DIAGNOSES W/O C C ....... .5282 3.1 4.0 26
103 .... 05 SURG HEART TRANSPLANT ................................................... ..........u 14.0215 25.9 36.6 49
104 .... 05 s u r g CARDIAC VALVE PROCEDURES W CARDIAC CATH ........... 7.6559 16.5 19.4 40
105 .... 05 SURG CARDIAC VALVE PROCEDURES W/O CARDIAC CATH ....... 5.7990 1 1 .6 13.7 35
106 .... 05 SURG CORONARY BYPASS W CARDIAC C A T H _____________ .... 5.6791 12.9 14.5 36
107 .... 05 SURG CORONARY BYPASS W/O CARDIAC CATH ................. ......... 4.2005 9.8 10.9 33
108 .... 05 SURG OTHER CARDIOTHORACIC PROCEDURES ........................... 5.8690 1 1 .8 15.1 35
109 NO LONGER VALID ................................................. .................... .0000 .0 .0 0
1 1 0  .... 05 SURG MAJOR CARDIOVASCULAR PROCEDURES WITH C C ____ 4.0494 9.5 12.7 33
1 1 1  .... 05 SURG MAJOR CARDIOVASCULAR PROCEDURES W/O C C --------- 2.3214 6.9 8.0 30
1 1 2  .... 05 SURG PERCUTANEOUS CARDIOVASCULAR PROCEDURES ........ 1.9736 4.2 5.7 27
113 .... 05 SURG AMPUTATION FOR CIRC SYSTEM DISORDERS EXCEPT 2.7931 13.5 18.3 36

UPPER LIMB & TOE.
114 .... 05 SURG UPPER LIMB & TOE AMPUTATION FOR CIRC SYSTEM 1.5631 8.3 1 1 .6 31

DISORDERS.
115 .... 05 SURG PERM CARDIAC PACEMAKER IMPLANT W AMI, HEART 3.5886 10.9 13.3 34

FAILURE OR SHOCK.
116 .... 05 SURG OTH PERM CARDIAC PACEMAKER IMPLANT OR AICD 2.4248 5.0 6.8 28

LEAD OR GEN PROC.
117 .... 05 SURG CARDIAC PACEMAKER REVISION EXCEPT DEVICE RE- t.1328 3.3 4.8 26

PLACEMENT.
118 .... 05 SURG CARDIAC PACEMAKER DEVICE REPLACEMENT.................. 1.5419 2.4 3.7 25
119 .... 05 SURG VEIN LIGATION & STRIPPING ............«..................................... .9834 3.5 6.0 26
12 0  .... 05 SURG OTHER CIRCULATORY SYSTEM O.R. PROCEDURES......... 1.9626 6.6 11.4 30
1 2 1  .... 05 MED CIRCULATORY DISORDERS W AMI & C.V. COMP DISCH 1.6017 7.4 9.1 30

ALIVE.
12 2  .... 05 MED CIRCULATORY DISORDERS W AMI W/O C.V. COMP 1.1325 5.2 6.4 28

DISCH ALIVE.
123 .... 05 MED CIRCULATORY DISORDERS W AMI, EXPIRED...................... 1.4116 2.9 5.2 26
124 .... 05 MED CIRCULATORY DISORDERS EXCEPT AMI, W CARD CATH 1.2307 4.2 5.6 27

& COMPLEX DIAG.
125 .... 05 MED CIRCULATORY DISORDERS EXCEPT AMI, W  CARD CATH .7960 2.3 3.1 23

W/O COMPLEX DIAG.
126 .... 05 MED ACUTE & SUBACUTE ENDOCARDITIS........................... ......... 2.7299 14.6 19.4 38
127 .... 05 MED HEART FAILURE & SHOCK ........................................................ 1.0234 5.7 7.4 29
128 .... 05 MED DEEP VBN  THROMBOPHLEBITIS ...................... ..................... .7825 7.0 8.0 30
129 .... 05 MED CARDIAC ARREST, UNEXPLAINED.......................................... 1.1959 2.2 4.1 25
130 .... 05 MED PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISORDERS WITH C C .................. .9042 6.0 7.7 29
131 .... 05 MED PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISORDERS W/O CC .:................. .5831 4.6 5.8 28
132 .... 05 MED ATHEROSCLEROSIS WITH C C ................................................. .7594 3.8 5.2 27
133 .... 05 MED ATHEROSCLEROSIS W/O CC ........................................ ........... .5257 2.8 3.6 22
134 .... 05 MED HYPERTENSION ........................................................................... .5614 3.6 4.6 27
135 .... 05 MED CARDIAC CONGENITAL & VALVULAR DISORDERS AGE > .8609 4.5 6.2 28

17 WITH CC.
136 .... 05 MED CARDIAC CONGENITAL & VALVULAR DISORDERS AGE > .5489 3.0 3.9 24

17 W/O CC.
137 .... 05 MED* CARDIAC CONGENITAL & VALVULAR DISORDERS AGE O- .6530 3.3 3.3 26

138 .... 05 MED CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIA & CONDUCTION DISORDERS .8038 4.2 5.5 27
WITH CC.

139 .... 05 MED CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIA & CONDUCTION DISORDERS W/ .4946 2.8 3.5 20
O C C .

140 .... 05 MED ANGINA PECTO RIS_____ _________ - ....................... «........ . .6241 3.4 4.2 24
141 .... 05 MED SYNCOPE & COLLAPSE WITH CC ................ ..... .................. .7053 4.1 5.3 27
142 .... 05 MED SYNCOPE & COLLAPSE W/O CC _____________ ______ .5150 3.0 3.8 2 1

143 .... 05 MED CHEST P A IN ........................... ........... ........................................... .5189 2.6 3.2 17
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Table 5.—List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective Payment 
System—Continued

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
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Outlier
threshold

144 .... 05 MED OTHER CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DIAGNOSES W CC _____ 1.0659 4.7 6.7 28
145 .... 05 MED OTHER CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DIAGNOSES W/O C C ....... .6122 3.0 3.9 26
146 .... 06 SURG RECTAL RESECTION WITH CC ................................................ 2.4955 11.3 12.7 34
147 .... 06 SURG RECTAL RESECTION W/O CC _______ ___ ..____________ 1.5328 8.0 8.9 30
148 .... 06 SURG MAJOR SMALL & LARGE BOWEL PROCEDURES WITH CC 3.1719 12.7 15.2 36
149 .... 06 SURG MAJOR SMALL & LARGE BOWEL PROCEDURES W/O CC . 1.5127 8.0 8.7 27
150 .... 06 SURG PERITONEAL ADHESfOLYSIS WITH CC .................................. 2.5505 10.9 13.3 34
151 .... 06 SURG PERITONEAL ADHESIOLYSIS W/O CC .................................... 1.1738 5.7 7.1 29
152 .... 06 SURG MINOR SMALL & LARGE BOWEL PROCEDURES WITH CC 1.7955 8.6 10 .2 32
153 .... 06 SURG MINOR SMALL & LARGE BOWEL PROCEDURES W/O CC .. 1.0821 6.3 6.9 25
154 .... 06 SURG STOMACH, ESOPHAGEAL & DUODENAL PROCEDURES 

AGE > 17 WITH CC.
4.1338 13.9 17.6 37

155 .... 06 SURG STOMACH, ESOPHAGEAL & DUODENAL PROCEDURES 
AGE > 17 W/O CC.

1.3811 6.5 7.9 30

156 .... 06 SURGi STOMACH, ESOPHAGEAL ft DUODENAL PROCEDURES 
AGE 0-17.

.8668 6.0 6.0 29

157 .... 06 SURG ANAL ft STOMAL PROCEDURES WITH C C ............................ 1.0048 4.5 6.3 28
158 .... 06 SURG ANAL ft STOMAL PROCEDURES W/O CC .................... ......... .5100 2.3 2.9 17
159 .... 06 SURG HERNIA PROCEDURES EXCEPT INGUINAL ft FEMORAL 

AGE >17 WITH CC.
1.0901 4.5 6.0 28

160 .... 06 SURG HERNIA PROCEDURES EXCEPT INGUINAL ft FEMORAL 
AGE >17 W/O CC.

.6378 2.6 3.3 18

161 .... 06 SURG INGUINAL ft FEMORAL HERNIA PROCEDURES AGE >17 
WITH CC.

.8260 3.2 4.6 26

162 .... 06 SURG INGUINAL ft FEMORAL HERNIA PROCEDURES AGE >17 
W /OCC.

.4823 1.7 2.2 11

163 .... 06 SURG HERNIA PROCEDURES AGE 0-17 ......................... .................. .6795 3.2 3.9 25
164 .... 06 SURG APPENDECTOMY W COMPLICATED PRINCIPAL DtAG 

WITH CC.
2.1679 9.2 10.6 32

165 .... 06 SURG APPENDECTOMY W COMPLICATED PRINCIPAL DIAG W/O 
CC.

APPENDECTOMY W/O COMPLICATED PRINCIPAL DIAG
w rm c c .

1.2055 5.9 6.6 24

166 .... 06 SURG 1.3413 5.5 6.7 28

167 ...; 06 SURG APPENDECTOMY W/O COMPLICATED PRINCIPAL DIAG 
W /OCC.

.7801 3.4 3.9 16

168 .... 03 SURG MOUTH PROCEDURES WITH C C ............................................. 1.0321 3.5 5.5 27
169 .... 03 SURG MOUTH PROCEDURES W /O CC ................................................ .5824 2.0 2.6 16
170 .... 06 SURG OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM O.R. PROCEDURES WITH CC 2.7524 10.5 15.3 34
171 .... 06 SURG OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM O R. PROCEDURES W/O CC . 1.0894 4.6 6.2 28
172 .... 06 MED DIGESTIVE MALIGNANCY WITH C C ............................. ....... 1.3063 6.8 10 .1 30
173 .... 06 MED DIGESTIVE MALIGNANCY W/O C C .............. ............................ .6318 3.4 5.0 26
174 .... 06 MED G.L HEMORRHAGE WITH C C ................................. ...... ............ .9657 5.2 6.5 28
175 .... 06 MED G.L HEMORRHAGE W /O C C ___________________ _______ .5354 3.5 4.1 20
176 .... 06 MED COMPLICATED PEPTIC U LC ER ............................. ......... „ ....... 1.0453 5.6 7.3 29
177 .... 06 MED UNCOMPLICATED PEPTIC ULCER WITH CC _______ ___ .7986 4.8 5.9 28
178 .... 06 MED UNCOMPLICATED PEPTIC ULCER W/O C C ............ ............ . .5804 3.5 4.2 20
179 .... 06 MED INFLAMMATORY BOWEL D ISEASE.......................................... 1.1072 6.8 8.8 30
180 .... 06 MED G .l. OBSTRUCTION WITH C C ...................................................„ .9180 5.5 7.1 28
181 .... 06 MED G.L OBSTRUCTION W/O C C _______________ ___________ .4969 3.6 4.4 24
182 .... 06 MED ESOPHAGITIS. GASTRQENT f t  MISC DIGEST DISORDERS 

AGE >17 W ITH CC.
.7617 4.6 5.9 28

183 06 MED ESOPHAGITIS, GASTROENT ft MISC DIGEST DISORDERS 
AGE >17 W/O CC.

.5291 3.2 4.0 23

184 :... 06 MED ESOPHAGITIS. GASTROENT ft MISC DIGEST DISORDERS 
AGE 0-17.

,4735 2.8 3.8 26

185 .... 03 MED DENTAL ft ORAL DIS EXCEPT EXTRACTIONS ft RES
TORATIONS, AGE >17. .

.8248 4.2 5.8 27

186 .... 03 MED* DENTAL ft ORAL DIS EXCEPT EXTRACTIONS ft RES
TORATIONS, AGE 0-17.

.4251 2.9 2.9 23

187 .... 03 MED DENTAL EXTRACTIONS ft  RESTORATIONS_____________ .5852 2.6 3.7 26
188 .... 06 MED OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIAGNOSES AGE >17 WITH 

CC
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIAGNOSES AGE >17 W/O 

CC
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIAGNOSES AGE 0 -1 7 _____

1.0050 5.1 7.1 28

189 .... 06 MED .4775 2.7 3.7 26

190 .... 06 MED .7577 4.2 5.6 27
191 .... 07 SURG PANCREAS, LIVER f t  SHUNT PROCEDURES WITH C C ___ 4.3319 14.3 18.8 37
192 .... 07 SURG PANCREAS, LIVER ft SHUNT PROCEDURES W/O C C ........ 1.6460 7.4 9.3 30
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193 .... 07 SURG BILIARY TRACT PROC W  CC EXCEPT ONLY CHOLECYST 
W  OR W /O C .D.E..

3.0940 13.2 15.7 36

194 .... 07 SURG BILIARY TRACT PROC W /O CC EXCEPT ONLY 
CHOLECYST W  OR W /O C.D.E.

1.5991 7.7 9.3 31

195 .... 07 SURG CHOLECYSTECTOMY W  C.D.E. W ITH C C ................................ 2.4066 10.2 11.9 33
196 .... 07 SURG CHOLECYSTECTOMY W  C.D.E. W /O C C ................ .................. 1.5073 6.9 8.1 30
197 .... 07 SURG CHOLECYSTECTOMY EXCEPT BY LAPAROSCOPE W /O  

C .D .E. W ITH CC.
2.0082 8.2 10.0 31

198 .... 07 SURG CHOLECYSTECTOMY EXCEPT BY LAPAROSCOPE W /O  
C .D .E. W /O  CC.

1.0432 4.5 5.4 27

199 .... 07 SURG HEPATOBILIARY DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE FOR MALIG
NANCY.

2.3557 10.3 13.7 33

200 .... 07 SURG HEPATOBILIARY DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE FOR NON
MALIGNANCY.

2.8054 8.7 13.4 32

201 .... 07 SURG OTHER HEPATOBILIARY OR PANCREAS O .R. PROCE
DURES.

3.1526 12.2 17.5 35

202 .... 07 MED CIRRHOSIS & ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS ........................ ............. 1.3176 6.7 9.2 30
203 .... 07 MED MALIGNANCY OF HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM OR PAN

CREAS.
1.2180 6.5 9.4 30

204 .... 07 MED DISORDERS OF PANCREAS EXCEPT MALIGNANCY ........... 1.1302 5.9 7.7 29
205 .... 07 MED DISORDERS OF LIVER EXCEPT MALIG, CIRR, ALC HEPA 

W ITH CC.
1.2470 6.4 9.0 29

206 .... 07 MED DISORDERS O F LIVER EXCEPT MALIG, CIRR, ALC HEPA 
W /O CC.

.6181 3.6 5.2 27

207 .... 07 MED DISORDERS OF THE BILIARY TRACT W ITH C C ........ ............ .9896 5.1 6.7 28
208 .... 07 MED DISORDERS OF THE BILIARY TRACT W /O C C ....................... .5521 2.9 3.7 24
209 .... 08 SURG MAJOR JOINT & LIMB REATTACHMENT PROCEDURES—  

LOWER EXTREMITY.
2.3491 8.6 9.6 31

210 .... 08 SURG HIP & FEMUR PROCEDURES EXCEPT MAJOR JOINT AGE 
>17 W ITH CC.

1.8702 10.0 11.7 33

211 .... 08 SURG HIP & FEMUR PROCEDURES EXCEPT MAJOR JOINT AGE 
>17 W /O C C .

1.3031 7.6 8.6 31

212 .... 08 SURG HIP & FEMUR PROCEDURES EXCEPT MAJOR JOINT AGE 
0 -1 7 .

1.4486 4.3 6.0 27

213 .... 08 SURG AMPUTATION FOR MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM & CONN 
TISSUE DISORDERS.

1.7485 8.9 12.3 32

214 .... 08 SURG BACK & NECK PROCEDURES W ITH C C .................................... 1.8857 7.3 9.1 30
215 .... 08 SURG BACK & NECK PROCEDURES W /O C C ....................... .............. 1.0926 4.4 5.3 26
216 .... 08 SURG BIOPSIES O F MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM & CONNEC

TIVE TISSUE.
2.0570 9.6 13.8 33

217 .... 08 SURG W ND DEBRID & SKN GRFT EXCEPT HAND, FOR 
MUSCSKELET & CONN TISS DIS.

3.0563 13.1 20.4 36

218 .... 08 SURG LOWER EXTREM & HUMER PROC EXCEPT HIP, FOOT, 
FEMUR AGE >17 W ITH CC.

1.4195 6.3 8.2 29

219 .... 08 SURG LOWER EXTREM & HUMER PROC EXCEPT HIP, FOOT, 
FEMUR AGE >17 W /O CC.

.9015 3.9 4.8 25

220 .... 08 S U R G I LOWER EXTREM & HUMER PROC EXCEPT HIP, FOOT, 
FEMUR AGE 0 -1 7 .

.9556 5.3 5.3 28

221 .... 08 SURG KNEE PROCEDURES W ITH CC .................................................... 1.7992 7.1 10.1 30
222 .... 08 SURG KNEE PROCEDURES W /O CC ........................ ....... ..................... .9846 3.6 5.0 27
223 .... 08 SURG MAJOR SHOULDER/ELBOW  PROC, OR OTHER UPPER 

EXTREMITY PROC W  CC.
.8126 2.8 3.5 20

224 .... 08 SURG SHOULDER, ELBOW OR FOREARM PROC, EXC MAJOR 
JOINT PROC, W /O CC.

.6698 2.3 2.8 14

225 .... 08 SURG FOOT PR O C ED U R ES.............................................. ......................... .8568 3.3 5.1 26
226 .... 08 SURG SOFT TISSUE PROCEDURES W ITH CC .................................... 1.3096 5.4 8.0 28
227 .... 08 SURG SOFT TISSUE PROCEDURES W /O CC ..................... ....... .6866 2.6 3.4 22
228 .... 08 SURG MAJOR THUMB OR JO INT PROC. OR OTH HAND OR 

W RIST PROC W  CC.
.8225 2.4 3.6 25

229 .... 08 SURG HAND OR W RIST PROC, EXCEPT MAJOR JOINT PROC, 
W /O C C .

.5679 1.8 2.4 14

230 .... 08 SURG LOCAL EXCISION & REMOVAL OF INT FIX DEVICES OF 
HIP & FEMUR.

.9353 3.8 5.8 27

231 .... 08 SURG LOCAL EXCISION & REMOVAL OF INT FIX DEVICES EX
CEPT HIP & FEMUR.

1.1159 3.7 5.9 27

232 .... 08 SURG A R TH R O SC O PY............................................................. . 1.1082 3.1 5.5 26
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Table 5.— List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG S), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points used in the prospective Payment 
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R ela tiv e
w eig h ts

G e o 
m etric
m ean
L O S

A rithm etic
m ean
L O S

O u tlie r
thresho ld

2 3 3  .. .. 0 8 S U R G O T H E R  M U S C U L O S K E L E T  S Y S  &  C O N N  T IS S  O .R . P R O C  
W IT H C C .

1 .8 4 5 4 7 .9 11.1 31

2 3 4  .... 0 8 S U R G O T H E R  M U S C U L O S K E L E T  S Y S  &  C O N N  T IS S  O .R , P R O C  
W /O C C .

.9321 3 .7 5 .2 2 7

2 3 5  .... 0 8 M E D F R A C T U R E S  O F  F E M U R  ... ..................................... - .......................... .9 7 3 0 6 .4 1 0 .2 2 9
2 3 6  .... 0 8 M E D F R A C T U R E S  O F  H IP  &  P E L V IS ............................................................. .7 9 2 2 5 .9 8.1 29
2 3 7  .... 0 8 M E D S P R A IN S , S T R A IN S , &  D IS L O C A T IO N S  O F  H IP , P E L V IS  &  

T H IG H .
.5 5 3 6 4 .0 5 .3 2 7

2 3 8  .... 0 8 M E D O S T E O M Y E L IT IS  ..................................................... ............... ................... . 1 .5 0 6 2 9 .7 t3 .0 3 3
2 3 9  .... 0 8 M E D P A T H O L O G IC A L  F R A C T U R E S  &  M U S C U L O S K E L E T A L  &  

C O N N  T IS S  M A L IG N A N C Y .
1 .0 3 8 8 7 .2 9 .5 3 0

2 4 0  .... 0 8 M E D C O N N E C T IV E  T IS S U E  D IS O R D E R S  W IT H  C C  ....... ..................... 1 .t4 8 8 6 .5 8 .8 3 0
241 .... 0 8 M E D C O N N E C T IV E  T IS S U E  D IS O R D E R S  W /O  C C ----------------------- .. . .5 6 8 2 4 .1 5 .3 2 7
2 4 2  .... 0 8 M E D S E P T IC  A R T H R IT IS ________________________________________ — 1 .1 3 5 6 7S 1 0 .0 3 0
2 4 3  .... 0 8 M E D M E D IC A L  B A C K  P R O B L E M S  ......................................................- .......... .7 0 1 1 5 .0 6 .6 28
2 4 4  .... 0 8 M E D B O N E  D IS E A S E S  &  S P E C IF IC  A R T H R O P A T H IE S  W IT H  C C .7 4 3 7 5 2 7 .0 2 8
2 4 5  .... 0 8 M E D B O N E  D IS E A S E S  &  S P E C IF IC  A R T H R O P A T H IE S  W /O  C C  - .4 7 9 8 3 .6 4 .8 2 7
2 4 6  .... 0 8 M E D N O N -S P E C IF IC  A R T H R O P A T H IE S ...................................................... .5 9 6 2 4 2 5 .4 2 7
2 4 7  .... 0 8 M E D S IG N S  &  S Y M P T O M S  O F  M U S C U L O S K E L E T A L  S Y S T E M  &  

C O N N  T IS S U E .
.5 5 4 7 3 .5 4 .7 2 6

2 48  .... 0 8 M E D T E N D O N IT IS , M Y O S IT IS  &  B U R S IT IS ............................................ .6 9 3 9 4 .5 6 .0 27
2 49  .... 0 8 M E D A F T E R C A R E . M U S C U L O S K E L E T A L  S Y S T E M  &  C O N N E C 

T IV E  T IS S U E
.6 6 3 8 3 .7 5 .5 2 7

2 5 0  .... 0 8 M E D F X , S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  F O R E A R M , H A N D , F O O T  A G E  
> 1 7  W IT H  C C .

.7 1 7 4 4 .4 6 .3 2 7

251 .... 0 8 M E D F X . S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  F O R E A R M , H A N D . F O O T  A G E  
> 1 7  W /O  C C .

.4 4 4 9 2 .7 3 .7 2 6

252  .... 0 8 M E D 1 F X . S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  F O R E A R M , H A N D . F O O T  A G E  
0 -1 7 .

.3 6 1 5 1 .8 1.8 15

2 53  .... 0 8 M E D F X . S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  U P A R M , L O W L E G  E X  F O O T  
A G E  > 1 7  W IT H  C C .

.7 7 0 6 5 .4 7 .6 28

2 54  .... 0 8 M E D F X , S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  U P A R M , L O W L E G  E X  F O O T  
A G E  > 1 7  W /O  C C .

.4 2 7 2 3.3 4 .5 2 6

255  .... 0 8 M E D 1 F X . S P R N , S T R N  &  D IS L  O F  U P A R M , L O W LE G  E X  F O O T  
A G E  0 -1 7 .

.4 7 9 6 2 .9 2 .9 2 6

256  .... 0 8 M E D O T H E R  M U S C U L O S K E L E T A L  S Y S T E M  &  C O N N E C T IV E  
T IS S U E  D IA G N O S E S .

.6 3 6 6 3 .6 4 .9 27

2 57  .... 0 9 S U R G T O T A L  M A S T E C T O M Y  F O R  M A L IG N A N C Y  W IT H  C C ............. .8 8 4 5 3 .8 4 .6 21
2 58  .... 0 9 S U R G T O T A L  M A S T E C T O M Y  F O R  M A L IG N A N C Y  W /O  CC ........ . .6 9 5 9 3 .0 3 .4 13
2 59  .... 0 9 S U R G S U B T O T A L  M A S T E C T O M Y  F O R  M A L IG N A N C Y  W IT H  C C  ... , .8 3 7 2 3 .1 4 .7 26
2 60  .... 0 9 S U R G S U B T O T A L  M A S T E C T O M Y  F O R  M A L IG N A N C Y  W /O  C C  ..... .5 7 4 3 2 .0 2 .5 11
261 .... 0 9 S U R G B R E A S T  P R O C  F O R  N O N -M A L IG N A N C Y  E X C E P T  B IO P S Y  

&  LO C A L E X C IS IO N .
.7 2 7 2 2.1 2.6 14

2 62  .... 0 9 S U R G B R E A S T  B IO P S Y  &  LO C A L E X C IS IO N  F O R  N O N -M A L IG 
N A N C Y .

.6 0 7 1 2 .3 3 .5 2 5

2 63  .... 0 9 S U R G S K IN  G R A F T  « /O R  D E B R ID  F O R  S K N  U L C E R  O R  
C E L L U L IT IS  W IT H  C C .

2 .4 4 6 0 1 3 .5 1 9 .0 3 7

264 .... 0 9 S U R G S K IN  G R A F T  « /O R  D E B R ID  F O R  S K N  U L C E R  O R  
C E L L U L IT IS  W /O  C C .

1 .2 3 4 6 7 .8 1 0 .7 31

265  .... 0 9 S U R G S K IN  G R A F T  « /O R  D E B R ID  E X C E P T  F O R  S K IN  U L C E R  O R  
C E L L U L IT IS  W C C .

1 .4 0 6 5 5 .8 9 .0 2 9

266  .... 0 9 SURG S K IN  G R A F T  « /O R  D E B R ID  E X C E P T  F O R  S K IN  U L C E R  O R  
C E L L U L IT IS  W /O  C C .

.7 1 0 8 2 .9 4 .3 2 6

2 67  .... 0 9 S U R G P E R IA N A L  &  P IL O N ID A L  P R O C E D U R E S  ___________________ .6 5 9 2 2 .6 4 ,3 2 6
2 6 8  .... 0 9 S U R G S K IN , S U B C U T A N E O U S  T IS S U E  &  B R E A S T  P L A S T IC  P R O 

C E D U R E S .
.8 1 9 8 2 .7 4 .3 2 6

2 69  .... 0 9 S U R G O T H E R  S K IN , S U B C U T  T IS S  &  B R E A S T  P R O C E D U R E  
W IT H  C C .

1 .7 1 6 6 7 .8 1 1 .6 31

2 70  .... 0 9 S U R G O T H E R  S K IN , S U B C U T  T IS S  &  B R E A S T  P R O C E D U R E  W /O  
C C

S K IN  U L C E R S  ......................................................................... ......  ......

.6 4 5 6 2.7 3 .9 26

271 .... 0 9 M E D 1 .1 7 8 3 8 1 1 0 .8 31
272  .... 0 9 M E D M A JO R  S K IN  D IS O R D E R S  W IT H  CC .....________________ 1 .0 2 0 6 6 .8 8 .8 30
2 73  .... 0 9 M E D M A JO R  S K IN  D IS O R D E R S  W /O  C C ...................................... J6514 4 .8 6 .4 28
2 74  .... 0 9 M E D M A L IG N A N T  B R E A S T  D IS O R D E R S  W IT H  C C ___________ 1 .1 1 8 3 6 .3 9 .6 29
275  .... 0 9 M E D M A L IG N A N T  B R E A S T  D IS O R D E R S  W /O  C C ......................... .5 0 5 0 2 .7 3 .9 26
2 76  .... 0 9 M E D N O N -M A L IG A N T  B R E A S T  D IS O R D E R S ____________ ___ .6 3 5 1 4.4 5 .8 27
2 77  .... 0 9 M E D C E L L U L IT IS  A G E  >17 W IT H  C C  ............................................. .8 9 1 7 6.6 8 .0 30
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Table 5.—List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective Payment 
System—Continued

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
LOS

Outlier
threshold

278 .... 09 MED CELLULITIS AGE >17 W/O C C ................................................... .5828 5.0 5.9 28
279 .... 09 MED 1 CELLULITIS AGE 0-17 ................................................................ .7618 4.2 4.2 24
280 .... 09 MED TRAUMA TO THE SKIN, SUBCUT TISS & BREAST AGE >17 

WITH CC.
.6755 4.4 6.1 27

281 .... 09 MED TRAUMA TO THE SKIN, SUBCUT TISS & BREAST AGE >17 
W /OCC.

.4195 3.0 4.0 26

282 .... 09 MED v TRAUMA TO THE SKIN, SUBCUT TISS & BREAST AGE 0 - 
17.

MINOR SKIN DISORDERS WITH C C .........................................

.3540 2.2 2.2 19

283 .... 09 MED .7253 5.0 6.6 28
284 .... 09 MED MINOR SKIN DISORDERS W/O C C ........................................... .4469 3.4 4.5 26
285 .... 10 SURG AMPUTAT OF LOWER LIMB FOR ENDOCRINE, NUTRIT, & 

METABOL DISORDERS.
2.5637 13.3 18.2 36

286 .... 10 SURG ADRENAL & PITUITARY PROCEDURES ................................. 2.2821 8.2 10 .1 31
287 .... 10 SURG SKIN GRAFTS & WOUND DEBRID FOR ENDOC, NUTRIT & 

METAB DISORDERS.
2.1927 12.4 18.1 35

288 .... 10 SURG O.R. PROCEDURES FOR O BESITY........... ............................... 2.0725 6.9 10.5 30
289 .... 10 SURG PARATHYROID PROCEDURES................................................. .9920 3.4 4.9 26
290 .... 1 0 SURG THYROID PROCEDURES........................................................ .7637 2.5 3.1 16
291 .... 10 SURG THYROGLOSSAL PROCEDURES.............................................. .5074 1.7 2.0 9
292 .... 10 SURG OTHER ENDOCRINE, NUTRIT & METAB O.R. PROC WITH 

CC
OTHER ENDOCRINE, NUTRIT & METAB O.R. PROC W/O 

CC.
DIABETES AGE > 3 5 ......................................................................

2.7658 1 1 . 1 16.1 34

293 .... 10 SURG 1 . 1 0 1 0 4.7 7.1 28

294 .... 10 MED .7466 5.4 6.9 28
295 .... 10 MED DIABETES AGE 0 -3 5 ........................................................... ........ .7562 4.2 5.6 27
296 .... 10 MED NUTRITIONAL & MISC METABOLIC DISORDERS AGE >17 

WITH CC.
.9313 5.6 7.8 29

297 .... 10 MED NUTRITIONAL & MISC METABOLIC DISORDERS AGE >17 
W /OCC.

.5244 3.8 4.8 27

298 .... 10 MED NUTRITIONAL & MISC METABOLIC DISORDERS AGE 0-17 .5627 3.2 4.6 26
299 .... 10 MED INBORN ERRORS OF METABOLISM........................................ .8271 4.4 6.4 27
300 .... 10 MED ENDOCRINE DISORDERS WITH C C ......................................... 1.0982 6.6 8.7 30
301 .... 10 MED ENDOCRINE DISORDERS W/O C C ........................................... .5777 3.8 5.1 27
302 .... 1 1 SURG KIDNEY TRANSPLANT................................................................ 3.8871 12.9 14.9 36
303 .... 1 1 SURG KIDNEY, URETER & MAJOR BLADDER PROCEDURES 

FOR NEOPLASM.
2.5929 10.3 12.4 33

304 .... 1 1 SURG KIDNEY, URETER & MAJOR BLADDER PROC FOR NON- 
NEOPL WITH CC.

2.3897 9.4 12.7 32

305 .... 1 1 SURG KIDNEY, URETER & MAJOR BLADDER PROC FOR NON- 
NEOPL W/O CC.

1.1127 4.7 5.9 28

306 .... 1 1 SURG PROSTATECTOMY WITH CC ..................................................... 1.2474 6.1 8.2 29
307 .... 1 1 SURG PROSTATECTOMY W/O CC ....................................................... .6620 3.3 4.0 18
308 .... 1 1 SURG MINOR BLADDER PROCEDURES WITH C C ........................... 1.4452 5.8 8.5 29
309 .... 1 1 SURG MINOR BLADDER PROCEDURES W/O C C ............................. .7580 2.8 3.7 26
310 .... 1 1 SURG TRANSURETHRAL PROCEDURES WITH C C .......................... .9006 3.7 5.2 27
311 .... 1 1 SURG TRANSURETHRAL PROCEDURES W/O C C ............... ............ .5206 2.0 2.5 13
312 .... 1 1 SURG URETHRAL PROCEDURES, AGE >17 WITH CC .................... .8334 3.6 5.4 27
313 .... 1 1 SURG URETHRAL PROCEDURES, AGE >17 W/O C C ...................... .4551 2.0 2.6 15
314 .... 1 1 SURG i URETHRAL PROCEDURES, AGE 0 -1 7 ............................. ....... .4470 2.3 2.3 25
315 .... 1 1 SURG OTHER KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT O.R. PROCEDURES ... 2.0341 6.5 1 1 .6 29
316 .... 1 1 MED RENAL FAILU R E........................................................................... 1.2903 6.2 8.9 29
317 .... 1 1 MED ADMIT FOR RENAL D IALYSIS .................................................... .5194 2.8 4.0 26
318 .... 1 1 MED KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT NEOPLASMS WITH C C ............ 1.1215 5.8 8.6 29
319 .... 1 1 MED KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT NEOPLASMS W/O CC ........... .5298 2.5 3.4 25
320 .... 1 1 MED KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS AGE >17 WITH 

CC
KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS AGE >17 W/O 

CC.
KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS AGE 0 -1 7 ...........

.9677 6.3 7.9 29

321 .... 1 1 MED .6112 4.6 5.4 26

322 .... 1 1 MED .4952 3.9 4.5 21
323 .... 1 1 MED URINARY STONES WITH CC, &/OR ESW LITHOTRIPSY ..... .7290 3.0 4.1 26
324 .... 1 1 MED URINARY STONES W/O C C ........................................................ .3864 2.0 2.4 12
325 .... 1 1 MED KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT SIGNS & SYMPTOMS AGE 

>17 WITH CC.
.6607 4.1 5.6 27

326 .... 1 1 MED KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT SIGNS & SYMPTOMS AGE 
>17 W/O CC.

.4024 2.7 3.4 21

327 .... 1 1 M EDt KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT SIGNS & SYMPTOMS AGE 0 - J169 3.1 3.1 26
17.
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328 .... 1 1 MED URETHRAL STRICTURE AGE >17 WITH C C ........................... .6597 3.6 5.0 27
329 .... 1 1 MED URETHRAL STRICTURE AGE >17 W/O C C ............................. .3881 1.9 2.4 14
330 .... 1 1 MED* URETHRAL STRICTURE AGE 0-17 .......................................... .2882 1.6 1.6 9
331 .... 1 1 MED OTHER KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT DIAGNOSES AGE >17 

WITH CC.
.9829 5.2 7.2 28

332 .... 1 1 MED OTHER KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT DIAGNOSES AGE >17 
W /OCC.

.5430 2.9 4.1 26

333 .... 1 1 MED OTHER KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT DIAGNOSES AGE 0 - 
17.

MAJOR MALE PELVIC PROCEDURES W CC ........... .............

.9641 5.0 7.2 28

334 .... 1 2 SURG 1.7535 7.4 8.1 25
335 .... 1 2 SURG MAJOR MALE PELVIC PROCEDURES W/O C C ...................... 1.3630 6.2 6.6 20
336 .... 1 2 SURG TRANSURETHRAL PROSTATECTOMY WITH C C .................. .8540 4.3 5.2 23
337 .... 1 2 SURG TRANSURETHRAL PROSTATECTOMY W/O C C ................. .6050 3.2 3.6 1 1
338 .... 1 2 SURG TESTES PROCEDURES, FOR M ALIGNANCY......................... .9395 3.8 5.8 27
339 .... 1 2 SURG TESTES PROCEDURES, NON-MALIGNANCY AGE > 1 7 ........ .8093 3.1 4.6 26
340 .... 12 SURG 1 TESTES PROCEDURES, NON-MALIGNANCY AGE 0 -1 7 ...... .4483 2.4 2.4 13
341 .... 1 2 SURG PENIS PROCEDURES............................................. .................... .9646 3.1 4.0 25
342 .... 1 2 SURG CIRCUMCISION AGE > 1 7 ............................................................ .5848 2.6 3.8 26
343 .... 1 2 SURG 1 CIRCUMCISION AGE 0 -1 7 .............................................. ........... .3916 1.7 1.7 6
344 .... 1 2 SURG OTHER MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM O.R. PROCE

DURES FOR MALIGNANCY.
1.0183 3.1 4.3 26

345 .... 1 2 SURG OTHER MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM O.R. PROC EX
CEPT FOR MALIGNANCY.

.7344 3.2 4.6 26

346 .... 1 2 MED MALIGNANCY, MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM, WITH CC .9338 5.3 7.8 28
347 .... 1 2 MED MALIGNANCY, MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM, W/O CC .. .4928 2.5 3.8 26
348 .... 1 2 MED BENIGN PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY WITH C C .................... .6856 3.9 5.5 27
349 .... 1 2 MED BENIGN PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY W/O C C ...................... .3904 2.3 3.3 2 2
350 .... 1 2 MED INFLAMMATION OF THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM . .6668 4.6 5.5 27
351 .... 1 2 M ED 1 STERILIZATION, M A LE ................................................. ............... .3447 1.3 1.3 5
352 .... 1 2 MED OTHER MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM DIAGNOSES....... .5326 3.1 4.4 26
353 .... 13 SURG PELVIC EVISCERATION, RADICAL HYSTERECTOMY & 

RADICAL VULVECTOMY.
1.9624 8.8 10.7 32

354 .... 13 SURG UTERINE,ADNEXA PROC FOR , NON-OVARIAN/ADNEXAL 
MALIG WITH CC.

1.3794 6.5 7.6 29

355 .... 13 SURG UTERINE,ADNEXA PROC FOR NON-OVARIAN/ADNEXAL 
MALIG W/O CC.

.8717 4.4 4.7 13

356 .... 13 SURG FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM RECONSTRUCTIVE 
PROCEDURES.

.7096 3.5 4.0 15

357 .... 13 SURG UTERINE & ADNEXA PROC FOR OVARIAN OR ADNEXAL 
MALIG.

2.3153 9.4 11.5 32

358 .... 13 SURG UTERINE & ADNEXA PROC FOR NON-MALIGNANCY WITH 
CC

UTERINE & ADNEXA PROC FOR NON-MALIGNANCY W/O 
CC ‘

VAGINA, CERVIX & VULVA PROCEDURES............................

1.1042 5.2 5.9 2 1

359 .... 13 SURG .7834 3.9 4.1 1 1

360 .... 13 SURG .8126 3.8 4.7 25
361 .... 13 SURG LAPAROSCOPY & INCISIONAL TUBAL INTERRUPTION ...... 1.0037 3.2 5.0 26
362 .... 13 SURG 1 ENDOSCOPIC TUBAL INTERRUPTION .................................... .5151 1.4 1.4 5
363 .... 13 SURG D&C, CONIZATION & RADIO-IMPLANT, FOR MALIGNANCY .6340 2.9 3.9 23
364 .... 13 SURG D&C, CONIZATION EXCEPT FOR MALIGNANCY................... .5930 2.6 3.8 26
365 .... 13 SURG OTHER FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM O.R. PROCE

DURES.
1.7034 6.6 9.6 30

366 .... 13 MED MALIGNANCY, FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM WITH 
CC

MALIGNANCY, FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM W/O CC

1.1948 6.1 9.4 29

367 .... 13 MED .4769 2.6 3.6 26
368 .... 13 MED INFECTIONS, FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM ............... .9489 5.8 7.5 29
369 .... 13 MED MENSTRUAL & OTHER FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 

DISORDERS.
.5201 3.0 4.4 26

370 .... 14 SURG CESAREAN SECTION W C C ...................................................... .8699 4.9 5.9 24
371 .... 14 SURG CESAREAN SECTION W/O C C ................................................... .6289 3.8 4.0 10
372 .... 14 MED VAGINAL DELIVERY W COMPLICATING DIAGNOSES......... .5174 3.1 4.3 26
373 .... 14 MED VAGINAL DELIVERY W/O COMPLICATING DIAGNOSES ..... .3247 2.0 2 .2 8
374 .... 14 SURG VAGINAL DELIVERY W STERILIZATION &/OR D & C .............. .5859 2.6 3.2 15
375 .... 14 SURG 1 VAGINAL DELIVERY W O.R. PROC EXCEPT STERIL &/OR 

D&C.
.7049 4.4 4.4 27

376 .... 14 MED POSTPARTUM & POST ABORTION DIAGNOSES W/O O.R. 
PROCEDURE.

.3894 2.6 3.5 24
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377 .... 14 SURG POSTPARTUM & POST ABORTION DIAGNOSES W O R  
PROCEDURE.

.8600 3.8 4.4 26

378 .... 14 MED ECTOPIC PREGNANCY__  . . . . .  . ___  . . .7580 3.1 3.6 16
379 .... 14 MED THREATENED ABORTION________ ___________ _______ _ .3346 2.4 3.4 25
380 .... 14 MED ABORTION W/Ö D&C................................. ..................... .............. .2958 1.6 2.1 to
381 ..„ 14 SURG ABORTION W D&C, ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OR HYS

TEROTOMY.
.3943 1.6 2.0 8

382 .... 14 MED FALSE LABOR.................... ......... ..................•- - ............. .1240 1 9 1.3 4
383 .... 14 MED OTHER ANTEPARTUM DIAGNOSES W MEDICAL COM

PLICATIONS,
.4050 3.1 4.3 26

384 .... 14 MED OTHER ANTEPARTUM DIAGNOSES W/Ö MEDICAL COM
PLICATIONS.

.2620 2-1 2.8 19

385 .... 15 MED* NEONATES, DIED OR TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER 
ACUTE CARE FACILITY.

1.2648 1.8 1.8 25

386 .... 15 MED1 EXTREME IMMATURITY OR RESPIRATORY DISTRESS 
SYNDROME, NEONATE.

3.7722 1 7 9 17.9 41

387 .... 15 MED* PREMATURITY W MAJOR PROBLEMS......................... ........... 1.8889 13.3 13.3 36
32388 .... 15 MED* PREMATURITY W/O MAJOR PROBLEMS ........................... 1.1965 8.6 8.6

389 .... 15 MED FULL TERM NEONATE W MAJOR PROBLEMS__________ 1.5295 5 .3 10.7 28
390 .... 15 MED NEONATE W OTHER SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS--------------- .9165 4-4 7.0 27
391 .... 15 MED* NORMAL NEWBORN ......... .........  :..................... ......... .2294 3.1 3.1 11
392 .... 16 SURG SPLENECTOMY AGE >17 ................ . . . ._____ ______ ......___ 9 3 043 10.6 I 14.3 34
393 .... 16 SURG* SPLENECTOMY AGE 0-17  ........... .......... ......... ...... ........... I 1.5723 9.1 9.1 32
394 .... 16 SURG OTHER O.R. PROCEDURES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD 

FORMING ORGANS.
1.6781 5.3 9.9 28

395 .... 16 MB> RED BLOOD CELL DISORDERS AGE > 1 7 ______________ _ 9057 4.5 6.2 27
396 .... 16 MED RED BLOOD CELL DISORDERS AGE 0 - 1 7 ______________ .3079 1.8 2.3 13
397 .... 16 MED COAGULATION DISORDERS.................... .......................... 1.2292 5.3 7.3 28
398 .... 16 MED RETICULOENDOTHELIAL & IMMUNITY DISORDERS WITH

c c .
RETICULOENDOTHELIAL & IMMUNITY DISORDERS W/O 

CC.
LYMPHOMA & LEUKEMIA W MAJOR O.R. PROCEDURE.....

1.2431 6.1 7.8 29

399 .... 16 MED .6822 4.0 5.1 27

400 .... 17 SURG 2.5309 8.1 12.4 31
401 .... 17 SURG LYMPHOMA & NON-ACUTE LEUKEMIA W OTHER O.R. 

PROC W CC.
2.3778 10.0 14.6 33

402 .... 17 SURG LYMPHOMA & NON-ACUTE LEUKEMIA W OTHER O.R. 
PROC W/O CC.

.8850 3.3 5.1 25

403 .... 17 MED LYMPHOMA 8  NON-ACUTE LEUKEMIA W CC ________ 1.6757
.7377

7.8
3.8

11.3
5.4

81
27404 .. „ 17 MED LYMPHOMA & NON-ACUTE LEUKEMIA W/O C C ............... .

405 .... 17 MEDt ACUTE LEUKEMIA W/O MAJOR O R  PROCEDURE AGE O- 
17.

MYELOPROLIF DISORD OR POORLY DtFF NEOPL W MAJ 
O.RPROCW CC.

1.0761 4.9 4 9 28

406 .... 17 SURG 2.6133 9.8 139 33

407 .... 17 SURG MYELOPROLIF DISORD OR POORLY DIFF NEOPL W MAJ 
O.R.PROC W/O CC.

1.1204 4 9 5 9 28

408 .... 17 SURG MYELOPROLIF DISORD OR POORLY DIFF NEOPL W 
OTHER O.R.PROC.

1.4241 4.9 8.4 28

409 .... 17 MED RADIOTHERAPY........ .............................. .................. ...........  . . . .9922 9 8 8.5 29
410 .... 17 MED CHEMOTHERAPY WITHOUT ACUTE LEUKEMIA' AS SEC

ONDARY DIAGNOSIS.
N .6679 2.9 3.6 20

4t1 .... 17 MED HISTORY OF MALIGNANCY W/O ENDOSCOPY ..____ . . . .__ .4152 2.2 2.9 20
412 . . . 17 MED HISTORY OF MALIGNANCY W ENDOSCOPY....... ................. .4758 2.1 3.2 25
413 .... 17 MED OTHER MYELOPROLIF DIS OR POORLY DIFF NEOPL 

DIAG WITH CC.
1.3849 7.2 10.6 30'

414 . . . 17 MED OTHER MYELOPROLIF DIS OR POORLY DIFF NEOPL 
DIAG W/O CC.

,7081 4.1 6.0 27

415 . . . 18 SURG O.R. PROCEDURE FOR INFECTIOUS & PARASITIC DIS
EASES.

3.5723 14.2 19.8 37

416 .... 18 MED SEPTECEMIA AGE >17 ............................. ......... .. 19141 7.2 10.0 30
417 . . . 18 MED SEPTECEMIA AGE 0 - 1 7 _____ __________________ .7002 4 9 5.7 27
418 .... 18 MED POSTOPERATIVE & POST-TRAUMATIC INFECTIONS . . . . . .9665 6.2 7.9 29
419 . . . 18 MED FEVER OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AGE >17 WITH C C ______ .9511 5.5 7.0 28
420 . . . 18 MED FEVER OF UNKNOWN ORIGEN AGE >17 W/O CC ________ .6365 4.2 5.1 27
421 . . . 18 MED VIRAL ILLNESS AGE >17 . . . ____ _______ ..._____. . . ______ _ .6758 4.2 5.3 27
422 . . . 18 MED VIRAL ILLNESS & FEVER OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AGE 0 -  

17.
OTHER INFECTIOUS & PARASITIC DISEASES DIAGNOSES

.5888 3.5 49 27

423 . . . 18 MED 1.6246 7.7 10.7 31
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424 .... 19 SURG O.R. PROCEDURE W PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSES OF MENTAL 
ILLNESS.

2.4684 13.9 23.2 37

425 .... 19 MED ACUTE ADJUST REACT & DISTURBANCES OF 
PSYCHOSOCIAL DYSFUNCTION.

.7127 4.3 6.0 27

426 .... 19 MED DEPRESSIVE NEUROSES ......................... ........... ..................... .6128 5.0 7.2 28
427 .... 19 MED NEUROSES EXCEPT DEPRESSIVE.......................................... .6184 4.9 7.3 28
428 .... 19 MED DISORDERS OF PERSONALITY & IMPULSE CONTROL...... .7084 5.7 9.2 29
429 .... 19 MED ORGANIC DISTURBANCES & MENTAL RETARDATION....... .9379 7.4 11.0 30
430 .... 19 MED PSYCHOSES............... ................................................................ .9153 8.4 12.0 31
431 .... 19 MED CHILDHOOD MENTAL DISORDERS........................................... .6980 5.8 8.7 29
432 .... 19 MED OTHER MENTAL DISORDER DIAGNOSES ............................. .7357 4.5 7.4 27
433 .... 20 MED ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE OR DEPENDENCE, LEFT AMA .3512 2.8 4.2 26
434 .... 20 MED ALC/DRUG ABUSE OR DEPENDENCE, DETOX OR OTHER 

SYMPT TRT WITH CC.
.7321 5.1 6.9 28

435 .... 20 MED ALC/DRUG ABUSE OR DEPENDENCE, DETOX OR OTHER 
SYMPT TRT W/O CC.

.4529 4.2 5.8 27

436 .... 20 MED ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCE W REHABILITATION THERAPY . .9691 15.1 17.9 38
437 ....

438 ....

20 MED ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCE, COMBINED REHAB & DETOX 
THERAPY.

NO LONGER VALID .........................................................

.9970

.0000
1.3853

12.8

.0
6.1

15.2

.0
9.9

36

o
439 .... 21 SURG SKIN GRAFTS FOR INJURIES................................................... 29
440 .... 21 SURG WOUND DEBRIDEMENTS FOR INJURIES .............................. 1.7125 7.6 11.9 31
441 .... 21 SURG HAND PROCEDURES FOR INJURIES ...................................... .7122 2.2 3.6 25
442 .... 21 SURG OTHER O.R. PROCEDURES FOR INJURIES WITH C C ......... 1.9292 5.8 9.3 29
443 .... 21 SURG OTHER O.R. PROCEDURES FOR INJURIES W/O C C ........... .7398 2.4 3.4 25
444 .... 21 MED TRAUMATIC INJURY AGE > 17 W CC ..................................... .7431 4.9 6.5 28
445 .... 21 MED TRAUMATIC INJURY AGE > 17 W/O CC .................................. .4635 3.2 4.1 26
446 .... 21 MED’ TRAUMATIC INJURY AGE 0-17 ............................................... . .4959 2.4 2.4 22
447 .... 21 MED ALLERGIC REACTIONS AGE >17 .......................... .................... .4869 2.5 3.3 22
448 .... 21 MED1 ALLERGIC REACTIONS AGE 0 -1 7 ............................................ .3588 2.9 2.9 17
449 .... 21 MED POISONING & TOXIC EFFECTS OF DRUGS AGE >17 WITH 

CC
POISONING & TOXIC EFFECTS OF DRUGS AGE >17 W/O 

CC
POISONING & TOXIC EFFECTS OF DRUGS AGE 0-17 .......

.7929 3.8 5.4 27

450 .... 21 MED .4224 2.2 2.9 19

451 .... 21 MED 1.0266 4.2 6.0 27
452 .... 21 MED COMPLICATIONS OF TREATMENT WITH C C ......................... .8232 4.0 5.8 27
453 .... 21 MED COMPLICATIONS OF TREATMENT W/O C C ........................... .4177 2.6 3.5 23454 .... 21 MED OTHER INJURY, POISONING & TOXIC EFF DIAG WITH CC .9107 4.3 6.6 27
455 .... 21 MED OTHER INJURY, POISONING & TOXIC EFF DIAG W/O CC .. .4166 2.3 3.2 23
456 .... 22 MED BURNS, TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER ACUTE CARE FA

CILITY.
2.1688 5.1 10.4 28

457 .... 22 MED EXTENSIVE BURNS W/O O.R. PROCEDURE ......................... 1.6312 2.6 5.3 26458 .... 22 SURG NON-EXTENSIVE BURNS W SKIN G RAFT.............................. 3.7459 15.2 21.8 38
459 .... 22 SURG NON-EXTENSIVE BURNS W WOUND DEBRIDEMENT OR 

OTHER O.R. PROC.
2.1042 10.7 15.4 34

460 .... 22 MED NON-EXTENSIVE BURNS W/O O.R. PROCEDURE ............... 1.0508 6.0 8.7 29461 .... 23 SURG O.R. PROC W DIAGNOSES OF OTHER CONTACT W 
HEALTH SERVICES.

.8656 2.4 5.0 25

462 .... 23 MED REHABILITATION.......................................................................... 1.7205 13.5 17.0 36463 .... 23 MED SIGNS & SYMPTOMS W C C ............................................. .7249 4.7 6.4 28464 .... 23 MED SIGNS & SYMPTOMS W/O C C .................................................. .4591 2.9 3.8 25465 .... 23 MED AFTERCARE W HISTORY OF MALIGNANCY AS SECOND
ARY DIAGNOSIS.

.3740 1.9 2.9 20

466 .... 23 MED AFTERCARE W/O HISTORY OF MALIGNANCY AS SEC
ONDARY DIAGNOSIS.

.5516 2.4 4.6 25

467 .... 23 MED OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS ............ .4168 2.5 5.1 26468 .... EXTENSIVE O.R. PROCEDURE UNRELATED TO PRIN
CIPAL DIAGNOSIS.

3.4842 12.9 18.5 36

469 ....

470 ....

PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSIS INVALID AS DISCHARGE DIAG
NOSIS*.

UNGROUPABLE*...........................................

.0000

.0000
3.8651

.0

.0
10.6

.0

.0
12.4

0

o
471 .... 08 SURG BILATERAL OR MULTIPLE MAJOR JOINT PROCS OF 

LOWER EXTREMITY.
34

472 .... 22 SURG EXTENSIVE BURNS W O.R. PROCEDURE ............................. 11.6933 17.8 31.0 41473 .... 17 MED ACUTE LEUKEMIA W/O MAJOR O.R. PROCEDURE AGE 
>17.

3.5702 9.6 16.9 33
474 .... 04 NO LONGER V A L ID ............................................................. .0000 .0 .0 0
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Table 5 —List of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGS), Relative Weighting Factors, Geometric Mean 
Length of Stay, and Length of Stay Outlier Cutoff Points Used in the Prospective Payment 
System—Continued

Relative
weights

Geo
metric
mean
LOS

Arithmetic
mean
LOS

Outlier
threshold

475 .... 04 MED RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS WITH VENTILATOR 
SUPPORT.

3.7175 9,8 14.2 33

476 .... PROSTATIC O.R. PROCEDURE UNRELATED TO PRIN
CIPAL DIAGNOSIS.

2.2361 13.4 16.7 36

477 .... NON-EXTENSIVE O.R. PROCEDURE UNRELATED TO 
PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSIS.

1.4628 6.0 9.9 29

478 .... 05 SURG OTHER VASCULAR PROCEDURES W  CC _______________ 2.1897 6.6 10.0 30
479 .... 05 SURG OTHER VASCULAR PROCEDURES W/O C C .......................... 1.3027 4.0 5.3 27
480 .... SURG 1 IV F R  TRANSPl ANT 19.4679 27.6 37.2 51
481 .... SURG R O N F M A R R O W  TR A N SPl ANT 14.3709 36.2 39.7 59
482 .... SURG TRACHEOSTOMY FOR FACE, MOUTH AND NECK DIAG

NOSES.
3.5756 13.3 17.6 36

483 .... SURG TRACHEOSTOMY EXCEPT FOR FACE, MOUTH AND NECK 
DIAGNOSES.

16.9858 43.9 56.7 67

484 .... 24 SURG CRANIOTOMY FOR MULTIPLE SIGNIFICANT TRAUMA ....... 5.6612 13.3 20.6 36
485 .... 24 SURG LIMB REATTACH., HIP AND FEMUR PROCS FOR MULTI 

SIGN TRAUMA
3.2361 12.5 15.8 35

486 .... 24 SURG OTHER O.R. PROCEDURES FOR MULTIPLE SIGNIFICANT 
TRAUMA.

4.6756 10.2 t6 .7 33

487 .... 24 MED OTHER MULTIPLE SIGNIFICANT TRAUMA .... ....................... 1.9379 7.3 11.1 30
488 .... 25 SURG HIV W EXTENSIVE O.R. PROCEDURE__________________ 4.3859 15.8 22.1 39
489 .... 25 MED HIV W MAJOR RELATED CONDITION.................................... 1.8468 8 .8 13.4 32
490 .... 25 MED HIV W OR W/O OTHER RELATED CONDITION__________ 1.1174 5.3 8.4 28
491 .... 08 SURG MAJOR JOINT & LIMB REATTACHMENT PROCEDURES— 

UPPER EXTREMITY.
1.6092 5.0 6.0 28

492 .... 17 MED CHEMOTHERAPY WITH ACUTE LEUKEMIA AS SECOND
ARY DIAGNOSIS.

3.5861 10.9 17.2 34

493 .... 07 SURG LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY W/O C.D.E. WITH 
CC.

1.5268 4.3 6.2 27

494 .... 07 SURG LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY W/O C.D.E. W/O 
CC.

.8233 1.7 2.3 13

1 M e d ic a re  d a ta  h a v e  b e e n  su p p lem en ted  b y  d a ta  from  M a ry la n d  a n d  M ich ig an  fo r lo w  vo lu m e D R G S .
2 D R G S  4 6 9  a n d  4 7 0  co n ta in  c as e s  w h ich cou ld  no t b e  ass ig n ed  to  v a lid  D R G S .
N o te : G eo m etric  m ea n  to u sed  o n ly  to  d e te rm in e  paym en t lo r tran s fe r c a s e s .
N o te : A rithm etic  m ea n  is  used  o n ly  to  d e te rm in e  p aym en t fo r o u tiie r c as e s .
N o te : R e la tiv e  w e ig h ts  a re  b a s e d  o n  M e d ic a re  p a tie n t d a ta  a n d  m ay  n o t b e  a p p ro p ria te  fo r o th e r p a tie n ts .

Table 6a.—New Diagnosis Codes

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

077.98 Unspecified disease of conjunctiva due to C hlam ydiae.................................................... N 02 4 6 ,4 7 , 48
077.99 Unspecified diseases of conjunctiva due to v iruses....................».................... ............... N 02 4 6 ,4 7 , 48
078.10 Other diseases due to  viruses and Chlamydiae, vhral warts, unspecified............. ........ N 09 28 3 ,2 8 4
078.11 Other diseases due to viruses and Chlamydiae, Condyloma acum inatum ............ ....... N 09 28 3 ,2 8 4
078.19 Other diseases due to viruses and Chlamydiae, other specified viral w arts________ N 09 283, 284
078.88 Other specified diseases due to C hlam ydiae............... .........................»................... ........ N 18 421, 422
079.4 Human papilloma virus ............... ..................................... — .................................................. N 18 421 ,4 2 2
079.50 Retrovirus, unspecified............... - ...................................................................... ....................... N 18 421, 422
079.51 Human T-cell lymphotrophic virus, type 1 [H T L V -i]................. ......................... ................ N 18 42 1 ,4 2 2
079.52 Human T-cell lymphotrophic virus, type If [H T L V -II]............................................. ............ N 18 421, 422
079.53 Human immunodeficiency virus, type 2 [HIV 2} _________________ _________________ N 18 421 ,4 2 2
079.59 Other specified retrovirus.......................................................................................................... N 18 421, 422
079.88 Other specified chlamydial infection ....................................................... ....... ...................... N 18 4 2 1 ,4 2 2
079.89 Other specified viral infection_______________..............______ _______________ __ N 18 421, 422
079.98 Unspecified chlam ydal infection ...... ....................................................................................... N 18 421 ,4 2 2

25 490
079.99 Unspecified viral in fectio n ....................................................................................... .................. N 18 421, 422

25 490
088.62 Babesiosis .............. ................................................................................. ............ ....... ............... N 18 423
114.4 Chronic pulmonary coccidioidomycosis..........................L,............................. ..................... N 04 79, 80, 81

25 489
114.5 Pulmonary coccidioidomycosis, unspecified___ ___________ _____ ____ _________ _ N 04 79, 80 ,81

25 489
250.02 Diabetes meHitus without mention of complication, type II [non-insulin dependent

type] [NIDDM  type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled................... Y 10 2 9 4 ,2 9 5
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Table 6a.—New Diagnosis Cooes—Cootlrrued

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

250.03 Diabetes m eilitus without mention of complication, type 1 [insulin dependent typel
[IDDM] [juvenile type], uncondoned.............................................................................. Y 10 294,295

250.12 Diabetes with ketoacidosis, type H [non-insuiin dependent type] [NIDDM type]
[adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled................................................... Y 10 294, 295

250.13 Diabetes with ketoacidosis, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile type],
uncontrolled ..................................................................................................................... Y 10 294, 295

250.22 Diabetes with hyperosmolarity, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM type]
[adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled.................................................... Y 10 294, 295

250.23 Diabetes with hyperosmoiarfty, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile
type], uncontrolled ................................................................................. ........................ Y 10 294, 295

250.32 Diabetes with other coma, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM type] [adult-
onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled.............................................................. Y 10 294, 295

250.33 Diabetes wfth other coma, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile type], un-
co n tro lle d ......................................................................................................................... Y 10 294, 295

250.42 Diabetes w ith renal manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM
type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled.......................................... Y 11 331,332,333

250.43 ; Diabetes with renal manifestations, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile
type], uncontrolled ......... ......................................................................................  ...... Y 11 331,332,333

250.52 Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type f l [non-insulin dependent type]
[NIDDM type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled............ Y 02 46, 47. 48

250.53 Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM} Qu-
venile type], uncontro lled................................................... ...........  „  ... Y 02 46, 47, 48

250.62 Diabetes with neurological manifestations, type 0 [non-insufin dependant type]
[NIDDM type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled_________ ____ Y 01 18,19

250.63 Diabetes with neurological: manifestafions, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM]
[juvenile type], uncontrolled ........................................................................................... Y 01 18, 19

250.72 Diabetes wfth peripheral circulatory disorders, type n [non-insufin dependent type]
[NIDDM type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled........................... Y 05 130,131

250.73 Diabetes with peripheral circulatory disorders, type 1 [insulin dependent type]
[IDDM] [juvenile type], uncontrolled......................................................................... . Y 05 130,131

250.82 Diabetes wfth other specified manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type]
[NIDDM type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled........................... Y 10 294,295

250.83 Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM]
[juvenile type], uncontro lled................ ..................................................... .............  „ Y 10 294,295

250.92 Diabetes with unspecified complication, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM
type] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, uncontrolled...................................■ ■..... Y 10 294,295

250.93 Diabetes wfth unspecified complication, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [ju-
venile type], uncontro lled............................................................................................... Y 10 294.295

283.10 Non-autoimmune hemolytic anemia, unspecified ........................................................... Y 15 387,3891
16 395,396
25 490

283.11 Hemolytic uremic syndrome ........................................................................................ ...... Y 15 3 8 7 ,3 8 9 i
16 395, 396
25 490

283.19 Other non-autoimmune hemotytic anem ias..................................................................... Y 15 387,3891
16 395,396
25 490

337.20 Reflex sympathetic dystrophy, unspecified............... ........... ............................... .......... N 01 18,19
337.21 Reflex sympathetic dystrophy o f the upper lim b .................................. .......................... N 01 18,19
337.22 Reflex sympathetic dystrophy o f the lower limb ............................................ .........  ... N 01 18.19
337.29 Reflex sympathetic dystrophy o f other specified s ite ...................................................... N 01 18, 19
344.81 Other specified paralytic syndromes, Locked-in state ... . . .  ...........  .......... ■ N 01 34 ,35
344.89 O tiier specified paralytic syndrom es............................................................. ................... N 01 34,35
355.71 Causalgia of lower lim b ..................................................................................................... N 01 18, 19
355.79 Other m ononeuritis of lower limb ...................................................................................... N 01 18, 19
433.00 Occlusion and stenosis of basilar artery, without mention of cerebral in fa rc tion ....... N 01 15
433.01 Occlusion and stenosis o f basilar artery, with cerebral infarction _ ____ ________ _ Y 01 14

15 387,3891
433.10 Occlusion and stenosis of carotid artery, without mention of cerebral in fa rc tion ........ N 01 15
433.11 Occlusion and stenosis of carotid artery, with cerebral in fa rc tion ................................ Y 01 14

15 387, 3 8 9 i
433.20 Occlusion and stenosis of vertebral artery, without mention of cerebral in fa rction ..... N 01 15
433J21 Occlusion and stenosis of vertebral artery, w ith cerebral in fa rc tion ............................. Y Of 14

15 387,3891
433.30 Occlusion and stenosis of multiple and bilateral arteries, without mention of cerebral

infarction .......... ................................................................................................................ N 01 15
43331 Occlusion and stenosis of multiple and bilateral arteries, with cerebral in fa rction ...... Y 01 14

15 387, 3891
433.80 Occlusion and stenosis of other specified precerebral artery, without mention of car-

ebcal infarction ........................ ................. ................. ................. ................. ............... ................. ................. ................. ................. .................N 01 15
433.81 Occlusion and stenosis of other specified precerebral artery, with cerebral infarction Y 01 14
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Table 6a.—New Diagnosis Codes—Continued

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

15 387, 3891
433.90 Occlusion and stenosis of unspecified precerebral artery, without mention of cere-

bral infarction .................................................................................................................. N 01 15
433.91 Occlusion and stenosis of unspecified precerebral artery, with cerebral infarction .... Y 01 14

15 387,389*
434.00 Cerebral thrombosis without mention of cerebral infarction ............... .......................... N 01 15

15 387,389*
434.01 Cerebral thrombosis with cerebral in farction............................................„ ..................... Y 01 14

15 387,389*
434.10 Cerebral embolism without mention of cerebral in farction............................................ N 01 15

15 387, 3891
434.11 Cerebral embolism with cerebral in fa rction................. ................................................... Y 01 14

15 387,389*
434.90 Cerebral artery occlusion, unspecified, without mention of cerebral in fa rc tion ........... N 01 15

15 387, 389*
434.91 Cerebral artery occlusion, unspecified, with cerebral infarction ................................... Y 01 14

15 387,389*
440.23 Atherosclerosis of the extremities with ulceration................................... ....................... N 05 130,131
440.24 Atherosclerosis of the extremities with gangrene................................................... ....... Y 05 130,131

15 387, 389*
440.29 Other atherosclerosis of the extrem ities........................................................................ N 05 130, 131
441.6 Thoracoabdominal aneurysm, rup tu red ................................................................... Y 05 130,131
441.7 Thoracoabdominal aneurysm, without mention of rup ture.................. .......................... N 05 130,131
451.82 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis of superficial veins of upper extrem ities..................... N 05 130,131
451.83 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis of deep veins of upper extrem ities........................... N 05 130,131
451.84 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis o f upper extremities, unspecified................................. N 05 130, 131
530.10 Esophagitis, unspecified.................................................................................................... N 06 182, 183, 184
530.11 Reflux esophag itis.............................................................................................................. N 06 182, 183, 184
530.19 Other esophag itis....................................................................................... .................... N 06 182, 183, 184
530.81 Esophageal reflux ...................... ......................................................................................... N 06 182, 183, 184
530.82 Esophageal hem orrhage.................................................................. .......................... ...... Y 06 174, 175
530.83 Esophageal leukoplakia ............... ....................... ............................................................. N 06 182, 183, 184
530.84 Tracheoesophageal fis tu la ................................................................................... ............ Y 06 182, 183, 184

15 387, 389*
530.89 Other specified disorders of the esophagus..... ■........ .................................................... N 06 182, 183, 184
704.02 Telogen e ffluv ium ............................................................. ................................................. N 09 283, 284
733.10 Pathologic fracture, unspecified site ................................................................................ Y 08 239

15 387, 389*
733.11 Pathologic fracture of the hum erus.................................................................................. Y 08 239

15 387,389*
733.12 Pathologic fracture of distal radius and ulna ................................................ .................. Y 08 239

15 387,389*
733.13 Pathologic fracture of vertebrae....................................................................................... Y 08 239

15 387, 389*
733.14 Pathologic fracture of neck of fe m u r................................................................................ Y 08 239

15 387,3891
733.15 Pathologic fracture of other specified part of fem ur........................................................ Y 08 239

15 387, 389*
* 733.16 Pathologic fracture of tibia and fibula ...................................................................... ....... Y 08 239

15 387,389*
733.19 Pathologic fracture of other specified s ite ....................................................................... Y 08 239

15 387, 389*
747.60 Anomaly of the peripheral vascular system, unspecified s ite ........................................ N 05 130,131
747.61 Gastrointestinal vessel anomaly ................................. .................................................... N 05 130,131
747.62 Renal vessel anom aly................ ......................... ........................................................... . N 05 130, 131
747.63 Upper limb vessel anom aly............................................................................................... N 05 130,131
747.64 Lower limb vessel anom aly.................................... .......................................................... N 05 130,131
747.69 Anomalies of other specified sites of peripheral vascular system .................. ............. N 05 130, 131
747.82 Spinal vessel anomaly ....................................................................................................... N 01 34,35
780.03 Persistent vegetative s ta te ................................................................................................ Y 01 23

15 387, 389 »
788.20 Retention of urine, unspecified ......................................................................................... Y 11 325, 326, 327

15 387,389*
788.21 Incomplete bladder em ptying..................................................................................... ...... N 11 325, 326, 327

15 387, 389*
788.29 Other specified retention of u rin e ...................................................................................... Y 11 325, 326, 327

15 387,389*
788.41 Urinary frequency ....................................... ................................................................... . N 11 325, 326, 327
788.42 Polyuria .............. ..................... ................................................................................. .......... N 11 325 326 327
788.43 N o ctu ria ........................ .......... .......................................................... .......................... i...... N 11 325 326 327
788.61 Splitting of urinary stream ........................ ......... ............................. ........... ...................... N 11 325*, 326, 327
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Table 6 a .— New D iagnosis Codes—Continued

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

788.62 Slowing of urinary stream ...................................... ............................... N 11 325, 326, 327 
325, 326, 327
463.464
463.464 
463, 464
463.464 
444, 445, 446 
4872
482

788.69 Other abnormality of u rina tion ............................................. ,.... ..______________ . . .• N 11
790.9f Abnormal arterial blood gases . _ __ ____•____ ___ N 23
790.92 Abnormal coagulation profile .. ___________..... N 23
790.93 Elevated prostate specific antigen (PSA) ................................................................ ....... N 23
790.99 Other nonspecific findings on examination of b lo o d ............... .............. ........................ N 23
925.1 Crushing injury of face and scalp ................................ ........................................... ........ Y 21

24

925.2

995.60

Crushing Injury of neck .................................................... ............................. ........ ..........!

Anaphylactic shock due to unspecified food .. ___ ____..... ............................____

Y

N

21
24

21

444, 445, 446
4872
482
447, 448 
447, 448 
447, 448
447.448 
447, 448
447.448
447.448
447.448
447.448
447.448 
467 
467 
423

995.61 Anaphylactic shack due to  peanu ts............................. ______________________ ...... N 21
995.62 Anaphylactic shock due to crustaceans.............................................................  ....... N 21
995.83
995.64

Anaphylactic shock due to  fruits and vegetables.................................... ....................... N 21
Anaphylactic shock due to tree nuts and seeds..................... ....................................... N 21

995.65 Anaphylactic shock due to fish ........................................................................................ N 21
995.66 Anaphylactic shock due to food additives........................................................................ N 21
995.67 Anaphylactic shock due to m ilk products........................................................................ N 21
995.68 Anaphylactic shock due to eggs ....................................................................................... N 21
995.69
V058

Anaphylactic shock due to other specified food .................................................. ........ ..
Need fo r Inoculation against viral h a p a flfis ..............  ............. , , .....................

N
N
N
N

21
23
23
18

V05.4
V09.0

Need for inoculation against va rice lla ..............................................................................
Infection with microorganisms resistant to penicillins ......... ................. ....................

V09.1 Infection with microorganisms resistant to cephalosporins and other B-lactam anti
biotics .............................................................................................................................. N 18 423

V09.2 infection with microorganisms resistant to m acro lides.................................................. N 18 423
V09.3
V09.4

Infection w ith microorganisms resistant to tetracyclines................... ........... ............. —
infection with microorganisms resistant to am inoglycosides.............................. ..........

N
N

18
18

423
423

V09.50 Infection with microorganisms resistant to quinoiones and fluoroquinolones, without 
mention of resistance to muttipfe quinoiones and fluoroquinolones......................... N 18 423

V09.51 Infection with microorganisms resistant to quinoiones and fluoroquinolones, with re
sistance to multiple quinoiones and fluoroquinolones................................................ N 18 423

V09.6 Infection with microorganisms resistant to sulfonam ides............................................... N 18 423
V09.70 infection with microorganisms resistant to  other specified anti mycobacterial agents, 

without mention of resistance to  multipie anti mycobacterial agen ts ......................... N 18 423
V09.71 Infection with microorganisms resistant to  other specified antimycobactariaf agents,

with resistance tr» multiple aniimycobacteriai agents ... ..... , , N

N

18

18

423

423
V09.80 Infection with microorganisms resistant to other specified drugs, without mention of 

resistance to multiple d ru gs...........................................................................................
V09.81 Infection with microorganisms resistant to  other specified drugs, w it* resistance to 

multiple drugs ................................................. ..............................  ....... N 18 423
V09.90 Infection with drug-resistant microorganisms, unspecified, without mention of mul

tiple drug resistance ........................................................................... ........................... N 18 423
V09.91 infection w ith drug-resistant microorganisms, unspecified, w ith multiple drug resist

ance ..........- ................... .... ........... ............................................................ N 18
23

423
467V72.81 Pre-operative cardiovascular exam ination....................................................................... N

V72.82 Pre-operative respiratory exam ination............................................................................. N 23 467
V72.83 Other specified pre-operative examination ............................................ ........... ............. N 23. 467
V72.84 Pre-operative examination, unspecified .......................................... ..... ....... N 23 467
V72.85 Other specified exam ination........____ ______ ________________________ _ . N 23 467
V73.88
V73.89

Special screening examination, O ther specified chlamydial diseases __________ ...
Special screening examination^ Other specified viral itise a se s .............., ............

N
N

23
23-

467
467

V73.98 Special! screening examination, Unspecified chlamydial d isease................ .............. N 23 467
V73.99 Special screening examination. Unspecified viral disease ............................................ N 23 467

1 Diagnosis code is classified as a  “major problem** in these DRGs.
2 Diagnosis code is assigned to the “significant head trauma" body site category.

Table 6b.—New Procedure Codes

Procedure
code Description OR MDC DRG

54.25 Peritoneal lavage................. ........ !.............................. N
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T a b l e  6 c — In v a l id  D ia g n o s is  C o d e s  *

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

077.9 Unspecified diseases of conjunctiva due to viruses and Chlam ydiae.......................... N 02 46, 47, 48
078.1 Other diseases due to viruses and Chlamydiae, viral warts ......................................... N 09 283,284
079.8 Other specified viral and Chlamydial in fections.............................................................. N 18 421, 422
079.9 Unspecified viral and Chlamydial infections .................... .............................................. N 18 421, 422

25 490
283.1 Non-autoimmune hemolytic anem ias.................................... .......................................... Y 15 387, 3892

16 395,396
25 490

344.8 Other specified paralytic syndrom es................................................................................ N 01 34,35
355.7 Other mononeuritis of lower lim b ................ ..................................................................... N 01 18, 19
433.0 Occlusion and stenosis of the basilar a rte ry ................................................................... Y 01 15
433.1 Occlusion and stenosis of the carotid artery ................................................................... Y 01 15
433.2 Occlusion and stenosis of the vertebral a rte ry ............................................................... Y 01 15
433.3 Occlusion and stenosis of multiple and bilateral precerebral a rte ries .......................... Y 01 15
433.8 Occlusion and stenosis of other specified precerebral a rte ry ........................................ N 01 15
433.9 Occlusion and stenosis of unspecified precerebral a rte ry ............................................. N 01 15
434.0 Cerebral throm bosis............................. ............................................................................. Y 01 14

15 387,3892
434.1 Cerebral embolism ............................................................................................................. Y 01 14

15 387, 3892
434.9 Cerebral artery occlusion, unspecified.......,..................................................................... Y 01 14

15 387, 3892
530.1 E sophagitis.......................................................................................................................... N 06 182, 183, 184
530.8 Other specified disorders of esophagus.......................................................................... N 06 182, 183, 184
665.12 Rupture of uterus during labor, delivered, with mention of postpartum complication . Y 14 370, 371, 372, 373,

374, 375
665.14 Rupture of uterus during labor, postpartum condition or com plication......................... Y 14 376, 377
733.1 Pathologic fracture .................. ............... .......................................................................... Y 08 239

15 387, 3892
747.6 Other anomalies of peripheral vascular system ................................... .......... ............... N 05 130, 131
788.2 Retention of u rin e ............................................................................................................... Y 11 325, 326, 327

15 387,3892
788.4 Frequency of urination and polyuria ................................................................................ N 11 325, 326, 327
788.6 Other abnormality of u rina tion ........................................................................................... N 11 325, 326, 327
790.9 Other nonspecific findings on examination of b lo o d ....................................................... N 23 463, 464
925 Crushing injury of face, scalp and n e ck ........................................................................... Y 21 444,445,446

24 487
V72.8 Other special exam inations......................................... .......... ........................................... N 23 467
V73.8 Special screening examination for other specified viral and Chlamydial d iseases..... N 23 467
V73.9 Special screening examination for unspecified viral disease ........................................ N 23 467

1 See Table 6a for new diagnosis codes (4- or 5-digits) that w ill be considered valid by the FY 1993 GROUPER.
2 Diagnosis code is classified as a “major problem ^ in these DRGs.

T a b l e  6 d .— R e v is e d  D ia g n o s is  C o d e  T it l e s

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

078.5 Cytomegaloviral disease ................................................................................................... N 18 421,422
078.89 Other specified diseases due to v iru ses................................................................ ......... N 18 421, 422
250.00 Diabetes m ellitus without mention of complication, type II [non-insulin dependent 

type] [NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled ... N 10 294, 295
250.01 Diabetes m ellitus without mention of complication, type I [insulin dependent type] 

[IDDM] [juvenile type], not stated as uncontrolled....................................................... Y 10 294,295
250.10 Diabetes with ketoacidosis, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM] [adult- 

onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled....................................... N 10 294, 295
250.11 Diabetes with ketoacidosis, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile type], 

not stated as uncontrolled ............................................................................. ................ Y 10 294, 295
250.20 Diabetes with hyperosmolarity, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM] [adult- 

onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled....................................... N 10 294, 295
250.21 Diabetes with hyperosmolarity, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile 

type], not stated as uncontrolled .................................................................................. Y 10 294,295
250.30 Diabetes with other coma, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM] [adult-onset 

type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled .................................................. N 10 294, 295
250.31 Diabetes with other coma, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile type], not 

stated as uncontrolled ............................................................................................ ....... Y 10 294, 295
250.40 Diabetes with renal manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type] [NIDDM] 

[adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled......................... N 11 331,332,333
250.41 Diabetes with renal manifestations, type 1 [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [juvenile 

type], not stated as uncontro lled.......................................................... ........................ Y 11 331,332,333
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T a b l e  6 d .— R e v is e d  D ia g n o s is  C o d e  T it l e s — Continued

Diagnosis
code Description CC MDC DRG

250.50 Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type] 
[NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled....... N 02 46, 47. 48

250.51 Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, typé I [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [ju
venile type], not stated as uncontrolled............ ........................................................... Y 02 46, 47. 4ft

250.60 Diabetes with neurological manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type] 
[NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled............ N 01 18, 19

250.61 Diabetes with neurological manifestations, type I [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] 
[juvenile type], not stated as uncontro lled................................................................... Y 01 18, 19

250.70 Diabetes with peripheral circulatory disorders, type II [non-insulin dependent type] 
[NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled............ N 05 130, 131

250.71 Diabetes with peripheral circulatory disorders, type I [insulin dependent type] 
[IDDM] [juvenile type], not stated as uncontrolled....................................................... Y 05 130,131

250.80 Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type II [non-insulin dependent type] 
[NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled.... ....... N 10 294, 295

250.81 Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type I [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] 
[juvenile type], not stated as uncontro lled................................................................... Y 10 294, 295

250.90 Diabetes with unspecified complication, type II [non-insulin dependent type] 
[NIDDM] [adult-onset type] or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled............ N 10 294, 295

250.91 Diabetes with unspecified complication, type I [insulin dependent type] [IDDM] [ju
venile type], not stated as uncontrolled....................................................................... Y 10 294, 295

251.1 Other specified hypoglycem ia........................................................................................... N 10 300, 301
302.0 Ego-dystonic homosexuality .............................................................................................. N 19 432
354.4 CausaJgia of upper limb .............. ...................................................................................... N 01 18, 19
451.11 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis of femoral vein (deep) (superficia l).............................. Y 05 128
493.20 Chronic obstructive asthma, without mention of status asthm aticus............................ Y 04 88
493.21 Chronic obstructive asthma, with status asthm aticus.................................................... Y 04 88
788.33 Mixed incontinence, (male) (fem ale).......... ...................................................................... N 11 325, 326, 327
790.7 Bacteremia .......................................................................................................................... Y 18 416, 417
795.5 Nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test without active tuberculosis....................... N 04 79, 80, 81
995.0 Other anaphylactic sho ck............... „ ................................................................................. N 21 447,448

T a b l e  6 e .— R e v is e d  P r o c e d u r e  C o d e  T it l e s

Procedure
code Description OR MDC DRG

33.26 Closed [percutaneous] [needle] biopsy of lu n g ............................................................... N
86.72 Advancement of pedicle graft ............................................................................. .......... Y 01 7 ,8

03 63
05 120
06 170, 171
08 217
09 263, 264, 265, 266
10 287
21 439
22 458, 472
24 486
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T a b l e  6f .— Ad d itio n s  t o  t h e  C C  E x c l u s io n s  L is t

P a g e  f  o f  ter P a g e s

CCs that are added« fe  the Hst are in Table 6f—Additions to the CC Exclusions List. Each of the principal diagnoses- is
shown. with an asterisk, and the revisions thè CC Exclusions List are provided- in- an indented column immediate «
following the affected principal diagnosis.

*0700 05609 07036 07051 6726 67279 25012 25032
78003 06671 07031 07052 0721 0728 25013 25033

*0701 05679 07041 67653 0722 *11445 25020 25040
78003 0568 07642 67669 0723 1146 25021 25041

*07020 07620 07043 0706 @7271 n u s 25022 25042
78003 07621 07049 0709 07272 1146« 25623 25043

*07021 07630 07051 6726 67279 *25000 25030 25056
78003 67631 07652 6721 0728 25602 25031 25051

*07030 07641 07053 61722 *07999 25003 25632 25052
78003 67642 07069 0723 0520 25612 25033' 25053

*07031 07643 0706 67271 6521 25013 25040 25066
78003 67049 0769 07272 0527 25022 25041 25061

*07041 07651 0720 07279 652» 25023 25042 25662
78003 67652 0721 0728 0529 25632 25043 25063

*07042 07653 0722 *67398 0530 25033 25050 25676
78003 67659 0723 6526 osato 25642 25051 25071

*07043 0766 07271 6521 @5311 25043 25052 25672
78003 6769 07272 0527 05312 25652 25053 25073

*07049 6726 07279 0528 osata 25053 25060 25686
78003 0721 0729 0529 05319 25062 25051 25081

*07051 6722 *07989 0530 05379 25063 25092 25082
78003 6723 0520 05310 0638 25672 25063 25083

*07052 07271 0521 osati 65479 25673 25070 25690
78003 67272 0527 05312 0548 25082 25071 25091

*07053 67279 0529 osata 0550 25083 25072 25092
78003 0729 0529 05319 0551 25092 25073 25693

*07059 *07988 0536 05379 0552 25093 25030 25-16
78003 0520 05310 0538 05571 78063 25631 25-13.

*0706 0521 05311 05479 05579 *25001 25082 2580
78003 0527 05312 0548 0558 25002 25083 2581

*0709 0528 05313 0556 05606 25603 25090 2588
7800» 6529 05319 6551 05661 25012 25091 2589

*07888 0530 66379 0552 05609 25013 25092 78001
0520 05310 0538 05571 05671 25022 25093 78003
0521 05311 05479 05579 05679 25023 2510 *25010
0527 05312 0548 0558 0568 25032 2513 25002
0528 65313 0550 65666 07026 25033 2580 25003
0529 05319 0551 05601 07021 25042 2581 25012
0530 05379 0552 05609 07030 25043 2588 25013
05310 0538 05571 05671 07031 25052 2589 25022
05311 05479 05579 05679 07041 25053 78001 25023
05312 6548 0558 0568 07042 25062 78003 25032
05313 6550 05600 07020 07043 25063 *25003 25033
05319 0551 05601 07021 07049 25072 25001 25042
05379 0552 05609 07030 07051 25073 25002 25043
0538 65571 05671 07031 07052 25082 25003 25052
05479 05579 05679 07041 07053 25083 25010 25053
0548 0558 0568 07042 07059 25092 25011 25062
0550 05600 07020 07043 0706 25093 25012 25063
0551 05601 07021 07049 0709 . 78003 25013 25072
0552 05609 07030 07051 0720 *25002 25026 25073
05571 05671 07031 07052 0721 25001 25021 25082
05579 05679 07041 07053 0722 25002 25022 25083
0558 0568 07042 07059 0723 25003 25023 25092
05600 07020 07043 0706 07271 25010 25030 25093
05601 07021 07049 0709 07272 25011 25031 78003
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*25011 25082 2580 25012 25032 *25031 25082 2580
25002 25083 2581 25013 25033 25002 25083 2581
25003 25090 2588 25020 25040 25003 25090 2588
25012 25091 2589 25021 25041 25012 25091 2589
25013 25092 78001 25022 25042 25013 25092 78001
25022 25093 78003 25023 25043 25022 25093 78003
25023 2510 *25020 25030 25050 25023 2510 *25040
25032 2513 25002 25031 25051 25032 2513 25002
25033 2580 25003 „ 25032 25052 25033 2580 25003
25042 2581 25012 25033 25053 25042 2581 25012
25043 2588 25013 25040 25060 25043 2588 25013
25052 2589 25022 25041 25061 25052 2589 25022
25053 78001 25023 25042 25062 25053 78001 25023
25062 78003 25032 25043 25063 25062 78003 25032
25063 *25013 25033 25050 25070 25063 *25033 25033
25072 25001 25042 25051 25071 25072 25001 25042
25073 25002 25043 25052 25072 25073 25002 25043
25082 25003 25052 25053 25073 25082 25003 25052
25083 25010 25053 25060 25080 25083 25010 25053
25092 25011 25062 25061 25081 25092 25011 25062
25093 25012 25063 25062 25082 25093 25012 25063
78003 25013 25072 25063 25083 78003 25013 25072

*25012 25020 25073 25070 25090 *25032 25020 25073
25001 25021 25082 25071 25091 25001 25021 25082
25002 25022 25083 25072 25092 25002 25022 25083
25003 25023 25092 25073 25093 25003 25023 25092
25010 25030 25093 25080 2510 25010 25030 25093
25011 25031 78003 25081 2513 25011 25031 78003
25012 25032 *25021 25082 2580 25012 25032 *25041
25013 25033 25002 25083 2581 25013 25033 25002
25020 25040 25003 25090 2588 25020 25040 25003
25021 25041 25012 25091 2589 25021 25041 25012
25022 25042 25013 25092 78001 25022 25042 25013
25023 25043 25022 25093 78003 25023 25043 25022
25030 25050 25023 2510 *25030 25030 25050 25023
25031 25051 25032 2513 25002 25031 25051 25032
25032 25052 25033 2580 25003 25032 25052 25033
25033 25053 25042 2581 25012 25033 25053 25042
25040 25060 25043 2588 25013 25040 25060 25043
25041 25061 25052 2589 25022 25041 25061 25052
25042 25062 25053 78001 25023 25042 25062 25053
25043 25063 25062 78003 25032 25043 25063 25062
25050 25070 25063 *25023 25033 25050 25070 25063
25051 25071 25072 25001 25042 25051 25071 25072
25052 25072 25073 25002 25043 25052 25072 25073
25053 25073 25082 25003 25052 25053 25073 25082
25060 25080 25083 25010 25053 25060 25080 25083
25061 25081 25092 25011 25062 25061 25081 25092
25062 25082 25093 25012 25063 25062 25082 25093
25063 25083 78003 25013 25072 25063 25083 78003
25070 25090 *25022 25020 25073 25070 25090 *25042
25071 25091 25001 25021 25082 25071 25091 25001
25072 25092 25002 25022 25083 25072 25092 25002
25073 25093 25003 25023 25092 25073 25093 25003
25080 2510 25010 25030 25093 25080 2510 25010
25081 2513 25011 25031 78003 25081 2513 25011
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25012 5843 5809 25063 37782 25003 25032 33510
25013 585 5810 25072 -  78001 25012 25033 33511
25020) 59010 5811 25073 78003 25013 25046 33516
25021 59011 5812 25082 *25053 25022 25041 33526
25022 5902 5813 25083 25081 25023 25042 33521
25023 78001 58181 25082 25002 25032 25043 33522
25030 78003 58180 25093 25003 25033 25056 33529
25031 *25043 5819 78003 25018 25042 25051 33524
25032 25001 5834 *25052 25011 25043 25052 33528
25033 25002 5845 25081 25012 25052 25053 3358
25040 25003 5846 25002 25013 25053 25066 3359
25041 25010 5847 25083 25026 25062 25061 340
25042 25011 5848 25016 25021 25063 25062 3432
25043 25012 5848 25011 25022 25072 25063 3440
25050 25013 585= 25012 25023 25073 25076 34501
25051 25020 59010 25013 25036 25082 2507t 34516
25052 25021 59011 25028 25031 25083 25072 34511
25053 25022 5902 25021 25032 25092 25073= 3452
25060 25023 78061 25022 25033 25099 25080 3453
25061 25030 78003 25023 25046 78009 25081 34541
25062 25031 *25050 25036 25041 *25061 25082 34551
25063 25032 25002 25031 25042 25002 25083 34561
25070 25033 25003 25032 25043 25003 25090 34571
25071 25040 25012 25033 25056 25012 25091 34581
25072 25041 25013 25046 25051 25013 25092 34591
25073 25042 25022 25041 25052 25022 25093 3481
25080 25043 25023 25042 25053 25023 2510 3491
25031 25050 25032 25043 25066 25032 2513 34981
25082 25051 25033= 25056 25061 25033 2586 34982
25083 25052 25042 25051 25062 25042 2581 3580
25090 25058 25043 25052 25063 25043 2588 3581
25091 25060 25052 25053 25076 25052 2589 3590
25092 25061 25053 25066 25071 25053 3206 3591
25093 25062 25062 25061 25072 25062 3201 78001
2510 25063 25063 25062 25073 25063 3202 78009
2513 25073 25072 25063 25086 25072 3203 *25063
2580 25071 25073 25076 25081 25073 3207 25001
2581 25072 25082 25071 25082 25082 32081 25002
2583 25073 25083 25072 25083 25083 32082 25009
2583 25080 25092 25073 25096 25092 32089 25010
5800 25081 25093 25080 25091 25093 3209 25011
5804 25082 78003 2508.1 25092 78003 3216 25012
58031 25083 *25051 25082 25093 *25062 3211 25019
5803 25090 25002 25083 2516 25061 3213 25020
5810 25091 25003 25090 2513 25002 3214 25021
5811 25092 25012 25091 2586 25003 3218 25022
5812 25093 25013 25092 2581 25016 3226 25029
5813 2510 25022 25093 2583 25011 3221 25030
58131 2513 25023 2516 2589 25012 3222 25031
58189 2580 25032 2513 37700 25013 3229 25032
5813 2581 25033 2586 37701 25020 3246 25039
5834 2588 25042 2581 37702 25021 3241 25040
5845 2589 25043 2583 78061 25022 3249 25041
5846 5800 25052 2589 78063 25023 325 25042
5847 5804 25053 37706 *25066 25036 3314 25049
5843 58081 25062 37761 25002 25031 3350 25056
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25051 33524 43411 25050 4463 25091 78001 43311
25052 33529 43491 25051 4464 25092 78003 43321
25053 3358 4416 25052 4465 25093 *25080 43331
25060 3359 78003 25053 4466 2510 25002 43381
25061 340 *25071 25060 4467 2513 25003 43391
25062 3432 25002 25061 4510 2580 25012 43401
25063 3440 25003 25062 45111 2581 25013 43411
25070 34501 25012 25063 45119 2588 25022 43491
25071 34510 25013 25070 4512 2589 25023 4416
25072 34511 25022 25071 45181 43301 25032 78003
25073 3452 25023 25072 * 452 43311 25033 *25082
25080 3453 25032 25073 4530 43321 25042 25001
25081 34541 25033 25080 4531 43331 25043 25002
25082 34551 25042 25081 4532 43381 25052 25003
25083 34561 25043 25082 4533 43391 25053 25010
25090 34571 25052 25083 4538 43401 25062 25011
25091 34581 25053 25090 4539 43411 25063 25012
25092 34591 25062 25091 78001 43491 25072 25013
25093 3481 25063 25092 78003 436 25073 25020
2510 3491 25072 25093 *25073 4372 25082 25021
2513 34981 25073 2510 25001 4374 25083 25022
2580 34982 25082 2513 25002 4375 25092 25023
2581 3580 25083 2580 25003 4376 25093 25030
2588 3581 25092 2581 25010 4410 43301 25031
2589 3590 25093 2588 25011 4411 43311 25032
3200 3591 43301 2589 25012 4413 43321 25033
3201 78001 43311 43301 25013 4415 43331 25040
3202 78003 43321 43311 25020 4416 43381 25041
3203 *25070 43331 43321 25021 4440 43391 25042
3207 25002 43381 43331 25022 4441 43401 25043
32081 25003 43391 43381 25023 44421 43411 25050
32082 25012 43401 43391 25030 44422 43491 25051
32089 25013 43411 43401 25031 44481 4416 25052
3209 25022 43491 43411 25032 44489 78003 25053
3210 25023 4416 43491 25033 4449 *25081 25060
3211 25032 78003 436 25040 4460 25002 25061
3213 25033 *25072 4372 25041 44620 25003 25062
3214 25042 25001 4374 25042 44621 25012 25063
3218 25043 25002 4375 25043 44629 25013 25070
3220 25052 25003 4376 25050 4463 25022 25071
3221 25053 25010 4410 25051 4464 25023 25072
3222 25062 25011 4411 25052 4465 25032 25073
3229 25063 25012 4413 25053 4466 25033 25080
3240 25072 25013 4415 25060 4467 25042 25081
3241 25073 25020 4416 25061 4510 25043 25082
3249 25082 25021 4440 25062 45111 25052 25083
325 25083 25022 4441 25063 45119 25053 25090
3314 25092 25023 44421 25070 4512 25062 25091
3350 25093 25030 44422 25071 45181 25063 25092
33510 43301 25031 44481 25072 452 25072 25093
33511 43311 25032 44489 25073 4530 25073 2510
33519 43321 25033 4449 25080 4531 25082 2513
33520 43331 25040 4460 25081 4532 25083 2580
33521 43381 25041 44620 25082 4533 25092 2581
33522 43391 25042 44621 25083 4538 25093 2588
33523 * 43401 25043 44629 25090 4539 43301 2589
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3200 43391 5847 3201 43401 5848 25073 2510
3201 43401 5848 3202 43411 5849 25082 2513
3202 43411 5849 3203 43491 585 25083 2580
3203 43491 585 3207 436 59010 25092 2581
3207 436 59010 32081 4372 59011 25093 2588
32081 4372 59011 32082 4374 5902 43301 2589
32082 4374 5902 32089 4375 78001 43311 3200
32089 4375 78001 3209 4376 78003 43321 3201
3209 4376 78003 3210 4410 *25090 43331 3202
3210 4410 *25083 3211 4411 25002 43381 3203
3211 4411 25001 3213 4413 25003 43391 3207
3213 4413 25002 3214 4415 25012 43401 32081
3214 4415 25003 3218 4416 25013 43411 32082
3218 4416 25010 3220 4440 25022 43491 32089
3220 4440 25011 3221 4441 25023 4416 3209
3221 4441 25012 3222 44421 25032 78003 3210
3222 44421 25013 3229 44422 25033 *25092 3211
3229 44422 25020 3240 44481 25042 25001 3213
3240 44481 25021 3241 44489 25043 25002 3214
3241 44489 25022 3249 4449 25052 25003 3218
3249 4449 25023 325 4460 25053 25010 3220
325 4460 25030 3314 44620 25062 25011 3221
3314 44620 25031 3350 44621 25063 25012 3222
3350 44621 25032 33510 44629 25072 25013 3229
33510 44629 25033 33511 4463 25073 25020 3240
33511 4463 25040 33519 4464. 25082 25021 3241
33519 4464 25041 33520 4465 25083 25022 3249
33520 , 4465 25042 33521 4466 25092 25023 325
33521 4466 25043 - 33522 4467 25093 25030 3314
33522 4467 25050 33523 4510 43301 25031 3350
33523 4510 25051 33524 45111 43311 25032 33510
33524 45111 25052 33529 45119 43321 25033 33511
33529 45119 25053 3358 4512 43331 25040 33519
3358 4512 25060 3359 45181 43381 25041 33520
3359 45181 25061 340 452 43391 25042 33521
340 452 25062 3432 4530 43401 25043 33522
3432 4530 25063 3440 4531 43411 25050 33523
3440 4531 25070 3452 4532 43491 25051 33524
3452 4532 25071 3453 4533 4416 25052 33529
3453 4533 25072 3481 4538 78003 25053 3358
3481 4538 25073 3491 4539 *25091 25060 3359
3491 4539 25080 34981 5800 25002 25061 340
34981 5800 25081 34982 5804 25003 25062 3432
34982 5804 25082 3580 58081 25012 25063 3440
3580 58081 25083 3581 5809 25013 25070 3452
3581 5809 25090 3590 5810 25022 25071 3453
3590 5810 25091 3591 5811 25023 25072 3481
3591 5811 25092 37700 5812 25032 25073 3491
37700 5812 25093 37701 5813 25033 25080 34981
37701 5813 2510 37702 58181 25042 25081 34982
37702 58181 2513 43301 58189 ' 25043 25082 3580
43301 58189 2580 43311 5819 25052 25083 3581
43311 5819 2581 43321 5834 25053 25090 3599
43321 5834 2588 43331 5845 25062 25091 3591
43331 5845 2589 43381 5846 25063 25092 37700
43381 5846 3200 43391 5847 25072 25093 37701
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37702 58181 2513 43301 58189 25093 25033 28319
43301 58189 2580 43311 5819 78003 25042 *2811
43311 5819 2581 43321 5834 *2512 25043 28310
43321 5834 2588 43331 5845 25002 25052 ' 28311
43331 5845 2589 43381 5846 25003 25053 28319
43381 5846 3200 43391 5847 25012 25062 *2812
43391 5847 3201 43401 5848 25013 25063 28310
43401 5848 3202 43411 5849 25022 25072 28311
43411 5849 3203 43491 585 25023 25073 28319
43491 585 3207 436 59010 25032 25082 *2813
436 59010 32081 4372 59011 25033 25083 28310
4372 5901t 32082 4374 5902 25042 25092 28311
4374 - 5902 32089 4375 78001 25043 25093 28319
4375 78001 3209 4376 78003 25052 *2599 *2814
4376 78003 3210 4410 *2510 25053 25002 28310
4410 *25093 3211 4411 25002 25062 25003 28311
4411 25001 3213 4413 25003 25063 25012 28319
4413 25002 3214 4415 25012 25072 25013 *2818
4415 25003 3218 4416 25013 25073 25022 28310
4416 25010 3220 4440 25022 25082 25023 28311
4440 25011 3221 4441 25023 25083 25032 28319
4441 25012 3222 44421 25032 25092 25033 *2819
44421 25013 3229 44422 25033 25093 25042 28310
44422 25020 3240 44481 25042 78003 25043 28311
44481 25021 3241 44489 25043 *2513 25052 28319
44489 25022 3249 4449 25052 25002 25053 *2820
4449 25023 325 4460 25053 25003 25062 28310
4460 25030 3314 44620 25062 25012 25063 28311
44620 25031 3350 44621 25063 25013 25072 28319
44621 25032 33510 44629 25072 25022 25073 *2821
44629 25033 33511 4463 25073 25023 25082 28310
4463 25040 33519 4464 25082 25032 25083 28311
4464 25041 33520 4465 25083 25033 25092 28319
4465 25042 33521 4466 25092 25042 25093 *2822
4466 25043 33522 4467 25093 25043 *27411 28310
4467 25050 33523 4510 78003 25052 78820 28311
4510 25051 33524 45111 *2511 25053 78829 28319
45111 25052 33529 45119 25002 25062 *2800 *2823
45119 25053 3358 4512 25009 25063 28310 28310
4512 25060 3359 45181 25012 25072 28311 28311
45181 2506t 340 452 25013 25073 28319 28319
452 25062 3432 4530 25022 25082 *2801 *2824
4530 25063 3440 4531 25023 25083 28310 28310
4531 25070 3452 4532 25032 25092 28311 28311
4532 25071 3453 4533 25033 25093 28319 28319
4533 . 25072 3481 4538 25042 78003 *2808 *2825
4538 25073 3491 4539 25043 *2515 28310 28310
4539 25080 34981 5800 25052 53082 * 28311 28311
5800 25081 34982 5804 25053 *2598 28319 28319
5804 25082 3580 58081 25062 25002 *2809 *28260
58081 25083 3581 5809 25063 25003 28310 28310
5809 25090 3590 5810 25072 25012 28311 28311
5810 25091 3591 5811 25073 25013 28319 28319
5811 25092 37700 5812 25082 25022 *2810 *28261
5812 25093 37701 5813 25083 25023 28310 28310
5813 2510 37702 58181 25092 25032 28311 28311
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28319 28261 *2850 33521 43311 43311 43401 43311
*28262 28262 28310 33522 43321 43321 43411 43321

28310 28263 28311 33523 43331 43331 43491 43331
28311 28269 28319 33524 43381 43381 *44024 43381
28319 2830 *2851 33529 43391 43391 44024 43391

*28263 28310 28310 3358 *43310 *43390 7854 43401
28310 28311 28311 3359 43301 43301 *4410 43411
28311 28319 28319 *33729 43311 43311 4416 43491
28319 2832 *2858 3350 43321 43321 *4411 4416

*28269 2839 28310 33510 43331 43331 4416 53082
28310 2840 28311 33511 43381 43381 *4412 *4599
28311 2848 28319 33519 43391 43391 4416 43301
28319 2849 *2859 33520 *43311 *43391 *4413 43311

*2827 2850 28310 33521 43301 43301 4416 43321
28310 2851 28311 33522 43311 43311 *4414 43331
28311 *28319 28319 33523 43321 43321 4416 43381
28319 2800 *2898 33524 . 43331 43331 *4415 43391

*2829 2814 28310 33529 43381 43381 4416 43401
28310 2818 28311 3358 43391 43391 *4416 43411
28311 2824 28319 3359 *43320 *43400 4410 43491
28319 28260 *2899 *34461 43301 43401 4411 4416

*2829 28261 28310 78820 43311 43411 4413 53082
28310 28262 28311 78829 43321 43491 4415 *5302
28311 28263 28319 *34481 43331 436 4416 53082
28319 28269 *33720 3432 43381 *43401 *4417 *5304

*2830 2830 3350 3440 43391 43401 4410 53084
28310 28310 33510 *34489 *43321 43411 4411 *5307
28311 28311 33511 3432 43301 43491 4413 53082
28319 28319 33519 3440 43311 436 4415 53084

*28310 2832 33520 *3488 43321 *43410 4416 *53081
2800 2839 33521 78003 43331 43401 *4419 5304
2814 2840 33522 *3489 43381 43411 4416 5307
2818 2848 33523 78003 43391 43491 *45182 53084
2824 2849 33524 *34989 *43330 436 4510 9981
28260 2850 33529 78003 43301 *43411 45111 *53082
28261 2851 3358 *3499 43311 43401 45119 4560
28262 *2832 3359 78003 43321 43411 4512 45620
28263 28310 *33721 *430 43331 43491 45181 5307
28269 28311 3350 78003 43381 436 *45183 53082
2830 28319 33510 *431 43391 *43490 4510 53100
28310 *2839 33511 78003 *43331 43401 45111 53101
28311 28310 33519 *4320 43301 43411 45119 531 tO
28319 28311 33520 78003 43311 43491 4512 53111
2832 28319 33521 *4321 43321 436 45181 53120
2839 *2840 33522 78003 43331 *43491 *45184 53121
2840 28310 33523 *4329 43381 43401 4510 53131
2848 28311 33524 78003 43391 43411 45111 53140
2849 28319 33529 *43300 *43380 43491 45119 53141
2850 *2848 3358 43301 43301 436 4512 53150
2851 28310 3359 43311 43311 *4350 45181 53151

*28311 28311 *33722 43321 43321 43301 *4560 53160
2800 28319 3350 43331 43331 43381 53082 53161
2814 *2849 33510 43381 43381 43391 *45620 53171
2818 28310 33511 43391 43391 *4351 53082 53191
2824 28311 33519 *43301 *43381 43321 *45989 53200
28260 28319 33520 43301 43301 *436 43301 53201
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53210 56985 53082 53082 53082 78829 78820 80661
53211 5780 *53200 *53350 *53521 *59654 78829 80662
53220 5781 53082 53082 53082 78820 *73310 80669
53221 5789 *53201 *53351 *53531 78829 73310 80670
53231 9981 53082 53082 53082 *59655 73311 80671
53240 *53083 *53210 *53360 *53541 78820 73312 80672
53241 5304 53082 53082 53082 78829 73313 80679
53250 5307 *53211 *53361 *53551 *59659 73314 8068
53251 53084 53082 53082 53082 78820 73315 8069
53260 9981 *53220 *53370 *53561 78829 73316 8080
53261 *53084 53082 53082 53082 *5968 73319 8082
53271 5304 *53221 *53371 *53783 78820 8058 8083
53291 5307 53082 53082 53082 78829 8059 80843
53300 53084 *53230 *53390 *56202 *5969 80600 80849
53301 *53089 53082 53082 53082 78820 80601 80851
53310 5304 *53231 *53391 *56203 78829 80602 80852
53311 5307 53082 53082 53082 *5996 80603 80853
53320 53084 *53240 *53400 *56212 76820 80604 80859
53321 9981 53082 53082 53082 78829 80605 8088
53331 *5309 *53241 *53401 *56213 *600 80606 8089
53340 53084 53082 53082 53082 78820 80607 82000
53341 *53100 *53250 *53410 *5693 78829 80608 82001
53350 53082 53082 53082 53082 *6010 80609 82002
53351 *53101 *53251 *53411 *56985 78820 80610 82003
53360 53082 53082 53082 53082 78829 80611 82009
53361 *53110 *53260 *53420 *5722 *6011 80612 82010
53371 53082 53082 53082 78003 78820 80613 82011
53391 *53111 *53261 *53421 *5780 78829 80614 82012
53400 53082 53082 53082 53082 *6012 80615 82013
53401 *53120 *53270 *53430 *5781 78820 80616 82019
53410 53082 53082 53082 53082 78829 80617 82020
53411 *53121 *53271 *53431 *5789 *6013 80618 82021
53420 53082 53082 53082 53082 78820 80619 82022
53421 *53130 *53290 *53440 *5933 78829 80620 82030
53431 53082 53082 53082 78820 *6014 80621 82031
53440 *53131 *53291 *53441 78829 78820 80622 82032
53441 53082 53082 53082 *5934 78829 80623 8208
53450 *53140 *53300 *53450 78820 *6018 80624 8209
53451 53082 53082 53082 78829 78820 80625 82100
53460 *53141 *53301 *53451 *5935 78829 80626 82101
53461 53082 53082 53082 78820 *6019 80627 82110
53471 *53150 *53310 *53460 78829 78820 80628 82111
53491 53082 53082 53082 *5960 78829 80629 *73311
53501 *53151 *53311 *53461 78820 *6020 80630 73310
53511 53082 53082 53082 78829 78820 80631 73311
53521 *53160 *53320 *53470 *5964 78829 80632 73312
53531 53082 53082 53082 78820 *6021 80633 73313
53541 *53161 *53321 *53471 78829 78820 80634 73314
53551 53082 53082 53082 *59651 78829 80635 73315
53561 *53170 *53330 *53490 78820 *6022 80636 73316
53783 53082 53082 53082 78829 78820 80637 73319
56202 *53171 *53331 *53491 *59652 78829 80638 8058
56203 53082 53082 53082 78820 *6028 80639 8059
56212 *53190 *53340 *53501 78829 78820 8064 80600
56213 53082 53082 53082 *59653 78829 8065 80601
5693 *53191 *53341 *53511 78820 *6029 80660 80602
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80603 80853 80619 82022 80635 73315 8069 80611
80604 80859 80620 82030 80636 73316 8080 80612
80605 8088 80621 82031 80637 73319 8082 80613
80606 . 8089 80622 82032 80638 8058 8083 80614
80607 82000 80623 8208 80639 8059 80843 80615
80608 82001 80624 8209 8064 80600 80849 80616
80609 82002 80625 82100 8065 80601 80851 80617
80610 82003 80626 82101 80660 80602 80852 80618
80611 82009 80627 82110 80661 80603 80853 80619
80612 82010 80628 82111 80662 80604 80859 80620
80613 82011 80629 *73313 80669 80605 8088 80621
80614 82012 80630 73310 80670 80606 8089 80622
80615 82013 80631 73311 80671 80607 82000 80623
80616 82019 80632 73312 80672 80608 82001 80624
80617 82020 80633 73313 80679 80609 82002 80625
80618 82021 80634 73314 8068 80610 82003 80626
80619 82022 80635 73315 8069 80611 82009 80627
80620 82030 80636 73316 8080 80612 82010 80628
80621 82031 80637 73319 8082 80613 82011 80629
80622 82032 80638 8058 8083 80614 82012 80630
80623 8208 80639 8059 80843 80615 82013 80631
80624 8209 8064 80600 80849 80616 82019 80632.
80625 82100 8065 80601 80851 80617 82020 80633
80626 82101 80660 80602 80852 80618 82021 80634
80627 82110 80661 80603 80853 80619 82022 80635
80628 82111 80662 80604 80859 80620 82030 80636
80629 *73312 80669 80605 8088 80621 82031 80637
80630 73310 80670 80606 8089 80622 82032 80638
80631 73311 80671 80607 82000 80623 8208 80639
80632 73312 80672 80608 82001 80624 8209 8064
80633 73313 80678 80609 82002 80625 82100 8065
80634 73314 8068 80610 82003 80626 82101 80660
80635 73315 8069 80611 82009 80627 82110 80661
80636 73316 8080 80612 82010 80628 82111 80662
80637 73319 8082 80613 82011 80629 *73315 80669
80638 8058 8083 80614 82012 80630 73310 80670
80639 8059 80843 80615 82013 80631 73311 80671
8064 80600 80849 80616 82019 80632 73312 80672
8065 80601 80851 80617 82020 80633 73313 80679
80660 80602 80852 80618 82021 80634 73314 8068
80661 80603 80853 80619 82022 80635 73315 8069
80662 80604 80859 80620 82030 80636 73316 8080
80669 80605 8088 80621 82031 80637 73319 8082
80670 80606 8089 80622 82032 80638 8058 8083
80671 80607 82000 80623 8208 80639 8059 80843
80672 80608 82001 80624 8209 8064 80600 80649
80679 80609 82002 80625 82100 8065 80601 80851
8068 80610 82003 80626 82101 80660 80602 80852
8069 80611 82009 80627 82110 80661 80603 80853
8080 80612 82010 80628 82111 80662 80604 80859
8082 80613 82011 80629 *73314 80669 80605 8088
8083 80614 82012 80630 73310 80670 80606 8089
80843 80615 82013 80631 73311 80671 80607 82000
80849 8Q616 82019 80632 73312 80672 80608 82001
80851 80617 82020 80633 73313 80679 80609 82002
80852 80618 82021 80634 73314 8068 80610 82003
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82009 80627 82110 80661
82010 80628 82111 80662
82011 80629 *73319 80669
82012 80630 73310 80670
82013 80631 73311 80671
82019 80632 73312 80672
82020 80633 73313 80679
82021 80634 73314 8068
82022 80635 . 73315 8069
82030 80636 73316 8080
82031 80637 73319 8082
82032 80638 8058 8083 *
8208 80639 8059 80843
8209 8064 80600 80849
82100 8065 80601 80851
82t01 80660 80602 80852
82110 80661 80603 80853
82111 80662 80604 80859

73316 80669 80605 8088
73310 80670 80606 8089
73311 80671 80607 82000
73312 80672 80608 82001
73313 80679 80609 82002
73314 8068 80610 82003
73315 8069 80611 82009
73316 8080 80612 82010
73319 8082 80613 82011
8058 8083 80614 82012
8059 80843 80615 82013
80600 80849 80616 82019
80601 80851 80617 82020
80602 80852 80618 82021
80603 80853 80619 82022
80604 80859 80620 82030
80605 8088 80621 82031
80606 8089 80622 82032
80607 82000 80623 8208
80608 82001 80624 8209
80609 82002 80625 82100
80610 82003 80626 82101
80611 82009 80627 82110
80612 82010 80628 82111
80613 82011 80629 *7530
80614 82012 80630 78820
80615 82013 80631 78829
80616 82019 80632 *75310
80617 82020 80633 78820
80618 82021 80634 78829
80619 82022 80635 *75311
80620 82030 80636 78820
80621 82031 80637 78829
80622 82032 80638 *75312
80623 8208 80639 78820
80624 8209 8064 78829
80625 82100 8065 *75313
80626 82101 80660 78820

78829 *7804 78003 78003
*75314 78003 *80009 *80043

78820 *7809 78003 78003
78829 44024 *80010 *80044

*75315 78003 78003 78003
78820 78820 *80011 *80045
78829 78829 78003 78003

*75316 *7854 *80012 *80046
78820 44024 78003 78003
78829 *78820 *80013 *80049

*75317 78820 78003 78003
78820 78829 *80014 *80050
78829 *78821 78003 78003

*75319 78820 *80015 *80051
78820 78829 78003 78003
78829 *78829 *80016 *80052

*7532 78820 78003 78003
78820 78829 *80019 *80053
78829 *78861 78003 78003

*7533 78820 *80020 *80054
78820 78829 78003 78003
78829 *78862 *80021 *80055

*7534 78820 78003 78003
78820 78829 *80022 *80056
78829 *78869 78003 78003

*7535 78820 *80023 *80059
78820 78829 78003 78003
78829 *7889 *80024 *80060

*7536 ‘78820 78003 78003
78820 78829 *80025 *80061
78829 *79091 78003 78003

*7537 7907 *80026 *80062
78820 *79092 78003 78003
78829 7907 *80029 *80063

*7538 *79093 78003 780023
78820 7907 *80030 *80064
78829 *79099 78003 78003

*7539 7907 *80031 *80065
78820 *7998 78003 78003
78829 44024 *80032 *80066

*78001 78003 78003 78003
78003 78820 *80033 *80069

*78002 78829 78003 78003
78003 *80000 *80034 *80070

*78003 78003 78003 78003
430 *80001 *80035 *80071
431 78003 78003 78003
4320 *80002 *80036 *80072
4321 78003 78003 78003
436 *80003 *80039 *80073
78001 78003 78003 78003
78003 *80004 *80040 *80074

*78009 78003 78003 78003
78003 *80005 *80041 *80075

*7802 78003 78003 78003
78003 *80006 *80042 *80076
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78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80079 *80113 *80149 *80183 *80319 *80353 *80389 *80423

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80080 *80114 *80150 *80184 *80320 *80354 *80390 *80424

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80081 *80115 *80151 *80185 *80321 *80355 *80391 *80425

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80082 *80116 *80152 *80186 *80322 *80356 *80392 *80426

78003 78003 78003 78003 . 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80083 *80119 *80153 *80189 *80323 *80359 *80393 *80429

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80084 *80120 *80154 *80190 *80324 *80360 *80394 *80430

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80085 *80121 *80155 *80191 *80325 *80361 *80395 *80431

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80086 *80122 *80156 *80192 *80326 *80362 *80396 *80432

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80089 *80123 *80159 *80193 *80329 *80363 *80399 *80433

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80090 *80124 *80160 *80194 *80330 *80364 *80400 *80434

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80091 *80125 *80161 *80195 *80331 *80365 *80401 *80435

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80092 *80126 *80162 *80196 *80332 *80366 /  *80402 *80436

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80093 *80129 *80163 *80199 *80333 *80369 *80403 *80439

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80094 *80130 *80164 *80300 *80334 *80370 *80404 *80440

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80095 *80131 *80165 *80301 *80335 *80371 *80405 *80441

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80096 *80132 *80166 *80302 *80336 *80372 *80406 *80442

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80099 *80133 *80169 *80303 *80339 *80373 *80409 *80443

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80100 *80134 *80170 *80304 *80340 *80374 *80410 *80444

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80101 *80135 *80171 *80305 *80341 *80375 *80411 *80445

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80102 *80136 *80172 *80306 *80342 *80376 *80412 *80446

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80103 *80139 *80173 *80309 *80343 *80379 *80413 *80449

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80104 *80140 *80174 *80310 *80344 *80380 *80414 *80450

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80105 *80141 *80175 *80311 *80345 *80381 *80415 *80451

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80106 *80142 *80176 *80312 *80346 *80382 *80416 *80452

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80109 *80143 *80179 *80313 *80349 *80383 *80419 *80453

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80110 *80144 *80180 *80314 *80350 *80384 *80420 *80454

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80111 *80145 *80181 *80315 *80351 *80385 *80421 *80455

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80112 *80146 *80182 *80316 *80352 *80386 *80422 *80456
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78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80459 *80493 *85121 *85155 *85191 *85226 *85302 *85416

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80460 *80494 *85122 *85156 *85192 *85229 *85303 *85419

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003
*80461 *80495 *85123 *85159 *85193 *85230 *85304 *8738

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 9251
*80462 *80496 *85124 *85160 *85194 *85231 *85305 9252

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 *8739
*80463 *8500 *85125 *85161 *85195 *85232 *85306 9251

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 9252
*80464 *8501 *85126 *85162 *85196 *85233 *85309 *9050

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 9251
*80465 *8502 *85129 *85163 *85199 *85234 *85310 9252

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 *9251
*80466 *8503 *85130 *85164 *85200 *85235 *85311 80000

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80001
*80469 *8504 *85131 *85165 *85201 *85236 *85312 80002

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80003
*80470 *8505 *85132 *85166 *85202 *85239 *85313 80004

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80005
*80471 *8509 *85133 *85169 *85203 *85240 *85314 80006

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80009
*80472 *85100 *85134 *85170 *85204 *85241 *85315 80010

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80011
*80473 *85101 *85135 *85171 *85205 *85242 *85316 80012

78003) 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80013
*80474 *85102 *85136 *85172 *85206 *85243 *85319 80014

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80015
*80475 *85103 *85139 *85173 *85209 *85244 *85400 80016

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80019
*80476 *85104 *85140 *85174 *85210 *85245 *85401 80020

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80021
*80479 *85105 *85141 *85175 *85211 *85246 *85402 80022

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80023
*80480 *85106 *85142 *85176 *85212 *85249 *85403 80024

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80025
*80481 *85109 *85143 *85179 *85213 *85250 *85404 80026

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80029
*80482 *85110 *85144 *85180 *85214 *85251 *85405 80030

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80031
*80483 *85111 *85145 *85181 *85215 *85252 *85406 80032

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80033
*80484 *85112 *85146 *85182 *85216 *85253 *85409 80034

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80035
*80485 *85113 *85149 *85183 *85219 *85254 *85410 80036

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80039
*80486 *85114 *85150 *85184 *85221 *85255 *85411 80040

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80041
*80489 *85115 *85151 *85185 *85222 *85256 *85412 80042

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80043
*80490 *85116 *85152 *85186 *85223 *85259 *85413 80044

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80045
*80491 *85119 *85153 *85189 *85224 *85300 *85414 80046

78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 78003 80049
*80492 *85120 *85154 *85190 *85225 *85301 *85415 80050
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80051 80121 80191 80326 80396 80466 85129 85199
80052 80122 80192 80329 80399 80469 85130 85200
80053 80123 80193 80330 80400 80470 85131 85201
80054 80124 80194 80331 80401 80471 85132 85202
80055 80125 80195 80332 80402 80472 85133 85203
80056 80126 80196 80333 80403 80473 85134 85204
80059 80129 80199 80334 80404 80474 85135 85205
80060 80130 8021 80335 80405 80475 85136 85206
80061 80131 80220 80336 80406 80476 85139 85209
80062 80132 80221 80339 80409 80479 85140 85210
80063 80133 80222 80340 80410 80480 85141 85211
80064 80134 80223 80341 80411 80481 85142 85212
80065 80135 80224 80342 80412 80482 85143 85213
80066 80136 80225 80343 80413 80483 85144 85214
80069 80139 80226 80344 80414 80484 85145 85215
80070 80140 80227 80345 80415 80485 85146 85216
80071 80141 80228 80346 80416 80486 85149 852.19
80072 80142 80229 80349 80419 80489 85150 85220
80073 80143 80230 80350 80420 80490 85151 85221
80074 80144 80231 80351 80421 80491 85152 85222
80075 80145 80232 80352 80422 80492 85153 85223
80076 80146 80233 80353 80423 80493 85154 85224
80079 80149 80234 80354 80424 80494 85155 85225
80080 80150 80235 80355 80425 80495 85156 85226
80081 80151 80236 80356 80426 80496 85159 85229
80082 80152 80237 80359 80429 80499 85160 85230
80083 80153 80238 80360 80430 8500 85161 85231
80084 80154 80239 80361 80431 8501 85162 85232
80085 80155 8024 80362 ' 80432 8502 85163 85233
80086 80156 8025 80363 80433 8503 85164 85234
80089 80159 8026 80364 80434 8504 85165 85235
80090 80160 8027 80365 80435 8505 85166 85236
80091 80161 8028 80366 80436 8509 85169 85239
80092 80162 8029 80369 80439 85100 85170 85240
80093 80163 80300 80370 80440 85101 85171 85241
80094 80164 80301 80371 80441 85102 85172 85242
80095 80165 80302 80372 80442 85103 85173 85243
80096 80166 80303 80373 80443 85104 85174 85244
80099 80169 80304 80374 80444 85105 85175 85245
80100 80170 80305 80375 80445 85106 85176 85246
80101 80171 80306 80376 80446 85109 85179 85249
80102 80172 80309 80379 80449 85110 85180 85250
80103 80173 80310 80380 80450 85111 85181 85251
80104 80174 80311 80381 80451 85112 85182 85252
80105 80175 80312 80382 80452 85113 85183 85253
80106 80176 80313 80383 80453 85114 85184 85254
80109 80179 80314 80384 80454 85115 85185 85255
80110 80180 80315 80385 80455 85116 85186 85256
80111 80181 80316 80386 80456 85119 85189 85259
80112 80182 80319 80389 80459 85120 85190 85300
80113 80183 80320 80390 80460 85121 85191 85301
80114 80184 80321 80391 80461 85122 85192 85302
80115 80185 80322 80392 80462 85123 85193 85303
80116 80186 80323 80393 80463 85124 85194 85304
80119 80189 80324 80394 80464 85125 85195 85305
80120 80190 80325 80395 80465 85126 85196 85306
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85309 80034 80104 80174 80311 80381 80451 85112
85310 80035 80105 80175 80312 80382 80452 85113
85311 80030 80100 80170 80313 80383 80453 85114
85312 80030 80109 80179 80314 80384 80454 85115
85313 80040 80110 80180 80315 80385 80455 85116
85314 80041 80111 80181 80310 80386 80456 85119
85315 80042 80112 80182 80319 80389 80459 85120
85310 80043 80113 80183 80320 80390 80460 85121
85319 80044 80114 80184 80321 8039f 80461 85122
85400 80045 80115 80185 80322 80392 80462 85123
85401 80045 80110 80186 80323 80393 80463 85124
85402 80049 80119 80189 80324 80394 80484 85125
85403 80050 80120 80190 80325 ■ 80395 80465 85126
85404 80051 80121 80191 80320 80396 80466 85129
85405 80052 80122 80192 80329 80399 80469 85130
85400 80053 80123 80193 80330 80400 80470 85131
85409 80054 80124 80194 80331 8040t 80471 85132
85410 80055 80125 80195 80332 80402 80472 85133
85411 80050 80120 80198 80333 80403 80473 85134
85412 80059 80129 80199 80334 80404 80474 85135
85413 80060 80130 8021 80335 80405 80475 85130
85414 80061 80131 80220 80330 80400 80476 85139
85415 80062 80132 8022t 80339 80409 80479 85140
85416 80063 80133 80222 80340 80410 80480 85141
85419 80064 80134 80223 80341 80411 80481 85142
9251 80065 80135 80224 80342 80412 80482 85143
9252 80060 80130 80225 80343 80413 80483 85144

*9252 80069 80139 80226 80344 80414 80484 85145
80000 80070 80140 80227 80345 80415 80485 85146
80001 80071 80141 80220 80346 80410 80480 85149
80002 80072 80142 80229 80349 80419 80489 85150
80003 80073 80143 80230 80350 80420 80490 85151
80004 80074 80144 80231 80351 80421 80491 85152
80005 80075 80145 80232 80352 80422 80492 85153
80006 80070 80140 80233 80353 80423 80493 85154
80009 80079 80149 80234 80354 80424 80494 85156
80010 80080 80150 80235 80355 80425 80495 85156
80011 80081 80151 80230 80356 80420 80490 85159
80012 80082 80152 80237 80359 80429 80499 85160
80013 80083 80153 80238 80360 80430 8500 85161
80014 80084 80154 80239 80361 80431 8501 85162
80015 80085 80155 8024 80362 80432 8502 85163
80016 80080 80150 8025 80363 80433 8503 85164
80019 80089 80159 8026 80364 80434 8504 85166
80020 80090 80160 8027 80365 80435 8505 85166
80021 80091 80161 8028 80366 80436 8509 85169
80022 80092 80162 8029 80369 80439 85100 85170
80023 80093 80163 80300 80370 80440 85101 85171
80024 80094 80164 80301 80371 80441 85102 85172
80025 80095 80165 80302 80372 80442 85103 85173
80020 80090 80166 80303 80373 80443 85104 85174
80029 80099 80169 80304 80374 80444 85105 85175
80030 80100 80170 80305 80375 80445 85106 85176
80031 80101 80171 80300 80370 80446 85109 85179
80032 80102 80172 80309 80379 80449 85110 85180
80033 80103 80173 80310 80380 80450 85111 85181
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85182 85252 9251 6809 6801 03841 6828 6809
85183 85253 9252 6820 6802 03842 6829 6820
85184 85254 *V090 6821 6803 03843 *V096 6821
85185 85255 0380 6822 6804 03844 0380 6822
85186 85256 0381 6823 6805 03849 0381 6823
85189 85259 0382 6825 6806 0388 0382 6825
85190 85300 0383 6826 6807 0389 0383 6826
85191 85301 03840 6827 6808 6800 03840 6827
85192 85302 03841 6828 6809 6801 03841 6828
85193 85303 03842 6829 6820 6802 03842 6829
85194 85304 03843 *V092 6821 6803 03843 *V0971
85195 85305 03844 0380 6822 6804 03844 0380
85196 85306 03849 0381 6823 6805 03849 0381
85199 85309 0388 0382 6825 6806 0388 0382
85200 85310 0389 0383 6826 6807 0389 0383
85201 85311 6800 03840 6827 6808 6800 03840
85202 85312 6801 03841 6828 6809 6801 03841
85203 85313 6802 03842 6829 6820 6802 03842
85204 85314 6803 03843 *V094 6821 6803 03843
85205 85315 6804 03844 0380 6822 6804 03844
85206 85316 6805 03849 0381 6823 6805 03849
85209 85319 6806 0388 0382 6825 6806 0388
85210 85400 6807 0389 0383 6826 6807 0389
85211 85401 6808 6800 03840 6827 6808 6800
85212 85402 6809 6801 03841 6828 6809 6801
85213 85403 6820 6802 03842 6829 6820 6802
85214 85404 6821 6803 03843 *V0951 6821 6803
85215 85405 6822 6804 03844 0380 6822 6804
85216 85406 6823 6805 03849 0381 6823 6805
85219 85409 6825 6806 0388 0382 .6825 6806
85220 85410 6826 6807 0389 0383 6826 6807
85221 85411 6827 6808 6800 03840 6827 6808
85222 85412 6828 6809 6801 03841 6828 6809
85223 85413 , 6829 6820 6802 03842 6829 6820
85224 85414 *V091 6821 6803 03843 *V0970 6821
85225 85415 0380 6822 6804 03844 0380 6822
85226 85416 0381 6823 6805 03849 0381 6823
85229 85419 0382 6825 6806 0388 0382 6825
85230 9251 0383 6826 6807 0389 0383 6826
85231 9252 03840 6827 6808 6800 03840 6827
85232 *9290 03841 6828 6809 6801 03841 6828
85233 9251 03842 6829 6820 6802 03842 6829
85234 9252 03843 *V093 6821 6803 03843 *V0980
85235 *9299 03844 0380 6822 6804 03844 0380
85236 9251 03849 0381 6823 6805 03849 0381
85239 9252 0388 0382 6825 6806 0388 0382
85240 *9588 0389 0383 6826 6807 0389 0383
85241 9251 6800 03840 6827 6808 6800 03840
85242 9252 6801 03841 6828 6809 6801 03841
85243 *9590 6802 03842 6829 6820 6802 03842
85244 9251 6803 03843 *V0950 6821 6803 03843
85245 9252 6804 03844 0380 6822 6804 03844
85246 *9598 6805 03849 0381 6823 6805 03849
85249 9251 6806 0388 0382 6825 6806 0388
85250 9252 6807 0389 0383 6826 6807 0389
85251 *9599 6808 6800 03840 6827 6808 6800
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6801
6802
6803
6804
6805
6806
6807
6808 
6809 
6820 
6821 
6822 
6823
6825
6826
6827
6828 
6829

•V0981
0380
0381
0382
0383
03840
03841
03842
03843
03844 
03849
0388
0389 
6800 
6801 
6802
6803
6804
6805
6806
6807
6808 
6809 
6820 
6821 
6822 
6823
6825
6826
6827
6828 
6829

‘V0990
0380
0381
0382
0383 
03840

03841 6828
03842 6829
03843
03844 
03849
0388
0389 
6800 
6801 
6802
6803
6804
6805
6806
6807
6808 
6809 
6820 
6821 
6822 
6823
6825
6826
6827
6828 
6829

•V0991
0380
0381
0382
0383
03840
03841
03842
03843
03844 
03849
0388
0389 
6800 
6801 
6802
6803
6804
6805
6806
6807
6808 
6809 
6820 
6821 
6822 
6823
6825
6826 
6827
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CCs that are deleted from the list are in Table 6g— Deletions to the CC Exclusions L is t Each of the principal diagnoses 
is shown with an asterisk, and the revisions to  the CC Exclusions List are provided in an indented column immediately 
following the affected principal diagnosis.

*0798 0530 4333 *2818 2831 4341 7882 66514
0520 05310 4340 2831 *2840 4349 *59654 *64691
0521 05311 4341 *2819 2831 436 7882 66512
0527 05312 4349 2831 *2848 *4341 *59655 66514
0528 05313 *25080 *2820 2831 4340 7882 *64693
0529 05319 4330 2831 *2849 4341 *59659 66512
0530 05379 4331 *2821 2831 4349 7882 66514
05310 0538 4332 2831 *2850 436 *5968 *64890
05311 05479 4333 *2822 2831 *4349 7882 66512
05312 0548 4340 2831 *2851 4340 *5969 66514
05313 0550 4341 *2823 2831 4341 7882 *64891
05319 0551 4349 2831 *2858 4349 *5996 66512
05379 0552 *25081 *2824 2831 436 7882 66514
0538 05571 4330 2831 *2859 *4350 *600 *64892
05479 05579 4331 *2825 2831 4330 7882 66512
0548 0558 4332 2831 *2898 *4351 *6010 66514
0550 05600 4333 *28260 2831 4332 7882 *64893
0551 05601 4340 2831 *2899 *436 *6011 66512
0552 05609 4341 *28261 2831 4340 7882 66514
05571 05671 4349 2831 *34461 4341 *6012 *64894
05579 05679 *25090 *28262 7882 4349 7882 66512
0558 0568 4330 2831 *3448 *45989 *6013 66514
05600 07020 4331 *28263 3432 4330 7882 *650
05601 07021 4332 2831 3440 4331 *6014 66512
05609 07030 4333 *28269 *4330 4332 7882 66514
05671 07031 4340 2831 4330 4333 *6018 *66500
05679 07041 4341 *2827 4331 4340 7882 66512
0568 07042 4349 2831 4332 4341 *6019 66514
07020 07043 *25091 *2828 4333 4349 7882 *66501
07021 07049 4330 2831 *4331 *4599 *6020 66512
07030 07051 4331 *2829 4330 4330 7882 66514
07031 07052 4332 2831 4331 4331 *6021 *66503
07041 07053 4333 *2830 4332 4332 7882 66512
07042 07059 4340 2831 4333 4333 *6022 66514
07043 0706 4341 *2831 *4332 4340 7882 *66510
07049 0709 4349 2800 4330 4341 *6028 66512
07051 0720 *27411 2814 4331 4349 7882 66514
07052 0721 7882 2818 4332 *5308 *6029 *66511
07053 0722 *2800 2824 4333 5304 7882 66512
07059 0723 2831 28260 *4333 5307 *64680 66514
0706 07271 *2801 28261 4330 9981 66512 *66512
0709 07272 2831 28262 4331 *5933 66514 66500
0720 07279 *2808 28263 4332 7882 *64681 66501
0721 0728 2831 28269 4333 *5934 66512 66503
0722 *25070 *2809 2830 *4338 7882 66514 66510
0723 4330 2831 2831 4330 *5935 *64682 66511
07271 4331 *2810 2832 4331 7882 66512 66512
07272 4332 2831 2839 4332 *5960 66514 66514
07279 4333 *2811 2840 4333 7882 *64683 *66514
0728 4340 2831 2848 *4339 *5964 66512 66500

*0799 4341 *2812 2849 4330 7882 66514 66501
0520 4349 2831 2850 4331 *59651 *64684 66503
0521 *25071 *2813 2851 4332 7882 66512 66510
0527 4330 2831 *2832 4333 *59652 66514 66511
0528 4331 *2814 2831 *4340 7882 *64690 66512
0529 4332 2831 *2839 4340 *59653 66512 66514
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*66550 66514 80627 82110
66512 *66982 80628 82111
66514 66512 80629 *7530

*66551 66514 80630 7882
66512 *66983 80631 *75310
66514 66512 80632 7882

*66554 66514 80633 *75311
66512 *66984 80634 7882
66514 66512 80635 *75312

*66580 66514 80636 7882
66512 *66990 80637 *75313
66514 66512 80638 7882

*66581 66514 80639 *75314
66512 *66991 8064 7882
66514 66512 8065 *75315

*66582 66514 80660 7882
66512 *66992 80661 *75316
66514 66512 80662 7882

*66583 66514 80669 *75317
66512 *66993 80670 7882
66514 66512 80671 *75319

*66584 66514 80672 7882
66512 *66994 80679 *7532
66514 66512 8068 7882

*66590 66514 8069 *7533
66512 *7331 8080 7882
66514 7331 8082 *7534

*66591 8058 8083 7882
66512 8059 80843 *7535
66514 80600 80849 7882

*66592 80601 80851 *7536
66512 80602 80852 7882
66514 80603 80853 *7537

*66593 80604 80859 7882
66512 80605 8088 *7538
66514 80606 8089 7882

*66594 80607 82000 *7539
66512 80608 82001 7882
66514 80609 82002 *7809

*66940 80610 82003 7882
66512 80611 82009 *7882
66514 80612 82010 7882

*66941 80613 82011 *7886
66512 80614 82012 7882
66514 80615 82013 *7889

*66942 80616 82019 7882
66512 80617 82020 *7909
66514 80618 82021 7907

*66944 80619 82022 *7998
66512 80620 82030 7882
66514 80621 82031 *8738

*66980 80622 82032 925
66512 80623 8208 *8739
66514 80624 8209 925

*66981 80625 82100 *9050
66512 80626 82101 925

925 80069 80139 80226
80000 80070 80140 80227
80001 80071 80141 80228
80002 80072 80142 80229
80003 80073 80143 80230
80004 80074 80144 80231
80005 80075 80145 80232
80006 80076 80146 80233
80009 80079 80149 80234
80010 80080 80150 80235
80011 80081 80151 80236
80012 80082 80152 80237
80013 80083 80153 80238
80014 80084 80154 80239
80015 80085 80155 8024
80016 80086 80156 8025
80019 80089 80159 8026
80020 80090 80160 8027
80021 80091 80161 8028
80022 80092 80162 8029
80023 80093 80163 80300
80024 80094 80164 80301
80025 80095 80165 80302
80026 80096 80166 80303
80029 80099 80169 80304
80030 80100 80170 80305
80031 80101 80171 80306
80032 80102 80172 80309
80033 80103 80173 80310
80034 80104 80174 80311
80035 80105 80175 80312
80036 80106 80176 80313
80039 80109 80179 80314
80040 80110 80180 80315
80041 80111 80181 80316
80042 80112 80182 80319
80043 80113 80183 80320
80044 80114 80184 80321
80045 80115 80185 80322
80046 80116 80186 80323
80049 80119 80189 80324
80050 80120 80190 80325
80051 80121 80191 80326
80052 80122 80192 .80329
80053 80123 80193 80330
80054 80124 80194 80331
80055 80125 80195 80332
80056 80126 80196 80333
80059 80129 80199 80334
80060 80130 8021 80335
80061 80131 80220 80336
80062 80132 80221 80339
80063 80133 80222 80340
80064 80134 80223 80341
80065 80135 80224 80342
80066 80136 80225 80343
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80344 80414 80484 85145 85215 85405
80345 80415 80485 85146 85216 85406
80346 80416 80486 85149 85219 85409
80349 80419 80489 85150 85220 85410
80350 80420 80490 85151 85221 85411
80351 80421 80491 85152 85222 85412
80352 80422 80492 85153 85223 85413
80353 80423 80493 85154 85224 85414
80354 80424 80494 85155 85225 85415
80355 80425 80495 85156 85226 85416
80356 80426 80496 85159 85229 85419
80359 80429 80499 85160 85230 925
80360 80430 8500 85161 85231 *9290
80361 80431 8501 85162 85232 925
80362 80432 8502 85163 85233 *9299
80363 80433 8503 85164 '  85234 925
80364 80434 8504 85165 85235 *9588
80365 80435 8505 85166 85236 925
80366 80436 8509 85169 85239 *9590
80369 80439 85100 85170 85240 925
80370 80440 85101 85171 85241 *9598
80371 80441 85102 85172 85242 925
80372 80442 85103 85173 85243 *9599
80373 80443 85104 85174 85244 925
80374 80444 85105 85175 85245
80375 80445 85106 85176 85246
80376 80446 85109 85179 85249
80379 80449 85110 85180 85250
80380 80450 85111 85181 85251
80381 80451 85112 85182 85252
80382 80452 85113 85183 85253
80383 80453 85114 85184 85254
80384 80454 85115 85185 85255
80385 80455 85116 85186 85256
80386 80456 85119 85189 85259
80389 80459 85120 85190 85300
80390 80460 85121 85191 85301
80391 80461 85122 85192 85302
80392 80462 85123 85193 85303
80393 80463 85124 85194 85304
80394 80464 85125 85195 85305
80395 80465 85126 85196 85306
80396 80466 85129 85199 85309
80399 80469 85130 85200 85310
80400 80470 85131 85201 85311
80401 80471 85132 85202 85312
80402 80472 85133 85203 85313
80403 80473 85134 85204 85314
80404 80474 85135 85205 85315
80405 80475 85136 85206 85316
80406 80476 85139 85209 85319
80409 80479 85140 85210 85400
80410 80480 85141 85211 85401
80411 80481 85142 85212 85402
80412 80482 85143 85213 85403
80413 80483 85144 85214 85404
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Table 6 h.—Additional Q ñ  ¡Proce
dures That Group to DRG 477

Code Description

19,1-1 • •Stapedectomy -with incus replace
ment.

19.19 Other stapedectomy.
19.9 Other repair o f middle ear.
20.21 Incisioncof mastoid.
20.22 inciskm otf petrous pyrarriid-air ceils.
20.23 Incision-of middle ear.
20.32 Biopsy df middle and inner*ear.
20.39 Other diagnostic procedures on mid

dle and inner ear.
21.62 Fracture'Of the turbinates.
21.72 Open reduction of nasal fracture.
21.82 dosure*of nasal fistula.
21.83 Total nasal reconstruction.
27.21 Biopsy df bony palate.
27.22 Biopsy df uvula and soft palate.
27.31 Local Bxcision or destruction of le

sion» or tissue of bony palate.
27.32 Wide excision or destruction of le

sion» or tissue of bony palate.
27.42 Wide excision of lesion of lip.
27.49 Other excision of mouth.
27.53 Closure.of fistula of mouth.
27.54 Repair o f de ft lip.
27.55 Full-thickness skin graft to lip  and 

mouth.
27.56 Other skin graft to lip and mouth.
27.57 Attachment of pedide or ftyp graft to 

lip  and mouth.
27.59 Other plastic repair of mouth.
27.71 Indsion of uvula.
27.72 Excision-of uvula.
27.73 Repainof uvula.
27.79 Other operations on uvula.
27.92 Incision.-of mouth, unspecified struc

ture.
27.99 Other operations on oral cavity.

Table 6 h ¡-^ A d d it io n a l  íOR rPeocE- 
1 dures That Group fioDRG 477 
-Continued

Code s Description

38.59 Ligation and stripping of varicose 
veins, lower lim b veins.

49151 Left lateral anal sphincterotomy.
49.52 Posterior andl sphincterotomy.
49.6 Excision of anus.
54.29 Other diagnostic procedures on Ab

dominal region.
64.49 Other repair of ¿penis.
64.92 Indsion of penis.
64193 Division of penile adhesions.
71122 Incision of Bartholin’s gland (cyst).
71124 Excision or other destruction Of 

Bartholin’s gland (cyst).
71129 Other operations on Bartholin’s 

gland.
77156 Repair o f hammer toe.
77157 Repair of daw<toe.
77160 Local excision «of lesion or tissue of 

bone, unspecified site.
77161 Local exdsiontof lesion or tissue of 

bone, scapula, clavicle, and tho
rax (ribs and ¡sternum).

77162 Local exdsiontof lesion or tissue of 
bone, humerus.

77163 Local exdsion of lesion or tissue o f 
bone, radius;and ulna.

77164 Local exdsiontof lesion or tissue of 
bone, carpáis and metacarpals.

77165 Local exdsion sof lesion or tissue »of 
bone, femur.

77157 Local exdsion o f lesion or tissue o f 
bone, tibia and fibula.

77198 Total osteotomy, tarsals and 
metatarsals.

78160 Removal of implanted devices from
bone, unspecified site.

T a b l e  i6h.—-A d d it io n a l  OR iProce- 
dures That Group to DRG 477 
•Continued

Oede 'Description

78.61 Removal of implanted 'devices ‘from 
bene, scapula, davicle, -and ‘tho- 
rax (ribs and sternum).

78.63 Removal of implanted -devices item  
bone, radius and uina.

78.64 Removal of implanted devices from 
bone, carpals and m etacarpals.,

78.65 Removal of implanted ^devices ’from 
bone, femur.

78.68 Removal of implanted -devices Ifrom 
bone, tarsals and metatarsals.

80.70 Synovectomy, unspecified-site.
80.71 Synovectomy, shoulder.
80.72 Synovectomy, elbow.
80.73 Synovectomy, wrist.
80.74 Synovectomy, hand jand •finger.
80.75 Synovectomy, hip.
80.77 Synovectomy, ankle.
80.78 Synovectomy, foot andioe.
80.79 Synovectomy, otherispecffied sites.
83.02 Myotomy.
83.19 Q therdivision of soft tissue.
83.32 Exdsion of lesion of; muscle.
83.5 Bursectomy.
83.62 Delayed suture of tendon.
83.63 Rotator cuff repair.
83.64 OthBr suture of tendon.
83.65 Other:suture of muscle or fascia.
85.93 Revision of implant of breast
85.94 Removal of irnplant of breast.
85.95 Insertion of breast tissue expander.
85.96 Removal of breast ‘tissue 

expander(s).
85.99 Other operations on Ithe breast.
86.4 Radical excision of Skin lesion.
86.62 Other skin graft to hand.

DRG

1301 . 
002 .
003
004
005 .
006 . 
007 
006
009 .,
010 
011 
012
013
014
015 .
016
017
018
019 ..
020 
021 .. 
022 ..
023 ..
024 ..
025 ..

Table 7a.—Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected 'Pbrcentile Lengths of Stay
[FY92*Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V10JQ]

TJumber dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS TDth percentile 125th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 190th percentile

30645 14.8027 4 6 11 18 «3D
6016 14.6115 4 6 10 18 .29

1 7.0000 \  7 7 7 7 77
5593 12.2246 2 4 8 15 ,25

64718 6.3315 2 3 4 7 T2
691 3.7916 1 1 2 3 29

6699 18.9427 3 6 11 21 39
2549 4.5100 1 1 3 6 to
1753 10.8374 2 4 7 12 121

21061 10.5331 2 4 7 13 22
3413 5.9051 1 2 4 8 it 2

20938 10.1033 2 4 7 11 rts
5948 8.0728 3 4 6 10 rm

351789 9.5466 2 4 7 11 T8
135558 5.2814 2 3 4 6 9

10876 9.0780 2 4 6 10 !t,7
2539 5.7625 2 3 4 7 rm

16345 7.6857 2 3 6 9
6577 5.1011 1 2 4 7 TO
7442 12.1074 3 5 9 15 '24
1048 9.1584 3 4 7 12 T8
9141 5.2865 2 3 4 6 TO
3335 6.4351 1 2 4 7 T8

57428 7.2836 2 3 5 8 T4
21856 4.3315 1 2 3 5 8
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Table 7 a .— Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of Stay—Continued
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026 ............... 42 5.9286 1 2 3 8 12
027 ............... 3000 7.5517 1 1 4 9 17
028 ............... 8986 9.0393 2 3 6 11 18
029 ............... 3446 4.9800 1 2 3 6 9
030 ............... 2 16.5000 1 1 32 32 i 32
031 ............. . 3718 6.3553 1 2 4 7 12
032 ............... 2323 3.5510 1 1 2 4 7
034 ............... 14530 8.1948 2 3 6 10 16
035 ............... 3483 5.0164 1 2 4 6 9
036 ............... 18853 2.1116 1 1 2 2 4
037 ............... 2635 4.1199 1 1 2 5 9
038 ............... 610 2.7230 1 1 2 3 5
039 ............... 7651 1.9344 1 1 1 2 3
040 ............... 2772 3.3222 1 1 2 4 8
041 ............... 1 1.0000 1 1 1 1 1
042 ............... 17996 2.4577 1 1 2 3 5
043 ............... 174 4.3506 1 2 4 5 7
044 ............... 1929 6.4785 2 4 5 8 11
045 ............... 2628 4.3158 1 2 4 5 8
046 .......... . 2890 6.2907 1 2 4 7 12
047 ............... 1574 3.8774 1 1 3 5 7
049 ........... 2877 7.1477 1 3 5 8 14
050 ............... 4607 2.5500 1 1 2 3 4
051 ............... 493 3.0507 1 1 2 3 6
052 ............... 190 3.0368 1 1 2 3 7
053 ............... 5564 3.4127 1 1 2 3 8
054 ............... 3 2.6667 1 1 1 6 6
055 ............... 3255 2.8556 1 1 1 3 6
056 ............... 986 3.0061 1 1 2 3 6
057 ............... 653 5.4518 1 2 3 6 12
058 ............... 1 1.0000 1 1 1 1 1
059 ............... 143 1.9930 1 1 1 2 3
060 ............... 1 5.0000 5 5 5 5 5
061 ............... 332 5.8012 1 1 2 6 13
063 .... .......... 4809 5.4858 1 2 3 6 11
064 ............... 4052 8.9477 1 3 6 11 19
065 ............... 33354 4.0082 1 2 3 5 7
066 ............... 7804 4.2203 1 2 3 5 7
067 ............... 477 4.8281 2 2 4 6 9
068 ............... 14785 5.8092 2 3 5 7 10
069 ............... 4535 4.3711 2 2 4 5 7
070 ............... 34 3.3529 1 1 2 4 9
071 ............... 155 4.6581 1 2 4 6 8
072 ............... 634 5.4858 1 2 3 6 10
073 ............... 6817 5.8646 1 2 4 7 11
075 ............... 35361 13.1441 5 7 10 16 25
076 ............... 42795 14.5684 4 7 11 18 28
077 ............... 3397 6.3924 1 2 4 9 13
078 ............... 27169 9.6781 4 7 9 12 16
079 ............... 161412 11.4045 4 6 9 14 21
080 ............ . 8896 7.5988 3 4 6 9 13
081 ............... 6 13.6667 4 5 13 15 15
082 ............... 69653 9.3095 2 4 7 12 19
083 ............... 7528 7.6367 2 4 6 9 14
084 ............... 1804 4.3564 1 2 3 5 8
085 ............... 16957 8.7191 2 4 7 11 17
086 ............... 1572 5.1215 1 2 4 7 10
087 ............... 54371 7.8815 1 4 6 10 15
088 ............... 285467 7.2656 3 4 6 9 13
089 ............... 409028 8.4770 3 5 7 10 15
090 ............... 43193 5.9887 3 4 5 7 ■ P 10
091 ............... 40 5.2000 1 2 4 6 10
092 ............... 9800 8.5142 3 4 7 11 16
093 ............... 1396 5.9341 2 3 5 7 11
094 ............... 9917 8.8737 3 4 7 11 17
095 ............... 1214 5.1392 2 3 4 6 9
096 ............... 104197 6.7299 3 4 6 8 12
097 ............... 28984 4.9399 2 3 4 6 8
098 ................ 22 4.6818 1 2 3 6 11

099 ............... 28511 4.5867 1 2 3 6 9
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rte o ............... 11021 2.9403 1 2 2 4 5
f!01 ___________ 19153 6.5887 2 3 5 8 112
1102 ............... 3375 4.0963 1 2 3 5 :8
1103 _______ 361 36.7091 11 16 22 45 m
104 ............... 20072 19.5867 9 12 17 24 34
rt0 5 ............... 18350 14.0404 7 9 11 16 24
406 ............... 85529 14.7421 8 10 13 17 ;24
407 _____ ..... 59611 11.2231 7 8 9 12 »7
408 ............... 7152 15.1695 6 8 12 18 ¿27
410 ______... 55055 12.8807 3 7 10 15 24
441 _______ 5676 7.9778 3 6 8 9 42
412 _______ 156648 5.7016 2 2 4 7 <11
4 1 3 ____ ___ 39070 18.5726 5 8 13 22 27
444 ............... 8063 11.7993 3 5 9 15 23
415 ............... 9423 13.4586 5 8 11 16 m
416 _______ 72006 6.8476 2 3 5 9 <18
447 ...._____ 3792 4.9306 1 2 3 6 <10
418 ____ ...... 8036 3.7341 1 1 2 4 id
449 ____....... 2821 6.1765 1 2 3 7 AS
120 ............... 36822 11.6486 1 3 7 15 26
121 ______... 158061 9.2050 3 6 8 11 <16
422 .. ............ 98585 6.4580 2 4 6 8 <11
423 .......____ 56565 5.2656 1 1 3 6 48
424 _____ 138747 5.7075 1 2 5 7 44
425 ............... 82874 3.1753 1 1 2 4 ,7
426 ............... 4448 19.4076 5 9 15 28 40
»27 ___ 659531 7.5454 2 4 6 9 44
428 _______ 23706 8.1073 4 5 7 9 48
»129 ............... 5794 4.1588 1 1 1 5 44
.130 ___ ____ 76089 7.8141 2 4 7 9 44
¡131 ______... 24891 5.8331 1 3 6 8 48
¡132 _________ 12277 5.3713 1 2 4 6 .10
» 3 3 ........... . 3637 3.6665 1 2 3 5 t7
»34 ______ 28392 4.7593 2 2 4 6 8
»35 ____ __ 6557 6.3448 2 3 5 8 42
»36 ____ ...... 1317 3.9567 1 2 3 5 if
»38 _______ 197096 5.6616 2 3 4 7 44
139 ........... 69620 3.5015 1 2 3 4 if
¡140 ___ ____ 339000 4.3345 1 2 3 5 8
»41 ___ ________ 80174 5.5357 2 3 4 6 10
» 4 2 ............................. 35300 3.8142 1 2 3 5 a
»43 ______ . ; . . . . . . 128790 3.2701 1 2 3 4 6
» 44 59263 6.8718 1 3 5 8 14
»45 _________„ T 7659 3.9393 1 2 3 5 8
»46 ........ 8199 12.9716 7 8 11 15 M
»47 1660 8.7795 5 7 8 10 12
»48 .............. 148850 15.5280 7 9 12 18 <28
»49 ................... 16768 8.7417 5 7 8 10 43
»50'........ 22820 13.4127 5 8 11 16 J&
» 5 1 ..................  rv: 4638 7.1175 2 4 6 9 43
» 5 2 ..............  , „ 4870 10.3390 5 6 9 X  »2 47
»53 .  - r 1983 6.9067 4 5 7 8 10
» 5 4 .......... 37533 17.7817 6 9 14 21 33
»55 ______ . . . . . . . . 3853 7.9792 3 5 7 9 43
»56 ........TI,1I11M1 1 59.0000 59 59 59 59 m»57 ............. 13454 6.5372 2 3 5 8 43
158 ........ r i . . i n . i l 8418 2.9260 1 1 2 4 $»59 -  . 17193 6.1270 2 3 5 7 m»60 ............,,,,, 11631 3.2797 1 2 3 4 e
»61 ................. 21551 4.7541 1 2 3 6 »9» 6 2 ______ l iyCl 15964 2.2571 1 1 2 3 4»53..... i 17 6.9412 1 2 4 5 17» 6 4 .............. 5267 10.7384 5 7 9 13 IB»65 ,......  ,,, 1712 6.6069 3 5 6 8 10166 ..... 3033 6.8919 3 4 6 8 X2» 6 7 ............. 2274 3.8852 2 2 3 5 &168.......... 1787 5.7140 1 2 3 7 42169........ 1271 2.6255 1 1 2 3 $» 7 0 ....... 13360 15.5580 3 7 11 19 aa171 ...... 1345 6.3152 1 3 5 8 32
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172 ............... 31102 10.1226 2 4 7 13 21
173 ................ 2803 4.9907 1 2 4 6 10
174 ............... 219458 6.6744 2 3 5 8 12
175 ............... 27498 4.1475 2 2 4 5 7
176 ............... 14169 7.4333 2 4 6 9 14
1 7 7 ............... 13643 5.9770 2 3 5 7 11
178 ............... 5408 4.1910 2 2 4 5 7
179 ............... 9427 9.0188 3 4 7 11 17
180 ............... 77672 7.3171 2 4 6 9 14
181 ............... 21439 4.4063 2 2 4 6 8
182 ............... 234138 6.0378 2 3 5 7 11
183 ............... 73884 4.0106 1 2 3 5 7
184 ............... 56 4.6607 1 2 3 5 7
185 ............... 3876 5.8950 1 2 4 7 12
186 ............... 5 3.0000 1 1 2 3 7
187 ............... 1051 3.7831 1 1 2 5 8
188 ............... 51046 7.2351 2 3 5 9 14
189 ............... 8552 3.7239 1 1 3 5 8
190 ............... 82 5.5976 2 3 4 6 12
191 ............... 10768 18.9597 6 9 14 23 37
192 .............. . 905 9.3370 3 5 8 11 16
193 ............... 11805 15.9205 7 9 13 19 28
194 ............... 1148 9.3336 3 6 8 12 16
195 ............... 14704 12.2164 5 7 10 14 20
196 ............... 1362 8.0742 4 5 7 9 13
197 ............... 86264 8.1245 2 4 7 10 15
198 ............... 48397 3.1960 1 1 2 4 7
199 ............... 2980 13.7520 4 6 11 18 27
200 ............... 1898 13.5537 2 5 10 17 27
201 ................ 1718 17.5809 4 7 12 22 36
202 ............... 19394 9.2655 2 4 7 11 18
203 ............... 30329 9.3810 2 4 7 12 19
204 ............... 42958 7.8597 2 4 6 9 15
205 ................ 23409 9.0845 2 4 7 11 18
206 ............... 2064 5.2306 1 2 4 6 10
207 ............... 38588 6.8225 2 3 5 8 13
208 ............... 12703 3.7462 1 2 3 5 7
209 ............... 296052 9.7374 5 7 8 11 15
210 ............... 126848 12.0937 5 7 10 14 20
211 ............... 26650 8.6760 4 6 8 10 13
212 ............... 12 6.0000 2 3 3 5 8
213 ............... 6013 12.6280 3 5 9 15 25
2 1 4 ............... 48485 9.3414 3 5 7 11 17
215 .............. . 39365 5.3790 2 3 4 7 . 9
2 1 6 ............... 7003 13.9025 3 6 10 18 28
217 ............... 17471 20.5655 4 7 14 26 44
218 ............... 20408 8.4959 3 4 6 10 15
219 ............... 17889 4.8434 2 3 4 6 8
220 ............... 1 5.0000 5 5 5 5 5
221 ............... 5123 10.2889 2 4 7 12 21
222 ............... 4816 5.0675 1 2 4 6 10
223 ............... 17830 3.6633 1 2 3 4 7
224 ........... . 8600 2.8476 1 2 2 3 5
225 ............... 9116 5.2473 1 2 3 6 12
226 ............... 6053 8.3210 2 3 5 10 18
227 ............... 6072 3.5049 1 2 2 4 7
228 ............... 4193 3.8452 1 1 2 4 8
229 ............... 2218 2.3778 1 1 2 3 5
230 ............... 3110 6.3756 1 2 4 7 13
231 ............... 10892 6.1243 1 2 3 7 14
232 ............... 891 5.6285 1 2 3 6 14
233 ............... 5344 11.2852 3 5 8 14 22
234 ............... 2852 5.1623 1 2 4 7 10
235 ............... 6128 10.3659 2 4 6 11 22
236 ............... 39120 8.2903 2 4 6 10 16
237 ............... 1644 5.5109 1 2 4 7 11
238 ............... 6599 13.0441 4 6 9 16 27
239 ............... 62653 9.7262 3 4 7 12 19
240 ............... 11451 9.0190 2 4 7 11 18
241 ................ 3651 5.3339 1 3 4 7 10

L
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242 _______ 2341 10.1909 3 5 7 13 20
243 ............... 98133 6.7623 2 3 5 8 * 13
244 ________ 11711 7.2756 2 3 5 8 14
245 _______ 5217 4.9166 1 2 4 6 9
246 ....._____ 1595 5.8533 2 3 4 7 11
247 — -------- 10143 4.8250 1 2 3 6 9
248 _______ 6686 v 6.3422 2 3 4 7 12
249 _______ 9403 5.7241 1 2 4 7 12
250 ____........ 3504 6.7663 2 3 4 8 13
251 ______ _ 2718 3.7384 1 1 3 4 7
253 _______ 17557 7.9243 2 3 5 9 15
254 ____....... 11098 4.5761 1 2 3 6 9
256 _____ .... 9618 5.0917 1 2 3 6 10
257 _______ 29264 4.7445 2 3 4 5 8
258 -J______ 25105 3.3707 2 2 3 4 5
259 _______ 4405 5.0173 1 2 3 5 10
260 .......____ 5547 2.5379 1 1 2 3 4
261 ________ 2822 2.6956 1 1 2 3 5
262 ....._____ 1088 3.6866 1 1 2 4 8
263 _______ 30497 19.3934 5 8 14 23 39
264 ......____ 3827 11.0065 3 5 8 14 23
265 _______ 5119 9.3192 2 3 6 11 19
266 ..._____ _ 3850 4.3330 1 1 3 6 9
267 _______ 343 4.6589 1 1 2 5 10
268 ......____ 1267 4.8327 1 1 2 5 10
269 ............... 11597 11.7831 2 4 8 15 24
270 _______ 4746 4.0790 1 1 2 5 8
271 _______ 20280 11.0986 3 5 8 13 20
272 _______ 6829 9.0349 3 4 7 11 17
273 _______ 1963 6.3729 2 3 5 8 13
274 _______ 2786 9.7168 2 3 7 12 20
275 _______ 316 3.9525 1 1 3 5 8
276 ............... 820 6.0963 1 3 5 7 11
277 _______ 75991 8.2038 3 4 7 10 14
278 ____ ...... 24996 5.9826 2 3 5 7 10
279 _______ '4 4.2500 3 3 3 4 7
280 _______ 13453 6.3997 2 3 5 7 12
281 _______ 6871 4.1550 1 2 3 5 8
282 ____ ...... 2 4.0000 1 1 7 7 7
283 _______ 5761 6.8424 2 3 5 8 13
284 ...._____ 2159 4.6711 1 2 3 6 9
285 _______ 6028 18.7019 5 8 14 22 36
286 ............... 1923 10.7696 4 5 8 12 20
287 ............ 6859 18.5727 4 7 12 21 37
288 ........v...... 597 10.6868 3 4 6 10 23
289 ............... 4195 5.2119 2 2 3 5 11
290 ............... 9779 3.3088 1 2 2 3 6
291 ............... 134 2.2164 1 1 2 3 4
292 ............... 5465 16.2216 3 7 12 20 32
293 ............... 422 6.9526 1 2 5 9 14
294 .............. 89488 7.0743 2 4 5 8 13
295 ............... 3432 5.7118 2 3 4 7 10
296 ....  ....... 223961 8.0417 2 3 6 9 15
2 9 7 .......... 40204 5.0151 2 2 4 6 9
298 ........... 85 4.6588 1 2 3 6 10
299 ......... 905 6.4597 1 2 4 8 14
300 ............... 12240 8.8636 3 4 7 11 17
301 1986 5.1782 1 2 4 6 9
302 7288 15.3548 7 9 12 18 26
303 ........ 18687 12.5838 6 7 10 15 22
304 14102 12.9068 4 6 9 16 26
305 ...... ..... 3053 5.9338 2 3 5 8 11
306 ....... ....... 12300 8.4354 2 3 6 11 17
307 ........ ...... 3705 4.0453 2 2 3 4 7
308 ...... 10230 8.7899 2 3 6 11 18
309 ...... ,, , 3958 3.7415 1 2 3 5 8
310 .... 34860 5.3686 2 4 6 11
311 ..... : ...... 16587 2.5641 1 2 3 5
312 ..... 2877 5.7553 2 4 7 11
3 1 3 ...... ..... 1558 2.5822 1 1 2 3 5
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314 ........... 1 14.0000 14 14 . 14 14 14
315 ............... 29339 11.8597 t 3 7 14 26
316 ............... 54129 9.0190 2 4 7 11 18
317 ............... 712 4.0014 1 2 3 4 8
318 ............... 6562 8.7667 2 3 6 11 18
319 .......... ..... 715 3.4559 1 1 2 4 7
320 ............... 169351 8.1285 3 4 6 9 14
321 ............... 26294 5.5118 2 3 5 7 9
322 ............... 72 4.5000 2 2 4 6 8
323 ............... 20318 4.2033 1 2 3 5 8
324 ............... 11880 2.4516 1 1 2 3 5
325 ............... 9358 5.8166 2 3 4 7 11
326 ............... 3167 3.5185 1 2 3 4 6
327 .............. . 5 3.0000 1 1 3 4 5
328 ............... 1111 5.0405 1 2 4 6 10
329 ............... 233 2.4635 1 1 2 3 5
331 ............... 32156 7.3443 2 3 5 9 15
332 ............. 5181 4.2000 1 2 3 5 9
333 ............... 330 7.2152 1 3 5 10 14
334 ............... 32963 8.2811 5 6 7 9 12
335 ............... 15419 6.6237 4 5 6 8 9
336 .............. . 97162 5.3928 2 3 4 6 9
337 ............... 76828 3.5894 2 3 3 4 5
338 .... ....... . 12513 5.9170 1 2 4 7 13
339 ............... 3998 4.8034 1 2 3 5 10
340 ............... 2 1.5000 1 1 2 2 2
341 ............. . 11158 4.1761 1 2 3 5 7
342 ............... 356 3.9607 1 1 2 5 9
344 ............... 7165 4.5001 1 2 3 5 8
345 ............... 2181 4.9211 1 2 3 5 10
346 ............... 7270 7.8989 2 3 6 10 16
347 ............... 842 4.1865 - 1 1 2 5 8
348 ........... 3958 5.5634 1 2 4 7 11
349 ............... 1290 3.3372 1 1 2 4 6
350 ............... 7892 5.7272 2 3 5 7 10
352 ............... 719 4.4924 1 2 3 5 9
353 ............... 2476 11.0973 4 6 8 13 21
354 ............... 9959 7.9497 4 5 6 9 14
355 ............... 5914 4.7345 3 4 4 5 7
356 ............... 34105 4.0375 2 3 4 5 6
357 ............... 7168 11.7307 4 6 9 14 22
358 ............... 26877 6.1405 3 4 5 7 10
359 ............... 28006 4.1303 3 3 4 5 6
360 ............... 9753 4.9183 2 3 4 5 8
361 ............... 495 5.3495 1 2 3 6 12
362 ............... 3 1.0000 1 1 1 1 1
363 ............... 5675 4.1572 1 2 3 4 8
364 ............... 2397 3.8302 1 1 2 5 8
365 ............... 2982 9.7985 2 4 6 12 21
366 ............... 4852 9.4431 2 3 6 12 21
367 ............... 744 3.6183 1 1 2 4 7
368 ................ 1542 7.6031 2 4 6 9 14
369 . .............. 2503 4.5282 1 2 3 5 9
370 ............... 840 6.4512 3 4 4 6 10
3 7 1 . . . . . . . . . . r 817 4.2130 3 3 4 4 5
372 ............... 560 4.6625 1 2 3 4 8
373 ............... 2833 2.4073 1 2 2 3 3
374 ............... 135 3.3185 1 2 2 3 5
375 ............... 8 4.8750 2 2 2 3 6
376 ............... 141 3.5319 1 2 2 4 7
377 ............... 36 4.4167 1 2 2 6 8
378 ............... 168 3.5595 1 2 3 4 5
379 ............... 322 3.6056 1 1 2 4 7
380 ............... 74 2.0811 1 1 1 2 Î H H i 4
381 ............... 219 2.0776 1 1 1 2 4
382 ............... 70 1.3286 1 1 1 1 2
383 ............... 1032 4.3566 1 2 3 5 9
384 ............... 131 3.3130 1 1 2 3 7
385 ............... 1 2.0000 2 2 2 2 2
387 ............... 2 37.5000 25 25 50 50 50
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389 ............... 14 10.7143 1 2 5 9 15
390 ............ 24 6.9583 1 2 4 8 13
392 ............... 2531 14.3588 5 7 10 17 28
393 ............... 2 5.5000 5 5 6 6 6
394 ............. . 1965 10.2270 1 2 6 12 24
395 ............... 70903 6.3540 1 3 5 8 12
396 ............... 15 2.2667 1 1 2 2 5
397 ............... 14151 7.3964 2 3 5 9 15
398 ............... 15378 7.9237 3 4 6 10 15
399 ............... 1411 5.1715 2 3 4 7 10
400 ............... 8419 12.5542 2 4 8 16 27
401 ............... 6946 14.7702 3 6 11 19 30
402 ............... 2182 5.0513 1 2 3 7 11
403 ______ _ 30458 11.3015 2 4 8 14 24
404 __ .....__ 4636 5.3807 1 2 4 7 11
406 ............... 3772 13.7291 3 6 10 17 28
407 ............... 936 5.9113 2 3 5 7 10
408 ............... 4351 8.6592 1 2 5 to 20
409 _______ 7593 8.6394 2 4 5 10 19
410 ............... 116875 3.6554 1 2 3 5 6
411 ............... 143 2.9161 1 1 2 4 5
412 ............... 122 3.1885 1 1 2 4 6
413 ............... 9257 10.6720 2 4 8 14 22
414 ............... 1385 6.0375 1 2 4 8 13
415 ............... 32706 19.9277 5 9 15 24 -4 0
416 ........... 153866 10.0606 2 5 8 12 19
417 ............... 41 5.5854 2 3 5 7 10
418 ............... 15619 8.0603 3 4 6 10 15
419 _____ .... 17469 7.2810 2 4 5 8 13
420 _______ 3339 5.1848 2 3 4 6 9
421 _______ 13954 5.4872 2 3 4 7 10
422 ............... 113 4.8142 2 2 3 6 8
423 ............... 8608 10.8040 3 5 7 13 22
424 ......___ R 2716 23.4013 3 8 15 26 45
425 ............... 18917 6.3405 2 3 4 7 12
426 ............... 5729 7.2702 2 3 5 9 15
427 ........... . 2086 7.3672 1 3 5 9 15
428 ............... 1140 9.7596 1 3 6 11 20
429 ............... 32931 11.9431 3 4 7 13 22
430 ............... 58500 12.1914 2 5 9 15 24
431 ............... 260 8.7077 2 3 6 10 15
432 ....____... 516 7.3624 1 2 4 8 15
433 ............... 6584 4.2101 1 1 3 5 10
434 ............... 19278 7.1922 2 3 5 8 14
435 ............... 13134 5.8267 1 3 4 7 11
436 ............... 2515 17.6175 6 11 17 25 28
437 ............... 11702 15.1542 5 9 14 21 28
439 ............... 1006 10.8400 1 3 7 13 22
440 .......... 4434 12.1601 2 4 8 15 26
441 JH........... 754 3.7599 1 1 2 4 7
442 ...... ...... 12999 9.5555 1 3 6 11 20
443 ............... 5215 3.4512 1 1 2 4 7
444 ..... ......... 3572 6.8340 2 3 5 8 13
445 ......  , „ 1706 4.2374 1 2 3 5 8
447 ..... 3308 3.3909 1 1 2 4 7
448 .....  ,, 2 3.0000 1 1 5 5 5
449 ........  ,,,, 29530 5.6665 1 2 4 7 11
450 ............ 7107 3.0125 1 1 2 4 6
451 ......... Mlll 10 6.0000 1 2 6 7 8
452 ............ 19059 5.9426 1 2 4 7 12
453 ..... .., 5183 3.6122 1 2 3 4 7
454 ...... ........ 3620 6.8771 1 2 4 8 14
455 .... 999 3.3323 1 1 2 4 7
456 ........  ,,, 225 10.4356 1 2 5 13 25
457 .......... , 147 5.2721 1 1 1 7 11
458 ....... 1697 21.9446 5 9 17 27 43
459 ...... rilll 523 15.4207 4 6 11 20 35
460 .....  , , 2370 8.7570 2 4 6 11 17
461 ........ 1M 4869 5.2676 1 1 2 4 13
462 ............... 8719 16.8764 5 8 15 22 31
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463 ................ 9651 6.6073 2 3 5 8 13
464 ............. 2850 4.1800 1 2 3 5 7
465 ................ 349 3.3668 1 1 2 3 7
466 ................ 3449 5.3920 1 1 2 5 10
467 ................. 3531 5.3452 1 1 2 4 9
468 ................ 67089 18.4453 4 8 14 23 36
471 ................ 8410 12.7150 6 8 10 14 21
472 ................. 176 30.9602 3 7 24 48 64
473 ______.... 8653 16.9279 2 4 10 26 40
475 ................ 76670 14.2388 2 6 11 18 28
476 .............. . 10205 16.8602 6 10 14 20 29
477 ................ 36896 10.2451 1 3 7 13 21
478 ................ 113118 10.0601 2 4 • 7 13 21
479 ________ 16307 5.1934 1 2 4 7 10
480 ................ 215 37.0372 13 16 25 42 79
484 ...... ..... .... 98 39.8776 21 27 34 48 64
482 ................ 7089 17.8175 6 9 13 21 34
483 ....... _ ..... 37098 55.8427 17 28 43 68 104
484 ................ 337 20.3976 2 8 16 28 43
485 _____ __ 2727 16.0689 6 8 12 18 30
486 ................ 2 t0 2 16.6912 1 7 12 21 34
487 ................. 3442 11.1426 2 4 8 14 22
488 ................ 741 22.2389 6 9 17 28 44
489 ________ 7122 13.4944 3 5 9 16 28
490 ................ 2352 8.4256 2 3 5 10 17
491 ................ 7592 6.0461 2 3 5 7 10
492 ............... 1394

10699289

17.1729 3 5 9 27 37

Table 7b —Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of stay
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0J

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10ti> percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

001 .......... . 30645 14.8027 4 6 11 18 30
002 ............... 6016 14.6115 4 6 10 18 29
003 ________ 1 7.0000 7 7 7 7 7
004 ............... 5593 12.2246 2 4 8 15 25
005 .......... . 64718 6.3315 2 3 4 7 12
006 ............... 691 3.7916 1 1 2 3 9
007 ............... 6641 19.0101 3 6 11 21 39
008 ............... 2607 4.6594 1 1 3 6 11
009 .............. . 1763 10.8374 2 4 7 12 21
010 ............... 20981 10.5477 2 4 7 13 22
011 ............... 3493 5.9230 1 2 4 8 12
012 ________ 20938 10.1033 2 4 7 11 18
013 __ ...... 5948 8.0728 3 4 6 10 , - 14
0 1 4 ______ ... 351789 9.5466 2 4 7 11 18
015 ............... 135558 5.2814 2 3 4 6 9
0 1 6 _____ .... 10565 9.1921 2 4 6 11 17
0 1 7 _______ 2850 5.7011 2 3 4 7 to
0 1 8 ________ 16170 7.6985 2 3 6 9 14
0 1 9 ........ , 6752 5.1374 1 2 4 7 10
020 ............ ... 7442 12.1074 3 5 9 15 24
021 ....... ........ 1048 9.1584 3 4 7 12 18
022 ......... ...... 9141 5.2865 2 3 4 6 10
023 ......... .... 3335 6.4351 1 2 4 7 13
024 ____.___ 56761 7.3118 2 3 5 8 14
025 ____ ...... 22523 4.3476 1 2 3 5 8
026 .......... . 42 . 5.9286 1 2 3 8 t2
027 ............... 3000 7.5517 1 1 4 9 17
028 ____ ___ 8922 9.0641 2 3 6 11 18
029 _______ 3510 4.9909 1 2 3 6 9
030 — .......... 2 16.5000 1 1 32 32 32
031 _______ 3686 6.3728 1 2 4 7 12
032 _______ 2355 3.5618 1 1 2 4 7
034 ___ ____ 14397 8.2206 2 3 6 10 16
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T a ble  m — Med ic a r e  P r o spe c t iv e  P a ym en t  S ystem  S e lec t ed  P er c e n t ile  L en g th s o f  S ta y— Continued
(FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0]

DRG Number dis- 
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile ' 25&  percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

835 ............... 3616 5.0304 1 2 4 6 10
836 ............... 18853 2.1110 1 1 2 2 4
837 ............... 2635 4.1199 1 1 2 5 9
838 ............... 610 2.7230 1 1 2 3 5
039 ------------- 7651 1.9344 1 1 1 2 3
040 ______... 2772 3.3222 1 1 2 4 8
841 ______ _ 1 1.0000 1 1 1 1 1
842 ............... 17996 2.4577 1 1 2 3 5
043 ------------- 174 4.3506 1 2 4 5 7
844 ......------- 1929 6.4785 2 4 5 8 11
845 ............... 2628 4.3158 1 2 4 5 8
846 ............... 2847 6.3319 1 2 5 7 12
847 ............... 1617 1 3.8689 1 1 3 5 7
049 ....._____ 2286 7.8801 2 3 5 9 15
850 ............... 4607 2.5500 1 1 2 3 4
051 ............. 493 3.0507 1 1 2 3 6
052 _______ 191 3.0576 1 1 2 3 7
853 ............... 5564 3.4127 1 1 2 3 8
854 ............... 3 2.6667 1 1 1 6 6
855 .............. . 3255 2.8556 *1 1 1 3 6
056 ............... 986 3.0061 1 1 2 3 6
857 ............... 662 5.4834 1 2 3 6 12
059 ............... 143 1.9930 1 1 1 2 3
060 ............... 1 5.0000 5 5 5 5 5
061 ____ ___ 337 5.7567 1 1 2 6 13
062 ........___ 1 1.0000 1 1 1 1 1
863 ............... 4809 5.4858 1 2 3 6 11
064 _______ 4052 8.9477 1 3 6 11 19
065 ............... 33354 4.0082 1 2 3 5 7
066 ......... 7804 4.2203 1 2 3 5 7
067 ............... 477 4.8281 2 2 4 6 9
068 ............... 14743 5.8097 2 3 5 7 10
069 ............... 4577 4.3828 2 2 4 5 7
070 ____ ...... 34 3.3529 1 1 2 4 9
071 ______ _ 155 4.6581 1 2 4 6 8
072 ..... . 634 5.4858 1 2 3 6 10
073 ............. 6817 5.8646 1 2 4 7 11
075 ............... 35360 13.1443 5 7 10 16 25
075 ............... 42775 14.5713 4 7 11 18 28
077 ............... 3417 6.4044 1 2 4 9 13
078 ............... 27169 9.6781 4 7 9 12 16
079 ............... 161360 11.4055 4 6 9 14 21
080 ...... . 8948 7.6015 3 4 6 9 13
081 ............... 6 13.6667 4 5 13 15 15
082 _______ 69653 9.3095 2 4 7 12 19
083 ............... 7508 7.6380 2 4 6 9 14
084 ............... 1824 4.3871 1 2 3 5 8
085 ............... 16950 8.7214 2 4 7 11 s 17
086 .............. . 1579 5.1127 1 2 4 7 10
087 _______ 54371 7.8815 1 4 6 10 15
088 ______ i 285467 7.2656 3 4 6 9 13
089 ............... 408801 8.4780 3 5 7 10 15
090 ............... 43420 5.9927 3 4 5 7 10
091 ..... 40 5.2000 1 ,2 4 6 10
092 .............. 9797 8.5143 3 4 7 11 16
093 ............... 1399 5.9385 2 3 5 7 11
094 ..... ,......, 9908 8.8769 3 4 7 11 17
095 ............. 1223 5.1406 2 3 4 6 9
096 _______ 104096 6.7312 3 4 6 8 12
097 ........ 29085 4.9415 2 3 4 6 8
098 ............... 22 4.6818 1 2 3 6 11
099 .......  , 28418 4.5902 1 2 3 6 9
100 ........ 11114 2.9449 1 2 2 4 5
101 ....... 19125 6.5911 2 3 5 8 12
102 3403 4.1037 1 2 3 5 8
103 .... 361 36.7091 11 16 22 45 84
104 ....... 20072 19.5867 9 12 17 24 34
105 .... 18350 14.0404 7 9 11 16 24
106 85529 14.7421 8 10 13 17 24
107 ....  .... 59611 11.2231 7 8 9 12 17
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Table 7b.— Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of Stay— Continued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0]

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

108 .............. 7152 15.1695 6 8 12 18 27
110 .............. 54790 12.8976 3 7 10 15 24
111 .............. 5941 8.0411 3 6 8 9 12
112 .............. 156648 5.7016 2 2 4 7 11
113 .............. 39070 18.5726 5 8 13 22 37
114 .............. 8063 11.7993 3 5 9 15 23
115 .............. 9423 13.4586 5 8 11 16 24
116 .............. 72006 6.8476 2 3 5 9 13
117 .............. 3792 4.9306 1 2 3 6 10
118 .............. 8036 3.7341 1 1 2 4 8
119 ........... . 2821 6.1765 1 2 3 7 15
120 .............. 36822 11.6486 1 3 7 15 26
121 .............. 158061 9.2050 3 6 8 11 16
122 .............. 98585 6.4580 2 4 6 8 11
123 .............. 56565 5.2656 1 1 3 6 13
124 .............. 138747 5.7075 1 2 5 7 11
125 .............. 82874 3.1753 1 1 2 4 7
126 .............. 4448 19.4076 5 9 15 28 40
127 .............. 659531 7.5454 2 4 6 9 14
128 .............. 23706 8.1073 4 5 7 9 13
129 .............. 5794 4.1588 1 1 1 5 11
130 .............. 75699 7.8320 2 4 7 9 14
131 .............. 25281 5.8100 1 3 6 7 10
132 .............. 12204 5.3756 1 2 4 6 10
133 .............. 3710 3.6857 1 2 3 5 7
134 .............. 28392 4.7593 2 2 4 6 9
135 .............. 6491 6.3644 2 3 5 8 12
136 .............. 1383 3.9790 1 2 3 5 7
138 .............. 195893 5.6664 2 3 4 7 11
139 .............. 70823 3.5250 1 2 3 4 7
140 .......... . 339000 4.3345 1 2 3 5 8
141 .............. 78226 5.5585 2 3 4 6 10
142 .............. 37248 3.8565 1 2 3 5 7
143 .............. 128790 3.2701 s 1 2 3 4 6
144 .............. 59124 6.8774 1 3 5 8 14
145 .............. 7798 3.9491 1 2 3 5 8
146 .............. 8189 12.9753 7 8 11 15 21
147 .............. 1670 8.7862 5 7 8 10 12
148 .............. 148782 15.5307 7 9 12 18 28
149 .............. 16836 8.7450 5 7 8 10 13
150 .............. 22805 13.4169 5 8 11 16 24
151 .............. 4653 7.1171 2 4 6 9 13
152 .......... . 4865 10.3396 5 6 9 12 17
153 .............. 1988 6.9140 4 5 7 8 10
154 .............. 37519 17.7853 6 9 14 21 33
155 .............. 3867 7.9796 3 5 7 9 13
156 .............. 1 59.0000 59 59 59 59 59
157 .............. 13428 6.5426 2 3 5 8 13
158 .............. 8444 2.9285 1 1 2 4 6
159 .............. 17167 6.1311 2 3 5 7 12
160 .............. 11657 3.2800 1 2 3 4 6
161 .............. 21495 4.7590 1 2 3 6 10
162 .............. 16020 2.2593 1 1 2 3 4
163 .............. 17 6.9412 1 2 4 5 7
164 .............. 5263 10.7410 5 7 9 13 18
165 .............. 1716 6.6084 3 5 6 8 10
166 .............. 3029 6.8957 3 4 6 8 12
167 .............. 2278 3.8854 2 2 3 5 6
168 .............. 2050 5.7117 1 2 3 7 12
169 .............. 1584 2.7134 1 1 2 3 5
170 .............. 13357 15.5596 3 7 11 19 31
171 .............. 1348 6.3197 1 3 5 8 12
172 .............. 31086 10.1248 2 4 7 13 21
173 .............. 2819 4.9954 1 2 4 6 10
174 .............. 219284 6.6758 2 3 5 8 12
175 .............. 27672 4.1522 2 2 4 5 7
176 .............. 14169 7.4333 2 4 6 9 14
177 .............. 13606 5.9799 2 3 5 7 11
178 .............. 5445 4.1958 2 2 4 5 7
179 .............. 9427 9.0188 3 4 7 11 17
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Table tb .— -Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths o f Stay— C ontinued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0]

ORG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 1Q& percents 258) percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

180 .............. 77596 7.3181 2 4 6 9 14
181.......... . 21515 4.4129 2 2 4 6 9
182 f ______ 233729 6.0401 2 3 5 7 14
183 ....---- ..... 74293 4.0144 1 2 3 5 7
184 _____ .... 56 4.6607 1 2 3 5 7
185 3876 5.8950 1 2 4 7 12
186 ............... 5 3.0000 1 1 2 3 7
187 .............. 1051 3.7831 1 1 2 5 8
188 .............. 51002 7.2377 2 3 5 9 14
189 8596 3.7266 1 1 3 5 8
190 .............. 82 5.5976 2 3 4 6 12
191 .............. 10765 18.9617 6 9 14 23 37
192 ............. . 908 9.3447 3 5 8 11 16
193.............. 11800 15.9239 7 9 13 19 28
194 ____ ..... 1153 9.3270 3 6 8 12 36
195 ............... 14698 12.2173 5 7 10 14 20
196_______ 1368 8.0826 4 5 7 9 13
197 ......... . 39568 10.2108 4 6 8 12 18
198 .......... . 13717 5.3802 2 3 5 7 9
199 .............. 2980 13.7520 4 6 11 18 27
200 .............. 1898 13.5537 2 5 10 17 27
201 __  . 1718 17.5809 4 7 12 22 36
202 .............. 19394 9.2655 2 4 7 11 18
203 .............. 30329 9.3810 2 4 ; 7 12 19
204 .............. 42958 7.8597 2 4 6 9 15
205 ............. . 23402 9.0861 2 4 7 11 18
206 .... ......... 2071 5.2265 1 2 4 6 10
207 ____  . 38531 6.8251 2 3 5 8 13
208 .............. 12760 3.7520 1 2 3 5 7
209 .............. 296052 9.7374 5 7 8 11 15
210 ...... _ 126674 12.0965 5 7 10 * 14 20
211 .............. 26824 8.6851 4 6 8 10 13
212___ 12 6.0000 2 3 3 5 8
213___ 6013 12.6280 3 5 9 15 25
214___ 48347 9.3483 3 5 7 11 17
215____ ..... 39503 5.3845 2 3 4 7 9
216 ........... 7003 13.9025 3 6 10 18 28
217______ _ 17470 20.5658 4 7 14 26 44
218 ......... 20366 8.4990 3 4 6 10 15
219 ______ _ 17931 4.8484 2 3 4 6 8
220 ______ _ 1 5.0000 5 5 5 5 5
221 _______ 5114 10.2976 2 4 7 12 21
222 ......... . 4825 5.0680 1 2 4 6 10
223 .......... 17816 3.6639 1 2 3 4 7
224 ...... 8613 2.8474 1 2 2 3 5
225 .............. 9116 5.2473 1 2 3 6 12
226 .............. 6042 8.3247 2 3 5 10 18
227 _______ 6083 3.5099 1 2 2 4 7
228 .............. 4187 3.8428 1 1 2 4 8
229 .............. 2224 2.3862 1 1 2 3 5
230 _______ 3110 6.3756 1 2 4 7 13
231 ........... 10892 6.1243 1 2 3 7 14
232 ........ , 891 5.6285 1 2 3 6 14
233 ............ 5306 11.3064 3 5 8 14 22
234 _____ ... 2890 5.2038 1 2 4 7 10
235 .............. 6128 10.3659 2 4 6 11 22
236 ...........,,, 39120 8.2903 2 4 6 10 16
237 ..... 1644 5.5109 1 2 4 7 13
238 ... 6599 13.0441 4 6 9 16 27
239 ....... 62653 9.7262 3 4 7 12 i f
240 ....... 11418 9.0264 2 4 7 11 18
241 .... 3684 5.3439 1 3 4 7 30
242 ______ 2341 10.1909 3 5 7 13 20
243 98133 6.7623 2 3 5 8 33
244 .... 11667 7.2825 2 3 5 8 44
245 .......... 5261 4.9211 1 2 4 6 9
246 .... 1595 5.8533 2 3 4 7 34
247 .......lM111 10143 4.8250 1 2 3 6 9
248 _____ 6686 6.3422 2 3 4 7 32
249 ......... 9403 5.7241 1 2 4 7 12
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Table 7b.— Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of Stay—C ontinued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0]

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

250 .............. . 3490 6.7642 2 3 4 8 13
251 .............. 2732 3.7566 1 1 3 4 7
253 .............. 17490 7.9305 2 3 5 9 15
254 ............ .. 11165 4.5866 1 2 3 6 9
256 .............. 9618 5.0917 1 2 3 6 10
257 .............. 29199 4.7458 2 3 4 5 8
258 .............. 25145 3.3716 2 2 3 4 5
259 .............. 4390 5.0239 1 2 3 5 10
260 .......... . 5560 2.5388 1 1 2 3 4
261 .............. 2738 2.6870 1 1 2 3 5
262 .......... . 1087 3.6835 1 1 2 4 8
263 .............. 30484 19.3958 5 8 14 23 39
264 .............. 3840 11.0156 3 5 8 14 23
265 ........ ...... 5111 9.3260 2 3 6 11 19
266 .............. 3858 4.3344 1 1 3 6 9
267 .............. 343 4.6589 1 1 2 5 10
268 .............. 1379 4.7150 1 1 2 5 9
269 .............. 11585 11.7873 2 4 8 15 24
270 .............. 4758 4.0883 1 1 2 5 9
271 .............. 20280 11.0986 3 5 8 13 20
272 ........ ...... 6820 9.0339 3 4 7 11 17
273 .... .......... 1972 6.3884 2 3 5 8 13
274 .......... . 2785 9.7199 2 3 7 12 20
275 ........ ..... 317 3.9432 1 1 3 5 8
276 ........ ..... 820 6.0963 1 3 5 7 11
277 ........ . 75899 8.2040 3 4 7 10 14
278 .............. 25088 5.9901 2 3 5 7 10
279 .............. 4 4.2500 3 3 3 4 7
280 .............. 13401 6.4050 2 3 5 7 12
281 .............. 6923 4.1616 1 2 3 5 8
282 .............. . 2 4.0000 1 1 7 7 7
283 .............. 5748 6.8500 2 3 5 8 13
284 ............... 2172 4.6639 1 2 3 6 9
285 .............. 6028 18.7019 5 8 14 22 36
286 .............. 1923 10.7696 4 5 8 12 20
287 ..... ..... 6859 18.5727 4 7 12 21 37
288 .............. 597 10.6868 3 4 6 10 23
289 .............. 4195 5.2119 2 2 3 5 11
290 .............. 9779 3.3088 1 2 2 3 6
291 ............ . 134 2.2164 1 1 2 3 4
292 ........ ..;... 5452 16.2320 3 7 12 20 32
293 .............. 435 7.0989 1 2 5 9 15
294 .............. 89488 7.0743 2 4 5 8 13
295 .............. 3432 5.7118 2 3 4 7 10
296 .............. 223410 8.0468 2 3 6 9 15
297 .... ...... . 40755 5.0281 2 2 4 6 9
298 .............. 85 4.6588 1 2 3 6 10
299 .............. 905 6.4597 1 2 4 8 14
300 .............. 12212 8.8693 3 4 7 11 17
301 ........ ...... 2014 5.1946 1 2 4 6 9
302 .............. 7288 15.3548 7 9 12 18 26
303 ............ . 18687 12.5838 6 7 10 15 22
304 .......... . 14092 12.9107 4 6 9 16 26
305 .............. 3063 5.9389 2 3 5 8 11
306 .............. 12292 8.4371 2 3 6 11 17
307 .............. 3713 4.0493 2 2 3 4 7
308 .............. 10221 8.7927 2 3 6 11 18
309 .............. 3967 3.7459 1 2 3 5 8
3 1 0 .............. 34824 5.3709 1 2 4 6 11
311 .............. 16623 2.5655 1 1 2 3 5
3 1 2 .............. 2873 5.7567 1 2 4 7 11
3 1 3 .............. 1562 2.5877 1 1 2 3 5
314 ............... 1 14.0000 14 14 14 14 14

3 1 5 .............. 29339 11.8597 1 3 7 14 26
3 1 6 .............. 54129 9.0190 2 4 7 11 18
3 1 7 .............. 712 4.0014 1 2 3 4 8
318 .............. 6555 8.7713 2 -, 3 6 11 18

319 .............. 722 3.4654 1 1 2 4 7

320 .............. 169187 8.1298 3 4 6 9 14

321 ............... 26458 5.5199 2 3 5 7 9
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Table 7b.— Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of Stay— Continued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.6]

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

322 ............. 72 4.5000 2 2 4 6 8
323 ................ . 20295 4.2034 1 2 3 5 8
324 ................. 11903 2.4548 1 1 2 3 5
325 ................. 9344 5.8202 2 3 4 7 11
326 ................. 3181 3.5181 1 2 3 4 6
327 ................. 5 3.0000 1 1 3 4 5
328 ________ 1111 5.0405 1 2 4 6 10
329 ................. 233 2.4635 1 1 2 3 5
331 ................. 32095 7.3491 2 3 5 9 15
332 ____ ....... 5242 4.2068 1 2 3 5 9
333 ________ 330 7.2152 1 3 5 10 14
334 ................. 32945 8.2810 5 6 7 9 12
335 ................. 15437 6.6260 4 5 6 8 9
336 ................. 96961 5.3937 2 3 4 6 9
337 ................ . 77029 3.5930 2 3 3 4 * 5
338 ................. 12513 5.9170 1 2 4 7 13
339 ................. 3998 4.8034 1 2 3 5 10
340 ______ _ 2 1.5000 1 1 2 2 2
341 ________ 11158 4.1761 1 2 3 5 7
342 ................. 356 3.9607 1 1 2 5 9
344 ................. 7165 4.5001 1 2 3 5 8
345 ...... :____ 2181 4.9211 1 2 3 5 10
346 ................. 7264 7.9010 2 3 6 10 16
347 _______ _ 848 4.1946 1 1 2 5 8
348 ................. 3947 5.5695 1 2 4 7 11
349 ................. 1301 3.3374 1 1 2 4 6
350 ________ 7892 5.7272 2 3 5 7 10
352 ................. 719 4.4924 1 2 3 5 9
353 ............. . 2476 11.0973 4 6 8 13 21
354 ........ ........ 9951 7.9513 4 5 6 9 14
355 ................. 5922 4.7362 3 4 4 5 7
356 ............. . 34105 4.0375 2 3 4 5 6
357 ............ . 7168 11.7307 4 6 9 14 22
358 ............ . 26849 6.1414 3 4 5 7 10
359 ................. 28034 4.1314 3 3 4 5 6
360 ________ 9753 4.9183 2 3 4 5 8
361 ........ . 495 5.3495 1 2 3 6 12
362 ............ 3 1.0000 1 1 * 1 1 1
363 ................. 5675 4.1572 1 2 3 4 8
364 ................. 2397 3.8302 1 1 2 5 8
365 ................. 2982 9.7985 2 4 6 12 21
366 ................. 4851 9.4442 2 . 3 6 12 21
367 ............. 745 3.6188 1 1 2 4 7
368 ................. 1542 7.6031 2 4 6 9 14
369 ................. 2503 4.5282 1 2 3 5 9
370 ........ 840 6.4512 3 4 4 6 10
371 ................. 817 4.2130 3 3 4 4 5
372 560 4.6625 1 2 3 4 8
373 2833 2.4073 1 2 2 3 3
374 . 135 3.3185 1 2 2 3 5
375 ...... 8 4.8750 2 2 2 3 6
376 . 141 3.5319 1 2 2 4 7
377 ....... 36 4.4167 1 2 2 6 8
378 ........... 168 3.5595 1 2 3 4 5
379 _____ ... 322 3.6056 1 1 2 4 7
380 .............. . 74 2.0811 1 1 1 2 4
381 ..... 219* 2.0776 1 1 1 2 4
382 ...... 70 1.3286 1 1 1 1 2
383 ............ 1032 4.3566 1 2 3 5 9
384 ............ 131 3.3130 1 1 2 3 7
385 ........... 1 2.0000 2 2 2 2 2
387 ... 2 37.5000 25 25 50 50 50
389 ........ 14 10.7143 1 2 5 9 15
390 .......... 24 6.9583 1 2 4 8 13
392 - 2531 14.3588 5 7 10 17 28
393 ........... 2 5.5000 5 5 6 6 6
394 ....... 1965 10.2270 1 2 6 12 24
395 ........ 70903 6.3540 1 3 5 8 12
396 _____ 15 2.2667 1 1 2 2 5397 _____ 14151 7.3964 2 3 5 9 15
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Table 7b .— M edicare  Pro spective  Paym ent System  Selected  Percentile  Lengths o f  Stay— Continued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V11.0]

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

398 .............. 15369 7:9259 3 4 6 10 15
399 .............. 1420 5.1655 2 3 4 7 10
400 ............... 8419 12.5542 2 4 r 16 27
401 .............. 6942 14.7681 3 6 11 19 30
402 .............. 2186 5.0759 1 2 3 7 11
403 .............. 30443 11.3045 2 4 8 14 24
404 ........ ..... 4651 5.3799 1 2 4 7 11
406 .............. 3766 13.7430 4 6 10 17 28
407 .............. 942 5.9055 2 3 5 7 10
408 .............. 4351 8.6592 1 2 5 10 20
409 .............. 7593 8.6394 2 4 5 10 19
410 .............. 116875 3.6554 1 2 3 5 6
411 .............. 143 2.9161 1 1 2 4 5
412 .............. 122 3.1885 1 1 2 4 6
413 .............. 9253 10.6756 2 4 8 14 22
414 .............. 1389 6.0274 1 2 4 8 13
415 .............. 32706 19.9277 5 9 15 24 40
416 ........... . 153866 10.0606 2 5 8 12 19
417 .............. 41 5.5854 2 3 5 7 10
418 .............. 15619 8.0603 3 4 6 10 15
419 .............. 17447 7.2839 2 4 5 8 13
420 .............. 3361 5.1833 2 3 4 6 9
421 .............. 13954 5.4872 2 3 4 7 § ¡1 0
422 .............. 113 4.8142 2 2 3 6 8
423 .............. 8608 10.8040 3 5 7 13 22
424 .............. 2716 23.4013 3 8 15 26 45
425 .............. 18917 6.3405 2 3 4 7 12
426 .............. 5729 7.2702 2 3 5 9 15
427 ....... ....... 2086 7.3672 1 3 5 9 15
428 ......... . 1140 9.7596 1 3 6 11 20
429 .............. 32931 11.9431 3 4 7 13 22
430 ........... . 58500 12.1914 2 5 9 15 24
431 .... ......... 260 8.7077 2 3 6 10 15
432 .............. 516 7.3624 1 2 4 8 15
433 .............. 6584 4.2101 1 1 3 5 10
434 .............. 19226 7.1977 2 3 5 8 14
435 .............. 13186 5.8241 1 3 4 7 11
436 .............. 2515 17.6175 6 11 17 25 28
437 .............. 11702 15.1542 5 9 14 21 28
439 _______ 1006 10.8400 1 3 7 13 22
440 ......... ... 4434 12.1601 2 4 8 15 26
441 .............. 754 3.7599 1 1 2 4 7
442 .............. 12964 9.5660 1 3 6 11 20
443 .............. 5250 3.4661 1 t 2 4 7
444 .......... 3563 6.8397 2 3 5 8 13
445 .............. 1715 4.2391 1 2 3 5 8
447 .............. 3308 3.3909 1 1 2 4 7
448 .............. 2 3.0000 1 1 5 5 5
449 .............. 29486 5.6689 1 2 4 7 11
450 .............. 7151 3.0193 1 1 2 4 6
451 .............. 10 6.0000 1 2 6 7 8
452 .............. 18984 5.9572 1 2 4 7 12
453 .......... . 5258 3.5926 1 2 3 4 7
454 .............. 3608 6.8861 1 2 4 8 14
455 .............. 1011 3.3422 1 1 2 4 7
456 .............. 225 10.4356 1 2 5 13 25
457 ........... . 147 5.2721 1 1 1 7 11
458 ____..... 1697 21.9446 5 9 17 27 43
4®  .............. 523 15.4207 4 6 11 20 35
460 ...___ ... 2370 8.7570 2 4 6 11 17
461 .............. 4869 5.2676 1 1 2 4 13
462 .............. 8719 16.8764 5 8 15 22 31
463 .............. 9589 6.6267 2 3 5 8 13
464 .............. 2912 4.1679 1 2 3 5 7
465 .............. 349 3.3668 1 1 2 3 7
466 .............. 3449 5.3920 1 1 2 5 10
467 ......... .. 3531 5.3452 1 1 2 4 9
468 .............. 65648 18.6393 4 8 14 23 36
471 .............. 8410 12.7150 6 8 10 14 21
472 _______ 176 30.9602 3 7 24 48 64
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Table 7b.—Medicare Prospective Payment System Selected Percentile Lengths of Stay—Continued
[FY92 Medpar Update 06/93 Grouper V 11.0]

DRG Number dis
charges

Arithmetic mean 
LOS 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

473 ............. . 8653 16.9279 2 4 10 26 40
475 ................. 76670 14.2388 2 6 11 18 28
476 ................ 10235 16.8470 6 10 14 20 29
477 ................. 38307 10.2193 1 3 7 13 21
478 ________ 111961 10.0930 2 4 7 13 21
479 ................. 17464 5.3049 1 2 4 7- 10
480 ................. 215 37.0372 13 16 25 42 79
481 ............ . 98 39.8776 21 27 34 48 64
482 ____ ____ 7470 18.0909 6 9 13 21 35
483 ________ 36717 56.1816 18 28 44 68 104
484 ................. 337 20.3976 2 8 16 28 43
485 ....______ 2727 16.0689 6 8 12 18 30
486 ________ 2105 16.6803 1 7 12 21 34
487 ______.... 3442 11.1426 2 4 8 14 22
488 ................ 737 22.1900 6 9 17 28 44
489 ................. 7126 13.5044 3 5 9 16 28
490 ________ 2352 8.4256 2 3 5 10 17
491 7592 6.0461 2 3 5 7 10
492 ................. 1394 17.1729 3 5 9 27 37
493 ......_____ 46526 6.3013 1 2 5 8 13
494 ................ 34850 2.3457 1 1 1 3 5

10699289

Ta b le  8 a .— S t a t e w id e  A v e r a g e  O p 
e r a t in g  C o s t -T o -C h a r g e  R a t io s  
fo r  U r b a n  a n d  R u r a l  H o s p it a l s  
(C a s e  W e ig h t e d ) A u g u s t  1 9 9 3

T a b l e  8 a .— S t a t e w id e  A v e r a g e  O p 
e r a t in g  C o s t -T o -C h a r g e  R a t io s  
f o r  U r b a n  a n d  R u r a l  H o s p it a l s  
(C a s e  W e ig h t e d ) a u g u s t  1 9 9 3  
C o n tin u e d

T a b l e  8 b .— S t a t e w id e  A v e r a g e  
C a p it a l  C o s t -T o -C h a r g e  R a t io s  
f o r  U r b a n  a n d  R u r a l  H o s p it a l s  
(C a s e  W e ig h t e d ) A u g u s t  1 9 9 3  
C o n tin u e d

State Urban Rural

ALABAMA ............................. 0.462 0.516
State Urban Rural State Ratio

ALASKA ................................. 0.570 0.839 PENNSYLVANIA 0 500 0 583 IDAHO q 078
ARIZONA .............................. 0.509 0.608 PUERTO R IC O ..................... ol543 0.670 ILLINOIS ................................................ 0.051
ARKANSAS .............. ............ 0.576 0.543 RHODE ISLAND .................. 0.632 IN D IAN A......................... ...................... 0.069
CALIFORNIA......................... 0.485 0.531 SOUTH CARO LINA......... 0.543 0.527 IO W A ........... ......................................... 0.064
COLORADO.......................... 0.575 0.603 SOUTH DAKOTA .................. 0.635 0.687 KANSAS ............. ............. ................... 0.067
CONNECTICUT ................. 0.603 0.600 TENNESSEE ......................... 0.567 0.569 KENTUCKY............................. ........ 0.064
DELAWARE .......................... 0.602 0.549 TFXAS 0.534 0.629 LOUISIANA ...... .................................... 0.080
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA... 0.545 UTAH .................................. 0 607 0 652 MAINE .................................................. 0.043
FLORIDA................................ 0.474 0.465 VERMONT n A7 <; n ror MASSACHUSETTS 0.065
GEORGIA............................... 0.573 0.556 VIRGINIA 0.565 0.593 MICHIGAN 0.054
HAWAII........................... ....... 0.618 0.601 W ASHINGTON........... .......... 0£90 0J34 MINNESOTA ........................... ............ 0.057
IDAHO.................................... 0.657 0.640 WEST VIRGINIA ................... 0.583 0.547 MISSISSIPPI ........................................ 0.059
ILLINOIS................. ............ „ 0.550 0.619 \A/ICmMOIM MISSOURI 0.061
INDIANA ............................... 0.655 0.664 w vn M iw n

U./UO
0.634

u ./ iy
0.794 MONTANA.......... 0 076IOWA...........................|  | 0.604 0.731 KIPRQAQIf A

KANSAS ................... 0.555 0.691 NEVADA 0 044
KENTUCKY.............. ............ 0.571 0.571 T a b l e  8 b .— S t a t e w id e  A v e r a g e NEW HAMPSHIRE 0.069
LOUISIANA..................... 0.521 0.568 O aDITAI rV lC T .T rv .r'Ù A D fiC  D a t ia o NEW JERSEY 0.072
MAINE...............  ...... ,,,,,, 0.692 0.606 NEW MEXICO 0.063
MASSACHUSETTS ............. 0.685 0.749 rU H  UHdAN AIMU FlUHAL HU SH I ALS

NEW Y O R K .............. 0 064
MICHIGAN ............................ 0.557 0.661 (CASE W EIGHTED) AUGUST 1 9 9 3 NORTH CAROLINA 0051
MINNESOTA .... 0 611 0 696 K1ADTU nAI/TVTA
MISSISSIPPI ......................... 0.607 0.556 State Ratio OHIO .........................

U.U/o
0.063

MISSOURI n n
MONTANA ........ 0.576 0.683 ALABAM A................................ ............ 0.059

UM-AMUMA .............. ............. ............
OREGON

0.063
0.060

NEBRASKA ........................... 0.575 6.703 ALASKA................................................ 0.115 PENNSYLVANIA n n*i*i
NEVADA........................ 0.445 0 662 ARIZONA............... .............................. 0.066 PUERTO RICO f) 07R
NEW HAMPSHIRE 0.620 0.663 ARKANSAS......„ .................................. 0.065 RHODE ISLAND 0.033
NEW JERSEY.................. 0.791 CALIFO RNIA........................................ 0.046 SOUTH CAROLINA 0.069
NEW M EXICO................. 0.562 0.556 COLORADO......................................... 0.056 SOUTH DAKOTA 0.074
NEW YO RK....................... 0.640 0.738 CONNECTICUT ................................... 0.038 TENNESSEE ........ 0 064
NORTH CAROLINA............. 0.620 0.558 DELAWARE .............................. .......... 0.054 TEXAS 0 068
NORTH DAKOTA.................. 0.660 0.693 DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA................. 0.043 U TA H ............... 0 055
O HIO ......... 0.620 0.649 FLO RIDA.............................................. 0.060 VERMONT 0.057
OKLAHOMA............ 0.545 0.595 GEORGIA ............................................. 0.055 VIRGINIA 0 064
OREGON ........................... 0.605 0.671 HAW AII......................... ........................ 0.073 W ASHINGTON............................. ....... 0!084
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Table 8b.—Statewide Average
Capital Cost-To-Charge ratios 
for Urban and Rural Hospitals 
(Case Weighted) august 1993 
Continued *

Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Table 9.— 1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

State Ratio

WEST VIRGINIA
W IS C O N S IN _______
WYOMING .........___

0.065
0.053
0.076

Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer 
8<$jU8t~ 
merit to 

dis
charges

Begin End
adjusted 
case mix 

index

010001 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.3186 0.9981
010004 ... 1001/91 09/3092 1.0081 0.9616
010005 ... 1001/91 09/3092 1.1244 0.9754
010007 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0564 0.9653
010008 ... 1001/91 09/3092 1.0147 0.9914
010009 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.0963 0.9714
010010 » 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1290 0.9666
010016 ». 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1181 0.9783
010019 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1954 0.9873
010021 ... 1001/91 09/3092 1.2100 0.9876
010029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5050 0.9971
010032 ». 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8384 0.9722
010033 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9336 0.9971
010035 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1946 0.9821
010040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3507 0.9923
010043 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9675 0.8392
010044 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0815 0.9719
010045 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0385 0.9699
010047 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8685 0.9817
010049 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0899 0.9738
010051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8946 0.9283
010052 ... 1001/91 09/3092 0.9706 0.9278
010059 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0482 0.9549
010061 ... 1001/91 09/3092 0.9883 0.9689
010062 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 0.9655 0.9757
010065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2663 0.9687
010069 ... 1001/91 09/3092 1.1362 0.9666
010073 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 0.9374 0.9556
010079 ... 1001/91 09/30/% 1.1089 0.9793
010081 ... 09/01/91 08/31/% 1.8473 0.9962
010083 ... 1001/91 09/30/% 1.0660 0.9646
010084 »V 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3121 0.9978
010087 .„ 1001/91 09/30/% 1.7861 0.9956
010092 .» 1001/91 09/30/92 1.3926 0.9990
010094 ... 09/01/91 06/31/92 1.2046 09781
010095 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0149 0.9530
010096 ... 10/01/91 09/30/% 0.8911 0.9675
010097 ... 1001/91 09/30/% 0.9295 0.9623
010099 „ 1001/91 0030/% 1.0313 0.9633
010100 ... 1001/91 0 0 3 0 % 1.1561 0.9762
010102 ». 1001/91 0030/% 0.9042 09442
010108 ... 11/01/91 10/31/% 1.2514 09688
010109 ». 1001/91 0030/% 1.0562 0.9845
010110 ». 1001/91 09/30% 0.8997 0.9428
010112 ». 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1675 0.9732
010115 .» 1001/91 0030/% 0.8750 0.9380
010117 ... 1001/91 0030/% 1.0803 0.97%
010119 ... 10/01/91 0030/% 1.1631 0.9884
010120 ». 1001/91 09/30/% 0.9577 0.9501
010122 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 0.8710 0.9324
010123 ... 09/01/91 08/21/92 1.2504 0.9760
010124 ». 09/01/91 08/31/% 1.2556 09814
010125 ». 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 % 1.0355 0.9766
010126 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1396 0.9743
010127 ». 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5259 0.9979
010129 ». 1001/91 0030/% 1.0321 0.9658
010130 ... 1001/91 0030/% 1.12% 09530
010137 ». 10/01/91 09/30/% 1.2125 09923

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer
adjust-
mentto

die*
charges

Begin End
adjusted 
case mix 

index Begin End
adjusted 
case mix 

Index

010139 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 16242 0.9978 040075 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.0723 0.9872
010143 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.1472 0.9702 040078 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.2299 0.9920
010144 .» 01/01/% 12/31% 1.3127 0.9896 040081 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 0.9047 06320
010146 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0272 0.9784 040085 ». 01/01% 12/31% 16421 0.9643
010149 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.3877 0.9914 040100 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.1283 0.9843
010152 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.2938 0.9771 040105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9959 0.9605
010153 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 2.1383 1.0000 040106 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.1730 0.9665
010155 ... tQ/01/91 09/30% 1.0459 0.9162 040107 ». 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0680 0.9528
020001 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 1.4773 0.9978 040114 ... 01/01% 12/31% 16025 0.9989
020005 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 0.9100 0.9278 040118 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.1715 06886
020006 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 1.1334 0.9706 040119 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1420 06893
020012 ... 01/01/% 12/31 % 1.2046 0.9919 050002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3432 06872
020013 .» 01/01/% 12/31% 0.9999 0.9847 050007 ... 01/01% 12/31% 16795 0.9980
020017 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.4289 0.9911 050008 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.4727 0.9873
020025 ». 01/01/92 12/31% 0.9055 0.9443 050013 ... 01/01% 12/31% 2.0647 0.9996
030001 ... 01/01/% 12/31% 1.3880 0.9854 050018 ... 01/01% 12/31% 16554 0.9919
0300%  ... 01/01/% 12/31 % 1.7889 0.9981 050021 .» 09/01/91 08/31% 1.2850 0.9891
030004 .» 10/01/91 09/30% 0.9681 0.9788 050022 ... 01 /01% 12/31% 1.4864 06989
030008 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 16526 0.9989 050024 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3408 0.9902
030012 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 1.2256 0.9856 050030 ... 12/01/91 11/30% 1.3340 0.9856
030013 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.2242 0.9858 050032 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.2408 0.9861
030014 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 1.4775 0.9977 050053 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3889 1.0000
030018 ... 01/01/92 12/31% 1.7522 0.9980 050058 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.3970 0.9951
030023 .» 01/01/92 12/31% 1.2759 0.9886 050060 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.5019 0.9986
030025 .» 01/01/% 12/31% 1.1073 06474 050061 .» 09/01/91 08/31% 1.3318 0.9918
030030 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.6604 0.9983 050070 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.2468 06794
030035 ... 01/01/92 12/31% 1.3106 0.9686 050071 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.3132 06859
030036 ». 01/01/% 12/31% 1.2138 0.9859 050072 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3270 0.9864
030038 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.5224 0.9993 050073 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.2518 0.9829
030041 ... 01/01% 12/31% 06724 0.9673 050074 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.0749 06748
030044 .» 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0533 06499 050075 ». 01/01/92 12/31% 1.3016 0.9920
030046 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.0269 0.9869 050076 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.5692 0.9621
030047 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.0153 0.9383 050078 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3641 06895
030060 ». 01/01% 12/31% 16530 0.9880 050080 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3052 0.9926
030061 .,. 01/01% 12/31% 1.5369 0.9989 050081 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.5944 0.9903
030062 i . 01/01% 12/31% 1.3233 0.9573 050084 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.5491 06985
030065 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.4969 06971 050091 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.2599 0.9897
030067 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0345 06664 050096 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.1753 06972
030068 ... 01/01% 12/31 % 1.0341 0.9401 050097 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.4475 06938
030069 ». 01/01% 12/31% 16022 06804 050099 ... 12/29/91 12/27% 16651 06982
030083 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.4114 0.9862 050100 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.8616 06980
030085 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.4130 0.9853 050101 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.4188 0.9805
030086 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.1895 0.9725 050102 .» 01/01% 12/31% 1.3309 06930
030087 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 16298 0.9992 050103 . . . 01/01% 12/31% 1.4848 0.9980
030088 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.3370 0.9891 050107 ». 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.3334 0.9888
030089 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3715 0.9879 050108 ... 01 /01% 12/31% 1.4568 06802
0300%  ... 01/01% 12/31% 16045 0.9955 050109 ». 01/01% 12/31% 2.0945 06974
030093 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.3715 0.9688 050111 ... 01 /01% 12/31% 1.3902 16000
030094 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.3657 0.9892 050112 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.4686 06962
040004 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.2531 0.9952 050117 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.3199 06970
040005 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 0.9984 0.9421 050121 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3864 06895
040007 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.5965 0.9994 050122 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.4806 0.9993
040010 ». 01/01% 12/31/92 1.1821 0.9899 060125 ... 01 /01% 12/31% 1.3393 06918
040014 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.2180 0.9924 050126 ... 11/01/91 10/31% 1.4140 0.9973
040018 ». 01/01% 12/31% 16093 0.9862 050127 ». 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2748 06799
040020 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.4673 0.9978 050131 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.1859 09942
040021 ». 01/01% 12/31 % 1.2891 0.9807 050132 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 16676 0.9898
040024 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0227 09386 050135 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.3277 0.9950
040027 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.2972 0.9902 050137 ... 01/01% 12/31 % 1.2326 0.9800
040028 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 09974 0.9593 050138 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.8003 06930
040029 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.1137 0.9630 050139 .» 01/01% 12/31% 1.2516 0.9916
040031 ... 01/01% 12/31% 0.8883 0.9568 050140 ». 01/01% 12/31% 1.30% 06862
040036 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3501 06905 050144 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.4840 09939
040041 ... 09/01/91 08/31% 1.1543 0.9832 050145 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.3534 06843
040042 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.2756 0.9860 050146 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.1683 16000
040044 .» 01/01% 12/31% 09115 0.9388 050149 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.37% 06891
040045 .„ 01/01% 12/31% 0.9795 0.9441 050150 ». 01/01% 12/31% 16572 09723
040047 ... 01/01% 12/31% 1.0248 06763 (»0154 ». 10/01/91 09/30% 1.1838 09756
040650 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 1.1194 06814 050155 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1282 09997
040064 ». 01/01% 12/31% 0.9226 0.9517 050169 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5576 09948
040066 .» 01/01% 12/31% 1.1550 0.9678 050173 ». 09/01/91 08/31% 1.3060 09901
040067 .» 10/01/91 09/30% 1.0494 0.9662 050180 ... 12/30/91 12/28% 1.5354 0.9989
040072 ». 12/01/91 11/30% 1.0722 0.9672 050189 ... 10/01/91 09/30% 06991 06498
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Table T992> Transfer Adjusted 
G sse Mix índex and Transfer 
Adjustment to discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific: rate 
Redeterminations—ComiRttecf

TABLE S.—1992 TRANSFER ADJUSTED 
Case Mix  Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hgspital-Specirc  rate 
Rebetermjnations—Continued

Table 9l— fS92 Transfer adjusted 
Case Mix  Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate
REDETERMlMATIQNSr-Coritìnued

Coat reporting period Transfer 
adjusted 
ease mix 

index

Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Cost reporting period Transfer 
adjusted 
case mie 

index

Transfer

mam id 
dis-

charges

Cost-reparting period : Transter Transfer
adjust?
menno

dis
charges

Provtder
number Bogin End

Provtóer
number Begin Endi )

Pmvictef 
number i Begin End i

adjusted 
case mix 

index

050196 ... 04/01/92 12/31/92 f.3681 0.9835 050471 09/01/94 08/34/92 1.7966 0.9978 106004(4 ... 01/01/92 •12/31/92 í 1.0472 , 0591&
050204 ... 10/01/91 091/30/82 1.4069 0.9970 050478 ». 01/01/92 12531/92 4.0084 0.9368 ! 060042 ... 01/01/92 ¡ 12/31/92 l 09853 , 0-9704
050205 ... 01/01/92 12/31/82 4.3739 0.9945 053481 ... 09/01/91 o m i/92 1.5072 09959 ; 060043 ... 04/01/92 ? 12/3.1/82 ! 0.9647 . 0-9538
050208 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 T.2970 0:9984 0504%  ... 10/01/94 09/30/92 41576 0.9975 060944 ... 01/01/92 42/31/92 ■ 44799 , 0:98M
05021*1 ». 01/01/92 12/31/92 T.3415 09902 050486 ... 10/01/94 09/30/92 4.4701 09945  i 060046 ... 01/01/92 112/31/92- S 1.0249 , 0-9792

050212 ... 09/01/91 08/31/82 110405. 1.0000 050489 ... 10/01/01 09/30/92’ 4.01% 0.9924 ; 060047 .... 01/G1/92 12/S1/92: ! 0.8681 , 0-9258
050214 _. 04/01/92 1231/92 4.0537 0.9836 0504%  ... 09/01/94 06/34/92 1:2879 0 9 7 9 9  ] 060049 ... 01/01/92 ' 42/34/92 1 4.1039 , 0.9347
05Q217 „. 01/01/82 12/31/92 112459 0 3762 050438 ... 01/01/92 42/34/92 4.2796. 0 9 7 %  : 060060 ». 04/01/92 12/31/82 > 1.2200 0^700;
050218 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3646 0  9785 OSOSOS ... 10/01/94 09/30/92 4.2687 09895  ! 060052 „. 01/01/92 12/31/92 ’ 1-0243 0.94%
nsnaoa ... 10/01/91 08/90/92 4.5656 0.9968 050506 ... 08/01/91 07/34/92’: 1.5083 0:9890 060053 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0391 0-9558
050224 ... 08/15/81 08/13/92; 4.6065 0.9977 ©56510 ... 01/01/% 12/31/82 4.2832. 09872 060056 ... Ot/01/92 12/31/92 0.9358 0.97% )
050ggs 01/01/92 \2ffllB2 44203 09899 050512 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2856 09829 080057 .... 04/01/92 mm/92 4:0995 .0.9609
050226 „. 10/01/91! 09/30/92 4.4831 0.9983 050515 .... 01/01/92 12/31/92 4.3422 09862 060058 »., 04/01/92 1204/92 ! 03763 0.8926

050231 ... 01/01/82 12/31/92 4.519)7 0.9958 050517 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4182 09014 060060 ... 01/01/92 42/31/92 0:9934 0.9793
050239 .... 10/01/81 09/30/92 4.2312 0.9795 ©50523 - . 01/01/% 12/31/92 1:2567 0.3706 0600%  ». 01/01/92 12/31/92 (49723 0:8973
050234 ... 10/01/94 0830/92 1.2625 0.9844 050526 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3200 09750 060063 ... 01/01/92 42/34/82 1.4480 0.9897
050235 ... 01/01/92 12131/% 4.4719 0:9981 050531 ... 09/01/94 08/31/92 4.3)43) 09904 060064 ... Ó1/01/92 12/31/92 4.4260 0-9960
050236 „. 01/01/92 12/31/92 4.4064 0i3®8t 050537 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2694 09743 060066 ... 09/01/94 08/34/92 1.3393 0-9926
050238 ... 01/01/92 12)31/92 4.4654 09874 @50541 »,. 01/01/92 tm i/9 2 4.5277 09822 060066 ». 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9905 0-9544
05Q23S ... 01/01/82 1231/92 4.4126 0.9963 050543 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 112753 1.0000 060068 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 4.2655
050341 ... 01/01/92 r 12/31/82 t js n s 0:9790 050549 ... 01/01/92 T 2/31/92 4.7959 09972 060070 ». 01/01/02 42/31/92 0:9779 Q.9697
050251 01/01/92 12)31/92 111:829 09683 050550 „. 09/01/94 08/31/92 4.7556 09798 060071 ». 04/01/92 1201/92 4,1859 0:9812
050253 ... 10/01/91 09/30/82 0.9050 1.0000 050552 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 4.1609 0.9937 060072 ». 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9427 0-9643
050254 fl/01/B t 1031/92 4.1604 0.9822 050557 ... 10/01/94 09/30/92 1.5224 09987 060673 ... 04/01/92 12/31/92 0-9682 6:9232
050256 ... 11/01/91 1031/82 10433 0.9947 050561 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 , 4:1698 0:9885 060075 ». 01/01/92 42/31/92 4.2354 0-9829
050257 ... 04/01/92 1231/82 1.022B 0:9933 050567 _. 01/01/92 12/01/92:' 1:6961 09972 @60076 ... 01/01/92 ¡ 12/31/92 1:4456 0:9873
050264 ..o 0 0 /0 1 » 08/34/92 114274 0-9923 050070 ... 41/01/91 : 10/31/92 4.7141 09963 060085 ... ¡ 01/01/92 4201/92 0-9676 0:9514:

050268 ... 10/01/81 09/30/92 4.4044 09953 050571 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1:4550 09903 060087 ... ; 09/01/91 06/31/92 4.5356 0:9937
050270 .... 16/01/91 69/30/92 j 1132-33 0-9677 ©50575 jj 40/01/91 0900/92 1.2301 09960 060088 .... ¡ 01/01/02 i 12/31/92 4.0363 0-9403
050272 „„ 10/01/91 09/30/92 . 1.3932 0.9917 050580 ... 01/01/% i 12/31/92 4.3417 0:9915 060090 » . i 01/01/82 12/31/92 0-9206 0 J7 1 2
050282 ... 16/01/91 j 09/30/92 , 1.3907 0.9892 ososas ... : 01/01/92 112/31/92 f 1.3207 03764 060096 ». ¡ 41/01/94 1601/92 09900 0-9097
050286 ... ' 08/01/81) 07/31/92 1.1037 0 9622 050586 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 i, 4.2379 0:9875 060101 ... j 10/01/94 ,0 9 0 0 0 2 4.5047 0:9676
050298 ... íj 01/01/92 1231/92 4.2120 0.9717 050687 ... 01/01/92 42/31/92 4:3352 0 9 0 « @601% .... 01/01/92 , 1201/92 4:3594 0-9840

050306 ... r 01/01/92 12/31/92 4.3646 0.9918 050588 ... 09/01/91 : 08/31/92 438% 0:9832 070004 ... t 1 0 /0 1 » 0 9 0 0 0 2 i 4.7528 0.9995
050301 01/91/92 i 1231/92 ¡ 4.3499 0:9848 050590 ... ¡j 01/01/92 i 12/31/92 1 4.3030 0.9813 070002 ... 10/01/91 i¡ 0 9 0 0 0 2 I 1.8438 09993
050302 ... : 01/61/82 ■ 1231/92 [ 4.3728 0.9819 050591 ... i 09/01/94) ; 08/31/92 1.1750 0-9921 070003 ». ; 10/01/91 0 9 0 0 0 2 è 4,1375
050305 i 12/29/94) 1227/92 i 1.5232 09971 0505%  ... 09/01/91 ; 08/31/92 ; 13344 0.9804 070004 ». s 10/01/94 j 09/3002 i 1-1173 0.9816
050309 ... 01/01/92 ; 12/31/92 | 4.3050 0:9965 060593 ... . 01/01/92 , 12/31/92 1.3609 03680 070005 ... t; 10/01/91 f 0900/92 . 4.3118 0.9897
050310 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1866 0:9939 050507 ... 10/01/91 ' 09/30/92 1:3105 09807 Q70QQ6 » , ¡¡ 10/01/94 0 9 0 0 0 2 * 4.2735 0:9980
050313 ... \ 01/01/82 j 12/31/92 , 4.4747 0:9830 050604 .... : 8,1/01/92: 112/31/92: 4.4123 09708 070QQ7 ... í 10/01/91 0 9 0 0 0 2 | 1.3923 09914
050317 ... 01/01/92; 12/31/% 4.3474 0:9802 050609 ... i 01/01/92 , 12/31/92 t 43610 09860 070008 -í. . 10/01/91 ¡ 0 9 0 0 0 2 , 4.2487 0.9924
050324 ... ? 10/01/91 09/30/92' 1.8370 09933 j 050649 ... ¡ 01/01/92 12/31/92 43432 09928 Q7QQQ9 ». ■ 10/01/94 » 0 9 0 0 0 2 j. 42102 09924
050327 ... í 01/91/92 12/31/32 ! 45560 09952 i 050624 ... í 10/01/94 i 09/30/92. \ 1.2654 0:9829 070010 ». 10/01/91 i 0 9 0 0 0 2 i 44832 09994
650336 ». > 01/01/93 , 12/31/92 4268D 0-9787 050630 ... ; 01/01/92 ; 12/31/92 j 4-2264 0 9 8 % 070041 ... : 10/01/91 . 0,9/3002: ¡ 4.2250 Q-9804
050336 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3037 0.9779 050685 ... : 01/01/92 , 12/31/92 13146 09935 070012 ... j 10/01/91 ¡¡ 0 9 0 0 0 2 s 1:2416 0.9900
050345 ... 10/01/91; 09/30/92 1.2991 09891 050644 ... j 09/01/9 4 08/31/92 1.0671 0.9834 070013 ». 10/01/94 ¡ 08/3002 : 4.3970 0.9837
050351 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4881 09970 050655 ... ; 01/01/% ,42/31/92 0.8024 0-9886 070015 ... ¡ 10/01/94 : 09/3002 Ì 4.28% 09910
050352 .... 04/01/% } 12/31/92 4.2869 09674 050663 :... i 10/01/91 ,09/30/92 1.0602 0.9980 070016 ». i 10/01/91 1 0 9 0 0 0 2 i 4.2841 09938
050357 ... i 10/01/84 09/30)1% 1.9039 0.9942 050670 ... 09/01/91 , 08/31/92 0.8312 ■ 1.0000 070047 ... ¡ 10/01/94 i. 0 9 0 0 0 2 , 4-3201 0 9 8 9 6
050363 ... 09/01/81 08/31/% 1.3489 0:9734 050674 ... ■ 01/01/92 ; 12/31/92 , 4.1629 0-9917 070018 », j 10/01/91 l¡ 0 9 0 0 0 2 - 4.3400 09955
050386 „v [ 04/01/92 ; 12/31/% 1.3486 09604 : 050677 ... 01/01/% 42/31/92 I 1.3405 0-9863 070019 ... ; 1 0 /0 1 » , 09/3002 6 4.1566 0-9642
050367 .... 01/01(92 12/31/% 1.2729 09734 050680 ... i 04/01/92 12/31/92 , 1.3376 0.9698 Q7QQ2Q ... ! 10/01/94 . 0 9 0 0 0 2 ; 1.41% 0.9904
050369 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.2742 0.9854 050686 ... - 01/01/92 , 42/31/92 . 1.3049 ! 09909 07)0021 ... - 10/01/94 0 9 0 0 0 2 c 1.2527 I 0.9866
050386 ... 0 8 /0 1 » , 07/31/92 1.4294 09773 í 050690 ... ■ 0.1/01/92 , 12/31/92 42621 ' 0-9824 070022 ... | 10/01/91 , Q9/30O2 ' 45879 " 09 9 8 6
050391 ...  ̂01/0 S/92 ! 12/31/92 1.3010 0.9884 050695 ... ' 01/01/92. 42/3.1/92 4.259S3 09677 070023 ... : 10/01/91 : 09/30/92 Í 4,2977 * 0-9930.
050394 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5156 0-9992 050698 ... ; 0,1/01/92 | 12/31/92 4.2175 l 1-0000 070024 ... ; 10/01/91 , 09/30/92. 1 42800 0-9906
050386 ... ; 01/01/92 512/31/92 ' 1.6055 Q.9835 060001 ... ; 01/01/92 ; 12/31/92 f 43341 09990 070025 ». ■ 10/01/94 i 09/30/92 ,! 4.7275 0-9990
050404 ... ; 01/01/92 ’ 12/31/% ; 1.1480 0-9660 060003 ... ' 04/01/92 42/31/92 j 1.2249 I 0.9880 070026 ». ; 10/01/94 : 0 9 0 0 0 2 - 1:1663 ' 0-9840
050407 ... 01/01/92 : 12/31/92 1.3184 0.9966 060004 ... ■ 01/01/92 12/3.1/92 4.2153 ■ 09626 Q7Q027 ... ; 10/01/91 i 09/30/82 - 4.2806 0-9890
05041.1 ... 01/01/92 1 42/31/92 1 4.2899 0.9870 060006 ... ; 01/01/92 12/3,1/92 : 43Q9B 09910 070028 ... ¡ 10/01/9.4 1 09/3002 j 4.5076 ' 6.9996
05041.7 ... ; 01/01/92 12/31/% 1 1.2033 0.9701 060007 ... . 01/01/82 ¡ 12/31/92 ' 4.1652 ' 09614. 070029 ».. j 10/01/91 09/30/92 I 422111 - 09905
050420 .... 01/01/92 42/31/% 1.3647 09955 060009 ... ; 01/01/92 12/31/92 1:4122 1 09 9 7 5 070030 ... 10/01/9.4 i 0 9 0 0 0 2 f 42386 ’ 0-9934.
050425 ... ; 01/01/92 ■ 12/31/92 ' 42814 0.8864 060010 ... ; 01/01/92 : 42/31/02 ; 4.5944 I 09 9 7 4 070031 ... : 10/01/91 [ 09/3002 j 42872 ' 09896,
050426 ... ; 09/01/84 08/31/92 ■ 1.3923 09926 060041 ... , 01/01/92 12/3.1/92 4.1935 0-989.1 070033 ». 10/01/94 i 09/30/92 j 43677 ! 0-9826
050427 ... ■ 09/01/91 08/31/92 : 0.1341' 0.9704 060018 ... : 01/01/92 ! 12/31/92 4.2752 09763 070034 ... ; 10/01/91 09/3002 : 43060 0 9 8 3 5
050431 ... 09/01/91 ' 08/31/92 ' 1.1469 1.0000 060022 * 01/01/92 , 12/31/92 4.6574 0*9970 070035 ». i 10/01/91 0 9 0 0 0 2 1 43567 * 09938
050438 ... ; 10/01/81 09/30/82 j- 1.5605 09969 060027 ....  ̂01/01/92 ! 42/31/92 : 4.4324 " 0,9974 i 070038 ». : 10/01/94 , 09/3002 - 42812 ' 09871.
050440 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 : 1.3659 0.9804 060029 ... i 01/01/92 1 42/31/92 : 1-0010 ’ 0-9524 080005 ' 10/01/9.1 : 0 9 0 0 0 2 43030 ’ 0,9911.
05044.1 »., ; 09/01/91 08/31/92 t.a i4 2 09965 060030 ... ; 01/01/92 ! 12/31/92 4.4.122 ' 0,9909 090002 ». ; 01/01/92 ( 12/3402 424® ' 0 9 8 9 5
050447 ... ! C8/Q1/91 08/31/92 1 1.1677 0.9828 060033 .... : 01/01/92 i 12/31/02 : 41283 0 9774 ¡ 090005 ... ; 01/01/92 | 12/3402 ; 42878 • 0.9962
050455 ¡ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9262 ‘ 09983 060034 ... ! 01/01/92 12/31/92 ■ 1.3858 0.9956 090006 ». : 04/01/92 12/3102 43106 ' 09 9 7 4
050458 S 01/01/92 ■j 42/31/% 0.9571 09715 060037 ... ! 01/01/92 42/31/92 ‘ ©.9159 * 09334 ¡ 03,0001 ... i 10/01/94 i 0 9 0 0 0 2 42765 ' 09 8 2 4
050469 ¿ lO 1/01«Z ■ 12/31/92 ! 1,1386 09612 0600%  ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 4Q35B 09649 i 090008 ... 104/01/92 12/3102 44644 ' 09914
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Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Begin End
adjusted 
case mix 

index

100001 ... .10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4423 0.9989
100002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3965 0.9868
100004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0073 0.9444
100005 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9957 0.9969
100006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5770 0.9979
100007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9216 0.9981
100008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.7208 0.9958
100009 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4712 0.9976
100012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5411 0.9995
100014 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2861 0.9778
100015 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.3695 0.9931
100017 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6256 0.9961
100018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3410 0.9871
100019 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5087 0.9991
100020 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2350 0.9921
100022 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6345 0.9973
100023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2961 0.9853
100024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3313 0.9818
100025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5517 0.9999
100026 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5305 0.9996
100028 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2950 0.9763
100029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4407 0.9904
400030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2535 0.9803
100034 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6427 0.9990
100035 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5034 0.9995
100040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7020 0.9976
100042 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1884 0.9960
100043 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4288 0.9884
100044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3995 0.9909
100045 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4130 0.9826
100046 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3161 0.9763
100047 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6662 0.9952
100048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0230 0.9778
100049 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3538 0.9753
100050 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1957 0.9958
100051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3211 0.9533
100052 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3044 0.9874
100053 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2577 0.9953
100054 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2784 0.9755
100055 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3603 0.9923
100056 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5296 0.9936
100057 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3015 0.9546
100060 ..., 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7592 0.9969
100061 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5167 0.9942
100062 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.7520 0.9986
100063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2610 0.9851
100065 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1245 0.9948
100069 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4513 0.9935
100071 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3487 0.9892
100072 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3031 0.9760
100074 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3254 0.9863
100077 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3020 0.9832
100078 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2603 0.9753
100080 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6124 0.9989
100081 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0808 0.9894
100082 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4225 0.9988
100085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3150 0.9914
100087 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.7753 0.9988
100088 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6079 0.9941
100089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2837 0.9886
100090 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3542 0.9872
100092 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5114 0.9974
100093 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4922 0.9950
100098 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2589 0.9701
100099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2385 0.9613
100100 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3730 0.9983
100102 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1513 0.9708
100103 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9816 0.9582
100105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4218 0.9843
100107 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2631 0.9754
100108 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1488 0.9894
100109 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2429 0,9728
100110 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4473 0.9899

Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued
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100117 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.3994 0.9688
100118 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2063 0.9790
100121 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1730 0.9628
100124 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.3512 0.9742
100127 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6066 0.9989
100128 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 2.2196 0.9984
100130 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1714 0.9832
100131 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2552 0.9852
100132 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3858 0.9843
100134 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0333 0.9084
100135 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5275 0.9983
100137 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1612 0.9805
100138 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0076 0.9660
100139 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0301 0.9682
100140 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1069 0.9757
100142 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1256 0.9782
100143 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1802 1.0000
100144 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2089 0.9882
100146 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1095 0.9543
100147 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1128 0.Sf717
100150 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3830 0.9869
100151 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8024 0.9991
100154 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6151 0.9986
100156 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.1441 0.9835
100157 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5638 0.9988
100159 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0167 0.9590
100162 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3563 0.9891
100164 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9560 1.0000
100165 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9788 0.9986
100167 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4113 0.9948
100169 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.8395 0.9985
100170 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4949 0.9962
100173 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6302 0.9988
100174 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3789 0.9923
100175 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9896 0.9679
100176 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9887 0.9972
100177 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3346 0.9926
100180 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4171 0.9928
100181 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.3789 0.9897
100183 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3753 0.9952
100185 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1731 0.8991
100187 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3717 0.9913
100189 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2670 0.9872
100196 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2189 0.9842
100199 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2437 0.9956
100203 ... 09/30/91 09/30/92 1.2141 0.9937
100206 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.4164 0.9908
100208 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6070 0.9949
100210 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7159 0.9963
100211 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3224 0.9796
100212 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.7181 0.9987
100217 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2196 0.9774
100220 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8427 0.9994
100221 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5496 0.9977
100223 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4358 0.9858
100224 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4381 0.9891
100226 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3710 0.9920
100227 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0175 0.9952
100228 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2593 0.9909
100229 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3973 0.9902
100232 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3255 0.9790
100234 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3943 0.9904
100235 ... 09/30/91 09/30/92 1.3488 0.9861
100237 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 2.1856 0.9990
100238 . . ; 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3991 0.9919
100241 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9586 0.9780
100243 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4388 0.9892
100246 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3649 0.9920
100248 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.6316 0.9989
100253 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3995 0.9861
100255 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3390 0.9954
100259 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4492 0.9670
100260 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.37461 0.9847
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Redeterminations—Continued

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Begin End
adjusted 
case mix 

index

100262 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3958 0.9910
100263 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4221 0.9790
100265 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2977 0.9830
100266 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3576 0.9788
100267 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2996 0.9807
100269 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4228 0.9831
100273 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1433 0.9715
100275 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3791 0.9874
100278 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9640 0.8676
110001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1865 0.9890
110002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2464 0.9756
110004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1860 0.9927
110005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3790 0.9465
110006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2544 0.9935
110009 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0189 0.9688
110010 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 2.0181 0.9986
110013 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0322 0.9601
110014 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.0257 0.9864
110018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1554 0.9579
110020 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2338 0.9839
110023 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2085 0.9457
110024 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3335 0.9896
110025 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2842 0.9845
110028 ... 12/30/91 12/28/92 1.6148 0.9986
110029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2851 0.9868
110030 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2345 0.9665
110032 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1055 0.9656
110033 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.3551 0.9877
110036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6949 0.9982
110037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0421 0.9886
110038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3637 0.9947
110044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1433 0.9681
110045 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.0687 0.9667
110046 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2013 0.9732
110048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1205 0.9654
110049 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0682 0.9691
110050 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0159 0.9761
110059 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2223 0.9760
110061 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0027 0.9582
110063 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.0131 0.9666
110065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9454 0.9868
110070 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9889 0.9270
110072 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9693 0.9576
110073 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2179 0.9628
110074 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3028 0.9875
110075 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2164 0.9833
110076 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3461 0.9873
110078 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5748 0.9982
140079 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3562 0.9977
1J0080 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1105 0.9952
110082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 2.1219 0.9989
110083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6028 0.9992
110086 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0576 0.9669
110087 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2495 0.9866
110088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8704 0.9264
110089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2237 0.9770
110091 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3424 0.9781
110092 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0662 0.9782
110095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2931 0.9808
110096 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0954 0.9769
110097 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0599 0.9745
110100 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0552 0.9681
110105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1548 0.9858
110107 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6346 0.9980
110111 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1352 0.9794
110112 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1,0593 0.9792
110114 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1151 0.9750
110115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6905 0.9985
110118 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0214 0.9405
110120 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0630 0.9561
110121 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1212 0.9747
110122 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3102 0.9883
110129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6243 0.9983 ..
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Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Reoetef&hnatîcns-—Continued

Provider,
number

Cost reporting parted Tnnefftr 
adjusted 
case mix 

index

Transfer
adhí*
munito

dís-
chatge»

! Begin End

110130 212/01/9* *1/30/92 I 1.0666 0.9653
110142 „ 10/01/91 09/30/92 f.0712 0 .9 6 »
110144 10/01/9* 0 9 /3 0 » ! L1631 0.9618
110146 01/01/82 12/31/92 0.9633 0.9439
110150 10/01/91 09/30» *2 946 89749
110166 ... 10/01/91 o w s o » 1.431* 69858
110171 ... 11/01/94 10/31192 1 f.3401 0.99*6
110172 ... 10/01/81 09/30/92 1.2452 0.9901
110177 ... 08/01/91 » 0 8 /3 1 » ' 1.3811 0.9869
110179 01/01/92 I 12/31/92 1.1576 0:9637
H 0tB7 - . 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1718 0:9538
110189 ... * 0 1 /0 1 » ' i 12/31/92 1.0738 0:9620
NO190 ... 01/01/92 112/31/92 ‘ 1.T542 0:9441
110192 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3208 0.9842
110193 .... ! 01/01/92 1 2 /3 1 /» 1 *.2250 0.9770
1 1 0 1 »  ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 /» *.1524 09784
110196 ... > 11/01/01 10/31/92 f.3514 0.9641
110200 „. Í 10/01/91 09/30 /» 1.9640 69974
110201 ... 09/01/01 08/31/92 ■ 13497 69984
110203 ... ? 10/01/91 ootoom 0:9947 6 9 8 3 9
120006 ... 5 01/01/92 1 2 /3 1 /» 1.1525 0:9911
1200ft ». » 01/01/92 12/31 m 1.2484 69963
120022 ... 101/01/92 Î 12/31/92 *6 3 0 8 0:9989
130001 ». 5 12/01/91 ! 11/30/» Q .95J» 0.9686
130002 ». s 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 /» * 1.3832 0:9849
130005 ». 01/01/92 \ 12/31/92 f.3965 0.9829
130008 ... 110/01/91 e9/3Q/92 r 1.7355 0:9989
130009 ... : 10/01/91 09/3092 0.9902 69577
130010 ... ! 10/01/91 09/30/92 09306 69790
13QQ11 ». j 0,1/01/92 ! 12/31/92 ' 1.4033 69741
13QQ12 ... Î 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0338 6 9 *6 8
130014 ... 110/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » i 1.2757- 69839
130015 ». j 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9879 69570
130016 ... : 10/01/91 09/30/82 0.8296 0.9810
130018 ». ; 10/01/91 09/30/82 l *5 3 0 6 0.9966
130019 ». ! 01/01/92 12/31 /» ; *2 1 3 5 09657
13QQ2T ». 12/0149* ! *1/30/92 ; O.K103 69906
130024 ». : 09/01/9* 08/31/92 : *1 2 4 2 69540
1300®  »., f 10/01/9* 09 /3 0 /» ! *0692 6 9 8 *3
130026 »., 2 01/01/92 *2/31/92 Ü *1071 69740
130027 ». ; 10/01/9* 09/30/92 Q.SE29 0.9840
1300®  »., ; 10/01/91 09/30/92 ! -*2349 69916
130030 : 10/01/9* 09/30/92 > 1.0872 69598
130031 ... : 10/01/81 ■ 00/30/92 0,9441 0.98*1
130034 .... ; 10/01/9* 0 9 /3 0 /» ! 0.9832 69498
130036 ». ; 01/01/92 ’ 12QL1/82 i *2 1 0 2 0.9828
130037 ». ; 10/01/91 09/30/92 : *1 5 3 3 69599
130039 ... ; tQ/01/9* 08/30/82 ‘ *3344 0.9771
130040 ... . 10/01/9* 09/30/92 Q.8622 69806
130043 ». : 10/01/9* 09/30/92 ! *0 157 0:9806
130044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8628 69573130045 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 ! 0.9083 69723130049 ... 12/01/91 11/30/32 1.2285 0.9870130054 ... 1G/01/9* 09/30/92 1.0264 69867130056 ... ; 10/01/9* 09/30/92 ) 0.9922 *0000140002 ... ; 01/01/92 , 12/31/92 i *2321 0.9888140004 ... . 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9798 69667140Q07 ... I 08/01/9* 08/3*82 j *4213 69964140008 ... i 01/91/92 112/31/92 1.3806 0:982514QQ10 .» } 10/01/91 ; 09/30/93 j *3367 69967140012 ... j 01/01/92 ¡ t a « . *2538 69811140013 .... 01/01/92 j 12/31/92 | *5634 69873140018 ». j 10/01/9* 09/30/92 1 *2340 0:9925140019 ... 08/01/91 » 08/31/92 : 0.8997 69683140029 ... 01/01/92 112/31/92 , *34759 6996014QQ31 ... 101/01/92 i 12/31/92 i *0365 6976114003a .» , 09/01/8 * j 08/31/92 | *2096 69927140034 ». 01/91/82 11231/92 ; *1394 6984*140036 .» 10/01/91 ¡ 09/30/92 ! *1372 69734140038 ». 01/01/92 512/31/88 , *0027 69657140046 ». 01/01/82 Ï 12/31/92 î *2327 , 09748140048 .» 01/01/82 ; 12/31/82 ï *2178 69931140049 ... 11/01/91 10/31/» 1 1.3294 1 0.9968

Table &—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific; Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Cost reporting periodi Transfer 
adjusted 
esse mix 

index

Transfer
edjutt-
mentito

dis
charges

Provider
number Begin End

140051 ». 10/01/9* 0 9 /3 0 /® *327© . 6:9904
140052 ... 01/01/® im tm * 2 9 8 8 6 9 8 7 8
140054 ... 0929m 0 9 / 2 6 » *3440- 6 9 8 7 6
140058 ... t0 /0 f/9 * om om * 1 5 0 6 0 9 8 5 7
1 4 0 0 »  .» 01/01/98 12/31» *2 4 3 7 0:9885
140063 ... 0 1 / 0 * » 12/31» 1.3457 0.9941
140064 ... 10/01/9* 0 9 / 9 0 » * 2 1 ® 6 9 8 5 8
140065 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 12/31» * 4 0 8 8 0.9955
140066 ... 01/01/92 12/31792 * 2 1 ® 0.9899
140067 ... 10/01/91 6 8 / 3 0 » * 7 6 1 6 0 8 9 7 9
140074 ». 10/01/91 09/3692 *1003- 0  9566
140079 ... f f f f i ) 1 » 1 2 / 3 * » * 2 S 0 8 6:8926
140080 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 / 3 * » 1.8604 0:9958
t40084  .„ 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 / 3 * » *2 0 4 8 0.9921
140087 ... , 0 1 / 0 1 » 12/31/92 *4 5 0 9 ’ @ 9919
140090 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » * 2 / 3 1 » *3 5 3 6 a ® 7 i
140093 ... 09/01/9* 0 8 / 3 1 » ; *2179- 0 .® 01
140094 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » ; 12/31/92 ; * 2 3 0 9 0.9939
140095 .... 09/01/9* ■ 08/31» : *22® 0:9341140097 ... ! 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31792 I 0:9500- a s m140098 01/01» Î 12/31» j *2525: 69883f401Q1 ... *2/01/9* ! 11/36® *1348' 0:979414QtQ3 .» , 01/01»’ ; 12/31» ; *353® again1*40105 ..» ! 0 1 /0 1 » ; 12/31» ; *3176 0,9900140107 ... ; Q1/01» ! 12/31/92 *1127’ 0.9538140108 ... 1 0.1/01» ; 12/31» *2187’ @9930140112 ! *0/01/9* ; 09/30» * 0 ® t 0.9676140113 ... ’ 61/01» ; 1 2 0 1 » *4484 0.9969140118 ... : 6 t/D i» ; 12/31/92 *5750 0.9976140122 .... ! 01/01» i 12231» ‘ *4340 GL 9874140123 .... : 61/01» : 12/31» ‘ *2312 Q.93671401® .... ; 61/01 » 1 2 3 1 » ' *2126 a ® ®1461® .... ' 10/01/91. J 09/30/92 *.*289 a ® ®1401® »» ; 61/01 m ; t a s i » *05® 0.9836140*30 .... 61/01» ; 12/31» *2012 0.9939140,132 .... : 10/01/91 09/30/92 * » 4 8 0.99851401® »» ; 1601/94. 09/30» ! 1.2147 0.9869140137 ... : 61/01» ; 12/31» ¡ *0474 696171401® .... : 10/01/31, 09/30/92 *0847 0.9647146141 .... : 08/01/31 ¡ Q7/31» | 0,9802 0.97®140143 ... ; 10/01» 09/30» *0712 0.® ®140147 .... ; 12/01*9* ï *1/30/92 **752 0.9794140148 ... I 10/01/9* 09 /30» j *6335 0.9988140152 ... ; 0.1/01» 12/31» j 1.0862 0.99631401® .... 01 /01» S12/31» < 1.2020 Q.9214140160 ... ¡ GS/C1/9* ) 07 /3 1 » j *1467 0.®13140161 ». ; 10/01/3* 0 9 3 0 » j *1229 Q.97®146162 ... ; *0/01/9* 0930 » ij 1.7007 0.9948140167 .... i 10/01/9* j 09/30». i *13® 0,9826140176 ».. ; 1.0/01/3* 09/30/92 i 1.2278 0,9881140180 ... i 01/01 » 12/31» 1.4157 0.9975146181 .... Í 01/01» 12/31» 1.28® 0.9940140182 ... ; 1.1/01» 1 0 3 1 » | 1.2992 0:9048140185 .... 10 1 /0 1 » 1 2 3 1 » j 1.3862 0:98691401® ... 104/01» j 1 2 3 1 » } 1 2332 0.99001401® . 08/01/3,* 6 8 3 1 » | 6 ® ® 0,9548140161 ... : 01/01» 1 2 3 1 » : 1:®® 0.99761461» ..» 1 10/01/9* 0 9 3 0 » l 0.®37 0.9843140197 ... 10/01/94« i 0930/®: i *20® 0,9932140202 .... 0 4 /0 1 » i * 2 3 1 » j *2 7 ® 0.98451402® ... ü 10/01/9* 0 9 3 0 » : 1.2370 @9747140206 ... 10/01/9* 0 9 3 0 » ì *6963 @®94140207 .... t 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 3 1 » *43® 0.9983140208 ... ¡ 01/01» 1 2 3 1 » j 1.45® 0,9981140209 »„ i 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 3 1 » | 1.6839 0.99971402*1 ... 09/01/94. 0 8 3 1 » : *1735 0ì®25140213 ». î 61 /61» 1 2 3 1 » | *1757 0.99821402*7 09/01/91: 6 8 3 1 » 1,2483 0.9924140220 .... : 10/01/9* 0930» *10® 0.97991402® ... : 10/01/91« 0 9 3 0 » : ; *8447 0.9970
*40236 ... 5 10/01/91 0 9 3 0 » il *® sa @9841140240 ». 16 1 /0 1 » | * 2 3 1 » i *3907 0.9959140252 ... 11/01/91 1 0 3 1 » I 1.3333 0.9839

T a b l e  9.— 1992 t r a n s f e r ' Ad ju s t e d  
C a s e  m ix  In d e x  an d - T r a n s f e r  
A d ju s t m e n t  t o  D is c h a r g e s  fo r  
C a pit a l  Ho s p it a l -S p e c if ic  Ra t e  
R ed et er m in a t io n s—Continued

Cast, reporting peded I- Transfer Transfer
menato

dis-
charges

Provider
number Begin End ¡

adjusted 
asse mix 

index

140253 ... 10/01/91 @9/30/92 11878 0.9970
T4Q2S8 ... 01/01/92 1 2 /3 1 » *4170 0:9958
140271 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31/92 *0 ® 9 @9®5
140281 ... 09/01/91 @8/31 » *5602 0.9977
140285 ... 01/01/92 1 2 /31 » *® « 9 &9S52
1402® ... 01Ÿ 0t» 12/31m *5942' @98®
1402® ... 01/01 » 12/31/92 *2643“ 0.9370
1402® ... 09/0 t/S t 08/31»; 1.393! @9891
140291 ... O t/0 1 » 12 /31 » t.2® 9’ 0:£P46
140292 ... 0 1 /01» . 12/31/82 *2049 0.9737
140294 .„ Or/01/92 1 2 /3 1 » L.12B0 0:968.1
150001 .... 01701» 12/31» *Q ® 5 0,0703
*50002 „. Q1/01/92 1 2 /31» *3 ® 7 0.9057
150003 ... GT/Q1» 1 2 /3 1 » *6840 0,9971
150004 ... a t /o t » 12831» t.4556 @9935
150005 ... Qt/01/92 1Z/3T/32 *1771 0:9845
150006 .... 01701» 1 2 /3 *» *2200 0.9783
150007 ... 101701» 12831/92 *2362 ; § 3 7 «
1500® ... Q T/01» 12/31» *3®8 0.99821500® ... ; 01/01». 12/31» *2975 0:9®4150010 ... 01 /0 1 » 12 /31» *2134 o m m150013-... : Q1/01» 12 /31» *2465 Q37M150015 ... , 01/01/92 ' 12 /31» *2102 0.98981500*7 ... ; QT/01/92 12831» *7882 GL99921500*8 ... ! QT/01/92 12/31» *2701 : 0,9841150020 ... : 10/01/9* ,0 9 /3 0 » *.1002 Q:®24150021 ... , 01 /01» \ 1201 » *6604 0,9988150022 .... . 01 /01» ; 1201/92 *14® 0,9796150023 .... j 03/01/9* : 0801/92 *4020 0,9959150024 ... î Q1/0Î/92 12/31» *2102 @,§923150026 ... : Q1/01/92 12/31/92 *228)4 0:9778150027 ... ! 01/01/92 1120 m 0.9947 0,9670150029 ... 01 /01» , 1201/92 *21® 0,983815®® ... 5 01/01/92 Ü 1 2 0 1 » *0020 0,9744156031 ... ■ te/Qi/91, ' 0900/92 0,9997 0:9587*50933 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 112/3*8® -*5883 0,39®150034 ... i 01/01/92 1 1 2 0 * » *28® «15®35 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 11201/92 • *4009 0,996815®® ... ; 01/01/92 [ 12 /3 *» S *01® ©,9935-15GQ37 ... 0 ,1/01» 312/31» { *2309 0,97®15®® ... 01/01/92: 3 1201/92 Ï *22® @'981015®39 ... : 10/01/9* {@ 9 0 0 » t @9®2 e.®ii7150042 ... 0 1 /0 1 » I 1201/92 [ *21® 0:98®150044 ... 01/01»:' ¡ 1201/92 « *2796 @9902150045 ... ; 10/01/9* I @ 9 0 0 » l *1689 @9734150047 ... 0 1 /0 1 » ! 1201792 1 *.64® @9985150048 ... 01 /01» [ Í 2 0 1 » i 1 i.1687 @9881150040 ... @ 1/01» I 12/3 W92 » *.1275 @9W7115®® ... ' 0,1/01» t 1 2 0 * » 5 *1572 0.9781159951 ... s 10/01/9* ; 09/30/92 \ *2642 Q.®28150052 ... 01/01/92 Í 12 /31» | 0:9972 @®2715®® ... @1/01/92 ( 1201/92 j *0294 @96®150054 ... 01/01 » * 1201/92 j *15® 0.9834150057 ... @ 1/01» i  1201/» l 2:®71 @993415®® ... 0 1 /0 1 » i 1 2 0 1 » | *5967 0:99®1:59859 .... I @1/01/92 Í 12/31/92 f *1648. 0:98®1500® ... I @ 1/0*» 1 1201/92 I *16® 0:9705150064 ... @1/01/92 f 1 2 0 1 » ! 112241 0:97®150062 .... s 0 1 /0 1 » i 1201/® | *0102 0.96021500® ... ; a i/o r» 1201/92 { *0900 @9762150064 ... 10/01» 1090(3» | 110525 (£9700150065 ... j @ 1/01» : 12831» ì *ri7@ @97481500® ... @1/01» ’ 1201/92 1 *07® @9630150067 ... @ 1/0*» ! 12831792 f *0817 @97651500® ... t @1/01/92 1 1 2 0 1 » I *2445 @97®160070 ... @1/01»: I 1 2 0 1 » l  *07®. @9649169071 .... } @1/01»- ! 1 2 0 1 » I team @956515®72 ... \ @1/01/» ! 12/31/92 I 1.2986 @91-24'15®73 ... £ . @ * 9 0 1 » ! 1 2 0 1 » I *0339 0.974:115®74 .... ? 10/01», í OSOO/9Z : *®ia. 0.999315®75 .... ; 10/01» I 0 9 /3 0 » 1 *2068 @995615®78 ... : 01/01» I 1 3 0 1 » S *@191 @981415®79 ... 10/01/91 09/30/32 1.1277 1 0.9745
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Table 9.— 1992 T ransfer Adjusted 
Case M ix Index and T ransfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Provtder
number

Coat reporting period Transfer Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Begin End
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case mix 

index

150086 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1952 0.9810
150091 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1606 0.9521
150092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0379 0.9193
150094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0220 0.9880
150095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0142 0.9826
150096 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0045 0.9586
150097 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0666 0.9679
150098 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1215 0.9595
150101 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0876 0.9603
150102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0801 0.9839
150104 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1612 0.9593
150105 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1338 0.9669
150106 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0605 0.9650
150109 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2500 0.9958
150111 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0823 0.9788
150112 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1896 0.9853
150113 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1706 0.9856
150114 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0350 0.9609
150122 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1169 0.9466
150123 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 0.9703 0.9894
150124 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1744 0.9792
150127 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0763 0.9543
150128 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1775 0.9918
150129 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2346 0.9894
150132 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3499 0.9982
150133 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1965 0.9560
150136 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9106 1.0000
160001 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.1724 0.9721
160002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2928 0.9632
160003 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0688 0.9745
160008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1203 0.9786
160024 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5259 0.9972
160044 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2759 0.9705
160045 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.6482 0.9987
160047 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3997 0.9900
160051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1529 0.9730
160071 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0498 0.9490
160072 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0701 0.9790
160082 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.7268 0.9995
160092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9476 0.9520
160099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0936 0.9650
160104 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2143 0.9829
160110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5237 0.9977
160111 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0698 0.9784
160122 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1978 0.9575
160129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0885 0.9532
160130 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1110 0.9769
160131 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1627 0.9780
160133 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1128 0.9839
160138 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0635 0.9666
160147 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1967 0.9680
170001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1893 0.9753
170004 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0133 0.9701
170006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2083 0.9839
170008 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0676 0.9721
170012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4371 0.9870
170014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92, 1.0626 0.9503
170017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2185 0.9863
170018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9917 0.9555
170019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1695 0.9764
170022 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2008 0.9599
170023 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3691 0.9885
170024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2087 0.9769
170026 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0376 0.9790
170027 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2242 0.9817
170030 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9061 0.9286
170031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8844 0.9894
170032 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0263 0.9667
170033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2700 0.9788
170034 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9563 0.9962
170035 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9437 0.9086
170036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8329 0.9468
170038 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9091 0.9436
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170039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0317 0.9819
170041 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0022 0.9725
170043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9838 0.9756
170049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2877 0.9852
170050 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8202 0.9418
170054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0711 0.9608
170055 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0181 0.9911
170060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0354 0.9701
170062 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9213 0.9731
170063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8547 0.9537
170064 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0561 0.9712
170066 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8923 0.9223
170068 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2844 0.9804
170070 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9668 0.9595
170073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0717 0.9588
170075 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8671 0.9695
170076 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1315 0.9990
170077 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9082 0.9602
170079 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9923 0.9759
170080 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0063 0.9733
170081 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0199 0.9666
170082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9100 0.9599
170086 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6157 0.9997
170087 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3504 0.9984
170088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8895 0.9458
170090 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0146 0.9386
170092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8042 0.9894
170094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0848 0.9643
170097 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9445 0.9555
170098 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0952 0.9830
170099 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3686 0.9982
170101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0528 0.9800
170102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9585 0.9485
170104 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4286 0.9989
170106 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9027 0.8932
170108 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8520 0.9420
170109 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0978 0.9627
170110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9357 0.9761
170112 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9539 0.9785
170113 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0483 0.9721
170114 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0620 0.9657
170116 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0899 0.9667
170117 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9137 0.9896
170119 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0035 0.9698
170120 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3420 0.9815
170121 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8737 0.9911
170122 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.8179 0.9984
170123 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6939 0.9989
170124 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9592 0.9617
170126 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8968 0.9607
170128 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0045 0.9191
170131 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2020 0.9727
170134 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9361 0.9857
170137 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1745 0.9793
170139 ... 01/0T/92 12/31/92 0.9981 0.9838
170143 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1626 0.9714
170144 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4402 0.9935
170145 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2000 0.99Ó7
170146 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3386 0.9974
170147 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1690 0.9763
170148 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3316 0.9981
170150 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1036 0.9740
170151 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0460 0.9809
170152 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0044 0.9748
170160 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8755 0.9578
170164 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0135 0.9747
170166 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0008 0.9888
170168 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8127 0.9118
170174 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8558 0.9574
170175 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2436 0.9705
170176 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4609 0.9972
180001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1934 0.9945
180004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1546 0.9661
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180009 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2101 0.9968
180010 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.8258 0.9989
180011 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1506 0.9688
180014 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5286 0.9989
180015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1279 0.9914
180016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2078 0.9880
180017 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2806 0.9913
180019 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2550 0.9824
180023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8663 0.9717
180025 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1622 0.9720
180026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2114 0.9546
180030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1773 0.9777
180031 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0290 0.9842
180035 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4695 0.9992
180036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1212 0.9905
180037 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2790 0.9909
180040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9702 0.9988
180041 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0594 0.9617
180043 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0996 0.9613
180044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0887 0.9781
180045 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1774 0.9901
180048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1845 0.9837
180051 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.1723 0.9786
180058 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8998 0.9502
180059 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9195 0.9752
180060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9410 1.0000
180063 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0571 0.9882
180064 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1381 0.9696
180066 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2600 0.9651
180072 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0281 0.9768
180078 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0976 0.9836
180079 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9993 0.9815
180081 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4930 0.9946
180085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3214 0.9944
180088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6746 0.9985
180094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9938 0.9731
180095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0080 0.9713
180099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0498 0.9846
180102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4371 0.9972
180103 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.9116 0.9969
180104 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3909 0.9990
180106 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.8993 0.9696
180115 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0053 0.9662
180116 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3589" 0.9856
180120 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9085 0.9510
180121 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1222 0.9735
180123 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4361 0.9952
180124 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3194 0.9952
180126 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0137 0.9530
180127 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2055 0.9826
180128 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1296 0.9851
180130 ... 09/01/91 08/30/92 1.3604 0.9960
180132 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2470 0.9839
180133 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2237 0.9902
180136 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3416 0.9936
180137 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.7632 0.9901
180138 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2139 0.9889
190002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5783 0.9992
190003 .,. 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3731 0.9720
190004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2763 0.9859
190013 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92« 1.2339 0.9823
190018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2087 0.9754
190025 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2613 0.9865
190026 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3644 0.9983
190034 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2272 0.9833
190039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4452 0.9989
190040 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3863 0.9970
190043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1185 0.9737
190044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1011 0.9816
190046 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4878 0.9988
190049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0579 0.9698
190050 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0673 0.9704
190053 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.1033 0.9586
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190059 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9268 0.9592
190060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3562 0.9974
190064 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5056 0.9992
190065 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4938 0.9987
190077 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8843 0.9728
190078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1095 0.9780
190079 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2667 0.9908
190083 ... •10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9985 0.9799
190088 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3225 0.9700
190089 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0742 0.9824
190090 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1936 0.9719
190092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2913 0.9949
190095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0647 0.9759
190099 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1681 0.9413
190102 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5027 0.9989
190106 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1105 0.9882
190109 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1055 0.9855
1901H  ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5395 0.9991
190113 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3169 0.9987
190115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3402 0.9900
190116 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2083 0.9864
190118 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0449 0.9719
190120 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9466 0.9356
190125 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3803 0.9982
190127 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4316 0.9930
190128 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8899 0.9989
190130 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9644 0.9772
190134 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9962 0.9659
190135 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3419 0.9993
190136 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0370 0.9801
190142 ".'. V 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0040 0.9746
190144 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1023 0.9727
190145 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9551 0.9930
190146 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5225 0.9988
190147 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9833 0.9680
190149 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9600 0.9631
190151 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0749 0.9903
190160 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1375 0.9949
190162 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2284 0.9971
190164 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1532 0.9803
190167 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2722 0.9681
190175 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4899 1.0000
190177 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4639 0.9954
190178 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0023 0.9670
190184 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9391 0.9751
190185 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2147 0.9978
190186 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8742 0.9619
190189 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.4785 0.8493
190191 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2426 0.9834
190193 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2415 0.9871
190194 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2374 0.9671
190197 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2454 0.9917
190198 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1440 0.9940
190200 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5160 0.9988
190201 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2723 0.9783
190202 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4200 0.9950
190203 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5751 0.9993
190205 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5557 0.9903
190206 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4407 0.9970
190207 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2051 0.9894
190208 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8497 0.9266
190211 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.5891 0.8428
190212 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9245 0.5679
200001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2469 0.9936
200006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1295 0.9625
200007 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0878 0.9629
200009 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.7036 0.9983
200017 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2635 0.9970
200018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1575 0.9838
200021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1731 0.9848
200025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1401 0.9954
200026 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0001 0.9888
200027 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2005 0.9744
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200028 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.0064 0.9834
200031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2656 0.9916
200032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2928 0.9765
200033 ... 09/29/91 09/26/92 1.6946 0.9969
200034 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1853 0.9883
200041 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1271 0.9870
200043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.6678 0.9889
200052 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0629 0.9908
200055 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0870 0.9635
200062 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9494 0.9802
200066 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2088 0.9803
210006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1386 0.9910
210011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2762 0.9923
210049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1620 0.9849
220001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1984 0.9902
220002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3690 0.9979
220003 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1392 0.9857
220004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2464 0.9905
220006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3072 0.9925
220008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1828 0.9852
220010 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1380 0.9901
220012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2010 0.9796
220015 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2065 0.9920
220016 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2091 0.9878
220017 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2646 0.9946
220019 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0960 0.9902
220020 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1616 0.9911
220021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2586 0.9919
220023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1869 0.9976
220024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1967 0.9929
220025 ... 10/01/91 ' 09/30/92 1.1035 0.9848
220026 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3578 0.9939
220028 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3934 0.9975
220029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1572 0.9843
220030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1354 0.9747
220031 ... 09/29/91 09/26/92 1.6894 0.9968
220033 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2806 0.9942
220035 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2168 0.9935
220036 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5025 0.9974
220038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2406 0.9750
220042 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1450 0.9853
220045 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2713 0.9920
220046 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3818 0.9943
220048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2186 0.9938
220049 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2657 0.9815
220050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9807 0.9817
220051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1397 0.9948
220052 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2461 0.9887
220053 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2572 0.9912
220055 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1916 0.9915
220057 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2380 0.9893
220058 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0292 0.9794
220060 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1333 0.9839
220062 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8572 0.9941
220063 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1468 0.9919
220064 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1871 0.9883
220065 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2150 0.9801
220066 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2978 0.9964
220067 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2786 0.9889
220068 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.6161 0.9861
220070 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1342 0.9865
220071 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.8418 0.9979
220073 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2340 0.9920
220074 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2250 0.9891
220075 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7895 0.9917
220076 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2280 0.9854
220077 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6789 0.9988
220079 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1308 0.9924
220080 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1747 0.9901
220081 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0308 0.9692
220082 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2324 0.9934
220084 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2126 0.9757
220088 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4957 0.9909
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220089 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3113 0.9919
220090 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2079 0.9862
220092 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1752 0.9860
220094 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2495 0.9868
220095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2031 0.9812
220097 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0291 0.9955
220098 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2588 0.9835
220099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1048 0.9888
220100 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2249 0.9899
220101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3777 0.9906
220102 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7578 1.0000
220104 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1878 0.9941
220105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1476 0.9863
220106 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1174 0.9844
220107 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1528 0.9917
220108 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1357 0.9901
220110 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9376 0.9961
220111 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1625 0.9728
220116 ... 09/29/91 09/26/92 1.8300 0.9988
220118 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9805 0.9984
220119 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3088 0.9901
220120 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0366 0.9951
220123 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9678 0.9604
220126 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2545 0.9737
220128 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0910 0.9928
220135 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1400 0.9770
220156 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2594 0.9883
220162 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3541 0.7725
220171 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6567 0.9975
220173 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.5473 1.0000
230003 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2065 0.9796
230007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0945 0.9631
230012 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9131 1.0000
230013 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2310 0.9953
230015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2925 0.9799
230017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5435 0.9993
230020 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6515 0.9978
230021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5927 0.9979
230022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2723 0.9807
230040 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2920 0.9829
230042 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1099 0.9885
230053 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4739 0.9992
230055 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1953 0.9992
230056 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9340 0.9679
230063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3248 0.9916
230065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4576 0.9963
230071 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.6333 0.9957
230076 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2402 0.9961
230078 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2544 0.9758
230080 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2833 0.9853
230087 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1028 0.9784
230089 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3433 0.9966
230090 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9141 0.9926
230096 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0657 0.9763
230101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1356 0.9587
230103 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0245 0.9685
230105 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5897 0.9989
230107 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9123 0.9577
230110 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2529 0.9849
230114 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.6452 1.0000
230115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9945 0.9545
230118 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2669 0.9677
230119 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2351 0.9960
230121 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2709 0.9718
230122 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3250 0.9891
230125 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3442 0.9795
230128 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3140 0.9964
230129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9552 Q.9969
230130 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6129 0.9989
230134 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1985 0.9817
230135 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2813 0.9778
230137 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1514 0.9897
230138 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8695 1.0000
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230141 ... 10/01/91 09/3092 1.5954 0.9976
230143 ... 01/01/92 12/3192 1.2632 0.9813
230145 ... 10/01/91 09/3092 1.1562 0.9704
230146 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2609 0.9772
230149 ... 01/01/92 12/3192 1.1620 00607
230150 ... 104)1/91 09/30/92 1.3425 0.9976
230151 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.3912 00830
230155 ... 01/01/92 1291/92 1.0883 0.9573
230165 ... 07/07/91 0794/92 1.7452 0.9990
230167 ... 01/01/92 12 9192 1.2429 0.9922
230169 ... 10/01/91 0990/92 1.3542 00938
230171 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.0984 0.9872
230175 ... 10/01/91 0990/92 1.0320 0.8987
230184 ... 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.1327 0.9665
230166 ... 01/01/92 1291/92 1.0170 00873
230190 01/01/92 129192 1.2444 0.9517
230191 ... 01/01/92 12/3192 0.9078 0.9670
230193 ... 01/01/92 1291/92 1.3343 0.9883
230194 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.2266 0.9662
230195 ... 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.3036 0.9821
230197 ._ 10/01/91 0990/92 1.2248 0.9944
230204 ... 10/01/91 09 9092 1.3054 0.9944
230205 ._ 10/01/91 0990/92 1.0314 00384
230208 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.1111 00786
230211 ... 01/01/92 129192 0.9239 00789
230213 01/01/92 129192 1.0975 0.9745
230216 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.3094 0.9909
230217 ._ 01/01/92 129192 1.1788 00721
230223 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.3007 0.9882
230227 .„ 01/01/92 129192 1.4420 0.9963
230228 .„ 01/01/92 129192 1.2803 0.9918
230230 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.3550 0.9906
230235 ... 01/01/92 129192 0.9902 0.9660
230236 ... 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.3643 0.9947
230237 10/01/91 09 9092 1.1837 0.9953
230239 10/01/91 09/3092 1.1918 0.9659
230244 ... 10/01/91 09 9092 1.3782 0.9899
230253 ... 10/01/91 09 9092 1.0822 00513
230254 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.2590 0.9888
230257 ... 07/07/91 07/0492 1.1392 0.9825
230259 .... 01/01/92 129192 1.1343 0.9816
230269 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.2361 0.9923
230273 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.5873 0.9982
230276 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.0585 0.9951
230277 ... ; 01/01/92 129192 1.1904 0.9832
240001 .. .: 01/01/92 129192 1.5726 0.9976
240003 ... : 09/01/91 0 8 9 1 9 2 1.2151 0 9769
240004 ...■ 01/01/92 129192 1.4708 0.9849
240006 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.1839 0.9566
240007 ... 10/01/91 09 9092 1.0857 0.9597
240008 ...■ 10/01/91 09 9092 1.0762 0.9692
240010 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.9200 0.9956
240011 ... 10/01/91 0 9 9 0 9 2 1.0680 0.9747
240013 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.2594 0.9717
240014 01/01/92 129192 1.0992 0.9501
240016 I ' ; 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.3890 0.9685
240019 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.3225 0.9913
240020 ~ 10/01/91 0 9 9092 1.2343 0.9685
240021 10/01/91 09 9092 1.0745 0.9375
240022 ... 01/01/92 129192 1.1040 0.9548
240023 - J 01/0192 129192 1.1384 0.9591
240025 01 9192 129192 1.1560 0.9688
240027 109191 09 9092 1.0579 0.9677
240028 109191 0 9 9092 1.0486 0.9685
240029 109191 09 9092 1.1944 0.9724
240030 ; 0 1 9192 12 9192 1.3249 0.9806
240031 .... 01 9192 129192 0.9818 0.9229
240038 _. 01 9192 12 9192 1.4914 0.9968
240041 ... 109191 09 9092 1.1856 0.9829
240043 ... 0 1 9192 129192 1.2095 0:9691
240045 109191 0 9 9092 1.0647 0.9624
240047 . . . ‘ 0 1 9 1 9 2 129192 1.4315 0.9951
240048 ...1 099191 08 9192 1.2788 0.9910
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240050 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1119 00445
240051 .„ 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9179 0.9129
240052 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2130 0.9858
240056 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2814 0.9833
240057 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7262 0.9985
240058 .„ 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9881 0.9356
240059 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1391 0.9704
240061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4921 0.9950
240063 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5005 0.9878
240064 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1961 0.9808
240066 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3461 0.9795
240069 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1361 0.9687
240071 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0950 0.9682
240)72 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9816 0.9458
240073 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9735 0.9559
240076 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1524 0.9526
240078 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4048 0.9962
240079 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1003 0.9578
240080 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4249 0.9959
240082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1917 0.9781
240083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3343 0.9546
240084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3348 0.9698
240085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8743 0.9438
240086 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1526 00712
240087 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1004 0.9640
240088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4575 0.9728
240091 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9426 0.9573
240093 ...; 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2976 0.9718
240094 ...t 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9545 0.9388
240096 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0863 0.9367
240097 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0696 0.9487
240098 ...! 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9606 0.9651
240100 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2673 0.9861
240102 .... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0124 0.9611
240103 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0727 0.9609
240105 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9027 0.9257
240106 -. 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2745 0.9929
240107 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8651 0.9677
240108 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9306 0.9600
240109 „. ; 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0045 0.9905
240111 t 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9985 0.9429
240112 ... . 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9589 0.9621
240114 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0315 0.9473
240115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5328 0.9988
240116 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9106 0.9577
240117 _.i 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.1021 0.9570
2401 T9 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8378 0.9682
240121 _. 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9623 00380
240122 _. 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1262 0.9743
240123 «J 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0794 0.9518
240124 . . . 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0050 0.9846
24Ó127 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9501 0.9799
240128 . . 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1485 0.9691
240130 _. 01/01/92 12/31/92 1:0219 0.9526
240132 „ I 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2348 0.9890
240133 . . 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1015 0.9533
240135 _. 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9245 0.8963
240136 01/01/92 12/31/92 0:8765 0.9636
240138 „. ! 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8496 0.9759
240139 _. 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9835 0.9543
240140 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.7435 0.9389
240141 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0071 0.9518
240142 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1435 0.9738
240143 „. 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9003 0.8522
240144 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9796 0.9391
240146 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9287 0.9293
240148 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0056 0.9458
240150 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9541 0.9916
240152 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9577 0.9604
240153 . . . ! 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0245 0.9675
240154 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9623 0.9456
240155 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9382 0:9015
240157 ... 1 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0534 0.9427
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240161 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9421 03745
240162 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0692 03568
240163 .„ 01/01/92 12/3*1/92 0.9121 0.9630
240166 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0999 0.9552
240169 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9867 0.9593
240170 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0683 .0.9849
240172 - 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0794 0.9295
240173 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9995 03739
240176 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9654 0.9823
240179 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0257 03732
240180 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9648 0.9552
240184 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9695 0.9972
240187 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1-2731 0.9732
240192 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9373 03726
240193 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0897 03776
240196 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.6262 0.9983
240200 :.. 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8916 0.8915
240207 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2108 0.9779
240210 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2627 03827
240211 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9036 1.0000
250002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.78% 0.9667
250003 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9540 0.9448
250004 ...j 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4352 0.9979
250005 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9820 0.9613
250007 ... I 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2223 0.9960
250006 ...t 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9356 03785
250009 ...s 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.11% 0.9664
250010 ...; 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0011 0.9563
250012 ...: 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8727 0.9572
250015 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9571 0.9651
250018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9380 0.9661
250019 „. 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3364 0.9961
250020 ... ; 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0008 0.9699
250021 „.I 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8894 03269
250023 ... ; 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7965 0.9660
250024 „.•! 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8972 0.9464
250025 „.i 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.00% 0.9670
250027 „. 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9706 0.9509
250029 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9244 0.9401
250030 ... 01/01S2 12/31/92 0.9222 03646
250035 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8721 03567
250036 10/D1/91 09/30/92 1.0096 0.9668
250037 ...; 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8998 0.9377
250038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8875 0.9686
250039 „. 10/01/91 ’ 09/30/92 0.9783 03603
25004© «.'* 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1899 0.9938
250042 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1587. 0.9839
250043 ...j 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8978 03220
250045 . .J 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1888 0.9583
250047 _. I 1001/91 09/30/92 0.8987 03541
250048 ... 01/D1/92 12/31/92 1.3971 0.9990
250049 ...- 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9642 0.9811
250050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2143 0.9790
250051 „.Ì 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9089 0.9434
250057 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1396 0.9730
250058 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1727 0.9897
250059 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0619 03597
250060 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7875 03726
250061 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 00895 03763
250062 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 03767 0.9401
250063 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8602 0.9663
250065 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8908 0.9629
250066 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9760 0.9659
250067 ...! 10/01/91 09/30/92 03737 8.9694
250068 ... Ì 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8589 0.9638
250069 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2278 0.9972
250071 ... ' 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0951 0.9403
250073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 03778 0.9603
250076 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9230 0.9253
250077 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9401 0.9751
250078 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3963 0.9975
250079 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 03692 0.9813
250081 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2434 0.9969
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250082 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2044 0.9899 260110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6302 0.9974 280102 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8610 0.9195
250083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9217 0.9662 260111 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9557 0.9753 280106 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.1155 0.9691
250084 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1612 0.9915 260113 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1696 0.9861 280107 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9711 0.9817
250085 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0603 0.9530 260116 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1936 0.9828 280108 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0796 0.9856
250086 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9966 0.9636 260119 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2028 0.9715 280109 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 0.8282 0.9615
250088 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0319 0.9669 260120 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2829 0.9772 280114 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 0.9586 0.9877
250089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0457 0.9764 260122 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2405 0.9721 280115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0496 0.9757
250091 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9527 0.9765 260123 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9558 0.9849 290003 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.6898 0.9987
250093 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1745 0.9862 260134 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2512 0.9787 290005 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1696 0.9923
250095 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0040 0.9775 260138 ...* 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8797 0.9996 290006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0168 0.9637
250096 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1610 0.9885 260158 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0516 0.9646 290009 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5005 0.9968
250097 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1902 0.9785 260159 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1499 0.9694 290010 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1176 0.9748
250098 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8662 0.9619 260160 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1313 0.9710 290018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9006 0.9861
250099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2299 0.9885 260162 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0940 0.9873 290021 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5395 0.9971
250100 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2292 0.9851 260166 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2167 0.9868 290022 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6419 0.9991
250101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8567 0.9522 260178 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5329 0.9956 290032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3675 0.9818
250104 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3724 0.9988 260179 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5160 0.9983 300001 ... 10/01/9.1 09/30/92 1.2799 0.9950
250105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9287 0.9752 260180 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5702 0.9978 300005 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2861 0.9918
250107 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9945 0.9698 260188 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3697 0.9890 300006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1213 0.9565
250109 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9359 0.9505 260190 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1763 0.9866 300007 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1247 0.9690
250112 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0196 0.9348 260191 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2143 0.9854 300008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2693 0.9859
250117 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1059 0.9752 260193 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2730 0.9714 300009 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1572 0.9632
250120 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0260 0.9925 260195 ... 09/27/91 09/24/92 1.1093 0.9747 300011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2570 0.9871
250122 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2345 0.9927 260200 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1985 0.9728 300012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3394 0.9871
250124 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9016 0.9700 260202 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2509 0.9801 300013 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2277 0.9897
250125 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2873 0.9887 270002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2247 0.9732 300014 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3041 0.9871
250136 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.7427 0.9726 270006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8924 0.9845 300016 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2606 0.9864
250139 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7701 0.9380 270007 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0801 0.9868 300017 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2127 0.9761
250140 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9044 0.9795 270013 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2590 0.9860 300018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2103 0.9941
260003 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9593 0.9721 270014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6577 0.9985 300020 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2471 0.9920
260004 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0369 0.9838 270019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9039 0.9558 300021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1725 0.9868
260005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4875 0.9942 270021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1490 0.9926 300022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0940 0.9737
260011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5699 0.9965 270030 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9911 0.8875 300023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1,2469 0.9844
260012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0054 0.9745 270033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9241 0.9423 300024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2039 0.9772
260014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6686 0.9986 270035 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9990 0.9824 300028 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1005 0.9726
260015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1861 0.9489 270039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9643 0.9698 300033 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0460 0.9713
260017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2034 0.9698 270048 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0713 0.9689 310001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6997 0.9994
260018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0014 0.9617 270057 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1468 0.9792 310002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8497 0.9988
260019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9880 0.9552 270059 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9055 0.9594 310003 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2653 0.9949
260021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3035 0.9901 270063 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8684 0.9511 310005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2268 0.9879
260023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2377 0.9966 270083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0911 0.9285 310006 .;. 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2061 0.9943
260024 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.0652 0.9779 270084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8999 0.9536 310008 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2944 0.9948
260025 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2761 0.9826 280001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0432 0.9699 310009 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1564 0.9955
260027 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5441 0.9988 280005 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4483 0.9946 310010 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2714 0.9935
260029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1874 0.9797 280012 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1867 0.9824 310011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2411 0.9844
260030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1647 0.9724 280015 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9757 0.9788 310012 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5827 0.9988
260032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6931 0.9984 280017 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.1650 0.9751 310013 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2836 0.9950
260034 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0835 0.9870 280025 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9820 0.9809 310014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5492 0.9978
260035 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.1394 0.9833 280030 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.8652 0.9994 310015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7109 0.9990
260036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0509 0.9616 280031 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0286 0.9654 310016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2410 0.9957
260039 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2131 0.9819 280032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2210 0.9874 310017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3421 0.9917
260040 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4589 0.9994 280034 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 .1.2515 0.9829 310018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2392 0.9950
260044 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0590 0.9703 280038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0472 0.9689 310019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6755 0.9987
260050 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0883 0.9690 280039 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1303 0.9487 310020 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2396 0.9952
260053 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1145 0.9860 280040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5880 0.9977 310021 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2729 0.9943
260054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3079 0.9934 280041 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0241 0.9710 310022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2160 0.9933
260057 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2519 0.9726 280046 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9620 0.9918 310024 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2406 0.9906
260062 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1708 0.9939 280047 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1664 0.9847 310025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1817 0.9902
260063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1619 0.9708 280048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1116 0.9965 310026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2971 0.9973
260064 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3863 0.9876 280054 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2239 0.9591 310027 ... 01/01/92 Ì2/31/92 1.2847 0.9961
260068 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8099 0.9992 280057 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0348 0.9741 310028 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1591 0.9786
260070 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1446 0.9272 280058 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1163 0.9726 310029 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7776 0.9972
260073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0471 0.9822 280061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3253 0.9866 310031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 2.5415 0.9980
260074 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1757 0.9644 280065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1640 0.9888 310032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2594 0.9909
260078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1413 0.9783 280074 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 : 1.1211 0.9663 310Ö34 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2332 0.9939
260080 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1236 0.9281 280076 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 0.9954 0.9674 310036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2269 0.9925
260091 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6048 0.9969 280079 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 0.9971 0.9871 310037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2193 0.9923
260092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0697 . 0.9696 280081 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4976 0.9965 310038 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7697 0.9980
260097 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1981 0.9723 280083 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9455 0.9659 310039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2935 0.9957
260100 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0344 0.9744 280085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8957 0.9824 310040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2163 0.9969
260102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0157 0.9569 280088 ... 09/23/91 09/20/92 1.6805 0.9995 310041 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2614 0.9959
260103 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3422 0.9895 280089 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0631 0.9934 310042 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1912 0.9996
260107 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3324 0.9995 280101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0974 0.9842 310043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2329 0.9975 1
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310044 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2654 0.9912
310045 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2949 0.9983
310047 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2757 0.9883
310048 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2485 0.9940
310049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3287 0.9974
310050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1790 0.9939
310051 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2673 0.9964
310052 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2019 0.9964
310054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2595 0.9967
310056 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1734 0.9869
310057 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2689 0.9913
310058 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1678 0.9976
310060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1739 0.9923
310061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1984 0.9872
310062 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3227 0.9981
310063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3434 0.9957
310064 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2427 0.9896
310067 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2509 0.9917
310069 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1773 0.9854
310070 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2868 0.9961
310072 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2285 0.9845
310073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4494 0.9976
310074 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3024 0.9912
310075 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3066. 0.9952
310076 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3200 0.9975
310077 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.62791 0.9983
310078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2270 0.9978
310081 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2360 0.9908
310083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2775 0.9959
310084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2199 0.9934
310085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2084 0.9937
310086 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2069 0.9913
310087 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2115 0.9845
310088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1564 0.9825
310090 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1942 0.9924
310091 ..... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2336 0.9790
310092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3530 0.9962
310093 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1591 0.9920
310096 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9002 0.9993
310105 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2171 0.9866
310108 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3307 0.9947
310110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2014 0.9959
310111 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2861 0.9934
310112 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2403 0.9973
310113 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2347 0.9881
310115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1457 0.9952
310116 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2471 0.9961
310118 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2513 0.9976
310120 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1088 0.9930
310121 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1830 0.9696
320019 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4757 0.9977
320035 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1760 0.9783
320038 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2418 0.9612
320063 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2920 0.9765
320067 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8450 0.9680
330001 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1625 0.9901
330002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4424 0.9977
330003 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2954 0.9976
330004 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3585 0.9950
330005 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7356 0.9988
330006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3471 0.9957
330007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3378 03962
330008 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1859 0.9868
330009 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2959 0.9978
330010 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1855 03931
330011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1903 03938
330012 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6053 0.9964
330013 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 2.0557 03975
330014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4840 0.9886
330016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0202 03721
330019 ... ; 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2732 03943
330020 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0648 0.9891
330023 ...1 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1846 0.9899
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330024 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.8013 0.9998
330025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.0709 0.9894
330027 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4942 0.9905
330028 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3303 0.9950
330029 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.1114 0.9950
330030 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.1674 0.9860
330033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1601 0.9669
330034 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.0494 0.9910
330036 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.1736 0.9964
330037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0634 0.9904
330038 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1532 0.9878
330039 ... 01/017% 12/31/92 0.8611 0.9739
330041 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3579 0.9981
330043 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2634 0.9918
330044 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.1813 0.9928
330045 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.3783 0.9931
330046 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5554 0.9976
330047 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2506 0.9882
330048 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2242 0.9919
330049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.2714 0.9904
330053 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.0702 0.9919
330055 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3805 0.9934
330056 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.4338 0.9967
330057 ... 01/01/% 12/31792 1.6471 0.9978
330058 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2994 0.9938
330059 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.4774 0.9991
330061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3460 0.9945
330062 ... 01/01/92 12/31792 1.0877 0.9769
330064 ._ 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.3396 0.9986
330065 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.1680 0.9937
330066 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.2485 0.9955
330067 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3153 0.9855
330072 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3479 0.9959
330073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1897 0.9892
330074 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2462 0.9902
330075 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.0599 0.9894
330078 _ 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.3716 0.9980
330079 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1660 0.9896
330082 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2104 0.9921
330084 ... 01/017% 12/31/% 0.9685 0.9852
330085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3685 0.9919
330086 .„ 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3094 0.9959
330088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0924 0.9788
330090 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7046 0.9960
330091 ... 01/017% 12/31/% 1.3586 0.9955
330092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.0315 0.9784
330094 ... 01/01/% 12/317% 1.2037 0.9830
330095 ... 01/017% 12/31/% 1.2444 0.9982
330097 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2034 0.9848
330100 ... 01/017% 12/31/92 0.6796 0.9974
330101 01/01/92 12/317% 1.6524 0.9970
330102 ... 01/01/% 12/317% 1.3112 0.9974
330103 .„ 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2047 0.9815
330104 .„ 01/01/% 12/317% 1.3418 0.9951
330106 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.5912 0.9993
330107 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.1950 0.9839
330108 ... 01/017% 12/31/92 1.2092 0.9925
330111 ... 01/01/92 12/317% 1.1360 0.9806
330114 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.9748 0.9784
330115 .„ 01/01/% 12/317% 1.2699 0.9834
330116 ... 01/01/92 12/31792 0.9466 0.9456
330118 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5841 0.9968
3301 T9 ... 01/01/92 12/317% 1.6307 0.9988
330121 ... 01/01/92 12/31792 0.9720 0.9658
330122 ... : 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3167 0.9945
330125 ... 01/01/92 127317% 1.7546 0.9976
330126 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1731 0.9917
330132 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.1881 0.9766
330133 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3016 0.9964
330135 ... 01/01/% 12/317% 1.2544 0.9782
330136 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2578 0.9933
330140 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6783 0.9996
330141 ...1 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2982 0.9962
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330144 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0131 0.9610
330148 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 0.9951 0.9706
330151 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.0967 0.9767
330152 ~ 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.4173 0.9963
330153 ... 01/01/92 t2/31/92 1.5776 0.9954
330154 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4514 0.9989
330157 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2577 0.9944
330158 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3111 0.9944
330159 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.31% 0.9953
330160 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4567 0.9968
330161 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.9522 0.9981
330162 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2996 0.9918
330163 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.1442 0.9910
330164 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3646 0.9945
330166 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 0.9329 0.9696
330167 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.5331 0.9966
330169 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3841 0.9968
330171 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2977 0.9966
330175 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0771 0.9937
330179 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.8890 0.9815
330180 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1933 0.9958
330181 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2740 0.9939
3301%  ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 2.3619 0.9987
330183 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3509 0.9955
330184 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3151 0.9935
330185 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.1968 0.9909
330166 :.. 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0760 0.9847
330188 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2259 0.9953
330189 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.8364 1.0000
330191 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.24% 0.9971
330193 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3500 0.9968
330194 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.7910 0.9981
330195 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5769 0.9986
330197 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0413 0.9820
330198 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3714 0.9951
330201 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4678 0.9994
330203 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.3755 0.9987
330205 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1507 0.9822
330208 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1943 0.9933
330209 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.2446 0.9829
330211 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1607 0.9876
330212 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1982 0.9963
330213 . . . 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.0779 0.9706
330214 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6805 0.9994
330215 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.1896 0.9895
330218 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.2769 0.9885
330219 ...' 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.5206 0.9978
330221 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2242 0.9947
330222 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2172 0.9746
330223 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.0544 0.9622
330224 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.23% 0.9929
330225 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2320 0.9959
330226 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2783 0.9922
330229 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2296 0.9829
330230 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.5137 0.9939
330232 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2527 0.9966
330233 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.5033 0:9980
330235 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.1588 0.9960
330236 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3504 0.9964
330238 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.1186 0.9848
330239 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.1723 0.9961
330241 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 13625 0.9965
330242 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2945 0.9950
330245 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 13543 0.9889
330246 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 13027 0.9911
330247 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.6823 0.9986
330249 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.2669 0.9948
330250 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 13236 0.9961
330252 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.9576 0.9348
330254 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 0.9927 0.9827
330258 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 13801 0.9906
330259 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3661 0.9946
330261 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 13340 0.9935
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330263 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.0625 0.9832 340031 ... 10/01/91 00/30» 1.0688 0.9748 340146 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1X421 0.9692
330264 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2262 03672 340034 » 10/01/91 09/3002 1.2176 0.9636 340147 ... 10/06/91 1 0 /0 4 » 1X924 0.9921
330266 4«, 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2677 0.9934 340035 ._ 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0925 0.9761 340151 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.1762 0.9641
330267 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2644 03945 340036 ... 1001/91 09/3002 1.1858 0.9766 340159 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1500 0X727
330268 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.0670 03530 340037 ... 1001/91 08/3002 1.2547 0.9926 3 4 0 1 »  ... 01/01192 1 2 /3 1 » 1X638 0.9639
330270 01/01/92 12/31/» 1 .9 3 » 0.9946 340036 1001/91 09/30/92 1.2257 0.9719 340166 ... 10/01/91 09130/92 1.4162 0X895
330273 ._ 01/01/92 1 2 3 1 /» 1.3190 0.9870 340039 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.2778 0.9812 340168 ... 10/01/91 09/3092 0X580 1.0000
330275 ._ 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2640 03677 340040 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.7860 0 .9 8 » 350004 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.8393 0X991
330276 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2364 03886 340041 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 1.2310 0.9697 350007 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0530 0.9753
330277 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.1747 03620 340042 ._ 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1433 0.9769 350015 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X322 0X972
330279 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2664 03964 340044 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0610 0.9719 350016 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9350 0.9624
330281 — 01/01/92 12/31/» 05608 13000 340045 » 1001/91 08/3002 09931 0.9645 350018 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0202 0X814
330286 — 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.6813 0.9963 340048 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.2343 0.8093 350019 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » tX679 0X958
330286 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.3388 03947 340049 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 0.6791 1.0000 350020 ... 10/01/91 09/30» 1.3204 0X908
330288 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.0106 03641 340050 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1977 0.9722 350023 _ 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9744 0X531
330290 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.7578 03988 340051 - 1001/91 09/30/» 1.1897 0.9761 350024 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0449 0X750
330293 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.1648 03040 340052 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0730 0.9683 360027 ... 10/01/91 09/30» 0.9851 0X616
330304 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2557 0.9921 340053 ... 1001/91 09/30» 1.5648 0.9993 360033 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9687 0.9686
330306 01/01/92 12/31/» 13857 0.9960 340054 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0527 0.9685 350036 - 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31/92 1.1091 0X679
330307 » 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.2278 03801 340055 ... 1001/91 09/30/» 1.2093 0.9847 350041 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31/92 0.9990 0X735
3303Q8 ._ 01/01/92 12/31/» 13536 0.9942 340060 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1350 0.9638 350042 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31 » 1.0134 0.9673
330309 ... 01 /01 /» 12/31/92 1.2225 Q 3 » 4 340063 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0188 0.9671 350051 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9811 0.9930
330314 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 13416 0.9946 340064 ... 1001/91 09/30/» 1.1056 019734 350055 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9324 0.9209
330315 — 01/01/92 12/31/» 1.1629 0.9917 340065 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.2295 0.9680 350066 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 0X568 0.9883
330316 Q1/01/92 12/31/» 13485 0.8937 340067 ... 1001/91 09/3Q » 1.1193 0X792 360001 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X559 0.S916
330327 ... 01/01/92 12/31/» 0.9073 03773 340068 ... 1001/91 09/3Q» 1.2994 0.9758 3 6 0 0 »  ... 0 1 / 0 t » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1500 0.9698
330331 . - 01/01/92 12/31/» 13267 03938 340069 ... 1001/91 09/3Q » 1.7634 0.9940 360007 .„ 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31 » 1.1104 0.9855
330332 ... 01/01/» 12/31/» 13329 Q.9962 340070 ... 1001/91 0 9 / 3 0 » 1 .2 4 » 09708 360009 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X291 0-3873
330333 ... 01/01/» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.2617 03964 340071 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0749 0.9556 360010 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1607 0X776
330336 ... 01/01/» 1 2 3 1 /» 13219 03858 340072 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0742 09612 360012 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X662 0.9883
330338 » 01/01/92 1 2 3 1 /» 1 1.1616 0.9954 340075 ... 10O1/9t 09/30/92 1.1810 09861 360013 - 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X885 0.9772
330339 ... 0 1 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 0.7386 03833 340080 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0880 09632 360015 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.4796 0X986
330340 - 0 1 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.1554 03673 340084 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » tjQ521 0.9831 360016 ~ 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.4936 0.9986
330350 ... 01/01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 13039 0.9988 340085 - 1001/91 09/30/» 1.2701 09857 360018 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.4812 0.9988
330353 . . 01/01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» ! 1.1972 QQQ33 340087 ... 10/01/91 09130/92 1.1957 0.9866 360019 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X150 0.9853
330357 U 01/01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.3621 03920 340088 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 1.2183 09757 360020 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X992 0.9944
330359 ... 01 /0 1 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 0.9108 03606 340089 ... 1001/91 09/30/» 0.9456 0.9628 360021 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31» 1X208 0.9856
330372 ._ 01 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 13644 03931 340090 ... 1001/91- .0 9 / 3 0 » 1.t340 0.3559 360024 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » tX470 0X900
330381 ._ Q1/01/» 1 2 3 1 /» ; 13519 0.9990 340091 ... ; toot/91 09/30/92 1.6709 GX991 360025 .„ 0 1 /0 1 » 12/31 » 1.1544 a se s o
330386 ; 01/01/92 1 2 3 1 /» ¡ 1.1400 0.9737 340093 ... ; ioo t/91 ; 09/30» 1.0531 09856 360026 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1384 0X928
330387 _ 01 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 0.8939 1.0000 340094 ~ 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.3615 OS824 360027 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X476 0.9978
330389 ... 01 /0 1 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 13829 0.9958 340096 ... 1001/91 Q9/3Q» 1.1727 0.9665 360030 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » t.1567 0X735
330390 ... 01 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 13283 0.9960 340097 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0310 0.9555 360032 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1422 0X747
330393 ... 01 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.6220 03983 340098 ... 09/2901 i 09/26» 1.6374 0.9976 360034 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1390 0.9572
330394 ... 01 /01 /» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.4257 03981 340099 ... 1001/91 09/30192 1.1799 0.9760 360036 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X041 a9821
330395 ... 01 /0 1 /» 1 2 3 1 / » 1.3711 03877 340101 ... 0 1 O 1 /» 12/31» 0-9984 09652 360037 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 2X310 0.9320
330397 ... 01/01/» 1 2 3 1 /» 1.3349 03961 340104 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 0.9596 0.9704 360038 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X149 0.3385
330398 ... 01 /01 /» ! 12 3  V » 1.1771 0.9921 340105 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.3428 OS971 360039 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X677 0X924
330399 ... 01 /0 1 /» 1 2 3 1 /» ■ 1.3448 03986 340106 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.1225 09833 360041 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X394 0X913
340001 ... ia/ot/at 03/3092 ! 13303 Q3824 340107 ... 0 1 0 1 /» ; 12/31 / » ; T.2604 09747 360042 ... Q1/01 » 12/31/92 1.1009 0X549
340002 ... 10/01/91 0 9 3 0 » 1.8311 0.9975 340109 ... ; 1001/91 08/30 /» 1.3163 0.9842 360044 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.0736 0X702
340003 ... 10/01/91 ; 0 8 3 0 » 1.1683 0.9568 340111 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1943 0.9614 360046 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1474 0X748
340004 ... 10/01/91 » 3 0 3 2 1.4036 0.9970 340112 ... tO 01/91 09/30 /» 1.0516 0.9596 360047 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X719 0.9666
340005 ... 10/01/91 0 8 3 0 » ; 1.1612 0.9749 340113 ... tQOt/9t 09 /30 /» 1.9493 09991 360049 ... 01/01/92 1 2 /3 1 » 1X907 09937
340006 ... 10/01/91 09/3092 1 1.1677 0.9448 340114 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.4635 0.9990 360050 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X432 09504
340007 ... ; to/01/91 1 0 8 3 0 » 1.1553 0 .9 7 » 340115 ... 1001/91 0 9 / 3 0 » 1.4767 0.9970 360051 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X045 Q.997t
340008 ... 10/01/91 0 8 3 0 » 1.1280 0.9754 340119 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 1.2858 09763 360055 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 12/31 » 1.2006 09901
340009 ... 10/01/91 0 9 3 0 3 2 11606 0.9914 340120 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 1.0893 0 9 6 » 360056 ... ; 0 1 / 0 1 » 12/31 » 1X856 0.9881
340010 ... 09/29/91 : 10/0332 1.3195 0.9787 340121 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.0371 0 9 7 » 360057 ... Qt/01/92 1 2 /3 1 » 0.9790 0.9671
340011 ... 10/01/91 0 9 3 0 » 1.0619 0.9720 340122 ... tQOt/91 09/30/92 1.0030 0.9361 360059 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.5255 09952
340012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 ! 1.0947 0.9839 340123 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 1.1485 09693 360063 ... ! ot/01» 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1889 09678
340013 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2450 0.9728 340124 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.0842 0.9637 360064 ... 0 t / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.4854 09954
340015 ... 10/01/91 09/3092 1.234t 0.9780 340125 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.4541 0.9941 360065 ... m 01/92 1 2 /3 1 » 1X658 09844
340016 ... 10/01/91 0 8 3 0 / » 1.1150 0.9801 340126 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.3594 0.9806 360066 ... ; 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.2578 0.9858
340017 ... 10/01/91 09 /3 0 /» 1.2899 0.9876 340127 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.1978 09638 360067 ... 0 1 /0 1 » t 2 / 3 1 » 1.0808 0.9837
340018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/» 1.1840 0.9801 340129 ... 1001/91 0 9 / » » 1.3007 0.9791 360068 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.5481 09990
340021 ... 10/01/91 0 8 3 0 / » 1.2316 0.9865 340130 ... 1001/91 0 9 3 0 » 1.3925 Q.9795 360069 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » t 2 / 3 1 » 1.0135 0.9544
340022 ... 108)1/91 0 9 3 0 3 2 1.0689 0.9629 340131 ... ; 1001/91 09/30/» 1.3316 0.9884 360070 ... 0 1 / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X157 0.9947
340023 ... 01/01/92 1 2 3 1 /» 1.2484 0.9891 340132 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1.4253 0.9582 360071 ... 0 1 /0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1X869 0.9778
340024 ... 10/01/91 0 9 3 0 /» 1.2425 0.9595 340133 ... 1001/91 09/3 0 /» t.1228 0.9685 360072 ... 0 t / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.1486 0.9732
340025 ... 10/01/91 09 /3 0 /» 1.1635 0.9829 340141 ... 1001/91 09/30 /» 1.5680 0.9964 380074 ... 10/01/91 0 9 /3 0 » 1X322 09941
340027 ... 10/01/91 09 /3 0 /» 1 1.1513 0.9920 340142 ... 1001/91 0 9 /3 Q » 1.1905 0.9758 360075 ... 0t / 0 1 » 1 2 /3 1 » 1.4634 0.9960
340028 ... ! 10/01/91 09 /3 0 /» 1.4270 0.9931 340145 ... 1001/91 1 0 9 /3 0 » 1.3136 0.9686 360076 ... 01/01» 1 2 3 1 » 1X168 0.9877
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360077 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4310 0.9967 360164 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9228 0.9806 370165 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1334 0.9766
360078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2902 0.9887 360165 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0648 0.9764 370169 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0575 0.9767
360079 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6702 0.9969 360166 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1530 0.9888 370176 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2282 0.9833360080 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1923 0.9937 360169 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0676 0.9350 370177 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9639 0.9836
360081 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3096 0.9960 360170 ... 01/01/92 .12/31/92 1.1382 0.9722 370179 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9587 0.9580
360082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2854 0.9898 360172 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3950 0.9833 370189 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0518 0.9881
360083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2466 0.9846 360174 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1901 0.9836 370190 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2695 1.0000
360084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5328 0.9949 360175 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1445 0.9737 380004 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7954 0.9809360086 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3574 0.9868 360176 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2475 0.9767 380006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2676 0.9843360087 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3647 0.9888 360177 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2729 0.9674 380010 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1229 0.9858
360088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1591 0.9759 360179 ... 12/29/91 12/27/92 1.2504 0.9952 380014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3408 0.9877
360089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0965 0.9712 360180 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 2.1939 0.9986 380018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.8928 0.9979
360091 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2534 0.9884 360184 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.7996 0.9503 380019 ..; 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1380 0.9865
360092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1457 0.9726 360186 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2301 0.9561 380020 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3743 0.9822
360093 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2550 0.9601 360188 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0577 0.9697 380021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2149 0.9909
360094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2065 0.9960 360189 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0850 0.9846 380022 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2160 0.9861
360095 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2824 0.9861 360192 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3418 0.9922 380026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3335 0.9590360096 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0981 0.9862 360193 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3367 0.9925 380029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1244 0.9592360098 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3980 0.9906 360194 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1461 0.9779 380036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0590 0.9395
360099 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0659 0.9735 360195 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2020 0.9558 380038 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.3043 0.9801
360100 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2883 0.9898 360197 ... 0^/01/92 12/31/92 1.1992 0.9431 380039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2683 0.9798
360101 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7042 0.9874 360200 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1345 0.9590 380042 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0824 0.9602
360102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2667 0.9903 360203 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1392 0.9754 380047 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6102 0.9959
360103 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3262 0.9970 360204 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2556 0.9875 380050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3220 0.9880360104 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9194 0.9919 360210 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1477 0.9817 380051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4752 0.9967
360106 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1369 0.9672 360211 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1837 0.9893 380052 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2151 0.9825
360107 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1149 0.9694 360212 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4474 0.9967 380055 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1806 0.9902
360108 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0176 0.9600 360213 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1295 0.9787 380056 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0921 0.9727
360109 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0674 0.9725 360218 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3028 0.9831 380060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3667 0.9914
360112 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6766 0.9991 360230 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3347 0.9916 380061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6283 0.9992
360113 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3060 0.9924 360231 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0903 0.9755 380064 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.3160 0.9883
360114 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0617 0.9786 360232 ... Ò1/01/92 12/31/92 1.0782 0.9770 380068 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9905 0.9615
360115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2183 0.9883 360234 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2893 0.9928 380070 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0553 0.9536
360116 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0540 0.9604 360236 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1713 0.9893 380075 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3872 0.9919
360118 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2386 0.9842 360239 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1713 0.9854 380082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2519 0.9916
360119 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2301 0.9902 360240 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.5568 1.0000 380091 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1953 0.9870
360120 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8202 1.0000 360241 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.5805 0.9605 390028 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7388 0.9990
360121 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2751 0.9783 370001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6880 0.9989 390054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1457 0.9783
360122 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3295 0.9917 370002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2001 0.9841 390060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1246 0.9864
360123 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2116 0.9915 370006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2486 0.9815 390128 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1399 0.9903
360124 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2214 0.9878 370007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1497 0.9713 390169 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2492 0.9969
360125 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0791 0.9765 370014 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2893 0.9774 390186 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9501 0.9785
360126 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2388 0.9912 370017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9879 0.9639 390224 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9310 0.9746
360127 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0562 0.9754 370018 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2368 0.9871 390237 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4765 0.9982
360128 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0543 0.9819 370020 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2776 0.9742 390272 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.6160 1.0000
360129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0223 0.9648 370021 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9781 0.9621 400002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3244 0.9996
360130 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1294 0.9886 370025 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3412 0.9833 400005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0313 0.9993
360131 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2096 0.9858 370032 ... 11/01/91 1Ü/31/92 1.3665 0.9983 400007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1457 0.9993
360132 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2199 0.9892 370033 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1177 0.9930 400008 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2396 0.9953
360133 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4237 0.9957 370037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5534 0.9981 400010 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9300 0.9970
360135 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1422 0.9676 370039 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2674 0.9761 400011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0449 0.9949
360136 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0894 0.9178 370040 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0749 0.9855 400014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3118 0.9982
360137 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5592 0.9966 370049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3558 0.9749 400016 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2791 0.9997
360139 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0080 0.9419 370051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9786 0.9618 400017 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0904 0.9994
360140 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0259 0.9816 370054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2663 0.9797 400019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6000 0.9989
360141 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4459 0.9982 370057 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1219 0.9697 400022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2896 0.9995
360142 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9856 0.9551 370077 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2458 0.9879 400024 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0623 0.9984
360143 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2874 0.9921 370078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5195 0.9982 400032 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1299 0.9985
360144 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2738 0.9904 370092 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0792 0.9567 400089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9379 1.0000
360145 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5562 0.9965 370093 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.7379 0.9975 400094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9182 0.9972
360147 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1781 0.9696 370094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4423 0.9985 400098 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1958 0.9985
360148 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1971 0.9671 370095 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8996 0.9755 400106 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1813 0.9979
360149 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1108 0.9882 370105 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9973 0.9945 400109 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5196 0.9997
360150 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2532 0.9879 370106 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.3876 0.9986 400111 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1536 0.9964
360151 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3815 0.9892 370108 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1438 0.9663 400112 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2283 0.9952
360152 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4969 0.9973 370114 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6053 0.9994 400113 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2847 0.9951
360153 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1847 0.9830 370121 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3452 0.9661 400115 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9684 0.9972
360154 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0782 0.9755 370141 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4461 0.9944 400117 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2015 0.9985
360155 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3238 0.9934 370146 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0750 0.9673 400118 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1761 0.9985
360156 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1299 0.9735 370148 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3271 0.9886 400120 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3179 0.9997
360159 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1973 0.9743 370149 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2338 0.9698 410001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3347 0.9932
360162 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2116 0.9904 370157 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9098 0.9742 410002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1398 0.9942
360163 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7238 0.9966 370161 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2572 0.9829 410004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4385 0.9925
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410005 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.3075 09968
410006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2046 09861
410007 ... 10/01/91 08/30/92 1.5820 09967
410008 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.1546 09827
410009 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 ! 1.3271 0.9857
410049 10/01/91 09/30/92 | 1.0443 09794
410911 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.2045 0.9943
410912 ... 1091/91 09*30/92 1.6533- 09988
410913 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1821 09821
420005 01/01/92 1331/92 1.0816 09754
420009 .„ 10/01/91 09*30/92 ! 1.2382 09547
420919 ... 1091/91 09*30/92 1.0617 09539
420011 .„ 1091/91 09*30/92 ! 1.1237 09741
420914 . . 1091/91 09*30/92 ! 1.0623 09810
420915 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 ; 1.3033 09872
420919 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.2075 09861
420916 ._ 0029/91 09*26/92 1.6624 09969
420019 . . 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1560 09804
420020 - 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.2338 09732
420023 ._ 01/91/92 12/31/92 1.3544 0.9956
420026 . . 0003/91 0005/92 ; 1.9256 0.9986
420027 ... 0029/91 09*26/92 1.3321 0.9921
420029 - 1091/91 09*30*92 ; 1.1480 0.9425
420029 ._ 1001/91 09*30/92 1.8346 0.9835
420039 . . 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2273 0.9693
420031 ._ 1001/91 09*30*92 0.9940 09228
420033 _ 1001/91 09*30/92 1.1918 0.9733
420036 ._ I 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.2707 0.9702
420037 - 1001/91 09*90/92 1.1891 09697
420039 ._ 1001/91 09*30/92 1.2825 0.9757
420039 .» 1091/91 09*30/92 ; 1.1511 09709
420040 1001/91 09*30/92 ¡ 1.2424 0.9940
420042 .„ 1001/91 09*90/92 1.0743 0.9764
420043 _ 1001/91 09*30/92 1.2392 0.9879
420044 .„ 1001/91 09*30/92 1.1475 0.9875
420049 .- 1001/91 09*30/92 1.1542 0.9617
420049 ... [ 1001/91 09*30/92 t.1452 0.9786
420051 ._ 1 tO O I/91 09*30/92 1.5887 09976
420054 ._ ; 0001/91 08/31/92 1.2027 0.9617
420055 ; 1001/91 08/30/92 ; 1.0463 0.9781
420056 ._ ! 1091/91 ; 09/30/92 \ 1.1265 09270
420057 ; 1001/91 ! 09/30*92 1.1345 0.9715
420059 ._ 1001/91 09/30/92 I 0-9789 09572
420061 ... ! 1001/91 09/30/92 1.2768 0.9596
420064 . . ; 1001/91 09*30*92 t.0722 0.9622
420065 ._ 09/01/91 1 06/31/92 1.3049 0.9978
420066 ... ! 1001/91 09/30*92 0.9470 0.9573
420067 « ; 1001/91 08/30*92 ¡ 1.1874 0.9617
420068 .- : 1001/91 09*30/92 1.2189 09910
420069 . . ; 1001/91 09*30/92 ; 1.0663 09465
420070 ... : 1001/91 09*30/32 1.3034 0.9824
420071 ... ' 1001/91 09/30/92 1.3942 0.9896
420072 ... 1001/91 08/30/92 0.9938 0.9565
420073 ... 1001/91 09*30/92 : 1.2387 0.9908
420074 1001/91 09/30*92 i 0.9388 09513
420075 ... : 1001/91 09/30/92 ; tjooet 0 9 6 »
420076 ... 01/Q1/92 12/31/92 ; 1.1815 09952
420078 ... 1001/91 09/30/92 ; 1.6560 0,9979
420081 ... 1001/91 09*30/92 0.8313 0.9986
420086 ... ! 10/01/91 09*30/92 1.4242 0.9347
420087 ... 1001/91 09*30/92 1.5443 09993
420068 U 1001/91 09*30*92 19123 09314
420089 ... 1 0001/91 I 06*31/92 1 3136 09875
430008 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 i 1.2358 09761
430009 ... 01/01/92 I 12/31/92 ¡ 1.1168 09452
430013 ... 1001/91 ! 09*30/92 , 1.2067 09770
430014 ... 1001/91 09*30/92 ! 19712 09856
430015 ... i 08/01/91 07*31/92 I 1J0674 09803
430016 ... 10/01/91 09*30/92 I 1.7349 09974
430023 ... 09/01/91 i 08/31/92 ! 0.8890 0.9622
430024 I 01/01/92 ; 12/31/92 09865
430026 ... 01/01/92 I 12/31/92 09841 0.9622
430028 ... 01/01/92 I 12/31/92 1.1107 0.9790
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430031 ... 01/01*92 12131*92 0.9441 0.9444
430034 ... 01/01*92 1231*92 1.0297 0.9464
430036 01/01/92 12*31/92 1.0050 0.9812
430040 10/01*91 09*30*92 0.9224 0.9736
430041 _. 01/01/92 12*31*92 0.8938 0.8267
430043 01/01*92 12/31*92 1.1607 0.9689
430044 . . 01/01*92 1231*92 0.9269 0.9589
430047 _. 01*01/92 12/31*92 1.1647. 0.9640
430046 01/01/92 12*31/92 ! 1.1441 0.9796
430049 . . 01/31*92 12/31*92 0.9656 0.8398
430051 01/31*92 12*31*92 1.0102 0.9576
430056 . . 01/01*92 12*31/92 0.8746 0.8975
430057 01*01*92 12*31/92 0.9053 0.9839
430060 ... 01*01*92 12/31/92 0.9653 0.S888
430064 _. 12/01*91 11/30/92 1.0825 0.9730
430065 10*01*91 09/30/92 0.9443 0.9555
430073 „. 10*01*91 09*30*92 1.1778 0.9905
430076 . . ! 01*01*92 1 12/31/92 1.0042 0.9512
430079 _ ; 01/01*92 12/31/92 0.96,82 0.9835
430080 ... 1001/91 09/30*92 03111 08388
430087 „. 01/01*92 12/31/92 1 0.3635 0.9552
430088 . . 01/01/92 !. 12/31/92 G.S562 09774
440008 I 01/01*92 12/31/92 ! 03782 00767
440018 ... ; 11/31*91 10/31/92 1.3250 09731
440020 09*30*91 09*30/92 Í .2 Í® 08711
440034 _. 01/01*92 12*31/92 t.,4131 08988
440046 . 01*01*92 ' 12/31/92 1.2539 08942
440047 ... : 09/01*91 08*31/92 0.8911 08601
440048 ... 10/01/91 0 8 *3 0 » 1J8585 09987
440Q49 « 01/01/92 12*31/92 1.6549 08990
440050 _. ; 01*01/92 ; 12/31*92 1 1.1816 09888
440058 ... ¡ 01*01/92 12/31/92 ! 1.1456 08660
440061 10*01*91 I 09*30*92 1.1785 08708
44006« 01*01/92 , 12*31/92 19757 09730
440067 ... i 09/01/91 ; 08*31*92 1.1497 08761
440068 - 10/01/91 ! 09*30/92 L1S4B 09816
440071 01/01/92 , 12*31/92 1.3774 08981
440072 ... ; 01/01/92 S 12*31/92 : 1-3559 08553
440078 ... 10/01/91 i 09*30/92 ; 1.0232 QQf i gf i
440079 ... I 01*01/92 12/31*92 ¡ 03761 08713
440081 ... 01/01/92 12*31/92 ¡ 1.1362 08786
440083 ... 01/01*92 12*31/92 i 1.2372 09655
440067 ... 01/01*92 12/31/92 19286 09447
440091 ... 09/01/91 ! 08/31/92 i 1.4689 09979
440095 ... ¡ 01/01/92 i 12/31*82 , 1.0287 09825
440100 ' 01*01*92 I 12/31/92 , 1.1088 08594
440105 ... 09/01/91 08/31*92 1.1819 09769
440110 ... ' 01/01/92 [ 12*31/92 i 1.0081 08674
4401»! _ ¡ 01/01*92 1231*92 ¡ 1.4758 OS993
440125 ... 01/01/92 < 1231*92 1.4902 09985
440146 ... 01/01/92 1231/92 l 08519 09786
440148 ~ 01*01/92 : 123132 1.1183 0.9652
440149 » i 11/01/91 ; 103132 1.1718 09744
440150 , 01/01/92 123132 18026 0.9905
440157 Q1/01/92 i 123132 1.03% 08 625
440101 01/01/92 ; 123132 j 1.5738 0.9983
440168 01/01/92 12 3132 1.6282 08514
440173 09*01/91 0 8 3 1 /» 1.4805 08952
440174 ... ; 01/01/92 1 2 3132 0.9352 09446
440178 09/01/91 ; 0 8 3 1 3 2 18406 08871
440181 - 01/01/92 123132 1,0224 0.9602-
440182 . . 01*01/92 12 3132 0.9336 09784
440184 01/01/92 12 3132 18411 09906
440485 i 08/01/91 0 8 3132 í 1.1930 08906
440188 : 11/01/91 , 1 0 3132 1.0677 08557
440189 ¡ 08/01/91 0 7 3132 i 1.4475 0.9912
440194 i 09*01/91 ; 0 8 3 1 3 2 i 1.3374 0 9 7 »
440196 . . 01/01/92 ! 12 3132 0.9527 0.9759
440260 ! 12/01/91 ! 11 3032 t.1802 0.9493
440203 ! 01/01/92 i 12 3132 ! 1.0374 09795
440205 01/01/92 12 3132 1.0189 09762
450002 . . 01*01/92 ! 12 3132 1.4552 09988
450005 ... 09/01/91 08 3132 1.0892 1 08737
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450010 ... 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 * » 1.2943 0.9966
450011 ... 01*01/92 12/31*» 1.6154 0.9965
450014 ... 01*01/92 12(31/» 1.0762 09450
450015 ... 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 » 14825 0,9978
450016 ... 01/01/92 12(31*» 1.8715 0988«
450018 ... 09/01/91 0 8 /3 1 /» 18393 09990
450020 ... 01/01*92 12*31*» 1.0608 08624
450024 ... 1001*91 0 0 3 0 » 1.4576 á »
450025 ... 01*01 /» 12*31/» 1.5180' a § »
450028 ... 01*01/92 1 2 3 1 /» 1.3705 0 9 » 5
450032 ... 1001*91 0030*92 1.2127 09757
450033 ... 0001*91 0 8 /3 1 /» 18230 09986
450037 ... 1001*91 0 0 3 0 » 1.4468 09984
450039 ... 1001*91 0 0 3 0 9 2 19254 09984
450047 ... 1001/91 0 0 3 0 » 1.0490 0,9754
450050 ... 01*01/92 12*31*» 1.1383 0.9697
450053 ... 01*01/92 12*31*» 1.1171 09424
450054 ... 0001/91 0031/92 18828 09881
4500%  ... 10*01*91 . 0 0 3 0 » 1.1385 0.9625
450058 ... 0001/91, 08 /3 1 /» 18209 09987
450059 ... 01/01*» 12*31*» 18689 09839
450063 ... 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 » 0.9767 0,9477
450065 ... 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 » 18371 09509
450068 ... 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 * » 1,7296 0.9986
450072 ... 01*01*» 12*31/92 1.1746 09702
450073 ... 01*01*» 12/31/92 10606 09579
450076 ... 0001*91 08/31*» 1.4351 1.0000
450080 ... 10*01/91 0030*92 19222 09674
450081 .... 01*01/» 12*31*92 1.1663 09758
450082 ... 10*01*91, 0 0 3 0 9 2 0.9844 09542
450083 .... 11/01/91 10*31/» 18260 0,9914
450085 ... ! 104)1/91 09/3092 18820 09587
450087 09/01/91 ; 0031*92 1 .41» 0.9889
450094 _. | 01/01/92 12/31/92 ' 1,2529 09947
450097 ... 01/01/» 12/31/92 1.4175 @9920
450098 ... 11/01/91 : 1 0 3 1 /» 1.1052 09632
450101 09/01/91 0031*92 .. 1.4050 0.9973
450104 01 /0 1 /» 12/31/» 1.2206 0.9809
450107 ... ; 01*01/» 12/31/92 18156 09964
450108 . . 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 » 18410 09348
450110 ... 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 » ! 1.1696 09912
450112 01 /0 1 /» 12/31/92 1,2456 09900
450118 ... 0001*91 0 0 3 1 /» ! 1.4567 09389
450119 - , i 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 9 2 1.1917 ' 09869
450121 >. 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 /» 1.4028 0.9963
450124 _. | 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 » ¡ 14706 09983
450127 ; 1001/91 , 08*30/92 ! 0.9555 0 9 6 »
450130 01*01*92 12/31/» i 14583 f 09961
450131 ... ! 08/01/91 07/31/92 i 1.2390 , 0,9916
450132 | 1001/91 0 9 / 3 0 » ! 1.4825 09959
450133 ... i 10/01/91 ¡ 0 0 3 0 9 2 1.4868 09969450135 „„ 1001/91 : 0 0 3 0 /» 1.8270 , 09975-
450137 ... í 10/01/91 i 0030/92 1.4066 0 9973
450140 | 1001/91 0 9 /3 0 /» 08672 , 0 9706
450142 ... 0001/91 ¡ 0031/82 i 1.4027 , 0 9903
450144 «.. i 1001/91 0030/92 ¡ 1.1089 , 0.985-5
450145 ¡ 01/01/92 12*31/» i 0.9803 , 09 6 1 0
450146 ... ■ 10/01/91 ¡ 0 9 / 3 0 » 1.0512 : 09504
450148 ~ i 1001/91 i 09*30/92 i 18343. ; o s i i ®
450149 » 1 11/01/91 l 10/31 /» ! 14172 , 0.9942
450150 ... ! 10/01/91 0030/92 0.9469 i 0959145015,1 ... ! 1001*91 0030/92 1 1.1041 , 0 9 7 »
450152 ... ! 10/01/91 @030/92 18966 0.9781
4S0153 » ¡ 01*01/92 12*31/92 19601 09987
450154 I 1001/91 0 0 3 0 9 2 1.1453 , 09674
450155 - 10/01/91 0 0 3 0 9 2 18219 0,9850
450160 ... i 10/01/91 0030/92 08106 0 9473
450162 « 0 0 3 0 9 1 0 0 3 0 9 2 18403 0.9787
450163 ... 01*01/92 12*31/92 18470 0.9480
450164 10*01/91 0 0 3 0 /» 019872 0 9788
450165 ._ 01/01/92 12/31*92 1.0093 09818
450166 ¿ 01*01/92 12*31/92 0.9427 09840
450169 ... 01/01/92 12/31*92 0.8650 1 0.9148
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450176 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2747 0.9825
450178 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0940 0.9704
450181 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9824 0.9524
450185 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0419 0.9101
450187 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2621 0.9880
450191 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1441 0.9693
450193 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 2.1266 0.9993
450194 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1905 0.9871
450195 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3052 0.9761
450196 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3688 0.9941
450197 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1728 0.9940
450200 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3768 0.9977
450201 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9907 0.9600
45Ò203 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1992 0.9772
450209 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4517 0.9939
450210 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0697 0.9565
450211 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2259 0.9924
450213 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4268 0.9963
450214 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3384 0.9812
450224 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3045 0.9665
450229 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3705 0.9919
450231 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5625 0.9991
450234 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9703 0.9484
450236 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1503 0.9854
450237 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5567 0.9963
450239 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2651 0.9747
450243 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9175 0.9554
450246 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0275 0.9602
450253 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1037 0.9808
450259 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1609 0.9865
450264 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8296 0.9523
450271 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1382 0.9675
450272 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2826 0.9689
450276 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0337 0.9623
450280 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2676 0.9921
450283 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.0145 0.9487
450286 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0219 0.9769
450292 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2658 0.9671
450293 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9865 0.9475
450296 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2347 0.9750
450297 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0749 0.9905
450299 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3453 0.9805
450303 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9145 0.9624
450306 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0009 0.9620
450315 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2631 0.9909
450321 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8372 0.9467
450322 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9946 0.9535
450327 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0735 0.9711
450334 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0526 0.9970
450337 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.1152 0.9706
450340 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3402 0.9904
450346 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3123 0.9963
450347 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1665 0.9759
450348 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9993 0.9704
450352 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2165 0.9578
450353 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1849 0.9509
450355 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.1345 0.9505
450358 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.9941 0.9984
450365 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8918 0.9880
450369 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1056 0.9663
450371 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1127 0.9878
450373 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.1958 0.9654
450374 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7739 0.9268
450378 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2620 0.9894
450388 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6764 0.9982
450389 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2062 0.9789
450399 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9551 0.9650
450403 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2863 0.9868
450417 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0511 0.9469
450419 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2174 0.9694
450422 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7213 0.9919
450423 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2884 0.9767
450424 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2831 0.9854
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450429 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 0.9062 0.9677
450431 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5794 0.9980
450438 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0271 0.9530
450446 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9213 1.0000
450450 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0028 0.9685
450462 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.7181 0.9979
450464 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9553 0.9568
450465 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2167 0.9839
450475 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1450 0.9782
450484 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5170 0.9935
450488 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2310 0.9694
450514 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0949 0.9797
450518 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3403 0.9900
450523 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6219 0.9919
450530 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.2990 0.9828
450534 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9778 0.9615
450535 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2535 0.9909
450538 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1910 0.9700
450544 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2722 0.9957
450547 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9612 0.9518
450550 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0915 0.9902
450558 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.7969 0.9969
450559 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9908 0.9265
450561 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5975 0.9971
450565 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2870 0.9823
450571 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4701 0.9984
450574 ... 10/01/91 Ò9/30/92 0.9578 0.9575
450575 ... 10/01/91 .09/30/92 0.9522 0.9737
450578 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9863 0.9897
450580 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1296 0.9754
450583 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9610 0.9779
450584 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2060 0.9708
450587 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3063 0.9841
450591 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1351 0.9771
450596 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3229 0.9696
450597 ... 1Q/Ò1/91 09/30/92 1.0558 0.9778
450604 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2804 0.9750
450605 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2912 0.9857
450607 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9172 0.9625
450609 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8863 0.9754
450614 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1170 0.9245
450615 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9708 0.9588
450617 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3752 0.9934
450623 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1443 0.9511
450626 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9677 0.9263
450628 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9691 0.9732
450631 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.6383 0.9978
450632 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9953 • 0.9552
450633 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5283 0.9963
450634 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3966 0.9935
450637 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2903 0.9838
450639 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.5471 0.9973
450644 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.6651 0.9918
450646 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5928 0.9972
450647 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.9394 0.9986
450648 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0943 0.9738
450652 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9343 0.9464
450654 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9626 0.9893
450656 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3794 0.9936
450659 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4566 0.9972
450661 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2854 0.9970
450662 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4017 0.9891
450666 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2448 0.9891
450672 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.6184 0.9989
450673 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0376 0.9796
450677 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2607 0.9940
450683 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3273 0.9779
450690 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3373 0.9960
450696 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2387 1.0000
450697 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4012 0.9920
450700 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8936 0.9617
450702 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3247 0.9901
450703 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4539 0.9898
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450705 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7704 1.0000
450706 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1861 0.9656
450711 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6961 0.9968
450712 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.7991 1.0000
450713 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3301 0.9934
450715 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3403 0.9940
450716 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2429 0.9742
450717 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2749 0.9797
450718 .., 01/01/92 12/31/92f 1.1745 0.9815
450724 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1751 0.9955
450725 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.0337 1.0000
450726 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8454 0.9659
450727 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9185 0.9722
450728 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8538 0.9194
450729 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0219 1.0000
450733 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3711 0.9837
450734 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2011 1.0000
450735 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8125 0.9110
450745 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9314 0.9684
450746 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.8587 0.8419
450747 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2963 0.9848
450751 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1967 0.9655
450754 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9322 0.9755
450757 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9324 0.9235
450761 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0579 0.9770
450763 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0765 0.9697
450765 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9863 0.9851
450766 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6658 0.9986
460001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6587 0.9966
460004 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7745 0.9960
460006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2522 0.9877
460007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4770 0.9630
460010 ... 01/01/92 12/3T/92 1.9731 0.9996
460011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4211 0.9630
460013 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4685 0.9865
460014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0944 0.9421
460015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2491 0.9736
460016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9306 0.9636
460017 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3058 0.9627
460018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9545 0.9617
460019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9542 0.9556
460020 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0005 0.9594
460021 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4011 0.9925
460022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9265 0.9901
460023 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1746 0.9694
460024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9938 0.9704
460025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.7762 1.0000
460026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9597 0.9480
460027 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9496 1.0000
460029 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1287 0.8929
460033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0269 0.8904
460036 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9989 0.8970
460039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8621 0.9418
460041 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2272 0.9776
460042 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4468 0.9870
460043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4123 0.9548
460044 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1685 0.9625
460046 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4828 0.9487
460047 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.6790 0.9991
470001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1527 0.9781
470003 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9456 0.9983
470004 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0530 0.9879
470005 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2232 0.9898
470006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1761 0.9764
470008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1594 0.9873
470010 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0595 0.9597
470011 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2377 0.9868
470012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2410 0.9888
470013 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1331 0.9859
470015 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2366 0.9937
470018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1658 0.9787
470020 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9977 0.9795
470023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2092 1 0.9631
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470024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0986 0.9517
490001 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0787 0.9760
490003 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.6321 1.0000
490004 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2371 0.9901
490005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4687 0.9966
490006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1263 0.9802
490006 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1786 0.9924
490011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3507 0.9939
490012 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.0161 0.9680
490013 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1436 0.9846
490014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7045 0.9895
490017 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.3140 0.9881
490018 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1227 0.9741
490019 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1077 0.9744
490020 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1155 0.9769
490021 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4379 0.9968
490023 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2136 0.9937
490024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6750 0.9988
490027 ;.. 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0367 0.9867
430030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3237 0.9952
490031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0203 0.9696
490033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1696 0.9706
490037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1836 0.9833
490038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2311 0.9849
490040 ... 09/30/91 09/28/92 1.4066 0.9959
490041 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1985 0.9881
490042 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2605 0.9843
490044 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2502 0.9890
490045 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1678 0.9931
490047 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 T.0939 0.9692
490048 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4672 0.9987
490050 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3543 0.9968
490052 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5030 0.9992
490054 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0337 0.9726
490057 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4605 0.9998
490059 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.4553 0.9993
490060 ... 09/01/91 Oa/31/92 1.0516 0.9904
490063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6108 0.9982
490066 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2128 0.9671
490067 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2473 0.9889
490069 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3757 0.9980
490071 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4783 0.9986
490073 ... 09/01/91 08/3Ì/92 1.4037 0.9887
490074 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3425 0.9926
490075 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2781 0.9907
490077 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1940 0.9929
490079 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2893 0.9850
490083 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.7056 0.9852
490084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1111 0.9333
490085 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1507 0.9677
490088 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1365 0.9709
490089 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0924 0.9716
490091 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1667 0.9931
490092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2033 0.9766
490095 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2460 0.9851
490097 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1009 0.9856
490099 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 0.9600 0.9758
490100 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3428 0.9972
490101 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1177 0.9887
490107 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1994 0.9895
490110 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2451 0.9923
490112 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.5170 0.9985
490113 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2885 0.9647
490115 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2326 0.9804
490116 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1784 0.9799
490117 ... 12/01/91 11/30/92 1.1290 0.9919
490122 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2064 0.9918
490126 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2154 0.9826
490129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8523 1.0000
490130 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1883 0.9845
500001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2875 0.9810
500002 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4518 0.9951
500003 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2616 0.9858
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500005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7267 0.9980
500007 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2956 0.9739
500009 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2949 0.9903
500011 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2546 0.9865
500012 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5006 0.9970
500014 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.7497 0.9972
500015 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2786 0.9847
500016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3410 0.9896
500019 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2609 0.9718
500024 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5708 0.9966
500025 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8509 0.9990
500026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3634 0.9883
500027 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5397 0.9982
500028 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0850 0.9787
500029 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0380 0.9575
500031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2662 0.9606
500033 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2411 0.9657
500035 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5169 0.9915
500036 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2648 0.9919
500037 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2075 0.9864
500042 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3443 0.9842
500043 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1551 0.9304
500044 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8874 0.9990
500045 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1343 0.9859
500048 ... 08/01/91 07/30/92 0.9105 0.9742
500049 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2088 0.9897
500050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3141 0.9907
500051 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6114 0.9965
500052 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2418 0.9949
500053 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2641 0.9838
500054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.8848 0.9991
500055 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.1042 0.9626
500057 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3290 0.9920
500058 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5264 0.9832
500059 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1129 0.9333
500060 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3106 0.9738
500061 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0114 0.9513
500062 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9607 0.9418
500065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2108 0.9654
500068 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0058 0.9907
500069 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0480 0.9196
500071 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3591 0.9656
500072 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1894 0.9782
500073 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9775 0.9524
500074 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1989 0.9839
500075 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1502 0.9790
500077 ... 08/01/91 07/31/92 1.2469 0.9909
500078 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 1.2447 0.9925
500079 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2255 0.9799
500080 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8745 0.9518
500084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1145 0.9858
500085 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0553 0.9610
500088 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3013 0.9926
500089 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9321 0.9718
500090 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9456 0.9323
500092 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1068 0.9628
500094 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9138 0.9429
500096 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9918 0.9324
500097 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1954 0.9319
500098 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8916 0.9732
500101 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9458 0.9790
500102 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9799 0.9830
500106 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0885 0.9848
500107 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0946 0.9800
500110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2239 0.9659
500118 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1656 0.9516
500119 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3258 0.9849
500122 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2809 0.9735
500123 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9590 1.0000
500124 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2880 0.9839
500125 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9825 0.9569
500129 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6946 0.9973
500132 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9196 0.9682

Table 9 .-19 9 2  Transfer Adjusted. 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Cost reporting period Transfer 
adjusted 
case mix 

index

Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Provider
number Begin End

500134 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.6828 0.9984
500140 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2302 1.0000
500143 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.7104 1.0000
510001 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6124 0.9957
510002 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2852 0.9761
510004 ... 11/01/91 10/31/92 0.9662 0.9258
510005 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9515 0.9562
510006 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2544 0.9904
510007 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.4173 0.9998
510008 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0901 0.9915
510009 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9843 0.9779
510012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0164 0.9839
510013 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1245 0.9979
510016 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0155 0.9701
510018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0571 0.9748
510022 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6722 0.9989
510029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3002 0.9916
510030 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1164 0.9941
510031 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3484 0.9897
510033 ... - 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2654 0.9912
5T0038 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0505 0.9709
510039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3629 0.9942
510040 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1382 1.0000
510047 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1408 0.9894
510048 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1200 0.9893
510050 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2395 0.9914
510053 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9759 0.9567
510055 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1883 0.9961
510059 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2882 1.0000
510060 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.1590 0.9870
510063 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0502 0.9782
510065 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9797 0.9669
510066 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1210 .0.9886
510067 ... 09/01/91 08/31/92 1.2017 0.9914
510068 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1045 0.9742
510076 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.8875 0.9751
510077 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1806 0.9889
510081 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0126 0.9817
510082 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9942 0.9695
510084 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9983 0.9737
510085 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2929 0.9864
520002 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2685 0.9712
520003 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1428 0.9721
520008 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3626 0.9965
520010 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1352 0.9360
520012 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9616 0.9768
520014 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1206 0.9821
520018 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0257 0.9685
520019 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3041 0.9786
520021 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2221 0.9899
520024 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0987 0.9751
520026 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0609 0.9713
520029 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9437 0.9629
520031 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1075 0.9790
520032 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1876 0.9673
520033 ... 09/01/91 08/30/92 1.2231 0.9620
520034 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1980 0.9641
520035 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2381 0.9870
520037 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.6047 0.9993
520038 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3106 0.9724
520039 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0205 0.9506
520042 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1168 0.9755
520045 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.6726 0.9981
520048 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3964 0.9948
520049 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.9158 0.9966
520053 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0308 0.9393
520054 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.0893 0.9816
520056 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2947 0.9893
520057 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.1666 0.9791.
520058 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0808 0.9717
520059 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2014 0.9752
520060 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2270 0.9655
520062 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2125 0.9647
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Table 9 —1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to  Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Provider
number

Cost reporting period Traneler 
adjusted 
o n e  mix 

Index

Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Begin End

520064 .... 12/2991 12/27/92 1.5587 0.9921
520069 ... 0t/01/92 12/31/92 1.1805 Ö.9897
520070 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3924 0.9836
520071 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1535 0.9725
520077 ... . 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9922 0.9519
520078 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.4302 0.9967
520082 ... 0001/91 07/31/92 1.2916 0.9825
520083 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.5742 0.9990
520084 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0770 0.9816
520089 ... 01/01/92 . 12/31/92 1.5293 0.9964
520090 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1716 0.9577
520095 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.3811 0.9704
520100 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2615 0.9845
520101 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 [ 1.1426 0.9619
520102 ... 01/01/92 t2/31/92 1.2112 0.9637
520103 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.3418 0.9784
520107 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 1.2694 0.9835

Table 9.—1992 T ransfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and T ransfer 
Adjustment to  Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations— Continued

Provider
number

Coat reporting period Transi«; 
adjusted 
case mix 

kKtox

Transfer 
adjust
ment to 

dis
charges

Begin End

520109 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.0144 0.9764
520110 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 * 10834 0.9837
520113 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.1841 0.9712
520115 ... 10/01/91 0930/% 1.2398 0.9728
520116 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.2326 0.9723
520117 . . . 09/01/91 08/31/92 r.o% 4 0.9472
520118 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9694 0.9435
520123 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 1.01% 0.9558
520130 ... 10/01/91 09/30/92 0.9756 0.9506
520131 ... 01/01/92 12'31/92 1.0530 0.9345
520135 ... 01/01/92 12/31/92 0.9756 0.9487
520138 ... 12/29/91 , 12/27/% 1.8410 0.9988
520139 ... 09/02/91 08/30/92 1.2562 0.9838
520140 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 1.5116 0.9976
520144 ... 10/01/31 09/30/% 1.0360 0.9639
520145 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% 0.9855 0.9910
520146 ... 01/01/92 12/31/% k 1.1186 0.9659

Table 9.—1992 Transfer Adjusted 
Case Mix Index and Transfer 
Adjustment to  Discharges for 
Capital Hospital-Specific Rate 
Redeterminations—Continued

Cost reporting period Transfer Transfer
Provider
number Begin End

adjusted 
case mix 

index
ment to 

dis
charges

520148 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.0822 0.9627
520149 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.0505 0.9174
520152 ... 1GAH/91 09/30/% 1.1367 0.9597
520153 ... : 10/01/91 09/30/% ; 1.00% 0.9475
520154 ... 10/01/91 09/30/% 1.1106 0.9683
520156 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.0433 0.9538
520157 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.0208 0.9449
520160 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% Í 1.7582 0.9969
520171 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 0.9871 Q.9706
520173 ... 10/01/91 09/30/% i 1.1001 0.9760
520174 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.4154 019915
520177 ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 15240 0.9939
530007 ... 07/01/91 07/30/% 1.0702 0.9474
530008 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2141 0.9706
530010 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 1.2472 0.9791
530023 ... 01/01/% 12/31/% 0.9519 0.9302
5300%  ... 01/01/% 12/31/92 1.3032 0.9781

Table t o . — Percentage Difference in Wage Indexes for Areas T hat Qualify for a Wage Index
Exception for Excluded Hospitals and Units

1982-1990
percentage
difference

1984—1990
percentage
difference

1988-1990
percentage
difference

21.008

17.936

16.947

11.187

10.877
8.376

10.959

& 779

23.410
20.984

8.298
21.776

9.265

20.475
9.126
8.018

11.235

9 7 8 5
10.518

8.423
19.104
15.347

8.207

12656
9.325

10.032
8.487

12229

24.478
12561
12354
10.757
9.810
9.503

11.597
13.672
12.593

8.033
9.900

15.011
8.176
9.160

11.094

26.493
20.976

*10*431
13.051
9.840

9.447

8.756

12784
10.225

13*107
10.140

19359

10.712

Area

Rural Connecticut__
Rural Hawaii............
Rural Maryland....-----
Rural Massachusetts . 
Rural New Hampshire
Rural Puerto Rico __
Aguadflia, PR .......
Albany, GA...... ........
Alexandria, LA
Ann Arbor, Mi...........
Bergen-Passaic, NJ
Boston-Lowell-Brockton-Lawrence-Salem, MA 
Brkjgeport-Stamford-Norwalk-Danbury, C T .....
Burlington, NC  ........... ........................ .......— ~
Caguas, PR — ....--------------«........... .............—
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock H ill, NC-SC
Decatur, AL ......— ............. ......... .—
El Paso, T X .........................................-
Florence, SC ...................... ........... .
Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point, NC
Hartford-Midclletown-New Britain, C T ......—
Hickory, N C .................................................. .
Houma-Thibodaux, LA .....L « .______ ____
KHteen-Tempie, TX
Knoxville, TN ...... ...... ..........
Las Cruse, N M _____ ___ ...
Maeon-Wamer Robins, GA .. 
Manchester-Nashua, NH .....
Mayaguez, PR _________ ________
McAUen-EcfinburgrMission, TX  ___.
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ
Nassau-SuffoUc, NY — ..........— ............ .
New Bedford-Fall River-Attleboro, MA ___
New Haven-West Haven-Waterbury, CT ...
New London-Norwlch, C T ______ ...----------
Newark, NJ ................................. .......... .......
Omaha, N & 4 A ............... ..............................
Orange County, NY ..------------------ ----------
Orlando, F L ----------
Pine Bluff, AR ........
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Table 10.— Percentage difference in Wage Indexes for Areas That Qualify for a Wage Index 
Exception for Excluded Hospitals and Units— Continued

Area
1982-1990 
percentage 
. difference

1984-1990 
percentage 
. difference

1988-1990
percentage
difference

8.333
9.466

8.979
9.303

10.139
17.503 10.181

8.684
9.271

9.791 8.340
8.361

11.530
11.702

Yuma, AZ .............................................. ...»......... - ............................................................... . 8.242

Appendix A—Regulatory Impact 
Analysis
I. In tro d u c tio n

Executive Order (E.O.) 12291 requires 
us to prepare and publish an initial 
regulatory impact analysis for any final 
rule that meets one of the E.O. 12291 
criteria for a “ipajor rule,” that is, a rule 
that would be likely to result in—

• An annual effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more;

• A major increase in costs or prices 
for consumers, individual industries, 
Federal, State, or local government 
agencies, or geographic regions; or

• A significant adverse effect on 
competition, employment, investment, 
productivity, innovation, or on the 
ability of United States-based 
enterprises to compete with foreign- 
based enterprises in domestic or export 
markets.

In addition, we generally prepare a 
regulatory flexibility analysis that is 
consistent with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (RFA) (5 U.S.C. 601 
through 612), unless the Secretary 
certifies that a final rule would not have 
a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. For 
purposes of the RFA, we consider all 
hospitals to be small entities.

Also, section 1102(b) of the Act 
requires the Secretary to prepare a 
regulatory impact analysis for any final 
rule that may have a significant impact 
on the operations of a substantial 
number of small rural hospitals. Such 
an analysis must conform to the 
provisions of section 603 of the RFA. 
With the exception of hospitals located 
in certain New England counties, for 
purposes of section 1102(b) of the Act, 
we define a small rural hospital as a 
hospital with fewer than 100 beds that 
is located outside of a Metropolitan

Statistical Area or New England County 
Metropolitan Area.

Section 601(g) of the Social Security 
Amendments of 1983 (Pub. L, 98—21) 
designated hospitals in certain New 
England counties as belonging to the 
adjacent New England Metropolitan 
County. Thus, for purposes of the 
prospective payment system, we 
classified these hospitals as urban 
hospitals.

It is clear that the changes being 
implemented in this document will 
affect both a substantial number of small 
rural hospitals as well as other classes 
of hospitals, and the effects on some 
may be significant. Therefore, the 
discussion below, in combination with 
the rest of this final rule with comment 
period, constitutes a combined 
regulatory impact analysis and 
regulatory flexibility analysis in 
accordance with E.O. 12291 and the 
RFA.
I I .  Changes in  th e F in a l B u ie

There are no major policy chapges in 
this final rule from the policies 
proposed in the proposed rule.
However, since we published the 
proposed rule, the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1993 (Pub. L. 103- 
66) (OBRA 93) was enacted. Several 
provisions of Public Law 103-66 have 
significant impacts on the results of our 
impact analysis, since they affect 
inpatient hospital payments for the 
operating and capital prospective 
payment systems during FT 1994, and, 
in some cases, FY 1993. These 
provisions are:

• The update factor for the 
standardized amounts for FY 1994 is the 
market basket rate of increase minus 2.5 
percentage points for hospitals located 
in urban areas and the market basket 
rate of increase minus 1.0 percentage 
point for hospitals located in rural areas.

• Beginning in FY 1994, updates to 
the hospital-specific rates for sole 
community hospitals (SCHs) and 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals (MDHs) will be made on a 
Federal fiscal year basis, rather than on 
a cost reporting period basis. The FY 
1994 update will be computed taking 
into account the portion of the 12- 
month cost reporting period beginning 
during FY 1993 that occurs during FY 
1994. In addition, the update for SCHs 
and MDHs is the market basket rate of 
increase minus 2.3 percentage points for 
FY 1994.

• The unadjusted standard Federal 
rate for capital payments to prospective 
payment hospitals is reduced by 7.4 
percent for FY 1994. We note that this 
provision does not supersede the 
provision of section 1886(g) of the Act 
that requires that aggregate payments 
equal 10 percent less than the amount 
that would have been paid to hospitals 
under reasonable cost reimbursement.

• Hospitals in urban areas with wage 
indexes below the wage index for rural 
areas in the State and hospitals in a 
State comprised of a single urban area 
are not subject to further decreases in 
their wage indexes as a result of 
reclassification of other hospitals. Under 
the statute, this provision is effective 
retroactive to October 1,1991.

• Hospitals classified as regional 
referral centers (RRCs) on September 30, 
1992, will maintain that classification 
for cost reporting periods beginning in 
FYs 1993 and 1994, unless the area in 
which the hospital is located is 
redesignated as a Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA) by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
such a fiscal year.

• The special payment provisions for 
Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals (MDHs) are extended through 
discharges occurring before October 1,
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1994. However, after a hospital's first 
three 12-month cost reporting periods as 
an MDH, there is a revision in  the 
payment methodology.

• Hospitals that lost their 
classification as an RRC for cost 
reporting periods beginning during FY 
1993 are entitled to receive a  lump-sum 
payment equal to the difference between 
the hospital’s actual aggregate payment 
during diat period and the aggregate 
payment that the hospital would have 
received if the hospital had been 
classified as an RRC. Hospitals that lost 
their classification as MDHs for cost 
reporting periods beginning during FYs 
1992 or 1993 are entitled to receive a 
similar lump-sum payment.

• Hospitals that fail to qualify as 
RRCs or MDHs as a result of a decision 
by the Medicare Geographic 
Classification Review Board (MGCRB) to 
reclassify the hospital as being located 
in an urban area for either FY 1993 or 
FY 1994 may decline such 
reclassification.

• The regional floor provision, which 
allows hospitals in census regions for 
which regional standardized amounts 
exceed die national standardized 
amount to be paid based on 15 percent 
of the regional amount and 85 percent 
of the national amount, has been 
extended through FY 1996.

• For FYs 1994 through 1997, the 
applicable rate-of-increase percentages 
(the market basket percentage increase) 
for hospitals that are excluded from the 
prospective payment system are 
reduced by the lesser of one percentage 
point or the percentage point difference 
between 10 percent and the percentage 
by which the hospital’s allowable 
operating costs of inpatient hospital 
services for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1990 exceeds the 
hospital’s target amount. Hospitals or 
distinct part hospital units with FY 
1990 operating costs exceeding target 
amounts by 10 percent or more receive 
the market basket percentage increase.

• Payments to hospitals for the cost of 
administering blood clotting factor to 
Medicare beneficiaries who have 
hemophilia are reinstated retroactively 
to discharges occurring on or after 
December 19,1991, and extended 
through discharges occurring before 
October l r 1994.

• Effective with discharges occurring 
on or after August 10,1993, the time 
spent by graduate medical residents 
providing services at a community 
health center under the ownership and 
control of a hospital are included in the 
hospital’s resident count for purposes of 
computing indirect medical education 
payments.

• For cost reporting periods 
beginning in FYs 1994 and 1995, direct 
graduate medical education payments 
are not updated, except for payments for 
residents in primary care, and obstetrics 
and gynecology.

• Effective August 10,1993, a 
resident in an approved preventive caré 
training program may be counted as a 
full-time resident for up to 2  ad ditional 
years beyond the initial residency 
period.

While the changes due to Public Law 
103—66 have significant effects on 
payments, they do not greatly affect the 
regulatory impacts of the policy changes 
we are implementing in this final rule 
with comment period in comparison 
with the regulatory impacts discussed in 
the proposed rule. Rather, differences in 
this final rule impact analysis compared 
to that in the proposed rule appear to be 
the result of using later or more 
complete hospital data. For example, a 
more complete FY 1992 MEDPAR file is 
now available compared to the one 
available at the time of the proposed 
rule. In addition, more recent hospital- 
specific data, including cost reports, are 
used in this analysis.

Since publication of the May 26,1993 
proposed rule, the latest hospital market 
basket forecast projects an increase of
4.3 percent in the operating costs of 
hospitals paid under the prospective 
payment system, compared to the 4.2 
percent market basket increase 
published in the proposed rule. Prior to 
passage of Public Law 103-66, the urban 
standardized amounts for FY 1994 were 
to be updated at a rate equal to the 
market basket forecast, and the rural 
standardized amount was to be updated 
by the market basket plus 1.5 percent.
As noted above, the Act now specifies 
that the FY 1994 update to the urban 
standardized amounts is the market 
basket minus 2.5 percent, and the 
update to the rural standardized amount 
is market basket minus 1.0 percent. This 
results in a 1.8 percent update in the 
urban standardized amounts rather than 
the 4.2 percent projected at the time of 
the proposed rale. The rural 
standardized amount will be updated by
3.3 percent rather than 5.7 percent. The 
hospital-specific rates for sole 
community hospitals and Medicare- 
dependent, small rural hospitals will be 
updated by 2.0 percent (market basket 
minus 2.3 percent) as specified in 
Public Law 103-66. This represents a 
decline from the frill market basket 
update of 4.2 percent published in the 
proposed rule.

For hospitals and units excluded from 
the prospective payment system, Public 
Law 103—66 amended section 
1886(b)(3)(B) of the Act to provide that

for cost reporting periods beginning on 
or after October 1,1993 and before 
October l ,  1994, the applicable rate-of- 
increase percentage is the market basket 
percentage increase minus the lesser of 
1 percent, or the percentage difference 
between 10 percent and the hospital’s 
“update adjustment percentage,.’’ except 
for hospitals with an update adjustment 
percentage of at least 10 percent. The 
rate-of-increase percentage for hospitals 
in the latter case is the market basket 
percentage increase. The update 
adjustment percentage is the percentage 
by which a hospital’s allowable 
inpatient operating costs exceed the 
hospital’s ceiling for the cost reporting 
period beginning in FY 1990. For cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1994 and before October 1, 
1997, the update adjustment percentage 
is the update adjustment percentage 
from the previous year plus the sum of 
the previous years’ applicable 
reductions. The applicable reduction 
and applicable percentage are then 
determined in the same manner as for 
FY 1994. The most recent forecasted 
market basket increase for FY 1994 for 
hospitals and units excluded from the 
prospective payment system is 4.3 
percent.

With regard to the capital prospective 
payment system, we have revised our 
estimate of the rate of increase in capital 
costs per case and our budget neutrality 
target. The FY 1994 Federal rate and the 
hospital-specific rate will decrease 9.33 
percent and 2.16 percent, respectively, 
from their FY 1993 levels. We now 
estimate that FY 1994 payments per 
case will increase 2.99 percent over FY 
1993 levels. The impacts of these 
revised increases are illustrated in the 
analyses below.
I I I .  L im ita tio n s  o f O u r A n a lys is

In the analysis that follows, we 
examine the effects on hospital 
payments of changes required by statute 
and the changes implemented through 
this final rule. This is accomplished by 
estimating the effects of a given policy 
change holding other payment variables 
constant. We would expect hospitals to 
adapt to many of these changes, and to 
the extent they are able to do so, the 
actual impacts will vary from the 
estimates discussed below. However, we 
cannot accurately predict behavioral 
responses to our policy changes, and we 
do not make adjustments for future 
changes in such variables as admissions, 
lengths of stay, or case mix.
IV . H o s p ita ls  In c lu d e d  In  a n d  E xc lud ed  
Fro m  th e  P rospective P aym en t System

The prospective payment systems for 
hospital inpatient operating and capital-
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related costs encompass nearly all 
general, short-term, acute care hospitals 
that participate in the Medicare 
program. Only 55 short-term, acute care 
hospitals remain excluded from the 
prospective payment system under 
section 1814(b)(3) of the Act (in 
Maryland) or a demonstration project 
(in the Finger Lakes region of New York 
State). Thus, as of August 1993, 
approximately 5,300 hospitals were 
receiving prospectively based payments 
for furnishing inpatient services. This 
represents about 83 percent of all 
Medicare-participating hospitals. The 
majority of this impact analysis focuses 
on this set of hospitals.

The remaining 17 percent are 
specialty hospitals that are excluded by 
statute from the prospective payment 
system and continue to be paid on the 
basis of their reasonable costs, subject to 
a rate-of-increase ceiling on their 
inpatient operating costs per discharge. 
These hospitals include psychiatric, 
rehabilitation, long-term, children’s, and 
cancer hospitals. The impact on these 
hospitals of the changes implemented in 
this final rule is discussed below.
V. Im p a c t on E xc lu d ed  H o sp ita ls  a n d  
Units

Approximately 1,000 specialty 
hospitals are excluded from the 
prospective payment system and are 
instead paid on a reasonable cost basis 
subject to the rate-of-increase ceiling 
under § 413.40. In addition, over 1,900 
psychiatric and rehabilitation units in 
hospitals that are subject to the 
prospective payment system and 9 
hospitals extensively involved in either 
the treatment of cancer or cancer 
research are also excluded from the 
prospective payment system and paid in 
accordance with §413.40.

The applicable update for these 
hospitals and units was described above 
and in the preamble to this final rule. 
The impact depends on die cumulative 
cost increases experienced by each 
hospital and excluded unit, since its 
applicable base period. For excluded 
hospitals and units that have 
maintained their cost increases at a level 
below the percentage increases in the 
target amounts since their base period, 
the major effect will be on the level of 
incentive payments these hospitals and 
units receive. Conversely, for excluded 
hospitals and units with per-case cost 
increases above the cumulative update 
in their target amount, the major effect 
will be on the amount of excess costs 
that the hospitals will have to absorb.

In this context, we note that for cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1992, § 413.40(d)(3)(iii) 
allows an excluded hospital or unit

whose costs exceed the rate-of-increase 
ceiling to receive the lower of its rate- 
of-increase ceiling plus 50 percent of 
reasonable costs in excess of the ceiling, 
or 110 percent of its ceiling. In addition, 
under the various provisions set forth in 
§ 413.40, excluded hospitals and units 
can obtain substantial relief from the 
rate-of-increase ceiling for significant, 
yet justifiable, increases in operating 
costs that exceed the target amount. At 
the same time, however, by generally 
limiting payment increases to the 
growth rate in the hospital market 
basket, we continue to provide an 
incentive for excluded hospitals and 
units to restrain the growth in their 
spending for patient services.
VI, Q u a n tita tiv e  Im p a c t A n a lys is  o f the  
Proposed P o lic y  C hanges U n d er 
P rospective P aym en t System  fo r  
O p e ra tin g  Costs

A. Basis and Methodology of Estimates
In this final rule with comment 

period, we are implementing policy 
changes and payment rate updates for 
the prospective payment systems for 
operating and capital-related costs. We 
have prepared separate analyses of the 
changes to each system, beginning with 
changes to the operating prospective 
payment system.

The data used in developing the 
quantitative analyses presented below 
are taken from F Y 1992 inpatient billing 
data and the most current hospital- 
specific data that are used for payment 
purposes. Although the analyses of the 
changes to the operating prospective 
payment system do not incorporate any 
actual cost data, the most recently 
available hospital cost report data were 
utilized to create some of the variables 
by which hospitals are categorized.

Our analysis has several 
qualifications. First, as pointed out 
above, we do not make adjustments for 
behavioral changes that hospitals may 
adopt in response to these policy 
changes. Second, due to the 
interdependent nature of the 
prospective payment system, it is very 
difficult to precisely isolate and 
quantify the impact associated with a 
given change. Third, the results of our 
analysis are, of course, dependent on 
the quality of the data employed. We 
have attempted to construct each 
variable using the best available source, 
and we are confident that our 
simulations accurately project likely 
impacts on various hospital groups. For 
individual hospitals, however, data 
biases may occur.

The simulations estimate total 
payments under the operating 
prospective payment system given

various combinations of payment

Earameters. Short-term acute care 
ospitals not paid under the prospective 

payment system (hospitals in the New 
York Finger Lakes demonstration 
project, and hospitals in Maryland) are 
excluded from the simulations. 
Payments under the capital prospective 
payment system, or payments for other 
than inpatient operating costs, are not 
estimated in this section. Estimated 
payment impacts of FY 1994 changes to 
the capital prospective payment system 
are discussed later in this impact 
analysis. For purposes of determining 
which method of payment to apply for 
SCHs or MDHs (the Federal payment 
rate or the applicable hospital-specific 
payment rate as prescribed by section 
1886{d)(5)(D)(i) of the Act), we assume 
that all such hospitals have a cost 
reporting period that coincides with the 
Federal fiscal year.
B. Impact of Public Law 103-66

The enactment of Public Law 103-66 
since the publication of the proposed 
rule has necessitated broadening the 
scope of our impact analysis to isolate 
the impacts of that statute from the 
impact of other changes in this final 
rule. Most notable is the reduction in 
the update factors. Both the urban and 
the rural update factors were reduced
2.5 percentage points. (Public Law 103- 
66 specifies that the rural update for FY 
1994 is the market basket minus 1.0 
percentage point; before this the rural 
updata„was market basket plus 1.5 
percentage points.) Therefore, all 
hospitals have a smaller overall increase 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994 than they 
would have had absent Public Law 103- 
66.

Changes resulting from Public Law 
103-66 have varying effects on different 
groups of hospitals. The most dramatic 
in terms of altering the percent change 
in payments from FY 1993 to FY 1994 
is the extension of the special payment 
protection for Medicare-dependent, 
small rural hospitals (MDHs) through 
cost reporting periods ending before 
October 1,1994. Because this extension 
was made retroactive, it results in 
higher FY 1993 payments to hospitals 
that had lost their MDH status during 
that year. Consequently, the higher FY 
1993 baseline reduces the net change in 
payments from FY 1993 to FY 1994. 
Although the extension of this provision 
leads to higher payments for these 
hospitals in FY 1994, the payments are 
at a reduced rate relative to FY 1993 (for 
FY 1994, Public Law 103-66 provides 
that MDHs receive 50 percent of the 
difference between the hospital-specific 
rate and the Federal payment rate for 
MDHs paid on the basis of the hospital-
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specific rate). In addition, for MDHs and 
for SCHs, the update in the hospital- 
specific payment rate is reduced to 2.0 
percent. The net effect, despite the 
provision in Public Law 103—66 
extending the MDH provision, is that 
payments in F Y 1994 are now estimated 
to be even further below FY 1993 levels 
than the decrease estimated in the 
proposed rule.

While this effect is most evident in 
the MDH rows in the tables, it is also 
apparent among other hospital groups as 
well. For example, one may expect that 
rural hospitals as a group would not 
have their FY 1993 to FY 1994 payment 
changes reduced by the smaller update 
factors to the same degree as urban 
hospitals, due to the extension of the 
MDH protection. However, while FY 
1994 payments to rural hospitals are not 
reduced as a result of Public Law 103— 
66 to the same extent as urban hospitals, 
the effects of die MDH provision and the 
reduction in the update factor discussed 
above also impact on total payments to 
rural hospitals. As a result, the FY 1993 
to FY 1994 change in payments for rural 
hospitals is reduced from the proposed 
rule level by the same degree as the 
reduction for urban hospitals. This 
outcome is illustrated in Table I below.

Table I displays the overall impacts of 
Public Law 103-66. This represents a 
departure from previous impact 
analyses, including the proposed rule, 
where we have focused primarily on the 
major policy changes being 
implemented through the rulemaking 
process. We believe this is necessary to 
demonstrate that the significant 
variances between the impacts shown in 
the proposed rule and those reported 
here are, for the most part, due to the 
statutory changes in Public Law 103-66. 
Following the discussion of the impacts 
due to Public Law 103-66, we present 
the impacts due to the other changes we 
are implementing in this final rule with 
comment period.

Table I categorizes hospitals by 
various geographic and special payment 
groups to illustrate the varying impacts 
on different types of hospitals. The top 
row of die table shows the overall 
impact on the 5,302 hospitals included 
in the analysis. This is 84 fewer 
hospitals than were included in the 
impact analysis in the FY 1993 final 
rule (57 FR 39989). (Data for 119 
hospitals that were included in last 
year’s analysis were not available for 
analysis this year, primarily due to 
closures; however, data were available 
this year for 35 hospitals for which data 
were not available last year.) The next 
three rows of Table I contain hospitals 
categorized according to their 
geographic location (large urban, other

urban or rural) based on the new MSA 
definitions. There are 1,636 hospitals 
located in large urban areas 
(populations over 1 million), 1,344 
hospitals in other urban areas 
(populations of 1 million or fewer), and 
2,322 hospitals in rural areas.

The next three rows categorize 
hospitals that changed their geographic 
location due to the new MSA 
definitions. The first row shows that 108 
hospitals were located in counties with 
MSA designations that changed from 
rural to urban. It does not include 23 
other hospitals that have been deemed 
urban under section 1886(d)(8)(B) of the 
Act and are located in counties that are 
now designated as MSAs under the 
revised MSA definitions. The next row 
contains hospitals located in counties 
that changed from urban to rural status 
under the new MSA definitions, and the 
third row contains hospitals located in 
counties that changed from other urban 
to large urban MSA designations. There 
were three hospitals in counties that 
changed- from large urban to other 
urban. Due to the small cell size, this 
category is not shown. The next two 
groupings are by hospital bed size and 
urban or rural MSA designations. The 
final groupings under geographic 
location are by census divisions, 
determined on the basis of geographic 
location in either an urban or rural 
county under the new MSA definitions.

To illustrate the effects of hospital 
geographic reclassifications for FY 1994, 
the second part of Table I shows 
changes in payments based on a 
hospital’s FY 1994 payment 
classification for purposes of the 
standardized amount under the 
prospective payment system after any 
reclassifications under sections 
1886(d)(10) of the Act, rather than its 
actual geographic location. For example, 
as noted above, the number of hospitals 
included in our analysis that are 
actually located in large urban, other 
urban, and rural areas is 1,636,1,344, 
and 2,322, respectively. After 
incorporating reclassifications, the 
number of large urban, other urban, and 
rural hospitals is 1,816,1,421, and 
2,065, respectively.

The next three groupings examine the 
impacts of the proposed changes on 
hospitals grouped by whether they have 
residency programs (teaching hospitals), 
whether they receive DSH payments, 
and whether they receive some 
combination of these two adjustments. 
We have changed our definition of 
major teaching hospitals in this analysis 
so that they are now defined according 
to whether the hospital has 100 or more 
residents. In the past, we have defined 
major teaching hospitals based on

whether they had resident-to-bed ratios 
of .25 or more. We believe that our new 
definition results in a more 
homogeneous grouping of those 
hospitals that are defined as having 
major teaching programs. Furthermore, 
since the indirect medical education 
adjustment for the capital prospective 
payment system is based on the 
resident-to-average daily census ratio, it 
is inconsistent to define major teaching 
hospitals based on resident-to-bed 
ratios. As a result of this change^ 45 
hospitals defined as major teaching 
hospitals for FY 1993 are defined aa 
minor teaching hospitals for FY 1994. 
Conversely, 37 hospitals that were 
defined as minor teaching become major 
teaching under the new definition.

Disproportionate share hospitals are 
grouped according to their payment 
status during. FY 1994. That is, hospitals 
located in rural counties that have been 
reclassified as urban by the MGCRB for 
purposes of assigning the standardized 
amount are categorized here as urban, 
since they are considered urban in 
determining the amount of their DSH 
adjustment. The rural DSH hospitals, 
therefore, including those in the rural 
referral center and sole community 
hospital categories, represent hospitals 
that were not reclassified for the 
standardized amount. The next category 
groups hospitals paid on the basis of the 
urban standardized amount in terms of 
whether they receive the indirect 
medical education adjustment or the 
DSH adjustment, or both.

The next six rows categorize rural 
hospitals by special payment groups 
(sole community hospitals, rural referral 
centers, and MDHs). Rural hospitals 
reclassified for purposes of the 
standardized amount for FY 1994 are 
not included here. The MDH and rural 
referral center (RRC) rows include all 
hospitals that we have identified as 
MDHs or RRCs that were not reclassified 
for purposes of the standardized amount 
or both the wage index and th$ 
standardized amount. Because Public 
Law 103-66 permits MDHs and RRCs 
that failed to qualify as a result of a 
reclassification decision by the MGCRB 
for either FY 1993 or FY 1994 to decline 
their reclassification, it was necessary to 
project which hospitals would exercise 
this option. Those projected to do so are 
included here. As a result, the number 
of reclassified hospitals is lower than 
the number in the proposed rule, and 
the numbers of RRCs and MDHs are 
larger. In the proposed rule, 164 
hospitals Were identified as having 
received payments as MDHs during FY 
1993. We now show 461 hospitals that 
will continue to benefit from this 
provision.
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The rural referral centers (156), sole 
community hospitals (558), and rural 
referral center/sole community hospitals 
(47) shown here were not reclassified 
for purposes of the standardized 
amount. There are 41 rural referral 
centers and 14 sole community 
hospitals that would be reclassified for 
the standardized amount in FY 1994 
and are therefore not included in these 
rows.

The next two groupings are based on 
type of ownership and the hospital’s

Medicare utilization expressed as a 
percent of total patient days. Data 
needed to calculate Medicare utilization. 
percentages were unavailable for 66 
hospitals.

The next series of groupings concern 
the geographic reclassification status of 
hospitals. The first three groups of rows 
display hospitals that were reclassified 
by the MGCRB foreither FY 1993 or FY 
1994, or for both years, by urban/rural 
location. A total of 672 hospitals that 
were reclassified for FY 1993 are not

reclassified for FY 1994 (278 urban 
hospitals and 394 rural hospitals), and 
only 114 hospitals are reclassified for 
the first time for FY 1994. (Among other 
factors, the effects of the revised 
guidelines to qualify for wage index 
reclassifications for FY 1994 (see 
§ 412.230(e)) are reflected here.) The . 
next rows illustrate the overall number 
of reclassifications, as well as the 
numbers of reclassified hospitals 
grouped by urban and rural location.

Table L— Impact Analysis of F inal Operating Co st  Prospective Payment S ystem  Changes for FY
1 9 9 4

Num. of 
hosps.1

FY 93 
Effects of 
OBRA «

FY 94 
Baseline 
prior to 
OBRA a

FY 94 
Baseline 

after 
OBRA-»

Combined 
impact of 
final rule 

changes6

All
changes 
prior to 

reclassi
fication «

All
changes7

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(By Geographic Location)

All H ospita ls................ .......................................................... 5,302 0.2 4.7 -1 .8 0.2 3.0 3.1
Large cirban areas (populations over 1 m illio n )................. 1,636 0.0 4.9 -1 .9 1.0 3.9 4.2
Other urban areas (populations of 1 million or fewer) ..... 1,344 0.1 4.8 -2 .0 -0 .4 2.3 2.5
Rural areas ........................................................ .................... 2,322 1.4 3.5 -1 .0 -1 .4 1.1 0.3
Hospitals changing MSA due to 1990 census:

Rural to u rb an ................................................................ 108 2.5 2.6 -2 .9 17.3 16.9 9.7
Urban to ru ra l................................................................. 13 0.0 4.5 -2 .2 -0 .7 1.5 2.1
Other urban to large u rb a n ............................... ........... 143 0.0 4.5 -1 .7 3.5 6.4 5.3

Urban hospitals: 2,980 0.0 4.8 -2 .0 0.5 3.3 3.6
0-99 b e d s .............................................................. ,....... 750 0.3 4.0 -2 .1 1.5 3.3 3.2
100-199 b e d s ................................................................ 899 0.0 4.8 -2 .0 0.7 3.4 3.5
200-299 b e d s .......................................... ...................... 611 0.0 4.6 -2 .0 0.3 2.9 3.2
300-499 b e d s ................................................................ 529 0.0 4.9 -1 .9 * 0.2 3.1 3.5
500 or more beds .......................................................... 191 0.0 5.0 -1 .9 0.7 3.8 4.1

Rural hospitals: 2,322 1.4 3.5 -1 .0 -1 .4 1.1 0.3
0-49 b e d s ............................................................... ....... 1,180 2.3 2.9 -0 .7 -1 .6 0.4 -0 .2
50-99 b e d s ............... ..................................................... 708 1.8 3.2 -0 .7 -1 .6 0.8 0.4
100-149 b e d s ..................................................... „ ........ 222 1.4 3.3 -0 .9 -1 .3 1.0 1.1
150-199 b e d s ................................................................ 106 0.6 4.3 -1 .2 -1 .2 1.8 -0 .3
200 or more beds .......................................................... 106 0.7 4.0 -1 .5 -1 .0 1.4 0.5

Urban by region:
New England ................................................................. 172 0.0 3.8 -1 .5 1.5 3.8 3.2
Middle Atlantic ............................................................. 447 0.0 5.0 -2 .2 2.3 5.0 5.7
South A tla n tic ............- ................„ ........... ............ ...... 453 0.1 5.1 -2 .2 0.9 3.7 3.7
East North C e n tra l.............................................. .......... 498 0.0 3.9 -1 .2 -0 .8 1.8 2.0
East South Central ........................................................ 170 0.0 5.3 -2 .1 -0 .4 2.6 3.2
West North C e n tra l........................................................ 187 0.0 4.8 -2 .1 -0 .6 2.0 2.3
West South Central ............................................. ......... 380 0.1 5.3 -2 .1 -0 .6 2.5 2.9
Mountain ........................................................................ 121 0.0 4 .9 -2 .1 -0 .4 2.3 2.6
Pacific .............................................................................. 502 0.0 5.3 -2 .2 0.2 3.2 3.6
Puerto R ic o .......................................................... .......... 50 0.0 4.9 -2 .2 3.4 6.0 6.3

Rural by region:
New England .................................................................. 53 0.5 3.7 -0 .9 0.3 3.1 3.7
Middle Atlantic ............................... ................................ 85 19 2.5 -0 .7 1.4 3.2 2.4
South A tlan tic .................................................................. 302 0.7 4 .4 -1 .7 -1 .9 0.8 0.1
East North Central ........................................................ 313 2.1 2.2 -0 .1 -1 .9 0.2 -0 .6
East South Central ........................................................ 289 0.5 5.2 -1 .6 -2 .0 1.4 0.1
West North Central ........................................................ 542 2.6 2.4 -0 .3 -1.1 0.9 1.0
West South Central ............................................ .......... 361 2.3 2.7 -0 .5 -1 .7 0.4 -0 .5
M ountain......................................................................... 227 0.5 4.4 -1 .7 -1 .4 1.2 -0 .3
Pacific .............................................. 145 0.5 4.4 -1 .8 -1 .7 0.8 0.1
Puerto R ic o ........................................ ............................ 5 0.0 5.5 -2 .3 12.3 15.8 22.4

(By Payment Classification)
All hospita ls......... 5,302 0.2 4.7 -1 .8 0.2 3.0 3.1
Large urban areas (populations over 1 m illio n ).................. 1,816 0.0 4.8 -1 .9 0.9 3.8 4.2
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Table I.— Impact Analysis of Final Operating Cost Prospective Payment System Changes for.FY
1994—Continued

Num. of 
hosps.1

FY 93 
Effects of 
OBRA*

(1)

FY 94 
Baseline 
prior to 
OBRA a

(2)

FY 94 
Baseline 

after 
OBRA*

(3)

Combined 
impact of 
final rule 

changes&

(4)

All
changes 
prior to 
reclassi* 
f ¡cation 6

(5)

All
changes7

(6)

Other urban areas (populations of 1 million or fewer) ...... 1,421 0.1 4.8 -2 .0 -0 .5 2.2 2.4
Rural areas ..................................... .......... ............... ........... 2,065 1.4 3.5 -1 .0 -1 .4 11 -0 .2
Teaching status:

0.1 2.7 2.7Non-teaching....................................... ............. ............ 4,261 0.4 4.4 -1 .8
Fewer than 100 residents........... ....... .............. ........... 821 0.0 4.7 -1 .9 -0 .1 2.7 2.9
100 or more residents .................................................. 220 0.0 5.2 -1 .9 1.0 4.2 4.7

Disproportionate share hospitals (DSH):
-1 .7 0.0 2.3 2.4Non-DSH......................................................................... 3,481 0.3 4.1

Urban DSH:
100 beds or m o re ........... ....................................... 1,302 0.0 5.2 -2 .0 0.6 3.7 4.1
Fewer than 100 beds ............................................ 140 0.1 5.0 -2 .2 2.2 4.9 4.3
Referral centers (R R C ).......................................... 48 0.3 4.8 -1 .6 -1 .4 1.7 -1 .1

Other rural DSH hosp.:
100 beds or more ....................... ........................... 60 0.0 6.2 - 2 .2 -2 .3 1.4 0.8
Fewer than 100 beds ............................................ 159 0.9 5.0 -1 .8 -2 .3 0.8 0.2

Urban teaching and DSH:
Both teaching and DSH .................. ........... ............ ;..... 605 0.0 5.3 ' -2 .0 0.6 3.8 4.2
Teaching and no D S H .................................................. 386 0.0 4.3 -1 .8 0.0 2.4 2.8
No teaching and D S H ......................................... .......... 837 0.1 5.0 -2 .0 0.7 3.6 . 3.8
No teaching and no DSH ................................ ............ 1,409 0.1 4.3 -1 .9 0.4 2.7 3.1

Rural hospital types:
-2 .1 - 2 .2 1.2 -0 .1Nonspedal status hosp ita ls .......................................... 843 0.0 5.7

R R C ................................................ ............................... 156 - 0.4 4.1 -1 .5 -1 .4 1.1 -1 .0
SCH ................................................................................ 558 0.0 4.6 -1 .7 -0 .2 2.6 2.0
MDH.............. ................................................................... 461 12.1 -6 .4 4.7 -1 .4 - 3 .3 -2 .7
SCH and R R C .............. ....... ....................... .................. 47 0.3 3.9 -0 .9 -0 .5 2.4 0.6
SCH and M D H ............................................................... 1,066 3.2 1.4 0.1 -0 .6 0.9 0.4

Type of ownership:
2.9 3.1V oluntary......................................................................... 3,059 0.1 4.6 -1 .8 0.2

P roprie ta ry........................... .1........................................ 776 0.1 5.0 -2 .0 0.4 3.3 3.6
G overnm ent.................................................................... 1,467 0.7 4.8 -1 .7 0.2 3.2 3.1

Medicare utilization as a percent of inpatient days:
0-25 ................................................................................. 309 0.0 5.8 -2 .1 0.2 3.8 4.5
25-50 ............................................................................... 1,614 0.0 5.1 -1 .9 0.4 3.4 3.7
50-65 ............................... ................... .......................... 2,301 0.2 4.5 -1 .8 0.1 2.7 2.7
Over 6 5 ........................................................................... 1,012 1.2 3.3 -1 .4 0.0 1.8 1.8

Hospitals Reclassified by the M edicare Geographic Review Board

Reclassification status during FY93 and FY94
Reclassified during both FY93 and FY94 .................... 551 0.5 4.4 -1 .5 0.6 3.4 4.1

U rb a n ............. ............................................................... 188 0.2 4.8 -1 .9 1.8 4.6 1  [ 5.3
R u ra l............................................. ................................ 363 1.2 3.9 -0 .9 -1 .4 1.4 2,2

Reclassified during FY94 o n ly .............................. .......... 114 0.2 4.5 -1 .7 0.3 3.0 7.5
U rb a n ............... ............................................................ 41 0.0 4.7 -1 .9 0.7 3.4 E 7.1
R u ra l........ ..................................................................... 73 1.0 3.8 -1 .0 -1 .2 1.6 8.8

Reclassified during FY93 o n ly ......................................... 672 0.4 4.0 -1 .6 1.8 4.2 Ò.2
U rb an ............................................................................ 278 0.2 4.2 -1 .9 3.4 5.7 1.9
Rural .............................................................. .............. 394 0.9 3.7 -1 .2 -1 .0 1.4 i -3 .1

FY 94 Reclassifications:
All reclassified hosp. .......................................................... 669 0.5 4.4 -1 .6 0.5 3.4 4.5
All nonredassified hospitals .........  ............................ 4,606 0.2 4.7 -1 .9 0.2 2.9 3.0
All urban reclassified hospitals....................................... 230 0.1 4.8 -1 .9 1.6 4.4 5.6
Urban nonredassified hospitals...................................... 2,750 0.0 4.8 -2 .0 0.4 3.2 3.4
All redassified rural hospitals...... ................................... 439 1.2 3.9 -0 .9 -1 .4 1.5 2.8
Rural nonredassified hospitals.............. ........................ 1,856 1.6 3.3 -1 .0 -1 .4 0.9 -0 .9

Other reclassified:
Hospitals (section 1886(D )(8 )(B ))................................... 27 0.0 4.0 -1 .8 -1 .3 0.7 1.5

1 Because data necessary to classify some hospitals by category were missing, the total number of hospitals in each category may not equal 
the national total. Hospital-specific data and discharges data are from FY 1992, and hospital cost report data are from reporting periods 
beginning In F Y 1991. *  .

«This column illustrates the changes in FY 1993 payments due to the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (Public Law 103-6o 
(OBRA)). In particular, it illustrates tine higher payments received by Medicare-dependent, small rural hospitals (MDHs).
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Table I.—Impact Analysis of Final Operating Cost Prospective Payment System Changes for FY
1994—Continued

3 This column displays the payment impacts of the pre-OBRA statutory changes for FY 1994 (4.2 percent update to the urban amount and 5.7 
percent update for the rural amount, higher disproportionate share payments), after incorporating the FY 1993 payment effects shown in the 
previous column. It reflects the fact that, prior to OBRA, the special payment protection for MDHs would be eliminated for FY 1994, as would the 
regional floor provision.

4 This column shows the payment effects of OBRA during FY 1994, relative to FY 1994 payments prior to OBRA.
6 This column displays the combined effects of the changes to the prospective payment system described in this final rule. The individual 

impacts of these changes are shown in a separate table.
here are the combined effects of all of the FY 1994 policy changes prior to geographic reclassification by the Medicare Geographic 

Classification Review Board (MGCRB), compared to FY 1993 payments prior to geographic reclassification. Although it Incorporates all of the 
changes displayed in columns 2 through 4, the sum of those columns may be slightly different from the percentage changes shown here, due to 
rounding errors and interactive effects.

7This column shows the combined effects as described for the previous column, but compares FY 1994 total payments after MGCRB 
reclassifications to total FY 1993 payments after reclassification.

Column 1, labeled “FY 1993 Effects of 
OBRA 93“ demonstrates the changes in 
FY 1993 payments after Public Law 
103-66 compared to the level prior to its 
enactment. As discussed above, the 
increases in payments to rural areas 
stem from the retroactive extension of 
the MDH provision during FY 1993. In 
order to facilitate this discussion of the 
impacts of Public Law 103-66 in the 
comparison of FY 1993 and FY 1994 
payments, the payment simulations in 
the first five columns of Table 1 reflect 
impacts prior to geographic 
reclassification. Because we believe it is 
important to show the effects of 
geographic reclassification separately, 
the FY 1994 baseline simulation models 
payments to hospitals based on their 
geographic location. Therefore, 
including geographic reclassification in 
the FY 1993 simulations shown here 
would bias the comparison to the FY 
1994 baseline, since all hospitals 
reclassified during'FY 1993 would lose 
their reclassification in the FY 1994 
baseline. Of course, since actual FY 
1993 and FY 1994 payments reflect 
reclassifications, we do directly 
compare total payments after geographic 
reclassification in the last column of the 
table.

In the row displaying the impact on 
rural hospitals, the effect of Public Law 
103-66 in FY 1993 is a 1.4 percent 
increase in payments. The MDH row 
shows that the strongest factor in this 
increase is a 12.1 percent rise in 
payments among this group due to the 
retroactive extension of the MDH 
provision. This increase in FY 1993 
payments is important to this analysis 
because, as pointed out earlier, it results 
in a larger FY 1993 baseline for rural 
hospitals, and, thus, a smaller net 
change in FY 1994 than they would

otherwise experience. This effect is 
illustrated in subsequent columns, and 
is discussed further below. Also, 
payments to RRCs increase by 0.4 
percent due to the reinstatement of 
RRCs that have regained RRC status as 
a result of the provisions of Public Law 
103-66. Finally, we note that there are 
some increases among urban hospital 
groups (for example, a 0.3 percent 
increase among urban hospitals with 
fewer than 100 beds), contrary to what 
one might anticipate. The explanation 
lies in the row of hospitals changing 
from rural to urban due to the 1990 
census. The net increase in payments 
for these hospitals in FY 1993 is 2.5 
percent. However, since these hospitals 
are considered urban in FY 1994, they 
are no longer eligible to qualify as 
MDHs. The impact of this effect is 
shown in Column 2.

Column 2 displays the change in 
payments from a simulation 
incorporating the higher FY 1993 
payments due to Public Law 103-66, 
relative to a simulation of FY 1994 
payments as they would have been prior 
to enactment of Public Law 103-66.
This comparison is useful to help 
understand the significant variation 
shown here in the changes in payments 
to hospitals from those shown in the 
proposed rule. The impact on all 
hospitals of these changes would have 
been a 4.7 percent increase in payments 
from FY 1993. The majority of that 
increase would have been attributable to 
the pre-Public Law 103-66 update 
factors (4.2 percent for the urban 
amounts and 5.7 percent for the rural 
amount). Because urban hospitals 
receive such a large proportion (over 86 
percent) of total payments in 
comparison to rural hospitals, the 
average update per case is much closer

to the urban update. Of course, these 
update amounts were superseded by 
those included in Public Law 103-66. 
Two other significant factors reflected 
here, but no longer in effect, are the 
elimination of the regional floors and of 
the special payment protection for 
MDHs. Eliminating the regional floor 
would have resulted in approximately a 
0.2 percent decrease in total payments. 
Ending the MDH provision in FY 1994 
would have resulted in a net decrease in 
payments to these hospitals of 6.4 
percent, relative to their FY 1993 
payments after reinstatement of the 
MDH provision.

Another significant change included 
here remains in effect after enactment of 
Public Law 103-66 as well. This is an 
increase in the disproportionate share 
(DSH) payment adjustment for urban 
hospitals with 100 or more beds and for 
rural hospitals with 500 or more beds, 
effective for discharges occurring on or 
after October 1,1993, in accordance 
with section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vii) of the 
Act. This results in a net increase in 
total payments of 0.4 percent.

Another significant change between 
the FY 1993 and FY 1994 payments 
compared in this column is die lower 
than expected level of outlier payments 
estimated to be made during FY 1993. 
As discussed in the Addendum to this 
final rule, we now estimate that outlier 
payments during FY 1993 will be 4.5 
percent of total DRG payments. When 
the FY 1993 final rule was published on 
September 1,1992 (57 FR 39833), we 
estimated FY 1993 outlier payments 
would be 5.1 percent of total DRG 
payments, and the FY 1993 
standardized amounts were set 
accordingly. Similarly, we estimate that 
outlier payments during FY 1994 will be
5.1 percent of total DRG payments. The
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0.6 percent higher level of F Y 1994 
outlier payments overall is also reflected 
in this column.

Hospitals in urban areas experience 
the greatest increase in payments (4.9 
percent for large urban hospitals and 4.8 
percent for other urban hospitals). They 
benefit the most from both the new DSH 
formula and the higher outlier 
payments. This is particularly true for 
hospitalsin large urban areas, whose 
payments rise approximately 0.5 
percent due to the new DSH formula, 
and 0.6 percent due to the higher outlier 
payments.

Hospitals in rural areas experience a 
payment increase of 3.5 percent. The 
scheduled elimination of the MDH 
provision before the enactment of Public 
Law 103-66, as reflected in the FY 1994 
payments in this column, is a significant 
cause of the lower percentage change for 
all rural hospitals. Also, these hospitals . 
experience a lower increase in outlier 
payments than urban hospitals do. Their 
outlier payments increase by only 0.5 
percent from FY 1993. Finally, although 
the update to the rural standardized 
amount is 5.7 percent, this row includes 
rural referral centos paid on the basis 
of the other urban amount (updated by
4.2 percent), and sole community 
hospitals paid on the basis of their 
hospital-specific rates (also updated by
4.2 percent).

In examining this column, it is 
important to note that the effects of 
hospitals redesignated as a result of the 
1990 census changes are not shown 
here. These changes axe a major 
component of the changes being 
implemented by this final rule, and 
thus, are not reflected until Column 4 of 
the table. Therefore, in Column 2 aid  
Column 3, we treat the hospitals in 
these rows as if they were paid 
according to their designation prior to 
the census changes. As a result, the 
percentage changes in Column 2 for 
these rows reflect the changes discussed 
above, before considering the effects the 
new census designations. The relatively 
small increase for rural hospitals in 
counties that become urban reflects the 
fact that 16 of these hospitals had their 
MDH status reinstated for FY 1993.

Column 3 displays the impacts of 
Public Law 103-66 on the FY 1994 
baseline. This column shows the 
percent changes in FY 1994 payments 
under Public Law 103-66 compared to 
FY 1994 payments before the statutory 
changes, as described in Column 2. The 
most significant differences here from 
the previous FY 1994 baseline are: The 
lower updates to the standardized 
amounts and the hospital-specific 
payment rates, the extension of the 
MDH payment protection (albeit at a

lower level than for FY 1993), and the 
extension of the regional Door. The 
overall change from payments under the 
pre-Puhlic Law 103-66 FY 1994 
baseline is a 1.8 percent reduction for 
all hospitals. Payments to urban 
hospitals are 2,0 percent lower, and 
payments to rural hospitals are 1.0 
percent lower.

The impact upon rural hospitals here 
is again due to the MDHs, as well as 
RRCs. Since this column shows the 
impact of moving from an FY 1994 
baseline without special treatment of 
MDHs to one where they receive 50 
percent of the difference between their 
hospital-specific payment rate and their 
applicable Federal rate, their net change 
is a 4.7 percent increase in their FY 
1994 baseline after Public Law 103-66. 
In addition, by reinstating RRCs that no 
longer meet the eligibility criteria at 
$ 412.96, Public Law 103-66 resulted in 
payment increases to hospitals 
previously paid as RRCs but paid as 
non-RRC rural hospitals in the pre- 
Puhlic Law 103-66 baseline.

Among the census divisions, the 
impact of reinstating the regional floor 
is apparent among die regions that 
would have lost this special protection 
in FY 1994 prior to the passage of Public 
Law 103-66. Among the urban census 
divisions, hospitals in the New England, 
East North Central, and West North 
Central regions all are helped by the 
regional floor. Although payments in 
these regions are still less than they 
would be prior to Public Law 103-66, 
they do not decline as much as 
payments to urban hospitals generally. 
The most significant impacts occur in 
the New England and the East North 
Central regions, where payments are 1.5 
percent and 1.2 percent lower, 
respectively, compared to the average 
urban decrease of 2.0 percent. Among 
rural census divisions, New England, 
the Middle Atlantic, the South Atlantic, 
and the East North Central all benefit 
from the regional floor. The most 
significant impacts of the regional floor, 
when compared to the average rural 
payment decrease of 1.1 percent, are in 
New England (0.9 percent lower 
payments), the Middle Atlantic (0.7 
percent lower payments) and East North 
Central regions (0.1 percent lower 
payments).

in summary, the effects of the changes 
enacted by Public Law 103-66 are to 
retroactively increase FY 1993 total 
payments by 0.2 percent, and decrease 
FY 1994 total payments by 1.8 percent. 
The net change in payments from FY 
1993 to FY 1994 is subsequently 2.0 
percent less than it would have been in 
the absence pf Public Law 103-66. For 
urban hospitals, FY 1993 payments are

unchanged and FY 1994 payments 
decrease 2.0 percent, thus resulting in a
2.0 percent smaller change from FY 
1993 payments. For rural hospitals, FY 
1993 payments increase by 1.4 percent, 
and FY 1994 payments are 1.0 percent 
less, resulting in a net effect of reducing 
the change from FY 1993 by 2.4 percent 
from what it would otherwise be.

Column 4 in Table I is the sum of the 
changes in FY 1994 payments that result 
from the changes implemented in this 
final rule. These changes and their 
impacts are discussed separately below 
Specifically, this column displays the 
impacts of adding the following changes 
to tiie post-Public Law 103-66 FY 1994 
baseline model described in the 
previous column:

• Hie effects of the annual 
reclassification of DRGs and the 
recalibration of the DRG weights 
required by section. 1886(d)(4)(C) of the 
Act.

• The effects of changes in the 
standardized payment amounts 
hospitals receive due to changes In MSA 
definitions.

• The effects of the new MSA 
definitions on the wage index.

• The effects of changes in wage 
index values reflecting the FY 1990 
wage survey data.

This column serves to demonstrate 
that the impacts of the changes we are 
implementing through this final rule are 
not significantly different from the 
impacts we described in the proposed 
rule (see 58 FR 30419). For example, the 
combined impact for all hospitals is a 
0.2 percent increase, due to hospitals in 
counties previously designated as rural 
that become urban as a result of the 
1990 census. Similarly, in the proposed 
rule, the combined effects of these 
changes for large urban, other urban, 
and rural hospitals, were: an increase of
1.1 percent for large urban hospitals, a 
decrease of 0,5 percent for other urban 
hospitals, and a decrease of 1.7 percent 
for rural hospitals. The corresponding 
numbers in this rule are: a 1.0 percent 
increase, a 0.4 percent decrease, and a
1.4 percent decrease, all very similar to 
the combined changes from the 
proposed rule. Some variations in the 
impacts between the final and the 
proposed rules do occur for particular 
hospital groups, and these are discussed 
later in this analysis within the context 
of the individual changes.

Column 5 shows the combined effects 
of the changes displayed in Columns 2 
through 4, relative to FY 1993 
payments, without consideration of the 
effects of geographic reclassifications by 
the MGCRB that are effective in either 
FY 1993 or FY 1994. The percent 
changes represent the effect of moving
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from the post-Public Law 103-66 FY 
1993 baseline to the FY 1994 simulation 
described in Column 4, which 
incorporates the statutory changes and 
the changes described in this final rule. 
Within reasonable bounds for rounding 
differences and interactive effects, the 
percent changes in this column are 
equal to the sum of the changes in the 
previous three columns.

The changes shown here represent, 
prior to the effects of the reclassification 
decisions by the MGCRB, the changes in 
hospital payments for FY 1994. The 
changes due to reclassification are 
thoroughly discussed below. The major 
point here, however, is that the reduced 
increase for rural hospitals compared to 
the proposed rule (that is, 1.1 percent 
versus 3,3 percent, before 
reclassifications), is entirely due to the 
recent changes made by Puolic Law 103- 
66. As a result of this statute, FY 1993 
payments increased by 1.4 percent, and 
FY 1994 payments declined by 1.0 
percent, which together reduce the 
change in rural hospitals' payments by
2.4 percent, roughly the difference 
between the change in this column and 
the effect of all changes prior to 
reclassification in the proposed rule.
This result is somewhat misleading in 
that rural hospitals actually experience 
a smaller reduction in payments as a 
result of the statutory changes, relative 
to urban hospitals, when the statute’s 
effect on toted payments for both FY 
1993 and FY 1994 is considered.

Column 5 also incorporates the 
impact of the 0.6 percent lower than 
estimated outlier payments during FY 
1993. The biggest gains in this column 
are among hospitals in counties 
previously designated as rural that, as a 
result of the 1990 census, are now 
designated as urban. Their payments 
relative to last year (prior to 
reclassification) would increase 16.9 
percent. Also, payments to hospitals in 
MS As that were other urban during FY 
1993 and are now large urban would 
increase, prior to geographic 
reclassification, by 6.4 percent. These 
increases are much less than those 
estimated in the proposed rule, 
however, and reflect revisions to the 
wage indexes and changes in the 
redesignations of MSAs that have 
occurred in the interim. These changes 
are discussed in more detail later in this 
analysis, when we examine the impacts 
of the changes implemented by this 
final rule. Finally, payments to hospitals 
that were urban in FY 1993 and are now 
rural increase overall, prior to 
geographic reclassification, by 1.5 
percent.

experience a 
nrior to

Hospitals paid as MDHs 
decline in total payments ]

geographic reclassification from FY 
1993 to FY 1994 of 3.3 percent.
However, similar to the effect discussed 
above for all rural hospitals, MDHs are 
better off overall as a result of Public 
Law 103-66. This is because the 
dramatic rise in their FY 1993 payments 
more than offsets the benefits they 
receive during FY 1994. Although the 
combined effect of the final rule changes 
for MDHs is not far off the combined 
effect in the proposed rule, direct 
comparisons are problematic. This is 
because the proposed rule identified 
only 164 hospitals receiving payments 
as MDHs during FY 1993. Due to the 
reinstatement of this provision by 
Public Law 103-66, we now have 
identified 461 hospitals that will receive 
payment as MDHs.

Another special rural hospital group 
with below average payment increases 
for FY 1994 is rural referral centers (a
1.1 percent increase). As noted 
previously, these hospitals also 
benefitted from Public Law 103-66, in 
that RRCs that no longer meet the 
eligibility criteria are able to continue to 
be paid as RRCs in FYs 1993 and 1994. 
The effects of this are shown in Column 
3, where RRCs experience only 1.5 
percent lower payments after Public 
Law 103-66. However, RRCs do 
experience a 1.4 percent decrease in 
payments due to the final rule changes. 
This outcome is discussed more fully in 
the discussion of Table 3.

A rural hospital group faring notably 
better than the rural average is sole 
community hospitals, with an increase 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994 of 2.6 percent, 
before geographic reclassifications are 
taken into account. As noted earlier, 
these hospitals continue to receive the 
benefit of a special payment protection 
allowing them to be paid the greater of 
their applicable prospective payment 
amount, or the higher of their updated 
FY 1982 or FY 1987 hospital-specific 
rates.

By March 30 of each year, the MGCRB 
issues reclassification decisions that 
will be effective for the next fiscal year 
beginning on October 1. The MGCRB 
may reclassify a hospital to an adjacent 
urban area or to a rural area with which 
it has a close proximity for the purposes 
of using the other area’s standardized 
amount, wage index value, or both. (A 
rural referral center or a sole community 
hospital may be redesignated to an area 
that is not an adjacent county.)

Column 6 reflects changes in 
payments after accounting for both FY 
1993 and FY 1994 reclassifications by 
the MGCRB. The FY 1994 standardized 
payment amounts and wage index 
values incorporate the MGCRB’s 
reclassification decisions that will be

effective for FY 1994, including all 
decisions made by the HCFA 
Administrator through the appeals and 
review process for MGCRB decisions 
and any reclassification withdrawal 
requests that were received by the 
MGCRB. These Administrator’s 
decisions and withdrawals may affect 
the wage index value for specific 
geographic areas relative to those used 
in die impact analysis in the May 26, 
1993 proposed rule. They may also 
determine whether a redesignated 
hospital receives the wage index of the 
area to which it is redesignated or a 
combined wage index that includes the 
data for both the hospitals already in the 
area and the redesignated hospitals.

The difference in the overall changes 
shown in Columns 5 and 6 (a 3.0 
percent increase and 3.1 percent 
increase, respectively) is due to the 
different FY 1993 baselines that are 
used for comparison. The FY 1993 
baseline in Column 5 is an estimate of 
FY 1993 payments before geographic 
reclassifications are taken into account. 
The FY 1993 baseline in Column 6 is an 
estimate of FY 1993 payments after 
geographic reclassifications are taken 
into account. Both baselines incorporate 
the effects of Public Law 103-66. When 
the FY 1993 standardized amounts were 
determined, the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor for geographic 
reclassification ensured that total FY 
1993 payments before and after 
reclassification were equal. However, 
since our current estimates of FY 1993 
payments are based on more recent data 
than when the standardized amounts 
were established, the pre- and post
reclassification total payment amounts 
in the two FY 1993 baselines are not 
equal for purposes of this impact 
analysis. As a result, the post
reclassification comparison results in a 
0.1 percent higher increase in payments 
between FY 1993 and FY 1994 than the 
pre-reclassification comparison. The 
geographic reclassification budget 
neutrality factor appled to the FY 1994 
standardized amounts ensures that total 
payments after reclassification equal 
total payments prior to reclassification.

Comparing the percentage changes 
prior to reclassification in Column 5 
with the percentage changes after 
reclassification in Column 6 shows 
higher payments to hospitals in large 
urban areas after reclassification, 
slightly higher payments to hospitals in 
other urban areas after reclassification, 
and lower payments to hospitals in rural 
areas. A significant factor leading to the 
higher payments in large urban areas is 
the smaller reduction in the FY 1994 
standardized amounts for geographic 
reclassification budget neutrality. The
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final FY 1993 budget neutrality factor 
applied to the urban standardized 
amounts was 0.987471. The final FY 
1994 urban budget neutrality factor is 
.992529. For hospitals in other urban 
areas, the impact of this smaller factor 
is offset by fewer geographic 
reclassifications during FY 1994.

Other urban areas and rural areas 
have a large number of hospitals that 
were reclassified by the MGCRB during 
FY 1993 but are not reclassified during 
FY 1994. Two factors primarily account

for the decline in reclassifications. The 
first factor is the requirement, first 
applicable for FY 1994 reclassifications, 
that hospitals’ average hourly wage 
must be at least 108 percent of the 
average hourly wage of the area in 
which they are located in order to be 
eligible for reclassification for purposes 
of die wage index. The second factor is 
the effect of the new MSA designations. 
Some previously reclassified hospitals 
are now considered part of the MSA to 
which they had been reclassified. The

following chart illustrates the status of 
FY 1993 reclassified hospitals for FY 
1994. Because the chart shows the status 
of FY 1993 reclassified hospitals for FY 
1994, the number of hospitals in each 
category do not match those in Table I.

■ Some hospitals that were used to 
develop the FY 1993 impact had no FY 
1994 data available. Similarly, some 

,  hospitals used to develop the FY 1994 
impact tables did not have any data 
available for FY 1993, and could not be 
included in this chart.

Impact o f  MSA Changes and R eclassification C hanges

Effect of new MSA definitions

Remain
rural

Moved 
from rural 
to urban

Moved 
from 

urban to 
rural

Remain
urban

2,329 * 108 13 2,871
FY 1993 W age Only ...................... ................................... ............................................. ..................... .......... 606 46 1 227

PY 94 wag® only ......................... ......................................................................................................... . 173 4 0 17
FY 94 <tfanrtarHi7nri amount ............. ................................... ........................................... ..................... 54 1 0 7
FY 94 b o th ............. ....................... ............................................................................... ........................... 22 1 0 40
FY 94 not reclassified ...... ................................................................................................. ..................... 357 40 1 163

FY 1993 Qtao^ann^n^ Amount O n ly .......................................................... ............. ........... .................... 58 9 0 17
PY 94 Wage nnfy ............................................................................... ....................... ...................... ...... 1 0 0 0
FY 94 amount ............................................................ ..................................................... 43 1 0 11
FY 94 both ............................ ....... .............................. .................................... ..................... ................. . 1 0 0 0
FY 94 rv»t ranlaaalfiart ............... ................................ .................... ...... .......................................... 13 8 0 6

FY 1993 B o th ................................................................................. ............................... ............................. .7... 72 18 1 124
FY 94 waga rtnly ....................... .............................................................................. ........................... 9 1 0 1
PY 94 etarvfana?®^ am ount...................................................... .............. ....... ............. ...................... 38 3 1 40
FY 94 both ..................................................................... .............. ........................ ............. ............ 20 0 0 61
FY ®4 not f»^l*M*sifiad.............................. ........................................... ................................................... 5 14 0 22

FY 1990 Wnf RaHa««iftad ................................... ............................ .......................................................... . 1,593 35 11 2,503
FY 1004 W A 0 A  nnly ............................................... ..................... ........................... .............................. . 24 0 0 4
FY 94 standardized am ount....... ........................................................................................................... 46 0 0 11
FY 94 both ................ ...................................... ............................................................................ ......... 4 0 0 24

1,519
50

35 11 2,464
FY 1993 Other Reclassified ................................. .......................................................................................

FY 94 othftr .................................................................. ..................................... ................. 27
FY 94 urban non-reclassified................... ...................... ........... ....................... *..................... . 23

The rows in the chart group hospitals 
by reclassification status in FY 1993, 
and within each group, the status of the 
hospitals during FY 1994. For purposes 
of this chart, hospitals that have been 
designated under the revised MSA 
definitions to the same MSA to which 
they were reclassified by the MGCRB 
are considered nonreclassified in FY 
1994. This includes approximately 77 
hospitals. The columns display the 
effects of the new MSA definitions. For 
example, during FY 1993, there were 
606 rural hospitals reclassified for 
purposes of the wage index that 
remained rural after the new MSA 
definitions. Of these 606 hospitals, 
however, 357 are not reclassified for FY 
1994, and 54 are now reclassified for the 
standardized amount instead of the 
wage index. Similarly, more than half of 
the 72 rural hospitals remaining rural

that were reclassified for both the wage 
index and standardized amount in FY 
1993 will be reclassified only for the 

. standardized amount in FY 1994. Of the 
227 hospitals that remain urban that 
were reclassified for their wage index 
for FY 1993,163 will not be reclassified 
for FY 1994, and 7 will be reclassified 
for purposes of the standardized amount 
instead. Thus, the new 108 percent 
threshold for wage index reclassification 
appears to have greatly reduced the 
number of reclassifications for wage 
index purposes for FY 1994.

The second column indicates that, of 
108 hospitals that moved from rural to 
urban status as a result of the new MSA 
definitions, 78 had been reclassified 
during FY 1993 (FY 1993 data were 
missing for 3 hospitals among this 
group). As a result, when the effects of 
geographic reclassifications are taken

into account, the payment increase for 
this group of hospitals declines from
16.9 percent to 9.7 percent. Many of 
these hospitals were already receiving 
the benefit of higher urban payments in 
FY 1993 due to reclassification.

In contrast, the third column in the 
chart shows die FY 1993 and FY 1994 
reclassification status of the 13 hospitals 
located in counties previously defined 
as urban that are now rural. Cine of these 
hospitals was reclassified for purposes 
of the wage index in FY 1993 but is not 
reclassified in FY 1994. Also, one 
hospital that was reclassified for both 
the wage index and the standardized 
amount in FY 1993 is only reclassified 
for the standardized amount in.FY 1994 
Despite losing their reclassification 
status and moving from urban to rural 
status, however, the total payments for 
this group, during FY 1994 are 2.1
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percent higher than their F Y 1993 
payments. This effect, however, is 
entirely due to one hospital in this 
group becoming a sole community 
hospital due to Its new rural status. The 
35.6 percent Increase experienced by 
this hospital offsets the losses of all the 
others.

The rows showing hospitals grouped 
according to whether they receive the 
large urban, other urban, or the rural 
standardized amounts after 
reclassification further illustrate the 
impact tm rural hospitals of fewer 
reclassifications. The net payment 
change for the 2,065 hospitals is a 0.2 
percent decrease. Prior to 
reclassification, FY 1994 payments to 
this group increased by 1.1 percent.
This post-reclassification decline is 
primarily attributable to 387 of these 
hospitals that were reclassified for FY 
1993 but not for FY 1994.

Among rural hospitals by special 
payment category, rural referral centers 
that are not reclassified have notably 
lower payments, after accounting for the 
effects of the reclassification of other 
rural hospitals. Their net change in 
payments from FY 1993 is negative 1.0 
percent. Of this group, 120 were 
reclassified for the wage index for FY 
1993, but only 55 retained their 
reclassification status for FY 1994. Rural

hospitals without any special payment 
provisions have a net decrease of 0.1 
percent after considering 
reclassification, down from 1.2 percent 
in Column 5. Of the 843 hospitals in 
this group, 133 were reclassified for FY 
1993 but are not reclassified for FY 
1994.

For the most part, urban hospitals 
harm higher payment increases after the 
effects of geographic reclassification are 
taken into account than they did in the 
previous column. Again, this is 
generally due to the smaller budget 
neutrality reduction resulting from 
fewer overall reclassifications and 
relatively fewer urban hospitals losing 
geographic reclassification status during 
FY 1994 (compared to the number of 
rural hospitals losing their 
reclassification status). Rural hospital 
groups, on the other hand, generally do 
not do as well when thB reclassification 
effects are considered. An exception is 
the five rural hospitals in Puerto Rico, 
where one reclassified hospital has a 
large payment increase (22.4 percent).

Among rural hospitals grouped by 
census divisions, several categories 
stand out as experiencing significantly 
lower payments after accounting for 
reclassification. The largest decline is in 
the Mountain region, where the total 
change in payments for FY 1994 falls to

negative 9.3 percent after 
reclassification (from an increase of 1.2 
percent prior to reclassification). The 
second largest decline is in the East 
South Central region (from 1.4 percent 
before reclassification to 0.1 percent 
after reclassification). Other significant 
declines are evident ip die Middle 
Atlantic (from 3.2 percent to 2.4 
percent); the Pacific (from 0.8 percent to 
0.1 percent)-, and the East North Central 
(from 0.2 percent to negative 0.6 
percent).

Among hospitals grouped by 
reclassification status during FY 1993 
and FY 1994, die changes are 
predictable. Hospitals reclassified for 
FY 1993 but not for FY 1994 experience 
lower payments when reclassification is 
taken into account compared to the 
previous column. The reverse holds true 
for hospitals reclassified for FY 1994 but 
not reclassified for FY 1993.

We also examined the impact of 
reclassification on payments to 
reclassified and nonreclassified 
hospitals in FY 1994. This analysis is 
presented in Table II, below. This 
analysis compares FY 1994 payments 
for reclassified hospitals with payment 
levels that assume reclassified hospitals 
are paid on the basis of their actual 
geographic location rather than 
reclassified location.

Table U.—E ffec ts  on P ayments P ea Case  of Geographic R eclassification of Hospitals Under
Current R eclassification Policies

(a) (b) (C)

ber of Payment I Payment Percent change
pitáis per case per case in payment per

without re- after re- case due to
classifica- classifica- reclassication

tion* tion only «

669 5,423 5,697 5.0
259 5,249 5,369 23
236 4,979 5,414 8.7
174 6,044 6,323 4.6
230 6,580 6,762 2.8

75 6,340 6,375 0.6
28 7,648 8,240 7.7

127 6,492 6,679 : 2J9
439 4,090 4,470 9.3
184 3,807 4,038 6.0
208 4,284 4678 9.2

47 3,964 4,666 17.7
4,606 6,157 6,116 -0 .7
2,750 6,582 6,534 -0 .7
1,856 3,604 3,803 0.0

FY 94 reclassifications
All reclassified ho sp ita ls  ...............

S tandard ized  am o u n t on ly  ...........
W age in dex  o n ly  ....... ................
Both ........................ ......................

I AD urban rec lass ified  h o sp ita ls  ...........
S tandardized a m o u n t o n ly _____
W age in dex o n ly _________ ___ ___
B o th » _____________________ ______

All reclassified ru ra l h o sp ita ls
S tandardized am o u n t o n ly _____
W age in dex on ly  ........... ....... ..........
Both* ................. ............ ......

AH nonreclassified h o sp ita ls  .. ... ... ... ..
Urban n o n -red as s ifie d  ho sp ita ls  
Rural n o n -rec lass lfied  ho sp ita ls  ,

«w j-.-ffi " :  ,” 11 snows payments wiinout regard to any previous MGCHB reclassification decision. This column reflects tee fact that 
'TOassmcations are in  effect fo r only 1 fiscal year.

:P®rp®r,tege change in payments resulting from decisions of the MGCRB fo r FY 1994. It does not reflect other 
“ outliers, DRGrecairbration or the update.

i reclassified as part o f 1
group appfication.

1 wges such as outliers, DRG recalibration or tee update.
4Thî £  P05?!**!8 includes 111 facilities that were reclassified as part o f 15 urban group applications, 

ne number of hospitals includes 1 facility teat was reclassified as part of 1 ru ia l g " "
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Table II shows the changes in 
payments per case for all FY 1994 
reclassified and nonreclassified 
hospitals in urban and rural locations 
for each of the three reclassification 
categories (standardized amount only, 
wage index only, or both). As evidenced 
by the increase in payment for all 
reclassified hospitals (5.0 percent) and 
the decrease in payments for 
nonreclassified hospitals (0.7 percent), 
the effects of the MGCRB 
reclassification decisions are significant. 
Hospitals located in rural areas that 
were reclassified for purposes of both 
their wage index value and their 
standardized amount will receive the 
largest percentage increase in payments 
per case. They can expect an average 
increase of 17.7 percent above what they 
would receive without reclassification. 
The 75 hospitals located in urban areas 
that were reclassified for purposes of 
their standardized amounts will receive 
an increase in payments per case of 0.6 
percent compared to what they would 
receive if there were no 
reclassifications. Although 65 of these 
hospitals are in other urban areas and 
were reclassified to large urban areas, 
the remaining hospitals were 
reclassified either from large urban to 
large urban (6 hospitals) or from other 
urban to other urban (4 hospitals), thus 
diluting the overall payment impact.

The reclassification of hospitals 
primarily affects payment to 
nonreclassified hospitals through 
changes in the wage index and through 
the geographic reclassification budget 
neutrality adjustment required by 
section 1886(d)(8)(D) of the Act. Among 
hospitals that were not reclassified, the 
overall impact of hospital 
reclassifications would be an average 
decrease in payments per case of about 
—0.7 percent. Nonreclassified rural 
hospitals experience no payment 
change.
C. Impact of Changes Implemented by 
This Final Rule With Comment Period ...

Table m displays the impacts of the 
changes implemented in this final rule. 
To illustrate the impacts of the FY 1994 
DRG reclassifications and recalibration 
of the DRG weights, the new MSA 
definitions, and the new wage survey 
data, these changes are added one at a 
time to the FY 1994 baseline model. The 
FY 1994 baseline simulation modeled 
total payments using the FY 1993 
GROUPER (version 10.0), standardized 
amounts updated to FY 1994 but 
assigned on the basis of the old MSA 
definitions, and the FY 1993 wage 
indexes assigned based on geographic 
location according to the old MSA 
definitions and without regard to

geographic reclassifications by the 
MGCRB. The FY 1994 baseline includes 
the higher DSH formula (although 
assigned based on old MSA definitions).

In column 1 of Table III, we present 
the combined effects of the revised DRG 
classification system, and the 
subsequent recalibration of the DRG 
weights incorporating these revised 
DRGs, as discussed in the preamble to 
this final rule. Section 1886(d)(4)(C)(i) 
of the Act requires us each year to make 
appropriate classification changes and 
to recalibrate the DRG weights in order 
to reflect changes in treatment patterns, 
technology, and any other factors that 
may change the relative use of hospital 
resources. The impact of DRG 
reclassification and recalibration on 
aggregate payments is required by 
section l886(d)(4)(C)(iii) of the Act to be 
budget neutral.

The first line of Column 1 of Table III 
demonstrates that the overall effect of 
these changes is budget neutral. That is, 
the percentage change when adding the 
version 11.0 GROUPER to the FY 1994 
baseline for all hospitals is 0.0. The 
redistributional impact of the final DRG 
classification and recalibration changes 
across hospital groupings is small. Other 
than a decrease of 0.3 percent for 
hospitals redesignated from urban to 
rural as a result of the 1990 census and 
rural DSH hospitals with fewer than 100 
beds, and a 0.4 percent increase among 
urban hospitals in Puerto Rico, the 
impact of these changes is generally 0.2 

ercent or less. We project that most 
ospitals will experience essentially no 

effect. Where decreases occur, they are 
concentrated among small urban and 
rural hospitals. Payments to rural 
hospitals with fewer than 50 beds and 
rural hospitals with between 50 and 99 
beds would be 0.2 percent and 0.1 
percent lower, respectively, than they 
would be without the changes in DRG 
classifications and weights. Payments to 
urban hospitals with fewer than 100 
beds would also, on average, be 0.1 

-percent lower. However, urban hospitals 
with 200 or more beds would 
experience increases in payments of 0.1 
percent,

As discussed throughout this final 
rule, beginning October 1,1993, we will 
adopt the revised MSA definitions 
based on 1990 census data that were 
announced by the Office of Management 
and Budget on December 28,1992. 
Column 2 of Table III measures the 
change in payments attributable to 
hospitals changing from rural to urban 
(and vice versa), as a result of the new 
MSA designations, for purposes of the 
standardized amounts and DSH 
payments. It does not include the effect 

, of the change in status on the hospital

wage index. The overall effect on total 
payments of implementing the new 
MSA designations for purposes of the 
standardized amount and DSH 
payments is a 0.2 percent increase, due 
to the higher payments going to 
redesignated hospitals. This reflects a 
$148 million increase in total payments.

Table III shows that 108 hospitals 
were located in counties that were 
formerly designated as rural but are now 
urban. These hospitals will begin to 
receive either the other urban or the 
large urban standardized amount, 
whichever is applicable (just under one- 
third of these hospitals will receive the 
large urban standardized amount during 
FY 1994). They will also be considered 
urban hospitals for other payment 
purposes as well, such as determining 
eligibility for DSH payments. This 
category does not include 23 hospitals 
that have been treated as urban 
hospitals under section 1886(d)(8)(B) of 
the Act and are located in counties now 
designated as MSAs under the revised 
OMB definitions.

To demonstrate the impacts of the 
MSA changes on standardized amount 
and DSH payments, Column 2 shows 
the percentage changes from the 
previous simulation—the FY 1994 
baseline plus the DRG reclassification I 
and recalibration effects—by assigning 
the standardized amounts and paying 
DSH on the basis of the new MSA 
definitions. Hospitals that have been 
paid on the basis of the rural 
standardized amount and will now be 3 
paid as urban hospitals will receive an j 
increase in payments of 8.1 percent. 
Hospitals in newly designated large 
urban areas receive payments that are j
1.7 percent higher (the difference 
between the other urban and large urban 
standardized amounts is about 1.6 
percent).

Curiously, hospitals that are in 
counties previously designated urban 
but now designated rural will 
experience an average payment increase 
of approximately 6.9 percent. As 
mentioned above, however, this effect is 
the result of one hospital in this 
category experiencing a payment 
increase in excess of 23 percent due to 
its corresponding change to an SCH. All , 
12 other hospitals in this group will 
receive decreases in payments. 
However, section 1886(d)(8)(A) of the j 
Act provides for an adjustment to the j 
payment amounts for these hospitals. In 
the first year that a hospital loses urban i 
status, an eligible hospital will receive, j 
in addition to its rural average 
standardized amount, two-thirds of the | 
difference between its present rural 
standardized amount plus DSH 
payments and the urban standardized j
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amount plus DSH payments that it 
would have received if it had retained 
its urban status. In die second year, the „ 
hospital’s  additional payment will he 
one-third of the difference between the 
rural standardized amount plus DSH 
payments and the appropriate urban 
standardized amount plus DSH 
payments.

Because the urban/nrral categories in 
Table JR are based on die new MSAs, 
the payment increase for urban 
hospitals reflects the higher payments to, 
rural hospitals in counties redesignated 
as urban end hospitals in other urban 
counties redesignated as large urban. 
Also, the urbon/ruxal bed size and 
region categories demonstrate the 
positive impact of this change on urban 
hospitals and the generally negative 
impact on rural hospitals.

Urban hospitals with fewer than 100 
beds and urban hospitals located in the 
New England census division 
experience 0.6 percent higher payments 
in this column. Among the 741 urban 
hospitals with fewer than 100 beds, 7B 
are located in comities that were 
previously rural but are now urban 
under the new MSA definitions, and 30 
of these hospitals are in counties that 
were previously defined as other urban 
but are now large urban. Of the 172 
urban hospitals in New England, 48 are 
hospitals that were previously in other 
urban counties that are now designated 
large urban.

Among hospitals grouped by their 
payment status, the most notable impact 
is on the category of urban hospitals 
with fewer than 100 beds that receive 
DSH payments. Payments to these 
hospitals increase 1.1 percent. Among 
the 140 hospitals in this category, 17 
were in counties redesignated from rural 
to urban, and thus receive a DSH 
adjustment of 5  percent instead of 4  . 
percent or none at all (5 of these 
hospitals did not meet die higher 
eligibility requirement for rural 
hospitals with fewer than 100 beds).

Among hospitals that were 
reclassified by the MGCRB for F Y 1993 
but not for FY  1994,107 hospitals were 
in counties going either from rural to 
niban or from other urban to large 
tnban. This helps explain the 1.1 
percent higher payments for this group 
t>f hospitals.

As discussed in the preamble to this 
final rule, we are also assigning the 
wage index based on the new MSA 
definitions. Column 3 shows the 
impacts cf this change. Beginning from 
«baseline using the new MSAs to ossign 
the standardized amounts but using the 
aid MSAs to assign the FY  1991 wage 
index values, we measure the payment 
impact of calculating and then assigning

the wage indexes based on the new 
MSAs. The effect of the FY 1990 wage 
data is not shown here. Rather, for 
purposes of this column, we analyzed 
the effect of a wage index bawd on the 
new MSAs and 1966 survey data 
relative to a wage index based on the 
old MSAs and 1988 survey data.

Except lor the categories identified in 
the previous column as benefiting from 
assigning the standardized amounts 
based on the new MSAs, the general 
effect of this change is to lower 
payments. Total payments are 0,1 
percent less after this change. This does 
not mean, however, that actual total 
payments for FY 1994 will be less than 
they would be otherwise. As described 
in the addendum to this final rule, 
section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the Act requires 
that any updates or adjustments to the 
wage index must be made m a budget 
neutral manner. The new MSA 
assignments are only part of the changes 
being proposed for the wage index. We 
are also incorporating wage data for cost 
reporting periods beginnning in FY 
1990. The effects of the new wage data 
are shown in column 4 of Table III and 
are discussed below. The net change in 
total estimated FY 1994 payments due 
to the proposed revisions to die wage 
index is budget neutral ( -  0.1 percent 
due to the new MSAs and 0.1 percent 
due to the new wage survey data).

The reason for the — 0.1 percent 
change overall in Column 3 relates 
primarily to the hospitals moving to 
areas with higher wage index values and 
the characteristics of those hospitals 
relative to the areas they are leaving.
The average hourly wage of hospitals in 
counties redesignated from rural to 
urban are generally higher than the 
average hourly wages of the hospitals in 
die rural areas to which they were 
previously designated, but are lower 
than the average hourly wages of the 
hospitals in the urban areas to which 
they are now designated. The percent 
increase in payments among this group 
of hospitals due to the new MSA wage 
index assignments is 7.2 percent.
Among hospitals in counties previously 
designated as other urban that are now 
in large urban areas, the effect is 1.6 
percent higher payments. This is only 
half of the effect displayed for this 
group of hospitals in the proposed rule. 
This results from the fact that, as a 
result of the Office of Management and 
Budget’s revision of the MSA 
definitions in the interim, there were 
fewer hospital redesignations from other 
urban areas to large urban areas. Tlie 13 
hospitals that change from urban to 
nnral experience a  6.0 percent decrease 
in payments as a result of receiving the 
rural wage index.

Most of the categories of hospitals 
noted previously as benefitting from the 
new MSA definitions benefit here as 
well: urban DSH hospitals with fewer 
than 100 beds (1.1 percent increase), 
hospitals reclassified tor FY 1993 but 
not FY 1994 (1.0 percent), and urban 
hospitals with fewer than 100 beds (1.0 
percent).

Significant impacts occur among 
other hospital groups as well. Payments 
to rural hospitals in the New England 
and South Atlantic census division are 
0.5 percent and 0.6 percent lower, 
respectively, after determining the wage 
indexes based on the new MSAs. 
Payments to the 5 rural Puerto Rico 
hospitals increase by 0.9 percent, 
however. Among rural DSH hospitals, 
payments fall by 1.2 percent to those 
with 100 or more beds and by 0.5 
percent to rural DSH hospitals with 
fewer than 100 beds. Also experiencing 
0.6 percent payment declines here are 
rural hospitals that do not receive any 
special payment treatment.

The second major change to the FY 
1994 wage index is that it is based on 
data submitted for hospital cost 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
October 1,1989 and before September
30,1990. The FY 1993 wage index is 
based on a HCFA survey of hospital 
wage and salary data for all hospitals 
subject to the prospective payment 
system with cost reporting periods 
ending in calendar year 1988. Column 4 
displays the effects of the updated^data. 
As noted in the previous discussion, the 
overall effect of this change Is a O.l 
percent rise in payments, offsetting the 
-0 .1  percent change attributable to the 
effects of the new MSA designations, so 
that the combined impact of the final 
changes to the wage index is 0.0.

The results illustrate that, relative to 
the 1988 data, the new survey data 
produce higher wage index values for 
hospitals in large urban areas and lower 
wage index values for hospitals in rural 
areas. Also, among the hospitals located 
in counties that change their MSA 
status, hospitals in areas moving from 
rural to urban have 1.2 percent higher 
payments when the new wage data are 
included. The hospitals redesignated 
from urban to rural lose 0.9 percent in 
payments under this column.

The negative impact on rural 
hospitals is consistent across various 
bed size categories, although there is 
some variation among rural hospitals by 
region. Puerto Rico, with only 5 rural 
hospitals, is helped considerably by the 
new survey data, showing an 11.6 
percent rise in payments. We believe 
this is largely attributable to the 
inclusion o f the contract wage data 
reported on the FY 1990 cost reports.
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Payments to urban hospitals in Puerto 
Rico also increased, by 2.9 percent.
Rural hospitals in the East North 
Central, East South Central, and West 
South Central census divisions 
experience the biggest declines among 
rural hospitals: —1.8 percent, —1.4 
percent, and —1.3 percent, respectively.

Among urban hospitals by bedsize, 
those with 500 or more beds experience 
the greatest increases due to the new 
survey data (0.7 percent). Examining 
urban hospitals by region, the higher 
wage indexes among Puerto Rico’s 
urban hospitals were noted above. Other 
urban regions benefitting from the new 
data are the New England and the 
Middle Atlantic census divisions, with
1.0 percent and 2.0 percent higher

payments, respectively. On the other 
hand, payments fall for urban hospitals 
in the East North Central (—1.0 
percent), East South Central ( -0 .9  
percent), West North Central ( -  0.6 
percent), and the West South Central 
( — 0.8 percent).

Among special payment categories, 
the largest decreases are experienced by 
rural DSH hospitals with fewer than 100 
beds ( -1 .2  percent), rural hospitals not 
eligible for any of the special rural 
hospital classifications ( —1.2 percent), 
RRCs ( — 1.5 percent), and MDHs ( — 0.9 
percent). The trend of urban hospitals 
experiencing increases and rural 
hospitals experiencing decreases 
continues within hospitals grouped by 
their F Y 1994 reclassification status.

Column 5 of Table III shows the 
combined effects of the four changes 
discussed above. It corresponds to 
Column 4 in Table I. The percent 
changes in Column 4 are calculated by 
comparing the changes in FY 1994 
payments after these changes to the 
post-Public Law 103-66 FY 1994 
baseline before making any of these 
changes. While the sum of the changes 
shown in Columns 1 through 4 
generally equal the overall changes 
shown in this column, they may not add 
exactly. This results from rounding 
variances and interactive effects. For 
example, the DRG and wage index 
changes are multiplicative rather than 
additive.

Table III.— Impact Analysis of F inal Operating Cost
[Prospective Payment System Changes for FY 1994] *

I ? § f f 5 1 ^ H  ! § |  i | | l i  | No, of 
hosps.1

Recalibration
change2

(1)

New 
MSA: 

Standard 
amounts *

(2)

New
MSA:
Wage
index4

(3)

New
wage sur
vey data5

(4)

Combined 
final rule 
changes«

(5)

By geographic location:
0.2 -0 .1 0.1 0.2All Hospitals ............................... .................................................... 5,302 0.0

Large urban areas (Populations over 1 m illion) ......................... 1,636 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.8 1.0
Other urban areas (Populations of 1 million or fe w e r).......... 1,344 0.0 0.2 0.0 -0 .6 -0 .4
Rural areas .......................... ............. ...................................... . 2,322. -0 .1 0.0 -0 .2 -1 .1 -1.4

Hospitals Changing MSA Due to 1990 Census:
7.2 1.2 17.3Rural to u rb a n ............................................................................... 108 0.0 8.1

Urban to ru ra l.......................... .......................................... ............ 13 -0 .3 6.9 -6 .0 -0 .9 -0.7
Other urban to large u rb a n ............. ........................ .......... .......... 143 0.1 1.7 1.6 0.2 3.5
Urban Hospitals ............ .......... ..................................................... 2,980 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.2 0.5

0-99 b e d s .............................. ......................................................................................... 750 -0 .1 0.6 1.0 -0 .1 1.5
100-199 b e d s ......................................................................... 899 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.7
200-299 b e d s ................ ........................................................ 611 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.0 0.3
300-499 b e d s ............................................... ........ ................ 529 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 0.1 0.2
500 or more beds ............................................ ...................... 191 0.1 0.3 -0 .3 0.7 0.7

Rural H ospita ls............................................... ................................................. 2,322 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .2 -1 .1 . - 1.4
0-49 b e d s .................................................................................................................................. 1,180 -0 .2 -0 .2 -0 .2 -1 .0 : - 1.6
50-99 b e d s ............................................................................................................................ 708 -0 .1 -0 .2 -0 .3 -1 .0 - 1.6

100-149 b e d s .......................................................... ............................................................ 222 0.0 -0 .1 -0 .3 -0 .9 - 1.3
150-199 b e d s .................. ..................................................................................... .............. 106 0.0 0.0 -0 .1 -1 .0 - 1.2

200 or more b e d s ..................  ................................................................................... 106 0.0 0.3 -0 .2 -1 .2 -1.0
Urban by region:.

1.0 1.5New England .................... .................... ..................... ............................... 172 0.0 0.6 -0 .1
Middle Atlantic .................. ......... .............................................. ......................... 447 0.2 0.4 -0 .2 2.0 2.3

South Atlantic ................................................................................................................. . 453 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.9

East North C e n tra l.................................................................................. 498 0.1 0.2 0.0 -1 .0 -0 .8

East South Central ................................................................ 170 0.0 0.4 0.0 -0 .9 -0 .4

West North C e n tra l.............. .................................................. 187 0.0 0.1 -0 .1 -0 .6 -0 .6

West South Central ...................................................................... .......... 380 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0 .8 -0 .6

Mountain ............................................... ....................................................... 121 0.0 0.1 -0 .2 -0 .3 -0 .4

Pacific ............................................................................................................................... 502 0.0 0.1 -0 .1 0.2 0.2

Puerto R ic o ................................ ........................................................................ 50 0.4 0.4 -0 .3 2.9 3.4

Rural by region:.
0.9 0.3New England .......................................................................................................................... 53 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .5

Middle Atlantic ............................................ ........................... 85 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.6 1.4

South A tlan tic ............................ ....................................... ...... 302 0.0 -0 .1 -0 .6 -1 .2 - 1.9

East North C e n tra l.......................................... ....................... 313 -0 .1 -0 .1 0.0 -1 .8 - 1.9

East South Central ............................................................ . 289 -0 .2 -0 .2 -0 .2 -1 .4 - 2.0

West North C e n tra l................................................... ............ 542 -0 .1 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .9 i f , - 1.1

West South Central ......................................................................... ............................. 361 -0 .1 -0 .1 -0 .2 -1 .3 - 1.7

M ounta in ...................................................................................................................................... 227 -0 .1 -0 .1 -0 .1 -1 .1 - 1.4

P acific ....................................................... ........... ............................................. ....................................... 145 0.0 -0 .1 -0 .3 -1 .2 - 1.7

Puerto Rico ................................ ....................................................................................................... 5 -0 .1 -0 .2 0.9 11.6 12.3
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Table III.—Impact Analysis of Final Operating Cost—Continued
[Prospective Payment System Changes for FY 1994]

No. of 
hosps.1

Recalibration
change2

(1)

New
MSA:

Standard
amounts3

(2)

New
MSA:
Wage
index4

(3)

New
wage sur
vey data3

(4)

Combined 
final rule 

changes3

(5)

By payment classification:
All hospita ls.................................................................................... 5,302 0.0 0.2 -0 .1 0.1 0.2
Large urban areas (Populations over 1 million) ................. . 1,816 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.7 0.9
Other urban areas (Populations of 1 million or fe w e r).............. 1,421 0.0 0.2 0.0 -0 .7 -0 .5
Rural areas .................................................................................... 2,065 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .2 -1 .0 -1 .4

Teaching status:
Non-teaching................. ................................................................ 4,261 0.0 0.3 0.1 -0 .2 0.1
Fewer than 100 res iden ts............................................................. 821 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 -0 .1 -0 .1
100 or more residents................................................................... 220 0.1 0.3 -0 .4 1.0 1.0

Disproportionate share hospitals (DSH):
Non-DSH.................................................................. .......... . 3,481 0.0 0.2 -0 .1 -0 .1 0.0
Urban DSH:.

100 beds or more ............................................................ . 1,302 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.3 0.6
Fewer than 100 b e d s ....................................................... . 140 -0 .1 1.1 1.1 0.0 2.2

Rural DSH:
Sole Community (SCH) ................................................ ........ 112 -0 .1 -0 .1 -0 .1 -0 .6 -0 .9
Referral centers (R R C )................................................... ...... 48 0.0 0.1 -0 .2 -1 .3 -1 .4

Other rural DSH hosp:.
100 beds or more ............................................................. . 60 -0 .1 -0 .4 -1 .2 -0 .7 -2 .3
Fewer than 100 b e d s..... .............................................. . 159 -0 .3 -0 .3 -0 .5 -1 .2 -2 .3

Urban teaching and DSH:
Both teaching and DSH ......................................................... ....... 605 0.1 0.2 -0 .3 0.5 0.6
Teaching and no DSH .................................................................. 386 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 0.0 0.0
No teaching and D S H ................................................................... 837 0.0 0.5 0.2 -0 .1 0.7
No teaching and no D S H .......................................................... 1,409 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4

Rural hospital types:
Nonspedal Status H osp ita ls ......................................................... 843 -0 .1 -0 .3 -0 .6 -1 .2 -2 .2RRC ....;.................................. ............................................ . 156 0.0 0.1 0.0 -1 .5 -1 .4

SCH .............. ........................................... ............................. . 558 -0 .1 0.4 -0 .1 -0 .4 -0 .2
M D H .............................................................................. . 461 -0 .2 -0 .2 -0 .2 -0 .9 -1 .4
SCH and RRC ................................................. ...................... 47 0.0 0.1 -0 .1 -0 .4 -0 .5
SCH and M D H ........................................................................ 1,066 -0 .1 0.1 -0 .1 -0 .6 -0 .6

Type of ownership:
V oluntary................................................................................. 3,059 0.1 0.2 -0 .1 0.0 0.2
Proprietary...................................................................................... 776 0.0 0.1 -0 .1 0.4 0.4
G overnm ent........... ......................................... ........................ 1,467 0.0 0.3 -0 .1 0.0 0.2

Medicare utilization as a percent of inpatient days:
0 -2 5 .............................. ............................................................... 309 0.0 0.1 -0 .2 0.2 0.4
25-50 .......................... .................................................................... 1,614 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 0.3 0.4
50-65 .............................................. ....................................... 2,301 0.0 0.3 0.0 -0 .2 0.1
Over 65 .......................................................................................

Hospitals reclassified by the Medicare geographic Review board:
1,012 0.0 0.2 -0 .1 -0 .1 o.o

Reclassification status during FY 93 and FY 94:
Reclassified during both FY 93 and FY 9 4 ................................ 551 0.0 0.3 -0 .1 0.3 0.6

Urban ....................................................................................... 188 0.1 0.5 -0 .1 1.3 1.8
Rural ................................................ ....................................... 363 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .1 -1 .2 -1 .4

Reclassified during FY 94 o n ly .................................................... 114 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 0.2 0.3
Urban .............. ................................................................... 41 0.1 0.2 -0 .2 0.6 0.7
Rural ........................................... ............................................ 73 -0 .1 -0 .1 -0 .1 -1 .0 -1 .2

Reclassified during FY 93 o n ly .......................... ...................... 672 0.0 0.8 1.0 0,0 1.8
Urban ................................................................................. 278 0.1 1.1 1.6 0.5 3.4
Rural ......................................... ..............................................

FY 94 Reclassifications:
394 0.0 0.3 -0 .2 -1 .1 -1 .0

All Reclassified ho sp .......................................................... 669 0.0 0.3 -0 .1 0.3 0.5
All nonreclassified hospita ls......................................................... 4,606 0.0 0.2 -0 .1 0.0 0.2
All urban reclassified hospitals .................................................... 230 0.1 0.5 -0 .1 1.2 1.6
Urban nonreclassified hosp ita ls ................................................... 2,750 0.1 0.3 -0 .1 0.1 0.4
All reclassified rural hospitals ............................ .......................... 439 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .1 -1 .2 -1 .4
Rural nonreclassified ho sp ita ls .................................................... 1,856 -0 .1 0.0 -0 .3 -1 .0 -1 .4

other reclassified hospital» (section 1886(D)(8)(B)).......................... 27 -0 .1 0.1 0.0 -1 .3 -1 .3

tho i * * 3, n«fessa«Y to classify some hospitals by category were missing, the total number of hospitals in each category may not equal
beginninTS! ^ ^ ospital' sp0ciflc data and discharges data are from FY 1992, and hospital cost report data are from reporting periods

a S S ^ ^ s e S r t io n  188^dK4)?C) of me ^ ssification chan9es * *  based on FY 1992 MEDPAR data and are performed annually in
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Table III— Impact Analysis of F inal Operating Co st
[Prospective Payment System Changes for FY 1SS4]

»This column reflects an of the payment Impacts of the new MSA definitions based on the 1990 census except those related to the wage 
index.

*Thta column shows the payment effects o f the new MSA definitions on tha wage index.
6 This column displays the  combined effects of the changes to the prospective payment system described in this final rule. Although it 

incorporates ¿ I o f the changes displayed in columns 2 through 4, the sum of those columns may be slightly different from the percentage 
changes shown here, due to rounding errors and interactive effects.

Table IV presents the projected 
average payments per case under the 
changes for FY 1994 for urban and rural 
hospitals and for the different categories 
of hospitals shown in Tables I and III.

It compares the projected payments 
with the average estimated per case 
payments that were during FY 1993. 
Thus, this table presents, in terms of the 
average dollar amounts paid per

discharge, the combined effects of the 
changes presented in Table I. That is, 
the percentage changes shown in the 
last column of Table I equal the 
percentage change in average payments 
from October 1,1993 to October 1,1994.

Table IV — Im p a c t  A n a l y s is  o f  F inal O perating C o s t  P r o s p e c t iv e  P a y m e n t  S y s t e m  C h a n g e s  f o r

FY 1994

Number of 
hospitals

(1)

Average FY 
1993 pay
ments per 

case

(2)

Average FY 
1994 pay
ments per 

case

(3)

■ A t changes

■ If

By geographic location:
AM hospitals ....................................... ......... ................................ ............ ....... 5,302 5,874 6,058 3.1
Large urban areas (populations over t  m illion) ................... ......*........................... . 1,636 6,786 7,074 4.2
Other urban areas (populations of 1 m illion o r fe w e r)......... .................... ............... 1,344 5,731 5,875 2.5
Rural a re a s .............................. .................................................. .................................. 2,322 4,000 4,014 0.3

Hospitals changing MSA due to 1990 census:
Rural to u rban .....„ ........... .......................................... ........... .......... ............................ 108 4,545 4,987 9.7
Urban to rural .......... ................................................... ............... . 13 4,088 4,171 2.1
Other urban to large urban ............. ............ ................................................................ 143 6,090 6,413 5.3
Urban hospita ls................................................... .......... .......... — ........~.......... .......... 2,980 6,328 6,553 3.6

0-99 beds .................. ................................................................ ......................... 750 4,379 4,518 3.2
100-199 beds .............. ........................... ......... .................................................... 899 5,352 5,539 3.5
200-299 beds .............................................................................................. . 611 5,864 6,051 32
300-499 beds ............................................ ............................ ........ ......... ......... . 529 6,650 6,883 3.5
500 or more b e d s.... .— ......................................... ....... .................................... 191 8,153 8,491 4.1

Rural hospitals .......... .......................... ................................................ ..................... 2,322 4,000 4,014 0.3
0-49 beds...... .......... .......... ........................ - .........................................— ------- 1,180 3.347 3,340 -0.2
50-99 beds ...................... ..................... ........... ............. ................................... 708 3,696 3,710 0.4
100-149 be ds........................... ........... .— ........................... ........................ . 222 4,129 4,173 u
150-199 be ds............ ............................................................................ ............... 106 4,265 4,250 . . -0 .3
200 or more beds .... ............................................................... 106 4,817 4,840 0.5

Urban by region:
New E ng land............ .......... ....... ......................... ....... ................................ ................. 172 6,635 6,850 3.2
Middle Atlantic .............................. ..................................................... ........................... 447 6,921 7,316 5.7
South Atlantic .............................................. ........................... ...................................... 453 6,006 6,228 3.7
East North C e n tra l....................... ...........— ,—.....................—..................... ........... 498 6.181 6,304 2.0
East South C e n tra l.........................- ............ ....... ............... ......— ........................ ... 170 5,537 5,716 3.2
West North C e n tra l.................................................................. .................................... 187 6,165 6,304 2.3
West Soutfi Central ................. ........................ ............................................~.............. 380 5,817 5,986 2.9
Mountain ............. ............. ................................... .................... — -------- ----------------- 121 6,195 6,355 2.6
Pacific ............................ ................................ ............ ............ ...... ................ . ....... 502 7,164 7,423 M  : 3.6
Puerto Rtoo .......................................... ................~........................................................ 50 2,425 2,577 6.3

Rural by Region:
New E ng land............................................................................ ........................... ......... 53 4,725 4,898 3.7
Middle Atlantic ......... .................................................................................................. 85 4,428 4,534 2.4
Smith Atfctntin ............. ............. ........................ .................................................. ......... 302 4,100 4,105 0.1
East North C e n tra l........ - ........— ........... ........... ....................... ............... .......... ....... 313 4,060 4,033 -0.6
East South Central ...— ..................... ........... .........................................— .---------- 289 3,664 3,667 0.1
West North C e n tra l.................. — .................. .................................................— «... 542 3,727 3,764 1.0
West South C e n tra l............1....................................... ................................................ 361 3,703 3,685 I -0.5
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Table IV.— Impact Analysis of Final Operating Cost Prospective Payment System Changes for
FY 1994— Continued

Number of 
hospitals

0 )

Average FY 
1993 pay
ments per 

case

(2 )

Average FY 
1994 pay
ments per 

case

(3)

A ll changes 

(4)

M ountain......................................................................................................................... 227 4,301 4,290 -0 .3
P a c ific ................................................................................................................... 145 4 830 4 836 n 1
Puerto R ic o ........................... ......................................................................................... 5 ¿561 ¿910 22.4

By payment classification:
All hospitals ............................ ....................................................... ................................ 5.302 5,874 6,058 3.1
Large urban areas (populations over 1 m illio n )............................ ............................ 1,816 6,670 6,950 4.2
Other urban areas (populations of 1 m illion or fe w e r).......................... .................... 1,421 5,608 5,741 2.4
Rural a re a s .......................................................................... .......... ............................... 2,065 3,980 3,973 - 0.2

Teaching Status:
Non-teaching .......................................................................... ....................................... 4,261 4,895 5,025 2.7

.Fewer than 100 residents............................................ ................ ............................... 821 6,319 6,503 2.9
100  or more res iden ts ........................................... ......................... ............................. 220 9,584 10,000 4.7

Disproportionate share hospitals (DSH):
Non-DSH ........................................................................................... ............................ 3,481 5,283 5,410 2.4
Urban DSH:.

100 Beds or more ......................................................... ........... ............................ 1,302 6,869 7,148 4.1
Fewer than 100 b e d s .................................................................................. ,........ 140 4,190 4,370 4.3

Rural DSH:.
Sole community (S C H )......................................................................................... 1 1 2 3,823 3,887 1.7
Referral centers (RRC) ............................................. ........................................... 48 4,936 4,884 - 1 .1

Other rural DSH hospitals:.
100  beds or m o re ................................................. .................... ....... .................... 60 3,526 3,553 0.8
Fewer than 100 b e d s ........................................................................................... 159 3,117 3,122 0.2

Urban teaching and DSH:.
Both teaching and DSH .................................................. ..................................... 605 7,869 8,198 4.2
Teaching and no D S H ............................................ ................................ ............. 386 6,530 6,710 2.8
No teaching and DSH ........................................................................................... 837 5,482 5,692 3.8
No teaching and no D S H .................................. .......... ............ ........................... 1,409 5,103 5,263 3.1

Rural hospital types:.
Nonspecial status hospita ls................................................. ................................. 843 3,459 3,455 - 0.1
R R C ........................................................................................................................ 156 4,686 4,641 - 1.0
SCH .................................. ....................................................................................... 558 3,994 4,074 2.0
MDH ......................................................................... .............................................. 461 3,459 3,364 -2 .7
SCH and R R C ........... ............................................................................................ 47 4,813 4,841 0.6
SCH and MDH ................................................................. ..................................... 1,066 3,982 3,997 0.4

Type of ownership:. -
V o lun ta ry ................................................................................................................. 3,059 6,016 6,201 3.1
P roprie tary........... ................................................................................................... 776 5,373 5,566 3.6
G overnm ent.......................................................................................................... 1,467 5,549 5,720 3.1

Medicare utilization as a percent of inpatient days:.
0 -2 5 ................. ............. ..................................................... ................................. 309 7,551 7,892 4.5
2 5 -5 0 .................................. .................................................................................... 1,614 6,774 7,022 3.7
50-65 .................................................................................................... 2,301 5,371 5,519 2.7
Over 6 5 ........................... ...................................................... ......................... 1 ,0 12 4,710 4,793 1.8

Hospitals reclassified by the medicare geographic review board:
Reclassification status during FY93 and FY94:

Reclassified during both FY93 and F Y 9 4 .................................................. ................ 551 5,457 5,679 4.1
U rban........................................................................... .............................. 188 6,429 6,768 5.3
R u ra l........... ....................................................................... ................. 363 4,413 4,508 2.2

Reclassified during FY94 only ....................................................................... ......:....... 114 5,414 5,820 7.5
U rban........................ ......................... ,..................................... 41 «289 r 7**«; 7 1
R u ra l............ ................................................................................. 73 3 823 A  1ft7 ft ft
Reclassified during FY93 o n ly ......... ........................... ............ .................................... 672 ¿114 5,121 0.2
U rban.............................................................................. 278 5 740 R PAR 1 Q
R ura l.....................................a........................... ............................ 394 4 0 3 9 A  lOQ — ft 1

FY94 reclassifications:
All reclassified h o sp ita ls ............................................................. .................................. 669 5,450 5,697 4.5
All nonredassified ho sp ita ls ....................................................................;.................... 4,606 5,941 6,116 3.0
All urban reclassified hosp ita ls............................................................................ ,....... 230 6,406 6,762 5.6
Urban nonredassified hospitals ................................................................................... 2,750 6,321 6,534 3.4
All reclassified rural hosp ita ls....................................................................................... 439 4,349 4,470 2.8
Rural nonredassified hospita ls..................................................................................... 1,856 3,838 3,803 -0 .9
Other reclassified hospitals (section 1886(D)(8)(B))................................................. 27 4,378 4,445 1.5
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V II. Im p a c t o f C hanges in  th e  C a p ita l 
P rospective P ay m e n t System

A. General Considerations
Our impact analysis of payment 

changes for capital-related costs is 
limited by thelade of hospital-specific 
data on future hospital capital 
investments. The lack of hospital- 
specific data limits our impact analysis 
in the following ways:

• Major investment in hospital capital 
assets (for example, in building and 
major fixed equipment) occurs at 
irregular intervals. As a result, there can 
be significant variation in the growth 
rates of Medicare capital-related costs 
per case among hospitals. We do not 
have the necessary hospital-specific 
budget data to project the hospital 
capital growth rate for an individual 
hospital.

• Moreover, our policy of recognizing 
certain obligated capital as old capital 
complicates the problem of projecting 
future capital-related costs for 
individual hospitals. Under
§ 412.302(c), a nospital was required to 
notify its intermediary that it has 
obligated capital by the later of October
1,1992 or 90 days after the beginning 
of the hospital’s first cost reporting 
period under the capital prospective 
payment system. The intermediary must 
then notify the hospital of its 
determination whether the criteria for 
recognition of obligated capital have 
been met by the later of the end of the 
hospital’s first cost reporting period 
subject to the capital prospective 
payment system or 9 months after the 
receipt of the hospital’s notification.
The amount that is recognized as old 
capital is lim it»! to the lesser of the 
actual allowable costs when the asset is 
put in use or the estimated costs of the 
capital expenditure at the time it was 
obligated. Intermediary determinations 
regarding obligated capital are still 
being reported to us. Therefore, we do 
not know actual obligated capital 
commitments to be used in the F Y 1994 
capital cost projections. Without 
knowing what proportion of an 
individual hospital’s future capital 
spending will qualify as old capital, we 
cannot accurately project how an 
individual hospital will be affected by 
the transition payment policies.

In Table V of this appendix, we 
present the redistributive effects that are 
expected to occur between “hold- 
harmless” hospitals and “fully 
prospective” hospitals in FY 1994. In 
addition, we have integrated sufficient 
hospital-specific information into our 
actuarial model to project the impact of 
FY 1994 capital payment policies by the 
standard prospective payment system

hospital groupings. We caution that 
while we now have actual data on the 
effects of the transition payment 
methodology and interim payments 
under the capital prospective payment 
system and cost report data for most 
hospitals, we need to generate randomly 
hypothetical data for die change in old 
capital costs, new capital costs for each 
year, and obligated amounts that will be 
put in use for patient care services and 
recognized as old capital each year. This 
means that we continue to be unable to 
predict accurately an individual 
hospital’s FY 1994 capital costs; 
however, with the more recent data on 
the experience to date under the capital 
prospective payment system, there is 
adequate information to estimate the 
aggregate impact on most hospital 
groupings.

Comment: One commenter objected to 
our use of hypothetic»! data for the 
changes in old capital costs, new capital 
costs, and obligated amounts that will 
be put in use for patient care. The 
commenter stated that changes should 
not be proposed on the basis of 
incomplete data, and urged HCFA to 
obtain the requisite data.

Response: We have no choice but to 
use randomly generated data for these 
purposes at this time. The law requires 
us to estimate total hospital capital costs 
in order to set the budget neutrality 
target each year. In order to make that 
estimate, estimates of old capital 
changes, new capital changes, and 
obligated capital are necessary. In the 
absence of a substantial data base on 
which to base projections of these 
factors, we employ the random

Eieration method described above. We 
ieve that this method allows us to 
make the most reliable estimates 

possible. However, we have made every 
effort to progressively incorporate as 
much actual data as possible into the 
model. We have used multiple sources 
for actual data such as provider-specific 
files, cost reports, and capital audit files. 
We have also revised the cost reports to 
collect data on old capital, new capital, 
and obligated capital amounts 
separately. However, we do not yet have 
actual cost report data on these factors 
because the cost reports for the first 
years under capitaf-PPS have not yet 
been completely filed. As these cost 
reports become available we will be able 
to incorporate actual experience into 
our analysis.

We have revised Table V after the 
publication of the proposed rule to 
provide some information on the effects 
of the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate required under 
section 13501(a)(3) of Public Law 103— 
66. (Table V in this final rale was

presented as Table IV in the proposed 
rale.) Specifically, we are presenting 
separate blocks in the table to show (1) 
what the effects on FY 1994 payments 
would have been in the absence of the
7.4 percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate, and (2) the effects of all 
changes, including the 7.4 percent 
reduction to the standard rate, on 
payments in FY 1994. We have also 
added Table Va to provide more 
detailed information on the effects of 
Public Law 103-66. In Tables V and Va, 
we used the same outlier effects that we 
used in conjunction with setting the 
final rate for FY 1994 (that is, the rate 
with the effects of the 7.4 percent 
reduction to the standard rate). If we 
had recalibrated outliers for the 
unreduced Federal rate, the budget 
neutrality factor and the estimated rate 
might have been slightly different. 
However, the estimates in Tables V  and 
Va of the effects without the reduction 
to the standard Federal rate are adequate 
for the purpose of evaluating the relative 
impact of the 7.4 percent reduction to 
the standard Federal rate.

We present the transition payment 
methodology by hospital grouping in 
Table VI. In Table VII, we present the 
results of the cross-sectional analysis 
using the results of our actuarial model. 
This table presents the aggregate impact 
of the FY 1994 payment policies. We 
have also revised Table VII to provide 
information on the effects of Public Law 
103-66. In Table VIII, we present a 
simulation of payments based on 100 
percent of the Federal rate. This 
simulation shows the average 
percentage change In the 100 percent 
Federal rate payments attributable to the 
revised rate and changes in payment 
adjustments.
B. Projected Impact Based on the FY 
1994 Actuarial Model

1. Assum ptions. In this impact 
analysis, we model dynamically the 
impact of the capital prospective 
payment system from FY 1993 to FY 
1994 using an actuarial model. The FY 
1994 actuarial model, described in 
appendix B of this final rule, integrates 
actual data from individual hospitals 
with randomly generated capital cost 
amounts and. ratios developed from the 
results of the capital acquisition model 
used in the August 30,1991 final rule. 
We have available capital cost data from 
cost reports beginning in FY 1989, FY 
1990, and FY 1991 received through the 
June 30,1993 update of the Hospital 
Cost Reporting Information System 
(HCRIS), interim payment data for 
hospitals already receiving capital 
prospective payments through PRICER, 
and data reported by the intermediaries
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that include the hospital-specific rate 
determinations that have been made 
through June 1993 in the Provider- 
Specific fi)e.< We used these data to 
determine the FY 1994 capital rates. 
However» we do not have individual 
hospital data on old capital changes, 
new capital formation, and obligated 
capital. Because we can combine actual 
data for individual hospitals with the 
results from the capital acquisition 
model» we need to generate randomly 
only the old and new capital changes 
and obligated capital. All Federal rate 
payment parameters are assigned to the 
applicable hospital.

For purposes of this impact analysis, 
theFY 1994 actuarial model includes 
the following assumptions:

• Medicare inpatient capital costs per 
discharge will increase at the following 
rates during these periods:

Average per-

Fiscal year
centacje in

crease m cap-
ita! costs per

discharge

1993......... ......... . 8.24
1994 — p ..... 9.45

• The Medicare case-mix index will 
increase by 1.3 percent in FY 1993 and
2.0 percent in FY 1994 and thereafter.

• The Federal capital rate as well as 
the hospital-specific rate will be 
updated by the 2-year moving average 
increase in Medicare capital costs per 
case, net of case mix change increase, 
between FY 1989 and FY 1991. The FY 
1994 update is 3.04 percent (see 
Addendum, Part III).

• Consistent with the budget 
neutrality constraints provided in 
section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the Act, 
estimated aggregate Medicare payments 
under the capital prospective payment

system in FY 1994 will equal 90 percent 
of the total amount that would have 
payable for Medicare inpatient capital- 
related costs on a reasonable cost basis. 
The budget neutrality adjustment factor 
is applied to the Federal and hospital- 
specific rates only and not to the hold- 
harmless payment for old capital.

2. Results. We have used tne actuarial 
model to estimate the change in 
payment for capital-related costs from 
FY 1993 to FY 1994. To show the effect 
of the capital prospective payment 
system on low capital cost hospitals and 
high capital cost hospitals, we are 
presenting separately in Table V the 
results of our simulation for low capital 
cost and high capital cost hospitals. We 
consider a hospital to be a low capital 
cost hospital if, based on a comparison 
of its initial hospital-specific rate and 
the applicable Federal rate, it will be 
paid under the fully prospective 
payment methodology. A high capital 
cost hospital is a hospital that, based on 
its initial hospital-specific rate, will be 
paid under the hold-harmless payment 
methodology. Based on our actuarial 
model, the breakdown of hospitals is as 
follows:

Capital Transition payment 
Methodology

Type of 
hospital

Per
cent 

[ of 
hos
pi
tals

FY 
1994 

percent 
of dis

charges

FY
1994
per
cent
of

; cap
ital 

I costs

FY
1994
per
cent

of
cap
ita l

pay
ments

Low cost
hospital .. 69 65 53 56

High cost
hospital „ 31 35 47 44

A low capital cost hospital may 
request to have its hospital-specific rate 
redetermined based on old capital costs 
in the current year, through the later of 
the hospital's cost reporting period 
beginning in FY 1994 or the first cost 
reporting period beginning after 
obligated capital comes into use (within 
the limits established in § 412.302(c) for 
putting obligated capital in use for 
patient care). If the redetermined 
hospital-specific rate is greater than the 
adjusted Federal-rate, these hospitals 
will be paid under the hold-harmless 
payment methodology. Public Law 103- 
66 requires a 7.4 percent reduction to 
the standard Federal rate. Public Law 
103-66 also provides for a special 
redetermination of hospital payment 
methodologies to take into account that 
reduction. We discuss this provision in 
section V.D of the Preamble to this final 
rule. Regardless of whether the hospital 
would become a bold-harmless payment 
hospital as a result of a redetermination 
in FY 1993 or FY 1994, we have 
continued to show these hospitals as 
low capital cost hospitals in Table V.

The following table shows our 
estimate of the percentage of low capital 
cost hospitals that would be paid under 
the hold-harmless payment 
methodology through a hospital-specific 
rate redetermination and the basis of 
their payment under the hold-harmless 
payment methodology. The table 
Includes the effects of Public Law 103- 
66.

Percent o f low cost hospitals Of these, percent that are paid:

Fiscal year that qualify for hold-harmless 
methodology 100% Federal 

rate Hold-harmless

1993 .............................................. .................... ................................................................... . 3.4 37 63
1 9 9 4 ........... -_____ _ _____ _____________  ____ . 11.3 39 61

The large increase in the number of low cost hospitals that qualify for the hold-harmless methodology is primarily 
a result of the 7.4 percent reduction to the standard Federal rate. As a result of the redeterminations required to 
taka into account that reduction, a large number of hospitals that would not otherwise have qualified as hold-harmless 
will receive payment under the hold-harmless methodology.

Assuming no behavioral changes in capital expenditures, Table V displays the percentage change in payments from 
FY 1993 to FY 1994 using the above described actuarial model,
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Table V.— Final Capital Budget Neutrality for FY 1993-1994
[Impact of Changes for FY 1994 on Payments Per Discharge]

No. of 
hosps. Discharges

Adjusted
federal

payment

Average
federal
percent

Hospital
specific
payment

Hold-harm
less pay

ment

Excep
tions

payment
Total pay

ment

FY 1993 Payments Per
Discharge *

Low Cost H ospita ls.............. 3,629 6,730,867 $140.93 21.44 $359.64 $15.03 $3 63 $519 25
Fully P rospective.......... 3,361 6,157,778 131.73 20.00 37375 1.95 507.45
Rebase—Fully Prospec-

tive ............................. 146 310,309 129.94 20.00 384.06 34.36 548.37
Rebase— 100% Federal

Rate ........................... 45 128,095 651.51 100.00 651.51
Rebase—Hold Harm*

le s s ............................. 77 134,685 101.53 16.45 751 38 12.88 Aft*; nn
High Cost H ospita ls............. 1,640 3,654^435 303.7t 45.26 485.73 T97 791 42

100% Federal Rate ..... 478 1,269,750 694.10 100.00 694.10
Hold H arm less.............. 1,162 2,384,684 95.84 14.55 744 37 3 02 843 23

Total H osp ita ls.......... 5,269 10,385,303 198.21 29.93 233.08 180.66 3.05 615.02
FY 1994 Payments Per

Discharge Before Effects
of OBRA ’93

Low Cost H ospita ls.............. 3,629 6,733,457 $194.64 30.84 $300.47 $17.80 $29.22 $542.15 4.41
Fully P rospective.......... 3,353 6,151,812 189.61 30.00 312.72 26.60 528.94 4.23
Rebase— Fully Prospec-

tive ............. ............... 149 311,273 186.81 30.00 319.41 86.07 592.30 8.00
Rebase—-100% Federal

Rate ........................... 33 91,436 634.15 100.00 634.15 -2.66
Rebase—Hold Harm-

le s s ............................. 94 178,935 156.86 25 83 670 13 ftAO OO
High Cost H ospita ls............. 1,640 3,655773 318.04 48.66 470.20 13.39 801 64 1 OO

100% Federal R a te ...... 439 1,168,288 691.29 100.00 691 29 -0 .40
Hold H arm less.............. 1,201 2,487,485 142.73 22.45 691 04 -|ggg A 7 1 91

Total H osp ita ls.......... 5,269 10,389,230 238.06 37.26 19774 176.99 23.65 633.45 2.99

FY 1994 Payments Per
Discharge After Effects
of OBRA ’93

Low Cost H ospita ls.............. 3,629 6,733,457 $211.18 34.63 $272.25 $36.80 $27.32 $547.56 5.45
Fully P rospective.......... 3,087 5,586,551 183.48 30.00 312.56 25.65 522.70 3.00
Rebase—Fully Prospec-

tive ............................. 132 271,737 182.70 30.00 320.25 77.61 580.56 5.87
Rebase— 100% Federal

Rate ........................... 161 427,583 623.69 100.00 623.69 -4.26
Rebase—Hold Harm-

le s s ............................. 249 447,584 180.12 31 40 553 73 0 7 10
High Cost H ospita ls............. 1,640 3,655J73 291.29 46.12 486.52 13.83 791.65 0.02

100% Federal R a te ...... 389 1,053,983 676.59 100.00 676 59 -2  52
Hold H arm less.............. 1,251 2,601,790 135.20 22.04 683.62 19.43 838.26 -0.59

Total H osp ita ls.......... 5,269 10,389,230 239.37 3877 176.45 195.05 22.57 633.45 2.99

Table V - a .— Impact of O B R A  ’9 3  on F Y  1 9 9 4  Payments per Discharge

Remain on 
fully prospec

tive

Fully pro
spective 
to 100% 
federal

Fully pro
spective 
to hold 

harmless

Remain on 
100% federal

100% 
federal to 

hold
harmless

Remain on 
hold harm

less
All hospitals

Number of Hospitals................................. 3,219 129 154 421 51 1,295 5,269
Number of Discharges........... ..................
Adjusted Federal Payment:

5,858,288 336,393 268,403 1,145,173 114,551 2,666,420 10,389,230

Before OBRA..................................... $189.83 $194.46 $175.43 $694.95 $609.10 $143.68 $238.06
After OBRA........................................ 183.44 626.42 199.26 671.58 75.79 138.85 239.37

Percent Change .....................................
Average Federal Percent:

-3 .3 222.1 13.5 -3 .3 -87.5 -3 .3 0.5

Before OBRA..................................... 30.0 30.0 30.0 100.0 100.0 22.6 37.2
After OBRA.................................. ......

Hospital Specific Payment:
Before OBRA.....................................

30.0

$299.85

100.0

$445.55

35.2

$434.96

100.0 12.8 22.6 38.7

$194.74
After OBRA........................................ 312.92 176.45

Percent Change .................................... 4.3 -100.0 -100.0 -9 .3
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Table V-A .— (mpact of OBRA*93 on FT 1994 Payments per Discharge— Continued

1 Remain on 
fully prospec

tive

Fully pro
spective 

: to 100% 
federal

FuRy pro
spective 
to hokt 

harmless

Remain on 
i 100% federal

100% 
federal to 

hold
; harmless

Remain on 
hold har m

less
All hospitals

Hokt Harmless Payroenfc
Befare OBRA ............................■.____ $689.63 $176.99
After OBRA ~........... ........ ............ $476.40 $521.54 689.63 196.05

Percent Changa __________________ 0.0 10.2
Excépticos Paymenfc

Befare OBRA —..... .......... ........... .. $29Ü8 $61.69 $20.73 $2365
After OBRA__ _______ _______ 29.01 27.82 21.41 22.57

Percant Changa____  _____  _ - 2 3. -54J& 3 2 -4 .5
Total Paymenf;

Befare OBRA ____ __________ .____ $519.37 $640.02 $672.09 $694.95 $609.10 $854.06 $633.45
After OBRA............................. ......«... 525.39 626.42 703.49 671.58 597.33 849.90 63345

Percent Chango_____.....______ ;....— 1.1 -2 -t 4.6 -3 .3 - t . 9 -0 .4 0.0

Under section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the 
Act, aggregate payments under the 
capital prospective payment system far 
FY 1992 through 1995 are to equal 90 
percent of what would have been 
payable on a reasonable cost basis in 
each year, respectively. (See 
Addendum, Part in for a full discussion 
of the capital budget neutrality 
provision.) We project that in FY 1993 
aggregate payments under the capital 
prospective payment system will be 
95.64 percent of reasonable costs, or 
6.27 percent higher than the 90 percent 
target. We also estimate mi increase in 
capital cost per case of 9.45 percent 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994. To achieve 
budget neutrality in FY 1994, wo 
estimate there would be an aggregate 
2.99 percent increase in Medicare 
capital payments over the FY 1993 
payments (1.0945/1.962? =  1.0299).

We project that, including the effects 
of Public Law 103-66, high capital cost 
hospitals will experience an average 
case-weighted increase of 0.02 percent 
and low capital cost hospitals will 
experience mi average increase in 
payments per discharge of 5.45 percent 
(compared to 1.29 percent and 4.41 
percent, respectively, in the absence of 
the reduction to the standard Federal 
rate required by Public Law 103-66). 
The relatively greater gain for low-cost 
hospitals is the result of numerous 
hospitals from this category moving into 
the, more advantageous hoki-harmless 
payment methodology as a result of 
hospital-specific rate redeterminations 
and the payment methodology 
redeterminations provided under Public 
Law 103-66.

For hospitals paid under the fully 
prospective payment methodology, the 
Federal rate payment percentage will 
increase from 20 percent to 30 percent 
and the hospital-specific rate payment 
percentage will decrease from 80 
percent to 70 percent in FY 1994.

The Federal rate payment percentage 
for a hospital paid under the hold- 
harmless payment methodology is based 
on the hospital’s ratio of new capital 
costs to total capital costs. The average 
Federal rate payment percentage for 
those hospitals receiving a hold- 
harmless payment for old capital is 
estimated to increase from 14.55 percent 
to 22.04 percent. We estimate the 
percentage of hold-harmless hospitals 
paid based on 100 percent of the Federal 
rate will decrease from 29 percent to 24 
percent. (The decrease would have been 
only to 27 percent in the absence of the
7.4 percent reduction to the Federal 
rate.)

The average hospital-specific rate 
payment per discharge falls from 
$233.08 in FY 1993 to $176.45 in FY 
1994. The average hospital-specific rate 
payment per discharge would have been 
$194.74 in the absence of Public Law 
103-66. A decline in the average 
hospital-specific rate payment per 
discharge from FY 1993 to FY 1994 is 
to be expected because of the reduction 
in the hospital-specific rate blend 
percentage and the 2.16 percent 
decrease in the hospital-specific rate 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994. The average 
hospital-specific rate payment per 
discharge is also lower than it would 
have been in the absence of Public Law 
103-66, despite the fact that an indirect 
result of the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate is  a relative 
increase in the hospital-specific rate fa  
lesser reduction from FY 1993 to FY 
1994 than would otherwise have been 
the case). That is because one result of 
Public Law 103-66 is a rede&erminaticm 
of the applicable hospital payment 
methodology to take into account the 
reduction to the standard Federal rate. 
As a result of those redeterminations, 
many hospitals previously paid under 
the fully prospective methodolgy will 
receive payment under the hold-

h arm less payment methodology . The 
hospitals that qualify to switch from 
fully prospective to hold-harmless wifi 
be those among the fully prospective 
hospitals with relatively high hospital- 
specific rates. Those hospitals that 
become hold-harmless will no longer 
receive any portion of their payments 
based on the hospital-specific rate. The 
remaining hospitals in the fully 
prospective group will thus have a 
lower average hospital-specific rate 
payment per discharge despite, the fact 
that each of them will have a higher 
hospital-specific rate per discharge 
payment than in the absence of Public 
Law 103-66. Indeed, Table Va shows 
just this latter result. The average 
hospital-specific rate payment per 
discharge increases 4.3 percent (from 
$299.85 to $312.92} for those hospitals 
that remain fully prospective after the 
effects of Public Law 103-66 are taken 
into account.

Fully prospective hospitals that 
qualify for a redeterminaticm and than 
receive hold-harmless payments would 
have experienced a 0.41 percent decline 
in payments in FY 1994 in the absence 
of Public Law 103-66. That same 
category of hospitals can be expected to 
experience an 11.62 percent decrease in 
FY 1994 after the effects of Public Law 
103-66. Both declines reflect the 
movement into that category, intensified 
by the redeterminations provided under 
Public Law 103-66, of hospitals with 
old capital amounts relatively smaller 
than the hospitals previously in that 
category. These hospitals reduce the 
average hold-harmless payment per 
discharge for the larger resulting group.

Table Va shows a different aspect of 
these and other effects of Public Law 
103-66. This table shows the effects 
separately for six stable categories of 
hospitals. As a result, none of the results 
in Table Va is affected by changing 
membership in any category, as is the
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case in Table V. The six categories are: 
(1) Hospitals that are fully prospective 
before and after the effects of Public 
Law 103-66; (2) hospitals that switch 
from fully prospective to receiving 
payments based on 100% of the Federal 
rate as a result of Public Law 103-66; (3) 
hospitals that switch from fully 
prospective to receiving hold-harmless 
payments as a result of Public Law 103- 
66; (4) hospitals receiving payments 
based on 100% of the Federal rate 
before and after Public Law 103-66; (5) 
hospitals that switch from receiving 
payments based on 100% of the Federal 
rate to hold-harmless payments as a 
result of Public Law 103-66; and (6) 
those hospitals that were hold-harmless 
before Public Law 103-66 and remain 
hold-harmless (the effects of Public Law 
103-66 produce no change in payment 
methodology for these hospitals). The 
table shows the difference, for each 
category, between the payments 
hospitals would have received in the 
absence of Public Law 103-66, and the 
payments they receive as a result of 
Public Law 103-66.

Hospitals that remain fully 
prospective will receive an average 
payment per discharge 1.1 percent 
higher than they would have without 
Public Law 103-66. The increase results 
from a 4.3 percent higher average 
hospital-specific rate payment per 
discharge, partially offset by a 3.3 
percent lower Federal rate payment per 
discharge. The higher average hospital- 
specific rate payment per dischage is the 
result of the relative increase in the 
hospital-specific rate discussed above 
(i.e., the hospital-specific rate is higher 
than it would have been in the absence 
of Public Law 103-66 as an indirect 
effect of the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate).

Hospitals that switch from frilly 
prospective to 100% of the Federal rate 
will receive average payments per 
discharge 2.1 percent lower than the 
frilly prospective payments they would 
have received in the absence of Public 
Law 103-66. We used our model to_ 
conduct a special analysis of the 129 
hospitals that fall into this category. We 
found that about 92 of these hospitals 
(71 percent) will receive payments at 
100% of the Federal rate that exceed 
their total Medicare capital costs. An 
additional 22 of the hospitals (17 
percent) will receive payments that are 
between 90 percent and 100 percent of 
total costs (90 percent is the overall

budget neutrality target for the initial 
years of the capital-PPS transition 
period). The remaining hospitals, 
(approximately 15, or 12 percent) will 
receive payments that are at least 85 
percent of total costs (85 percent is the 
current level of hold-harmless payment 
for old capital, and it was the level of 
reimbursement under the reasonable 
cost system immediately prior to the 
introduction of prospective payment for 
capital). Although these hospitals would 
have received higher payments without 
the redetermination required by Public 
Law 103-66, the comparison of their 
payments to costs shows that overall 
payments to them are reasonable.

Hospitals that switch from fully 
prospective to receiving hold-harmless 
payments will receive average payments 
per discharge 4.6 percent greater than 
they would have received as fully 
prospective hospitals in the absence of 
Public Law 103-66. This is because they 
will receive the benefit of hold-harmless 
payments per discharge for old capital 
(an average of $476.40) greater than the 
hospital-specific rate payments per 
discharge they would have received as 
fully prospective hospitals (an average 
of $434.96), as well as larger Federal 
rate payments per discharge, due to an 
increase of the Federal rate portion of 
their payments from 30 percent (the FY 
1994 blend percentage under the frilly 
prospective methododology) to 35.2 
percent (their average ratio of new to 
total Medicare capital), which more 
than offsets the 3.3 percent decline in 
Federal rate payments due to the 
reduction to the standard Federal rate.

Hospitals that remain 100% Federal 
will receive average payments per 
discharge 3.3 percent lower than they 
would have received in the absence of 
Public Law 103-66. The 3.3 percent 
decrease reflects the difference between 
the final FY 1994 Federal rate and our 
estimate of what the FY 1994 Federal 
rate would have been in the absence of 
the Public Law 103-66. The difference 
is due to the 7.4 percent reduction to the 
standard Federal rate, partially offset by 
a budget neutrality adjustment that is 
4.33 percent higher than it would have 
been without the reduction to the base 
rate. Although these hospitals 
experience a decrease in average 
payments per discharge, they still 
receive 100% Federal rate payments in 
FY 1994 because 100% percent Federal 
rate payments are more advantageous 
for them than hold-harmless payments.

Hospitals that switch from 100% 
Federal rate payments to hold-harmless 
will receive average payments per 
discharge 1.9 percent lower than they 
would have received in the absence of 
Public Law 103-66. However, this 
reduction in average payments per 
discharge is less than the reduction they 
would have experienced if they had 
continued to receive payments based on 
100% of the Federal rate ( — 1.9 percent 
compared to -3 .3  percent). Finally, 
hold-harmless hospitals receive average 
payments per discharge 0.4 percent less 
than they would have received in the 
absence of Public Law 103-66. This is 
the result of the 3.3 percent decrease in 
the Federal rate payment, which 
constitutes an average of 22.6 percent of 
the payment for hospitals in this 
category.

We are making no changes in our 
exceptions policies in FY 1994. As a 
result, the minimum payment levels are 
still:

• 90 percent for sole community 
hospitals;

• 80 percent for urban hospitals with 
100 or morp beds and a disproportionate 
share patient percentage of 20.2 percent 
or more; or,

• 70 percent for all other hospitals.
We estimate that exceptions payments 

will increase from 0.5 percent of 
payments to 3.5 percent of payments in 
FY 1994. The projected distribution of 
the payments is shown in the table 
below:

Estimated Fiscal year 1994 
Exceptions Payments

Type of hospital
No. of 
hos
pitals

Percent 
of ex
cep

tions of 
pay

ments

Low Capital C o s t.............. 279 78
High Capital C o s t............. 118 22

T o ta l........................... 397 100

C. Cross-Sectional Comparison of 
Capital Prospective Payment 
Methodologies

Table VI presents a cross-sectional 
summary of hospital groupings by 
capital prospective payment 
methodology. This distribution is 
generated by our actuarial model.
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Table VI.— Distribution by Method of Payment (Hold-Harmless/Fully Prospective) of Hospitals Receiving
Capital Payments

By G eographic Location
All hospitals ........................... ............... ................................
Large urban areas (populations over 1 million) ................
Other urban areas (populations of 1 million of fewer) ......
Rural a re a s ............ ........................ ........................... ...........
Urban hospita ls............... ............. .............................. .........

0-99 beds................. ................1......... ............... ........... .
100-199 be ds........................ ........ - .............................
200-299 beds................................................... .............
300-499 be ds.................................................... ........ ....
500 or more b e d s ................ ................. ......... .............

Rural hosp ita ls.......................................................................
0-49 beds................................. .......... ........... ...............
50-99 beds........................... .......... .............. ................
100-149 be ds............... ......... ........................................
150-199 beds............... ........ ...................... ...................
200 or more b e d s ........... ..............................................

By Region
Urban by R egion........................;........... ..............................

New E ng land............................. ............. ......................
Middle A tla n tic ........................ .......................................
South Atlantic ............................................... ........ ........
East North C entra l.................. ................ .......... ...... .
East South C e n tra l.......................... ......................
West North C entra l.......................................................
West South Central .......................................................
M ountain.................... .................«.......... ......................
Pacific ....................................... .......... ...........................
Puerto Rico ......................................... ............. .............

Rural by Region ............................................................ ........
New E ng land........... ......................... ...........................
Middle Atlantic .......... .......... ................... ......................
South Atlantic ..:................. ............... ...........................
East North C entra l........................................... .............
East South Central ........................... ........ ......... ..........
West North C en tra l................... ...................................
West South C e n tra l................................................... ...
Mountain ................ ........................ ...............................
P a c ific ................ .......................... ......... ........................

By Payment C lassifica tion
All hospitals ................................... .......... ......................... .
Large urban areas (populations over 1 m illion) .............. .
Other urban areas (populations of 1 m illion of fewer) .....
Rural areas .................................. :............................
Teaching Status:

Non-teaching ............................ ....................................
Fewer than 100 R esidents........ .................. ............
100 or more R esidents................................................

Disproportionate share hospitals (DSH):
Non-DSH ................................................ ......................

Urban DSH:
100 or more b e d s .......................... ..............................
Less than 100 b e d s ............... ............... ......................

Rural DSH:
Sole Community (SCH) .......... ..................... ...............
Referral Center (R R C )................... .............................

Other Rural:
100 or more b e d s ................. ....................................
Less than 100 b e d s .................... ....................... .........

Urban teaching and DSH:
Both teaching and D S H ................................. .............
Teaching and no D S H .................................................
No teaching and DSH .............. ................ .................
No teaching and no DSH ...........................................

(2) Hold-harmless (3)

(1) Total No. 
of hospitals

Percentage 
paid hold- 
harmless 

(A)

Percentate 
paid fully 

federal (B)

Percentage 
paid fully 

prospective 
rate

5,269 28.4 10.4 61.2
1,621 32.9 13.6 53.3
1,331 34.0 12.9 53.0
2,317 22.1 6.7 71.1
2,952 33.4 13.3 53.2

725 31.1 9.5 59.3
897 41.3 12.5 46.0
610 35.2 14.9 49.8
529 25.8 16.0 58.0
191 19.8 18.8 61.2

2,317 22.1 6.7 71.1
1,176 15.9 4.8 79.1

707 26.3 7.4 66.1
222 34.2 9.4 56.3
106 25.4 10.3 64.1
106 33.9 13.2 52.8

2,952 33.4 13.3 53.2
172 18.0 9.3 72.6
447 21.2 17.6 61.0
450 44.4 13.5 42.0
496 22.7 12.9 64.3
170 45.2 11.T 43.5
186 34.9 12.9 52.1
373 54.6 16.6 28.6
119 43.6 15.1 41.1
491 28.1 9.5 62.3
48 25.0 8.3 66.6

2,317 22.1 6.7 71.1
53 15.0 3.7 81.1
85 17.6 8.2 74.1

300 26.0 8.6 65.3
313 , 18.2 5.4 76.3
288 30.9 6.9 62.1
542 16.0 5.5 78.4
359 26.1 8.9 64.9
227 23.7 5.7 70.4
145 21.3 6.2 72.4

5,269 28.4 10.4 61.2
1,801 32.9 13.6 53.4
1,408 33.0 11.8 55.1
2,060 21.4 6.6 71.8

4,228 29.5 9.3 61.0
821 26.0 14.3 59.5
220 15.9 16.3 67.7

3,455 26.9 9.1 63.9

1,301 33.2 14.9 51.8
135 25.9 10.3 63.7

112 19.6 5.3 75.0
48 29.1 18.7 52.0

60 40.0 1.6 58.3
158 25.9 6.3 67.7

605 22.6 17.3 60.0
386 24.8 11.6 63.4
831 39.7 12.5 47.7

1,387 35.6 11.4 52.8
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Table VI.— Distribution by  Method of Payment (Hold-Harmless/Fully P rospective) of Hospitals R eceiving
Capital Payments—Continued

Rural Hospital Types:
Non special status hospitals.............................
RRC ................ ...................................... ..........
SCH ............................ .....................................
Medicare-dependent hospitals (MDH)..............
SCH or MDH .............. ........ ............................

Type of Ownership:
Voluntary :........ ....... .......................... ........ .....
Proprietary............ ............................. ;.........
Government.... ................................ ................

Medicare Utilization as a Percent of Inpatient Days:
0 -2 5 ................................................................
25-50 ..............................................................
50-65 ...................................... .......................
Over 65 ......... ......... ..... .................... ...... .......

(1) Total No. 
of hospitals

(2) Hold-harmless (3)

Percentage 
paid hold- 
harmless 

(A)

Percentate 
paid fully 

federal (B)

Percentage 
paid fully 

prospective 
rate

838 m 2 72. 73.5
156 32.0 10.8 57.0
558 25.2 5.7 68.9
461 15.8 4.9 79.1

1,066 21.6 5.5 ,72.7

3,035 27.1 11.3 61.5
770 54.8 12.7 32.4

1,464 17.3 7.3 75.2

302 28.1 7.2 64.5
1,612 32.0 11.4 56.5
2,301 28.3 10.6 61.0
1,010 23.7 9.0 67.2

As we explain in appendix B, we 
were not able to determine a hospital- 
specific rate for 33 of the 5,302 hospitals 
in our data base. Consequently, the 
payment methodology distribution is 
based on 5,269 hospitals. These data 
should be fully representative of the 
payment methodologies that will be 
applicable to hospitals.

The cross-sectional distribution of 
hospital by payment methodology is 
provided by: (1) Geographic location, (2) 
region, and (3) payment classification. 
This provides an indication of what 
percentage of hospitals within a 
particular hospital grouping will be paid 
under the fully prospective payment 
methodology and Under the hold- 
harmless methodology.

Table VI indicates that 61.2 percent of 
hospitals are paid under the fully . 
prospective payment methodology.
(This does not include low cost 
hospitals that, following a hospital- 
specific rate determination, are now 
paid under the hold-harmless payment 
methodology.) As expected, a relatively 
higher percentage of rural and 
governmental hospitals (71.1 percent 
and 75.2 percent, respectively), are 
being paid on the fully prospective 
methodology. This is a reflection of 
their lower than average capital costs 
per case. In contrast, only 32.4 percent 
of proprietary hospitals are being paid 
under the fully prospective 
methodology. As we noted in the 
August 30,1991 final rule (56 FR 
43430), we found that 62.7 percent of 
proprietary hospitals have a capital cost 
per case above the national average cost 
per case.

D. Cross-Sectional Analysis of Changes 
in Aggregate Payments

We used our actuarial model to 
estimate the potential impact of our 
proposed changes for F Y 1994 on total 
capital payments per case using a 
universe of 5,269 hospitals. The 
individual hospital payment parameters 
are taken from the best available data, 
including: The June 30,1992 and June
30,1993 updates to the Provider- 
Specific file, cost report data, and audit 
information supplied by intermediaries. 
Table VI presents a comparison of 
payments per discharge for FY 1993 and 
FY 1994. It also presents the portion of 
total percentage change in payments 
that can be attributed to Federal rate 
changes alone. Federal rate changes for 
FY 1994 include the 9.33 percent 
decrease in the Federal rate, a 2.0 
percent increase in case mix, changes in 
the adjustments to the Federal rate (for 
example, the effect of the new hospital 
wage index and reclassifications by the 
Medicare Geographic Classification 
Review Board on the geographic 
adjustment factor.) The residual 
increase over the change attributable to 
the Federal rate changes can be 
attributed to the effects of transition 
changes, which include: the change 
from 20 percent to 30 percent in the 
portion of the Federal rate for fully 
prospective hospitals, the hospital- 
specific rate update, changes in the 
proportion of new to total capital for 
hold-harmless hospitals, changes in old 
capital (for example, obligated capital 
put in use), hospital-specific rate 
redeterminations, and exceptions. The 
comparisons are provided by: (1)

Geographic location and (2) payment 
classification and payment region.

To highlight the effects of the 7.4 
percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate required under Public Law 
103-66, we have added columns 
showing what payments would have 
been for each class of hospital without 
the reduction, and the percentage » 
change due only to effects of the 
reduction (including the special 
redeterminations of payment 
methodology required by Public Law 
103-66). The fifth column shows the 
change in payments from FY 1993 to FY 
1994 (the fourth column compared to 
the second column). The sixth column 
shows the change in payments due to 
the effects of Public Law 103-66 (the 
fourth column compared to the third 
column). The seventh column shows the 
portion of the change in the fifth 
column attributable to Federal rate 
changes alone (i.e., isolating the Federal 
rate changes in the comparison of the 
fourth column to the second column). 
Thus, the changes shown in the sixth 
and seventh columns are already 
included in the total change shown in 
the fifth column.

The simulation results show that, on 
average, payments per case can be 
expected to increase 3.0 percent in FY 
1994. The results show that the effect of 
the Federal rate changes alone is to 
decrease payments by 2.0 percent. 
However, the decrease attributable to 
the Federal rate changes is more than 
offset by a 4.9 percent increase 
attributable to the effects of transition 
changes and the increase in the budget 
neutrality target.

By geograpnic location, urban 
hospitals can be expected to experience
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a 3.1 percent increase. Rural hospitals 
are expected to experience a 2.2 percent 
increase. Urban hospitals will lose 1.9 
percent from the Federal rate changes. 
Rural hospitals will lose 2.7 percent 
from the Federal rate changes. Urban 
hospitals will gain 5.0 percent from the 
effects of transition changes. Rural 
hospitals will gain 4.9 percent from the 
effects of transition changes. The Public 
Law 103-66 changes produce no effect 
for urban hospitals as a class. The 2.2 
percent overall increase for rural 
hospitals includes a 0.2 percent increase 
from the effects of Public Law 103-66, 
probably as a result of higher hospital- 
specific rate payments.

By region, urban hospitals of the New 
England region have the highest rate of 
increase (12.3 percent, of which -2.3 
percent is due to Federal rate changes 
and 14.6 percent to the effects of 
transition changes). The increase for 
these hospitals includes 0.1 percent 
from the effects of Public Law 103-66. 
Urban hospitals of the West North 
Central region fare the worst: these 
hospitals will experience a 0.8 percent 
decline in payments, of which -2.1 
percent is attributable to Federal rate 
changes and 1.3 percent to the effects of 
transition changes. These hospitals 
would have lost 1.0 percent overall 
without a 0.2 percent increase from the 
effects of Public Law 103-66.

By type of ownership, government 
hospitals are projected to have the 
highest rate of increase (4.2 percent, of 
which -2 .4  percent is due to Federal

rate changes and 6.6 percent to the 
effects of transition changes). No part of 
their increase is due to the Public Law 
103-66 changes. Payments to 
proprietary hospitals will increase 2.7 
percent (-1.6 percent is due to the 
Federal rate changes and 4.3 percent to 
the effects of transition changes). These 
hospitals would have experienced a 3.2 
percent increase except for a -0 .5 
percent change due to the effects of 
Public Law 103-66. Payments to 
voluntary hospitals will increase 2.8 
percent (-2.1 percent is due to Federal 
rate changes and 4.9 percent to the 
effects of transition changes). Their 
increase would have been 2.9 percent 
except for a 0.1 percent decrease due to 
the effects of Public Law 103-66.

Section 1886(d)(10) of the Act 
established the Medicare Geographic 
Classification Review Board (MGCRB). 
Hospitals may apply for reclassification 
for the purpose of obtaining another 
area’s wage index value, standardized 
payment amount, or both. Although 
there is only a single national Federal 
capital rate, a hospital’s geographic 
classification for purposes of the 
operating standardized amount does 
affect a hospital’s capital payments as a 
result of the large urban add-on and the 
disproportionate share adjustment for 
urban hospitals with 100 or more beds. 
Reclassification for wage index 
purposes affects the geographic 
adjustment factor since that factor is 
constructed from the hospital wage 
index.

To present the effects of geographic 
reclassification for FY 1994 compared to 
F Y 1993, we show the average payment 
percentage increase for hospitals 
reclassified in each fiscal year and in 
total. For FY 1994 reclassifications, we 
are indicating those hospitals 
reclassified for standardized amount 
purposes only, for wage index purposes 
only, and for both factors. The 
reclassified groups are compared to all 
other nonreclassified hospitals. These 
categories are further identified by 
urban and rural designation.

Hospitals reclassified for FY 1994 as 
a whole are projected to experience a
3.6 percent increase in payments (-1.6 
percent attributable to Federal rate 
changes and 5.2 percent attributable to 
the effects of transition changes). 
Nonreclassified hospitals will gain 2.9 
percent (-2.1 percent from the Federal 
rate changes and 5.0 percent from 
transition effects). Urban reclassified 
hospitals will experience the greatest 
gains (4.5 percent, of which -1 .3  percent 
is attributable to the Federal rate 
changes and 5.8 percent to transition 
changes).

The changes due to Public Law 103- 
66 are uniformly small. The greatest 
gain is only 0.9 percent (for rural 
hospitals of the Pacific region, who will 
probably gain from payment 
methodology redeterminations). The 
greatest decrease is only -0 .9  percent 
(hospitals reclassified only during FY 
1994). Most increases and decreases due 
to Public Law 103-66 are much smaller.

Table VII.— Comparison of Total Payments Per Case (FY 1993 Payments Compared to FY 1994
Payments)

Number 
of hos
pitals

Aver- 
age FY 

1993 
pay

ments/ 
case

Aver
age FY 

1994 
pay

ments/ 
case 

before 
OBRA

Aver
age FY 

1994 
pay

ments/ 
case 
after 

OBRA

All
changes

Change 
due to 
OBRA

Portion 
attrib
utable 

to Fed
eral 
rate 

change

By Geographic Location:
All hospitals ........................................................................................... 5,269 615 633 633 3.0 0.0 -2 .0
Large urban areas (populations over 1 m illio n )............................ 1,621 697 716 716 2.7 0.0 -1 .8
Other urban areas (populations of 1 m illion or fe w e r)...................... 1,331 621 645 644 3.6 -0 .1 -2 .1
Rural a re a s ......... ................................................... ................................ 2,317 411 419 420 2.2 0.2 -2 .7
Urban hospita ls...................................................................................... 2,952 664 685 685 3.1 0.0 -1 .9

0-99 be ds................ ............ ......................................................... 725 500 515 515 3.1 0.0 -1 .5
100-199 be ds................................................................................. 897 620 645 643 3.5 -0 .2 -1 .8
200-299 be ds ........................................ ........................................ 610 637 649 650 2.0 0.1 -2 .0
300-499 be ds ................................................................................. 529 670 700 701 4.4 0.0 -2 .0
500 or more b e d s .......................................................................... 191 793 809 808 1.8 -0 .1 -1 .9

Rural hospita ls............................. .......................... .............................. ~ 2,317 411 419 420 2.2 0.2 -2 .7
0-49 be ds.............................. ........................................................ 1,176 299 309 311 3.7 0.6 -2 .9
50-99 be ds..................................................................................... 707 379 390 391 3.3 0.3 -2 .7
100-149 be ds ................................................................................. 222 449 456 457 1.6 0.1 -2 .7
150-199 be ds ................................................................................. 106 430 449 449 4.3 0.0 -2 .8
200 or more b e d s ........................................................................ 106 519 514 516 -0 .6 0.2 -2 .5

By Region:
Urban by Region ................................................................................... 2,952 664 685 685 3.1 0.0 -1 .9
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Table VII.—Comparison of Total Payments Per Case ( F Y 1993 Payments Compared to F Y 1994
Payments)—Continued

Number 
of hos
pitals

Aver
age FY 

1993
pay

ments/
case

Aver
age FY 

1994 
pay

ments/ 
case 

before 
OBRA

Aver
age FY 

1994 
pay

ments/ 
case 
after 

OBRA

Afl
changes

Change 
due to 
OBRA

Portion 
attrib
utable 

to Fed
eral 
rate 

change

New E ng land......... ............................................ ........................... 172 602 676 677 12.3 0.1 -2 .3
Middle A tla n tic ............................................ ................................... 447 678 697 696 2 5 -0 .2 -1 .8
South A tla n tic ................................................................................ 450 673 695 692 2.7 -0 .4 -1 .8
East North C entra l......................................................................... 496 610 623 626 2.6 0.5 -2 .4
East South C e n tra l........................................................................ 170 618 673 673 8.9 0.0 -2 .0
West North C entra l................................................ ....................... 186 668 661 662 -0 .8 0.2 -2 .1
West South C e n tra l............. ....................................................... 373 751 756 751 0.0 -0 .6 -1 .6
M ountain.......................................................... .............................. 119 688 693 693 0.6 0.0 -2 .3
P a c ific ............................................................................................. 491 718 743 745 3.7 0.2 -1 .8
Puerto R ico ..................................................................................... 48 284 285 286 0.4 0.2 -0 .7

Rural by R egion..................................................................................... 2,317 411 419 420 2.2 0.2 -2 .7
New E ng land.................................................................................. 53 438 465 463 5.6 -0 .4 -1 .1
Middle A tla n tic ................................................................................ 85 418 419 419 0.3 0.0 -2 .6
South A tla n tic ......................................................................... ....... 300 441 452 454 2.8 0.5 -2 .5
East North C entra l.......................................... ;......................... 313 400 410 413 3.2 0.6 -3 .3
East South C e n tra l........................................................................ 288 392 395 394 0.7 -0 .1 -2 .6
West North C en tra l......................................... .............................. 542 . 370 385 385 4.0 0.0 -2 .5
West South C e n tra l....................................................................... 359 405 403 403 -0 .5 0.0 -2 .9
M ountain........................ ....................... ......................................... 227 472 489 490 3.7 0.1 -2 .4
P a c ific ............................................................. ............. ..................

By Payment Classification:
145 440 444 448 1.7 0.9 -3 .4

A ll hospitals ........................................................................................... 5,269 615 633 633 2.9 0.0 -2 .0
Large urban areas (populations over 1 m illion) • •.............................. 1,801 689 709 709 2.8 0.0 -1 .8
Other urban areas (populations of 1 m illion or fe w e r)...................... 1,408 606 628 627 3.4 0.0 -2 .2
Rural a re a s ............................................................................................ 2,060 404 412 413 2.2 0.2 -2 .8

Teaching Status:
Non-teaching ................................................................................. 4,228 551 563 563 2.1 0.0 -2 .0
Fewer than 100 Residents ........................................................... 821 645 670 671 4.0 0.0 -2 .2
100 or more R esidents........................................... ......... . ...........

Disproportionate share hospitals (DSH): _
Non-DSH ...............................................................................................

Urban DSH: '

220 851 885 883 3.7 -0 .1 -1 .8

3,455 572 580 580 1.4 0,0 -2 .1

100 or more b e d s .......................................................................... 1,301 693 728 727 4.8 -0 .1 -2 .0
Less than 100 be ds .......................................................... ........ . 135 448 448 449 0.4 0.2 -1 .6

Rural DSH:
Sole Community (S C H )...................... ................................ . 112 367 370 372 1.5 0.5 -1 .9
Referral Center (RRC) .................................................................
Other Rural:

48 507 514 514 1.3 0.0 -2 .6

100 or more be ds .............................................. .................... 60 400 400 403 0.8 0.7 -1 .9
Less than 100 beds ...................................................... ........ 158 324 330 330 1.8 -0 .1 -2 .8

Urban teaching and DSH:
Both teaching and D S H .................................................. ..................... 605 746 785 784 5.1 -0 .1 -2 .1
Teaching and no D S H ........... ............................. ........................ ........ 386 658 671 673 2.1 0.3 -2 .0
No teaching and DSH .......................................................................... 831 617 643 643 4.1 0.0 -1 .8
No teaching and no DSH ............. ....................................................... 1,387 600 604 603 0.6 -0 .1 -1 .9

Rural Hospital Types:
Non special status hosp ita ls................................................................. 838 351 356 358 1.9 0.4 -2 .9
R R C ..................................................... ................................................... 156 489 489 490 0.0 0.0 -3 .1
SCH ........................................................................................................ 558 400 414 416 3.8 0.2 -2 .4
Medicare-dependent hospitals (M D H )................................................ 461 308 324 326 5.7 0.5 -3 .1
SCH or MDH ........................... ............ ............. ........... ........... ...........

Hospitals Reclassified by the Medicare Geographic Classification Re-
1,066 395 411 412 4.3 0.3 -2 .5

view Board:
Reclassification Status During FY93 and FY94:.

Reclassified During Both FY93 and F Y 9 4 ................................. 551 581 603 603 3.6 0.0 -1 .8
Reclassified During FY94 O n ly .................................................... 114 632 661 654 3.4 -0 .9 -0 .5
Reclassified During FY93 Only ....................................................

FY94 Reclassifications:
651 498 506 507 1.8 0.1 -3 .4

All Reclassified H osp ita ls............................................................. 669 588 611 610 3.6 -0 .2 -1 .6
All Nonreclassified Hospitals ......................... ............ .................. 4,573 619 637 637 2.9 0.0 -2 .1
All Urban Reclassified H osp ita ls .................................................. 230 691 725 722 4.5 -0 .4 -1 .3
Urban Nonreclassified H ospita ls.................................................. 2,722 661 681 681 2.9 0.0 -2 .0
A ll Reclassified Rural H o sp ita ls .......................................... ........ 439 470 480 480 2.2 0.1 -2 .0
Rural Nonreclassified H osp ita ls .......................................... ........ 1,851 384 392 393 2.3 0.3 -3 .1

Other Reclassified Hospitals (Section 1886(D)(8)(B)) ..................... 27 445 432 433 -2 .7 0.0 -1 .8
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Table VII.—Comparison of Total Payments Per Case (F Y 1993 Payments Compared to F Y 1994
Payments)—Continued

Number 
of hos
pitals

Aver
age FY 

1993 
pay

ments/ 
case

Aver
age FY 

1994
pay

ments/
case

before
OBRA

Aver
age FY 

1994 
pay

ments/ 
case 
after 

OBRA

AH
changes

Change 
due to 
OBRA

Portion 
attrib
utable 

to Fed
eral 
rate 

change

Type of Ownership:
Voluntary - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... , .................................................................... 3,035

770
623 640 640 2 9 0.1 -2 .1

Proprietary „ - - ........................................................... ~ .................... 696 719 715 2.7 -0 .5 -1 .6
G overnm ent...... ........................ ................. ....................................... ............... 1,464

302

505 527 527 4.2 0.0 -2 .4
Medicare Utilization as a Percent of inpatient Days:

n -O K .... ......................... .......................... ...... ........................................ 639 668 669 4.7 0 9 -1 .9
1,612
2,301
1,010

694 717 716 3.1 -0 .1 -2 .0
50-65 - r~ TI............................................................................................................................................................................ ................... 576 590 591 2.5 0.1 -2 .1
Over 6 5 .............. .................... — ........................................................... ............................................................. 529 549 550 3.8 0.0 -2 .1

E. Cross-Sectional Analysis of Changes 
in the Federal Rate.

The analysis in Table VIS examines 
the impact of following changes in the 
Federal rate set forth in section HI of the 
addendum to this final rule—

• The effects of the annual 
reclassification of DRGs and the 
recalibration of the DRG weights 
required by section 1886(d)(4)(C) of the 
Act (column 4).

• The effects of changes in the 
geographic adjustment factor (column
5).

• The effects of all changes, including 
those separately displayed in columns 4 
and 5.

To estimate the impact of DRG 
changes and changes due to the 
geographic adjustment factor, we 
simulated payments based on 100 
percent of the Federal rate. Thus, the 
simulation in Table VIII is not 
representative of changes in capital 
prospective payment system payments 
from FY 1993 to FY 1994. Rather, it 
reflects the percentage change in 
payments for hospitals receiving 100 
percent of die Federal rate. For other 
hospitals, it reflects the percentage 
change in the Federal rate portion of the 
payments, holding the proportion of the 
Federal rate payment constant. Unlike 
the Federal rate payment change in 
Table VII, the analysis in Table VIII does 
not include any increase in Federal rate 
payments attributable to anticipated 
increases in the case-mix index.

To present the effects of the separate 
policy changes displayed in columns 4 
and 5, we added each change 
incrementally, so that the percentages in 
each column represent the differences 
in payment relative to the previous 
column. The baseline for comparison is 
an FY 1994 system absent any of the 
changes above. For example, column 4

displays the impact of DRG 
reclassifications and recalibration 
relative to estimated FY 1994 payments 
absent these changes. Similarly, column 
5 shows the impact of the changes in the 
geographic adjustment factor over and 
above the changes resulting from DRG 
reclassifications and recalibration. The 
changes in the geographic adjustment 
factor result from the combined effect 
on the hospital wage index of the new 
MSAs, updated wage data, and 
geographic reclassifications. Column 6 
displays the combined changes from the 
previous columns, as well as the effects 
of other factors affecting Federal rate 
payments. The other factors include: the 
change in the standard Federal rate, the 
effect of the new MSAs and geographic 
reclassifications on large urban status, 
and a 0.7 percent increase in outlier 
payments. Column 6 compares 
estimated FY 1994 Federal rate 
payments to estimated FY 1993 Federal 
rate payments. Thus, only the last 
column reflects the effects of all 
quantifiable policy changes on 
simulated FY 1994 Federal rate 
payments.

The table shows that Federal rate 
payments can be expected to decrease
8.5 percent overall prior to 
consideration of any increase in the 
case-mix index. This decrease is due to 
the 9.3 percent decrease in the Federal 
rate, which is partially offset by the 0.7 
percent increase in outlier payments 
and the 0.1 percent increase due to large 
urban changes.

The table also shows the 
distributional effects of the changes in 
Federal rate payments from DRG 
reclassifications and recalibration, and 
from changes in the geographic 
adjustment factor due to the new 
hospital wage index and geographic 
reclassifications. The DRG changes are 
expected to produce only minimal

effects on the distribution of Federal 
rate payments and parallel the effects of 
the same changes on operating 
payments. The highest gain from DRG 
reclassifications and recalibration is 
projected at 0.4 percent (for urban 
hospitals in Puerto Rico), while the 
largest loss is projected at —0.3 percent 
(for hospitals changing MSA from urban 
to rural as a result of the 1990 census).

The geographic adjustment factor 
changes are in relation to the FY 1993 
geographic adjustment factor based on 
FY 1993 geographic reclassifications. 
The 1.0 percent increase in Federal rate 
payments to large urban hospitals is 
largely attributable to the new wage 
data; the decreases in payments to other 
urban and rural hospitals reflect the 
combined effect of the new wage data 
and fewer geographic reclassifications 
for purposes of the hospital wage index. 
Hospitals that are reclassified for FY 
1994 only are expected to experience a
4,1 percent increase in payments from 
the effects of geographic reclassification. 
Hospitals reclassified for FY 1993 only 
will experience an estimated 3.2 percent 
decrease in payments.

For FY 1994 reclassifications, 
reclassified hospitals as a group are 
expected to experience a 0.7 percent 
increase in payments from the effects of 
changes in the geographic adjustment 
factor. Nonreclassified hospitals as a 
group will experience an estimated 
decrease of 0.1 percent in payments 
from the effects of reclassifications.

Because of die impact on rural 
hospitals of the changes in the 
geographic adjustment factor, urban 
hospitals will experience a lower (—8.1 
percent) overall decrease in Federal rate 
payments than rural hospitals ( -1 1 .3  
percent). (However, only 6.7 percent of 
rural hospitals are paid by the 100% 
Federal rate formula represented in this 
table.) By region, rural hospitals in the
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Mountain region will experience the 
greatest decrease ( — 12.6 percent), while 
rural hospitals in Puerto Rico will 
experience a small increase (1.6 percent,

and the only increase of any category). 
Hospitals changing from urban MS As to 
rural areas will experience the greatest 
decrease ( — 18.3 percent).

Table V III— Health Care Financing Administration 1994 Final Capital Payment Simulation By Geographic
Location

(1) (2) <3> (4) (5) (6)

No. of 
hosps.

Payment 
per case FY 

1993

Payment 
per case FY 

1994
Recalibration

change
Reclassifica
tion change All changes

All Hospitals ......... ............................................................ 5,302 653 598 0.0 0.0 -8 .5
Large Urban Areas (Populations over 1 M illion )........... 1,636 746 689 0.1 1.0 -7 .6
Other Urban Areas (Populations of 1 Million or Fewer) 1,344 644 587 6.0 -0 .7 -8 .8
Rural Areas ...................................................................... 2,322 453 402 -0 .1 -2 .3 -11 .3
Hospitals Changing MSA due to 1990 Census:

Rural to Urban ................................. .................. 108 513 495 0.0 7.0 -3 .5
Urban to Rural .......................................................... 13 472 386 -0 .3 -10 .1 -18 .3
Other Urban to Large U rban................................... 143 672 633 0.1 0.6 -5 .8

Urban H ospita ls................................................................ 2,980 702 645 0.1 0.3 -8 .1
0-99 B ed s........„ ..... .................................................. . 750 506 466 -0 .1 0.9 -8 .0
100-199 B ed s........................................................... 899 610 561 0.0 0.4 -8 .2
200-299 Beds ........................................................... 611 667 612 0.1 0.1 -8 .3
300-499 B ed s........................................................... 529 734 674 0.1 0.2 -8 .2
500 or More B e d s ........................................... ....... 191 862 796 0.1 0.7 - 7 .8

Rural H ospita ls.............. ................................................... 2,322 453 402 -0 .1 -2 .3 -11 .3
0-49 B ed s................................................................. 1,180 379 335 -0 .2 -2 .2 -11 .7
50-99 B ed s............................................................... 708 423 375 -0 .1 -2 .3 -11 .4
100-149 B ed s........................................................... 222 471 420 0.0 -1 .4 -10 .7
150-199 B ed s........................................................... 106 484 425 0.0 -3 .1 -12.1
200 or More B e d s .................................................... 106 537 477 0.0 -2 .6 -11 .2

Urban by Region:
New E ngland................................. ........... ............... 172 726 668 0.0 0.5 -8.1
Middle A tlan tic ........................................................... 447 749 700 0.2 2.2 -6 .6
South A tla n tic ................................................... ........ 453 674 621 0.0 0.5 -7 .9
East North Central .................................................... 498 685 620 0.1 -1 .2 -9 .5
East South C entra l............. ,..................................... 170 620 571 0.0 -0 .4 -7 .9
West North Central ............................. .......... .......... 187 698 636 0.0 -0 .4 -9 .0
West South C entra l........................................... ....... 380 659 605 0.0 -0 .4 -8 .2
Mountain .................................................................... 121 707 646 0.0 ‘ -0 .1 -8 .6
P acific ......................................................................... 502 790 725 0.0 0.5 -8 .3
Puerto Rico ........................................................... . 50 288 269 0.4 2.9 -6 .4

Rural by Region:
New E ngland............................................................. 53 523 481 -0 .1 1.3 - 8 .0
Middle A tlan tic ........................................................... 85 495 447 0.0 -0 .3 -9 .7
South A tla n tic ............ ........ ....................................... 302 468 416 0.0 -2 .4 -1 1 .1
East North Central ........... ................................... . 313 461 404 -0 .1 -3 .2 -12 .3
East South C e n tra l................................................... 289 416 367 -0 .2 -2 .5 -1 1 .7
West North Central .................................................. 542 426 380 -0 .1 -1 .5 -1 0 .9
West South C en tra l........................... ....................... 361 423 373 -0 .1 -2 .9 -12.0
Mountain ................................................................ . 227 476 416 -0 .1 -4 .1 -12 .6
P ac ific ......................................................................... 145 540 477 0.0 -2 .6 -11.6
Puerto R ic o .... .......................................................... 5 216 219 -0 .1 12.9 1.6

(By Payment Classification):
All Hospitals ..... ................................................................ 5,302 653 598 0.0 0.0 -8 .5
Large Urban Areas (Populations over 1 M illion )........... 1,816 736 680 0.1 0.8 -7 .6
Other Urban Areas (Populations of 1 Million or Fewer) 1,421 631 573 0.0 - 0 .6 -9.1
Rural Areas ....................................................................... 2,065 449 396 -0 .1 -2 .6 - 1 1 .7
Teaching Status:

Non-Teaching.................. ......................................... 4,261 563 513 0.0 -0 .2 -8 .9
Fewer than 100 Residents ....................................... 821 705 644 0.1 -0 .3 -8 .6
100 or More Residents ............................................ 220 968 896 0.1 1.0 -7.5

Disproportionate Share Hospitals (DSH):
Rural Non-DSH ......................................................... 2,065 449 396 -0 .1 -2 .6 -11.7
Urban Non-DSH........................................................ 949 496 454 -0 .1 0.3 -8 .6
Urban DSH (100 Beds or M o re )......................... 2,288 709 652 0.1 0.3 -8.1

Urban Teaching and DSH:
Both Teaching and D S H .......................................... 935 788 723 0.1 0.3 -8.1
Teaching and no DSH ............................................. 56 581 534 -0 .1 0.8 -8.1
No Teaching and D S H ............................................. 1,353 626 575 0.0 0.4 -8.1
No Teaching and no DSH ....................................... 893 492 449 -0 .1 0.2 -8 .6

Rural Hospital Types:
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Table VIII.— Health Care F inancing Administration 1994 F inal Capital Payment S imulation By  G eographic
Location—Continued

(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

No. of 
hosps.

Payment 
per case FY 

1993

Payment 
per case FY 

1994
Recalibration

change
Reclassifica
tion change AH changes

Nonspecial Status Hospitals ............................ . 843 414 366 -0 .1 - 2 2 -1 1 .5
RRC ............. ....... ...... ...... ....... ......... ......... ............... 156 526 463 0.0 - 3 .3 -1 1 .9
SCH................................ ...................... ...................... 558 426 378 -0 .1 - 2 2 -1 1 .3
MDH ............ ...................................... ............ ........... 461 379 334 - 0 2 -2 .1 -1 1 .7
SCH and RRC ........................................................... 47 519 456 0.0 -3 .5 - 1 2 2
SCH and MDH......... ....................... ................... . 1,066 429 379 -0 .1 - 2 .5 -1 1 .6

Type of Ownership:
Voluntary..................................................... ............... 3,059 671 614 0.1 0.0 -8 .5
Proprietary ............... ................................................... 776 619 571 0.0 0.5 - 7 .8
Government ........................ ........................ ........ . 1,467 592 537 0.0 -0 .3 -9 .2

Medicare Utilization as a Percent of Inpatient Days
0—2 5 .......... ................................................................ 309 763 700 0.0 0 2 - 8  2
2 5 - 5 0 ....................................... ........ ........................ 1,614 735 674 0.1 0.3 -8 .2
5 0 - 6 5 ....................... ........... ................................ . 2,301 612 559 0.0 -0 .3 -8 .8
Over 65 ............. ................................. .......... ..... ....... 1,012 546 496 0.0 -0 .4 -9 .2
Unknown_______________________ *..... ............... 66 793 743 0 2 3 2 -6 .3

(By Payment Classification):
Hospitals Reclassified by the Medicare Geographic 

Review Board:
Reclassification Status During FY93 and FY94:

Reclassified During Both FY93 and FY 94............. 551 616 567 0.0 0.1 - 8 .0
Reclassified During FY94 Only........................ . 114 606 581 0.1 4.1 -4 .0
Reclassified During FY93 Only............. ............. . 672 579 511 0.0 - 3 2 -11.6

F Y  94 Reclassifications:
All Reclassified Hosp........... ......................... .......... 669 614 569 0.0 0.7 -7 .4All Nonreclassified Hospitals ................................. 4,606 660 602 0.0 -0 .1 - 8 .7
Urban Reclassified Hospitals.............. .................... 230 714 669 0.1 1.1 -6 .3
Urban Nonreclassified Hospitals......................... 2,750 701 643 0.1 0.3 -8 .3
Rural Reclassified Hospitals ...................... .............. 439 499 452 -0 .1 -0 .1 - 9 . 3
Rural Nonreclassified Hospitals ............................... 1,856 432 379 -0 .1 - 3 .5 -1 2 .4

Other Reclassified:
Hospitals (Section 1886(DH8)(B)) ______ _______ 27 506 457 -0.1 0.6 -9 .7

VZff. Im pact o f Changes to Graduate 
M edical Education Payment Provisions

S e c t io n  1886(h) o f  th e  S o c ia l S e c u r ity  
A c t  re q u ire s  th e  c a lc u la t io n  o f  h o s p ita l-  
s p e c if ic  a p p ro v e d  p e r  re s id e n t g ra d u a te  
m e d ic a l e d u c a t io n  a m o u n ts  fo r  c o s t 
re p o r t in g  p e r io d s  b e g in n in g  o n  o r  a fte r  
J u ly  1,1985, b a se d  o n  th e  h o s p ita l’s  
a llo w a b le  c o s ts  fo r  it s  c o s t re p o r t in g  
p e r io d  b e g in n in g  d u r in g  F e d e ra l f is c a l 
y e a r 1984. S e c t io n  1886(h)(2)(D) o f  th e  
A c t  g e n e ra lly  p r o v id e s  fo r  u p d a t in g  th e  
a p p ro v e d  p e r  r e s id e n t  a m o u n t fo r  
su b se q u e n t y e a rs  b y  th e  e s t im a te d  
p e rce n ta g e  c h a n g e  in  th e  C o n s u m e r 
P r ic e  In d e x .

S e c t io n  13563(a)(1) o f  th e  O m n ib u s  
B u d g e t R e c o n c ilia t io n  A c t  o f  1993 
(O B R A  93) r e q u ire s  th a t fo r  c o s t 
re p o r t in g  p e r io d s  b e g in n in g  in  F e d e ra l 
f is c a l y e a rs  1994 a n d  1995 th e  a p p ro v e d  
p e r re s id e n t a m o u n t fo r  a  h o s p ita l w i l l  
b e  u p d a te d  fo r  p r im a ry  c a re  re s id e n ts  
a n d  o b s te tr ic s  a n d  g y n e c o lo g y  re s id e n ts  
o n ly  . F o r  a l l o th e r  r e s id e n ts  th e  p e r  
re s id e n t a m o u n t fo r  c o s t re p o r ts  
b e g in n in g  in  F e d e ra l f is c a l y e a rs  1994 
a n d  1995 w i l l  n o t  be u p d a te d  fo r

inflation. The effect of this change for 
teaching hospitals with both primary 
care and non-primary care residencies is 
to have two different per resident 
amounts for those cost reporting 
periods. One per resident amount which 
reflects the prior period amount with 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI—U) 
adjustment and one without the 
adjustment. OBRA 93 limited, by 
definition, primary care resident to 
mean a resident enrolled in an approved 
medical residency training program in 
family medicine, general internal 
medicine, general pediatrics, preventive 
medicine, geriatric medicine or 
osteopathic general practice.

This final rule with comment period 
implements the statutory requirement at 
section 13563(a)(1) of the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 to 
control the growth in payments to 
hospitals with currently approved GME 
programs by limiting the application of 
the CPI-U adjustment to the per 
resident payment amount for either 
primary care residents or obstetrics and 
gynecology residents. Hie following 
table presents the estimated savings

expected to be achieved from 
implementing this statutory 
requirement, relative to what would 
have been paid for GME had prior 
period payments been adjusted by 
CPI-U for all residents.

Medicare Program Savings1
(In fiscal years and in millions of dollars]

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

1 0 ............ 30 60 60 70
1 Figures are rounded to the nearest $10 

million.

Although this final rule with 
comment period implements provisions 
to reduce Medicare payments for GME, 
it is difficult to predict the effects these 
reductions will have on specific GME 
programs. We know that patient 
revenues generally comprise the major 
portion of GME funding, but the 
proportion of funding varies depending 
on a hospital’s affiliation and the 
specialty programs that the hospital 
operates. State-run hospitals, for 
example, depend less on patient
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revenues than do unaffiliated or church- 
affiliated hospitals. Also, oncology GME 
programs tend to receive more funding 
from sources other than patient 
revenues (e.g. grants and gifts), than 
GME programs in family practice.

This final rule with comment period 
also implements the statutory 
requirement at section 13563(b)(1)(B) of 
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
of 1993 which extended the exception 
currently applied to geriatric residents 
at section 1886(h)(5)(F), to preventive 
medicine residents. Effective August 10, 
1993, a period of up to two years during 
which an individual is in a preventive 
medicine residency will not be counted 
against any limitation on the initial 
residency period.

Based on the data that is currently 
available, we are unable to estimate thé 
costs associated with the 
implementation of this change.
However, we believe that the impact 
will be negligible since this provision 
only applies to 119 interns in preventive 
medicine programs where participation 
in the program has resulted in the 
intem’s exceeding the initial residency 
period.
Appendix B—Technical Appendix on 
the Capital Acquisition Model and 
Budget Neutrality Adjustment

Section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the Act 
requires that for FY 1992 through F Y 
1995 aggregate prospective payments for 
operating costs under section 1886(d) 
and prospective payments for capital 
costs under section 1886(g) of the Act be 
reduced each year in a manner that 
results in a 10 percent reduction of the 
amount that would have been payable 
on a reasonable cost basis for capital- 
related costs in that year. Under 
§ 412.352, the 10 percent reduction is 
generated entirely from the capital 
prospective payments. A budget 
neutrality adjustment factor is applied 
to the Federal rate and hospital-specific 
rate so that total capital payments for FY 
1992 through FY 1995 equal 90 percent 
of Medicare inpatient capital costs in 
each year.

To calculate the budget neutrality 
adjustment, we must be able to project 
the rate at which old capital will be 
depreciated and written off mid at 
which new capital will be acquired and 
depreciated. (Old capital costs are 
depreciation, lease, interest expenses, 
and other capital-related costs defined 
in § 412.302 that are in use or obligated 
on or before December 31,1990.)

In developing the FY 1992 
prospective payment rates, there were 
limited capital data available that could . 
be used to project payments under the 
capital prospective payment system and

develop the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor. Consequently, we 
developed a capital acquisition model 
that relied on Monte Carlo random 
simulation techniques to project capital 
costs for 6000 hypothetical hospitals. 
This model is described in detail in the 
August 30,1991 final rule (56 FR 
43517-43522). The model will be 
referred to as the capital acquisition 
model in the following discussion.

Since publication of the August 30, 
1991 final rule, capital data have 
become available that can be 
incorporated directly into the 
determination of budget neutrality. In 
the September 1,1992 final rule (57 FR 
40005-40008), we incorporated more 
recent data including the June 30,1992 
update of the Provider-Specific File that 
provides the data items needed by the 
PRICER program used by the 
intermediaries to determine interim 
capital payments to hospitals, cost 
reports for cost reporting periods 
beginning in FY 1989 (PPS-6) (that 
overlap the base year for determining 
the hospital-specific rate) and FY 1990 
(PPS-7), and data reported by the 
intermediaries that includes the 
hospital-specific rate determinations 
that have been made through June 1992. 
We are using updates of these data to set 
the FY 1994 capital rates. The updated 
files include the Provider-Specific file 
as of June 30,1992 and June 30,1993 
and cost reports for cost reporting 
periods beginning in FY 1991 (PPS-8) 
as well as the June 1993 update of the 
files for earlier cost reporting periods.

The available data sources directly 
supply, or can be used to calculate, the 
hospital-specific rate. For those 
hospitals with capital data in the 
Provider-Specific File, the payment 
methodology as well as the estimated 
FY 1992 and FY 1993 hold-harmless 
amounts and new capital ratios for 
hospitals paid under the hold-harmless 
payment methodology are also 
available.

The available data still lack certain 
items which are required for the 
determination of budget neutrality. 
These items are the hospital’s new 
capital costs for each year, its old capital 
costs for each year, and the obligated 
capital amounts that will be put in use 
for patient care services and recognized 
as old capital each year.

For FY 1993, we implemented an 
integrated model that starts with the 
available data for existing hospitals and 
back-fills the missing items with results 
from the capital acquisition model that 
was used to develop the FY 1992 
payment rates. We are continuing to use 
this integrated model. Since hospitals 
under alternative payment system

waivers are currently excluded from the 
capital prospective payment system, we 
excluded these hospitals (hospitals in 
Maryland and hospitals in the Finger 
Lakes Area Hospital Corporation in New 
York) from our model.

We have not modified the parameters 
of the FY 1992 capital acquisition 
model; however, we analyzed several 
capital growth patterns generated by 
that model to backfill the elements for 
which actual data are not available. 
These patterns include the distribution 
of growth rates in old capital (exclusive 
of obligated capital), the new capital 
ratio (which includes obligated capital), 
and the ratio of obligated capital costs 
for assets being ptit in use for patient 
care to total capital costs. In all cases, 
the distributions from the model were 
fitted to the beta distribution. The beta 
distribution is a two parameter 
distribution with the range restricted 
from zero to one. The growth rate for old 
capital (which is exclusive of obligated 
capital) must be between zero and one 
since depreciation and interest on old 
capital cannot increase. The ratio of new 
capital to total capital and the ratio of 
obligated capital to total capital are 
necessarily between zero and one. 
Hence, the beta distribution is ideal for 
these purposes, especially since the two 
parameters provide a range of shapes.

With regard to the new capital ratio 
for years after FY 1992, the model fits 
the change in the ratio from one year to 
the next to the beta distribution. This is 
to prevent large swings in the new 
capital ratio over time. It is possible to 
have a decrease in the new capital ratio 
since some new capital may have a 
short life time compared to old capital. 
Therefore, we rescaled the range of the 
changes in the ratios since the beta 
distribution must have numbers 
between zero and one.

We first developed hospital-specific 
r&tes for FY 1992 and FY 1993. These 
rates were developed from both the June 
1992 (for the 1992 rates) and June 1993 
(for the 1993 rates) updates of the 
Provider-Specific file. These files 
contain the actual amounts used by the 
intermediaries with the PRICER 
program to compute interim capital 
prospective payments. We also used 
audit information provided by the 
intermediaries, Data from all of these 
files were used to determine consistent 
FY 1992 and FY 1993 hospital-specific 
rates. Many of the FY 1992 hospital- 
specific rates in the June 1992 update of 
the Provider-Specific file were 
preliminary determinations, and in 
many of these cases they were greater 
than the FY 1993 hospital-specific rates.

Our procedure was to use the audit 
data, when available, as the “best”
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source of the hospital-specific rate, and 
then to ensure that the FY 1993 rate 
exceeded the FY 1992 rate by a factor 
of at least 1.0062 (which represents the 
increase in the hospital-specific rate 
from FY 1992 to FY 1993, established by 
the final rule of September 1,1992).
This methodology ensured that most 
hospitals would have a hospital-specific 
rate increase of 0.62 percent and that the 
remaining hospitals would have a larger 
increase. Because hospitals can request 
an upward redetermination of the 
hospital-specific rate, we expect that 
some hospitals would increase more 
than 0.62 percent.

After performing the above 
determination, some hospitals still had 
zeroes for the hospital-specific rates. For 
these hospitals, we used cost reports for 
reporting periods beginning in FY 1988 
(PPS-5), FY 1989 (PPS-6), FY 1990 
(PPS-7) and FY 1991 (PPS-8) to 
develop a hospital-specific rate. If the 
hospital-specific rate could be 
determined from more than one cost 
report, the cost report with a reporting 
period closest to the hospital-specific 
rate base year was chosen.

The following table summarizes the 
sources of the hospital-specific rates.

Hospital-S pecific Rate S ources by 
Number of hospitals

Data source Number of 
hospitals

Provider-Specific File & Audit 
File.............................. ............... 5,232

Provider-Specific File only.......... 19
PPS-6 Cost Reports................... 11
PPS-7 Cost Reports................... 7

Total ........................................... 5,269

(Note: We were not able to determine a 
hospital-specific rate for 33 of the 5,302 
hospitals in the analysis data base. 
Consequently, we modeled capital budget 
neutrality using 5,269 hospitals.)

The model also develops the old 
capital amount for each hospital. For FY 
1992 the model uses the hold-harmless 
payments per discharge from the June 
1992 Provider-Specific File if available. 
If the actual hold-harmless amount is 
not available, the model develops an 
estimate from the hospital-specific rate. 
It computes an FY 1990 capital cost per 
discharge by dividing the FY 1992 
hospital-specific rate by factors used to 
inflate base year capital cost per 
discharge to FY 1992 as set forth in the 
August 30,1991 final rule (56 FR 
43390). The model updates the base 
year capital per discharge to FY 1992 
using a 2-year rate of increase (FY 1990 
to FY 1992) in old capital that is 
randomly generated from the beta

distribution described above. This old 
capital amount for FY 1992 excludes 
any obligated capital that has been put 
in use since the base year. Excluding 
obligated capital from the old capital 
growth factors produces a more stable 
growth sequence with lower variance. 
The development of the hospital’s 
obligated capital costs is described 
below. Before we update the hospital’s 
old capital costs in a given year, the 
model adds the obligated capital that is 
first depreciated in the current year to 
the old capital cost for that year. As a 
result, any obligated capital 
depreciation and interest expense 
projected by the model is incorporated 
into the hospital’s old capital costs in 
subsequent years including FY 1993 and 
FY 1994.

For FY 1993 the model uses the hold- 
harmless payments per discharge from 
the June 1993 Provider-Specific file if 
available. If the actual hold-harmless 
amount is not available, the model 
develops an estimate by generating a 
one year rate of increase from the Beta 
distribution and applying this increase 
to the FY 1992 hold-harmless amount. 
Hold-harmless amounts for later years 
are developed in the same way.
Amounts for obligated capital are 
developed as described above.

The model also develops the new 
capital ratio for each hospital. If 
available, the model uses the hospital’s 
FY 1992 new capital ratio from the 
Provider-Specific File. If the actual new 
capital ratio is not available, the model 
generates the ratio from a beta 
distribution as described above. For 
purposes of fitting the new capital ratio 
to the beta distribution, the model treats 
obligated capital as new capital. The 
model restricts the new capital ratio to 
90 percent in all cases. After fitting the 
FY 1992 new capital ratio, the year-to- 
year change in the new capital ratio is 
fit to the beta distribution. The new 
capital ratio combined with the old 
capital amount generates the total 
capital costs.

Finally, the model develops the 
obligated capital ratio for obligations 
first being depreciated in the year under 
analysis. It generates an obligated 
capital ratio using a beta distribution 
fitted to the results of the capital 
acquisition model (and obligated capital 
assumptions) as described above. This 
ratio is an offset to the new capital ratio. 
Consequently, the obligated capital ratio 
is restricted to the magnitude of the new 
capital ratio. The new capital ratio is 
reduced by the obligated capital ratio.

If a hospital has a hold-harmless 
payment amount available in the 
Hospital-Specific File, this amount 
includes the effect of obligated capital

on its FY 1992 and FY 1993 old capital 
costs per discharge. Therefore, the 
model does not generate any additional 
FY 1992 or FY 1993 obligated capital for 
these hospitals. We generated obligated 
capital amounts for all hospitals for FY 
1994 and later.

The model does not recompute the 
hospital’s total capital costs for 
obligated capital. Instead, obligated 
capital costs are the product of the 
obligated capital ratio rate and total 
capital costs. The hospital’s costs for 
new capital are the product of the 
revised new capital ratio times the 
hospital’s total capital costs.

We computed the average total capital 
cost per discharge from the capital costs 
that were generated by the model and 
compared the results to total capital 
costs per discharge that we had 
projected independently of the model. 
We adjusted the component amounts of 
total capital costs (old capital, obligated 
capital, and new capital) 
proportionately so that the total capital 
costs per discharge generated by the 
model match the independently 
projected capital costs per discharge.

To summarize, the model integrates 
actual data with randomly generated 
amounts developed from the results of 
the capital acquisition model. For 
purposes of aggregate capital, we 
generated at most three numbers for 
each hospital each year. Only the old 
capital increase, new capital ratio, and 
obligated capital ratio are randomly 
generated.

Once each hospital’s capital-related 
costs are generated, the model projects 
capital payments. We use the actual 
payment parameters (for example, the 
case-mix index and the geographic 
adjustment factor), that are applicable to 
the specific hospital.

To project capital payments, the 
model first assigns the applicable 
payment methodology (frilly prospective 
or hold-harmless) to die hospital. If 
available, the model uses the payment 
methodology method indicated in the 
Provider-Specific File. Otherwise, the 
model determines the methodology by 
comparing the hospital’s FY 1992 
hospital-specific rate to the adjusted 
Federal rate applicable to the hospital. 
The model simulates Federal rate 
payments using the assigned payment 
parameters and hospital-specific 
estimated outlier payments. The case- 
mix index for a hospital is derived from 
the 1992 MEDPAR file using the FY 
1994 DRGs and relative weights 
published in this final rule. The case- 
mix index is increased each year after 
FY 1992 consistent with the continuing 
trend in case-mix increase.
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We have analyzed the case-mix 
increases far F Y 1992 end F Y 1993 
using all admissions reported through 
July 1993. The measured case-mix 
increase for FY 1992 is 1.52 percent and 
0.46 percent for FY 1993. After 
analyzing the effects of data completion, 
for earlier years, we estimate that the 
case-mix increase will be approximately
1.6 percent and 1.3 percent for FY 1992 
and FY 1993, respectively. We have 
observed that admission incidence has 
increased in both FY 1992 and FY 1993 
which reduces the increases in case mix 
because most of the additional 
admissions are low severity cases, such 
as influenza admissions. We do not 
expect the admission incidence to 
continue to increase at the FY 1992 and 
FY 1993 rates, and consistent with 
lower admission incidence, we expect 
future case mix to increase at 2  percent 
as it has in the past Consequently« the 
model increases the FY  1992 case mix 
by 1.3 percent for FY 1993, and by 2.9 
percent for FY 1994 mid later. (Since we 
are using FY 1992 cases for our analysis, 
the FY 1992 increase in case-mix has no 
effect cm the FY  1994 Federal rate. It 
does affect the estimated update for the 
FY 1995 Federal rate displayed in the 
projection table in this appendix.}

Changes in geographic classification 
and corrections in the hospital wage 
data used to establish the hospital wage 
index affect the geographic adjustment 
factor. Changes in the DRG classification 
system and the relative weights affect 
the case-mix index.

Section 13501(a)(3] of Public La w 
103-66 requires that, for discharges 
occurring after September 36,1993, the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate he 
reduced by 7.4 percent. Further, this 
law requires that, for cost reporting 
periods beginning on or after October 1,
1993, the Secretary redetermine hospital 
payment methodologies under the 
capital-PPS transition system to take 
that reduction in account.
Consequently, the model reduces the 
unadjusted standard Federal rate by 7.4 
effective FY  1994. Because of the budget 
neutrality provisions in effect through 
FY 1995, this provision does not reduce 
aggregate payments for capital in FY
1994. Since this provision reduces due 
Federal rate, to maintain budget 
neutrality, the hospital-specific rate 
must be further increased. (The reasons 
for these results are discussed in Part HI, 
sections A.7 and B.4 of the Addendum 
to thus final rule.) Consistent with the 
legislation, the model makes a FY  1994 
re determination far tolly prospective 
hospitals mid models them as hold-

harmless hospitals if their FY 1994 
hospital-specific rate is greater than the 
FY 1994 Federal rate.

Section 412.3DB(cJI 4)Iiij requires that 
the estimated aggregate payments for the 
fiscal year, based on the Federal rate ■ 
after any changes resulting from DRG 
reclassifications and recalibration and 
the geographm adjustment factor, equal 
the estimated aggregate payments based 
on the Federal rate that would have 
been made without such hhangas- For 
FY 1993, the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor is .9986, To determine 
the factor for FY 1994, we first 
determined the portion of the Federal 
rate that would be paid for each hospital 
in FY 1994 based on its applicable 
payment methodology. We then 
compared what aggregate Federal rate 
payments would be based on the FY 
1993 IMG relati ve weights and FY 1993 
geographic adjustment feet or to 
aggregate Federal rate payments based 
on the FY 1994 relative weights and toe 
FY 1994 geographic adjustment factor.
In making the comparison, we held the 
FY 1994 Federal rate portion constant 
and set the other budget neutrality 
adjustment factor and exceptions 
reduction factor to IJBO. We determined 
that to achieve budget neutrality for the 
changes in the geographic adjustment 
factor and IMG classifications and 
relative weights, a budget neutrality 
adjustment of 1.0053 should he applied 
to the FY 1993 adjustment of .9960 to 
yield a cumulative adjustment of 
1.0033.

The methodology used to determine 
the reoaMbralion and geographic (DRG/ 
GAFj budget neutrality adjustment 
factor is similar to that used in 
establishing budget neutrality 
adjustments under the prospective 
payment system tor operating casts. One 
difference is that under the operating 
prospective payment'system, the budget 
neutrality adjustments tor the effect of 
geographic reclassifications are 
determined separately from the effects 
of other changes in  the hospital wage 
index and the DRG weights. Under the 
capital prospective payment system, 
there is a single DRG/GAF budget 
neutrality adjustment factor tor changes 
in the geographic adjustment factor 
(including geographic reclassification j  
and the DRG relative weights. In 
addition, there as no adjustment tor the 
effects that geographic reclassification 
has on the other payment parameters, 
such as the payments for serving tow 
income patients or the large urban add
on.

to addition to computing the DRG/ 
GAF budget neutrality adjustment 
factor, we used the model to project 
total agpegate payments under the 
prospective payment system and to 
compute the budget neutrality 
adjustment factor that would result in 
estimated payments under the capita! 
prospective payment system equal to 90 
percent of what would have been 
payable on a reasonable cost basis. This 
budget neutrality factor is applied to the 
Federal and hospital-specific rates, but 
not to the hold-harmless payments.

Additional payments under the 
exceptions process are financed through 
a reduction in  the Federal and hospital- 
specific rates. Therefore, we used die 
model to calculate estimated exceptions 
payments and the exceptions reduction 
factor. This exceptions reduction factor 
ensures that estimated aggregate 
payments under the capital prospective 
payment system, including exceptions 
payments, equal what aggregate 
payments would he under the capital 
prospective payment system without an 
exceptions prooess. Since changes in the 
level of the payment rates change the 
level of payments under the exceptions 
process, the budget neutrality and 
exceptions adjustments factors must be 
determined through iteration. Further, 
these two factors interact with each 
other so that they must be determined 
simultaneously. We successfully 
determined values tor these factors so 
that the exceptions adjustment factor is 
correct and estimated payments under 
the capital prospective payment system 
equal 90 percent of estimated Medicare 
inpatient capital costs.

in the August 30,1991 final rule (56 
FR 43517), we indicated that we would 
publish each year the estimated 
payment factors generated by the model 
to determine payments for the next 5 
years. The table below provides the 
actual factors for FY 1992, FY 1993, and 
FY 1994 , and the estimated factors that 
would be applicable through FY 1998, 
We caution that, except with respBct to 
FY 1992, FY 1993, and FY 1994, these 
are estimates only, and are subject to 
revisions resulting from continued 
methodological refinements, more 
recent data, and any payment policy 
changes that may occur. In tins regard, 
we note that in making these projections 
we have assumed that the cumulative 
DRG/GAF adjustment factor will remain 
at 1.0033 tor FY 1994 and later because 
we do reft have sufficient information to 
estimate the change that will occur in 
the factor for years after FY 1994.

The projections are as follows:
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Fiscal y ea r
Increase in 

cost per dis
charge 1

U pdate  factor
Exceptions re
duction factor

B udget n e u 
trality factor

Federa l rate  
(a fter outlier 

reduction)

1 9 9 2  ..................... ...................................... ............................................ . 3 .2 7 N /A .9 8 1 3 .9 6 0 2 4 1 5 .5 9
1 9 9 3 .............................................................................................................. 6 .8 5 6 .0 7 .9 7 5 6 .9 1 6 2 2 4 1 7 .2 9
1 9 9 4  ................. ........... .......................... ................................................. 7 .31 3 .0 4 .9 4 8 5 .8 9 4 7 3 3 7 8 .3 4
1 9 9 5  ............ ................................... ..................................................... 8 .01 2 .5 7 .9 0 0 0 .9 4 7 0 3 8 9 .7 4

1 99 6  ................................................................................................. 8 .1 4 5 .0 5 .9 0 0 0 N /A 4 3 2 .3 4

1 9 9 7  ............ *............................................................. .................................. 8 .1 9 7 .0 8 .9 0 0 0 N /A 4 6 2 .9 5

1 9 9 8  ...........:....................................................... - ...................................... 8 .4 3 7 .6 6 .9 0 0 0  ^ N /A 498 .41

1 Note: Adjusted for estimated 1.6 percent annual increase in case-mix for FY 1992,1.3 percent for FY 1993 and 2.0 percent for FY 1994 and

2 Note: Includes the DRG/GAF adjustment factor of 0.9880 and the change in the outlier adjustment from 0.9497 in FY 1992 to 0.9496 in FY 
1993.

a Note* Includes the 7.4 percent reduction in the unadjusted standard Federal rate. Also includes the DRG/GAF adjustment factor of 1.0033 
and the change in the outlier adjustment from 0.9496 in FY 1993 to 0.9454 in FY 1994. Future adjustments are, for purposes of this projection, 
assumed to remain at the same level.

Comments: We received several 
comments on the capital acquisition 
model and the assumptions and 
projections employed in the model. 
Some commenters expressed concern 
that HCFA has not shared the details of 
the capital acquisition model. One 
commenter objected to the rate 
reduction in the proposed rule unless 
HCFA is able to demonstrate a rational 
basis for its projections and subject 
those projections to public scrutiny. 
Other commenters contended that the 
proposed reduction to the Federal rate 
illustrates the sensitivity of the capital 
rate estimates to the assumptions used 
in the capital acquisition model. These 
commenters asserted that lack of 
precision in these estimates has led to 
repeated corrections to model estimates.

Response: It is important to 
distinguish between the capital 
acquisition model and the assumptions 
that the model employs. The 
assumptions are capital cost-per-case 
projections that determine the aggregate 
expenditure level from which the 
budget neutrality target is derived. We 
have published the details of the capital 
cost-per-case projections and the 
revisions we have made to them on 
several occasions (most recently in our 
May 26,1993 proposed rule at 58 FR 
30278). We have received no specific 
comments on the derivation of these 
projections. We present another account 
of the current assumptions and 
revisions to them in Part III, section A.5 
of the Addendum to this final rule. We 
base these projections on the best 
available data and trend analysis 
available at the time when we derive 
them. As we update the data and trend 
analysis, the accuracy of the projections 
should improve. This is why we 
continue to revise them in each 
successive rulemaking document. 
Commenters’ concerns about the 
accuracy of the projections confirm our 
practice of continually revising these

projections. By design, the capital 
acquisition model is constrained to the 
assumptions that project capital 
expenditure changes, so that the 
assumptions drive the model results. As 
we stated in the August 30,1991 final 
rule for prospective payment system for 
capital-related costs (56 FR 43521), the 
“model is integrated from several 
sources and requires intimate 
knowledge of all these sources and their 
interactions to successfully perform any 
meaningful analysis.” For this reason, it 
has been our policy not to release the 
model and its accompanying code. 
However, we continue to publish a 
description of the model in each 
prospective payment system rulemaking 
document, and we believe that this 
description, along with our detailed 
presentation of the assumptions and 
changes to the capital expenditure 
projections, should provide sufficient 
basis for public evaluation of proposed 
changes to the rates and factors.
Appendix C—Recommendation of 
Update Factors for Operating Cost 
Rates of Payment for Inpatient Hospital 
Services
I. Background

Several provisions of the Act address 
the setting of update factors for services 
furnished in FY 1994 by hospitals 
subject to the prospective payment 
system and those excluded from the 
prospective payment system. Section 
1886(b)(3)(B)(i)(IX) of the Act, as 
amended by section 13501(a)(1) of 
Public Law 103-66, sets the FY 1994 
applicable percentage increases for 
prospective payment hospitals for FY 
1994 as the market basket percentage 
increase minus 2.5 percentage points for 
hospitals located in urban areas and the 
market basket percentage increase 
minus 1.0 percentage points for 
hospitals located in rural areas.

Section 1886(b)(3)(B)(ii) of the Act, as 
amended by section 13502(a)(1)(C) of

Public Law 103-66, sets the FY 1994 
percentage increase in the rate-of- 
increase limits for hospitals and 
hospital units excluded from the 
prospective payment system equal to 
the rate of increase in the hospital . . 
market basket minus a reduction factor 
(not to exceed - 1 .0  percent) depending 
on the provider’s operating costs and 
target amounts, as described in section
IV.E of the preamble to this final rule.

Beginning in FY 1994, section 
1886(b)(3)(B)(iv), as added by section 
13501(a)(2)(A) of Public Law 103-66, 
moves the update to the hospital- 
specific rate applicable to sole 
community hospitals and Medicare- 
dependent, small rural hospitals from a 
cost reporting period basis to a Federal 
fiscal year basis. Under this section, the 
update to the hospital-specific rate for 
FY 1994 is equal to the rate of increase 
in the hospital market basket minus 2.3 
percentage points, taking into account 
the portion of hospital cost reporting 
periods beginning in FY 1993 that occur 
during FY 1994.

Therefore, in accordance with section 
1886(d)(3)(A) of the Act, we are 
updating the average standardized 
amounts, the hospital-specific rates, and 
the rate-of-increase limits for hospitals 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system as provided for in section 
1886(b)(3)(B) of the Act, as set forth 
above. Based on the currently forecasted 
market basket increase of 4.3 percent for 
hospitals subject to the prospective 
payment system, the updates in the 
standardized amounts are 1.8 percent 
for hospitals in urban areas and 3.3 
percent for hospitals in rural areas. The 
update in the hospital-specific rate 
applicable to sole community hospitals 
and Medicare-dependent, small rural 
hospitals is 2.0 percent (after 
appropriate adjustment to account for 
the portion of the hospital’s cost 
reporting period beginning during FY 
1993 that occurs during FY 1994). The
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update For hospitals excluded from the 
prospective payment system is based on 
the currently Forecasted percentage 
increase in the market basket For these 
hospitals and equals 4.3 percent minus 
an appropriate reduction factor {not to 
exceed —1.0 percent), as described in 
section VLB of the preamble.

Sections 1886(e)l2)(A) and (e)(3)(A) of 
the Act require diet the Prospective 
Payment Assessment Commission 
(ProPAC) recommend to the Congress by 
March 1,1993 an update factor for FY 
1994 that takes into account changes in 
the market basket index, hospital 
productivity, technological and 
scientific advances, the quality of health 
care provided in hospitals, and long
term cost effectiveness in the provision 
of inpatient hospital services.

Section 1886(e)(4) of tire Act requires 
that the Secretary, taking into 
consideration the recommendations of 
ProPAC, recommend update factors for 
FY 1994 that Idee into account the 
amounts necessaiy for the efficient and 
effective delivery of medically 
appropriate and necessaiy care of high 
quality. As required by section 
1886(e)(5) of the Act, we published file 
recommended FY 1994 update factors 
under section 1886(e)(4) o f file Act as 
Appendix D of thelMay 26,1993, 
proposed rule (58 FR 36441),
IL Secretary's Final Recommendations 
far Updating the Prospective Payment 
System Standardized Amounts

We received several public comments 
concerning our proposed 
recommendation. After consideration of 
the arguments presented, we have 
decided that crar final recommendation 
will he fire same as our proposed 
recommendation. That is, we are 
recommending that the standardized 
amounts be increased by an average 
amount equal to the market basket 
percentage increase minus 1.9 
percentage points for hospitals located 
in urban areas and fire market basket 
percentage increase minus 0.8 
percentage points for hospitals in rural 
areas. We are recommending an increase 
equal to the market basket rate of 
increase minus 1.9 percentage points for 
the hospital-specific rate for sole 
community hospitals. We believe that 
the hospital-specific rate should he 
updated by the same percentage 
increase as the urban standardized 
amounts. Our recommendation for a 
higher update to file rural standardized 
amount is intended to reduce the 
differential between fire standardized 
amounts for other urban and rural 
hospitals, which is not an applicable 
consideration for hospital-specific rates.

In recommending these increases, we 
have followed section 1886(e)(4) of the 
Act, which requires that we take into 
account the amounts necessary for the 
efficient and effective delivery of 
medically appropriate and necessaiy 
care of high quality. In addition, as 
required by section 1886(e)(4) of fire 
Act, we have taken into consideration 
the recommendations o f ProPAC We 
believe our analyses, which measure 
changes in hospital productivity, 
scientific and technological advances, 
practice pattern changes, and changes in 
case mix, support a  recommendation 
that the update for urban hospitals and 
the hospital-specific rates applicable to 
sole community hospitals be no more 
than the market basket minus 1 9  
percentage points. We note that the 
results of our framework supported an 
update in die range of fire market basket 
rate of increase minus 2.8 percentage 
points to the market basket rate of 
increase minus 1 9  percentage points. 
The update for hospitals located in 
urban areas set forth in Public Law 163- 
66 for FY 1994, that is, the market 
basket rate of increase minus 2 9  
percentage points, falls within the range 
supported by our framework.

We believe a higher update for the 
standardized amount applicable to rural 
hospitals is appropriate in order to 
phase out the differential between the 
rural and other urban standardized 
amounts, as required by section 4662(c) 
of Public Law 161-568, We are 
recommending that the rural 
standardized amount be updated by an 
average amount equal to the market 
basket rate of increase minus 0.8 
percentage points.

As we noted in the proposed rule (58 
FR 30445), we disagree with ProPAC’s 
recommendation that the hospital- 
specific rates applicable to sole 
community hospitals be increased by 
the update factor applicable to the rural 
standardized amounts. We believe that 
the considerations used to develop fire 
update recommendations for fire urban 
standardized amounts are also 
applicable to the hospital-specific rates, 
and that fire differential update applied 
to the rural standardized amounts to 
eliminate the difference between the 
rural and other urban standardized 
amounts is not a  relevant consideration 
for the hospital-specific rates.

Comment: A few commonters disagree 
with our recommended updates of fire 
market basket rate of increase minus 1 9  
percentage points for urban hospitals, 
an d the market basket rate of increase 
minus 6.8 percentage points for rural 
hospitals. The commenters believe that 
updates tower than the change in the 
market basket are insufficient to ensure

hospital financial stability, and urge that 
we implement the updates set forth in 
Public Law 161-568, that is, the market 
basket rate of increase for urban 
hospitals, and the market basket rate of 
increase plus 1.5 percentage points for 
rural hospitals.

Response: We believe that our 
recommended updates are sufficient to 
unsure the continued availability of 
efficiently provided care of high quality 
for Medicare beneficiaries. As explained 
in Appendix D of tire proposed rule, our 
recommended updates are lower than 
file increase in the market basket 
because of previ ous market basket 
forecast errors, expected hospital 
productivity gains, and the difference 
between real case-mix increase and total 
case-mix increase. We will» however, 
implement the updates in accordance 
with the statute.

Comment: A  lew commenters agree 
with ProPAC that the share of hospital 
wages in file market basket should be 
increased.

Response: A detailed response to fins 
comment was provided in the 
September 4,1990, final rule (55 FR 
36647) when the current hospital 
market basket was implemented. As we 
stated in the May 26,1993 proposed 
rule (58 FR 30445), we believe that it 
would be equally inappropriate to use 
100 percent internal (that is, hospital 
industry-specific) price proxies or 160 
percent external price proxies. We 
prefer to use econumy-wide proxies for 
those occupations that are generally 
employed both inside and outside 
hospitals, such as managers, 
administrators, clerical mid 
maintenance workers. We believe that 
the economy-wide rate of increase is the 
more appropriate measure for these 
types of employees, anee that is the 
relevant labor market for these 
employees. In contrast, we use hospitai- 
industry proxies for those categories of 
workers, such as registered nurses, that 
are not hired in large numbers in other 
sectors of the economy.

Comment Some commenters believe 
that it would be appropriate to adjust 
the market basket for the cost of new 
technologies.

Response: We do not believe that it is 
appropriate to adjust fire market basket 
for the cost of new technologies. The 
update framework accounts for fire role 
of new technologies in two ways. First, 
w® account for cost-increasing, quality * 
enhancing new technologies in the 
intensity component of our update 
recommendation (which is an add-on to 
the market basket rate of increase). 
Second, we account for cost-decreasing 
new technologies through a productivity 
adjustment. This adjustment allows for
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those technologies that allow hospitals 
to treat their patients at lower cost.

Comment: A commenter believes that 
rural hospitals should receive the same 
update as urban hospitals, rather than 
the higher updates recommended by us 
and required by the Act.

Response: We believe that it is 
appropriate to set a higher update for 
the rural standardized amount, given 
the requirement under section 
1886(d)(3)(A)(iii) of the Act that the 
rural standardized amount be set equal 
to the other urban standardized amount 
in FY 1995. The higher update provides 
for a gradual transition to the 
elimination of the rural standardized 
amounts.

Comment: A commenter disagrees 
with our use of the FY 1992 forecast 
error in setting our recommended 
update amounts. This commenter 
believes that since the actual FY 1992 
update was the market basket rate of 
increase minus 1.6 percentage points for 
hospitals located in urban areas, and the 
forecast error in the FY 1992 market 
basket rate of increase was only 1.3 
percentage points, the forecast error was 
built into the rates, and should not be 
removed through the FY 1994 update 
factor.

Response: The FY 1992 update factor 
was set by law at the market basket rate 
of increase minus 1.6 percentage points. 
If the FY 1992 rate of increase had been 
correctly forecast, the FY 1992 update 
would have been 1.3 percentage points 
lower. While we do not believe that it 
would be appropriate to recoup the 
excess payments made, we believe that 
the current standardized amounts 
should reflect the correct rate of 
increase.

Comment: A commenter believes that 
the prospective payment system rates 
are inadequate, and should be increased 
to reflect the current costs of treating 
Medicare beneficiaries.

Response: We believe that payments 
under the prospective payment system 
are sufficient for the provision of 
effective and efficiently provided care of 
high quality to Medicare beneficiaries. 
Accordingly, we believe that costs in 
excess of prospective payments are 
generally reflective of industry 
inefficiencies. In the September 1,1992 
final rule (57 FR^t0014), we presented 
an analysis of expected increases in cost 
per case. Expected increases were 
determined based on changes in real 
case mix, productivity, and allowable 
intensity (that portion of the increase in 
the cost of services provided per 
discharge due to within DRG severity 
increases and cost increasing new 
technology). We compared the expected 
increases in cost per case to the

increases in payment per case, and 
found that payments per case have 
increased at a sufficient rate to 
compensate for the expected cost per 
case increases.
UI. Secretary’s Final Recommendation: 
for Updating the Rate-of-Increase Limits 
for Excluded Hospitals and Units

We received several public comments 
concerning our proposed 
recommendation on the update factor 
for excluded hospitals and hospital 
units. After consideration of all the 
arguments presented, we have decided 
that our final recommendation will be 
that hospitals and hospital units 
excluded from the prospective payment 
system receive an update equal to the 
percentage increase in the market basket 
that measures input price increases for 
services furnished by excluded 
hospitals minus 1.0 percentage point. 
Thus, given the current estimate of the 
change in the market basket for 
excluded hospitals of 4.3 percent, our 
final recommendation is an update of
3.3 percent. We note that the updates for 
hospitals and units excluded from the 
prospective payment system as set in 
Public Law 103-66 is the market basket 
rate of increase minus 1.0 percentage 
point, adjusted to account for the 
relationship between the provider's 
allowable operating cost per case and its 
target amount.

Comment: One commenter believes 
that the proposed update for rural 
facilities excluded from the prospective 
payment system should be the same as 
that for rural facilities subject to the 
prospective payment system, that is, the 
market basket rate of increase plus 1.5 
percentage points. The commenter 
states that excluded rural facilities face 
the same increase in costs that rural 
prospective payment system providers 
do, and that, as a result, their updates 
should be the same.

Response: The updates that we will 
implement for rural facilities, both those 
subject to the prospective payment 
system and those excluded from the 
prospective payment system, are those 
mandated by the Social Security Act. 
Further, we note that the additional 
update for rural hospitals subject to the 
prospective payment system is designed 
to achieve a gradual transition in 
reducing the differential between the 
rural and other urban standardized 
amounts, before these amounts become 
equivalent beginning in FY 1995. 
Facilities excluded from the prospective 
payment system are paid based on the 
lesser of their average cost per case or 
their updated rate of increase limit. As 
a result, rural excluded facilities are 
paid based on their own costs, either

current year costs, or for updated base 
year costs.
Appendix D—Development of Update 
Framework for Prospective Payment 
System for Inpatient Hospital Capital* 
Related Costs
/. Introduction

For FY 1992 through FY 1995,
§ 412.308(c)(1) provides that the update 
for the capital prospective payment 
rates (Federal rate and hospital-specific 
rate) will be based on a 2-year moving 
average of actual increases in Medicare 
inpatient capital costs per discharge.
The regulations provide that, beginning 
in FY 1996, HCFA will determine the 
update in the capital prospective 
payment rates based on an analytical 
framework that will take into account 
(1) changes in the price of capital 
(which we will incorporate into a 
capital input price index), and (2) 
appropriate changes in capital 
requirements resulting from 
development of hew technologies and 
other factors (such as the diffusion of 
existing technologies and existing 
hospital capacity and utilization). The 
objective of the capital update 
framework is  to determine a rate of 
increase in aggregate capital prospective 
payments which, along with a rate of 
increase in DRG operating payments, 
ensures a joint flow of capital and 
operating services for efficient and 
effective care for Medicare patients.

Although the analytical framework 
will not be employed to determine the 
annual update factor until FY 1996, we 
are presenting a series of preliminary 
models, using available data and 
concepts, of an update framework for 
the prospective payment system for 
hospital inpaitient capital-related costs. 
We have presented models in the final 
rules for FY 1992 and FY 1993, and in 
the proposed rule for FY 1994. We 
received six comments on the most 
recent model, which was published as 
appendix E to the May 26,1993 
proposed rule. These comments are 
discussed below in sections II.C. and
n b.

The model update framework 
includes a capital input price index that 
parallels the operating input price 
index. The capital input price index 
measures the pure price changes 
associated with changes in capital- 
related costs (prices x “quantities”). The 
composition of capital-related costs is 
maintained at base-year FY 1987 
proportions in the capital input price 
index. As such, the composition of 
capital reflects the underlying capital 
acquisition process. We selected FY 
1987 as the base year for this
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preliminary capital input price index for 
consistency with the operating input 
price index. We would periodically 
update both the operating and the 
capital input price indexes to reflect the 
changing composition of inputs for 
capital and operating costs. We expect 
to have rebased the capital and 
operating input price indexes by the 
time we implement the final capital 
update framework for FY 1996. The 
capital input price index below 
illustrates the methodology we propose 
to employ.

The model capital update framework, 
like the revised operating update 
framework, incorporates several policy 
adjustments in addition to the capital 
input price index. We would adjust for 
case-mix index-related changes, for 
intensity, and for the efficient and cost- 
effective use of capital (such as movable 
equipment, buildings and fixed 
equipment) in the hospital industry, as 
well as for error in the capital input 
price index forecast.

In developing the model framework, 
we are attempting as much as possible 
to maintain consistency with the revised 
operating framework, in order to 
facilitate the eventual development of a 
single prospective payjnent* system 
update framework. We are also 
concerned with promoting the goals that 
motivated the adoption of the capital 
prospective payment system, especially 
the goals of promoting more effective 
and efficient utilization of capital 
resources in the hospital industry and 
establishing incentives for hospitals to 
make cost-effective decisions regarding 
acquisition of new capital resources.

It is important to emphasize that this 
presentation represents our current 
thinking, and that we encourage 
submission of comments and 
recommendations for further 
improvements. We are especially 
interested in suggestions regarding the 
proposed adjustment factor for capital 
productivity and efficiency. We also 
remain interested in suggestions 
regarding the capital input price index, 
the proposed policy adjustment factor 
for intensity, and alternative 
methodologies for deriving the factors. 
We welcome information concerning 
empirical studies and sources of data 
that could be useful in developing the 
framework. We will consider comments 
and recommendations on any aspect of 
the model framework in making further 
developments for presentation in next 
year’s rulemaking process for the 
prospective payment system. Comments 
should be sent by December 31,1993 to: 
Update Framework, Division of Hospital 
Payment Policy, 1-H-l East Low Rise, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21207.

II. Measurement of Capital Input Price 
Increases
A. Introduction

HCFA proposed a capital input price 
index (CEPI) as one component in 
developing future update factors for the 
Federal rate in the September 1,1992 
Federal Register. We presented a 
revised version of the CIPI in the May
26,1993 Federal Register. The proposed 
CIPI paralleled the operating input price 
index since both indexes were designed 
to measure input price changes for 
hospitals’ current year expenses, that is, 
to separate pure price changes from 
quantity and expenditure changes. The 
operating sector input price index 
measures input price changes for 
operating-related expenses. The CIPI 
measures input price changes for 
capital-related expenses.
B. The HCFA Capital Input Price Index

The current version of the CIPI is 
based on the following assumptions:

• The Federal rate is based on the 
concept of capital-related expenses of 
capital assets used for patient care in the 
fiscal year and, therefore, any change in 
the Federal rate should take into 
account expected changes in the input 
price aspects of capital-related 
expenses;

• Capital-related expenses are defined 
as the sum of depreciation expense, 
capital-related interest costs, and other 
capital-related costs, including taxes, 
insurance, and leases; and

• The input prices related to capital- 
related expenses are beyond the control 
of the hospital industry (that is, the 
hospital is a price-taker, not a price- 
setter).

These assumptions lead directly to a 
definition of a CIPI that takes into 
account the price aspects of changes in 
depreciation expense, interest costs, and 
other capital-related costs. Further, the 
assumptions lead directly to input 
prices for depreciation expense and 
interest costs which, unlike operating 
costs, have a time dimension that must 
be captured in the CIPI.

In its original proposal, HCFA 
recommended that three categories of 
capital-related expenses be included in 
the CIPI: depreciation expense, interest 
costs, and other capital-related costs 
(taxes and insurance). We continue to 
believe these categories should be used 
in the CIPI. In response to comments 
and suggestions on our September 1, 
1992 proposal, and in order to apply 
new research findings, we proposed a 
number of revisions to our original CIPI 
proposal in the May 26,1993 Federal 
Register.

HCFA revised its original CIPI 
proposal in the following major 
respects:

• In its original proposal, HCFA 
implicitly assumed that the capital 
structure (the proportion of depreciation 
expense, interest costs, and other capital 
costs) for rentals and leases was the 
same as that for capital owner-operators. 
The results of the 1987 Assets and 
Expenditure Survey by the Bureau of 
the Census, Department of Commerce, 
called that assumption into question.
We thus explicitly incorporated leasing 
costs into our index weighting system to 
reflect the results of the Survey.

• We continue to use historical 
purchase prices to evaluate the 
contribution of each year’s depreciation 
amount within the time span unfits 
imposed by the expected life of assets. 
However, we dropped the assumption 
that the same proportion of current real 
capital stock was acquired each year 
starting with the current year back to the 
earliest year in the expected life of the 
stock. Rather, we now use a 
proportional weight for each year that 
reflects the historic patterns of 
purchases of assets. A representative 
weighted mean price is computed for 
each relevant time span. The effect of 
this change is to give more weight to 
price changes in more recent periods. 
Thus, in periods of rapid inflation, the 
proportionately weighted price tends to 
rise more rapidly than the fixed weight 
price and, conversely, the price declines 
faster as inflation abates. Proportional 
weighting is a direct consequence of the 
definition of depreciation expenses and 
therefore is a correct procedure by 
definition.

• We continue to use two categories 
of straight-line depreciation expense: 
Building and fixed equipment, and 
movable equipment. However, 
additional data analysis required 
revision in the expected life for the two 
categories. We proposed to use 24 years 
expected life for buildings and fixed 
equipment, replacing the 25-year 
estimate used last year, and 10 years 
expected life for movable equipment, 
replacing the 7-year estimate used last 
year. The effect of these changes is to 
include fewer historic prices for 
building and fixed equipment and to 
include more historic prices for movable 
equipment.

• We continue to use FY 1987 as a 
base year for the CIPI. We revised the 
relative expenditure weights for each 
major capital-related expense category 
to reflect more recent data analysis and 
to account for findings in the 1987 
Assets and Expenditure Survey, Bureau 
of the Census, Department of 
Commerce. The revised relative weights
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reflect our best estimates of the 
combined capital-related expenses for * 
hospital owner-operators and for leasers 
of capital equipment to hospital owner- 
operators. The revised estimates allocate 
a relative weight of .6479 to 
depreciation, .3305 to interest, and 
.0201 to other capital-related expenses 
compared to .655, .295 and .050 for the 
respective categories in our prior 
version. Similarly, we adopted relative 
internal expenditure weights for 
depreciation expense of .4694 for 
building and fixed equipment and .5306 
for movable equipment compared to 
.540 and .460 for the respective 
categories in our prior version.

• In our original proposal for the 
interest section of the QPI we adopted 
a number of assumptions about the 
input price proxies, weights, and types 
of and expected lives for debt 
instruments that we have revised in our 
more recent version. In the absence of 
definitive information on the expected 
life of debt instruments, we originally 
chose an average 20-year life for loans 
on building and fixed equipment and an 
average 6-year life for loans on movable 
equipment. In our more recent version, 
we proposed to use the same expected 
life for loan instruments as we use for 
expected life in the depreciation 
section, 24 years for building and fixed

equipment loans and 10 years for 
movable equipment loans. These 
expected lives are proxies for actual 
loan terms and may be improved upon.

• In our original version we usea a 
mortgage model to approximate the 
changing impact of old debt instruments 
on current interest amounts as the debt 
instruments age (that is, the decline in 
payments for interest as the principal is 
paid off). In our more recent version, we 
proposed to use a serial bond model, 
rather than a mortgage model, to 
approximate these effects. We adopted 
the bond model because it is simpler, 
because it purportedly applies to a large 
proportion of hospital debt, and because 
it closely simulates the interest payment 
effects for both bonds -and mortgage 
financing. Consistent with weighting the 
historical purchase prices of capital 
assets, we now use a proportional 
weight for each year that reflects 
historic patterns of acquiring debt 
instruments. A representative weighted 
mean “price” for interest costs is 
computed for each relevant time span. 
An effect of this change is to give more 
weight to interest rate changes in more 
recent periods. Morp recent principal 
amounts are larger than earlier amounts 
because both the quantity of real capital 
financed and the purchase price per 
unit of real capital (two components of

principal amounts) are larger in recent 
periods. The historic weighting method 
is a direct consequence of our definition 
of interest costs and, therefore, is a 
correct procedure by definition.

The purpose of these revisions was to 
adjust weights associated within the 
QPI to reflect industry experience more 
accurately.

We use the same price proxies in the 
May 26,1993 version that we described 
in die September 1,1992 Federal 
Register. A number of alternative price 
proxies have been brought to our recent 
attention but, as yet, none meet the 
criteria we described in the F Y 1993 
final rule. Those criteria are: the price 
proxy data must be publicly available; it 
must be based on valid sampling 
designs; and it must have been collected 
for a sufficiently long period of time to 
ensure stability and credibility. We will 
continue to study possible alternative 
price proxies.

We applied our revised methodology 
using historical price proxy changes 
through 1992 and Data Resources Inc. 
(DRI) price proxy projections through 
1998 (Table 1). The effects of recent 
declines in interest rates and in the 
purchase price of investment goods is 
apparent in the historical sections of 
Table 1.

Table 1.— HCFA Capital Input Price Index Percent Changes, Total and Components, Fiscal Years
1985 TO 1998

Total capital relat
ed costs

Depreciation ex
pense Interest expense Other capital relat

ed costs

Weight (1987) ................................................................................ . 1.0000 0.6479 0.3305 0.0216
Fiscal Yean 

Historical:
1 9 8 5 ............ ........................................................................ 6.2 5.9 7.0 6.0
1 9 8 6 ................................. ................................................... 4.3 5.2 2.4 5.5
1 9 8 7 ........................................................ ............................ 3.6 4.7 1.1 5.2
1 9 8 8 ..................................................................................... 3.7 4.3 2.4 4.8
1 9 8 9 ......................................................... ........................... 3.1 4.0 1.2 4.5
1 9 9 0 ..................................................................................... 2.8 3.7 0.9 4.3
1 9 9 1 ....... .................. ........................... .............................. 2.4 3.3 0.5 4.0
1 9 9 2 .......................... .......................................................... 1.6 2.6 -0 .7 3.8

Forecast:
1 9 9 3 .................. .................................................................. 1.6 2.8 -0 .8 3.7
1 9 9 4 ..................................................................................... 1.9 2.8 0.2 3.6
1 9 9 5 ............................................... ...................................... 2.2 2.8 1.0 3.5
1 9 9 6 .................................................. .................................. 2.3 2.9 1.1 3.5
1 9 9 7 ........................................................ .......................... 2.7 2.9 2.1 3.5
1 9 9 8 ..................................................................................... 2.8 3.0 2.5 3.5

Source: Health Care Financing Administration.
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The deceleration in price increases 
associated with depreciation amounts 
indicates more rapid deceleration for 
movable equipment than for building 
and fixed equipment (Table 2), a trend 
that we attribute to the older purchase 
prices captured by the longer expected 
life built into the building and fixed 
equipment category.

Table 2.—HCFA Depreciation Com
ponent of Capital Input Price 
Index, Percent Changes, Total 
and Subcomponents, Fiscal 
Years 1985 to  1998

Total de
precia
tion ex
pense

Building 
and 
fixed 

equip
ment de
precia
tion ex
pense

Movable 
equip

ment de
precia
tion ex
pense

Weight 
(1987) ..... .6479 .3041 .3438

Table 2.— HCFA Depreciation Com
ponent of Capital Input Price 
Index, Percent Changes, Total 
and Subcomponents, Fiscal 
Years 1985 to 1998— Continued

Total de
precia
tion ex
pense

Building 
and 
fixed 

equip
ment de
precia
tion ex
pense

Movable 
equip

ment de
precia
tion ex
pense

Fiscal Year: 
Historical:

1985 .... 5.9 6.0 5.7
1986 .... 5.2 5.5 4.9
1987 .... 4.7 5.2 4.3
1988 .... 4.3 4.8 3.9
1989 .... 4.0 4.5 3.6
1990 .... 3.7 4.3 3.2
1991 .... 3.3 4.0 2.7
1992 .... 2.6 3.8 1.6

Forecast:
1993 .... 2.8 3.7 2.0
1994 .... 2.8 3.6 2.0
1995 .... 2.8 3.5 2.2
1996 .... 2.9 3.5 2.3
1997 .... 2.9 3.5 2.4

Table 2.— HCFA Depreciation Com
ponent of Capital Input Price 
Index, Percent Changes, Total 
and Subcomponents, Fiscal 
Years 1985 to 1998— Continued

Total de
preda
tion ex
pense

Building 
and 
fixed 

equip
ment de
preda
tion ex
pense

Movable 
equip

ment de
precia
tion ex
pense

1998 .... 3.0 3.5 2.5

Source:
Administration

Health Care Financing

The effects of recent declines in 
interest rates were a major factor in the 
decelerating price associated with 
interest costs (Table 3). To obtain the 
total interest-related price change for 
each major asset category in Table 3, we 
multiplied the ratio changes in interest 
rates and purchase prices and converted 
the product to the percentage changes 
shown in the table.

Table 3.— HCFA Interest Component of Capital Input Price Index, Percent Changes
[Total and Subcomponents, Fiscal Years 1985 to 1998]

Total Building and fixed equipment Movable equipment

Interest
price

change

Interest
price

change
Interest rate 

change
Purchase

price
change

Interest
price

change
Interest rate 

change
Purchase

price
change

Weight (1987) .......................................... 0.3305 0.2393 0.0912
Fiscal Year

Historical:
1985 ........................................... 7.0 7.7 1.5 6.0 5.1 -0 .5 5.7
1986 ........................................... 2.4 3.5 -1 .9 5.5 -0 .7 -5 .3 4.9
1987........................................... 1.1 2.3 -2 .7 5.2 -1 .9 -6 .0 4.3
1988 ........................................... 2.4 3.3 -1 .5 4.8 -0 .1 -3 .8 3.9
1989 ........................................... 1.2 2.1 -2 .3 4.5 -1 .2 -4 .7 3.6
1990 ........................................... 0.9 1.6 -2 .5 4.3 -1 .1 -4 .1 3.2
1991 ......................... .................. 0.5 1.1 -2 .7 4.0 -1 .2 -3 .8 2.7
1992 ........................................... -0 .7 0.4 -3 .3 3.8 -3 .3 -4 .8 1.6

Forecast:
1993 ............. ............................. -0 .8 -0 .1 -3 .7 3.7 -2 .6 -4 .5 2.0
1994 ........................................... 0.2 0.6 -2 .9 3.6 -0 .8 -2 .8 i  2.0
1995 ........................................... 1.0 1.1 -2 .3 3.5 0.7 -1 .5 2.2
1996 ........................................... 1.1 1.1 -2 .3 3.5 1.0 -1 .3 2.3
1997........................................... 2.1 1.9 -1 .5 3.5 2.4 0.0 2.4
1998 ........................................... 2.5 2.3 -1 .1 3.5 2.9 0.4 2.5

C. ProPAC Recommendation for 
Updating the Capital Prospective 
Payment System Federal Rate

ProPAC recommends the use of an 
update framework based on the premise 
that capital prospective payments are 
for future capital purchases. The 
ProPAC update framework includes a 
capital market basket component that 
measures 1-year changes in the 
purchase prices of a fixed basket of

capital goods purchased by hospitals. • 
The ProPAC framework also includes 
several policy adjustment factors. A 
forecast error correction factor adjusts 
payment rates so that the effects of past 
errors are not perpetuated. A financing 
policy adjustment accounts for the 
effects of substantial deviations from 
long-term trends in interest rates on 
hospital capital costs. The capital 
update framework also includes 
adjustments for scientific and

technological advances, productivity, 
and case-mix change similar to those 
employed in the ProPAC operating 
update framework.

Comment: In its comment on the 
version of the update framework that 
appeared in the May 26,1993 Federal 
Register, ProPAC agreed that both the 
ProPAC and HCFA update frameworks 
have the same goal—-to ensure a flow of 
resources that will allow for the efficient 
and effective care of Medicare patients.
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ProPAC also noted our observation (58 
FR 30447) that there is a fundamental 
difference between the two frameworks. 
ProPAC believes that a prospective 
update should provide Medicare 
payments that are reflective of future 
capital prices rather than historical 
values, as in HCFA's model framework. 
ProPAC notes that HCFA bases its 
model on an interpretation of current 
law. ProPAC further states that its 
update methodology is fully consistent 
with the Medicare^ statute.

Response: A significant philosophical 
difference persists between the ProPAC 
and HCFA frameworks. ProPAC’s 
framework is based on the premise that 
capital prospective payments are for 
future capital purchases. Thus,
ProPAC’s proposed capital market 
basket reflects the projected increase in 
the purchase price of capital goods from 
one year to the next. To put it another 
way, the market basket under the 
ProPAC framework reflects the price of 
replacing current capital stock at future 
prices.

HCFA’s framework is based on the 
premise that capital prospective 
payments are for hospitals’ future 
capital-related expenses rather than for 
future capital-related purchases. That is, 
HCFA’s framework addresses the 
expenses associated with hospitals’ 
given stock of capital in a particular 
fiscal year; ProPAC’s framework ignores 
hospitals’ present stock of capital and 
focuses on costs of capital purchases 
that hospitals will make in a particular 
fiscal year.

We continue to believe that the HCFA 
model framework is more consistent 
with the statutory intent, with Medicare 
program precedent, and with the 
methodology by which the Federal 
capital rate was originally developed. 
Section 1886(g)(1)(A) of the Act 
provides that “* * * instead of any 
amounts that are otherwise payable 
under this title with respect to the 
reasonable costs of * * * hospitals for 
capital-related costs of inpatient 
hospital services, the Secretary shall 
* * * provide for payment fo r  such 
costs in accordance with a prospective 
payment system* * * ”. (Emphasis 
added.) This section of the Act further 
provides that the term ‘‘capitai-relatéd 
costs” has the meaning given to the term 
by the Secretary as of September 30, 
1987. In the Medicare program, the term 
“capital-related costs” has always 
included the historical or accounting 
costs for capital, that is, net 
depreciation, as well as interest, taxes, 
insurance, and leases on depreciable 
assets.

ProPAC points out that the statute 
requires the Secretary to provide for

“payment” (not reimbursement) of 
capital-related costs. It is true, that the 
term “payment" is not as restrictive as 
“reimbursement.” Unlike 
“reimbursement,” the term “payment” 
does not necessarily require strict 
correlation between the amount of 
payment and the costs incurred in 
providing services. Nevertheless, the 
statute does state that the “payment” is 
“for” capital-related costs, thus linking 
the payment to those costs. Accordingly, 
the Federal capital rate was originally 
developed on the basis of the F Y 1989 
national average Medicare inpatient 
capital-related cost per case. To 
maintain consistency, we believe that 
the update should also be based on 
projected changes in the historical costs 
of capital.

It is important to note that the HCFA 
update methodology is not based solely 
on an interpretation of the statute. Even 
if we could agree that the ProPAC and* 
HCFA approaches are equally consistent 
with the statute and with program 
precedent, we would prefer the HCFA 
methodology. That is because there is a 
sound economic reason for regarding 
the current purchase price of capital 
assets alone as an inadequate measure of 
the price of capital. The crucial 
distinguishing feature of capital assets is 
that they are consumed over time. 
Normal accounting rules recognize this 
feature of capital assets by prorating the 
expense of capital acquisitions over . 
more than one time period. An expense 
(the product of price and quantity) 
prorated over more than one time period 
carries an implicit price factor into 
future periods that must be accounted 
for in any capital input price index. 
Consideration of the costs for all capital 
currently in use for patient care, not just 
the costs for current capital purchases, 
is necessary for this purpose. We do not 
believe that the ProPAC index 
adequately captures this aspect of 
changes in capital input prices.

Another way to understand the 
difference between the HCFA and 
ProPAC approaches, and our basis for 
rejecting the ProPAC approach, is in 
terms of the estimates developed by 
HCFA and the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA), Department of 
Commerce. HOPA and the BEA 
periodically estimate hospital 
consumption expenditures and hospital 
investment expenditures. Hospital 
consumption expenditures include 
expenses for labor, capital consumption 
allowances for depreciation and other 
expenses including capital related 
interest, other capital related expenses 
for taxes and insurance, and other non
capital related expenses. Hospital 
investment expenditures represent

current year total outlays for new capital 
purchases (before amortization and 
depreciation allocation). These outlays 
derive from new debt or from equity 
financing. Current hospital investment 
outlays therefore generate future capital- 
related expenses for depreciation and 
future interest payments for debt but are 
relevant to current capital related 
expenses only insofar as a portion of 
incurred expenses for depreciation and 
interest applicable to currant capital 
purchases is prorated to the current 
year.

HCFA proposes to create a capital 
input price index that relates to 
consumption expenditures rather than 
investment expenditures. HCFA’s 
proposal thus is consistent with the 
input price index historically applied to 
update factors under the operating-PPS 
system. The HCFA operating-PPS Input 
Price Index and the HCFA CIPI are each 
designed to address the input price 
aspects of rates of change in the 
Medicare expenditure portion of these 
hospital consumption expenditures.

The ProPAC approach, however, 
confuses prorated capital related 
expenses incurred by hospitals for past 
capital purchases (the capital portion of 
hospital annual consumption 
expenditures) with currant outlays for 
capital investments made by hospitals 
before pro-ration to annual expense 
amounts using Medicare cost principles 
(hospital investment expenditures). 
ProPAC proposes to apply a capital 
input price index based only on prices 
and appropriate interest rates for current 
investment expenditures rather than for 
pro-rated capital-related expenses for all 
capital purchases, past and present. 
Thus, ProPAC proposes to continue the 
operating input price index related to 
consumption expenditures, but to create 
a capital input price index related to 
investment expenditures. In contrast, 
the HCFA approach provides 
consistency with the existing operating- 
PPS input price index.
D. Other Comments

Comment: Two commenters 
supported HCFA’s decision to include 
leasing costs in the CIPI. The 
commenters noted that leasing 
represents an important management 
tool in controlling costs while staying 
abreast of design advances.

Response: We continue to believe that 
changes in leasing costs should be 
reflected in the CIPI. Including such 
costs in the CIPI is a direct result of 
basing the CIPI on the change in capital- 
related expenses, rather than on the 
annual change in capital purchase 
prices, as in the ProPAC index.
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C om m ent: One commenter disagreed 
with ProFAC’s recommended 
framework, which ignores a hospital’s 
present stock of capital and focuses only 
on the costs of capital purchases that 
hospitals will make in a particular year. 
The commenter contended that the 
ProPAC approach does not take into 
account all the expenses associated with 
the on-going cost of capital assets.

Response; As discussed above, we 
agree with this comment.

C om m ent; One commenter observed 
that capital rentals differ from capital 
leases. The commenter observed that 
lessees are required to keep leased 
equipment for the duration of a lease 
whether or not it continues to be 
needed, hut that rentals have no specific 
term and, therefore, the equipment can 
he returned if it is no longer needed.
The commenter suggested that renting 
may provide more efficient use of 
capital resources under some 
circumstances and should he recognized 
separately in the OPI.

Response: We are seeking information 
to demonstrate what proportions of total 
capital-related expenses relate to leases 
and to rentals, and whether 
distinguishing leases and rentals would 
result in a material difference in the 
rates of change in the QPL

C om m ent:Two commenters objected 
to HCFA’s proposal to increase the 
expected life of movable equipment 
from 7 years to 10 years in the QPL The 
commenters suggested that this change 
may assume a slower rate of 
technological change than may be 
reasonable.

R esponse: We derive the expected life 
of movable equipment from Medicare 
cost reports by dividing the balance 
sheet book value for movable equipment 
by die current year depreciation 
amount Information currently available 
from Medicare cost reports for recent 
years indicate that the expected life for 
movable equipment tends to be 
approximately 10 years. Recent 
instructions for improved reporting of 
capital-related expenses on die 
Medicare cost report may suggest a 
different expected life for movable 
equipment. We will incorporate any 
changes dictated by the data.
I I I .  C a se -M ix  A d ju s tm e n t a n d  
A d ju s tm e n t fo r  F o recast E rro r

The case-mix index (CMI) is the 
measure of the average DRG weight for 
cases paid under the prospective 
payment system. Because the DRG 
weight determines the prospective 
payment for each case, any percentage 
increase in the CMI corresponds to an 
equal percentage increase in hospital 
payments.

The case-mix index can change for 
any of several reasons: because the 
average resource use of Medicare 
patients changes ("rear’’ case-mix 
change), because changes in hospital 
coding of patient records result in 
higher weight DRG assignments 
(“coding effects”), and because the 
annua) DRG reclassification and 
reealibration changes may not be budget 
neutral (“reclassification effect”), hi the 
revised update framework for the 
prospective payment system for 
operating costs, we adjust the update 
upwards to allow for real case-mix 
change, but remove the effects of coding 
changes on the case-mix index. We also 
remove the effect on total payments of 
prior changes to the DRG classifications 
and relative weights, in order to retain 
budget neutrality for all CMI-related 
changes other than patient severity (for 
example, we adjust for the effects of the 
F Y 1992 DRG reclassification and 
reealibration as part of our FY 1994 
update recommendation). The operating 
adjustment consists of a reduction for 
total observed case-mix change, an 
increase for the portion of case-mix 
change that we determine is due to real 
case-mix change rather than coding 
modifications, and an adjustment for the 
effect of prior DRG reclassification and 
reealibration changes. We proposed to 
adopt this CMI adjustment as well in the 
capital update framework.

We received no comments on the 
proposed CMI adjustment

The revised operating update 
framework contains an adjustment for 
forecast error. The input price index 
forecast is based on historical trends 
and relationships ascertainable at the 
time the update factor is established for 
the following year. In any given year 
there can be unanticipated price 
fluctuations that can result in 
differences between the actual increase 
in prices faced by hospitals and the 
forecast used in calculating the update 
factors. We continue to believe that the 
capital update framework should 
include a forecast error adjustment 
factor. In setting a prospective payment 
rate under the proposed framework, we 
would make an adjustment for forecast 
erior only if our estimate of the capital 
input price index rate of increase for 
any year is off by 0.25 percentage points 
or more. There is a 2-year lag between 
the forecast and the measurement of the 
forecast error. Thus, for example, we 
would adjust for a forecast error made 
in FY 1996 through an adjustment to  the 
FY 1998 update.

We received no comments on the 
proposed forecasting error adjustment.

IV . P o lic y  A d ju s tm e n t F acto rs

The capital input price index 
measures the pure price changes 
associated with changes in capital- 
related costs (¡»riera x “quantities”). The 
composition of capital-related costs is 
maintained at base-year 1987 
proportions in the capital input price 
index. We would address appropriate 
changes in the amount mid composition 
of capital stock through the policy 
adjustment factors.

The revised update framework for the 
prospective payment system for 
operating costs includes factors 
designed to adjust the input price index 
rate of increase for policy 
considerations. Under the revised 
operating framework, we adjust for 
service productivity (the efficiency with 
which providers produce individual 
services such as laboratory tests and 
diagnostic procedures) and intensity 
(the amount of services used to produce 
a discharge). The service productivity 
factor for thè operating update 
framework reflects a forward-looking 
adjustment for the changes that 
hospitals can be expected to make in 
service-level productivity during the 
year. A hospital retains any productivity 
increases above the average.

The intensity factor for the operating 
update framework reflects how hospital 
services are utilized to produce the final 
product—the discharge. This 
component accounts for changes in the 
use of quality-enhancing services, 
changes in within-DRG severity, and 
expected modification of practice 
patterns to remove cost-ineffective 
services. We originally proposed that 
the intensity adjustment factor in the 
revised operating-PPS framework be 
adopted in the capital update 
framework. That factor remains a part of 
our developing framework. Under the 
revised operating update framework, we 
calculate case-mix constant intensity as 
the change in total charges per 
admission, adjusted for price level 
changes (the CPI hospital component) 
and changes in real case mix. The use 
of total charges in the calculation of the 
proposed intensity factor makes it a 
total intensity factor, that is, charges for 
capital services are already built into the 
calculation of the factor. We can 
therefore incorporate the proposed 
intensity adjustment from the operating 
update framework into the capital 
update framework. In the absence of 
reliable estimates of the proportions of 
the overall annual intensity increases 
that are due, respectively, to ineffective 
practice patterns and to the combination 
of quality-enhancing new technologies 
and within-DRG complexity, we
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proposed to assume, as in the revised 
operating update framework, that one* 
half of the annual increase is due to 
each of these factors. The capital update 
framework would thus provide an add
on to the input price index rate of 
increase of one-half of the estimated 
annual increase in intensity to allow for 
within-DRG severity increases and the 
adoption of quality-enhancing 
technology.

In our previous discussions of an 
efficiency adjustment, we suggested that 
the adjustment should take into account 
two considerations. One is that capital 
inputs, unlike operating inputs, are 
generally fixed in the short run. The 
productivity target in the revised 
operating framework operates on a 
short-term, year-to-year basis. Targets 
for capital efficiency and cost- 
effectiveness, however, must operate on 
a longer term basis. The other 
consideration is that, prior to the 
adoption of the capital prospective 
payment system, Medicare payment 
policy for capital-related costs, as well 
as the policies of other payers, did not 
provide sufficient incentives for 
efficient and cost-effective capital 
spending. As a result, capital costs per 
case, and therefore base year 
prospective capital rates, may be higher 
than would have been consistent with 
capital acquisition policy in more 
efficiency-oriented markets. A guiding 
principle in devising an efficiency

adjustment is therefore that Medicare 
capital prospective payment rates 
should not provide for maintenance of 
capital in excess of the level that would' 
be produced in an efficiency-oriented 
competitive market.

As a preliminary examination of this 
issue, we analyzed the change in actual 
Medicare capital cost per case for FYs 
1986-1991 in relation to the change in 
the capital input price index (which 
accounts for change in the input prices 
for capital-related costs), and the other 
adjustment factors that we were then 
proposing to include in the framework, 
that is, the increase in real case mix, and 
the increase in intensity due to quality
enhancing technological change and 
within-DRG complexity. We found rates 
of increase in spending per case that 
exceeded the rate of increase 
attributable to inflation in capital input 
prices, quality-enhancing intensity 
increases, and real case-mix growth.

Economic theory suggests that an 
industry with a guaranteed return on 
capital (such as the hospital industry 
prior to prospective payment for capital- 
related costs) would have a tendency to 
be overly capitalized relative to more 
competitive industries. This is because 
the incentive for firms in such an 
industry is to compete on the basis of 
more capital-intensive production 
processes than firms in other industries. 
As a result, capital costs per case, and 
therefore base year prospective capital

rates, may be higher than would have 
been consistent with capital acquisition 
policy in more efficiency-oriented 
competitive markets.

Our analysis was designed to examine 
whether hospitals had in fact responded 
to the incentives of the cost-based 
reimbursement system for capital by 
expanding beyond what was necessary 
for efficient and cost-effective delivery 
of services. The analysis confirmed that 
volume and intensity of capital 
acquisition far outpaced the increase in 
capital input prices during the years 
between the implementation of the 
prospective payment system for 
operating costs and the introduction of 
the capital prospective payment system. 
Even accounting for real CMI increases 
and increases in intensity attributable to 
cost-increasing but quality-enhancing 
new technologies, there remains a large 
excess of capital-related spending.

The following tables show the results 
of our most recent analysis, based on the 
most current data available and the most 
recent projections. Differences between 
these tables and the tables in the May
26,1993, Federal Register are due to 
revised figures for average capital cost 
per case increases, based on the most 
recent data and projections. Table 4 
shows the results when real case-mix 
increase is assumed to be 1.0 percent 
annually. Table 5 shows the results 
when real case-mix increase is assumed 
to be 1.4 percent annually.

Table 4.— Cumulative Percentage Change in Capital-Related Cost per Case Due to Inflation,
Real CMI, and Intensity, 1986-1991

Year

1986 .............. .................
1987 ............................
1988 .................... ....... ....
1989 ............... ;............
1990 ........ ...................
1991 .........________ ___
Cumulative (compounded)

C IP I1 Real 
CMI 2

Allow
able in
tensi

fy 3

Result
ing in

crease 4

Percent
change

cost/
case3

Residual3

4.3 1.0 2.1 7.6 19.9 11.5
3.6 1.0 2.5 7.3 14.9 7.1
3.7 1.0 1.5 6.3 7.3 0.9
3.1 1.0 0.5 4.7 8.1 3.3
2.8 1.0 0.2 4.0 6.4 2.3
2.4 1.0 0.1 3.5 4.4 0.8

38.2 77.5 28.4

t Figures from Table 1, section III.
2 Assuming that real CMI increase is 1.0 percent annually.
3 One half of observed intensity increase, as determined by the of the joint ope rati ng/capital intensity measure.
4 The increase attributable to inflation, real CM I, and allowable intensify, calculated as the product of the rates of increase of those factors (that 

is, 1.043x1.01x1.021*1.076 for 1986).
6 Figures supplied by HCFA’s Office of the Actuary.
•T h e  actual increase in average cost per case divided by the increase attributable to inflation, real CM I, and allowable intensify (that is, 1.199/ 

1.075*1.115, an 11.5 percent residual for 1986).

Table 5.— C umulative Percentage Change in Capital-Related Cost per Case Due to Inflation,
Real CMI, and Intensity, 1986-1991

Year CIPM Real 
CMI 2

Allow
able in
tensi

ty 3

Result
ing in

crease4

Percent
change

cost/
case3

Residual3

1 9 8 6 ............................................. ..................... . 4.3 1.4 1.9 7.8 19.9 11.3
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Table 5.— Cumulative Percentage Change in Capital-Related Cost per Case Due to  Inflation,
Real CMI, and Intensity, 1986-1991— Continued

Year Cl PM Real 
CMI a

Allow
able In
tensi
ty3

Result
ing in

crease4

Percent
change

cost/
case5

Residual6

1 9 9 7 ...... ..... ......... ....... ...... .......... ........ ....... ........... 3.6 1.4 2.3 7,5 14.9 69
1988......................................„............ ............................................................... 3.7 1.4 1.3 6.5 7.3 07
1 9 R 9 ................. ,........................................................... 3.1 1.4 0.3 4.9 8.1 31
1 9 9 0 ...................................................... 2.8 1.4 0.0 4.2 6.4 21
1 9 9 1 .............................. ....... .......  ..............................  ........... ,, , ; . ........ 2.4 1.4 -0.1 3.7 4.4 06
Cumulative (compounded).................. ..................................... ............ ;........... ... 39.9 77 JS 26.9

i Figures are from Table 1, section III.
? Assuming that real CMI increase is 1.4 percent annually.
3 One half of intensity increase as determined by the methodology of the joint operating/capital intensity measure.
4 The increase attributable to inflation, real CMI, and allowable intensity, calculated as the product of the rates of increase of those factors (that 

is, 1.043x1.014x1.019=1.078 tor 1986).
5 Figures supplied by HCFA’s Office of the Actuary.
6 The actual increase in average cost per case divided by the increase attributable to inflation, real CM I, and allowable intensity (that is, 1.199/ 

1.077=1.113, an 11.3 percent residual for 1986.

We believe that the long-run 
adjustment for capital efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness should take into 
account the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the capital resources present in the 
base year for the capital prospective 
payment system. We do not believe that 
Medicare capital payment rates should 
provide for maintenance of capital in 
excess of the level that would be 
produced in an efficiency-oriented 
competitive market. The capital 
efficiency adjustment should be 
designed to give hospitals an incentive 
to reduce inefficiency and 
ineffectiveness in capital resources.

In the absence of another approach, 
we suggested in the May 26,1993 
proposed rule that the residual analysis 
could provide the basis for a capital 
efficiency adjustment (58 FR 30457). To 
the degree that base year rates for the 
capital prospective payment system 
reflect costs that were higher than those 
that would have been consistent with 
capital acquisition policy in a more 
efficiency-oriented competitive market, 
we suggested that the annual update 
could be reduced on a long-term basis. 
Such an adjustment would not 
necessarily imply the eventual removal 
of the entire residual we have identified 
from the capital update. Rather, we 
would continue to study the data in 
order to identify the proportion of the 
residual that should be employed to 
reduce the update and the rate at which 
the adjustment should be applied. We 
would also take into account the 7.4 
percent reduction to the standard 
Federal rate mandated by Public Law 
103-66. (We discuss this reduction in 
section V.C of the preamble to this final 
rule, and in section III. A of the 
addendum.) As we have previously 
noted, our eventual goal is to develop a 
unified update framework for both the

capital and the operating prospective 
payment system. Such a framework will 
require a total factor productivity 
measure. While we work to develop a 
unified framework incorporating a total 
factor measure, we would employ the 
residual analysis as the basis for an 
adjustment within the capital 
prospective payment system update 
framework to encourage a gradual 
reduction in capital stock above the 
level required for efficient and cost- 
effective care.

Comment: We received three 
comments on the policy adjustment 
factors in the previous model 
framework. One commenter 
recommended that an add-on 
adjustment for new technology be 
included in the framework. Two 
commenters disagreed with our 
approach to an efficiency adjustment. 
Specifically, these commenters took 
issue with our contention that Medicare 
capital payment rates should not 
provide for maintenance of capital in 
excess of what would be produced in an 
efficiency-oriented competitive market. 
The commenters argued that this 
approach ignores a very important 
difference between competitive business 
practice and the provision of hospital 
care. Competitive businesses may 
choose not to serve customers who are 
unable to pay. Community hospitals 
cannot choose to refuse service to those 
who cannot pay. The commenters urged 
HCFA to keep this fact in mind in 
developing the update framework.

Response: As we explained above, the 
methodology for developing the 
intensity adjustment in the model 
framework already accounts for the 
introduction of quality-enhancing new 
technology. We therefore do not believe 
that a separate technology adjustment is 
necessary or appropriate.

The efficiency adjustment included in 
the previous model framewdrk was 
designed to be an interim measure, 
pending the development of a unified 
update framework for the prospective 
payment system with a total factor 
productivity adjustment. To the extent 
that base year rates for the capital 
prospective payment system reflect 
costs that were higher than those 
consistent with capital acquisition 
policy in a more efficiency-oriented 
competitive market, we suggested that 
the rate might be reduced on a long-run 
basis.

It is not clear how the provision of 
uncompensated care by community 
hospitals poses an objection to the 
efficiency adjustment in the model 
framework. Certainly the provision of 
uncompensated care does not account 
for the residual uncovered in our 
analyses. The residual measures the 
excess in the rate of change, during the 
years immediately prior to the 
implementation of the prospective 
payment system for capital-related 
costs, in Medicare capital cost per case 
over what can be accounted for by the 
increase in real case mix and the 
increase in intensity due to quality
enhancing technological change and 
within-DRG complexity. During the 
years in question, Medicare capital costs 
were reimbursed at a fixed percentage of 
cost (85 percent of cost in the period 
just prior to the implementation of the 
capital prospective payment system). 
Thus, the cost-ineffective capital 
spending patterns suggested by the 
residual analyses in no way result from 
costs for uncompensated care. Rather, 
the residual suggests that the hospital 
industry may have responded to the 
incentives of the cost-based 
reimbursement system for Medicare 
capital costs by expanding beyond what
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was necessary for efficient and cost- 
effective delivery of services. We also do 
not believe that the provision of 
uncompensated care by community 
hospitals otherwise provides a reaSon to 
forego an adjustment designed to correct 
for excessive costs built into a rate 
designed for payment of Medicare 
beneficiaries.

Accordingly, we continue to believe 
that an efficiency adjustment should 
encourage the reduction in excess 
capital stock by reducing the rate over

a number of years. The residual analysis 
would provide the basis for the 
reduction, although we would not 
necessarily remove all the residual. We 
would continue to study the data in 
order to identify the proportion of the 
residual that should be employed to 
reduce the update and the rate at which 
the adjustment should be applied.

We emphasize again that this 
approach to a capital efficiency 
adjustment represents only our current 
thinking. We believe that further

development may be necessary before 
such an efficiency adjustment is ready 
for use as part of the update framework. 
We continue to welcome suggestions for 
improvement of the adjustment and we 
remain interested in considering 
suggestions for alternative approaches. 
In addition, we would welcome 
information on the possible effects of an 
efficiency adjustment on various' 
segments of the hospital industry.
[FR Doc. 93-21026 Filed 8 -3 1 -9 3 ; 8:45 am] 
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